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Right on! 3 inglisuri enis BB1 donis Semswav
lelebze gaangariSebuli saxelmZRvaneloa, ro
melic maswavlebels saSualebas aZlevs, advilad 
dagegmos gakveTilebi Sereuli SesaZleblobebis 
klasebTan samuSaod.

saxelmZRvanelo Sedgeba 6 modulisgan. Ti
Toeul modulSi warmodgenilia eqvsi gakveTi
li, modulis Tematikis saswavlo programasTan 
integrirebis seqcia (CLIL), proeqtebis nawili 
da prezentaciis unarebis gamaRvivebeli na
wili. moswavlis rveulSi modulebis mixedviT 
warmo dgenili masala ki codnis gamamyarebeli 
damatebiTi davalebebis farTo arCevans iZleva.

kursis komponentebi
moswavlis wigni (Student’s Book) kursis Ziri

Tadi komponentia. masSi warmodgenili TiToeuli 
moduli moicavs konkretul Tematikas, romelic 
me9 klasis  moswavleTa asakobrivi jgufisTvis 
saintereso masalazea morgebuli. yvela moduli 
erTsa da imave struqturas imeorebs (ix. saxel
mZRvanelos elementebi).

moswavlis samuSao rveuli (Workbook Student’s 
Book) Sedgeba im damatebiTi savarjiSoebisgan, 
romlebic amyareben da afarToveben moswavlis 
wignSi warmodgenili modulebis Tematikas, 
leqsikas, gramatikas, sasaubro elementebsa da 
funqcionalur enas, xolo ganvlili masalis 
gasameorebeli da codnis Sesamowmebeli seqcie
bi ki mza masalaa sakontrolo, Semajamebeli Tu 
Sualeduri testebis Casatareblad. aqvea kiTx
vis, mosmenisa da weris unarebis gasaRvivebeli 

seqcia (Skills Practice), gramatikuli sakiTxebis 

Teoriisa da savarjiSoebis banki (Grammar Bank) 
da prezentaciis unaris gamaRvivebeli seqcia 
(Presentation Skills), romelic moswavleebs aZlevs 
saWiro miTiTebebs prezentaciebis sworad agebisa 
da efeqturi sajaro gamosvlebisTvis. samuSao 
rveulSi gvxvdeba, agreTve, saxaliso muSaobis 

seqcia (Fun Time), romelic gvTavazobs samagi
do TamaSebs ganvlil gramatikul da leqsikur 
masalaze.

maswavleblis wigni samuSao rveulisTvis (Work-
book Teacher’s Book) Sedgeba savarjiSoebSi Casmuli 
pasuxebis, mosasmeni davalebebis teqstebisa da 
weriTi davalebebis sanimuSo modelebisgan.

maswavleblis wigni (Teacher’s Book) Seicavs 
deta lur sagakveTilo gegmebsa da masalis 
efeqturad axsnisTvis SemoTavazebul rCevebs. 
aqvea moswavlis wignis savarjiSoebi pasuxebiT, 
mosasmeni davalebebis teqstebi da weriTi Tu 
zepiri davalebebis sanimuSo modelebi.

saklaso audiomasala (Class Audio Files) kursis 
Tanmxlebi mTeli audiomasalaa: monologebi, dia
logebi, mosasmen Tu wasakiTx seqciebSi Setanili 
teqstebi da calkeul bgerebsa Tu intonaciur 
struqturebze agebuli sawarmoTqmo savarjiSoe
bi; aseve moswavlis wignis simRerebi da moswavlis 
rveulis mosasmeni savarjiSoebi.

saxelmZRvanelos elementebi

TiToeuli moduli iwyeba e.w. „modulis 
ganSliT“, romelic gvawvdis mokle informacias 
imis Taobaze, Tu ra tipis leqsika, gramatikuli 
masala, sasaubro Temebi da weriTi davalebebi 
daifareba konkretuli modulis farglebSi.

TiToeuli moduli Seicavs Semdeg seqciebs: 

leqsikas (Vocabulary), romelic morgebulia 
funqcionalursa da Sinaarsobriv konteqstze 
da varjiSdeba iseTi savarjiSoebiT, rogori
caa: sityvebisa da suraTebis Sesabamisoba, myar 
SesityvebaTa dasruleba Tu azrobrivad dakav
Sirebuli winadadebebis SeerTeba, sasaubro in
glisuris elementebis swor konteqstSi Casma, 
windebulebis sworad SerCeva frazul zmnebTan, 
arsebiT saxelebsa da zedsarTav saxelebTan.

kiTxvas (Reading), romelic warmodgenilia 
sakiTxavi teqstebis (dialogebi, statiebi, bloge
bi, Ria baraTebi, meilebi da a.S.) saxiT. am masalaze 
muSaobiT moswavleebi sistematurad iviTareben 
iseT unarebs, rogoricaa ZiriTadi informaciis 
wvdoma da specifikuri informaciis amokrefa.

gramatikas (Grammar), romelic, Tavdapirve
lad Sesabamis konteqstSia realizebuli, mere ki 
martivad da naTlad aris axsnili e.w. Teoriul 
CarCoebSi. am masalis asaTvisebeli savarjiSoebi 
ki meTodurad amyareben SeZenil codnas, xels 
uwyoben masalis kidev ufro kargad gaazrebasa 
da gaTavisebas. igive masala (Tavisi Teoriuli 
nawiliTa da praqtikuli savarjiSoebiT) kidev 
ufro myardeba samuSao rveulis konkretul mo

Sesavali
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dulebsa da gramatikis bankis seqciebSi.
mosmenas (Listening), romelic moswavleebs uvi

Tarebs mosmenis unars modulSi warmodgenili 
leqsikuri da gramatikuli elementebis Semcvel 
realistur masalaze agebuli davalebebiT, rac, 
Tavis mxriv, kidev ufro uadvilebs moswavleebs 
modulis enis gagebaaTvisebis process. 

metyvelebas (Speaking), romelic moswavleebs 
avarjiSebs im swor sametyvelo struqturebze, 
romelTa gamoyenebac, mogvianebiT, damoukide
blad unda moaxerxon.

sasaubro inglisuris elementebs (Everyday En-
glish), romlebic yoveldRiurobis konteqstSi 
Casmuli funqciuri dialogebia. es dialogebi 
moswavleebs sasaubro gamoTqmebiT amaragebs da 
bunebrivi metyvelebis unars uRvivebs.

gamoTqma/intonacias (Pronunciation/Intonation), 
romelic saSualebas aZlevs moswavleebs erT
maneTisgan kargad gaarCion msgavsi inglisuri 
bgerebi, sworad warmoTqvan isini da aiTvison 
inglisuri enisTvis damaxasiaTebeli aRmavali 
da daRmavali intonaciebi.

weras (Writing), romlis elementic yvela mo
dulSi Sedis da moicavs sxvadasxva tipis sawer 
davalebas: statiebs, eseebs, blogebs, meilebs, 
dRiurebs, forumebs da a.S. saxelmZRvanelos 
boloSi warmodgenili weris seqcia ki ufro me
tad uRvivebs moswavleebs SeZenil weris unars.

erTeulis Tematikis saswavlo programasTan 

integrirebis/kulturis kuTxes (CLIL/Culture Spot), 
romelic moswavleebs awvdis inglisurenovani 
qveynebis kulturis modulis TematikasTan daka
vSirebul faqtebs, romlebic Semdgom sakuTari 
kulturis imave elementebs damoukideblad unda 
miusadagon.

simRerebs (Songs), romelic wignis boloSia 
mocemuli da gvTavazobs modulebis Tematikaze 
agebul simRerebs, romelTa mosmena da gaanal
izebac kidev erTi, saswavlo procesis gamaxa
lisebeli elementia da enis ukeTesad aTvisebasac 
Zalian uwyobs xels.

swavlis unars (Study Skills), romelic moswav
leebs uadvilebs swavlis strategiebis gaum
jobesebas da warmodgenilia Sexsenebebisa da 
axsne bis saxiT TiToeuli modulis bevr seqci
asTan.

arawesieri zmnebis cxrils (Irregular Verbs), 
romelSic Setanilia saxelmZRvaneloSi gamo
yenebuli arawesieri zmnebis sami ZiriTadi forma.

leqsikons (Word List), romelic iZleva ara 
 mxolod sityvebis mniSvnelobaTa inglisurad 
axsnas, aramed maT qarTul Targmanebsac, rac 
Zalian xelsayrelia damoukidebeli muSaobisTvis.

saWiro rCevebi maswavleblebisTvis

a) axali leqsikuri masalis axsna

axali leqsikuri elementebis axsnisas, 
aucileblad dauwereT moswavleebs dafaze maTi 
sinonimebi da antonimebi; SeecadeT, miawodoT 
zogierTis parafrazirebuli variantic (mag., 
strong (syn.) powerful; (ant.) weak;  weekend (paraph.) Sat-
urday and Sunday.

aucilebelia, aseve, axali leqsikuri erTeu
lis Sesabamis konteqstSi (winadadebaSi) Casmuli 
magaliTis Cvenebac, raTa moswavleebma ukeT Sei
grZnon misi mniSvneloba. SeecadeT, yoveli axali 
sityvis inglisuri ganmarteba da misi qarTuli 
Sesatyvisic warmoadginoT.

b) jgufuri da individualuri gameoreba

gaameorebineT moswavleebs yoveli axali er
Teuli da yuradReba gaamaxvileT mis sawarmoTqmo 
variantze. umjobesia, jer jgufurad gaameore
binoT da mere ukve  individualurad (ase ufro 
komfortulad igrZnoben Tavs).

g) mosmena da kiTxva

SegiZliaT moswavleebs mosasmeni davale
ba konkretuli informaciis amocnobisTvis 
SeasrulebinoT, xolo wasakiTxi da mosasmeni 
davaleba ki  ZiriTadi Sinaarsis wvdomisTvis.

SeniSvna: videoebi
moswavlis wignSi warmodgenil ZiriTad te

qstebs video masalac axlavs. videoebis Cveneba 
mxolod mas mere aris rekomendebuli, rac mos
wavleebi teqsts waikiTxaven.

d) metyveleba

saxelmZRvaneloSi warmodgenili sametyvelo 
aqtivobebi Tavidan kontrolirebadia, anu sa
varjiSoebi isea agebuli, rom moswavle sruliad 
damoukideblad ar moqmedebs. 

raime sakiTxze damoukideblad msjelobis 
saSualeba mas mxolod zemoaRniSnuli savar
jiSoebis dasrulebis Semdeg unda mieces; amiT 
moswavles Secdomebis daSvebisgan daazRvevT.

e) wera

weriTi samuSaoebi saxelmZRvaneloSi gul
dasmiT aris SerCeuli. isini kidev ufro ixveweba 
wignis bolos warmodgenil weriTi samuSaoebis 
seqciaSi, sadac maTi sanimuSo modelebi da is 
savarjiSoebia mocemuli, romlebic, saboloo 
jamSi, moswavles kidev ufro gauRvivebs ama Tu 
im tipis teqstis Sedgenisa da weris unars.

am samuSaoebis micemamde unda darwmundeT, 
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rom moswavles kargad aqvs gaazrebuli weriTi 
davalebis mizani da icis, rogor stilSi unda 
daiweros ama Tu im tipis weriTi samuSao.

v) davalebebis micemamde

weriTi davalebis micemamde, moswavleebi maq
simalurad unda daazRvioT orTografiuli, le
qsikuri Tu gramatikuli Secdomebis daSvebisgan. 
am mizniT, SegiZliaT maT:

• gadaawerinoT calkeuli pasaJebi;
• daawerinoT karnaxebi;
• gamokiTxoT sityvebisa da frazebis mni

Svnelobebi;
• xmamaRla waakiTxoT da aTargmninoT te

qstebi leqsikur da gramatikul elementebze 
yuradRebis gamaxvilebiT.

z) moswavleebis pasuxebis Sefaseba

klasSi weriTi savarjiSoebis Sesrulebisas, 
moswavleebs an adgilzeve miuTiTeT daSvebul 
Secdomaze da Tavad SeaSveleT swori varianti, 
an ubralod, miuTiTeT, rom Secdomas uSvebs da 
mieciT saSualeba, Tavad Seasworos igi.

zepiri metyvelebisas, moswavle ar unda 
gaaCeroT; mis mier daSvebuli Secdomebi unda 
CainiSnoT da mxolod saubris dasrulebis Semdeg 
miuTiToT maTze.

saSinao weriT samuSaoebs zedmetad nu aaWre
lebT SeniSvnebiT; miuTiTeT mxolod im Secdomeb
ze, romlebic savarjiSos miznisa da daniSnulebis 
relevanturia.

T) wyvilebSi muSaoba

rodesac moswavleebi wyvilebad muSaoben, 
SemoiareT klasi da TiToeul wyvils daexmareT, 
Tuki maT daxmareba esaWiroebaT.

i) jgufuri samuSao

moswavleebi jgufurad, ZiriTadad, proeqteb
ze muSaoben. jgufi umjobesia sami an oTxi mos
wavlisgan daakompleqtoT da kargad auxsnaT 
mTel klass Sesasrulebeli samuSaos arsi da 
mizani.

moswavlisa da maswavleblis wignebSi 
gamoyenebuli simboloebi

 audio

 wyvilebSi muSaoba

 jgufuri samuSao

 
  
konteqstSi asaxsneli sityvebi

Note! gramatikuli da leqsikuri SeniSvnebi

  
kvleva

Study skills damoukideblad muSaobis strate
giebi

  kritikuli azrovnebis seqcia

Culture Spot   mokle teqstebi inglisurenovani 
qveynebis kulturaze da kulturaTa dialogis 
xelSesawyobad

VALUES  kritikuli azrovnebisa da faseu
lobebis ganmaviTarebeli seqcia

CLIL   Tematikis saswavlo programasTan inte
grirebis seqcia
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მოდულების სექციების შინაარსი მასწავლებლისა და მოსწავლის წიგნების მიხედვით

მოდული 1

მასწავლებლის წიგნი მოსწავლის წიგნი

ლექსიკა Types of buildings (lighthouse, palace, 
bank, factory, skyscraper, aquarium); 

Countryside (quiet & calm, beautiful 
scenery, lack of public transport, 
friendly people, clean air, not much 
entertainment, lack of jobs, fresh food, 
little traffic, not close to shops); 

City (lots of schools & universities, heavy 
traffic, good public transport, theatres 
& cinemas, lots of shops & malls, lots of 
job opportunities, pollution, crowds of 
people, tall buildings, lots of services & 
facilities);

Nouns (trunk, tusk, inspiration; bat, 
mainland, harbour, mansion, track, path, 
cart); 

Adjectives (stressful, exciting, relaxing, 
convenient, boring, healthy, difficult, 
peaceful); 

Verbs (experiment, breathe);

Phrases (raise awareness, recyclable 
material, recycled art)

to learn vocabulary for geographical 
features; to learn

vocabulary for types of buildings; to learn 
vocabulary for places to live, to express 
an opinion about country life vs city life

Geographical features: 

Shapes; Types of buildings/cities; 

City life – Country life (p. 3, 
Contents);

- geographical features

- shapes

- types of buildings

- places to live

- features of a city (p. 10, Module’s 
presentation)

კითხვა to read for gist, to read

for specific information (multiple 
matching)

Amazing buildings

Imaginary cities (p. 3, Contents);
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გრამატიკა to practise the present simple, the present 
continuous, adverbs of frequency and 
stative verbs; 

to learn/practise the present perfect and 
the present perfect continuous; 

to learn/practise the (to-) infinitive/-ing 
form

Word Formation: suffixes to

form adjectives (-ous, -ive, -y)

Phrasal verbs: come 

Subject/Object pronouns – Possessive 
adjectives/pronouns;

Possessive case; Question words;

Prepositions of time; Prepositions 
of place/movement; C/U nouns – 
quantifiers; Plurals; both/neither/
either;some/any/no/every & 
compounds; Order of adjectives (p. 3, 
Contents);

- present simple/present continuous

- adverbs of frequency

- stative verbs

- present perfect simple/present

perfect continuous

- (to-)infinitive/-ing form

- had better/would rather (p. 10, 
Module’s presentation)

მოსმენა to listen for gist, to listen for

specific information (gap fill)

Listening: an advert (note-taking)

მეტყველება to talk about geographical features, to talk 
about a famous building in your country, 
to talk about an ideal neighbourhood, 
to give a presentation on an ideal 
neighbourhood, to present an imaginary 
city/village, to talk about the value of 
cooperation; to role play a dialogue 
making plans,

to practise the present simple, the present 
continuous, adverbs of frequency and 
stative verbs; to learn/practise the 
present perfect and the present perfect 
continuous, 

to learn/practise the (to-) infinitive/-ing 
form

Deciding where to go for the 
weekend;

Discussing what you enjoy doing 
while on holiday (p. 3, Contents);

- making plans (p. 10, Module’s 
presentation)

სასაუბრო ინგლისური to listen and read for specific

information; to role play a dialogue 
making plans

Deciding where to go for the 
weekend;

Discussing what you enjoy doing 
while on holiday (p. 3, Contents);

- making plans (p. 10, Module’s 
presentation)
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გამოთქმა/ინტონაცია to learn stress in three-syllable words Intonation:

3-syllable word stress (p. 3, Contents)

წერა to write about a famous building in your 
country; 

to write an article about a city; 

to write about a city in one’s country that 
has appeared in a film; to write about an 
ideal neighbourhood

An article about a city (p. 98, 
Writing);

An article about a city  
(p. 3, Contents);

An article about a city (p. 10, 
Module’s presentation)

კულტურა/საგნებთან 
ინტეგრირება

to listen and read for gist; to make a 
leaflet about Green Neighbourhood Day

(Citizenship): Green

Neighbourhood (p. 3, Contents)

Culture: Hobbiton (p. 3, Contents)

CLIL (Citizenship):

Green Neighbourhood Saturday (p. 
10, Module’s presentation)

Culture: Hobbiton (p. 10, Module’s 
presentation)

პროექტი to talk and write about an ideal

Neighbourhood; to give a presentation on 
an ideal

neighbourhood

A map – Create an ideal 
neighbourhood (p. 3, Contents)

პრეზენტაციის უნარი to give a presentation on an ideal 
neighbourhood; to present an imaginary 
city/village

Ideal neighbourhood (p. 3, Contents)

ღირებულებები to learn/talk about the value of 
cooperation

Cooperation (p. 3, Contents)

Values: Cooperation (p. 10, 
Module’s presentation)

უნარები to listen and read for gist; to read for 
specific information (R/W/DS); 

to create/present an imaginary city/
village; to learn vocabulary for features of 
a city; to learn phrasal verbs with come; 
to listen for specific information (gap fill); 
to write an article about a city; to write 
about a city in one’s country that has 
appeared in a film
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მოდული 2

მასწავლებლის წიგნი მოსწავლის წიგნი

ლექსიკა Landmarks & Materials (stone, marble, 
metal, bricks, steel, concrete, blocks, 
designed, lead,

store, carved, built); 

Natural disasters (avalanche, volcanic 
eruption, hurricane, flood); 

Accidents/Disasters (car crash, train 
derailment, explosion, plane crash, 
shipwreck); 

Feelings (frightened, frustrated, anxious, 
amazed, exhausted, worried, shocked, 
angry, terrified, relieved);

Weather (pouring down, freeze, blowing, 
heatwave, shining, heavy showers, gentle 
breeze, thick fog);

Nouns (eyewitness, rock, ash, lava, foot, 
lightning, compass, achievement, route, 
glory, millennium, concrete, lime)

Adjective (military, eternal); 

Verbs (erupt, shake, bury, rescue, sink, 
crash, injure, collapse, direct, emit, affect, 
cover, set);

Phrases (go according to plan, lose

contact, go missing)

to learn vocabulary for landmarks & 
materials; to learn vocabulary for

natural disasters; to learn vocabulary for 
accidents/disasters & feelings; to learn 
vocabulary for weather

Accidents & Disasters; Weather (p. 
3, Contents)

- landmarks & materials

- natural disasters

- accidents/disasters

- feelings

- weather (p. 24, Module’s 
presentation)

კითხვა to read for specific information (multiple 
choice); to read for key

information (matching headings); to

read for cohesion and coherence; to 
consolidate information in a text

Eyewitness to disaster

• Lost without a trace (p. 3, 
Contents)
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გრამატიკა to learn phrasal verbs with carry; to

learn prepositional phrases; to learn/
practise the past simple and

the past continuous; to learn/practise used 
to – would,

to learn subject/object questions; to learn/
practise the past perfect and

the past perfect continuous; to learn 
clauses of result 

Word Formation: -ing/-ed

adjectives

Phrasal verbs: carry

Present simple – Present 
continuous; Adverbs of frequency 
– Stative verbs; Present perfect – 
Present perfect continuous; have 
been/have gone; infinitive/-ing 
form; had better/would rather;

Prepositions (p. 3, Contents)

- past simple – past continuous

- used to – would

- subject/object questions

- past perfect – past perfect 
continuous

- clauses of result (p. 24, Module’s 
presentation)

მოსმენა to listen for specific information; to listen 
for gist; to listen for key

information (matching headings)

Listening: a story (p. 3, Contents)

მეტყველება to talk about accidents/disasters & 
feelings; to talk about a disaster that has 
occurred in your country;

to talk about the achievements of ancient 
Rome; to give a

presentation on an achievement of the 
20th century, to discuss the value of 
achievement;

to practise the past simple and the past 
continuous; to learn/practise the past 
perfect and the past perfect continuous; 
to practise used to – would; to complete a 
dialogue; to role play a dialogue narrating 
an experience; 

to learn intonation when expressing 
shock/surprise, 

A story (p. 3, Contents)

- narrating an experience (p. 24, 
Module’s presentation)

სასაუბრო ინგლისური to complete a dialogue, to role play

a dialogue narrating an experience, to 
learn intonation

when expressing shock/surprise

A story (p. 3, Contents)

- narrating an experience (p. 24, 
Module’s presentation)
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გამოთქმა/ინტონაცია to learn intonation

when expressing shock/surprise

Intonation: expressing

shock/ surprise (p. 3, Contents)

წერა to write about a natural disaster; to write 
about a disaster that has occurred;

A story (p. 99, Writing); 

A story (p. 3, Contents);

A story (p. 24, Module’s 
presentation)

კულტურა/საგნებთან 
ინტეგრირება

to listen and read for specific

information; to learn vocabulary for 
weather; to form adjectives (-ing/-ed); to 
listen for specific information (multiple 
choice); to write a story

(History): Life in Ancient Rome

Culture: The Great Fire of London 
(p. 3, Contents)

CLIL (History):

The Achievements of Ancient 
Rome

• Culture: The Great Fire of London 
(p. 24, Module’s presentation)

პროექტი to create a poster A poster – Great events in history 
(p. 3, Contents)

პრეზენტაციის უნარი to give a presentation on an achievement 
of the 20th century

Events in history (p. 3, Contents) 

ღირებულებები to learn about/discuss the value of 
achievement

Achievement (p. 3, Contents)

Values: Achievement (p. 24, 
Module’s presentation)

უნარები to listen and read for specific

information; to learn vocabulary for 
weather; to form adjectives (-ing/-ed); to 
listen for specific information (multiple 
choice); to write a story; to act out 
dialogues about landmarks & materials



XII

მოდული 3

მასწავლებლის წიგნი მოსწავლის წიგნი

ლექსიკა Environmental problems (temperatures 
rise, rivers and lakes dry up, 
rainforests disappear, the

seas become polluted, extreme weather 
becomes more common, ice caps melt)

Environmental jobs (forest firefighter, 
landscape gardener, zookeeper, dog 
trainer, recycling

sorter); 

Endangered species (mountain gorilla, 
ringed seal, loggerhead sea turtle, 
macaw, lemur)

Types of holidays (cruise, safari, 
beach holiday, volunteer holiday, 
camping holiday, city break,

sightseeing holiday, adventure 
holiday);

Nouns (behaviour, data,

safety procedures, animal nutritionist, 
accommodation, savannah, ancestors, 
minerals,

soil, role, substance)

Adjective (upright)

Qualities (caring, brave, careful, 
patient, creative); 

Verbs (require, pet, include,

Return, convert, admire); 

Phrase (stay tuned)

to learn vocabulary for environmental 
problems; to learn vocabulary for 
environmental jobs & qualities; to 
learn vocabulary for endangered 
species; to learn vocabulary for types 
of holidays 

Environmental problems; Jobs;

Endangered animals; Types of 
holidays (p. 3, Contents)

- environmental

problems

- environmental jobs &

qualities

- endangered species

- types of holidays (p. 38, Module’s 
presentation)

კითხვა to read for gist, to read for specific 
information 

Dolphin Doc for a day

Maasai Simba Camp (p. 3, 
Contents)
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გრამატიკა to form people nouns from verbs and 
nouns; to learn prepositional phrases; 
to learn/practise will – be going to 
– the present simple and the present 
continuous; to learn

the future continuous; to learn/practise 
conditionals types

0-3; to learn/revise wishes; to learn 
phrasal verbs with look

Word Formation: forming

people nouns (-er, -or, -ist)

Phrasal verbs: look;

will – going to – Present simple –

Present continuous; Future 
continuous; Conditionals (0-3);

Wishes; Prepositions (p. 3, 
Contents)

- will – be going to –

present simple –

present continuous

- future continuous

- conditionals (0-3)

- wishes (p. 38, Module’s 
presentation)

მოსმენა to listen for gist; to listen for specific 
information (multiple choice)

Listening: a dialogue

(multiple choice) (p. 3, Contents)

მეტყველება to talk about environmental problems; 
talk about jobs & qualities; to talk 
about endangered species; to complete 
a dialogue; to role play a dialogue 
discussing future plans; to talk about 
types of holidays; to talk about a place 
where sb can look after wildlife on 
their holidays; to talk about parts of a 
plant to give a presentation on a nature 
reserve in one’s country; to learn 
about/discuss the value of learning 
from nature;

to practise will – be going to – the 
present simple and the present 
continuous; to learn/practise 
conditionals types 0-3; to learn/revise 
wishes 

Making predictions; Discussing 
future intentions (p. 3, Contents)

- discussing future

plans (p. 38, Module’s presentation)

სასაუბრო ინგლისური to complete a dialogue; to role

play a dialogue discussing future plans

Making predictions Discussing 
future intentions (p. 3, Contents)

გამოთქმა/ინტონაცია to learn the pronunciation of silent 
letters

Pronunciation: silent letters (p. 3, 
Contents)
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წერა to write a message; 

to write a blog entry about your 
summer plans; 

to write about a place where sb can 
look after wildlife on their holidays

A blog entry about your summer 
plans (p.100, Writing); 

A blog entry about your summer 
plans (p. 3, Contents);  

A blog entry about

your summer plans (p. 38, 
Module’s presentation)

კულტურა/საგნებთან 
ინტეგრირება

to listen and read for specific

information; to read for key 
information; to talk about

parts of a plant

(Science): Parts of a plant

Culture: The Peace River

Refuge and Ranch, Florida (p. 3, 
Contents)

CLIL (Science): Plant Life

• Culture: The Peace River Refuge 
and Ranch, Florida, USA (p. 38, 
Module’s presentation)

პროექტი to create an advert A leaflet – Nature reserves (p. 3, 
Contents)

პრეზენტაციის უნარი to give a presentation on a nature 
reserve in one’s country

Nature reserves (p. 3, Contents)

ღირებულებები to learn about/discuss the value of 
learning from nature

Nature (p. 3, Contents)

Values: Learning from Nature (p. 
38, Module’s presentation) 

უნარები to listen and read for gist; to read for 
specific information; to learn phrasal 
verbs with look; to learn vocabulary 
for types of holidays; to talk about 
types of holidays; to listen for specific 
information

(multiple choice); to write a blog entry 
about your summer plans; to talk/write 
about a place where sb can look after 
wildlife on their holidays



XV

მოდული 4

მასწავლებლის წიგნი მოსწავლის წიგნი

ლექსიკა Festivals & Events (TV viewers, art lovers, 
comic book readers, music lovers, food 
fans); 

Art forms (painting, filmmaking, sculpture, 
photography, computer art, pottery);

Types of music (heavy metal, classical, hip 
hop, rap, reggae, pop, blues, R&B, indie, 
folk, jazz);

Parts of a theatre (stage, row, aisle, box, 
curtain, balcony, stalls) Festival activities 
(take part in competitions; dress up in 
costumes; watch a parade, a fireworks

display; dance to live music; eat street 
food, traditional dishes; attend a [theatre] 
performance, workshops);

Recyclable materials (plastic bottles, 
aluminium cans, newspapers, crisp packets,

glass jars, takeaway food boxes, plastic 
bottle caps, juice cartons);

Nouns (case, distance, coastline, warning, 
gamer, convention, workshop, mission,

hound, legend);

Adjectives (relaxing, interesting,

creative, entertaining, educational, 
challenging, cruel, wasteful, multigenre, 
wicked, peace-loving,

ghostly);

Verbs (organise, hold, prepare, transform, 
win, investigate, haunt) 

Phrasal verb (go on); 

Adverb (overnight) 

Phrase (at risk)

to learn vocabulary for festivals & events; 
to learn vocabulary for art forms; to learn 
vocabulary for recyclable materials; to learn 
vocabulary for types of music, to learn 
vocabulary for places in a theatre; to learn 
vocabulary for festival activities

Festivals; Recycled materials; 
Types of music; Theatre; Festivals 
& Celebrations (p. 3, Contents)

- festivals & events

- recyclable materials

- types of music

- theatre

- festival activities

- types of novels (p. 52, Module’s 
presentation)

კითხვა to read for cohesion & coherence (missing 
words); to read for gist; to read for specific 
information (R/W/DS)

Trash Art

A festival for all tastes (p. 3, 
Contents)
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გრამატიკა to learn the passive; to learn/practice a/an 
– the – one/ones; to learn/practise relative 
clauses; to learn/practise the comparative – 
superlative; to learn prepositional phrases; to 
form nouns from verbs

Word Formation: nouns from

verbs (-ance, -ition, -ment);

Phrasal verbs: turn;

The passive; a/an – the – one/ones;

Relative pronouns – Relative 
clauses; Comparative – Superlative;

too – enough; Prepositions (p. 3, 
Contents)

- the passive

- a/an – the – one/ones

- relative clauses

- comparative –

Superlative (p. 52, Module’s 
presentation)

მოსმენა to listen and read for gist; to listen for key 
information (multiple matching)

Listening: a dialogue

(multiple matching) (p. 3, Contents)

მეტყველება to talk about festivals & events; to talk about 
recycling; to talk about artworks; to talk 
about a festival, to present a music festival 
in your country; to give a presentation on a 
character from a film; to learn about/discuss 
the value of heroism;

to role play a dialogue booking tickets for a 
performance;

to practice a/an – the – one/ones; to learn the 
pronunciation of \i:\, \i\; to practise relative 
clauses; to

practise the comparative – superlative 

Booking tickets for a

Performance (p. 3, Contents)

- booking tickets for a performance

(p. 52, Module’s presentation)

სასაუბრო ინგლისური to read for specific information, to

role play a dialogue booking tickets for a 
performance

Booking tickets for a

Performance (p. 3, Contents)

- booking tickets for a performance

(p. 52, Module’s presentation)

გამოთქმა/ინტონაცია to learn the pronunciation of \i:\, \i\ Pronunciation: \i:\, \i\ (p. 3, 
Contents)

წერა to write about strange forms of art;  to write 
an article about a festival;

to practice a/an – the – one/ones; 

to practise relative clauses; to practise the 
comparative – superlative

An article about a festival  
(p. 101, Writing); 

An article about a festival  
(p. 3, Contents);

An article about a Festival  
(p. 52, Module’s presentation)
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კულტურა/საგნებთან 
ინტეგრირება

to learn vocabulary for types of

novels; to listen and read for gist

(Literature): book descriptions; 
Culture: music festival (p. 3, 
Contents)

CLIL (Literature):

The Lord of the Rings & The Hound 
of the Baskervilles

• Culture: Reading Festival (p. 52, 
Module’s presentation)

პროექტი to create a film character A table – Film characters (p. 3, 
Contents)

პრეზენტაციის უნარი to present a music festival in your country; 
to give a presentation on a character from a 
film

A book character (p. 3, Contents)

ღირებულებები to learn about/discuss the value of heroism Heroism (p. 3, Contents)

Values: Heroism (p. 52, Module’s 
presentation)

უნარები to listen and read for gist; to read for specific 
information (R/W/DS); to talk about a 
festival; to present a music festival in your 
country; to learn vocabulary for festival 
activities; to learn prepositional

phrases; to form nouns from verbs; to listen 
for key information (multiple matching); to 
write an article about a festival



XVIII

მოდული 5

მასწავლებლის წიგნი მოსწავლის წიგნი

ლექსიკა Exercise (use energy, stretch, get fit, strengthen 
your body, burn calories)

Sports (ice hockey, boxing, football,

basketball, golf, water polo); Facilities (pitch/field, 
court, pool, ring, rink, course); 

Equipment (ball(s), puck, goggles, gloves, clubs, 
net, stick, racquet, bat, hoop, boots, headgear); 

Injuries & Accidents (cut my finger, get a black 
eye, sprain my wrist, break my leg, hit my head, get 
a bruise, twist my ankle); 

Health problems (an earache, a cold/the flu, a 
fever/temperature, a headache, a stomach ache, a 
sore throat, a toothache); 

Treatments (see a dentist/doctor, take a(n) aspirin/
painkiller, drink

some tea/lots of water, stay in bed, get some rest, 
use ear drops, eat some honey) 

Teen problems (get stressed about exams, start at a 
new school, argue with family/friends, get bullied, 
be addicted to social media);

Noun (reflex, well-being, role, carbs, 
carbohydrates, glucose, fuel, nutrient, protein, 
source, mineral, function, calcium, joint, digestive 
system, peer pressure, social media, race, victim); 

Adjectives (tough, addicted);

Verb (live-stream, panic,

suffer, limit, repair);

Phrase (sponsorship deal, make

progress)

to learn vocabulary for exercise; to learn 
vocabulary for sports,

facilities & equipment; to learn vocabulary for 
injuries &

accidents; to learn vocabulary for health problems 
& treatments; to learn vocabulary for teen problems

Sports & Exercise; Injuries/
accidents;

Health problems – treatments;

Teen problems (p. 3, Contents)

- exercise

- sports, facilities &

equipment

- injuries & accidents

- health problems &

treatments

- teen problems (p. 66, Module’s 
presentation)

კითხვა to read for gist; to read

for specific information (multiple choice)

Are e-sports the future?

Troubled teenagers (p. 3, Contents)
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გრამატიკა to learn phrasal verbs with put;

to learn prepositional phrases; to learn/practise 
modals; to learn/

practise past modals; to learn the causative; to 
learn/practise

reflexive pronouns; to learn/practise plural nouns

Word Formation: forming

negative adjectives (im-/un-/in-);

Phrasal verbs: put;

Modals (present – past modals); 
The causative; Reflexive pronouns;

Singular/Plural nouns; Prepositions

(p. 3, Contents)

- modals & past modals

- the causative

- reflexive pronouns

- plural nouns (p. 66, Module’s 
presentation)

მოსმენა to listen for specific information (multiple choice) Listening: a dialogue

(multiple choice) (p. 3, Contents)

მეტყველება to talk about and present the national sport of 
one’s country; to present a popular sports event in 
your country, to role play a dialogue talking to the 
doctor; to give advice for teen problems; to give a 
presentation on fibre and fat; to give a presentation 
on how to have a healthy lifestyle; to learn about/
discuss the value of health; to practise modals; to 
practise past modals; to practice reflexive pronouns; 
to practise plural nouns

Giving advice

At the doctor’s (p. 3, Contents)

- talking to the doctor

(p. 66, Module’s presentation)

სასაუბრო ინგლისური to listen and read for specific

information; to role play a dialogue talking to the 
doctor;

to form negative adjectives 

Giving advice

At the doctor’s (p. 3, Contents)

- talking to the doctor

(p. 66, Module’s presentation)

გამოთქმა/ინტონაცია to learn the pronunciation

of rhyming words

Pronunciation: rhyming

Words (p. 3, Contents)

წერა to do a quiz, to make a leaflet of dos and don’ts for 
having a healthy lifestyle; to write an email giving 
advice

An email giving advice  
(p. 102, Writing); 

An email giving advice  
(p. 3, Contents);

An email giving advice  
(p. 66, Module’s presentation)
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კულტურა/საგნებთან 
ინტეგრირება

to listen and read for gist; to read

for detailed understanding; to give a presentation 
on fibre and fat

(PSHE): Food for Life

Culture: Superbowl (p. 3, Contents)

CLIL (PSHE): Food for Life

Culture: The Super Bowl (p. 66, 
Module’s presentation)

პროექტი to make a leaflet of dos and don’ts for having a 
healthy lifestyle

A leaflet – Dos & Don’ts

for a healthy lifestyle (p. 3, 
Contents)

პრეზენტაციის უნარი to give a presentation on fibre and fat; to give a 
presentation on how to have a healthy lifestyle; to 
create and present a workout

How to lead a healthy lifestyle (p. 
3, Contents)

ღირებულებები to learn about/discuss the value of health Health (p. 3, Contents)

Values: Health (p. 66, Module’s 
presentation)

უნარები to read for gist; to listen and read

for specific information (multiple choice); to learn 
vocabulary for teen problems; to give advice for 
teen problems; to listen for specific information 
(multiple choice); to write an email giving advice



XXI

მოდული 6

მასწავლებლის წიგნი მოსწავლის წიგნი

ლექსიკა Modern technology (driverless bus, drone 
parcel delivery, robot receptionist, virtual 
reality gym

equipment, flexible smartphone); 

Places in an airport (departure gate,

passport control, check-in desk, duty-free 
shop, baggage

reclaim, information desk);

Using social media (upload a file/photo, add a 
photo to a post, send a friend request, like a

post/photo, tweet/retweet a post, view a 
profile, send an instant message, share a link);

Means of communication

(send emails/letters/text messages, make 
phone calls, chat online, go on social media, 
use sign language,

speak face-to-face) 

Education (pay attention, have lessons, fail 
exams, do homework, enrol on an online 
course, get good marks);

Noun (development, shortage, disability);

Adjectives (minor, valuable, permanent, 
infected, independent, frustrated);

Verbs (delivers, bends, interacts, transports, 
welcomes, interview, assist, monitor, access, 
enter, update, accept, download, hack, post, 
replace, represent);

Phrase (real-life environment, give feedback, 
emotional response, raised dots)

to learn vocabulary for modern technology; to 
learn vocabulary

for places in an airport; to learn vocabulary for 
using social

media, to learn vocabulary for means of 
communication; to learn

vocabulary relating to education

Technology/Inventions; 
Places in an airport; Means of 
communication & Social Media

Education (p. 3, Contents)

- modern technology

- places in an airport

- using social media

- means of

communication

- education (p. 80, Module’s 
presentation)

კითხვა to read for gist; to read

for specific information (R/W/DS); to read for 
cohesion & coherence

A warm welcome from EMIEW3

Teen Tech Forum (p. 3, Contents)
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გრამატიკა to learn prepositional phrases; to learn phrasal 
verbs with take; to learn reported speech; to 
form adjectives from nouns using suffixes

Word Formation: adjectives

from nouns (-ful, -less, -al);

Phrasal verbs: take;

Reported speech; say – tell; 

Question tags; Clauses of 
concession

Prepositions (p. 3, Contents)

reported speech

- reported questions & commands

- question tags

- clauses of concession (p. 80, 
Module’s presentation)

მოსმენა to listen for gist; to listen for cohesion & 
coherence

Listening: monologues

(matching) (p. 3, Contents)

მეტყველება to talk about robots in the workplace; to 
talk about and present organisations in 
one’s country which promote technology to 
teenagers; to practise questions tags, to discuss 
the value of innovation, to give a presentation 
on a 20th century invention; to give a 
summary of an event

Talking about technology

Giving instructions

(p. 3, Contents)

- giving instructions

(p. 80, Module’s presentation)

სასაუბრო ინგლისური to role play a dialogue giving

instructions

Talking about technology

Giving instructions (p. 3, Contents)

- giving instructions

(p. 80, Module’s presentation)

გამოთქმა/ინტონაცია to learn the pronunciation of \i\, \ai\ Pronunciation: \i\, \ai\  
(p. 3, Contents)

წერა to write a for-and-against essay on robot 
teachers; to prepare a poster about a 20th 
century invention

A for-and-against essay  
(p. 103, Writing);  

A for-and-against essay  
(p. 3, Contents);

A for-and-against essay  
(p. 80, Module’s presentation) 
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კულტურა/საგნებთან 
ინტეგრირება

to listen and read for specific

information; to read for cohesion & coherence 
(missing words); to present the life of Louis 
Braille; to design a poster

(History): Louis Braille

Culture: Robot academy (p. 3, 
Contents)

CLIL (History):

Louis Braille: Reading

with your fingers

• Culture: Robot Academy (p. 80, 
Module’s presentation)

პროექტი to prepare a poster about a 20th century 
invention; to design and present robots

Inventions of the 20th century (p. 3, 
Contents)

პრეზენტაციის უნარი to give a presentation on a 20th century 
invention; to present the life of Louis Braille; 
to design and present robots

An invention of the 20th century (p. 
3, Contents)

ღირებულებები to learn about/discuss the value of innovation Innovation (p. 3, Contents)

Values: Innovation (p. 80, 
Module’s presentation)

უნარები to listen and read for gist; to re    ad

for specific information (multiple choice); to 
learn vocabulary relating to education; to form 
adjectives

from nouns using suffixes, to listen for specific 
information (multiple matching); to write a 
for-andagainst

essay on robot teachers
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Sesavali 
sabazo safexurze pirveli ucxouri enis  standarti Sedgeba Semdegi  nawilebisagan: 
a) sagnis swavlaswavlebis miznebi;
b) standartis Sedegebi da Sinaarsi; 
g) meTodikuri orientirebi;
d)  Sefaseba;
e) terminologiuri leqsikoni;
v) danarTi  gramatika.

sabazo safexurze ucxouri enis Seswavlisas moswavleebi ucxour enas funqciurad gamoiyeneben 
komunikaciuri miznebisa Tu saswavlo saqmianobaTa gansaxorcieleblad; daeuflebian enis swavlis 
unarebs.

qvemoT mocemul cxrilSi warmodgenilia pirveli da meore ucxouri enebis standartebisa da 
evrosabWos enis flobis doneebis saorientacio Sesabamisoba.

pirveli ucxouri ena meore ucxouri ena

mosmena da 
kiTxva

wera da 
laparaki

mosmena da 
kiTxva

wera da 
laparaki

IIV klasebis standarti A1.1 A1.1

VVI klasebis standarti
A2.2.  A2.1 A1.2. A1.2

 VII – IX klasebis standarti B1.1 A2.3 A2.2 A2.1.  

saskolo konteqstTan adaptirebis mizniT erovnuli saswavlo gegmaSi A1, A2; B1 doneebi Semdeg qve
simravleebadaa daSlili:

 
a) sagnis swavla-swavlebis miznebi

sabazo safexurze pirveli ucxouri enis swavlaswavlebis miznebia, moswavles Camouyalibos/
ganuviTaros:

•	 ucxour enaze sxvadasxva tipis zepiri da werilobiTi teqstebis gagebisa da Seqmnagaziarebis 
unarebi;

•	 ucxouri enis gamoyenebis unari pragmatuli Tu saganmanaTleblo miznebis gansaxorcieleblad;
•	 enobrivkulturul mravalferovnebis  dafasebisa  da pativiscemis unari;
•	 enebis efeqtianad swavlisTvis saWiro  unarCvevebi;
•	 konstruqciuli TanamSromlobis unari.
am miznebze muSaobiT pirveli ucxouri ena Tavis wvlils Seitans erovnuli saswavlo gegmis misi

isa da miznebiT gaTvaliswinebuli unarebisa da Rirebulebebis ganviTarebasa da CamoyalibebaSi.    

b) standartis Sedegebi da Sinaarsi
standartis Sedegebi sagnis cnebebze dafuZnebiT gansazRvravs miznobriv orientirebs da pasux

obs kiTxvas, ra unda SeeZlos sabazo safexuris moswavles pirveli ucxour enaSi. 
es Sedegebi jgufdeba sam mimarTulebad:  

sabazo safexuris standarti
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teqstis mosmena/wakiTxva da gageba  moicavs strategiebs, romlebsac unda daeuflos moswavle 
ucxoenovani teqstebis gasagebad sociokulturuli konteqstebis TaviseburebaTa gaTvaliswinebiT.

wera da laparaki  gulisxmobs strategiebs, romelTa saSualebiTac unda SeZlos moswavlem ucxo 
enaze zepiri da weriTi komunikacia. 

saqmianoba ucxouri enis gamoyenebiT  gulisxmobs  socialur konteqstebSi sxvadasxva tipis 
saqmianobaTa ucxour enaze ganxorcielebas. igi Seesabameba enebis didaqtikis axal paradigmas  mo
qmedebaze orientirebul midgomas (action-oriented approach). 

standartis Sinaarsi gansazRvravs, ra unda icodes moswavlem. Sinaarsi aRiwereba  savaldebulo 
cnebebis,  Tematuri  CarCoebis, sagnobrivi sakiTxebis saxiT. 

sabazo safexuris standartiT gansazRvruli Sedegebi, cnebebi da sakiTxebi  unda damuSavdes 
moswavlisTvis nacnob konteqstebSi. es konteqstebi Tematuri CarCos saxiTaa gansazRvruli. mas
wavleblis Tu avtoris mier SerCeuli saswavlo Temebi sabazo safexuris samive klasisTvis  unda 
gamomdinareobdes standartis  Tematur blokidan.

 
Tematuri CarCo sabazo safexuris saswavlo TemebisaTvis aCvenebs im konteqstebs, romlebSic 

unda SeZlos moswavlem ucxouri enis gagebagamoyeneba. 

standartis Sedegebis indeqsebis ganmarteba
standartSi gaweril TiToeul Sedegs win uZRvis indeqsi, romelic miuTiTebs sagans, swavlebis 

safexursa da standartis Sedegis nomers; mag., Iucx.sab.1.:
„Iucx“- miuTiTebs pirvel ucxour enas;
„sab“ - miuTiTebs sabazo safexurs;
„1“- miuTiTebs standartis Sedegis nomers.
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pirveli ucxouri enis (inglisuris) standartis Sedegebi (VII-IX klasebi)

Sedegis 
indeqsi

mimarTuleba: teqstis mosmena/wakiTxva da gageba 
(recepciuli unarebi)

cnebebi

moswavlem unda SeZlos:

Iucx.sab.1. mosmenamde/wakiTxvamde teqstis tipis gansazRvra misi 
struqturuli da situaciuri maxasiaTeblebis  amocnobis 
gziT;

teqstis tipi

teqstis 
struqturuli  
elementebi

sakomunikacio 
situacia

kulturaTSorisi 
dialogi

strategiebi

leqsika

gramatika

funqciuri 
sametyvelo 
moqmedebebi

Iucx.sab.2. naswavli enobrivi saSualebebis gamoyenebiT teqstis 
Sinaarsis gaazreba da  sakuTar gamocdilebasTan 
dakavSireba;   

Iucx.sab.3. teqstebSi asaxuli sociokulturuli Taviseburebebis 
amocnoba da maT mimarT pozitiuri damokidebulebis 
gamovlena;  

Iucx.sab.4. teqstis gagebamde, gagebis procesSi da gagebis Semdgom 
Sesabamisi strategiebis SerCeva da gamoyeneba;

Iucx.sab.5 teqstis gaazrebisas warmoqmnili problemebis 
gaanalizeba, maTi gadaWris gzebis dadgena (swavlis 
procesis marTva  metakognituri strategia).

mimarTuleba: wera da laparaki (producireba)

moswavlem unda SeZlos:

Iucx.sab.6 zepiri sakomunikacio situaciis/miznis Sesabamisi 
sametyvelo moqmedebebis Sesruleba saTanado  
strategiebis gamoyenebiT;

Iucx.sab.7. naswavli enobrivi saSualebebiT sakomunikacio miznis 
Sesabamisi werilobiTi teqstis pirveladi variantis 
SemuSaveba;

Iucx.sab.8. pirveladi variantis calkeuli abzacis, mTliani teqstis 
enobrivi, Sinaarsobrivi Tu struqturuli gaumjobeseba, 
saboloo variantis saTanadod gaformeba;  

Iucx.sab.9. weramde, weris dros da weris Semdgom fazebSi Sesabamisi 
strategiebis SerCeva da gamoyeneba; 

Iucx.sab.10. zepiri da weriTi komunikaciisas warmoqmnili problemebis 
gaanalizeba, maT gadasalaxad samoqmedo gegmis Sedgena 
(swavlis procesis marTva  metakognituri strategia).

mimarTuleba: saqmianoba  ucxouri enis gamoyenebiT

moswavlem unda SeZlos:

Iucx.sab.11. kulturaTSorisi dialogis xelSemwyobi iniciativebis 
gamovlena da realizeba, sociokulturuli 
Taviseburebebis gaziareba;

Iucx.sab.12 zepiri da weriTi komunikaciis unarebis gamoyenebiT 
ideebis ganxorcieleba.
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Sinaarsi
cnebebi da sakiTxebi
teqstis tipi

•	 saswavlo mizniT Seqmnili (didaqtizebuli) teqsti (mag., Tematuri dialogi/monologi, 
aRweriTi, TxrobiTi teqsti);

•	 pragmatuli teqstebi (mag., ganrigi/programa, gzis marSruti, reklama, afiSa);
•	 korespondencia (mag. Ria baraTi, megobruli werili,  Setyobineba/SMS/CHAT);
•	 sainformacioSemecnebiTi teqstebi (mag., cnobari, anotacia, interviu,  bukleti, piradi 

gamoxmaureba, saymawvilo enciklopediis statia); 
•	 gasarTobSemoqmedebiTi teqstebi (mag., simRera, leqsi, sketCi, ritmuli teqsti, repi, ka

rikatura, klipi). 

teqstis struqturuli  elementebi (mag., saTauri, rubrika, ilustracia,  sqema, abzaci)
abzaci - struqtura: Tematuri winadadeba, damxmare winadadebebi (damatebiTi informaciis Sem

cveli magaliTi, detali, monacemi Tematur winadadebaSi asaxuli mTavari ideis Sesaxeb),  daskvniTi 
winadadeba;  

teqstis situaciuri maxasiaTeblebi/sakomunikacio situacia (mag., komunikaciis adgili, mizani, 
monawileebi, adresati, avtori);

sociokulturuli Tavisebureba (mag., realiebi, faseulobebi, zneCveulebebi, kulturuli 
normebi)

kulturaTSorisi dialogi;
strategiebi

•	 mosmenis strategiebi mosmenis procesis TiToeuli fazisaTvis (mosmenamde, mosmenis dros, 
mosmenis Semdeg)

•	 kiTxvis  strategiebi kiTxvis procesis TiToeuli fazisTvis (kiTxvamde, kiTxvis dros, 
kiTxvis Semdeg)

•	 laparakis strategiebi zepiri komunikaciamde da komunikaciis dros;
•	 weris strategiebi weris procesis TiToeuli fazisTvis (weris dawyebamde, weris dros, 

pirveli variantis Seqmnis Semdeg) 
•	 leqsikisa da gramatikis swavlis strategiebi;
•	 swavlis procesis marTva (metakognituri strategiebi)

leqsika  - antonimi, sinonimi, omonimi, frazeologizmi/myari Sesityveba; 
 gramatika - fonetika, morfologia, sintaqsi;

leqsikurgramatikuli codna komunikaciur miznebis ganxorcielebas unda emsaxurebodes. Se
sabamisad, leqsika da gramatikuli sakiTxebi calkeul saswavlo Temis sakomunikacio miznebidan 
gamomdinare ganisazRvreba. 

funqciuri sametyvelo moqmedebebi
qvemoT warmodgenilia im funqciuri sametyvelo moqmedebebis CamonaTvali, romelTa Sesrulebac 

unda SeZlos moswavlem sxvadasxva konteqstsa Tu situaciebSi komunikaciisas. standarti gamoyofs 
mikrofunqciebs da makrofunqciebs.

mikro-funqciebi:
•	 interaqcia socialur ritualebSi  misalmeba; vinmes/sakuTari Tavis wardgena; vinmes 

miReba; milocva; keTili survilis gamoxatva; gamomSvidobeba; telefonze interaqcia (zarze 
pasuxi, Tanamosaubris vinaobis dadgena, mobodiSeba, dalodebis Txovna, saubris dasruleba); 
madlobis gadaxda;

•	 interaqcia informaciis Sesaxeb: saxeldeba, miTiTeba, aRniSvna; informaciis moTxovna/
gacema: raime sagnis/pirovnebis Sesaxeb (ra aris, vin aris); drois Sesaxeb (drois monakveTebis 
aRniSvna; droSi  awmyos, warsulsa Tu momavalSi  lokalizeba; Tanadroulobis, winmswre
bobis, mermindelobis gamoxatva, dasawyisis, dasasrulis aRniSvna; ganmeorebadobis, xangr
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Zlivobis, sixSiris aRniSvna); sivrcis Sesaxeb (adgilis/adgilmdebareobis aRniSvna; manZilis 
dazusteba, moZraobis,  mimarTuleba/orientaciis aRniSvna); viTarebis Sesaxeb; raodenobisa 
da xarisxis Sesaxeb; mizezis Sesaxeb; faqtis dadastureba/ uaryofa; informaciis Sesworeba;

•	 interaqcia Sexedulebebis da damokidebulebis Sesaxeb: sakuTari Tvalsazrisis gamox
atva; mimxrobagaziareba; SewinaaRmdegeba, uaryofa; dapirispireba; gamoxatva imisa, rom 
raime ici an ar ici, SegiZlia/ar SegiZlia; gamoxatva imisa, rom raime gaxsovs an dagaviwyda; 
raimes Sexseneba; eWvis, daurwmuneblobisa Tu  darwmunebulobis  gamoxatva;  sakuTari 
survilebis, ganzraxvis gamoxatva; valdebulebis, aucileblobis gamoxatva; Sedareba: 
msgavsebis/gansxvavebis, metobis/naklebobis aRniSvna, mizezSedegobrivi kavSirebi, miznis, 
pirobiTobis gamoxatva;

•	 interaqcia emociebsa da grZnobebze:  sixarulis, siamovnebis, bednierebis gancdis gamox
atva; mowyenilobis, sevdis gamoxatva; nugeSiscema, damSvideba; imedis, guldawyvetis gamox
atva; SiSis, wuxilis, fizikuri tkivilis gamoxatva; mowonebis/ar mowonebis, aRfrTovanebis 
gamoxatva; gamoxatva imisa, Tu ra girCevnia; kmayofilebis/ukmayofilobis gamoxatva; brazis 
gamoxatva; interesis gamoxatva raimes mimarT; gakvirvebis/indiferentuli damokidebulebis,  
madlierebis gamoxatva;

•	 interaqcia qmedebebsa da saqmianobebze:  brZanebis an instruqciis micema; daxmarebis Txov
na; SekveTis micema (mag. kafeSi, restoranSi); Txovnaze pasuxi gacema daTanxmebiT, yoymaniT, 
uaris TqmiT; raimes gakeTebis Txovna; raime gakeTebis SeTavazeba; SeTavazeba; SeTavazebaze 
dadebiTi an uaryofiTi pasuxis gacema; rCevis micema, gafrTxileba; gamxneveba; nebarTvis 
Txovna/micema; akrZalva; damuqreba; dapireba; sayveduris micema;

•	  sityvis, saTqmelis struqturireba - gegmis wardgena; Temis wamowyeba, Temis/sakiTxis 
gaSlaganviTareba dajgufebis, Sedarebis, aRweris, Txrobis saSualebiT; magaliTis moyvana; 
sxvisi naTqvamis moyvana; Temis Sejameba; 

•	 zepiri interaqciis struqturireba - TanamosaubresTan saubris dawyeba; saubarSi CarTva/
sityvis Txovna; sityvis mniSvnelobis dazusteba/parafrazireba, gadamowmeba imis, rom Tana
mosaubres Cveni esmis; kiTxvis dasmiT gadamowmeba, rom marTebulad gvesmis Tanamosaubrisa; 
gaugebrobis SemTxvevaSi TanamosaubrisTvis Txovna, rom ufro nela isaubros, damarcvlos,  
naTqvami gaimeoros,/parafrazirebiT ganmartos.

makro-funqciebi: aRwera, Txroba, axsnaganmarteba
Tematuri CarCo  sabazo safexuris  saswavlo TemebisaTvis 
qvemoT mocemuli CarCo aRwers im konteqstebs, romlebSic unda SeZlos moswavlem ucxouri enis 

gagebagamoyeneba. Sesabamisad, sabazo safexuris samive klasis saswavlo Temebi mTlianobaSi  unda 
Seesabamebodes standartis  Tematuri CarCos. 

individis aqtivobis sferoebi

parametrebi piradi sazogadoebrivi saganmanaTleblo 

adgili kerZo sivrceebi, 
mag.,  saxli, bina,   
ezo.

sajaro sivrceebi 
sofelsa Tu qalaqSi 
(mag., ubani, quCa, 
moedani, sxvadasxva 
tipis transporti, 
parki, kafe, 
aeroporti, maRazia, 
biblioTeka, sadguri).

skolis Senoba da 
misi mimdebare 
teritoria,  
koleji, liceumi, 
profesiuli 
saswavlebeli.

institucia ojaxi, Temi. meria, policia, 
samaSvelo samsaxuri, 
saqvelmoqmedo 
sazogadoeba.

skola da saskolo 
sazogadoeba, zogadi 
da profesiuli 
ganaTleba.
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adamiani ojaxis wevrebi, 
naTesavebi, 
winaprebi, 
Tanatolebi, 
megobrebi, 
nacnobebi.

sxvadasxva saqmianobis 
da profesiis   
adamianebi (mag., 
mexanZre, eqimi, 
mzareuli, mwerali, 
mogzauri), moqalaqe, 
mgzavri, mayurebeli, 
gulSematkivari da sxv.

skolis personali 
(mag., maswavlebeli, 
damrigebeli, 
direqtori, 
biblioTekari, 
daraji), moswavle, 
mSobeli.

sagani aveji, samosi, 
sayofacxovrebo 
nivTebi,  
sportuli 
aRWurviloba da 
sxv.

fuli, safule, 
sursaTi,  saqoneli, 
wamlebi, oficialuri 
dokumentebi (mag., 
piradobis mowmoba, 
marTvis mowmoba).

saskolo 
aRWurviloba 
da nivTebi (mag.,  
wigni, dafa, carci, 
kompiuteri, 
proeqtori, 
sportuli 
inventari). 

movlena ojaxuri 
dResaswaulebi, 
avadmyofoba, 
dReobebi, 
stumroba,  
wveuleba, 
kulturuli 
da sportuli 
aqtivobebi, 
ardadegebi da 
sxv.

bunebrivi 
movlenebi, ubeduri 
SemTxveva,  bazroba, 
konkursi, speqtakli, 
samoqalaqo da 
religiuri  zeimi da 
sxv.

saswavlo wlis 
dasawyisi/
dasasruli, 
klasgareSe 
RonisZiebebi, 
konkursebi, 
konfliqtebi 
skolaSi da sxv. 

moqmedeba yoveldRiuri 
yofiTi, 
SemoqmedebiT
inteleqtualuri, 
sportuli, 
gasarTobi 
saqmianobebi (mag.,  
Wama, Cacma, kiTxva,  
mecadineoba, 
koleqcioneroba, 
televizoris 
yureba).

yofiTi, SemoqmedebiT
inteleqtualuri, 
sportuli, 
gasarTobi aqtivobebi 
sazogadoebrivi 
TavSeyris adgilebSi 
(mag., sayidlebze 
siaruli, TeatrSi 
wasvla, sportul 
SejibrSi monawiloeba),    
mgzavroba, 
mogzauroba. 

swavla da swavleba;  
klasgareSe 
SemoqmedebiT
inteleqtualur, 
sportul 
da gasarTob 
aqtivobebSi 
monawiloeba,  
mSobelTa kreba.

buneba,  
cxovelTa 
samyaro, 
mcenareTa 
samyaro

Sinauri da gareuli cxovelebi, yvavilebi, xeebi, tye, mdinare, tba, 
udabno, zRva, mTa, mindori, kosmosi.
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safexurebrivi sakvanZo SekiTxvebi
•	 rogor moviqce, rom SevZlo inglisurenovani sxvadasxva tipis teqstis gageba?
•	 rogor moviqce, rom SevZlo sakomunikacio situaciis Sesabamisi sametyvelo moqmedebebis  

Sesruleba?
•	 rogor moviqce, rom warmatebiT gavarTva Tavi weriT sakomunikacio amocanas?
•	 ratom gamiWirda sakomunikacio amocanis Sesruleba? rogor gadavlaxo es siZnele? romeli 

strategia unda gamoviyeno da ratom?
•	 rogor Sevuwyo xeli kulturaTSoris dialogs, sociokulturul TaviseburebaTa warmo

Cenasa da gacvlagaziarebas? 
•	 riT hgavs, riT gansxvavdeba ucxouri ena da kultura mSobliurisagan?
•	 rogor gamoviyeno ucxouri enis codna saqmiani ideebis gansaxorcieleblad?

g) meTodikuri orientirebi
sagnis swavla-swavleba unda warimarTos Semdegi principebis dacviT: 
a) swavlaswavleba xels unda uwyobdes moswavleTa motivirebas da Sinagani Zalisxmevis gaaqti

urebas. 
b) swavlaswavleba xels unda uwyobdes codnis etapobrivad konstruirebas winare codnaze 

dafuZnebiT. 
g) swavlaswavleba xels unda uwyobdes codnaTa urTierTdakavSirebas da organizebas. 
d) swavlaswavleba unda uzrunvelyofdes swavlis strategiebis dauflebas (swavlis swavlas).
e) swavlaswavleba unda moicavdes codnis samive kategorias: deklaratiuls, procedurulsa da 

pirobiseuls.  
gamWoli unarebi da Rirebulebebi
sagnobrivi Sedegebis garda, erovnuli  saswavlo gegmis miznebidan swavlaswavlebisa da Sefasebis 

samizned aseve unda iqces Semdegi gamWoli unarebi da Rirebulebebi: 

pasuxismgebloba •	 saskolo da sxva saqmianobebSi nakisri valdebulebis Sesruleba;
•	 samuSaos dadgenil vadebSi dasruleba da Cabareba;
•	 sakuTari qcevis marTva, sakuTar qcevebze  pasuxismgeblobis aReba.

TanamSromloba •	 mzaoba jgufSi/gundSi  sxvadasxva funqciis Sesasruleblad;
•	 gansxvavebuli ideebis, Sexedulebebis konstruqciulad ganxilva;
•	 resursebis, mosazrebebis, codnis gaziareba  problemaTa erToblivad 

gadaWris,   gadawyvetilebaTa  erToblivad miRebis mizniT.
•	 jgufis wevrebs Soris ganawilebuli samuSaos Sesruleba.

drosa da sivrceSi 
orientireba

•	 Tanamedrove realobis sivrculdroiT WrilSi gaazreba da 
interpretireba;

•	 multiperspeqtiuli xedva droiTi da sivrculi faqtorebis 
gaTvaliswinebiT.

eTika •	 eTikuri da qceviTi normebis  dacva; 
•	 solidarobis gancda; 
•	 sxvebisadmi empaTia;
•	 pirovnuli Rirsebis gaazrebisa da dafasebis unari;
•	 gansxvavebulobis mimRebloba;
•	 sakuTar socialur aqtivobaze pasuxismgeblobis gaazreba.
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informaciuli 
da sakomunikacio 
teqnologiebis 
gamoyeneba

•	 informaciis/saswavlo masalis (didaqtizebuli, pragmatuli, 
sainformacioSemecnebiTi, gasarTobSemoqmedebiTi xasiaTis 
teqstebi) moZieba internetSi sxvadasxva saZiebo sistemis meSveobiT; 

•	 informaciuli da sakomunikacio teqnologiebis gamoyeneba saswavlo 
masalisa da sxvadasxva tipis teqstebis Sesaqmnelad da proeqtebis 
gansaxorcieleblad  (sxvadasxva xasiaTis Ria baraTis/megobruli 
werilis/Setyobinebis eleqtronuli versiis miwera eleqtronuli 
fostis meSveobiT, ucxoel TanatolebTan CeTSi monawileoba skypeis, 
messengeris meSveobiT; vebgverdis/blogis Seqmna da ucxour enaze 
ganxorcielebuli sxvadasxva proeqtis, mag., kulinariuli receptebis 
krebulis, skolis moswavleTa naxatebis/nakeTobebis katalogis 
skolis vebgverdze/ blogze ganTavseba);
informaciuli sakomunikacio teqnologiebis gamoyeneba (mag., Word, 
PowerPoint) saswavlo masalisa da sxvadasxva tipis eleqtronuli 
teqstebis dasamuSaveblad. 

kvleva •	 kvleviTi amocanis, kvlevis procedurebis, monacemebis mopovebis 
gzebisa da aRricxvis formebis gansazRvra; saTanado resursebis SerCeva;

•	 kvlevis Catareba, monacemebis aRricxva da sxvadasxva formiT 
warmodgena/ organizeba;  

•	 monacemebis analizi, argumentirebuli msjelobis safuZvelze 
daskvnebis gamotana; kvlevis Sedegebis Sefaseba; 

•	 kvleviTi samuSaoebis Catarebis dros eTikisa da usafrTxoebis 
normebis dacva.

SemoqmedebiTi 
azrovneba

•	 Canafiqris SemoqmedebiTad ganxorcieleba;
•	originaluri ideebis gamovlena da xorcSesxma; axlis Seqmna;
•	dasmuli problemebis gadasaWrelad  arastandartuli gzebis moZieba;
•	 swrafva garemos gardaqmnagaumjobesebisken.

meTodikuri midgomebi
ucxouri enis swavla-swavleba Semdeg meTodikur midgomebs unda iTvaliswinebdes:

•	 ucxouri enis standartis moTxovnaTa Sesruleba moiTxovs ucxour enaze komunikaciuri 
unarebis funqciurad gamoyenebis unarebis ganviTarebas. am moTxovnis uzrunvelsayofad 
mniSvnelovania egreTwodebuli „ukusvliT dagegmvis“ (backward design) meTodis gamoyeneba: 
pirvel rigSi, unda vxedavdeT, konkretuli Tematuri erTeulis  bolos, ra kompleqsurfun
qciuri davalebebis/saqmianobis Sesruleba unda SeZlos moswavlem. Semdeg, es davaleba unda 
davSaloT codnisa da unarebis calkeul komponentebad, romelTa aTvisebac dasWirdeba 
moswavles imisTvis, rom bolos SeZlos kompleqsuri davalebis Sesruleba, romlis drosac 
mouwevs funqciuri gamonaTqvamebis, leqsikuri, gramatikuli, komunikaciuri codnisa da 
unarebis erTdroulad da interaqtiulad gamoyeneba.

•	 leqsikuri masala Tu gramatikuli sakiTxebi TviTmiznurad ar unda iswavlebodes, maTi swav
leba gadajaWvuli unda iyos komunikaciur miznebTan. moswavles is leqsikurgramatikuli 
unarebi unda gamovumuSaoT, romlebsac konkretul komunikaciur situaciebSi gamoiyenebs.

•	 moswavle unda iyos swavlaswavlebis procesis aqtiuri monawile. amis uzrunvelsayofad 
moswavle CarTuli unda iyos ganmaviTarebel SefasebaSi. swavlis procesis Sefaseba moswav
les gamoumuSavebs damoukideblad swavlis unarCvevebs, daexmareba swavlis strategiebis 
aTvisebaSi, saSualebas miscems, gacnobierebulad Seuwyos xeli sakuTar winsvlasa da warmate
bas. SefasebaSi CarTvis ZiriTad mizans warmoadgens moswavlis  gaTviTcnobiereba swavlis 
procesebSi, rac mas xels Seuwyobs am procesebis gaazrebulad da damoukideblad marTvaSi;

•	 swavlis unarebis gasaumjobeseblad mniSvnelovania metakogniciis gaumjobesebaze zrunva, 
risTvisac maswavlebelma periodulad sami tipis aqtivoba unda Caataros. es aqtivobebia:

strategiebis modelireba: maswavlebeli moswavleebTan erTad asrulebs davalebas da misi 
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Sesrulebisas „xmamaRla fiqrobs“ imaze, Tu rogor Seasrulos es aqtivoba (mag., kargad gavecnoT 
pirobas da davakvirdeT, ras moiTxovs igi; aqvs Tu ara pirobas Tanxmlebi masala, mag., suraTebi? 
amitom, sanam teqsts wavikiTxavT, xom ar sjobs, jer suraTebs gavecnoT da vnaxoT, ra informaciis 
Semcvelia es suraTebi? da misT.

winmswrebi metakognituri pauza, anu davalebis Sesrulebamde dafiqreba da msjeloba ga-
dasadgmel nabijebze - mas Semdeg, rac moswavleebi gaecnobian davalebis pirobas, SevasrulebinebT 
metakognituri xasiaTis amgvar aqtivobas: maT jgufurad unda gansazRvron is gza, romliTac davale
bas Seasruleben, saxeldobr: detalurad aRweron davalebis Sesrulebis  etapebi  (ras Seasruleben 
ris Semdeg da sxv.), aseve strategiebi, romlebsac gamoiyeneben TiToeul etapze. jgufebma unda war
moadginon TavianTi namuSevrebi da imsjelon SerCeuli gzebisa Tu  strategiebis mizanSewonilobaze. 

Semdgomi metakognituri pauza, anu davalebis Sesrulebis Semdeg dafiqreba da msjeloba 
gadadgmul  nabijebze - mas Semdeg, rac moswavleebi Seasruleben konkretul davalebas,  maT unda 
gaixsenon da aRweron ganvlili gza:  ra gaakeTes ris Semdeg? ra xerxebi gamoiyenes muSaobisas? ra 
gauWirdaT an ra gauadvildaT? Sesrulebuli moqmedebebis aRweris Sedegad moswavleebi gaacno
biereben im faqts, rom miznis misaRwevad arsebobs sxvadasxva gza da xerxi, romlebzec davalebis 
Sesrulebamde unda dafiqrdnen (optimaluri gadawyvetilebis misaRebad). metakognituri pauza 
moswavleebs ganuviTarebs swavlis unarebs da aumaRlebs swavlis qmedunarianobas. 

•	 yoveli axali Tematuri erTeulis swavleba unda iwyebodes moswavlisTvis nacnobi konteqsteb
is SeTavazebiT, saxeldobr, imgvari teqstebis damuSavebiT, romlebic martiv sakomunikacio 
situacias warmoadgens. swored am teqstebis konteqstSi unda gaecnos moswavle im axal enobriv 
masalas (leqsikur erTeulebs, gramatikul formebs Tu meqanizmebs), romlebsac momdevno etapze 
calkeuli savarjiSoebis saSualebiT aiTvisebs im mizniT, rom Semdgom zepirmetyvelebasa da 
weriT metyvelebaSi gamoiyenos. 

wliuri programisa da saswavlo Temis agebis principebi

wliuri programa standartze dayrdnobiT igegmeba da gviCvenebs standartis moTxovnaTa re
alizebis gzebs. wliuri programa sarekomendacio xasiaTisaa. skolas SeuZlia  gamoiyenos rekomen
daciis saxiT SeTavazebuli wliuri programa an Tavad dasaxos standartis miRwevis gzebi. wliuri 
programebi unda daigegmos saswavlo Temebis saSualebiT (Sedegi ar warmoadgens damoukidebel 
saswavlo erTeuls  Temas). 

saswavlo Temis dasagegmad gamoiyeneba Semdegi komponentebi:

saswavlo Tema 

saswavlo Tema warmoadgens funqciur konteqsts, romelic standartis Sedegebis, cnebebisa Tu 
konkretuli sakiTxebis integrirebulad da urTierTdakavSirebulad swavlebis saSualebas 
iZleva. TiToeuli Temis farglebSi, SeZlebisdagvarad, unda damuSavdes standartis yvela Sedegi.

cnebebi, teqstebi, sakiTxebi

teqstebisa da sakiTxebis meSveobiT moswavle gaiazrebs cnebis Sinaarss, amuSavebs sakvanZo 
SekiTxvebs, asrulebs kompleqsur davalebebs.

sakvanZo SekiTxvebi  

Tematuri sakvanZo SekiTxvebi gamomdinareobs safexurebrivi sakvanZo SekiTxvebidan da daismis 
Temis konkretul konteqstSi. maTi funqciaa:
•	 moswavlis winare codnis gaaqtiureba, cnobismoyvareobis gaRviveba, provocireba axali 

codnis SesaZenad;
•	 saswavlo Temis Sedegze orientirebulad swavlaswavlebis uzrunvelyofa;  
•	 Temis swavlaswavlebis procesSi Sualeduri bijebis/etapebis gansazRvra. sakvanZo 

SekiTxva warmoadgens maorganizebel elements, romelic saswavlo Temis farglebSi 
asrulebs gakveTil(eb)is miznis rols. 
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aqtivobebi

mimdinare davalebebis tipebis/nimuSebis CamonaTvali, romlebic SeiZleba iyos gamoyenebuli 
gagebagaazrebis procesebis xelSesawyobad, aseve codnis aTvisebis, ganmtkicebisa Tu  Sejamebis 
mizniT.

kompleqsur/proeqtul davalebaTa ideebis CamonaTvali

kompleqsuri/proeqtuli davalebebi warmoadgens imgvar aqtivobebs, romelTa Sesruleba 
moiTxovs sxvadasxva codnaTa  integrirebulad  gamoyenebas funqciur konteqstebSi.

Sefasebis indikatorebi

Sefasebis indikatorebi standartis Sedegebidan gamomdinareobs da aCvenebs, ra unda SeZlos 
moswavlem konkretuli Temis farglebSi.  sxva sityvebiT, indikatorebi warmoadgens konkretul 
TemaSi realizebul Sedegebs. indikatorebSi dakonkretebulia codnis is savaldebulo minimumi, 
romelsac moswavle Temis farglebSi unda daeuflos. Sefasebis indikatorebze dayrdnobiT 
yalibdeba kriteriumebi Sefasebis rubrikebisTvis.  

mkvidri warmodgenebi 

mkvidri warmodgenebi ganisazRvreba standartis Sedegebze dayrdnobiT. es aris zogadi  
warmodgenebi, romlebic Temis Seswavlisas unda Camoyalibdes moswavlis  xangrZliv 
mexsierebaSi mis (moswavlis) winare warmodgenebze dayrdnobiT, raTa mas Temis farglebSi 
dasaxuli miznebis miRweva gauadvildes. mkvidri warmodgenebi azrovnebis sayrdenia gagebis 
aqtebis gansaxorcieleblad.

rogor aigeba saswavlo Tema?
saswavlo Temis asagebad umTavresi orientirebia standartis Sedegebi. isini standartSi savaldeb

ulo saxiTaa gansazRvruli. standartis cnebebsa da Sedegebze dayrdnobiT  ganisazRvreba sakvanZo 
SekiTxvebi da Sefasebis indikatorebi, SeirCeva teqstebi, SemuSavdeba ideebi Semajamebeli komp-
leqsuri davalebebisTvis. amis Semdeg  ganisazRvreba sagnobrivi sakiTxebi, resursebi, davalebebis 
tipebi/nimuSebi. TiToeul Temaze muSaobis procesi moemsaxureba zogadi  mkvidri warmodgenebis 
Camoyalibebas. ucxour enaSi mkvidri warmodgenebi ganisazvreba  standartis moTxovnebze dayrd
nobiT da saerToa saswavlo wlis  TemebisaTvis.  

qvemoT  Temis asagebad gadasadgmeli nabijebi warmodgenilia sqematurad, cxrilis saxiT. 

cxrili. saswavlo Temis agebis procesi

nabiji 1. Tematuri sakvanZo SekiTxvebis dasma

 

nabiji 2.  Sefasebis  indikatorebis gansazRvra

nabiji 3. Temis teqstebis/resursebis SerCeva 

nabiji 4. Semajamebeli kompleqsuri davalebebis ideebis SemuSaveba
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nabiji 5.     sakiTxebis gansazRvra

nabiji 6. mimdinare aqtivobebisa da davalebebis  gansazRvra-dagegmva

nabiji 7. mkvidri warmodgenebis gansazRvra

Temis swavla-swavlebis procesis tabula
qvemoT mocemulia procesis tabula, romelic  aCvenebs, Tu rogor muSavdeba komunikaciureno

brivi unarebi, rogor warimarTeba, erTi Tematuri erTeulis farglebSi, moswavlis aqtivobasa da 
swavlis procesze orientirebuli swavlaswavleba. swavlis procesze orientireba moswavles ex
mareba swavlis strategiebis aTvisebaSi, rac xels uwyobs mas miRwevebis gaumjobesebaSi.  

Tema: 

mosmena- gagebis procesi

sakvanZo SekiTxvebi: rogor moviqce teqstis Sinaarsis gasagebad? romeli strategia unda 
gamoviyeno  da ratom? ratom aris mniSvnelovani metakognituri unarebi?

teqsti/teqstebi: 

bijebi da swavla-swavlebis strategiebi

faza: mosmenamde

sakvanZo SekiTxvebi: rogor movemzado teqstis mosasmenad? 

mosmenis winare strategiebi:

biji 1. davalebis naTlad gaazreba da dazusteba pirobis gaanalizebis gziT; saWiroebisamebr, 
damatebiTi dazustebebis moTxovna;
biji 2. sxvadasxva xerxiT Sinaarsis winaswar ganWvreta (mag., varaudis gamoTqma 
ilustraciebze,  saTaurze dayrdnobiT); 

biji 3. teqstis gasaazreblad saWiro winare codnis (enobrivi, teqstobrivi, TemasTan 
dakavSirebuli) gaxsenebagaaqtiureba; saWiroebisamebr (teqstis sirTulis mixedviT) 
ramdenime aucilebeli sakvanZo sityvis/myari Sesityvebis damuSaveba.

faza: mosmenis dros

sakvanZo SekiTxva: rogor moviqce, rom ukeT gavigo teqsti? rogor gaviadvilo teqstis 
gageba?
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mosmenis strategiebi:

biji 4. pirveli mosmena  teqstis zogadi Sinaarsis gasagebad gacnobiTi mosmena:

•	 yuradRebis gamaxvileba mxolod nacnob sityvebsa da gamoTqmebze, araverbalur 
elementebze (mag., mimikaJestikulacia, xmis tembri,  ilustracia);  

biji 5. sxvadasxva tipis aqtivobis gamoyenebiT   teqstis mravaljeradi mosmena mTliani 
Sinaarsis etapobrivi konstruirebisaTvis: 

 mosmenis strategiebi:

•	 CaniSvnebis gakeTeba;
•	 informaciis dajgufeba, organizeba sxvdasxva grafikis, sqemis gamoyenebiT;
•	 gaugebari monakveTis Tavidan mosmena; 
•	 ucnobi sityvebis mniSvnelobis gamocnoba konteqstze dayrdnobiT;
•	 seleqciuri mosmena  yuradRebis mizanmimarTulad gamaxvileba konkretul informaciaze.

faza: mosmenis Semdeg

sakvanZo SekiTxvebi: rogor gavige teqsti? riT ukavSrdeba Cems gamocdilebas?

ram Semafarxa gagebis procesSi? ratom gamiWirda teqstis gageba? rogor unda gadaemeWra 
es problema? ram Semiwyo xeli mosasmeni amocanis wartmaetebiT gadaWraSi? 

biji 6. gagebulis gadamowmeba,   SekiTxvebis, reformulirebebis da komentarebis daxmarebiT; 
dazusteba informaciis, marTebul variantamde misvla;

biji 7. mosmenilis  dakavSireba sakuTar gamocdilebasTan; gancdilis, naazrevis gaziareba 
(enis flobis dabal safexurze  mSobliur enaze);

biji 8. metakognituri pauza: dafiqreba  teqstis  gagebisaTvis gamoyenebul midgomebTan 
(metakognicia);

•	 dafiqreba gamoyenebuli strategiebze,   efeqtianobis Sefaseba, Sedareba sxvebis mier 
gamoyenebul strategiebTan;

•	 gagebis procesis gaumjobesebisaTvis  SesaZlo  gzebis SeTavazeba/miTiTeba.

rogor moviqce enobriv-gramatikuli masalis asaTviseblad? rodis romeli strategia 
unda gamoviyeno  da ratom?

gardamavali faza  producirebisaken 

biji 9.

- teqstze dafuZnebiT enobrivi (fonetikuri, leqsikuri, gramatikuli) unarebis  ganviTareba, 
axali enobrivi masalis (leqsika, gramatikuli formebi, Sesityvebebi, sametyvelo funqciebi) 
aTviseba sxvadasxva enobrivi aqtivobiT;

swavlis strategiebi: 

•	 induqciuri midgoma - konkretul magaliTebze dayrdnobiT wesis gamoyvana;
•	 deduqciuri midgoma - enobrivi kanonzomierebis/wesis amocnoba, ganzogadeba da 

gamoyeneba konkretul magaliTebSi;
•	 paralelebis gavleba mSobliur an  sxva enasTan - niSandoblivi enaTSorisi Sedarebebis 

gakeTeba  Sesaswavli enis sistemisa da funqcionirebis gagebis xelSesawyobad;
•	 damaxsovrebis xerxebis gamoyeneba  mag., ramdenjerme gadawera an xmamaRla gameoreba, 

dajgufeba, konteqstSi Casma/gamoyeneba, asocireba, CaniSvnebis gakeTeba da sxv.
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laparaki

sakvanZo SekiTxvebi: rogor moviqce, rom warmatebiT gavarTva Tavi zepir sakomunikacio 
amocanas?

rodis romeli strategia unda gamoviyeno da ratom? ratom aris mniSvnelovani 
metakognituri strategiebi?

bijebi da swavlis strategiebi

faza: momzadeba komunikaciisTvis

sakvnaZo SekiTxva: rogor movemzado zepiri komunakaciisTvis?

biji 1. davalebis moTxovnaTa naTlad gaazreba, saWiroebisamebr, damatebiTi dazustebebis 
moTxovna;

biji 2. sakomunikacio situaciis elementebis dazusteba (Tema, mizani, adresati/auditoria, 
konteqsti, teqstis tipi;

biji 3. momzadeba auditoriis winaSe gamosasvlelad;
swavlis strategiebi
•	 codnis mobilizeba  saWiro enobrivi resursebis (Sesityvebebis, kliSeebis, sakvanZo 

sityvebis, sametyvelo aqtebis, gramatikuli formebis) gaxseneba da/an moZieba da CaniSvna. 
saWiroebisamebr, damatebiTi informaciis moZiebaCaniSvna

•	 gegmis momzadeba (prezentaciis SemTxvevaSi  saprezentacio masalis);
•	 repeticiis gavla  warmoTqmis, intonaciis, Tavisuflad metyvelebis unaris 

gasavarjiSeblad, Relvis Sesamcireblad; varjiSisas xmis,  araverbaluri elementebis  
saxis gamometyvelebis, Jestikulaciis  gakontroleba.

zepiri komunikaciisas

sakvanZo SekiTxva: rogori strategiebi gamoviyeno zepiri komunikaciis amocanis 
warmatebiT gadasaWrelad?

biji 4. gamosvla auditoriis winaSe;

•	 strategia - parafrazireba  saubris dros sityvis daviwyebis/arcodnis SemTxvevaSi 
sakompensacio saSualebebis (mag., JestikulaciiT miTiTeba, nagulisxmevi sagnis aRwera an 
misi daniSnulebis aRniSvna) gamoyeneba.

faza: zepiri komunikaciis Semdeg

sakvanZo kiTxvebi: ratom ver gadavWeri warmatebiT sakomunikacio amocana? rogor 
strategiebis gamoviyene? ram Semaferxa? rogor gavaumjobeso zepiri metyvelebis unari? 
ram Semiwyo winsvlaSi xeli?

biji 5. sakuTari gamosvlis Sefaseba  warmatebuli aspeqtebisa da xarvezebis amocnoba;

biji 6. metakognituri pauza: dafiqreba gamoyenebul strategiebze, gaumjobesebis samoqmedo 
gegmis Sedgena.

kiTxva

sakvanZo SekiTxvebi: rogor moviqce teqstis tipis amosacnobad da teqstis Sinaarsis 
gasagebad? romeli strategia unda gamoviyeno  da ratom? ratom aris mniSvnelovani 
metakognituri strategiebi?

bijebi da strategiebi
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faza: kiTxvamde

sakvanZo SekiTxva:  rogor movemzado teqstis wasakiTxad?

biji 1. davalebis moTxovnaTa  naTlad gaazreba da dazusteba pirobis gaanalizebis gziT, 
saWiroebisamebr, damatebiTi dazustebebis moTxovna;

biji 2. momzadeba teqstis gagebis procesis xelSesawyobad.

kiTxvis winare strategiebi  strategiebi:
•	 sxvadasxva xerxiT Sinaarsis winaswar ganWvreta (mag., varaudis gamoTqma ilustraciebze,  

saTaurze.  teqstis struqturaze dayrdnobiT) 
•	 teqstis gasaazreblad saWiro winare codnis (enobrivi, teqstobrivi, TemasTan 

dakavSirebuli)  gaxsenebagaaqtiureba;
•	 Tu teqsti  moswavleTa enis codnis donesTan SedarebiT rTulia, teqstis gagebisaTvis 

saWiro sakvanZo sityvebis/Sesityvebebis  enobriv formebis damuSaveba.

faza: kiTxvis dros, Sinaarsis kontruirebis  procesi;
sakvanZo SekiTxva: rogor moviqce, rom ukeT gavigo teqsti? rogor gaviadvilo teqstis 
gageba?

biji 3. pirveli wakiTxva teqstis zogadi Sinaarsis gasagebad gacnobiTi kiTxvis strategiis 
gamoyenebiT; 

•	 swavlis strategiebi:
•	 yuradRebis mimarTva teqstis struqturaze, mis maorganizebel sityvier da arasityvier 

elementebze; saTauris/qvesaTaurebis,   warwerebis, gamoyofili sityvebis,  abzacebis 
pirveli da/an bolo winadadebis wakiTxviT  da maTze dayrdnobiT Sinaarsze warmodgenis 
Seqmna.  

biji 4. sxvadasxva aqtivobis gamoyenebiT teqstis mravalgvarad damuSaveba misi  Sinaarsis 
etapobrivi konstruirebisaTvis; 

SeswavliTi kiTxvis strategiebi:

•	 teqstis mTlianad CakiTxva ucnob sityvebze SeCerebis gareSe;
•	 gaugebar  monakveTebTan mibruneba;  
•	 monakveTebis, epizodebis  warmodgenaSi gacocxleba;
•	 gamocnoba - ucnobi sityvebis, gamoTqmebis mniSvnelobis amocnoba nacnobi elementebis 

(ilustraciebis, nacnobi fuZis, konteqstis, mSobliur enaSi damkvidrebuli ucxouri 
sityvebis da sxv.) daxmarebiT.

•	 ucnobi sityvebis amowera da leqsikonSi naxva;
•	 SekiTxvebis dasma;
•	 teqtis momdevno monakveTis Sinaarsis ganWvreta;
•	 informaciis dajgufeba sxvadasxva xerxis (semantikuri rukis, sqematuri Canawerebis, 

maorganizebeli grafikis) gamoyenebiT;
•	 teqstis monakveTis, abzacis Sejameba;

faza: kiTxvis   Semdeg
sakvanZo SekiTxvebi: rogor gavige teqsti? riT ukavSirdeba Cems gamocdilebas?

ram Semafarxa gagebis procesSi? ratom ver gadavWeri sakiTxavi amocana? rogor unda 
gadaemeWra es problema? ram Semiwyo xeli warmatebiT sakiTxavi amocanis warmateebiT 
gadaWraSi? 
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biji 5. gagebulis gadamowmeba, SekiTxvebis, reformulirebebis da komentarebis daxmarebiT; 
informaciis dazusteba, marTebul variantamde misvla;

biji 6. wakiTxulis dakavSireba sakuTar cxovrebiseul Tu wignier gamocdilebasTan; 
gancdilis, naazrevis gaziareba (enis flobis dabal safexurze  mSobliur enaze); 

biji 7. metakognituri pauza: dafiqreba teqstis gagebisaTvis gamoyenebul strategiebze, 
metakognituri pauza:

•	 dafiqreba gamoyenebul strategiebze, efeqtianobis Sefaseba, Sedareba sxvebis mier 
gamoyenebul strategiebTan;

•	 swavlis procesze dafiqrebarefleqsia, Semaferxebeli da xelSemwyobi pirobebis 
gacnobiereba;

•	 gagebis procesis gaumjobesebisaTvis  SesaZlo  gzebis SeTavazeba/miTiTeba.

	rogor moviqce enobrivgramatikuli masalis asaTviseblad? rodis romeli strategia 
unda gamoviyeno  da ratom?

faza: gadasvla recefciidan producirebisaken

biji 8. gardamavali biji werisaken - teqstis axali enobrivi masalis (leqsika, gramatikuli 
formebi, Sesityvebebi, sametyvelo funqciebi da sxv.) gagebagamoyeneba sxvadasxva tipis 
enobrivi savarjiSoebiT;

swavlis strategiebi:

•	 damaxsovrebis sxvdasxva xerxis gamoyeneba  (ramdenjerme gadawera, perioduli 
gameoreba, dajgufeba, konteqstSi Casma, raimesTan asocireba da sxv.);

•	 paralelebis gavleba mSobliur an  sxva enasTan - niSandoblivi enaTSorisi Sedarebebis 
gakeTeba  Sesaswavli enis sistemisa da funqcionirebis gagebis xelSesawyobad;

•	 deduqcia  enobrivi kanonzomierebis/wesis amocnoba, ganzogadeba da gamoyeneba 
konkretul magaliTebSi;

•	 induqcia  konkretul magaliTebze dayrdnobiT wesis gamoyvana;
•	 damxmare resursebis Seqmna-gamoyeneba (mag., gramatikuli cnobaris; struqturuli 

modelebi ).

wera

	rogor moviqce imisTvis, rom SevZlo werilobiTi teqstis Seqmna? rodis romeli strategia 
unda gamoviyeno da ratom? ratom aris mniSvnelovani metakognituri strategiebi?

bijebi da strategiebi

faza: weris wina samzadisi
sakvanZo: rogor movemzado weriTi amocanis gadasaWrelad?
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biji 1. weris Canafiqris gamokveTa;

weris winare  strategiebi:

•	 sakomunikacio situaciis gansazRvra  weris miznisa da adresatis gansazRvra, Temisa da 
teqstis saxeobis SerCeva.

•	 ideebis generireba  - ideebis mofiqrebaCamoyra.
•	 codnis mobilizeba/Tavmoyra - saWiro  codnis (enobrivi, teqstobrivi, TemasTan 

dakavSirebuli da sxv.) gonebaSi moZiebagaaqtiureba; saWiroebisamebr, damatebiTi 
informaciis moZieba saTanado  resursebSi.

•	 ideebis dajgufeba - ideebis daxarisxeba, urTierTdakavSireba maorganizebeli sqemebis 
gamoyenebiT.

•	 damxmare resursebis mobilizeba  struqturuli modeli, sakvanZo sityvebi, gramatikuli 
cnobari, daxarisxebuli leqsikuri erTeulebi, CaniSvnebi).

biji 2. gegmis Sedgena dajgufebul ideebze dayrdnobiT.

faza: weris dros
sakvanZo SekiTxva: rogor moviqce weriTi amocanis warmatebiT gadasaWrelad?

biji 3. pirveladi variantis Sedgena gegmaze dayrdnobiT.

•	 faza: weris Semdeg
ratom ver gadavWeri warmatebiT weriTi amocana? rogor strategiebis gamoviyene? ram 
Semaferxa? ram Semiwyo xeli amocanis warmatebiT gadaWraSi? rogor gaiumjobeso weriTi 
metyvelebis unari?

biji 4. pirveladi variantis gaumjobeseba.

swavlis strategiebi:

•	 naweris potenciuri mkiTxvelis TvalTaxedviT Sefaseba; 
•	 Sinaarsobrivi, struqturuli Sesworebebis Setana;
•	 gramatikuli da orTografiuli Secdomebis gasworeba damxmare resursebis da istis 

gamoyenebiT;
biji 5. saboloo variantis SemuSaveba da gaformeba.

Temis Semajamebeli (kompleqsuri) davalebebi Sesabamisi Sefasebis rubrikebiT 

d) Sefaseba

axali skolis modelis Tanaxmad, SefasebisTvis gamoiyeneba SOLO (Structure of Observed Learning Outco-
ne) taqsonomia (igive dakvirvebadi swavlis Sedegebis taqsonomia). solo taqsonomiiT maswavlebeli 
Seiswavlis moswavlis swavlis process, moswavle  sakuTari swavlis process (solo  „sad var me“). 
solo taqsonomia moicavs xuT dones: 

1. prestruqturuli done  moswavle saerTod ver igebs sakiTxs, iyenebs Seusabamo, ararelevantur 
informacias an/da saerTod acdenilia mniSvnelobas/azrs (moswavle  ar SemiZlia, daxmareba mWirdeba);

2. unistruqturuli done  moswavles SeuZlia mxolod erTi aspeqtis gaTvaliswineba, martivi, 
zedapiruli kavSirebis damyareba, terminis gaxseneba/dasaxeleba, informaciis gadmocema, azris 
gamotana, moZieba, aRniSvna, martivi instruqciis Sesruleba da proceduris dacva (moswavle  Semi
Zlia martivi miTiTebis Sesruleba);

3. multistruqturuli done  moswavles SeuZlia ramdenime aspeqtis gaTvaliswineba, ver amyarebs 
maT Soris arsebul mimarTebebs. SeuZlia CamoTvla, aRwera, informaciis klasifikacia, Sevseba, 
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gagrZeleba, meTodis gamoyeneba, procedurebis Sesruleba (moswavle  SemiZlia aRwera, gamoTvla);
4. mimarTebiTi done  moswavles SeuZlia gaigos, ra mimarTebebia ramdenime aspeqts Soris, adgens 

maT Soris kavSirs da nawilebisgan qmnis mTlians; SeuZlia klasificireba, msgavsebagansxvavebis 
aRmoCena, axsna (mizezisa da Sedegis), gaanalizeba, analogiis moyvana, kiTxvis dasma,  Teoriis gamoy
eneba, aRwera (moswavle  SemiZlia axsna, analizi);

5. gafarToebuli abstraqtuli done  moswavles SeuZlia mocemulis/SeTavazebulis miRma struqturis 
ganzogadeba da aRqma sxvadasxva perspeqtividan, ideebis Camoyalibeba da gadatana sxva situaciaSi. mas 
SeuZlia ganzogadeba, hipoTezis/koncefciis/ Teoriis Camoyalibeba. SeuZlia Sefaseba/kritika, Seqmna, 
gadamowmeba, dadastureba, dasabuTeba, prioritetebis dasaxva (moswavle  SemiZlia Seqmna, Sefaseba).

swavlis xarisxis gaumjobesebis xelSesawyobad upiratesi adgili unda mieniWos ganmaviTarebel 
Sefasebas, romelic moswavles Tavissave winare SedegebTan mimarTebiT afasebs, zomavs mis individ
ualur winsvlas, riTac  mas codnis etapobrivi konstruirebis saSualebas aZlevs. 

Semajamebeli  (ganmaviTarebeli da ganmsazRvreli) Sefaseba
Semajamebeli SefasebisaTvis gamoiyeneba kompleqsuri, konteqstis mqone davalebebi, romelTa 

Sesruleba moiTxovs standartiT gansazRvruli codnisa da unarebis integrirebulad da funqciurad 
gamoyenebas. am davalebaTa Sesafaseblad gamoiyeneba Sefasebis rubrikebi, anu kriteriumebis bade. 

tipobrivi davalebebi Semajamebeli SefasebisaTvis
standartSi SemoTavazebulia tipobriv davalebaTa farTo arCevani. Semajamebeli SefasebisaTvis 

maswavlebeli da/an moswavle SearCevs davalebis sasurvel tips/tipebs. 

•	 SemecnebiTi xasiaTis konkretuli sakiTxis gamokvleva (mag. „ra viciT wylis Sesaxeb“,  „Cveni 
ucxoeli Tanatolebis saskolo cxovreba“) da Ziebis Sedegebis warmodgena sasurveli forma
tiT (mag., prezentacia, posteri, broSura);

•	 mini socialuri kvleva ymawvilebisaTvis saintereso sakiTxze (mag. „ra musikas usmenen Cveni 
Tanatolebi“, „ra gadacemebs vuyurebT umeteswilad“) kiTxvaris Sedgena, gamokiTxvis Catare
ba, monacemebis gaanalizeba da zepiri an werilobiTi angariSis wardgena; korespondenciaSi 
monawileoba (werilebis miwera realuri an warmosaxviTi ucxoeli TanatolisTvis, anononi
muri saklaso mimowera ganvlil TematikasTan dakavSirebul sakiTxze,  romelSic adresatebi 
cdiloben amoicnon avtori.)

•	 interviuireba aqtualur sakiTxze (mag., „rogoria Seni ocnebis skola“, „unda gvyavdes Tu ara 
Sinauri cxovelebi?“) kiTxvebis momzadeba, interviuebis aReba/micema da Sedegebis wardgena.

•	 kulturaTa dialogis xelSemwyobi proeqtis/aqtivobis ganxorcieleba (mag., orenovani tu
ristuli vebgverdis/bukletis; ucxo qveynis dResaswaulTa kalendaris Seqmna, Teatraluri 
warmodgena da sxv.);

•	 SemoqmedebiTi produqtebis Seqmna da wardgena (mag., sketCi, repi, klipi, videorgoli, reklama, 
TanatolTa nakeTobebis katalogi  da sxv.);

•	 teqstis sxva formatSi „gadawera“ (mag., biografiis safuZvelze biografiuli cnobaris Sedgena, 
dRis wesrigis safuZvelze  dRiuris da sxv.)

moTxovnebi, romlebsac unda akmayofilebdes Semajamebeli ganmsazRvreli SefasebisaTvis 
gankuTvnili davaleba

•	 davalebis TiToeul tips unda axldes Tavisi Sefasebis zogadi rubrika;
•	 zogadi rubrika unda dazustdes konkretuli davalebis pirobisa da ganvlili masalis  gaT

valiswinebiT;
•	 10 qula unda gadanawildes rubrikaSi Semaval kriteriumebze;

konkretuli rubrikis nimuSebi
nimuSi 1. Semajamebeli davaleba zepirმეტყველებაSi
davalebis piroba: mocemul suraTze dayrdnobiT Seadgine da moyevi ambavi  ra xdeboda suraTis 

gadaRebamde orisami saaTiT adre da ra moxda Semdeg. daazuste personaJTa vinaoba, daaxasiaTe 
isini, gadmoeci ambebi, miuTiTe moqmedebaTa Tanamimdevroba, dro da adgili. saubris minimaluri 
dro  2 wuTi
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kriteriumebis bade zemoT mocemuli 
Semajamebeli zepiri davalebisaTvis

qulebi komentari

pirobasTan Sesabamisoba  

icavs drois limits 0 - 1

icavs pirobis Sinaarsobriv moTxovnebs 0 - 1

komunikaciuri unar-Cvevebi  

Tanamimdevrulad aRwers/gadmoscems moqmedebebs 0 - 1

gansazRvravs moqmedebis drosa da sivrces 0 - 1

enobrivi unar-Cvevebi  

iyenebs naswavli drois gamomxatvel gramatikul konstruqciebsa da 
enobriv formebs 0 - 1

adekvaturad iyenebs zmnis warsuli drois gamomxatvel formebs 0 - 1

iyenebs naswavl leqsikas 0 - 1

SemoqmedebiTi unar-Cvevebi  

avlens fantaziis unars, originalurobas 0 - 1

iCens gabedulebas enobrivi TvalsazrisiT 0 - 1

qulaTa maqsimaluri raodenoba (10)
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ილ

ებ
ას

 დ
ა 

სხ
ვა

 
ცხ

ო
ვრ

ებ
ის

ეუ
ლ

 ს
იტ

უ
აც

იე
ბს

. წ
ერ

ის
 

დ
რ

ო
ს 

იყ
ენ

ებ
ს 

მდ
იდ

არ
 ლ

ექ
სი

კა
ს.

 
არ

 უ
შვ

ებ
ს 

გრ
ამ

ატ
იკ

უ
ლ

 დ
ა 

სტ
ილ

ის
ტ

უ
რ

 შ
ეც

დ
ო

მე
ბს

.

რ
ეფ

ლ
ექ

სი
ის

ას
 ს

აუ
ბრ

ო
ბს

 
კო

მპ
ლ

ექ
სუ

რ
ი 

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 

გა
ნხ

ო
რ

ცი
ელ

ებ
ის

 ხ
ერ

ხზ
ე/

ხე
რ

ხე
ბზ

ე.
 ა

რ
გუ

მე
ნტ

ირ
ებ

უ
ლ

ად
 

სა
უ

ბრ
ო

ბს
 მ

ის
 მ

იე
რ

 გ
ამ

ო
ყე

ნე
ბუ

ლ
ი 

სტ
რ

ატ
ეგ

იე
ბი

ს 
ეფ

ექ
ტ

ია
ნო

ბა
ზ

ე.
 

გა
ნი

ხი
ლ

ავ
ს 

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 

შე
სრ

უ
ლ

ებ
ის

 ა
ლ

ტ
ერ

ნა
ტ

იუ
ლ

 გ
ზ

ებ
ს.

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ე 
კო

მპ
ლ

ექ
სუ

რ
ი 

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 

ფ
არ

გლ
ებ

ში
 გ

ლ
ო

ბა
ლ

უ
რ

 დ
ათ

ბო
ბა

სთ
ან

 
დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
ით

 გ
ამ

ო
კვ

ეთ
ილ

 
მა

გა
ლ

ით
ებ

ზ
ე 

დ
აყ

რ
დ

ნო
ბი

თ
 

გა
ნა

ზ
ო

გა
დ

ებ
ს 

მო
ვლ

ენ
ებ

ს,
 ა

დ
გე

ნს
 

მი
ზ

ეზ
-შ

ედ
ეგ

ო
ბრ

ივ
 კ

ავ
ში

რ
ებ

ს 
დ

ა 
ქმ

ნი
ს 

ჰი
პო

თ
ეზ

ებ
ს.

 პ
არ

ალ
ელ

ებ
ს 

ავ
ლ

ებ
ს 

სა
ქა

რ
თ

ვე
ლ

ო
სა

 დ
ა 

სხ
ვა

 ქ
ვე

ყნ
ებ

ს 
შო

რ
ის

 
გლ

ო
ბა

ლ
უ

რ
 დ

ათ
ბო

ბა
სთ

ან
 წ

ინ
აა

ღ
მდ

ეგ
 

გა
ტ

არ
ებ

უ
ლ

 ღ
ო

ნი
სძ

იე
ბე

ბშ
ი.

 
სი

ღ
რ

მი
ეუ

ლ
ად

 გ
ან

იხ
ილ

ავ
ს 

მდ
გრ

ად
ი 

გა
ნვ

ით
არ

ებ
ის

 მ
იზ

ნე
ბი

დ
ან

 მ
ე-

13
 

მი
ზ

ან
ს.

 

უ
კა

ვშ
ირ

ებ
ს 

კო
მპ

ლ
ექ

სუ
რ

ი 
დ

ავ
ალ

ებ
ის

 ს
აშ

უ
ალ

ებ
ით

 გ
ამ

ო
კვ

ეთ
ილ

 
მო

ცე
მუ

ლ
ო

ბა
ს 

პი
რ

ად
 გ

ამ
ო

ცდ
ილ

ებ
ას

 
დ

ა 
სხ

ვა
 ც

ხო
ვრ

ებ
ის

ეუ
ლ

 ს
იტ

უ
აც

იე
ბს

.  
სა

კი
თ

ხზ
ე 

მს
ჯ

ელ
ო

ბი
სა

ს 
იყ

ენ
ებ

ს 
მდ

იდ
არ

 ლ
ექ

სი
კა

ს.
 ა

რ
 უ

შვ
ებ

ს 
გრ

ამ
ატ

იკ
უ

ლ
 დ

ა 
სტ

ილ
ის

ტ
უ

რ
 

შე
ცდ

ო
მე

ბს
.

რ
ეფ

ლ
ექ

სი
ის

ას
 ს

აუ
ბრ

ო
ბს

 კ
ო

მპ
ლ

ექ
სუ

რ
ი 

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 გ

ან
ხო

რ
ცი

ელ
ებ

ის
 ხ

ერ
ხზ

ე/
ხე

რ
ხე

ბზ
ე.

  ა
რ

გუ
მე

ნტ
ირ

ებ
უ

ლ
ად

 
სა

უ
ბრ

ო
ბს

 მ
ის

 მ
იე

რ
 გ

ამ
ო

ყე
ნე

ბუ
ლ

ი 
სტ

რ
ატ

ეგ
იე

ბი
ს 

ეფ
ექ

ტ
ია

ნო
ბა

ზ
ე.

 
გა

ნი
ხი

ლ
ავ

ს 
დ

ავ
ალ

ებ
ის

 შ
ეს

რ
უ

ლ
ებ

ის
 

ალ
ტ

ერ
ნა

ტ
იუ

ლ
 გ

ზ
ებ

ს.

რ
უ

ბრ
იკ

ა 
ივ

სე
ბა

 თ
ით

ო
ეუ

ლ
 მ

ო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეზ
ე 

ინ
დ

ივ
იდ

უ
ალ

უ
რ

ად

მი
მა

რ
თ

ებ
ით

ი 
დ

ო
ნე

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ე

სმ
ის

 
გა

ნს
ახ

ილ
ვე

ლ
ი 

სა
კი

თ
ხი

ს 
არ

სი
; ხ

ედ
ავ

ს 
უ

რ
თ

იე
რ

თ
მი

მა
რ

თ
ებ

ებ
ს 

სა
კი

თ
ხთ

ან
 დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
უ

ლ
 

არ
სე

ბი
თ

 ს
ტ

რ
უ

ქტ
უ

რ
უ

ლ
 

ერ
თ

ეუ
ლ

ებ
ს 

შო
რ

ის
.

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ე 
მწ

ყო
ბრ

ად
 დ

ა 
თ

ან
მი

მდ
ევ

რ
უ

ლ
ად

 გ
ად

მო
სც

ემ
ს 

გლ
ო

ბა
ლ

უ
რ

 დ
ათ

ბო
ბა

სთ
ან

 დ
აკ

ავ
ში

რ
ებ

უ
ლ

 
მო

ვლ
ენ

ებ
ს.

  უ
რ

თ
იე

რ
თ

დ
აკ

ავ
ში

რ
ებ

უ
ლ

ად
 

მს
ჯ

ელ
ო

ბს
 ს

ამ
იზ

ნე
 ც

ნე
ბი

ს 
არ

სო
ბრ

ივ
 

მა
ხა

სი
ათ

ებ
ლ

ებ
ზ

ე.
 გ

ამ
ო

კვ
ეთ

ს 
კო

მპ
ლ

ექ
სუ

რ
ი 

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 შ

ეფ
ას

ებ
ის

 
კრ

იტ
ერ

იუ
მე

ბი
ს 

სა
შუ

ალ
ებ

ით
  

გა
ნს

აზ
ღ

ვრ
უ

ლ
 ნ

იუ
ან

სე
ბს

. მ
აგ

.  
სა

უ
ბრ

ო
ბს

 
გა

ბმ
უ

ლ
ად

, ი
ყე

ნე
ბს

 მ
დ

იდ
არ

 ლ
ექ

სი
კა

ს.
 

სა
უ

ბრ
ის

ას
 ა

რ
 უ

შვ
ებ

ს 
გრ

ამ
ატ

იკ
უ

ლ
 

დ
ა 

სტ
ილ

ის
ტ

უ
რ

 შ
ეც

დ
ო

მე
ბს

. მ
ის

 მ
იე

რ
 

გა
მო

ყე
ნე

ბუ
ლ

ი 
ენ

ო
ბრ

ივ
ი 

სა
შუ

ალ
ებ

ებ
ი 

დ
ა 

არ
ავ

ერ
ბა

ლ
უ

რ
ი 

ხე
რ

ხე
ბი

, უ
მრ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 

შე
მთ

ხვ
ევ

აშ
ი,

 შ
ეე

სა
ბა

მე
ბა

 ს
აკ

ო
მუ

ნი
კა

ცი
ო

 
სი

ტ
უ

აც
იი

ს 
მო

თ
ხო

ვნ
ებ

ს.
 დ

ავ
ალ

ებ
ის

 
გა

ნს
ახ

ო
რ

ცი
ელ

ებ
ლ

ად
 გ

ამ
ო

იყ
ენ

ა 
ეფ

ექ
ტ

ია
ნი

 ს
ტ

რ
ატ

ეგ
იე

ბი
. 

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ე 
მწ

ყო
ბრ

ად
 დ

ა 
თ

ან
მი

მდ
ევ

რ
უ

ლ
ად

 გ
ად

მო
სც

ემ
ს 

გლ
ო

ბა
ლ

უ
რ

 დ
ათ

ბო
ბა

სთ
ან

  
დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
უ

ლ
 მ

ო
ვლ

ენ
ებ

ს.
  

უ
რ

თ
იე

რ
თ

დ
აკ

ავ
ში

რ
ებ

უ
ლ

ად
 

მს
ჯ

ელ
ო

ბს
 ს

ამ
იზ

ნე
 ც

ნე
ბი

ს 
არ

სო
ბრ

ივ
 მ

ახ
ას

ია
თ

ებ
ლ

ებ
ზ

ე.
 

გა
მო

კვ
ეთ

ს 
კო

მპ
ლ

ექ
სუ

რ
ი 

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 შ

ეფ
ას

ებ
ის

 
კრ

იტ
ერ

იუ
მე

ბი
ს 

სა
შუ

ალ
ებ

ით
  

გა
ნს

აზ
ღ

ვრ
უ

ლ
 ნ

იუ
ან

სე
ბს

. მ
აგ

. 
წე

რ
ის

ას
 ი

ყე
ნე

ბს
 მ

დ
იდ

არ
 ლ

ექ
სი

კა
ს,

 
არ

 უ
შვ

ებ
ს 

გრ
ამ

ატ
იკ

უ
ლ

 დ
ა 

სტ
ილ

ის
ტ

უ
რ

 შ
ეც

დ
ო

მე
ბს

. 

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ე 
მწ

ყო
ბრ

ად
 დ

ა 
თ

ან
მი

მდ
ევ

რ
უ

ლ
ად

 გ
ად

მო
სც

ემ
ს 

გლ
ო

ბა
ლ

უ
რ

 დ
ათ

ბო
სა

სთ
ან

  
დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
უ

ლ
 მ

ო
ვლ

ენ
ებ

ს.
  

უ
რ

თ
იე

რ
თ

დ
აკ

ავ
ში

რ
ებ

უ
ლ

ად
 

მს
ჯ

ელ
ო

ბს
 ს

ამ
იზ

ნე
 ც

ნე
ბი

ს 
არ

სო
ბრ

ივ
 

მა
ხა

სი
ათ

ებ
ლ

ებ
ზ

ე.
 გ

ამ
ო

კვ
ეთ

ს 
კო

მპ
ლ

ექ
სუ

რ
ი 

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 შ

ეფ
ას

ებ
ის

 
კრ

იტ
ერ

იუ
მე

ბი
ს 

სა
შუ

ალ
ებ

ით
  

გა
ნს

აზ
ღ

ვრ
უ

ლ
 ნ

იუ
ან

სე
ბს

. მ
აგ

. 
მს

ჯ
ელ

ო
ბი

სა
ს 

იყ
ენ

ებ
ს 

მდ
იდ

არ
 

ლ
ექ

სი
კუ

რ
 მ

არ
აგ

ს.
 ა

რ
 უ

შვ
ებ

ს 
გრ

ამ
ატ

იკ
უ

ლ
 დ

ა 
სტ

ილ
ის

ტ
უ

რ
 

შე
ცდ

ო
მე

ბს
. 

მუ
ლ

ტ
ის

ტ
რ

უ
ქტ

უ
რ

უ
ლ

ი 
დ

ო
ნე

 

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ა

ქვ
ს 

მხ
ო

ლ
ო

დ
 

რ
ამ

დ
ენ

იმ
ე,

 ე
რ

თ
მა

ნე
თ

თ
ან

 
დ

აუ
კა

ვშ
ირ

ებ
ელ

ი,
 

უ
სი

სტ
ემ

ო
 ა

სო
ცი

აც
ია

/
წა

რ
მო

დ
გე

ნა
 გ

ან
სა

ხი
ლ

ვე
ლ

 
სა

კი
თ

ხთ
ან

 დ
აკ

ავ
ში

რ
ებ

ით
.

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ა

ქვ
ს 

არ
აე

რ
თ

ი 
ას

ო
ცი

აც
ია

 
გლ

ო
ბა

ლ
უ

რ
 დ

ათ
ბო

ბა
სთ

ან
  მ

იმ
არ

თ
ებ

ით
, 

თ
უ

მც
ა,

 ი
გი

ვე
 ს

აკ
ით

ხთ
ან

/მ
თ

ავ
არ

 
იდ

ეა
სთ

ან
 დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
ით

 მ
ის

 მ
იე

რ
 

გა
დ

მო
ცე

მუ
ლ

 მ
ო

ვლ
ენ

ებ
ს 

არ
 ა

ქვ
ს 

მწ
ყო

ბრ
ი,

 
თ

ან
მი

მდ
ევ

რ
უ

ლ
ი 

სა
ხე

. ვ
ერ

 ა
დ

გე
ნს

 
მი

მა
რ

თ
ებ

ებ
ს 

მო
ვლ

ენ
ებ

ს 
შო

რ
ის

. მ
ის

 მ
იე

რ
 

გა
მო

ყე
ნე

ბუ
ლ

ი 
ენ

ო
ბრ

ივ
ი 

სა
შუ

ალ
ებ

ებ
ი 

დ
ა 

არ
ავ

ერ
ბა

ლ
უ

რ
ი 

ხე
რ

ხე
ბი

  ნ
აწ

ილ
ო

ბრ
ივ

 
შე

ეს
აბ

ამ
ებ

ა 
სა

კო
მუ

ნი
კა

ცი
ო

 ს
იტ

უ
აც

იი
ს 

მა
ხა

სი
ათ

ებ
ლ

ებ
ს.

 დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

აზ
ე 

მუ
შა

ო
ბი

ს 
დ

რ
ო

ს 
ეფ

ექ
ტ

ია
ნა

დ
 ვ

ერ
 ი

ყე
ნე

ბს
 ს

წა
ვლ

ა-
სწ

ავ
ლ

ებ
ის

 ს
ტ

რ
ატ

ეგ
იე

ბს
. 

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ა

ქვ
ს 

არ
აე

რ
თ

ი 
ას

ო
ცი

აც
ია

 
შე

სა
სწ

ავ
ლ

 
სა

კი
თ

ხთ
ან

 
მი

მა
რ

თ
ებ

ით
, 

თ
უ

მც
ა,

 ი
გი

ვე
 

სა
კი

თ
ხთ

ან
/

მთ
ავ

არ
 ი

დ
ეა

სთ
ან

 
დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
ით

 მ
ის

 
მი

ერ
 გ

ად
მო

ცე
მუ

ლ
 

მო
ვლ

ენ
ებ

ს 
არ

 
აქ

ვს
 მ

წყ
ო

ბრ
ი,

 
თ

ან
მი

მდ
ევ

რ
უ

ლ
ი 

სა
ხე

. ვ
ერ

 ა
დ

გე
ნს

 
მი

მა
რ

თ
ებ

ებ
ს 

მო
ვლ

ენ
ებ

ს 
შო

რ
ის

.

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ა

ქვ
ს 

არ
აე

რ
თ

ი 
ას

ო
ცი

აც
ია

 
გლ

ო
ბა

ლ
უ

რ
 დ

ათ
ბო

ბა
სთ

ან
 

მი
მა

რ
თ

ებ
ით

, თ
უ

მც
ა,

 ი
გი

ვე
 

სა
კი

თ
ხთ

ან
/მ

თ
ავ

არ
 ი

დ
ეა

სთ
ან

 
დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
ით

მი
ს 

მი
ერ

 გ
ად

მო
ცე

მუ
ლ

 მ
ო

ვლ
ენ

ებ
ს 

არ
 ა

ქვ
ს 

მწ
ყო

ბრ
ი,

 თ
ან

მი
მდ

ევ
რ

უ
ლ

ი 
სა

ხე
.

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ა

ქვ
ს 

არ
აე

რ
თ

ი 
ას

ო
ცი

აც
ია

 
გლ

ო
ბა

ლ
უ

რ
 დ

ათ
ბო

ბა
სთ

ან
  

მი
მა

რ
თ

ებ
ით

, თ
უ

მც
ა,

 ი
გი

ვე
 ს

აკ
ით

ხთ
ან

/
მთ

ავ
არ

 ი
დ

ეა
სთ

ან
 დ

აკ
ავ

ში
რ

ებ
ით

 მ
ის

 
მი

ერ
 გ

ად
მო

ცე
მუ

ლ
 მ

ო
ვლ

ენ
ებ

ს 
არ

 ა
ქვ

ს 
მწ

ყო
ბრ

ი,
 თ

ან
მი

მდ
ევ

რ
უ

ლ
ი 

სა
ხე

.
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LO

 ტ
აქ

სო
ნო

მი
ის

 გ
ამ

ო
ყე

ნე
ბი

სა
ს 

ყუ
რ

ად
ღ

ებ
ა 

მი
აქ

ცი
ეთ

 რ
ამ

დ
ენ

იმ
ე 

გა
რ

ემ
ო

ებ
ას

: 
1.

 
რ

უ
ბრ

იკ
აშ

ი 
მო

ცე
მუ

ლ
ია

 ი
ნგ

ლ
ის

უ
რ

ი 
ენ

ის
 ყ

ვე
ლ

ა 
სა

მი
ზ

ნე
 ც

ნე
ბა

. მ
ას

წა
ვლ

ებ
ელ

ს 
ყვ

ელ
ა 

მა
თ

გა
ნი

ს 
შე

ვს
ებ

ა 
არ

 ე
ვა

ლ
ებ

ა,
 რ

უ
ბრ

იკ
აშ

ი 
ის

 ს
ამ

იზ
ნე

 ც
ნე

ბი
ს 

სვ
ეტ

ი 
უ

ნდ
ა 

შე
ავ

სო
ს,

 რ
ო

მე
ლ

სა
ც 

კო
მპ

ლ
ექ

სუ
რ

ი 
დ

ავ
ალ

ებ
ა 

ეხ
ებ

ა.
 თ

უ
 დ

ავ
ალ

ებ
ის

 ს
ამ

იზ
ნე

 ც
ნე

ბა
 ა

რ
ის

 წ
ერ

ით
ი 

კო
მუ

ნი
კა

ცი
ა,

 შ
ეა

ვს
ებ

ს 
მხ

ო
ლ

ო
დ

 წ
ერ

ით
ი 

კო
მუ

ნი
კა

ცი
ის

 
სვ

ეტ
ს;

 
2.

 
კო

მე
ნტ

არ
ის

 გ
აკ

ეთ
ებ

ის
ას

 მ
ას

წა
ვლ

ებ
ელ

მა
 უ

ნდ
ა 

გა
ნს

აზ
ღ

ვრ
ო

ს 
რ

ო
მე

ლ
 ც

ნე
ბა

სთ
ან

 დ
ა 

რ
ო

მე
ლ

 დ
ო

ნე
სთ

ან
 მ

იმ
არ

თ
ებ

ით
 ა

ღ
იწ

ერ
ებ

ა 
მო

სწ
ავ

ლ
ის

 მ
იღ

წე
ვე

ბი
 დ

ა 
შე

მდ
ეგ

 შ
ეს

აბ
ამ

ის
 გ

რ
აფ

აშ
ი 

ჩა
წე

რ
ო

ს 
კო

მე
ნტ

არ
ი.

 ა
მდ

ენ
ად

, მ
ას

წა
ვლ

ებ
ელ

ი 
ავ

სე
ბს

 მ
ხო

ლ
ო

დ
 დ

ა 
მხ

ო
ლ

ო
დ

 ე
რ

თ
 გ

რ
აფ

ას
;

3.
 

მა
სწ

ავ
ლ

ებ
ელ
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გა

ნმ
ავ

ით
არ

ებ
ელ

 შ
ეფ

ას
ებ

ის
 კ

ო
მე

ნტ
არ

ს 
წე

რ
ს 

არ
ა 

ყო
ვე

ლ
ი 

გა
კვ

ეთ
ილ

ის
 ბ

ო
ლ

ო
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 ა
რ

ამ
ედ

 კ
ო

მპ
ლ

ექ
სუ

რ
 დ

ავ
ალ

ებ
აზ

ე 
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შა
ო

ბი
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დ
ას

რ
უ

ლ
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ის
 

შე
მდ
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უ
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სტ
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უ
ქტ

უ
რ

უ
ლ
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მო
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ლ
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მხ
ო

ლ
ო

დ
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რ
თ
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რ
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ებ
უ
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ო
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დ
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ნს
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დ
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სჯ
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ო
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 გ
ლ

ო
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უ

რ
 

დ
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ბო
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სთ
ან

 დ
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ავ
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ებ
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მო

იფ
არ

გლ
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კვ
ან
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ყვ

ებ
ზ
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თ
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რ
ზ
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მა

რ
ტ

ივ
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დ
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ლ
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კუ
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. ს
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აუ
რ
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პე
რ

იფ
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ებ
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ლ
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მს
ჯ
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სწ
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კი
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რ
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. ს

ათ
აუ

რ
ის
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რ
იფ

რ
აზ

ირ
ებ
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)
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ავ
ლ

ის
 მ

სჯ
ელ

ო
ბა

 გ
ლ

ო
ბა

ლ
უ

რ
 

დ
ათ

ბო
ბა

სთ
ან

 დ
აკ

ავ
ში

რ
ებ

ით
 

შე
მო

იფ
არ

გლ
ებ

ა 
სა

კვ
ან

ძო
 

სი
ტ

ყვ
ებ

ზ
ე/

სა
თ

აუ
რ

ზ
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მა
რ

ტ
ივ

ი 
დ

ა 
ლ

ო
გი

კუ
რ

ი 
რ
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გი

რ
ებ

ით
 (მ

აგ
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თ

აუ
რ

ის
 პ

ერ
იფ

რ
აზ

ირ
ებ

ით
)

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ის
 მ

სჯ
ელ

ო
ბა

 გ
ლ

ო
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ლ
უ

რ
 

დ
ათ
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სთ
ან

 დ
აკ

ავ
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ებ
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შე
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იფ
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გლ
ებ
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კვ
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ზ
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რ
ზ
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დ
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ლ
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. ს
ათ

აუ
რ
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პე
რ

იფ
რ

აზ
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ებ
ით
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პრ
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სტ
რ

უ
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უ
რ

უ
ლ
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ო
ნე

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ს

აკ
ით

ხთ
ან

 
დ

აკ
ავ

ში
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ებ
ით
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რ

 
აქ

ვს
 რ

ელ
ევ

ან
ტ

უ
რ

ი 
ინ

ფ
ო

რ
მა

ცი
ა.

  

მო
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ავ
ლ
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რ
თ

ებ
უ

ლ
ად
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ერ
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გლ
ო
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ლ

უ
რ

 დ
ათ
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სთ
ან

 დ
აკ
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ებ

უ
ლ
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კი
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ხვ
ებ
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ო
მპ

ლ
ექ
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ებ
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ო
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ს.

მო
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ავ
ლ
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მა

რ
თ

ებ
უ

ლ
ად

 ვ
ერ
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ებ
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შე
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სწ
ავ

ლ
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ებ
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ლ
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ლ
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ებ
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ლ
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ერ
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ებ
ს 

გლ
ო
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ლ

უ
რ

 დ
ათ
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სთ
ან
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აკ
ავ
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ებ
უ

ლ
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ეკ
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ხვ
ებ
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/ 

კო
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ლ
ექ

სუ
რ
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დ

ავ
ალ

ებ
ის
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ო
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მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ე 
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რ
თ

ებ
უ

ლ
ად

 ვ
ერ
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ებ
ს 

გლ
ო
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უ

რ
 დ

ათ
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ბა
სთ
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დ
აკ
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ებ
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ეკ
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რ
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დ
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ებ
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ბა
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მუ

ში
 შ

ექ
მნ
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ლ
ი 

სკ
ო

ლ
ის

 მ
ო

დ
ელ

ის
 ფ

არ
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ებ
ში

 
მა

რ
ია

მ 
მა

ტ
ია

შვ
ილ

ის
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რ

.
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. პ
რ

ო
ექ

ტ
ის

 მ
ო

მზ
ად

ებ
ა

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 პ

ირ
ო

ბა
: 

•	
მო

ამ
ზ

ად
ეთ

 დ
ა 

წა
რ

ად
გი

ნე
თ

 პ
ო

სტ
ერ

ი 
 ს

ათ
აუ

რ
ით

 „
St

op
 B

ul
ly

in
g!

“
•	

პო
სტ

ერ
ზ

ე 
დ

აი
ტ

ან
ეთ

 ბ
უ

ლ
ინ

გი
ს 

დ
ამ

გმ
ო

ბი
 რ

ამ
დ

ენ
იმ

ე 
მო

წო
დ

ებ
ა.

  ი
ნფ

ო
რ

მა
ცი

ას
 დ

აუ
რ

თ
ეთ

 შ
ეს

აბ
ამ

ის
ი 

ფ
ო

ტ
ო

 დ
ა/

ან
 ნ

ახ
ატ

ი.
  

•	
პრ

ეზ
ენ

ტ
აც

იი
ს 

წა
რ

დ
ენ

ის
ას

  ი
სა

უ
ბრ

ეთ
 შ

ემ
დ

ეგ
 ს

აკ
ით

ხე
ბზ

ე:
 ა

)  
არ

ის
 თ

უ
 ა

რ
ა 

ბუ
ლ

ინ
გი

 ს
ერ

იო
ზ

უ
ლ

ი 
პრ

ო
ბლ

ემ
ა?

 რ
ატ

ო
მ?

 ბ
) ა

რ
ის

 თ
უ

 ა
რ

ა 
ბუ

ლ
ინ

გი
 დ

ას
აგ

მო
ბი

 
სა

ქც
იე

ლ
ი?

 რ
ატ

ო
მ?

 გ
) რ

ა 
მი

გა
ჩნ

ია
თ

 ბ
უ

ლ
ინ

გი
ს 

აღ
მო

ფ
ხვ

რ
ის

 ე
ფ

ექ
ტ

უ
რ

 გ
ზ

ად
? 

რ
ატ

ო
მ?

 დ
) ს

ხვ
ა 

სა
კი

თ
ხე

ბი
;

•	
სა

უ
ბრ

ის
ას

 წ
არ

მო
აჩ

ინ
ეთ

: ა
) ს

აუ
ბრ

ის
 თ

ემ
ა 

დ
ა 

მი
ზ

ან
ი;

 ბ
) ს

ამ
იზ

ნე
 თ

ემ
ატ

უ
რ

ი 
ლ

ექ
სი

კი
სა

 დ
ა 

გრ
ამ

ატ
იკ

უ
ლ

ი 
სა

კი
თ

ხე
ბი

ს 
ცო

დ
ნა

; გ
) შ

ეს
აბ

ამ
ის

ი 
არ

ავ
ერ

ბა
ლ

უ
რ

ი 
 კ

ო
მუ

ნი
კა

ცი
ის

 ხ
ერ

ხე
ბი

; 
•	

დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 წ

არ
დ

გე
ნი

ს 
შე

მდ
ეგ

 შ
ეა

ვს
ეთ

 ლ
აპ

არ
აკ

ის
 თ

ვი
თ

შე
ფ

ას
ებ

ის
 კ

ით
ხვ

არ
ი 

 დ
ა 

გა
აკ

ეთ
ეთ

 ზ
ეპ

ირ
ი 

რ
ეფ

ლ
ექ

სი
ა 

მო
ცე

მუ
ლ

ი 
კი

თ
ხვ

ებ
ის

 
გა

თ
ვა

ლ
ის

წი
ნე

ბი
თ

. 

აღ
წე

რ
ა

აბ
სტ

რ
აქ

ტ
უ

ლ
ი

მო
სწ

ავ
ლ

ეს
 ს

იღ
რ

მი
სე

უ
ლ

ად
 ა

ქვ
ს 

გა
აზ

რ
ებ

უ
ლ

ი 
სა

კი
თ

ხი
ს 

არ
სი

 / 
არ

სო
ბრ

ივ
ი 

მა
ხა

სი
ათ

ებ
ლ

ებ
ი,

 რ
აც

 მ
ას

 
ამ

 ც
ო

დ
ნი

ს 
გა

ნზ
ო

გა
დ

ებ
ის

ა 
 დ

ა 
მი

სი
 

დ
ეკ

ო
ნტ

ექ
სტ

უ
ალ

იზ
ებ

ის
/ს

ხვ
ა 

მს
გა

ვს
 

მა
გა

ლ
ით

ებ
თ

ან
 შ

ედ
არ

ებ
ის

 ს
აშ

უ
ალ

ებ
ას

 
აძ

ლ
ევ

ს.
 უ

კა
ვშ

ირ
ებ

ს 
გა

ნს
ახ

ილ
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ლ
 ს

აკ
ით

ხს
 

სა
კუ

თ
არ

 გ
ამ

ო
ცდ

ილ
ებ

ას
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წა
რ

მო
დ

გე
ნი

ლ
ი 

პო
სტ

ერ
ის

 პ
რ

ეზ
ენ

ტ
აც

ია
 ს

რ
უ

ლ
ად

 შ
ეე

სა
ბა

მე
ბა

  დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ის
 თ

ემ
ას

ა 
დ

ა 
მი

ზ
ან

ს.
 პ

რ
ეზ

ენ
ტ

აც
იი

ს 
შე

ქმ
ნი

სა
ს 

 გ
ათ

ვა
ლ

ის
წი

ნე
ბუ

ლ
ია

 მ
სმ

ენ
ელ

ი;
  ჟ

ან
რ

ო
ბრ

ივ
ად

 დ
ავ

ალ
ებ

ა 
პი

რ
ო

ბა
სთ

ან
 ს

რ
უ

ლ
  თ

ან
ხვ

ედ
რ

აშ
ია
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პო
სტ

ერ
ზ

ე 
დ

ატ
ან

ილ
ია

 ბ
უ

ლ
ინ

გი
ს 

დ
ამ

გმ
ო

ბი
 მ

ო
წო

დ
ებ

ებ
ი 

შე
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ბა
მი

სი
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ო
ტ

ო
თ
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 ნ

ახ
ატ
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, რ

ის
 

მი
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დ
ვი

თ
აც

 მ
ო

სწ
ავ

ლ
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 დ
ეტ

ალ
უ

რ
ად

 ს
აუ

ბრ
ო

ბს
 ბ

უ
ლ

ინ
გი
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 რ

ო
გო

რ
ც 

სე
რ

იო
ზ

უ
ლ

ი 
პრ

ო
ბლ

ემ
ის

 შ
ეს

ახ
ებ

 დ
ა 

არ
გუ

მე
ნტ
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ებ

უ
ლ

ად
 გ

ან
მა

რ
ტ

ავ
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სა
კუ

თ
არ

 მ
ო

სა
ზ

რ
ებ

ას
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სე
ვე

 ა
ღ

ნი
შნ

ავ
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 რ
ატ

ო
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 ა
რ

ის
 ბ

უ
ლ

ინ
გი

 დ
ას

აგ
მო

ბი
 

სა
ქც

იე
ლ

ი 
 დ

ა 
 რ

ა 
მი

აჩ
ნი

ა 
ამ

 პ
რ

ო
ბლ

ემ
ის

 ა
ღ

მო
ფ

ხვ
რ

ის
 შ

ედ
ეგ

ის
 მ

ო
მტ

ან
 გ

ზ
ად
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გა

აზ
რ

ებ
უ

ლ
ად

 ა
ხდ

ენ
ს 

თ
ემ

ის
 

პე
რ

სო
ნა

ლ
იზ

ებ
ას
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მო

სა
ზ

რ
ებ

ას
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სა
ბუ

თ
ებ
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XLVIII

proeqtSi sakuTari saqmianobis  Sefaseba
ra SekiTxvebi gamiCnda proeqtis ganxorcielebis procesSi?  proeqtis Semdeg?
1.
2.
3.
ra axali codna da gamocdileba miviRe? (moiyvane magaliTebi)
1.
2.
3.
romeli aqtivobis ganxorcieleba gamiadvilda da ratom? romeli gamiWirda da ratom?
1.
2.
3.
saWiroa Tu ara msgavsi proeqtebis momavalSic  ganxorcieleba?
1.
2.
3.
rogor gamoviyeneb momavalSi proeqtis farglebSi miRebul codnas da gamocdilebas?
1.
2.
3.

მოსწავლეთა შეფასებისა და თვითშეფასების რუბრიკები 

moswavleebis saklaso Sefaseba 

kriteriumi
aradamakmayo-

filebeli  
(1 qula)

damakmayofile-
beli  

(2 qula)

kargi 
(3 qula)

Zalian kargi 
(4 qula)

CarTuloba

ar monawileobs aq
tivobebSi, an monaw
ileobs Zalian iSvi
aTad.

iSviaTad monawile
obs da Seaqvs wvli
li mxolod zogi
erT aqtivobaSi.

aqtiurad monaw
ileobs da Seaqvs 
wvlili aqtivobebis 
umravlesobaSi.

aqtiurad monaw
ileobs da Seaqvs 
mniSvnelovani wvli
li yvela aqtivobaSi.

TanamSrom-
loba

ar TanamSromlobs 
an Zalian iSviaTad 
wyvilebSi/jgufebSi 
muSaobis dros.

iSviaTad TanamS
romlobs wyvileb
Si/jgufebSi muSao
bis dros.

xSirad TanamSrom
lobs wyvilebSi/
jgufebSi muSaobis 
dros.

yovelTvis TanamS
romlobs wyvilebSi/
jgufebSi muSaobis 
dros.

 gakveTilSi CarTuloba

qulebi da 
kriteriumebi

Zalian kargi kargi damakmayofile-
beli

aradamakmayo-
filebeli

aqtiuri monawile
oba

yovel jerze sworad 
asrulebs instruqciiT 
gansazRvrul davale
bebs.

umniSvnelo xarve
zebiT asrulebs 
instruqciiT 
gansazRvrul dav
alebebs.

mniSvnelovani Sec
domebiT asrulebs 
instruqciiT 
gansazRvrul dav
alebebs.

ver asrulebs dav
alebebs.

gamarTuli da 
swori termi
nologiiT metyve
leba

gamarTulad metyvel
ebs, yovelTvis adekva
turad iyenebs termino
logias.

gamarTulad me
tyvelebs da xSir
ad iyenebs termin
ologias. 

metnaklebad 
gamarTulad sau
brobs, iSviaTad 
iyenebs termino
logias.

ver saubrobs 
gamarTulad da 
ver iyenebs termi
nologias.

sakuTari azris 
dasabuTebulad 
warmodgena

yovelTvis damajere
blad da argumentireb
ulad warmoadgens Tavis 
mosazrebas.

TiTqmis yovelT
vis asabuTebs sa
kuTar mosazrebas.

xSirad axerxebs 
sakuTari azris 
dasabuTebas.

uWirs gamarTu
lad saubari, xSi
rad ver asabuTebs 
sakuTar azrs.

sxvisi azrisadmi 
pativiscemis gamo
vlineba

usmens sxvebs da saku
Tar mosazrebas gamoTq
vams mosmenilze dayrd
nobiT. koreq tulia da 
amJRavnebs sxvisi azris 
mimarT pativiscemas.

usmens sxvebs da 
sakuTar mosaz
rebas gamoTqvams 
mosmenilze da y
rdnobiT.

usmens sxvebs da 
acdis saubris 
damTavrebas.

ar usmens sxvebs da 
ar acdis saubris 
damTavrebas.



XLIX

prezentacia

kriteriumebi cudi (1) saSualo (2) kargi (3)

saintereso Sesavali

davalebis SemoqmedebiTad da 
sainteresod warmodgena

Temis gasagebad warmodgena 
(logikuri jaWvi)

gamarTuli saubari

auditoriasTan kontaqti

informaciis flobis unari 
(adekvaturi kiTxvapasuxi)

drois limitis dacva

jami

prezentaciis TviTSefasebis 
kriteriumebi 

komentari, ratom iyo...

saSualo kargi Zalian kargi 

saintereso Sesavali

davalebis SemoqmedebiTad da saint
eresod warmodgena

Temis gasagebad warmodgena (logikuri 
jaWvi)

gamarTuli saubari

auditoriasTan kontaqti

informaciis flobis unari (adekvaturi 
kiTxvapasuxi)

drois limitis dacva

prezentaciis Sefasebis rubrika

kriteriumebi saukeTeso kargi saSualo dabali aradamak
mayofile
beli

prezentaci 
is vizualuri 
nawili

zustad Seesabameba 
Sinaarsis yovel 
komponents.

metnaklebad mowes
rigebulia, zogadad 
Seesabameba Sinaarss.

mowesrigebulia. 
vizualuri masala 
naklebad Seesa
bameba Sinaarss.

ar aris mowes
rigebuli, mxolod 
mcired Seesabameba 
Sinaarss.

ar aris mowes
rigebuli, ar 
Seesabameba Si
naarss.

davalebasTan 
Sesabamisoba

instruqciebi gaaz
rebulia mkafiod, 
davaleba sruly
ofilad aris Ses
rulebuli.

mihyveba in
struqciebs, Tumca 
davalebis Sesruleba 
zogjer scdeba mi
zans.

mihyveba in
struqciebs, 
Tumca zogjer 
zedapirulad.

asrulebs

mxolod zogierT 
instruqcias, dav
alebebi ar aris 
dasrulebuli.

saerTod ar 
Seesabameba dav
alebas.

msjeloba saubrisas miz
nobrivad iyenebs 
monacemebs da argu
mentebs.

saubrisas mxolod 
zogjer  iyenebs 
monacemebs da argu
mentebs.

saubrisas mini
malurad iyenebs 
monacemebs da ar
gumentebs.

saubrisas  ar  
iyenebs monacemebs 
da argumentebs.

uWirs saubari  
ver iyenebs 
monacemebs da 
argumentebs.
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prezentaciis TviTSefasebis 
kriteriumebi 

komentari, ratom iyo...

saSualo kargi Zalian kargi 

saintereso Sesavali

davalebis SemoqmedebiTad da saint
eresod warmodgena

Temis gasagebad warmodgena (logikuri 
jaWvi)

gamarTuli saubari

auditoriasTan kontaqti

informaciis flobis unari (adekvaturi 
kiTxvapasuxi)

drois limitis dacva

diskusia

Zalian kargi  kargi  saSualo  dabali  

mosmena yovelTvis usmens da 
Tvalyurs adevnebs 
orators.

xSirad usmens 
da uyurebs ora
tors.

iSviaTad us
mens da uyurebs 
orators.

ar usmens da ar 
uyurebs ora
tors.

saubari mkafiod metyvelebs 
da uyurebs msmenel
ebs.

ZiriTadad me
tyveleba gasage
bia da uyurebs 
msmenelebs.

metyveleba ar
amkafioa,  msme
nelebs uWirT 
gageba.

metyveleba 
gaurkvevelia, 
aramkafioa,  ms
menelebs uWirT 
gageba.

araverbaluri 
komunikacia

SeuZlia efeqtianad 
aRiqvas da gamoiyenos 
araverbaluri ko
munikaciis formebi 
(TvaliT, JestebiT, 
gamometyvelebiT, 
xmiT).

xSirad SeuZlia 
daamyaros ara
verbaluri kon
taqti.

iSviaTad 
iyenebs ara
verbaluri 
komunikaciis 
formebs.

ar iyenebs ar
averbaluri 
komunikaciis 
formebs.

monawileoba avlens interess 
diskusiis Temisadmi 
saWiro komentare
biTa da azrebis ga
moTqmiT.

ZiriTadad ga
moxatavs inter
ess. komentar
ebi da azrebi 
yovelTvis araa 
Temis Sesaty
visi.

mcire interesi 
aqvs. ar gamox
atavs an ver 
ukavSirebs Tav
is mosazrebebs 
sadiskusio 
Temas.

interesi ar 
aqvs. ar gamox
atavs an ver 
ukavSirebs Tav
is mosazrebebs 
sadiskusio 
Temas.

TanamSromloba TanamSromlobs 
TanaklaselebTan, 
acdis sxvebs azris 
gamoTqmas da icavs 
diskusiis wesebs.

ZiriTadad Tan
amSromlobs 
Tanaklasel
ebTan, zogjer 
erTveba  sxvis 
saubarSi, ZiriT
adad icavs disk
usiis wesebs. 

iSviaTad Tan
amSromlobs da 
icavs diskusiis 
wesebs. 

ar TanamSrom
lobs da ar 
icavs diskusiis 
wesebs. 

mosazrebis ar
gumentireba

mosazreba origi
naluria da gamyare
bulia faqtebiT, 
cnebebiT. aris logi
kuri kavSiri sakiTx
Tan.

mosazrebis 
gasamyareblad 
gamoyenebulia 
sadavo faqtebi 
da cnebebi.

mosazreba mok
lebulia logi
kur kavSirs 
sakiTxTan da ar 
aris gamyarebu
li faqtebiT.

mosazreba ar 
aqvs, ver am
yarebs logi
kur kavSirs 
sakiTxTan.
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diskusiis 
TviTSefasebis 
kriteriumebi

yovelTvis xSirad miWirs

gamarTuli da swori 
terminologiiT me
tyveleba

yovelTvis vmetyve
leb gamarTulad, 
adekvaturad viyeneb 
terminologias.

vmetyveleb gamarTu
lad, xSirad adekvat
urad viyeneb termino
logias

an xSirad vmetyveleb 
gamarTulad, adekvat
urad viyeneb termino
logias.

vsaubrob gamarTu
lad, Tumca miWirs 
Sesabamisi termi
nologiiT saubari,

an miWirs  gamarTu
lad saubari.

sakuTari azris dasab
uTebulad gamoTqma

yovelTvis damajere
blad da argumentire
bulad gamovTqvam 
Cems mosazrebas.

xSirad vaxerxeb saku
Tari azris dasabuTe
bas.

miWirs gamarTulad 
saubari, xSirad ver 
vasabuTeb sakuTar 
azrs.

varaudebis gamoTqma sakiTxTan dakavSire
biT yovelTvis gamo
vTqvam varauds.

sakiTxTan dakavSire
biT xSirad gamovTqvam 
varauds.

miWirs varaudis ga
moTqma.

TanamSromloba, 
gansxvavebuli azris 
pativiscema

vusmen mewyviles/
jgufis wevrs, vaya
libeb da gamovTqvam 
sakuTar azrs da pa
tivs vcem gansxvave
bul azrs

vusmen mewyviles/jgu
fis wevrs, gamovTqvam

sakuTar azrs da xSirad 
vamJRavneb sxvisi azris 
mimarT pativiscemas.

miWirs movusmino 
mewyviles/jgufis 
wevrs da gamovam
JRavno sxvisi azris 
mimarT pativiscema.

proeqtSi sakuTari saqmianobis  Sefaseba
ra SekiTxvebi gamiCnda proeqtis ganxorcielebis procesSi?  proeqtis Semdeg?
1.
2.
3.
ra axali codna da gamocdileba miviRe? (moiyvane magaliTebi)
1.
2.
3.
romeli aqtivobis ganxorcieleba gamiadvilda da ratom? romeli gamiWirda da ra

tom?
1.
2.
3.
saWiroa Tu ara msgavsi proeqtebis momavalSic  ganxorcieleba?
1.
2.
3.
rogor gamoviyeneb momavalSi proeqtis farglebSi miRebul codnas da gamocdile

bas?
1.
2.
3.
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e) terminologiuri leqsikoni
ucxouri enebis standartis specifikuri terminebi
•	 makro-funqciebi aris kategoriebi, romlebic gansazRvraven werilobiTi an zepiri diskursis 

(gamonaTqvamTa bmuli Tanamimdevrobis) funqciur gamoyenebas. 
•	 mikro-funqciebi aris kategoriebi, romlebic gansazRvraven calkeuli gamonaTqvamebis fun

qciur gamoyenebas. 
•	 moqmedebaze orientirebul midgoma (action-oriented approach)  enebis didaqtikis axal paradig

mas warmoadgens. gansxvavebiT komunikaciuri midgomisagan, romelic arsebiTad informaciis 
gacvlaze iyo orientirebuli, am axal paradigmaSi enebis swavlaswavlebis mTavar amocanas 
Seadgens  socialur konteqstebSi sxvadasxva tipis saqmianobaTa ucxour enaze ganxorcielebis 
unarebis ganviTareba. Tuki komunikaciuri midgomis mTavar sagakveTilo aqtivobas „simula
cia“ Seadgenda, am axali mimarTulebis mixedviT, proeqtuli swavlaswavlebaa prioritetuli.

•	 teqstis struqturul-organizaciuli elementebi: 
	araverbaluri elementebi: ilustracia, Jestmimika, logo, sqema, Sriftis saxesxvaoba, zoma 

da sxv. 
	verbaluri elementebi: saTauri, Tavi, rubrika, abzaci;
•	 strategiebi:
	mosmenis/kiTxvis winare strategiebi  
o pirobis gaazreba; 
o varaudebis gamoTqma; 
o codnis mobilizeba  gulisxmobs ori tipis qmedebas: 1) im winare enobrivi Tu TemasTan dakav

Sirebuli winare  codnis gonebaSi moZiebagaaqtiurebas, romelic ukavSirdeba dasamuSavebel 
axal sakiTxebs; 2) saWiroebisamebr, teqstis gagebisaTvis aucilebeli sakvanZo leqsikuri er
Teulebis an gramatikuli sakiTxis damuSavebas,  damatebiTi informaciis moZiebas saTanado  
resursebSi.

	strategiebi mosmenis/kiTxvis dros da  Semdeg  
o gacnobiTi kiTxva  gulisxmobs teqstis zogadi Sinaarsis gasagebad yuradRebis mimarTvas 

teqstis organizebaze, mis struqturul erTeulebze; teqtis Sinaarsze azris Sesaqmnelad 
saTauris/qvesaTaurebis,  ilustraciebis, warwerebis, gamoyofili sityvebis,  abzacebis pir
veli da/an bolo winadadebis wakiTxva (gacnobiTi mosmenis SemTxvevaSi msmeneli yuradRebas 
gaamaxvilebs nacnob sityvebsa da Sesityvebebze, araverbalur elementebze (intonacia, mimika
Jestikulacia, xmis tembri da sxv.).

o seleqciuri kiTxva/mosmena -  gulisxmobs yuradRebis mizanmimarTulad warmarTvas ara mTlian 
Sinaarsze, aramed mxolod da mxolod konkretul informaciaze.

o SeswavliTi kiTxva: gulisxmobs teqstis detalur damuSavebas sxvadasxva strategiis gamoy
enebiT. amgvar strategiebs warmoadgens: 

	mTlianad gadakiTxva - teqstis mTlianad CakiTxva ucnob sityvebze SeCerebis gareSe Temati
kis/mTavari sakiTxebis Sesaxeb azris Sesaqmnelad; 

	gonebaSi damuSaveba  teqstis calkeuli monakveTis/abzacis  Sinaarsis  warmodgenaSi gacocx
leba, winare codnasTan dakavSireba da damuSaveba;

	gamocnoba gulisxmobs ucnobi sityvebis, gamoTqmebis mniSvnelobis amocnobas nacnobi ele
mentebis (konteqstis, mSobliur enaSi damkvidrebuli ucxouri sityvebis ilustraciebis, 
nacnobi fuZis, mimikis da sxv.) daxmarebiT;

	ucnobi sityvebis amowera - leqsikonis daxmarebiT ucxo sityvebis mniSvnelobis amocnoba; 
	mibruneba  gaugebar, rTul, bundovan monakveTebTan mibruneba:   
	SekiTxvebis dasma - teqstis monakveTebis erTmaneTTan dasakavSireblad;
	informaciis dajgufeba   informaciis organizebis sxvadasxva xerxis (semantikuri rukis, 

sqematuri Canawerebis, tabulis, grafikis) gamoyeneba;
	teqstis sxvadasxva monakveTis/abzacis Sejameba.
	laparakis strategiebi:
o codnis mobilizeba;
o repeticia;
o parafrazireba  sityvis daviwyebis/arcodnis SemTxvevaSi sakompensacio saSualebebis (mag., 

JestikulaciiT miTiTeba, nagulisxmevi sagnis aRwera an misi daniSnulebis aRniSvna) gamoyenebas.
	weris winare strategiebi: 
o komunikaciis situaciuri maxasiaTeblebis (miznisa da adresatis, adgilis) gansazRvra; 
o ideebis generireba (dabadeba)  gulisxmobs ideebis mofiqrebaCaniSvnas.
o ideebis dajgufeba  gulisxmobs ideebis  urTierTdakavSirebas, maT Soris arsebuli mimarTe

bebis gamokveTas maorganizebeli sqemebis gamoyenebiT.
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პირველი უცხოური ენა - ინგლისური ენა 

საბაზო საფეხური 
წლიური პროგრამა 

საბაზო საფეხურის პირველი უცხოური ენის პროგრამა სარეკომენდაციო ხასიათისაა და აჩვენებს 
სტანდარტის მოთხოვნათა რეალიზების  შესაძლო გზებს. პროგრამა შედგება შემდეგი 
ნაწილებისაგან: 

 წლიური სასწავლო თემების სანიმუშო განაწილება წლების მიხედვით;  
 თემატური გეგმის ზოგადი სქემა - იგი აჩვენებს, როგორ უნდა დაიგეგმოს სასწავლო თემები 

სტანდარტის მოთხოვნების შესაბამისად; 
 თემატური გეგმის კონკრეტული ნიმუში (თემისთვის „Natural Disasters”); 
 დანართი: თემატური ერთეული „Natural Disasters” -  დეტალური დამუშავების ნიმუში. 

 სასწავლო თემების სანიმუშო განაწილება წლების მიხედვით 

ქვემოთ წარმოდგენილი თემების ჩამონათვალი და ცალკეული თემის ფარგლებში შერჩეული 
ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები სარეკომენდაციო ხასიათს ატარებს. დასაშვებია თემებისა და 
ენობრივი საკითხების შეცვლა, საბაზო საფეხურის ერთი კლასის პროგრამიდან მეორეში 
გადანაცვლება, ჩამონათვალის შევსება თუ შემცირება. მთავარია, საბაზო საფეხურზე შერჩეული 
თემატიკა პასუხობდეს შემდეგ მოთხოვნებს: 
 ისინი უნდა შეესაბამებოდეს მოსწავლეთა ინტერესებსა და ენობრივ შესაძლებლობებს; 
 საბაზო საფეხურის სამივე კლასის თემატიკა მთლიანობაში უნდა შეესაბამებოდეს საბაზო 

საფეხურის სტანდარტის თემატურ ჩარჩოს.  
 
თემები IX კლასისთვის 

1. ჯანსაღი ცხოვრების წესი და მავნე ჩვევები (სპორტი, გაწონასწორებული/ჯანსაღი კვება, ჰიგიენა);  
 

პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები: 

Sleeping problems 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: radio program interview; 
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions (giving recommendations): 

A – Do you manage to sleep as much as you need? If not, why? 
B – No, I don’t because I play video games before going to bed. 
A – I recommend you not to do that for an hour before you go to sleep. 

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: imperatives/negative form; modals – ‘should, ought’ 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: useful advice, important, doctor, tips, studio, host, recommendation. 
2. მოგზაურობა და ტურიზმი (მოგზაურობის დაგეგმვა, სამოგზაურო აღჭურვილობა, მგზავრობა 

მატარებლით/თვითმფრინავით/გემით, სადგური, აეროპორტი, ღირსშესანიშნაობები, ექსკურსია, 
ტურისტული სააგენტოები); 

 
პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები: 

Travel guide 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: brochure, guide, annotation, dialogue;  
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions: (Planning vocation): 

A – Do you have any plans for your vacation? 
B - I’d like to visit the most popular places in the UK. 

pirveli ucxouri ena - inglisuri ena

sabazo safexuri

wliuri programa

 

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: ‘Would+infinitive’ with unreal meaning; 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: landmarks, view, fascinating, museum, exciting places.  

 
3. ეკოლოგია და გარემოს დაცვა (ბუნების დაცვა,  გარემოს დაბინძურება, ნაკრძალები, ბუნებრივი 

კატასტროფები, სამაშველო სამსახური, პოლიცია); 
 

პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები: 

Natural disasters 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: Natural disaster safety rules, poster; 
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions (Giving advice/warning) 

A –If you follow the rules, you’ll be safe. 
B – I never leave my home during hurricane. 

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: Conditional I; 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: Natural Disaster risk zone, tornado, earthquake, ocean surface, storm. 
4. ინგლისურენოვანი ქვეყნები (ეროვნული დღესასწაულები, კულტურულ-ისტორიული ცნობები, 

საერთაშორისო ორგანიზაციები); 
 

პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები: 

England four different countries 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: encyclopedia article, narrative/descriptive;  
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions (showing interest): 

A – Have you read the article about the UK? 
B – Yes, that’s interesting. 

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: Present simple, present perfect; 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: Houses of Parliament, culture, heritage, Queen, flag, symbols.  

 
5. პროფესიული ორიენტაცია (პროფესიები, ხელობები, საქმიანობები, სხვადასხვა პროფესიის ცნობილი 

წარმომადგენლები, პროფესიული სასწავლებელი); 
 

პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები:      

Job advert/interview 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: advertisement, interview;  
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions (at a job interview); 

A – Are you interested in a full-time or part-time position? 
B – I/m more interested in a part time job because I’m a student.  

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: adjectives - ‘interesting vs. interested’. 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: support worker, part/full time job, experience, customer, successful. 
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 გრამატიკა/Grammar: ‘Would+infinitive’ with unreal meaning; 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: landmarks, view, fascinating, museum, exciting places.  

 
3. ეკოლოგია და გარემოს დაცვა (ბუნების დაცვა,  გარემოს დაბინძურება, ნაკრძალები, ბუნებრივი 

კატასტროფები, სამაშველო სამსახური, პოლიცია); 
 

პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები: 

Natural disasters 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: Natural disaster safety rules, poster; 
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions (Giving advice/warning) 

A –If you follow the rules, you’ll be safe. 
B – I never leave my home during hurricane. 

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: Conditional I; 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: Natural Disaster risk zone, tornado, earthquake, ocean surface, storm. 
4. ინგლისურენოვანი ქვეყნები (ეროვნული დღესასწაულები, კულტურულ-ისტორიული ცნობები, 

საერთაშორისო ორგანიზაციები); 
 

პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები: 

England four different countries 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: encyclopedia article, narrative/descriptive;  
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions (showing interest): 

A – Have you read the article about the UK? 
B – Yes, that’s interesting. 

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: Present simple, present perfect; 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: Houses of Parliament, culture, heritage, Queen, flag, symbols.  

 
5. პროფესიული ორიენტაცია (პროფესიები, ხელობები, საქმიანობები, სხვადასხვა პროფესიის ცნობილი 

წარმომადგენლები, პროფესიული სასწავლებელი); 
 

პრიორიტეტული ენობრივი მასალა და ტექსტის ტიპები:      

Job advert/interview 

 ტექსტის ტიპები/Text types: advertisement, interview;  
 ფუნქციური სამეტყველო მოქმედებები/Language functions (at a job interview); 

A – Are you interested in a full-time or part-time position? 
B – I/m more interested in a part time job because I’m a student.  

 გრამატიკა/Grammar: adjectives - ‘interesting vs. interested’. 
 ლექსიკა/Vocabulary: support worker, part/full time job, experience, customer, successful. 
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თემატური გეგმის ზოგადი სქემა  

სასწავლო თემის  გეგმა  უნდა შედგებოდეს შემდეგი კომპონენტებისაგან: 

თემის სათაური:  სასწავლო საათების საორიენტაციო რაოდენობა: 8-10 სთ. 

თემაში დასამუშავებელი ცნებები და საკითხები 

Language functions (სამეტყველი მოქმედებები) 

 

Grammar (გრამატიკა)  

 

Vocabulary (ლექსიკა) 

 

ტექსტები კომუნიკაციურ-ენობრივი უნარების 
განსავითარებლად 

ტექსტის ტიპები და სტრატეგიები 

 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები 

 

იდეები შემაჯამებელი კომპლექსური დავალებებისათვის 

 

 

შეფასების ინდიკატორები 

 

მკვიდრი წარმოდგენები/ (Enduring understanding) 

 
როგორც ცხრილიდან ჩანს, სასწავლო თემის ასაგებად სტანდარტის მოთხოვნათა გათვალისწინებით 
განისაზღვრება თემის ფარგლებში გასავითარებელი კომუნიკაციური და ენობრივი უნარები და 
შეირჩევა შესაბამისი ტექსტები და ცნებები, მათ საფუძველზე დაზუსტდება ლექსიკურ-
გრამატიკული საკითხები. ამის შემდეგ განისაზღვრება თემის საკვანძო შეკითხვები და შეფასების 
ინდიკატორები. საკვანძო კითხვები  მაპროვოცირებელი შეკითხვებია, რომლებიც მოსწავლის წინარე 
ცოდნას აკავშირებს ასათვისებელ, ახალ ცოდნასთან. შეფასების ინდიკატორები კი სტანდარტის 
შედეგებიდან გამომდინარეობს და აჩვენებს, თუ რა უნდა შეძლოს მოსწავლემ კონკრეტული თემის 
ფარგლებში. ეროვნული სასწავლო გეგმის უცხოურ ენების პროგრამაში შემუშავებულია თემის 
შეფასების ინდიკატორთა ყალიბი, რომელიც მოიცავს 6 ძირითად ინდიკატორს. ესენია: 
1. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც თემის ფარგლებში მოსმენა-გაგების და სტრატეგიების გამოყენების 

უნარებს აფასებს; 
2. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც ზეპირი მეტყველებისა და შესაბამისი სტრატეგიების გამოყენების 

უნარებს აფასებს; 
3. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც წერითი მეტყველებისა და წერითი სტრატეგიების გამოყენების უნარებს 

აფასებს; 

 

4. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც მეტაკოგნიტურ უნარებს, ანუ სწავლის პროცესზე დაფიქრების უნარებს 
აფასებს; 

5. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც განსხვავებული სოციოკულტურული რეალიების ამოცნობა-
გაანალიზების უნარებს ამოწმებს; 

6. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც თემის ფარგლებში შეძენილი სხვადასხვა ცოდნის ინტეგრირებული 
გამოყენების უნარს ამოწმებს საქმიანი იდეების განსახორციელებლად.  
 

თემის სწავლა-სწავლების დასაგეგმად ასევე მნიშვნელოვანია გამოიკვეთოს იდეები შემაჯამებელი 
კომპლექსური დავალებებისთვის, რადგან მხოლოდ კომპლექსური დავალებების მეშვეობით 
შეიძლება გამოვლინდეს, რამდენად დაეუფლა მოსწავლე თემის ფარგლებში ასათვისებელ ცოდნათა 
დინამიკურ ერთობლიობას და რამდენად ახერხებს მათ ფუნქციურად გამოყენებას. უცხოურ ენის 
პროგრამა გამოკვეთს ასევე მკვიდრ წარმოდგენებს, ანუ იმ  ზოგად ცოდნა-წარმოდგენებს, რომლებიც 
უნდა ჩამოუყალიბდეს  მოსწავლეს უცხოური ენისა და კულტურის  სწავლის პროცესში.  მკვიდრი 
წარმოდგენები საერთოა ყველა თემისათვის. 
 
ზემოთ  წარმოდგენილი  თემატური გეგმის  მოდელი ტიპობრივია  - იგი ნებისმიერ სასწავლო თემას 
სტანდარტის მოთხოვნების შესაბამისად დაასტრუქტურირებს. 
 



LVII
 

4. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც მეტაკოგნიტურ უნარებს, ანუ სწავლის პროცესზე დაფიქრების უნარებს 
აფასებს; 

5. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც განსხვავებული სოციოკულტურული რეალიების ამოცნობა-
გაანალიზების უნარებს ამოწმებს; 

6. ინდიკატორი, რომელიც თემის ფარგლებში შეძენილი სხვადასხვა ცოდნის ინტეგრირებული 
გამოყენების უნარს ამოწმებს საქმიანი იდეების განსახორციელებლად.  
 

თემის სწავლა-სწავლების დასაგეგმად ასევე მნიშვნელოვანია გამოიკვეთოს იდეები შემაჯამებელი 
კომპლექსური დავალებებისთვის, რადგან მხოლოდ კომპლექსური დავალებების მეშვეობით 
შეიძლება გამოვლინდეს, რამდენად დაეუფლა მოსწავლე თემის ფარგლებში ასათვისებელ ცოდნათა 
დინამიკურ ერთობლიობას და რამდენად ახერხებს მათ ფუნქციურად გამოყენებას. უცხოურ ენის 
პროგრამა გამოკვეთს ასევე მკვიდრ წარმოდგენებს, ანუ იმ  ზოგად ცოდნა-წარმოდგენებს, რომლებიც 
უნდა ჩამოუყალიბდეს  მოსწავლეს უცხოური ენისა და კულტურის  სწავლის პროცესში.  მკვიდრი 
წარმოდგენები საერთოა ყველა თემისათვის. 
 
ზემოთ  წარმოდგენილი  თემატური გეგმის  მოდელი ტიპობრივია  - იგი ნებისმიერ სასწავლო თემას 
სტანდარტის მოთხოვნების შესაბამისად დაასტრუქტურირებს. 
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თემატური გეგმის კონკრეტული ნიმუში 

Grade IX  

Thematic Unit 

Natural Disasters 
თემაში დასამუშავებელი ცნებები და საკითხები 

Language functions 

Prediction - I think, I’m sure, I don’t have any idea; 

Expressing feelings/emotions - I’m lucky/happy/ scared/nervous; 

Expressing sadness - I’m sad (formal) I’m sorry (informal); 

Expressing opinion / personal point of view– I think, personally, I 
think. . . I believe that…; 

Giving advice/warning –  

You had better/You’d better follow the rules.  

If I were you… Don’t leave your home during hurricane! 

Grammar focus 
Grammar 1 - Revision 
Will Future; going to; 
Present/Past simple; Past Simple 
Comparisons; 
Question formation; 
Grammar 2 
Conditional I 
If + Present Simple +Won’t 
If + Present Simple +Imperative 

Natural disaster vocabulary 
Natural Disaster risk zone, making a homemade water filter, mph/miles per hour/ intense, tollarance; Tornado, Earthquake, 
Hurricane -eye, wind, cloud, rain, ocean surface, storm, storm surge, flood; Preparation tips, suggestions, safe place, shelter, 
safety kit (e.g. canned food, light, batteries, water, cash, flashlight, can opener, first aid kit), etc.;   
ტექსტები კომუნიკაციურ-ენობრივი უნარების 
განსავითარებლად 

ტექსტის ტიპები და სტრატეგიები  

Listening - Natural disasters; 
 

 

ტექსტის ტიპი: გამოხმაურება/პირადი 
მოსაზრებები (ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებთან 
დაკავშირებით; 
მოსმენის სტრატეგიები; 

Reading - Hurricanes: Natural Wildest Storms;  
Categories of Hurricanes; What’s your name, Hurricane? Predicting 
Hurricane and protecting people; (article, informative/narrative); 

ტექსტის ტიპი: საინფორმაციო-შემეცნებითი 
ტექსტი; 
კითხვის სტრატეგიები; 
აღწერითი აბზაცი; 

Hurricane Safety Tips (instructions); 
Grammar focus - Conditional I 

ტექსტის ტიპი: პრაგმატული,  ახსნა-
განმარტებითი ტექსტი: 
გრამატიკის სწავლების სტრატეგია; 
 

Speaking – Are you ready? (poster/social advertisement). 
 

ტექსტის ტიპი: პრაგმატული პოსტერი;  
აღწერითი აბზაცი; 
ზეპირი მეტყველების სტრატეგია; 

 

Writing – An article for school magazine – Local climate, natural 
disaster risks in Georgia; A story about disaster survivors. 

ტექსტის ტიპი: საინფორმაციო ტექსტი; 
თხრობითი ტექსტი; 
წერის სტრატეგიები. 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები 

1. როგორ მოვიქცე ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე სხვადასხვა ტიპის ტექსტის შინაარსის გასაგებად? რომელი 
სტრატეგია უნდა გამოვიყენო და რატომ? 

2. როგორ ჩამოვაყალიბო რჩევა-დარიგებები უსაფრთხოების წესებზე? როგორ გამოვხატო ჩემი 
მოსაზრება/დამოკიდებულება ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების პრობლემატიკაზე?  

3. როგორ დავწერო სხვადასხვა ტიპის ტექსტი ბუნებრივ კატასტროფების თემატიკაზე?  
4. როგორ გამოვიყენო ნასწავლი მასალა ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების შედეგად დაზარალებულთა დამხმარე 

საერთაშორისო ორგანიზაციების საქმიანობის შესახებ ინფორმაციის მოსაპოვებლად? 
5. როგორ გავიუმჯობესო სწავლის უნარი?  
6. როგორ გამოვიყენო ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე მუშაობისას  შეძენილი ენობრივ-შინაარსობრივი ცოდნა და 

გამოცდილება  საქმიანი იდეის განსახორციელებლად?   
Project ideas 

 Make a Power Point presentation on some events of Natural disasters; 
 Create a brochure. It should include disaster safety tips, illustrations and colorful pictures; Present the brochure to your 

classmate; 
 Write a story for the class magazine about disaster survivors; 
 Create a mini picture dictionary of disaster related vocabulary; 
 Conduct a survey – use social media tool to get opinions on hurricane Irma. Share your findings with the class. 
 Make a Power Point Presentation about the International Disaster Rescue organizations/volunteers.  
 Watch the video - How to make a water filter? (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCB_-ri0eGM) Listen to the text 

and write step by step instruction of making a homemade water filter. Describe the situation when people need the 
homemade water filter. 

 
შეფასების ინდიკატორები - მოსწავლემ უნდა შეძლოს: 

1. სტრატეგიებისა და ენობრივი ცოდნის გამოყენებით საინფორმაციო-შემეცნებითი და პრაგმატული 
ტექსტების გაგება ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე (Iუცხ.საბ.1,2,3,4);  

2. თემაში ათვისებული გრამატიკული, ლექსიკური და სამეტყველო მოქმედებების გამოყენებით 
მონაწილოების მიღება ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებთან დაკავშირებულ საუბრებსა და დისკუსიებში (Iუცხ.საბ.6, 
10);  

3. წერის სტრატეგიებისა და ახლად შეძენილი ლექსიკურ-გრამატიკული ცოდნის გამოყენებით მცირე ზომის 
ტექსტების შეთხზვა ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების თემატიკაზე (Iუცხ.საბ.7,8,9);  

4. აანალიზებს და აფასებს  სასწავლო აქტივობებში გამოყენებული სტრატეგიების ეფექტიანობას (Iუცხ.საბ.5, 
10);  

5. შესწავლილი მასალის გამოყენებით ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების შედეგად დაზარალებულთა დამხმარე 
საერთაშორისო ორგანიზაციების საქმიანობის შესახებ ინფორმაციის მოძიება და თანაკლასელებთან ერთად 
განხილვა (Iუცხ.საბ.11);  

6. ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების თემის დამუშავებისას შეძენილი ენობრივ-შინაარსობრივი ცოდნისა და 
გამოცდილების გამოყენებით საქმიანი იდეის განხორციელება, კულტურათა დიალოგის ხელის შეწყობა 
(Iუცხ.საბ.11, 12). 

მკვიდრი წარმოდგენები 



LIX

 

Writing – An article for school magazine – Local climate, natural 
disaster risks in Georgia; A story about disaster survivors. 

ტექსტის ტიპი: საინფორმაციო ტექსტი; 
თხრობითი ტექსტი; 
წერის სტრატეგიები. 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები 

1. როგორ მოვიქცე ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე სხვადასხვა ტიპის ტექსტის შინაარსის გასაგებად? რომელი 
სტრატეგია უნდა გამოვიყენო და რატომ? 

2. როგორ ჩამოვაყალიბო რჩევა-დარიგებები უსაფრთხოების წესებზე? როგორ გამოვხატო ჩემი 
მოსაზრება/დამოკიდებულება ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების პრობლემატიკაზე?  

3. როგორ დავწერო სხვადასხვა ტიპის ტექსტი ბუნებრივ კატასტროფების თემატიკაზე?  
4. როგორ გამოვიყენო ნასწავლი მასალა ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების შედეგად დაზარალებულთა დამხმარე 

საერთაშორისო ორგანიზაციების საქმიანობის შესახებ ინფორმაციის მოსაპოვებლად? 
5. როგორ გავიუმჯობესო სწავლის უნარი?  
6. როგორ გამოვიყენო ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე მუშაობისას  შეძენილი ენობრივ-შინაარსობრივი ცოდნა და 

გამოცდილება  საქმიანი იდეის განსახორციელებლად?   
Project ideas 

 Make a Power Point presentation on some events of Natural disasters; 
 Create a brochure. It should include disaster safety tips, illustrations and colorful pictures; Present the brochure to your 

classmate; 
 Write a story for the class magazine about disaster survivors; 
 Create a mini picture dictionary of disaster related vocabulary; 
 Conduct a survey – use social media tool to get opinions on hurricane Irma. Share your findings with the class. 
 Make a Power Point Presentation about the International Disaster Rescue organizations/volunteers.  
 Watch the video - How to make a water filter? (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCB_-ri0eGM) Listen to the text 

and write step by step instruction of making a homemade water filter. Describe the situation when people need the 
homemade water filter. 

 
შეფასების ინდიკატორები - მოსწავლემ უნდა შეძლოს: 

1. სტრატეგიებისა და ენობრივი ცოდნის გამოყენებით საინფორმაციო-შემეცნებითი და პრაგმატული 
ტექსტების გაგება ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე (Iუცხ.საბ.1,2,3,4);  

2. თემაში ათვისებული გრამატიკული, ლექსიკური და სამეტყველო მოქმედებების გამოყენებით 
მონაწილოების მიღება ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებთან დაკავშირებულ საუბრებსა და დისკუსიებში (Iუცხ.საბ.6, 
10);  

3. წერის სტრატეგიებისა და ახლად შეძენილი ლექსიკურ-გრამატიკული ცოდნის გამოყენებით მცირე ზომის 
ტექსტების შეთხზვა ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების თემატიკაზე (Iუცხ.საბ.7,8,9);  

4. აანალიზებს და აფასებს  სასწავლო აქტივობებში გამოყენებული სტრატეგიების ეფექტიანობას (Iუცხ.საბ.5, 
10);  

5. შესწავლილი მასალის გამოყენებით ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების შედეგად დაზარალებულთა დამხმარე 
საერთაშორისო ორგანიზაციების საქმიანობის შესახებ ინფორმაციის მოძიება და თანაკლასელებთან ერთად 
განხილვა (Iუცხ.საბ.11);  

6. ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების თემის დამუშავებისას შეძენილი ენობრივ-შინაარსობრივი ცოდნისა და 
გამოცდილების გამოყენებით საქმიანი იდეის განხორციელება, კულტურათა დიალოგის ხელის შეწყობა 
(Iუცხ.საბ.11, 12). 

მკვიდრი წარმოდგენები 
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1. მოსმენის, კითხვის, ლაპარაკის და წერის უნარების განვითარებას ხშირი პრაქტიკა უწყობს ხელს; 
2. ყოველდღიურ/სასკოლო ცხოვრებაში  უცხოური ენის პრაქტიკული გამოყენება სხვადასხვა სტრატეგიის 

დაუფლებითა და მრავალფეროვან აქტივობაში მონაწილეობითაა შესაძლებელი (მაგ. გაგონილი რეპლიკების 
გონებაში  გამეორება, უცხოენოვანი სიმღერის სწავლა, საპროექტო იდეის განხორციელება, მეგობრებთან 
ინფორმაციის გაცვლა ინგლისურ ენაზე /„chat”/,  და სხვ.);  

3. უცნობი ტექსტის შინაარსის გაგება-გააზრება ეტაპობრივად, რამდენჯერმე მოსმენა-წაკითხვით, არსებულ 
ცოდნასა და გამოცდილებაზე დაყრდნობითაა შესაძლებელი;  

4. სწავლის სტრატეგიებზე დაფიქრება და მათი  გააზრებულად გამოყენება აადვილებს ენის დაუფლებას და 
ხელს უწყობს მიღწევების გაუმჯობესებას; 

5. ნასწავლი სტრატეგიები ხელს შეუწყობს ნებისმიერი სხვა ენის უფრო ეფექტიანად სწავლა-ათვისებას;   
6. უცხოური ენის შესწავლა ხელს უწყობს საკუთარი ენისა და კულტურის უკეთ გაგებას. 
Resources 
Listening 
Listening: A lesson on Natural disasters 

Breaking News English Lessons, Listen a minute.com   

http://www.listenaminute.com/n/natural_disasters.html 

Reading 
1.Super Teacher worksheets 

https://www.superteacherworksheets.com/reading-comp/5th-hurricanes_WBFFR.pdf?up=1504242395 

Hurricanes: Nature's Wildest Storms 
2.CNN article 

http://edition.cnn.com/2017/09/07/world/iyw-help-for-hurricane-irma-victims/index.html 

Hurricane Irma victims need your help 

By Bethany Hines, CNN, September 16, 2017 

3.True story (Optional) 

https://www.rd.com/true-stories/inspiring/100-word-stories/ 

Speaking 

Poster 

Are you ready?  

https://emergency.cdc.gov/preparedness/pdf/infographic-are-you-prepared.pdf 

Writing 

A photo of a disaster survivor 

https://www.rd.com/culture/newborn-hurricane-harvey-photo-shoot/ 

 

Grammar focus 

Conditional I 

http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/grammar-and-vocabulary/grammar-videos/conditionals 

Comparatives and superlatives 

http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/grammar-and-vocabulary/grammar-videos/comparative-and-superlative-
adjectives 

Future forms; Present/Past Simple; Past simple. 

Language functions video BC resources 

Grammar video BC resources 

Project work 

Youtube video 

Giving instructions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCB_-ri0eGM 

How to make a water filter? 

 

დანართი თემისთვის 

თემის „Natural Disasters” დეტალური დამუშავების ნიმუში  

შენიშვნა: თემა დამუშავებული სტანდარტის მეთოდიკურ ნაწილში წარმოდგენილი „პროცესის 
ტაბულის“ გამოყენებით  
 
თემა: Natural Disasters 

მოსმენა-გაგების პროცესი 

ცნებები საკვანძო შეკითხვები: 
როგორ მოვიქცე ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე პირადი დამოკიდებულების 
გამომხატველი მონოლოგის  გასაგებად? რომელი სტრატეგია უნდა გამოვიყენო  და 
რატომ? როგორ გავიუმჯობესო სწავლის უნარი? 

ტექსტის ტიპი: 

თემატური 
მონოლოგი; 

Listening text: (1min. monologue) 

Natural disasters 

I don’t know about you, but I think there are more natural disasters now than before. Every 
time I turn on the news there’s some kind of disaster. There are bushfires in Australia and 
California, earthquakes in China, hurricanes in Mexico and droughts in Africa. I’m sure global 
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1. მოსმენის, კითხვის, ლაპარაკის და წერის უნარების განვითარებას ხშირი პრაქტიკა უწყობს ხელს; 
2. ყოველდღიურ/სასკოლო ცხოვრებაში  უცხოური ენის პრაქტიკული გამოყენება სხვადასხვა სტრატეგიის 

დაუფლებითა და მრავალფეროვან აქტივობაში მონაწილეობითაა შესაძლებელი (მაგ. გაგონილი რეპლიკების 
გონებაში  გამეორება, უცხოენოვანი სიმღერის სწავლა, საპროექტო იდეის განხორციელება, მეგობრებთან 
ინფორმაციის გაცვლა ინგლისურ ენაზე /„chat”/,  და სხვ.);  

3. უცნობი ტექსტის შინაარსის გაგება-გააზრება ეტაპობრივად, რამდენჯერმე მოსმენა-წაკითხვით, არსებულ 
ცოდნასა და გამოცდილებაზე დაყრდნობითაა შესაძლებელი;  

4. სწავლის სტრატეგიებზე დაფიქრება და მათი  გააზრებულად გამოყენება აადვილებს ენის დაუფლებას და 
ხელს უწყობს მიღწევების გაუმჯობესებას; 

5. ნასწავლი სტრატეგიები ხელს შეუწყობს ნებისმიერი სხვა ენის უფრო ეფექტიანად სწავლა-ათვისებას;   
6. უცხოური ენის შესწავლა ხელს უწყობს საკუთარი ენისა და კულტურის უკეთ გაგებას. 
Resources 
Listening 
Listening: A lesson on Natural disasters 

Breaking News English Lessons, Listen a minute.com   

http://www.listenaminute.com/n/natural_disasters.html 

Reading 
1.Super Teacher worksheets 

https://www.superteacherworksheets.com/reading-comp/5th-hurricanes_WBFFR.pdf?up=1504242395 

Hurricanes: Nature's Wildest Storms 
2.CNN article 

http://edition.cnn.com/2017/09/07/world/iyw-help-for-hurricane-irma-victims/index.html 

Hurricane Irma victims need your help 

By Bethany Hines, CNN, September 16, 2017 

3.True story (Optional) 

https://www.rd.com/true-stories/inspiring/100-word-stories/ 

Speaking 

Poster 

Are you ready?  

https://emergency.cdc.gov/preparedness/pdf/infographic-are-you-prepared.pdf 

Writing 

A photo of a disaster survivor 

https://www.rd.com/culture/newborn-hurricane-harvey-photo-shoot/ 

 

warming is creating more natural disasters. I’m lucky. Where I live, we don’t really have 
natural disasters. I’ve never experienced anything like the things on TV. Japan has many 
natural disasters. They have earthquakes, typhoons, flooding, volcanoes, all kinds of things. 
They are lucky they have the money to deal with them. There are countries in Africa that 
aren’t rich. When a natural disaster hits them, everyone suffers terribly. 

 

მოსმენის სამი ფაზა: 

 

მოსმენამდე; 

მოსმენის  დროს; 

მოსმენის შემდეგ 

 

 

ბიჯები და სწავლა-სწავლების სტრატეგიები 

მეთოდოლოგიური რეკომენდაციები 

მოსასმენი აქტივობები სამი ძირითადი ფაზისგან შედგება:  
1. მოსმენამდე პერიოდი (Pre-listening), რომელიც მოსწავლეებს ამზადებს ტექსტის  

შინაარსის უკეთ გასაგებად; 
2.  მოსმენის პერიოდი (While listening), რომლის დროსაც მოსწავლეები  

სავარჯიშოების საშუალებით ყურადღებას ამახვილებენ ტექსტის შინაარსის 
სხვადასხვა ასპექტზე;  

3. მოსმენის შემდეგ (Post-listening), რომლის დროსაც მოსწავლეები ახდენენ 
მიღებული ინფორმაციის/ცოდნის ინტეგრირებას წინარე ცოდნასა და 
გამოცდილებასთან. 

თითოეული საფეხურის დასაძლევად მოსწავლეებს მოსმენის სხვადასხვა სტრატეგიის 
დაუფლება ესაჭიროებათ. 

მოსმენის წინარე 
სტრატეგიები  

 

- წინარე ცოდნის 
მობილიზება; 
 

- ვარაუდების 
გამოთქმა; 

 
 

- გამოცნობა 

 

ფაზა: მოსმენამდე (Pre-listening) 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები: როგორ მოვემზადო ბუნებრივი კატასტროფების შესახებ 
შემეცნებითი  ტექსტის მოსასმენად?  

ბიჯი 1. იმისათვის რომ მოსწავლეები ტექსტის მოსასმენად მოემზადონ უპირველესად, 
საჭიროა დავალების პირობის გაანალიზება მისი  გააზრებისა და დაზუსტების 
მიზნით.  

ბიჯი 2. განხილულ თემატურ ერთეულში მოსმენის წინა პერიოდის სავარჯიშოებში 
სწავლის შემდეგი სტრატეგიებია გამოყენებული - სათაურის მიხედვით უცნობი 
სიტყვის მნიშვნელობის ამოცნობა (Inferring – Task 1 a) და სათაურზე დაყრდნობით 
ვარაუდის გამოთქმა ტექსტის შინაარსის შესახებ (Prediction – Task 1 b).  

ბიჯი 3. მომდევნო დავალების (Task 2) შესასრულებლად მოსწავლეებს თემასთან 
დაკავშირებული წინარე ცოდნის გაზიარება უწევთ, რაც კატასტროფებთან 
დაკავშირებული ზოგადი ცოდნის, მიზნობრივი ლექსიკისა და შესწავლილი ენობრივი 
სტრუქტურების გააქტიურებას უწყობს ხელს.  

სამივე შემთხვევაში მოსწავლეთა მოსასმენი დავალებებისთვის მომზადება 
სამეტყველო სავარჯიშოების დახმარებით ხდება. 

Pre-listening activities 

Task 1. Read the title and:  

a) infer the meaning of the word  “disaster”;  
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b) predict what the listening text is about;  

Task 2. Share with your classmates the information you have about extreme weather and 
national disasters.  

მოსმენის 
სტრატეგიები 
(Listening startegies): 

ფაზა: მოსმენის დროს (While listening) 

საკვანძო შეკითხვა: როგორ მოვიქცე, რომ უკეთ გავიგო თემატური მონოლოგი? როგორ 
გავიადვილო ტექსტის გაგება? 

 

სელექციური მოსმენა 

 

 

შესწავლითი მოსმენა:  

- მიბრუნება ტექსტთან; 

 

- გამოცნობა: უცნობის 
სიტყვების/ 
შესიტყვებების, 
ნაცნობი 
ელემენტების 
ამოცნობა 
(კონტექსტი, ნცნობი 
ფუძე და სხვ.) 
დაყრდნობით; 

მოსმენის სტრატეგიები (Listening strategies): 

ბიჯი 4. პირველი მოსმენა სელექციური   ხასიათისაა (Selective listening) და ტექსტში 
ტექსტის ზოგადი შინაარსის გაგებას ემსახურება (Listening for the main idea). მოსმენის 
პროცესში ჩასართავად მოსწავლეები წინასწარ უნდა იცნობდნენ დავალების 
კონკრეტულ მიზანს. მოცემული აქტივობის მიხედვით  მოსწავლეებს ევალებათ 
მოსმენის შემდეგ პასუხი გასცენ ტექსტის შინაარსის შესაბამის საკვანძო შეკითხვას 
(Task 3. Listen to the text and answer the concept question – Why is the narrator lucky?). 
ტექსტის მოსმენის წინ მოსწავლისთვის მიცემული დავალება ზრდის მის მოტივაციას 
და პასუხისმგებლობას, რადგან  მისთვის ნათელი ხდება მოსმენის კონკრეტული 
მიზანი.  

მოსწავლე უნდა იყენებდეს მოსმენის შემდეგ სტრატეგიებს - ყურადღების 
მიზანმიმართულად წარმართვას არა მთლიან შინაარსზე, არამედ მხოლოდ და 
მხოლოდ საჭირო ინფორმაციასთან დაკავშირებულ ელემენტებზე (მაგ. თემის 
ამსახველ ნაცნობ საკვანძო სიტყვებზე /Key words/).   

ბიჯი 5. ტექსტის განმეორებითი მოსმენა მთლიანი შინაარსის ეტაპობრივი 
კონსტრუირებისათვის შემდეგი სახის აქტივობებს შეიცავს:  

 უცნობი სიტყვების მნიშვნელობის გამოცნობა კონტექსტზე დაყრდნობით (Task 4.); 
 თემატური სიტყვების დაკავშირება განმარტებებთან (Task 5); 
 მოსმენილი ტექსტის ტიპის განსაზღვრა (Task 6). 
While listening 

Task 3. Listen to the text and answer the concept question – Why is the narrator lucky? (main 
idea)  

Task 4. Listen to the text again and tick disaster words/phrases in the worksheet;  

Task 5. Match the disaster words with their definitions;  

Task 6. Determine the type of the text (monologue/expressing personal opinion/feelings). 

მოსმენის  

სტრატეგიები  

(Listening  

strategies) 

ფაზა: მოსმენის შემდეგ (Post-listening) 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები: როგორ გავიგე ტექსტი? რით უკავშირდება ჩემს გამოცდილებას? 
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რამ შემაფარხა გაგების პროცესში? რატომ ვერ გადავჭერი მოსასმენი პრობლემა? როგორ 
უნდა გადაემეჭრა ეს პრობლემა? რამ შემიწყო ხელი წარმატებით მოსასმენი ამოცანის 
წარტმაეტებით გადაჭრაში?  

შესწავლითი  

მოსმენა: 

 

- შეკითხვების დასმა 
(მონაკვეთების 
ერთმანეთთან 
დასაკავშირებლად) 

- ინფორმაციის 
დაჯგუფება; 

 

 

- შეჯამება 

 

 

 

- მეტაკოგნიტური 
პაუზა: 

 

სწავლის პროცესზე 
დაფიქრება; 

გამოყენებული 
სტრატეგიის შეფასება 

 

მოცემულ ფაზაში ქვემოთ ჩამოთვლილი სტრატეგიების გამოყენებით ხდება 
მოსწავლეთა მიერ შეძენილი ცოდნისა და ენობრივი უნარ-ჩვევების წინარე ცოდნასა და 
ენობრივ უნარ-ჩვევებთან ინტეგრირება:  

ბიჯი 6. გაგებულის გადამოწმება, შეკითხვების, რეფორმულირებების და 
კომენტარების დახმარებით;  ინფორმაციის დაზუსტება, მართებულ ვარიანტამდე 
მისვლა (Task 7). (აღნიშნული აქტივობა ამავე დროს, ტექსტის შინაარსში კონკრეტული 
ინფორმაციის ამოცნობას ემსახურება /Listening for details/); 

ბიჯი 7. მოსმენილის დაკავშირება საკუთარ გამოცდილებასთან; განცდილის, 
ნააზრევის გაზიარება (Task 8); 

ბიჯი 8. მეტაკოგნიტური პაუზა: დაფიქრება ტექსტის გაგებისათვის გამოყენებულ 
მიდგომებთან (მეტაკოგნიცია) (Task 11); 

 დაფიქრება გამოყენებული სტრატეგიებზე, ეფექტიანობის შეფასება, შედარება 
სხვების მიერ გამოყენებულ სტრატეგიებთან; 

 გაგების პროცესის გაუმჯობესებისათვის  შესაძლო  გზების შეთავაზება/მითითება. 
Task 7. Answer the comprehension questions (Which geographical places does the man 
mention? According to his information which are the most dangerous countries for national 
disasters? etc.); 

Task 8. Read the tapescript and brainstorm words related to:  

- disaster relief and rescue operations –shelter, food, aid, support, assistance, medical care, 
save, protect, help, etc.;  

- Effects of disaster - destroy, ruin, smash, crash, kill, injure, burn, break, etc. 
 

Task 9. Discussion: Look at the diagrame – Countries in the natural disaster risk zones and 
identify which countries (including Gergia) are in higher/lower natural disaster risk zones. 
How do you feel about it?  

Task 10. Grammar review – adjectives/comparisons; 

Self - assessment 

Task 11. Tell your classmates what you have learned about the national disaster using the 
vocabulary worksheets. What helped you understand the text? What helped you ask 
questions about the topic?   

 გარდამავალი პერიოდი 

როგორ მოვიქცე ენობრივ-გრამატიკული  მასალის  ასათვისებლად? როდის 
რომელი სტრატეგია უნდა გამოვიყენო  და რატომ? 
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გამეორება 

ბიჯი 9. 

ენობრივი (ფონეტიკური, ლექსიკური, გრამატიკული) უნარების  განვითარება, 
(ლექსიკა, გრამატიკული ფორმები, შესიტყვებები, სამეტყველო ფუნქციები) 
გამეორება/ათვისება ხდება ტექსტზე დაფუძნებით სხვადასხვა ენობრივი აქტივობის 
საშუალებით; 

თემაში გამოყენებულ ტექსტზე/აქტივობებზე დაყრდნობით ხდება ნასწავლი 
ენობრივი სტრუქტურებისა და სამეტყველო აქტების გამეორება 

გრამატიკული მასალის გამეორება (Grammar revision, act.1-10) 

Present Simple/Progressive 

Adjectives/Comparisons 

Question formation 

სამეტყველო აქტები - Language functions: 

Prediction - I think, I’m sure, I don’t have any idea 

Expressing feelings/emotions - I’m lucky/happy/scared/nervous 

Expressing sadness - I’m sad (formal) I’m sorry (informal) 

Expressing opinion / personal point of view– I think, personally, I think. . . I believe that 

 

 

კითხვა 

ტექსტის ტიპი 

 

საინფორმაციო/ 
შემეცნებითი 
ტექსტი 

საკვანძო კითხვები 

როგორ მოვიქცე ბუნებრივ სტრატეგიებზე საინფორმაციო-შემეცნებითი ტექსტის 
გასაგებად? რომელი სტრატეგია უნდა გამოვიყენო და რატომ? რატომ არის 
მნიშვნელოვანი სწავლის პროცესზე დაფიქრება? 

1. Hurricanes: Nature's Wildest Storms 

by Erin Ryan 

Hurricanes are major tropical storms that can cause devastating waves, wind, and rain. They 
happen during “Hurricane Season,” which is from June 1st until November 30th in the Atlantic 
Ocean and from May 15th until November 30th in the Pacific Ocean. A hurricane that forms 
in the Atlantic Ocean begins as tropical disturbance. This is a large area of windy thunderstorms 
that forms over the warm ocean, near the equator. When the storms grow larger, rains and 
wind pick up, and the “disturbance” can develop into a hurricane.  
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When a hurricane makes landfall, it can be very dangerous along coastlines because of a storm 
surge, where ocean waters rush onto land. When this is combined with heavy rainfall, there 
can be devastating floods. The center of a hurricane is called the eye. While most of a hurricane 
contains dangerously strong winds, the eye is actually a calm area in the storm. When the eye 
of a hurricane passes over land, people might think that it’s over, but before long the wind and 
rain increase again as the second part of the hurricane moves through. (184) 

 
2. Categories of Hurricanes  

There are five categories of hurricanes, which are based on wind speeds. The categories help to 
make people aware of how much damage a hurricane may cause because the greater the wind 
speed, the more dangerous the storm. Category 1 – Winds 74 – 95 mph Winds snap branches, 
uproot trees, and overturn mobile homes that aren't secured to the ground. Category 2 – Winds 
96 -110 mph Winds are strong enough to destroy weak doors and windows, and create 8-foot 
ocean waves. Category 3 – Winds 111 - 130 mph Intense winds cause major flooding near the 
coast, which can destroy homes and businesses. Category 4 – Winds 131 - 155 mph Winds are 
strong enough to destroy some buildings. Causes heavy damages to building roofs. Category 5 
– Winds greater than 155 mph Buildings along the shorelines are washed away. Buildings can 
be completely destroyed. (141) 
 
3. What's Your Name, Hurricane?  

Hurricanes and tropical storms are given names to help people identify them. Scientists refer 
to hurricanes and storms by name as they track them across the ocean. Before 1953, hurricanes 
were not given official names. From 1953 through 1978, hurricanes were only given female 
names, like Isabel, Camille, Claudette, and Wilma. Beginning in 1979, hurricanes were given 
the names of both women and men. Today, the names alternate by gender, and they are named 
alphabetically. For example, in 2010, storms were named as follows: Alex (male) Bonnie 
(female) Colin (male) Danielle (female) Earl (male) and so on... There are six different lists of 
names that change, so the same names are used every six years. The only way that a new name 
is added is when a hurricane has been particularly deadly or costly and the name is retired, 
then replaced with a new one.  

Hurricane Katrina which ripped through Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi and Texas was one of 
the deadliest hurricanes in history. (163) 

 

4. Predicting Hurricanes and Protecting People!  

The National Hurricane Center, located in Miami, Florida issues watches and warnings 
before hurricanes approach the coastline. They use computers with satellite images to figure 
out where and when a hurricane will come on shore. Sometimes, if a hurricane is strong 
enough, officials may require citizens to evacuate, or leave their homes, and travel to a safer 
place. Can you imagine flying a plane through a hurricane? If you're a hurricane hunter, 
it's your job! Hurricane Hunters, who work for the Air Force Reserve, fly airplanes called 
WC-130's on weather missions to help the National Hurricane Center make predictions 
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about hurricanes, and gives them the information needed to issue accurate warnings. Pilots 
determine how fast the winds are blowing, how big the hurricane is, and which direction 
it's moving. This helps people to be better prepared for hurricanes as they approach shore. 
(142) 

 ბიჯები და სწავლა-სწავლების სტრატეგიები 

კითხვის სამი ფაზა: 

 

წაკითხვამდე; 

კითხვის დროს; 

კითხვის შემდეგ 

 

მეთოდური რეკომენდაციები 

კითხვის აქტივობები მოსასმენის მსგავსად, სამი ძირითადი ფაზისგან შედგება:  
1. კითხვამდე პერიოდი (Pre-reading), რომელიც მოსწავლეებს ამზადებს ტექსტის  

შინაარსის უკეთ გასაგებად; 
2. კითხვის პერიოდი (While reading), რომლის დროსაც მოსწავლეები  სავარჯიშოების 

საშუალებით ყურადღებას ამახვილებენ ტექსტის შინაარსის სხვადასხვა ასპექტზე;  
3. კითხვის შემდეგ (Post-reading), რომლის დროსაც მოსწავლეები ახდენენ მიღებული 

ინფორმაციის/ცოდნის ინტეგრირებას წინარე ცოდნასა და გამოცდილებასთან, 
ტექსტის/ტექსტის მონაკვეთების შეჯამება თითოეული საფეხურის დასაძლევად 
მოსწავლეებს კითხვის სხვადასხვა სტრატეგიის დაუფლება ესაჭიროებათ. 

კითხვის წინარე 
სტრატეგიები 

ფაზა: კითხვამდე (Pre-reading) 

საკვანძო შეკითხვა:  როგორ მოვემზადო ტექსტის წასაკითხად? 

-ვარაუდების 
გამოთქმა  ტექსტის 
ილუსტრაციებზე 
დაყრდნობით; 

- წინარე ცოდნის 
მობილიზება 

 

 

ბიჯი 1. იმისათვის რომ მოსწავლეები ტექსტის წასაკითხად მოემზადონ, საჭიროა 
დავალების პირობის გაანალიზება მათი გააზრებისა და დაზუსტების მიზნით.  

 

ბიჯი 2. ტექსტის გაგების/გააზრების ხელშესაწყობად კითხვის წინარე სტრატეგიები 
გამოიყენება: 

o ილუსტრაციებზე დაყრდნობით ტექსტის შინაარსის წინასწარი განჭვრეტა 
(Prediction -Task 1.); 

o ტექსტის გასააზრებლად საჭირო წინარე ცოდნის (ენობრივი, ტექსტობრივი, 
თემასთან დაკავშირებული)  გახსენება-გააქტიურება (Schemata - Task 2). 

Task 1. Look at the pictures and predict what he text is about. 

Task 2. Think-pair-share – Write down thoughts, discuss with a partners and share 
meaningful ideas with the class. 

კითხვის 
სტრატეგიები 

(Reading strategies) 

ფაზა: კითხვის დროს, შინაარსის კონტრუირების  პროცესი (While reading); 

საკვანძო შეკითხვა: როგორ მოვიქცე, რომ უკეთ გავიგო ტექსტი? როგორ გავიადვილო 
ტექსტის გაგება? 

 

გაცნობითი კითხვა: 

ტექსტის ორგანიზება,  
სტრუქტურა 

 

თემაში გამოყენებული “Jigsaw reading”-ს მოდიფიცირებული მოდელი კომუნიკაციური 
კითხვის ნათელი მაგალითია. ჯგუფურ აქტივობაში ინტეგრირებულია ოთხივე 
სამეტყველო აქტივობა  (კითხვა, წერა, ლაპარაკი, მოსმენა) შესაბამისი სავარჯიშოებით 
(ტექსტის შინაარსის შესაბამისად სათაურის შერჩევა (Task 1), ჩანაწერების გაკეთება 
(Task 2), გეგმის შედგენა ზეპირი ტექსტის გადასაცემად (Task 3), ლექსიკონის/HO-ის 
გამოყენება (Task 4), თუმცა ყველა აქტივობა პრიორიტეტულად ემსახურება 
წაკითხულის გაგება-გააზრებას  
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შესწავლითი კითხვა 

 

 

 

წაკითხული ტექსტის უკეთ გასაგებად მოსწავლეებმა შეიძლება გამოიყენონ კითხვის 
შემდეგი სტრატეგიები:  

გაცნობითი კითხვის სტრატეგიები: 

ბიჯი 3. ტექსტის ზოგადი შინაარსის გაგება (reading for the main idea): ყურადღების 
მიმართვა ტექსტის ორგანიზებაზე, ტექსტის შინაარსზე აზრის შესაქმნელად  
ილუსტრაციების, წარწერების, გამოყოფილი სიტყვების,  აბზაცების პირველი და/ან 
ბოლო წინადადების წაკითხვა. (Task 1); 

 

ბიჯი 4. სხვადასხვა აქტივობის გამოყენებით ტექსტის მრავალგვარად დამუშავება მისი  
შინაარსის ეტაპობრივი კონსტრუირებისთვის - შესწავლითი კითხვის სტრატეგიები: 

 ტექსტის მთლიანად ჩაკითხვა უცნობ სიტყვებზე შეჩერების გარეშე (Task 3 a); 
 შეკითხვების დასმა (Task 3 b); 
 გაუგებარ  მონაკვეთებთან მიბრუნება;   
 მონაკვეთების, ეპიზოდების  წარმოდგენაში გაცოცხლება; 
 უცნობი სიტყვების ამოწერა და ლექსიკონში ნახვა (Task 3 d); 
 ტექსტის მონაკვეთის, აბზაცის შეჯამება (Task 5); 
 გამოცნობა - უცნობი სიტყვების, გამოთქმების მნიშვნელობის ამოცნობა ნაცნობი 

ელემენტების (ილუსტრაციების, ნაცნობი ფუძის, კონტექსტის, მშობლიურ ენაში 
დამკვიდრებული უცხოური სიტყვების და სხვ.) დახმარებით. 

 ტექსტის მომდევნო მონაკვეთის შინაარსის განჭვრეტა; 
 ინფორმაციის დაჯგუფება სხვადასხვა ხერხის (სემანტიკური რუკის, სქემატური 

ჩანაწერების, მაორგანიზებელი გრაფიკის) გამოყენებით. 
Task 3. Jigsaw reading  

Students /A, B, C, D/ work in groups of 4. Students from each group get one part of the article 
and follow the instructions: 

(Step 1) 

Task a) Read your part of the article and choose the appropriate title for it; (1. Hurricanes: 
Nature's Wildest Storms; 2. Categories of Hurricanes; 3. What's Your Name, Hurricane? 4. 
Predicting Hurricanes and Protecting People!); 

Task b) Take notes, ask and answer questions to check understanding;  

Task c) Make a plan how to give information about the text to other group members; 

Task d) Use dictionaries or use HOs to look the unknown words up;  

(Step 2); 

Task 4. Students complete their tasks in their original groups. They create different groups 
getting all As/ B/sCs/Ds together and orally exchange the information; 

(Step 3) 
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Task 5. Each group shares aloud with the whole class all the information they received and 
teacher records on the board. Students add any missing information and clarify 
misconceptions. 

კითხვის 
სტრატეგიები (Reading 
strategies 

 

ფაზა: კითხვის   შემდეგ (Post-reading) 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები: როგორ გავიგე ტექსტი? რით უკავშირდება ჩემს გამოცდილებას? 
რამ შემაფერხა გაგების პროცესში? რატომ ვერ გადავჭერი საკითხავი ამოცანა? როგორ 
უნდა გადაემეჭრა ეს პრობლემა? რამ შემიწყო ხელი წარმატებით საკითხავი ამოცანის 
წარმატეებით გადაჭრაში?  

 

- შესწავლითი კითხვა 

 

 

- აბზაცი 

 

 

- მეტაკოგნიტური  

პაუზა 

მოცემულ ფაზაში ქვემოთ ჩამოთვლილი სტრატეგიები გამოიყენება:  

ბიჯი 5.  ჯგუფების წევრთა მიერ წაკითხული ტექსტის გაგების გადამოწმება,  სტატიის 
სრული შინაარსის შეჯამების საშუალებით ინფორმაციის დაზუსტება, და მართებულ 
ვარიანტამდე მისვლა (Task 6); 

ბიჯი 6. წაკითხულის დაკავშირება საკუთარ ცხოვრებისეულ თუ წიგნიერ 
გამოცდილებასთან; განცდილის, ნააზრევის გაზიარება ზეპირი/წერილობითი ფორმით 
(ენის ფლობის დაბალ საფეხურზე - მშობლიურ ენაზე),  (Tasks 7, 8);  

ბიჯი 7. მეტაკოგნიტური პაუზა: დაფიქრება ტექსტის გაგებისათვის გამოყენებულ 
სტრატეგიებზე, მეტაკოგნიტური პაუზა (Task 9): 

 დაფიქრება გამოყენებულ სტრატეგიებზე, ეფექტიანობის შეფასება, შედარება 
სხვების მიერ გამოყენებულ სტრატეგიებთან; 

 სწავლის პროცესზე დაფიქრება-რეფლექსია, შემაფერხებელი და ხელშემწყობი  
პირობების გაცნობიერება 

 გაგების პროცესის გაუმჯობესებისათვის  შესაძლო  გზების შეთავაზება/მითითება. 
Task 6. Summarize the entire article;  

Task 7. Do the quiz (about the article), discuss the results; 

Task 8. Write a paragraph describing hurricane.  

 

Self-assessment 

Task  9. Tell your classmates what you have learned about the Hurricane. What was hard to 
understand and why? What helped you understand the text? What helped you ask questions 
about the topic?   

 ფაზა: გადასვლა რეცეფციიდან პროდუცირებისაკენ  

(From receptive to productive) 

ტექსტის ტიპი: 

ინსტრუქცია 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები: როგორ მოვიქცე ენობრივ-გრამატიკული მასალის  
ასათვისებლად? როდის რომელი სტრატეგია უნდა გამოვიყენო  და რატომ? 

 Intensive reading      
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Hurricane Safety Tips  

There is no way to stop a hurricane or make it change direction, so if you ever find yourself in 
the path of a hurricane, be sure to be follow any emergency procedures that your community 
has in place.  

Here are some other hurricane safety tips.  

• Be sure you have a battery-powered radio, batteries, fresh drinking water, and a supply of 
food and medicine. If you get prepared, your family will survive a disaster. 

 • Tell neighbors, friends, and family members your emergency plans. Tell them where you'll 
go if you need to leave your home. 

 • Before a hurricane arrives, be sure your family's car is filled with fuel. If the electricity goes 
out, the fuel pumps at gas stations will not work.  

• Stay inside during the storm. You could be seriously injured if you go outside. 

If you live near the ocean, in low-lying area, or in a mobile home, leave your home and travel 
inland to a safe place. You could stay with a friend or family member, in an inland 
hotel/motel, or in an emergency shelter area. 

 • Keep listening to the radio if a hurricane is approaching. If local authorities instruct you to 
evacuate, do it immediately. 

სტრატეგიები 
გრამატიკის 
შესასწავლად 

ბიჯები და სწავლა-სწავლების სტრატეგიები 

 

 

 

 

ინდუქცია 

 

 

 

მეთოდური რეკომენდაციები 

ბიჯი 8. გარდამავალი ბიჯი პროდუცირებისკენ - აღნიშნული საფეხური ზოგადად, 
გულისხმობს ტექსტის  ახალი ენობრივი მასალის (ლექსიკა, გრამატიკული ფორმები, 
შესიტყვებები, სამეტყველო ფუნქციები და სხვ.) გაგება-გამოყენებას სხვადასხვა ტიპის 
ენობრივი სავარჯიშოებით; 

მოცემული აქტივობის საკითხავ ტექსტში  (Hurricane Safety Tips) თავმოყრილია ახალი 
გრამატიკული მასალის შემცველი ენობრივი ფორმულები. დავალების მიზანია 
ტექსტის  გაანალიზების პროცესში (Intensive reading) ახალი, ერთმანეთის მსგავსი 
ენობრივი ფორმულების აღმოჩენა (Task 1 - First conditional,) და მათი დაკავშირება 
ტექსტში აღწერილ სიტუაციებთან (Task 2 - Predicting a dangerous results in the future, and 
giving instruction of advice). 

 

ამ მიზნით მოსწავლეებმა შეიძლება გამოიყენონ სწავლის შემდეგი სტრატეგიები 
(learning strategies): 

 დამახსოვრების სხვადასხვა ხერხის გამოყენება - ტექსტის გაანალიზების დროს 
ახალი გრამატიკული სტრუქტურების აღმოჩენა/იდენტიფიცირება, მათი 
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გამოყენების სიტუაციური ანალიზი, გადაწერა,  პერიოდული გამეორება, 
დაჯგუფება, ანალოგიური წინადადებების შედგენა  (Tasks 1, 2, 3 ),   

 პარალელების გავლება მშობლიურ ან  სხვა ენასთან -  ტექსტის გაანალიზების 
დროს ნიშანდობლივი ენათშორისი შედარებების გაკეთება შესასწავლი ენის 
სისტემისა და ფუნქციონირების გაგების ხელშესაწყობად (Task 1); 

 ინდუქცია - კონკრეტულ მაგალითებზე დაყრდნობით წესის გამოყვანა (Task 4). 
Task 1. Read and discuss (describing real/unreal situation) the text - Hurricane Safety Tips; 
Identify the grammar topic;   

Task 2. Write the sentences from the text (1-6) and put them  in the right column:  

a) Predicting a dangerous result in the future;  

b) Give instruction of advice. 

1. If you get prepared, your family will survive a disaster. 
2. If local authorities instruct you to evacuate, do it immediately. 
3. Etc.  

 

Predicting a dangerous result in the 
future (1) 

Giving instruction of advice (2 

 

Task 3. Work in groups. Think about your everyday situation and 

Group 1 – create some warning predicting a dangerous result;  

Group 2 – give some instructions of advice. 

 

Task 4. - Review the examples you have seen and work together to figure out the grammar 
rule for the sentence structures. (predicting dangerous result - If + Present Simple + 
Will/Won’t; Giving instruction of advice - If + Present Simple + Imperatives). 

სამეტყველო აქტები -Language functions:  

Giving advice/warning –  

You had better/You’d better follow the rules, If I were you…  

Don’t leave your home during hurricane! 
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 ლაპარაკი 

ლაპარაკის 
სტრატეგიები 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- ზეპირი 
მეტყველების 
სტრატეგიები: 

კომუნიკაციური 
სიტუაციის 
მახასიათებლები 
განსაზღვრა (მიზანი, 
აუდიტორია); 

 

 

 

- საჭირო ცოდნის 
მობილიზება; 

 

საკვანძო შეკითხვები: როგორ მოვიქცე იმისთვის, რომ შევძლო ზეპირი 
საკომუნიკაციო ამოცანის გადაჭრა? როდის რომელი სტრატეგია უნდა გამოვიყენო  
და რატომ? რატომ არის მნიშვნელოვანი მეტაკოგნიტური სტრატეგიები? 

Poster - Are you ready?  

https://emergency.cdc.gov/preparedness/pdf/infographic-are-you-prepared.pdf 

(Tips how to behave in the event of an emergency). 

ბიჯები და სწავლის სტრატეგიები 

ფაზა: მომზადება კომუნიკაციისთვის (Getting ready for communication) 

საკვნაძო შეკითხვა: როგორ მოვემზადო ზეპირი კომუნიკაციისთვის? 

მეთოდური რეკომენდაციები 

საკომუნიკაციო აქტივობებს შორის მოსწავლეთა სამეტყველო აქტივობებში ჩაბმა 
დიდ სირთულეს უკავშირდება. სასურველი შედეგის მისაღებად მოსწავლეებს 
ყველა შესაძლო შემთხვევაში უნდა მიეცეთ ენის პრაქტიკულად გამოყენების 
შესაძლებლობა, რადგან ლაპარაკის უნარების განვითარება უცხოურ ენაზე 
მხოლოდ ვარჯიშითაა შესაძლებელი. სწავლების პროცესში ლაპარაკის უნარ-
ჩვევების განმავითარებელი სავარჯიშოების სიმრავლე, ლაპარაკის სტრატეგიების 
გაცნობა მოსწავლეთათვის  სირთულეების დაძლევის ერთგვარი საშუალებაა.  

მოცემულ თემაში სამეტყველო აქტივობები ინტეგრირებულია მოსმენის, კითხვის 
აქტივობებთან და სწავლის სხვადასხვა სტრატეგიის გამოყენებითაა ინიცირებული: 
სათაურზე/ილუსტრაციებზე დაყრდნობით ვარაუდის გამოთქმა, საკუთარი 
მოსაზრებების/დამოკიდებულებების გაზიარება, სხვადასხვა საკითხის განხილვა 
და შეჯამება ლაპარაკის აქტივობებია და ენის პრაქტიკულად გამოყენებას 
მოითხოვს (Listening – Task 1, 2 /prediction, sharing/; Gr. Focus – Task 9 /discussion/; 
Reading – Task 2 /summarizing/). 

მოცემულ თემაში ლაპარაკის უნარ-ჩვევების განმავითარებელი აქტივობები  
თვალსაჩინო მასალაში მოცემულ ინფორმაციას ეყრდნობა. აღნიშნული 
აქტივობების შესასრულებლად შემდეგი სტრატეგიების გათვალისწინებაა 
რეკომენდებული: 

ბიჯი 1. დავალების მოთხოვნათა ნათლად გააზრება, საჭიროებისამებრ, 
დამატებითი დაზუსტებების მოთხოვნა; (Task 1, 2) 

ბიჯი 2. პოსტერის წაკითხვა-გაგება, საკომუნიკაციო სიტუაციის ელემენტების 
დაზუსტება (თემა, მიზანი, ადრესატი/აუდიტორია, კონტექსტი, ტექსტის ტიპი 
(Task 1, 2); 
ბიჯი 3. ცოდნის მობილიზება - საჭირო ენობრივი რესურსების (შესიტყვებების, 
კლიშეების, საკვანძო სიტყვების, სამეტყველო აქტების, გრამატიკული ფორმების) 
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- რეპეტიციის გავლა; 

 

- პარაფრაზირება; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

აბზაცი: თემატური 
წინადადება, 
ძირითადი ნაწილი, 
დასკვნითი 
წინადადება 

 

 

 

გახსენება და/ან მოძიება და ჩანიშვნა. საჭიროებისამებრ, დამატებითი ინფორმაციის 
მოძიება-ჩანიშვნა; 

ბიჯი 4. მომზადება კლასის წინაშე გამოსასვლელად (Task 1, 2); 
ამ პროცესში მოსწავლეებს შესაძლოა დასჭირდეთ მასწავლებლის მხარდაჭერა,  
ასევე ენობრივი საყრდენები, რათა შეძლონ სამეტყველო მოქმედებების 
განხორციელება, რაც კომპლექსურ კოგნიტური აქტივობას წარმოადგენს.  მოცემულ 
სავარჯიშოში მოსწავლეებს ხელი მიუწვდებათ გარკვეულ საყრდენებზე 
(შეკითხვები, მიზნობრივი ლექსიკა, მოსასმენ/საკითხავი სავარჯიშოებში 
წარმოდგენილი ლექსიკური მასალა, გრამატიკული სტრუქტურები).  

აღნიშნული აქტივობები ამავე დროს, წერითი კომუნიკაციისათვის  
(პროდუცირების შემდეგი საფეხური) მოსამზადებელ ფუნქციას ასრულებს, 
რომელიც ამ ეტაპზე განხილული თემის მოკლე (ერთ აბზაციანი) ჩანაწერით 
შემოიფარგლება (Task 3). 

Task 1. Group work. Look at the poster – “Are you ready?”. Read the following 
questions, take notes and come up with your arguments: 

a) What is the aim of the poster?  
b) Who is it designed for?   
c) Why is it important to follow the disaster safety tips? 

 

These phrases will help you - A 3-day supply, easy to prepare food, first aid kit, 
emergency supplies, keep the charger handy, alerts and warnings, personal documents, 
etc.). 

 
Task 2. Read the factual information and express your own opinion on the following 
questions. 

“Hurricane Irma (August 30, 2017-September 16, 2017) caused incredible damages. It 
killed at least 130 people”.  

a) Think-pair-share – What was the reason of this tragic result?  
b) Whole class discussion - How could people avoid those tragic damages? 
   

Task 3. Write a paragraph describing the results of hurricane Irma. Why were they so 
tragic? (Start the paragraph with the topic sentence). 

ზეპირი კომუნიკაციისას 

საკვანძო შეკითხვა: როგორი სტრატეგიები გამოვიყენო ზეპირი კომუნიკაციის 
ამოცანის წარმატებით გადასაჭრელად? 

ბიჯი 4. გამოსვლა აუდიტორიის წინაშე; 
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მეტაკოგნიტური 
სტრატეგიები 

მეტაკოგნიტური 
პაუზა (დაფიქრება 
გამოყენებულ 
სტრატეგიებზე) 

 პარაფრაზირება - საუბრის დროს სიტყვის დავიწყების/არცოდნის შემთხვევაში 
საკომპენსაციო საშუალებების (მაგ., ჟესტიკულაციით მითითება, 
ნაგულისხმევი საგნის აღწერა ან მისი დანიშნულების აღნიშვნა) გამოყენება. 

ფაზა: ზეპირი კომუნიკაციის შემდეგ 

რატომ ვერ გადავჭერი წარმატებით საკომუნიკაციო ამოცანა? როგორ სტრატეგიების 
გამოვიყენე? რამ შემაფერხა? როგორ გავაუმჯობესო ზეპირი მეტყველების უნარი? 
რამ შემიწყო წინსვლაში ხელი? 

ბიჯი 5. საკუთარი გამოსვლის შეფასება - წარმატებული ასპექტებისა და ხარვეზების 
ამოცნობა (Task 4); 

ბიჯი 6.  მეტაკოგნიტური პაუზა: დაფიქრება გამოყენებულ სტრატეგიებზე,  
გაუმჯობესების სამოქმედო გეგმის შედგენა (Task 5). 

Task 4. Tell your classmates what you have learned about the Safety tips. What was hard 
to understand and why? What helped you understand the text? What helped you ask 
questions about the topic?   

Task 5. Think about the action plan and write 3 points you think will help to improve your 
speaking skills. 

 

წერა 

 საკვანძო კითხვები: როგორ მოვიქცე იმისთვის, რომ შევძლო წერილობითი 
ტექსტების შექმნა ბუნებრივ კატასტროფებზე? როდის რომელი სტრატეგია უნდა 
გამოვიყენო  და რატომ? რატომ არის მნიშვნელოვანი მეტაკოგნიტური 
სტრატეგიები? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 1 
Write an article for your penpal for his school journey about local climate and natural 
disaster risks in your region. 

 

Task 2 
Disaster survivors 

Look at the photo and write a (2 paragraph) story about a newborn disaster survivor, Hope 
by name. 

https://www.rd.com/culture/newborn-hurricane-harvey-photo-shoot/ 

ბიჯები და სტრატეგიები 

მეთოდური რეკომენდაციები 

ფაზა: წერის წინა სამზადისი 
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წერის წინარე 
სტრატეგიები: 

საკომუნიკაციო 
სიტუაციის 
განსაზღვრა; 

იდეების გენერირება; 

 

ცოდნის მობილიზება 

 

იდეების დაჯგუფება 

ნამუშევრის გეგმა 

საკვანძო: როგორ მოვემზადო წერითი ამოცანის გადასაჭრელად? 

ისევე როგორც სამეტყველო აქტივობების დროს წერით აქტივობებს ხანგრძლივი 
მოსამზადებელი პერიოდი უნდა უძღოდეს წინ. მოსწავლე უნდა ფლობდეს 
თემასთან დაკავშირებულ საკვანძო ლექსიკას, ენობრივ ფორმულებსა და 
სტრუქტურებს და დამატებით იცნობდეს წერის სტრატეგიებს, რომელთაგან 
კონკრეტული  აქტივობისთვის საკუთარი შეხედულებით შეარჩევს ყველაზე 
შესაფერისს.  (სტატია სასკოლო ჟურნალისთვის Task 1; ორი აბზაცისგან შედგენილი 
ამბის შექმნა სურათზე დაყრდნობით (Task 2) 

ბიჯი 1. წერის ჩანაფიქრის გამოკვეთა; 

წერის წინარე  სტრატეგიები: 

 საკომუნიკაციო სიტუაციის განსაზღვრა - წერის მიზნისა და ადრესატის 
განსაზღვრა, თემისა და ტექსტის სახეობის შერჩევა. 

 იდეების გენერირება  - იდეების მოფიქრება-ჩამოყრა. 
 ცოდნის მობილიზება/თავმოყრა - საჭირო  ცოდნის (ენობრივი, ტექსტობრივი, 

თემასთან დაკავშირებული და სხვ.) გონებაში მოძიება-გააქტიურება; 
საჭიროებისამებრ, დამატებითი ინფორმაციის მოძიება სათანადო  რესურსებში. 

 იდეების დაჯგუფება - იდეების დახარისხება, ურთიერთდაკავშირება 
მაორგანიზებელი სქემების გამოყენებით. 

 დამხმარე რესურსების მობილიზება - სტრუქტურული მოდელი, საკვანძო 
სიტყვები, გრამატიკული ცნობარი, დახარისხებული ლექსიკური ერთეულები, 
ჩანიშვნები). 

 

ბიჯი 2. გეგმის შედგენა დაჯგუფებულ იდეებზე დაყრდნობით. 

წერის 

სტრატეგიები 

 

პირველადი ვარიანტი 

 

 

 

საბოლოო ვარიანტი 

 ფაზა: წერის დროს 
საკვანძო შეკითხვა: როგორ მოვიქცე წერითი ამოცანის წარმატებით 
გადასაჭრელად? 

 ბიჯი 3. პირველადი ვარიანტის შედგენა გეგმაზე დაყრდნობით. 

 ფაზა: წერის შემდეგ 
რატომ ვერ გადავჭერი წარმატებით წერითი ამოცანა? როგორ სტრატეგიების 
გამოვიყენე? რამ შემაფერხა? რამ შემიწყო ხელი ამოცანის წარმატებით გადაჭრაში?  
როგორ გაიაუმჯობესო წერითი მეტყველების უნარი? 

ბიჯი. 4. პირველადი ვარიანტის  გაუმჯობესება: 

 ნაწერის პოტენციური მკითხველის თვალთახედვით შეფასება;  
 შინაარსობრივი, სტრუქტურული შესწორებების შეტანა; 
 გრამატიკული და ორთოგრაფიული შეცდომების გასწორება დამხმარე 

რესურსების და ისტ-ის გამოყენებით; 
 

ბიჯი 5.   საბოლოო ვარიანტის შემუშავება და გაფორმება. 
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Project work - Make a PowerPoint presentation on some events of Natural disasters; 

Oral Presentation Rubric  

 
Category 

Criteria Points 

Preparedness 
 (4 points) 

 

Student is completely prepared. Reads very seldom 0-1 

Student stands up straight, looks relaxed and confident, establishes eye 
contact with everyone 

0-1 

Student speaks clearly and distinctly 
 

0-1 

Time limit – presentation is about 5 minutes long 
 

0-1 

 
 

Content 
(6 points) 

 

Quality of information show a full understanding of the topic 
 

0-1 

Information is organized in a logical sequence 
 

0-1 

Visual aids are well prepared, informative, effective 
 

0-1 

Student uses appropriate vocabulary 
 

0-1 

Student is able to accurately answer questions posted by classmates 0-1 

All sources are accurately documented in the desired format  0-1 

Total points - 10  

 

 

 



Right on! 3 is a modular course for learners studying 
British English at CEFR Level A2+. It allows flexibility of 
approach which makes it suitable for classes of all kinds, 
including large or mixed ability classes.

Right on! 3 consists of six modules. Each module consists 
of six lessons plus CLIL sections, Project Time, Presentation 
Skills & Values. The corresponding module in the 
Workbook provides the option of additional practice.

COURSE COMPONENTS

Student’s Book 
The Student’s Book is the main component of the course. 
Each module is based on specific themes  and the topics 
covered are of general interest. All modules follow the 
same basic structure. (see Elements of the Coursebook)

Workbook 
The Workbook Student’s Book is in full colour and 
contains modules corresponding to those in the Student’s 
Book containing practice in Vocabulary, Grammar, 
Everyday English & Reading. There is a Revision Section 
every two modules for students to revise vocabulary, 
grammar and functional language taught. There is 
also a Skills Practice section for students to have more 
practice on Reading, Listening & Writing. The book 
also contains Grammar Bank with theory and exercises. 
All the exercises in the Workbook and Grammar Bank 
sections are marked with graded level of difficulty (*, 
**, ***). The Presentation Skills section helps students 
develop their public speaking skills giving guidance on 
how students structure their presentations. There is also 
a Fun Time section with board games for students to 
revise vocabulary and grammar structures taught in the 
corresponding modules in a fun way.

Progress Check
This section appears at the end of each module in 
workbook, and reinforces students’ understanding of 
the topics, vocabulary and structures that have been 
presented in the module. A Competences marking 
scheme at the end of every Progress Check section allows 
students to evaluate their own progress and identify 
their strengths and weaknesses.

The Workbook Teacher’s Book contains overprinted 
answers to all the exercises and audioscripts for the 
listening tasks as well as suggested models for the 
writing tasks.

Teacher’s Book
The Teacher’s Book contains step-by-step lesson plans 
and suggestions on how to present the material. It 
also includes overprinted answers to the exercises in 
the Student’s Book, the audioscripts of all the listening 
material, suggested speaking and writing models as well 
as evaluation sheets.

Class Audio Files
The Class Audio Files contain all the recorded material 
which accompanies the course. This includes the 
monologues/dialogues and texts in the Listening and 
Reading sections as well as the Pronunciation/Intonation 
section and songs in the Student’s Book, and the material 
for all listening tasks in the Workbook.

Grammar Book
The Grammar Book contains clear, simple presentation 
of all grammar structures that appear in the course 
with a variety of graded exercises and regular revision 
units & Exploring Grammar sections. The Grammar Book 
Teacher’s Book contains overprinted answers to all the 
exercises.

ELEMENTS OF THE COURSEBOOK
Each module begins with a modular spread that contains: 
a brief overview of what will be covered in the module, 
pictures and words/phrases related to the theme of 
the module, and exercises to practise the vocabulary 
presented.

Each module contains the following sections:

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is introduced in a functional and meaningful 
context. It is practised through a variety of exercises such 
as picture-word association and completing set phrases 
in order to help students use everyday English correctly. 
Practice on nouns & adjectives with prepositions is also 
included.

Reading
Each module contains reading texts, such as: dialogues, 
articles, blog entries, postcards, emails etc. These allow 
skills, such as reading for gist and reading for specific 
information, to be systematically practised. 

Grammar
The grammar items taught in each module are first 
presented in context, then highlighted and clarified 
by means of clear, concise theory boxes. Specific 
exercises and activities methodically reinforce students’ 
understanding and mastery of each item. The Workbook 
contains practice on each grammar structure presented 
within each module as well as a detailed explanation of 
each grammar point and exercises in the Grammar Bank.

Listening
Students develop their listening skills through a variety 
of tasks which employ the vocabulary and grammar 
practised in the module in realistic contexts. This 
reinforces students’ understanding of the language 
taught in the module.

Speaking
Controlled speaking activities have been carefully 
designed to allow students guided practice before 
leading them to less structured speaking activities.

Introduction to the Teacher
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Everyday English
Functional dialogues set in everyday contexts familiarise 
students with natural language. The dialogues also 
present useful expressions so that students can practise 
everyday English.

Pronunciation/Intonation 
Pronunciation/Intonation activities help students to 
recognise the various sounds of the English language, 
distinguish between them and reproduce them correctly 
or make their voice rise/fall to express feelings & 
emotions.

Writing
There are writing activities throughout the modules, 
based on realistic types and styles of writing, such as 
articles, diary entries, stories, forum entries, pros and 
cons essays, blog entries and emails. A separate Writing 
Section at the back of the book further reinforces Ss’ 
writing skills.

CLIL/Culture Spot
Each unit is accompanied by a CLIL/Culture Spot section.
 • In each Culture Spot section, Ss are provided with 

cultural information about aspects of English 
speaking countries that are thematically linked 
to the unit. Ss are given the chance to process the 
information they have learnt and compare it to the 
culture of their own country.

 • Each CLIL section enables Ss to link the themes of 
the unit to a subject from their school curriculum, 
thus helping them contextualise the language they 
have learnt by relating it to their own personal 
frame of reference. Lively and creative tasks 
stimulate Ss and allow them to consolidate the 
language they have learnt throughout the unit.

Songs
This section appears at the end of the book and contains 
songs that are connected to the themes of the modules. 
Listening to lively, high quality songs is a humanistic 
activity which lowers the students’ affective filters and 
allows them to absorb language more easily.
Study Skills
Brief tips, explanations and reminders, at various points 
throughout each module, help students to develop 
strategies which improve holistic learning skills and 
enable students to become autonomous learners of the 
English language.

Irregular Verbs
This provides students with a quick reference list for verb 
forms they might be unsure of at times.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES

 A Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Right on! 3 is presented 
through pictures. Ss are asked to match the pictures to 
listed words/phrases. (See Student’s Book, Module 1, 
p. 13, Ex. 4.)

Further techniques that you may use to introduce new 
vocabulary include:
 • Miming. Mime the word you want to introduce. 

For instance, to present the verb sing, pretend you 
are singing and ask Ss to guess the meaning of the 
word.  

 • Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing, and giving 
definitions. Examples:

  – present the word strong by giving a synonym: 
‘powerful’.

  – present the word strong by giving its opposite: 
‘weak’.

  – present the word weekend by paraphrasing it: 
‘Saturday and Sunday’.

  – present the word famous by giving its definition: 
‘very well-known (person or thing)’.

 • Example. Use of examples places vocabulary into 
context and consequently makes understanding 
easier. For instance, introduce the words city and 
town by referring to a city and a town in the Ss’ 
country: ‘Rome is a city, but Parma is a town.’

 • Sketching. Draw a simple sketch of the word or 
words you want to explain on the board. For 
instance:

 

 tall

 short

 

 • Use of L1. In a monolingual class, you may explain 
vocabulary in the Ss’ native language. This method, 
though, should be employed in moderation.

 • Use of a Dictionary. In a multilingual class, Ss may 
occasionally refer to a bilingual dictionary. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word 
or expression. For example, you may find it easier to 
describe an action verb through miming than through a 
synonym or a definition. 

Note:  sections can be treated as follows: Go 
through the list of words after Ss have read the text 
and ask Ss to explain the words using the context 
they appear in. Ss can give examples, mime/draw the 
meaning, or look up the meaning in their dictionaries.
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 B Choral & individual repetition
Repetition will ensure that Ss are thoroughly familiar 
with the sound and pronunciation of the lexical items 
and structures being taught and confident in their ability 
to reproduce them.
Always ask Ss to repeat chorally before you ask them to 
repeat individually. Repeating chorally will help Ss feel 
confident enough to then perform the task on their 
own.

 C Listening & Reading
You may ask Ss to read and listen for a variety of 
purposes:
 • Listening for detail. Ss listen for specific information. 

(See Student’s Book, Module 1, p. 21, Ex. 6)
 • Listening and reading for gist. Ask Ss to read or 

listen to get the gist of the dialogue or text being 
dealt with. (See Student’s Book, Module 1, p. 20, 
Ex. 1. Tell Ss that in order to complete this task 
successfully, they do not need to understand every 
single detail in the text.) 

 • Reading for detail. Ask Ss to read for specific 
information. (See Student’s Book, Module 1, p.  20, 
Ex. 2. Ss will have to read the text in order to do the 
task. They are looking for specific details in the text 
and not for general information.)

Note: VIDEOS 
Main texts in the Student’s Book are accompanied by 
videos. The videos can be watched after Ss have read the 
text. Activities that accompany the videos can be done in 
class or assigned as HW.

 D Speaking
 • Speaking activities are initially controlled, allowing 

for guided practice. (See Student’s Book, Module 2, 
p. 25, Ex. 3 where Ss use the same structures to act 
out short exchanges.)

 • Ss are led to free speaking activities. (See Student’s 
Book, Module 1, p. 17, Ex. 4 where Ss are provided 
with the necessary lexical items and structures and 
are asked to act out their dialogue.)

 E Writing
All writing tasks in Right on! 3 have been carefully 
designed to closely guide Ss to produce a successful 
piece of writing. They are all further analysed in an extra 
Writing Section at the back of the book with model texts 
and exercises that aim to help students improve their 
writing skills.

 • Make sure that Ss understand that they are writing 
for a purpose. Go through the writing task so that 
Ss are fully aware of why they are writing and who 
they are writing to. (See Student’s Book, Module 1, 
p. 21, Ex. 7. Ss are asked to write an article about a 
city.)

 • It would be well-advised to actually complete the 
task orally in class before assigning it as written 
homework. Ss will then feel more confident with 
producing a complete piece of writing on their own.

 F Assigning homework
When assigning writing tasks, prepare Ss as well as 
possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors and 
get maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned tasks include:
Copy – Ss copy an assigned extract;
Dictation – Ss learn the spelling of particular words 
without memorising the text in which they appear;
Vocabulary – Ss memorise the meaning of words and 
phrases or use the new words in sentences of their own;
Reading Aloud – Assisted by the ieBook, Ss practise at 
home in preparation for reading aloud in class;
Writing – After thorough preparation in class, Ss are 
asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

 G Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors – it is part of the learning 
process. The way you deal with errors depends on what 
the Ss are doing.

 • Oral accuracy work:
  Correct Ss on the spot, either by providing the 

correct answer and allowing them to repeat, or by 
indicating the error but allowing Ss to correct it. 
Alternatively, indicate the error and ask other Ss to 
provide the answer.

 • Oral fluency work:
  Allow Ss to finish the task without interrupting, but 

make a note of the errors made and correct them 
afterwards.

 • Written work:
  Do not over-correct; focus on errors that are directly 

relevant to the point of the exercise. When giving 
feedback, you may write the most common errors 
on the board and get the class to attempt to correct 
them. 

Remember that rewarding work and praising Ss is of 
great importance. Post good written work on a display 
board in your classroom or school, or give ‘reward’ 
stickers. Praise effort as well as success.

 H Class organisation
 • Open pairs
  The class focuses its attention on two Ss doing the 

set task together. Use this technique when you 
want your Ss to offer an example of how a task is 
done. (See Ex. 3 on p. 25 of the Student’s Book.)

 • Closed pairs
  Pairs of Ss work together on a task or activity 

while you move around offering assistance and 
suggestions. Explain the task clearly before 
beginning closed pairwork. (See Ex. 2 on p. 31 of 
the Student’s Book)
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 • Stages of pairwork
  – Put Ss in pairs.
  – Explain the task and set a time limit.
  – Rehearse the task in open pairs.
  – In closed pairs, get Ss to do the task.
  – Go around the class and help Ss.
  – Open pairs report back to the class.

 • Group work
  Groups of three or more Ss work together on a task 

or activity. Class projects or role play are most easily 
done in groups. Again, give Ss a solid understanding 
of the task in advance.

 • Rolling questions
  Ask Ss one after the other to ask and answer 

questions based on the texts.

 I Using L1 in class
Use L1 in moderation and only when necessary.

ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations used in the Student’s Book and Teacher’s 
Book

 T Teacher
 S(s) Student(s)
 HW Homework
 L1 Students’ native 

language
 Ex(s). Exercise(s)

 p(p). Page(s)
 e.g. For example
 i.e. That is
 etc. Et cetera
 sb Somebody
 sth Something

Key to symbols used in the Student’s/Teacher’s Books

 audio

 pairwork

 groupwork

  
words to be explained using the context each 
appears in

       grammar explanations or vocabulary items

 
research

     suggestions to help Ss become autonomous 
learners

        Think sections to develop Ss’ critical thinking skills

    

          short texts to familiarise Ss with the 
culture of the English-speaking countries, and develop 
cross-cultural awareness

        sections to help Ss develop critical 
thinking skills & values

CLIL Sections that link the themes of the unit to a 
subject from the school curriculum

Note!

Study skills

Culture Spot

VALUES
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Our World11 Our World

Module
objectives



Module 1  Our World
Module objectives: I ucx. sab. 6,7,8,9,10,11,12.

LIV

Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of geographical 
features, shapes, types of buildings, places to live and 
features of a city.

Module page  10-11

Lesson Objectives: To get an overview of the module, 
to learn vocabulary for geographical features, to talk 
about geographical features
Vocabulary: Geographical features (river, beach, cave, 
lake, desert, valley)

1a Reading  12-13

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read 
for specific information (multiple matching), to learn 
vocabulary for types of buildings, to form adjectives 
from nouns and verbs, to learn prepositional phrases, to 
talk and write about a famous building in your country
Vocabulary: Types of buildings (lighthouse, palace, 
bank, factory, skyscraper, aquarium); Verb (experiment); 
Nouns (trunk, tusk, inspiration)

1b Grammar  14-15

Lesson Objectives: To learn/practise the present simple, 
the present continuous, adverbs of frequency and 
stative verbs; to learn/practise the present perfect and 
the present perfect continuous

1c Vocabulary  16

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for places to live, 
to express an opinion about country life vs city life
Vocabulary: Countryside (quiet & calm, beautiful 
scenery, lack of public transport, friendly people, clean 
air, not much entertainment, lack of jobs, fresh food, 
little traffic, not close to shops); City (lots of schools & 
universities, heavy traffic, good public transport, theatres 
& cinemas, lots of shops & malls, lots of job opportunities, 
pollution, crowds of people, tall buildings, lots of services 
& facilities); Adjectives (stressful, exciting, relaxing, 
convenient, boring, healthy, difficult)

1d Everyday English  17

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific 
information, to role play a dialogue making plans, to 
learn stress in three-syllable words

1e Grammar  18-19

Lesson Objectives: To learn/practise the (to-) infinitive/  
-ing form, to learn had better/would rather

1f Skills  20-21

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read 
for specific information (R/W/DS), to create/present an 
imaginary city/village, to learn vocabulary for features 
of a city, to learn phrasal verbs with come, to listen for 
specific information (gap fill), to write an article about 
a city; to write about a city in one’s country that has 
appeared in a film
Vocabulary: Nouns (bat, mainland, harbour, mansion, 
track, path, cart); Adjective (peaceful)

1 CLIL (Citizenship)  22

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to make a 
leaflet about Green Neighbourhood Day
Vocabulary: Verb (breathe); Phrases (raise awareness, 
recyclable material, recycled art)

Project 1  23

Lesson Objectives: To talk and write about an ideal 
neighbourhood, to give a presentation on an ideal 
neighbourhood, to learn/talk about the value of 
cooperation 

Progress Check 1 in Workbook, p.14  

Lesson Objectives: To test/consolidate vocabulary and 
grammar learnt throughout the module; to listen for 
key information, to read for specific information, to 
match exchanges, to write a blog entry



Topic  

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of landmarks & 
materials, natural disasters, accidents/disasters, feelings 
and the weather.

Module page  24-25

Lesson Objectives: To get an overview of the module, 
to learn vocabulary for landmarks & materials, to 
read for cohesion and coherence, to listen for specific 
information, to act out dialogues about landmarks & 
materials  
Vocabulary: Landmarks & Materials (stone, marble, 
metal, bricks, steel, concrete, blocks, designed, lead, 
store, carved, built) 

2a Reading  26-27

Lesson Objectives: To listen for gist, to read for specific 
information (multiple choice), to learn vocabulary for 
natural disasters, to learn phrasal verbs with carry, to 
learn prepositional phrases, to consolidate information 
in a text, to write about a natural disaster
Vocabulary: Natural disasters (avalanche, volcanic 
eruption, hurricane, flood); Verbs (erupt, shake, bury); 
Nouns (eyewitness, rock, ash, lava, foot, lightning)

2b Grammar  28-29

Lesson Objectives: To learn/practise the past simple and 
the past continuous, to learn/practise used to – would, 
to learn subject/object questions

2c Vocabulary  30

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for accidents/ 
disasters & feelings, to talk about accidents/disasters & 
feelings, to talk/write about a disaster that has occurred  
in your country 
Vocabulary: Accidents/Disasters (car crash, train derailment, 
explosion, plane crash, shipwreck); Feelings (frightened, 
frustrated, anxious, amazed, exhausted, worried, shocked, 
angry, terrified, relieved); Verbs (rescue, sink, crash, injure, 
collapse)

2d Everyday English  31

Lesson Objectives: To complete a dialogue, to role play 
a dialogue narrating an experience, to learn intonation 
when expressing shock/surprise

2e Grammar  32-33

Lesson Objectives: To learn/practise the past perfect and 
the past perfect continuous, to learn clauses of result

2f Skills  34-35

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific 
information, to learn vocabulary for weather, to form 
adjectives (-ing/-ed), to listen for specific information 
(multiple choice), to write a story
Vocabulary: Weather (pouring down, freeze, blowing, 
heatwave, shining, heavy showers, gentle breeze, 
thick fog); Verbs (direct, emit, affect); Noun (compass); 
Adjective (military); Phrases (go according to plan, lose 
contact, go missing)

2 CLIL (History)  36

Lesson Objectives: To read and listen for key 
information (matching headings), to talk about the 
achievements of ancient Rome
Vocabulary: Verbs (cover, set); Nouns (achievement, 
route, glory, millennium, concrete, lime); Adjective 
(eternal)

Project 2  37

Lesson Objectives: To create a poster, to give a 
presentation on an achievement of the 20th century, to 
learn about/discuss the value of achievement

Progress Check 2 in Workbook, p. 22  

Lesson Objectives: To test/consolidate vocabulary and 
grammar learnt throughout the module; to practise 
everyday English, to read for specific information, to 
listen for specific information, to write a story

Truth or legend?  Module 2
Module objectives: I ucx. sab. 2,3,4,5,6,11.
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Topic

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of 
environmental problems, environmental jobs & 
qualities, endangered species and types of holidays.

Module page 38-39

Lesson objectives: To get an overview of the module, 
to learn vocabulary for environmental problems, to talk 
about environmental problems 
Vocabulary: Environmental problems (temperatures 
rise, rivers and lakes dry up, rainforests disappear, the 
seas become polluted, extreme weather becomes more 
common, ice caps melt) 

3a Reading 40-41

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for 
specific information (R/W/DS), to learn vocabulary for 
environmental jobs & qualities, to form people nouns 
from verbs and nouns, to learn prepositional phrases, to 
talk about jobs & qualities, to write a message
Vocabulary: Environmental jobs (forest firefighter, 
landscape gardener, zookeeper, dog trainer, recycling 
sorter); Qualities (caring, brave, careful, patient, 
creative); Verbs (require, pet); Nouns (behaviour, data, 
safety procedures, animal nutritionist) 

3b Grammar 42-43

Lesson objectives: To learn/practise will – be going to – 
the present simple and the present continuous, to learn 
the future continuous

3c Vocabulary 44

Lesson objectives: To learn vocabulary for endangered 
species, to talk about endangered species 
Vocabulary: Endangered species (mountain gorilla, 
ringed seal, loggerhead sea turtle, macaw, lemur)

3d Everyday English 45

Lesson objectives: To complete a dialogue, to role 
play a dialogue discussing future plans, to learn the 
pronunciation of silent letters

3e Grammar 46-47

Lesson objectives: To learn/practise conditionals types 
0-3, to learn/revise wishes

3f Skills 48-49

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for 
specific information, to learn phrasal verbs with look, 
to learn vocabulary for types of holidays, to talk about 
types of holidays, to listen for specific information 
(multiple choice), to write a blog entry about your 
summer plans, to talk/write about a place where sb can 
look after wildlife on their holidays
Vocabulary: Types of holidays (cruise, safari, beach 
holiday, volunteer holiday, camping holiday, city break, 
sightseeing holiday, adventure holiday); Verbs (include, 
return); Nouns (accommodation, savannah, ancestors); 
Phrase (stay tuned)

3 CLIL (Science)  50

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific 
information, to read for key information, to talk about 
parts of a plant
Vocabulary: Verbs (convert, admire); Nouns (minerals, 
soil, role, substance); Adjective (upright)

Project 3  51

Lesson Objectives: To create an advert, to give a 
presentation on a nature reserve in one’s country, to 
learn about/discuss the value of learning from nature

Progress Check 3 in Workbook, p. 32 

Lesson Objectives: To test/consolidate vocabulary and 
grammar learnt throughout the module; to practise 
everyday English, to read for specific information, to 
listen for specific information, to write an email

LVI

Module 3  What if ...?
Module objectives: I ucx. sab. 1,2,6,7, 10.



Topic  

In this module, Ss will explore the topics of festivals & 
events, recyclable materials, types of music, theatre, 
festival activities and types of novels.

Module page  52-53

Lesson Objectives: To get an overview of the module, 
to learn vocabulary for festivals & events, to talk about 
festivals & events 
Vocabulary: Festivals & Events (TV viewers, art lovers, 
comic book readers, music lovers, food fans); Verbs 
(organise, hold, prepare, transform, win)

4a Reading  54-55

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for art forms, to 
read for gist, to read for cohesion & coherence (missing 
words), to learn vocabulary for recyclable materials, to 
talk about recycling, to learn phrasal verbs with turn, to 
talk about artworks, to write about strange forms of art
Vocabulary: Art forms (painting, filmmaking, sculpture, 
photography, computer art, pottery); Recyclable materials 
(plastic bottles, aluminium cans, newspapers, crisp packets, 
glass jars, takeaway food boxes, plastic bottle caps, juice 
cartons); Phrasal verb (go on); Nouns (case, distance, 
coastline, warning); Adjectives (relaxing, interesting, 
creative, entertaining, educational, challenging, cruel, 
wasteful); Adverb (overnight)  

4b Grammar  56-57

Lesson Objectives: To learn the passive, to learn/practise 
a/an – the – one/ones 

4c Vocabulary  58

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for types of 
music, to learn vocabulary for places in a theatre  
Vocabulary: Types of music (heavy metal, classical, hip 
hop, rap, reggae, pop, blues, R&B, indie, folk, jazz); 
Parts of a theatre (stage, row, aisle, box, curtain, 
balcony, stalls)

4d Everyday English  59

Lesson Objectives: To read for specific information, to 
role play a dialogue booking tickets for a performance, 
to learn the pronunciation of \i…\, \I\

4e Grammar  60-61

Lesson Objectives: To learn/practise relative clauses, to 
learn/practise the comparative - superlative

4f Skills  62-63

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read for 
specific information (R/W/DS), to talk about a festival, 
to present a music festival in your country, to learn 
vocabulary for festival activities, to learn prepositional 
phrases, to form nouns from verbs, to listen for key 
information (multiple matching), to write an article 
about a festival
Vocabulary: Festival activities (take part in competitions; 
dress up in costumes; watch a parade, a fireworks 
display; dance to live music; eat street food, traditional 
dishes; attend a [theatre] performance, workshops); 
Nouns (gamer, convention, workshop); Adjective (multi-
genre)

4 CLIL (Literature)  64

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for types of 
novels, to listen and read for gist
Vocabulary: Verbs (investigate, haunt); Nouns (mission, 
hound, legend); Adjectives (wicked, peace-loving, 
ghostly); Phrase (at risk)

Project 4  65

Lesson Objectives: To give a presentation on a character 
from a film, to create a film character, to learn about/
discuss the value of heroism

Progress Check 4 in Workbook, p.40 

Lesson Objectives: To test/consolidate vocabulary and 
grammar learnt throughout the module; to practise 
everyday English, to read for cohesion & coherence, to 
listen for key information, to write an article

LVII

Arts & Festivals  Module 4
Module objectives: I ucx. sab. 1,2,6,8, 11,12.



Topic   
In this module, Ss will explore the topics of exercise, 
sports, facilities & equipment, injuries & accidents, 
health problems & treatments and teen problems.

Module page  66-67

Lesson Objectives: To get an overview of the module, 
to learn vocabulary for exercise, to create and present 
a workout 
Vocabulary: Exercise (use energy, stretch, get fit, 
strengthen your body, burn calories)

5a Reading  68-69

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist; to read for specific 
information (R/W/DS); to learn vocabulary for sports, 
facilities & equipment; to learn phrasal verbs with put; 
to learn prepositional phrases; to talk about and present 
the national sport of one’s country; to present a popular 
sports event in your country
Vocabulary: Sports (ice hockey, boxing, football, 
basketball, golf, water polo); Facilities (pitch/field, 
court, pool, ring, rink, course); Equipment (ball(s), puck, 
goggles, gloves, clubs, net, stick, racquet, bat, hoop, 
boots, headgear); Noun (reflex); Verb (live-stream); 
Phrase (sponsorship deal)

5b Grammar  70-71

Lesson Objectives: To learn/practise modals, to learn/ 
practise past modals

5c Vocabulary  72

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for injuries & 
accidents, to learn vocabulary for health problems & 
treatments 
Vocabulary: Injuries & Accidents (cut my finger, get a 
black eye, sprain my wrist, break my leg, hit my head, 
get a bruise, twist my ankle); Health problems (an 
earache, a cold/the flu, a fever/temperature, a headache, 
a stomach ache, a sore throat, a toothache); Treatments 
(see a dentist/doctor, take a(n) aspirin/painkiller, drink 
some tea/lots of water, stay in bed, get some rest, use 
ear drops, eat some honey)

5d Everyday English  73

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific 
information, to role play a dialogue talking to the doctor, 
to form negative adjectives, to learn the pronunciation 
of rhyming words

5e Grammar  74-75

Lesson Objectives: To learn the causative, to learn/practise 
reflexive pronouns, to learn/practise plural nouns 

5f Skills  76-77

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to listen and read 
for specific information (multiple choice), to learn 
vocabulary for teen problems, to give advice for teen 
problems, to listen for specific information (multiple 
choice), to write an email giving advice
Vocabulary: Teen problems (get stressed about exams, 
start at a new school, argue with family/friends, get 
bullied, be addicted to social media); Verbs (panic, 
suffer, limit); Nouns (peer pressure, social media, race, 
victim); Adjectives (tough, addicted); Phrase (make 
progress)

5 CLIL (PSHE)  78

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read 
for detailed understanding, to give a presentation on 
fibre and fat
Vocabulary: Verb (repair); Nouns (well-being, role, carbs, 
carbohydrates, glucose, fuel, nutrient, protein, source, 
mineral, function, calcium, joint, digestive system)

Project 5  79

Lesson Objectives: To do a quiz, to make a leaflet of 
dos and don’ts for having a healthy lifestyle, to give a 
presentation on how to have a healthy lifestyle, to learn 
about/discuss the value of health

Progress Check 5 in Workbook, p.50 

Lesson Objectives: To test/consolidate vocabulary and 
grammar learnt throughout the module; to listen for 
specific information, to read for specific information, 
to practise everyday English, to write an email giving 
advice

LVIII

Module 5  Health is wealth
Module objectives: I ucx. sab. 2,4,5,7,8,9,10, 12.



LIX

In the news  Module 6
Objectives: I ucx. sab. 7, 8, 9, 10.

Topic   
In this module, Ss will explore the topics of modern 
technology, places in an airport, using social media, means 
of communication and education.

Module page  80-81

Lesson Objectives: To get an overview of the module, 
to learn vocabulary for modern technology, to listen for 
gist, to give a summary of an event 
Vocabulary: Modern technology (driverless bus, drone 
parcel delivery, robot receptionist, virtual reality gym 
equipment, flexible smartphone); Verbs (delivers, 
bends, interacts, transports, welcomes)

6a Reading  82-83

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read 
for specific information (R/W/DS), to learn vocabulary 
for places in an airport, to learn prepositional phrases, 
to learn phrasal verbs with take, to talk about robots in 
the workplace, to talk about and present organisations 
in one’s country which promote technology to 
teenagers, to design and present robots
Vocabulary: Places in an airport (departure gate, 
passport control, check-in desk, duty-free shop, baggage 
reclaim, information desk); Verbs (interview, assist, 
monitor, access); Noun (development); Adjectives (minor, 
valuable, permanent); Phrase (real-life environment)

6b Grammar  84-85

Lesson Objectives: To learn reported speech

6c Vocabulary  86

Lesson Objectives: To learn vocabulary for using social 
media, to learn vocabulary for means of communication
Vocabulary: Using social media (upload a file/photo, 
add a photo to a post, send a friend request, like a 
post/photo, tweet/retweet a post, view a profile, send 
an instant message, share a link); Verbs (enter, update, 
accept, download, hack, post); Means of communication 
(send emails/letters/text messages, make phone calls, 
chat online, go on social media, use sign language, 
speak face-to-face)

6d Everyday English  87

Lesson Objectives: To read for gist, to listen and read 
for cohesion & coherence, to role play a dialogue giving 
instructions, to learn the pronunciation of \I\, \aI\

6e Grammar  88-89

Lesson Objectives: To learn reported questions, to learn 
reported commands, to learn/practise questions tags

6f Skills  90-91

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for gist, to read 
for specific information (multiple choice), to learn 
vocabulary relating to education, to form adjectives 
from nouns using suffixes, to listen for specific 
information (multiple matching), to write a for-and-
against essay on robot teachers
Vocabulary: Education (pay attention, have lessons, fail 
exams, do homework, enrol on an online course, get 
good marks); Verb (replace); Noun (shortage); Phrases 
(give feedback, emotional response)

6 CLIL (History)  92

Lesson Objectives: To listen and read for specific 
information, to read for cohesion & coherence (missing 
words), to present the life of Louis Braille, to design a 
poster
Vocabulary: Verb (represent); Noun (disability); Adjectives 
(infected, independent, frustrated); Phrase (raised dots)

Project 6  93

Lesson Objectives: To rank 20th century inventions, to 
prepare a poster about a 20th century invention, to give 
a presentation on a 20th century invention, to learn 
about/discuss the value of innovation

Progress Check 6 in Workbook p 58 

Lesson Objectives: To test/consolidate vocabulary and 
grammar learnt throughout the module; to listen for 
specific information, to read for specific information, to 
practise everyday English, to write an essay discussing 
the pros and cons of social media accounts



MODULES

Songs (pp. 94-96) Writing (pp. 97-103) Word List (pp. 104-110)

pp. 4-9 • Appearance & Clothes
• Free-time activities
• Daily routines
• Shops & Services
• Food/Drinks
• Animals 

• Subject/Object pronouns – Possessive 
adjectives/pronouns

• Possessive case
• Question words
• Prepositions of time
• Prepositions of place/movement
• C/U nouns – quantifiers
• Plurals 
• both/neither/either
• some/any/no/every & compounds
• Order of adjectives

Our world
pp. 10-23
Progress Check 1 –
Workbook p 14

• Geographical features
• Shapes
• Types of buildings/cities 
• City life – Country life
• Word Formation: suffixes to  

form adjectives (-ous, -ive, -y)
• Phrasal verbs: come

• Present simple – Present continuous – 
Adverbs of frequency – Stative verbs

• Present perfect – Present perfect continuous
• have been/have gone
• infinitive/-ing form 
• had better/would rather
• Prepositions

Truth or 
legend?
pp. 26-39
Progress Check 2 – 
Workbook p 22

• Accidents & Disasters
• Weather
• Word Formation: -ing/-ed 

adjectives
• Phrasal verbs: carry

• Past simple – Past continuous 
• used to – would
• Subject/object questions
• Past perfect – Past perfect continuous
• Clauses of result
• Prepositions

What if …?
pp. 42-55
Progress Check 3 –
Workbook p 32

• Environmental problems
• Jobs
• Endangered animals
• Types of holidays
• Word Formation: forming  

people nouns (-er, -or, -ist)
• Phrasal verbs: look

• will – going to – Present simple –  
Present continuous

• Future continuous 
• Conditionals (0-3)
• Wishes 
• Prepositions

Arts & 
Festivals
pp. 58-71
Progress Check 4 –
Workbook p 40

• Festivals 
• Recycled materials 
• Types of music
• Theatre
• Festivals & Celebrations
• Word Formation: nouns from 

verbs (-ance, -ition, -ment)
• Phrasal verbs: turn

• The passive
• a/an – the – one/ones
• Relative pronouns – Relative clauses
• Comparative – Superlative 
• too – enough
• Prepositions

Health is 
wealth
pp. 74-87
Progress Check 5 –
Workbook p 50

• Sports & Exercise
• Injuries/accidents
• Health problems – treatments
• Teen problems
• Word Formation: forming 

negative adjectives (im-/un-/in-)
• Phrasal verbs: put

• Modals (present – past modals)
• The causative 
• Reflexive pronouns
• Singular/Plural nouns
• Prepositions

In the news
pp. 90-103
Progress Check 6 –
Workbook p 58

• Technology/Inventions
• Places in an airport
• Means of communication & 

Social Media
• Education
• Word Formation: adjectives  

from nouns (-ful, -less, -al)
• Phrasal verbs: take

• Reported speech
• say – tell
• Question tags 
• Clauses of concession
• Prepositions

2

Vocabulary Grammar



Suggested Answer Section (pp. SAS1-SAS3)     Audioscripts (pp. A1-A5)     Evaluations (pp. E1-E10)     Irregular verbs 

Reading & Listening Speaking Writing

• Describing a person
• Expressing likes
• Giving directions

• Amazing buildings
• Imaginary cities
• Listening: an advert  

(note-taking)
• Culture: Hobbiton

• Deciding where to go 
for the weekend

• Discussing what you 
enjoy doing while on 
holiday

• Intonation:  
3-syllable word stress

• An article about  
a city

• Eyewitness to disaster
• Lost without a trace
• Listening: a story 
• Culture: The Great Fire 

of London

• A story
• Intonation: expressing 

shock/ surprise

• A story

• Dolphin Doc for a day
• Maasai Simba Camp
• Listening: a dialogue 

(multiple choice)
• Culture: The Peace River 

Refuge and Ranch,  
Florida

• Making predictions
• Discussing future 

intentions 
• Pronunciation: silent 

letters

• A blog entry 
about your 
summer plans

• Trash Art
• A festival for all tastes 
• Listening: a dialogue 

(multiple matching)
• Culture: music festival

• Booking tickets for a 
performance 

• Pronunciation: \i…\, \I\

• An article about  
a festival

• Are e-sports the future?
• Troubled teenagers
• Listening: a dialogue 

(multiple choice)
• Culture: Superbowl

• Giving advice 
• At the doctor’s 
• Pronunciation: rhyming 

words

• An email giving 
advice

• A warm welcome from 
EMIEW3

• Teen Tech Forum
• Listening: monologues 

(matching)
• Culture: Robot academy

• Talking about 
technology

• Giving instructions
• Pronunciation: \I\, \aI\

• A for-and-against 
essay 

CLIL
MODULE 1  (Citizenship): Green 

neighbourhood

MODULE 2  (History): Life in 
Ancient Rome

MODULE 3  (Science): Parts of a 
plant

MODULE 4  (Literature): book 
descriptions

MODULE 5 (PSHE): Food for Life

MODULE 6  (History): Louis Braille

Presentation Skills
MODULE 1  Ideal neighbourhood

MODULE 2 Events in history

MODULE 3 Nature reserves

MODULE 4 A book character

MODULE 5  How to lead a 
healthy lifestyle

MODULE 6  An invention of the 
20th century

Values
MODULE 1 Cooperation

MODULE 2 Achievement

MODULE 3 Nature

MODULE 4 Heroism

MODULE 5 Health

MODULE 6 Innovation

Projects
MODULE 1  A map – Create an 

ideal neighbourhood

MODULE 2  A poster – Great 
events in history

MODULE 3  A leaflet – Nature 
reserves

MODULE 4  A table – Film 
characters

MODULE 5  A leaflet – Dos & Don’ts 
for a healthy lifestyle

MODULE 6  Inventions of the 20th 
century p. 93

p. 79

p. 65

p. 51

p. 22

p. 36

p. 50

p. 64

p. 78

p. 92

p. 23

p. 37

p. 51

p. 65

p. 79

p. 93

p. 23

p. 37

p. 51

p. 65
p. 79

p. 93

p. 23

p. 37

3
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StarterStarter
Daily routines & Prepositions of time

1 a) Copy Emma’s timetable into your notebook and complete it with: chat, get, take, 
do (x2), go, watch, have.

 b) Copy the sentences in your notebook 
               and complete the gaps with in, on, at.

 1 Emma gets up at 9:30 on Saturdays.

 2 There’s no school on Saturday mornings.

 3 Emma usually goes shopping on Saturdays.

 4 She usually watches TV online in the evening.

 5 Emma goes to bed at 10 o’clock at night.

Free-time activities

2 a) Copy the sentences in  your notebook and complete
              them with the words from the crossword. 
              Then read them out. 

 Down
 1 I play video _ _ _ _ _ with my friends.
 2 We love going to the _ _ _ _ _ _ to watch films.
 3 We often go _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at the mall on Saturday  

mornings.

 Across
 4 Tom listens to _ _ _ _ _ on his MP3 player. 
 5 Sally loves reading _ _ _ _ _ in her free time.
 6 He always surfs the _ _ _ in the evenings.

 b) What do you like doing in your free time? Tell your partner. 

Prepositions of time

•  at + time, periods 
of time, festivities

•  in + months, years, 
centuries, seasons, 
parts of days

•  on + days, dates, 
specific periods of 
time/days

Note!

Saturday Timetable
9:30 1) get up

10:00 2) do the chores

11:00 3) go to the supermarket with Mum

13:00 4) have lunch

14:00 5) do my homework

16:00 6) take a short break

16:30 7) chat with friends

18:00 have dinner

19:30 8) watch TV

22:00 go to bed

1

43
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StarterStarter Starter

Lesson Objectives: To revise daily routines and 
prepositions of time; free time activities; pronouns 
– possessive case; question words; shops and 
services; food/drinks; countable/uncountable nouns 
– quantifiers – plurals; animals – both/neither/either; 
some/any/no/every & compounds; prepositions of 
place/movement; physical appearance – clothes & 
accessories; order of adjectives

 1 a)  To complete a timetable; practise 
vocabulary for daily routine activities

   • Ask Ss to copy the table and write the 
missing verbs from the list in the gaps.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To practise prepositions of time

   • Read out the Note! box.
   • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete 

it.
   • Check Ss’ answers.

 2 a)  To complete a crossword 

   • Ask Ss to read the clues and complete the 
crossword.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To talk about free-time activities

   Ask Ss to discuss their free-time activities in 
pairs and then ask various Ss to tell the class. Ss 
can use their own ideas.

Suggested Answer Key
  I like playing computer games, reading books and 

going to the cinema.

4(T)



StarterStarter

5(T)

 3  To practise pronouns and the possessive 
case

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 4  To practise questions words

  • Ask Ss to read the text and then write questions 
for which the underlined parts are the answers.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

 5 a)  To practise vocabulary for shops & 
services

   • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete 
it.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To categorise vocabulary for shops & 
services

   • Ask Ss to write the headings into their 
notebooks and then give them time to write 
the vocabulary from Ex. 5a under the correct 
headings.

   • Check Ss’ answers on the board and elicit 
further vocabulary.

Answer Key/Suggested Answer Key
  shops: supermarket, clothes shop, florist’s, 

newsagent’s, baker’s (butcher’s, toyshop, bookshop)
  services: library, post office, school, bank, hospital 

(police station, car park)

  Game!

  Have Ss play the game in teams with one point for 
each correct guess. After a fixed time, swap roles 
and then elicit the winner in each pair at the end.

Suggested Answer Key
  I’d like a dozen bread rolls, please. – baker’s
  Please take a seat. The doctor will be with you in a 

moment. – hospital

Starter
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StarterStarter
Pronouns – Possessive case

3 Copy the dialogue in your notebook. Complete the gaps with the correct 
pronouns/adjectives and choose the correct item. Read the dialogue aloud.

Question words

4 Form questions for the underlined parts in the text. Write them in your notebook. 
Use: when, where, what, how old, who, how often.

 1   __________________________________________________________________________________

 2   __________________________________________________________________________________

 3   __________________________________________________________________________________

 4   __________________________________________________________________________________

 5   __________________________________________________________________________________

 6   __________________________________________________________________________________

This is my penfriend James. He is 15 years old and he lives in London. His best friend 
is Harry. They like going to the cinema at the weekend. James also likes playing 
basketball. He plays basketball twice a week after school.

 Sam This is a lovely photo. Is this house 1) yours?

 Amy No, it’s not mine. That’s 2)  my 3)  grandparent’s/grandparents’ house. 
4) Their house is near a lake.

 Sam Really? Do 5) you like visiting them?

 Amy Yeah, 6)  it is great spending time with my grandparents. I don’t see 
7) them a lot, though.

 Sam Who stays in that room?

 Amy That’s 8) Tom’s and Jake’s/Tom and Jake’s room. My room is at the back 
with a view of the garden!

Shops & Services 

5 a) Match the shops & services to what people might say there. Write the matches in    
your notebook and read them out.

 b) List the words 1-10 under the headings: shops – services. Can you add to the list?

9

library  

post office  

supermarket  

clothes shop  

school   

bank   

florist’s   

newsagent’s   

baker’s   

hospital   

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

“Open your books on page 34, please.”

“Could I have half a kilo of cheese, please?”

“I’d like to send this package to France, please.” 

“I’d like to withdraw £300, please.”

“How long can I borrow this book for?”

“Have you got this top in a medium?” 

“Can I have The Sunday News, please?” 

“I’d like a loaf of bread, please.” 

“Where is the emergency room?” 

“I’d like some roses, please.” 

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

Say a sentence we 
can hear in various 
shops and services. 
Your partner says 
where you are.

How old is James?

Where does he live?

Who is the best friend?

When do they like going to the cinema?

What sport does James like playing?

How often does he play basketball?



6

Countable/Uncountable nouns – Quantifiers – 
Plurals

7 Write the words from Ex. 6 in your notebook. Which are countable and which are 
uncountable? Write C for countable and U for uncountable. Then write the plural 
forms for the countable nouns. 

orange juice, U, – 
carrot, C, carrots

8 Complete the dialogue in your notebook. Use: some (x2), any, how many, too 
many, lots of, a little,  
a few.

  Do you want 1) some coffee, Sally? 

  Yes, please.

  2) How many teaspoons of sugar do you want?

  One’s enough for me.

  Milk?

  Just 3) a little please, thank you.

  I haven’t got 4) any cake, but would you like 5) some biscuits? I’ve got  
6) lots of them.

  OK, I’ll have 7) a few, but not 8) too many – I’m not that hungry!

9 Read the odd word out. 

 1 a slice of: sugar – bread – cake – pizza

 2 a carton of: milk – apple juice – orange juice – rice

 3 a bowl of: cereal – soup – sugar – cheese

 4 a jar of: jam – honey – olives – cola

 5 a cup of: coffee – meat – tea – milk

 6 a packet of: biscuits – water – crisps – spaghetti

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

•  We use how many, 
a lot/lots of, (too/ 
not) many, some,  
a few/few, no/not 
any with countable 
nouns.

•  We use how much, 
(too/not) much, a 
lot of/lots of, 
some, a little/little, 
no/not any with 
uncountable 
nouns. 

•  We can use both 
countable and 
uncountable nouns 
after partitives 
(phrases of 
quantity): a piece, 
bowl, jar, cup, 
slice, loaf, glass, 
carton, bottle.  
a glass of water

Note!

5

Food/Drinks

6 List the words below under the headings: fruit & vegetables – meat – drinks 
– desserts – other in your notebook. Which ones can you see in the pictures? In 
two minutes, think of more words to add under each heading.

• orange juice  • steak  • carrot  • cabbage  • pizza  • chicken  • spinach  • ice cream  
• lemonade  • hot chocolate  • apple pie  • pear  • strawberry  • potato  
• mushroom  • turkey  • cornflakes  • nuts

StarterStarter
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StarterStarter

6(T)

 8  To practise quantifiers

  • Read out the Note! box and then give Ss time 
to complete the dialogue with the missing 
quantifiers.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 9  To practise phrases of quantity

  • Give Ss time to choose the odd word out.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 6  To categorise vocabulary for food/drinks

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to write the 
headings into their notebooks and then write 
the food/drinks under the correct headings.

  • Check Ss’ answers on the board.
  • Elicit what the pictures show and then elicit 

more words to go under each heading from Ss 
around the class.

Answer Key/Suggested Answer Key
  FRUIT & VEGETABLES: carrot, cabbage, spinach, 

pear, strawberry, potato, mushroom (tomato, apple, 
peach)

  MEAT: steak, chicken, turkey (lamb, beef)
  DRINKS: orange juice, lemonade, hot chocolate 

(tea, milk, water) 
  DESSERTS: ice cream, apple pie (cake, cheesecake, 

fruit salad)
  OTHER: pizza, cornflakes, nuts (bread, pasta, rice)

  1 steak 3 strawberry 5 ice cream
  2 pear 4 cabbage

 7  To practise countable/uncountable nouns 
and plurals

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers on the board and then elicit 

the plural forms from Ss around the class. Write 
on the board.

Answer Key
  steak, U, –
  cabbage, C, cabbages
  pizza, U/C, pizzas
  chicken, U, –
  spinach, U, –
  ice cream, U/C, ice creams
  lemonade, U, –
  hot chocolate, U, –
  apple pie, U/C, apple pies
  pear, C, pears
  strawberry, C, strawberries
  potato, C, potatoes
  mushroom, C, mushrooms
  turkey, U, –
  cornflakes, U, –
  nut, C, nuts

Starter
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7(T)

 10  To practise vocabulary for animals

  Give Ss time to match the pictures with the animal 
names in the list and then check their answers.

 11  To practise both/neither/either

  • Read out the Note! box and then give Ss time to 
choose the correct words.

  • Ask various Ss to share their answers with the 
class.

 12  To practise some/any/no/every & 
compounds

  • Read out the Note! box and then give Ss time 
to study the table and then complete the 
exchanges.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Starter



7

•  both … and: not 
only one, but also 
the other

•  neither … nor: not 
one and not the 
other

•  either … or: this 
one or the other 
one

Note!

We can use some 
and its compounds 
in interrogative 
sentences to make 
an offer or a request.

Note!

Animals – both/neither/either

10 Match the pictures (1-6) to the words: crocodile,  
monkey, tiger, dolphin, reindeer,  
polar bear. 

11 Choose the correct item.

 1 Both/Either reindeer and monkeys are mammals. 

 2 Either polar bears nor/or tigers eat fish. I’m not sure. 

 3 Neither/Both monkeys nor polar bears lay eggs.

 4 There are both crocodiles nor/and dolphins at my local zoo.

12 Read the table above. Then copy the exchanges in your notebook and complete 
the gaps with some, any, no, every and their compounds.

 1 A: Are you going anywhere tonight?
  B: Yes, Dad’s taking us somewhere nice for a meal.

 2 A: Where has everyone/everybody gone?
  B: They said they had something to do for school.

 3 A: Does anyone/anybody know where I can get a taxi?
  B: Yes, there are usually some on Hall Street.

 4 A: What’s for dinner? There’s nothing in the fridge! 
  B: Would you like to order some fish and chips?

 5 A: We can go nowhere today – it’s raining.
  B: This happens every time we have a free day!

some/any/no/every & compounds

Quantifier People Things Place
Affirmative some someone/somebody something somewhere

Interrogative any anyone/anybody anything anywhere

Negative no/not any
no one/not anyone 
nobody/not anybody

nothing/not 
anything

nowhere/  
not anywhere

Affirmative/Negative/ 
Interrogative every everyone/everybody everything everywhere

 1 reindeer

 4 tiger

 5 polar bear

 2 dolphin
 3 crocodile

 6 monkey

StarterStarter



PETROL STATION

SHOE SHOP

FIRE STATION

LIBRARY

TOY SHOP

BUTCHER’SBOOKSHOP

RESTAURANT

FLORIST’S
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Miles Avenue

Bendon Road
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PIZZA HOUSE

ANN’S CAFE

CHEMIST’S

POLICE STATION

Prepositions of place/movement

13 a) Look at the picture and complete the sentences in your notebook. 

 1 The library is in front of the hospital. 

 2 The bookshop is between the florist’s and the butcher’s.

 3 The school is behind the post office. 

 4 The hospital is next to the park.

 5 The restaurant is opposite the police station.

 6 The toy shop is on Stream Street.

 b)  Use prepositions of movement and the map to give directions from:

• the police station to the stadium  • the school to the supermarket   
• the toy shop to the post office  • the butcher’s to the fire station

A: Excuse me, where’s the stadium?
B: Go up … and turn … .

Prepositions of 
place: in, on, behind, 
between, in front of, 
opposite, next to.
Prepositions of 
movement: across, 
along, over, through, 
towards, out of, into, 
onto.

Note!

StarterStarter
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StarterStarter

8(T)

 13 a)  To practise prepositions of place

   • Read out the Note! box.
   • Ask Ss to look at the picture and then 

complete the sentences.
   • Check Ss’ answers.

Extra Activity
Ss play in closed pairs or in teams. Say the location 
of a shop/service. The other S/team finds it. Swap 
roles and continue. 
A: It’s opposite the petrol station. B: Hotel.

  b)  To give directions; to practise 
prepositions of movement

   • Give Ss time to give directions from/to the 
places listed in closed pairs.

   • Monitor the activity around the class and 
then ask some pairs to tell the class the 
directions.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Excuse me, where’s the stadium?
  B: Go up Stream Street and turn right onto Bendon 

Road. Take the second left onto Elm Street and 
go past the park. Then turn right onto Miles 
Avenue. The stadium is on the left.

  A: Thank you.

  A: Excuse me, how can I get to the supermarket?
  B: Go to the end of Elm Street. Turn left onto 

Miles Avenue and then go past the hospital. 
The supermarket is on the right opposite the 
florist’s.

  A: Thank you so much.

  A: Excuse me, how can I get to the post office?
  B: Go up Stream Street and turn right onto Bendon 

Road. Go past the police station and the cinema 
and then the post office is on the left opposite 
Palm Road.

  A: Thank you.

  A: Excuse me, where’s the fire station?
  B: Go down Reed Avenue and turn left onto 

Bendon Road. Go past the cinema and turn 
right onto Palm Road. The fire station is on the 
left after the museum.

  A: Thank you.

Starter
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 14 a)  To categorise vocabulary for physical 
appearance, clothes and accessories 

   • Ask Ss to look at the categories in the table 
and then give them time to copy the table 
in their notebooks and to write the words in 
the list in the correct category in the table.

   • Check Ss’ answers on the board.

  b)  To describe people

   • Ask Ss to look at the people in the pictures 
and use the words in Ex. 14a to help them 
describe each one.

   • Elicit descriptions from various Ss around the 
class.

Suggested Answer Key
  1 Sam is tall and slim with short, fair hair and a 

beard. He is wearing a suit, a tie and flat shoes.
  2 Zoe is tall and slim with long, fair hair. She is 

in her mid-twenties. She is wearing a skirt and 
high heels.

  3 Finn is short and young. He has got short, brown 
hair and is wearing glasses. He is wearing a 
shirt, shorts and trainers.

  4 Will is tall and plump. He is middle-aged. He 
is wearing a blue shirt, trousers and flat black 
shoes.

  5 Kate is elderly and short. She has got white 
hair. She is wearing a green dress and black flat 
shoes. She is also carrying a brown bag.

 15 a)  To practise order of adjectives

   • Read out the Note! Box                
             • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the 

adjectives and give them time to put them 
into the correct order.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 an expensive, rectangular, green bag
  2 a warm, striped, woollen scarf 
  3 a round, yellow, plastic owl purse  
  4 a pair of expensive, gold, Indian earrings

  b)  To describe objects

   • Ask Ss to bring in photos of their favourite 
things and then describe them to the class 
using adjectives in the correct order.

   • Elicit descriptions from various Ss.

Suggested Answer Key
  This is my favourite backpack. It’s a blue, vegan 

leather backpack with brown straps and a brown 
handle.

Starter
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Physical appearance – Clothes & Accessories

14 a) Copy the table in your notebook and complete it with words from the   
                     list. 

• young  • tall  • fair  • mid-twenties  • wavy  • short  • suit  • slim  • curly  • old  
• blue  • plump  • shorts  • gloves  • glasses  • brown  • straight  • long  • high heels  
• shirt  • trainers  • scarf  • baseball cap  • blouse  • trousers  • middle-aged  • bald

Order of adjectives

15 a) Put the adjectives in the correct order. Write in your notebook.

 b) Bring photos of your favourite things. Describe them to the class.

 b) Look at the pictures. Describe the people to your partner. 

 2 a striped/woollen/ 
warm scarf

 1 a(n) rectangular/ 
expensive/green bag

 3 a plastic/round/ 
yellow owl purse

 4 a pair of gold/expensive/ 
Indian earrings

 1 Sam  2 Zoe  3 Finn  4 Will  5 Kate

StarterStarter

Age

Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Clothes
Shoes

Accessories

young, mid-twenties, old, middle-aged

fair, wavy, short, curly, brown, straight, long, bald

tall, short

blue, brown

high heels, trainers

slim, plump

suit, shorts, shirt, blouse, trousers

gloves, glasses, scarf, baseball cap

If there are several 
adjectives in a 
sentence, they must 
be arranged in the 
following order:
opinion, size, shape, 
colour, origin, 
material, purpose.  
e.g. It was a solid 
(opinion), little (size), 
square (shape), 
green (colour),  
French (origin) 
wooden (material),  
dining (purpose) 
table.

Note!



Vocabulary
Geographical features

1 Complete the sentences with words from the list. Write in your notebook.

• river  • beach  • cave  • lake  • desert  • valley

Video

• Vocabulary

- geographical features
- shapes
- types of buildings
- places to live
- features of a city

• Grammar

- present simple/ 
present continuous

- adverbs of frequency
- stative verbs
- present perfect 

simple/present  
perfect continuous

- (to-)infinitive/-ing 
form

- had better/would 
rather

• Speaking

- making plans

• Writing

- an article about a city

•  CLIL (Citizenship): 
Green Neighbourhood 
Saturday 

•  Culture: Hobbiton

• Values: Cooperation

What’s in this 
module?

Swim in the pink waters of 1) Lake 
Hillier on the coast of Western 
Australia.

See sea lions on a red 
sandy 2) beach on the 

Gal ápagos Islands.

Spend a night camping in the 
White 3) Desert in Egypt - an 
area that looks like the surface 
of the Moon.

10
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Our World
What’s in this module?

Go through the What’s in this module? box and tell Ss 
that these are the topics, skills and activities this module 
will cover.

 1  To present vocabulary for geographical 
features

  • Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures.
  • Ask Ss to read the gapped sentences and then 

give them time to complete the gaps with the 
words in the list.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments.
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 2  To talk about geographical features

  Ask various Ss around the class to tell the rest of the 
class about geographical features in their country.

Suggested Answer Key
  In Spain, there are lakes, beaches, valleys, rivers 

and caves. We don’t have any deserts. Sanabria 
Lake is in Zamora province in the northwest. You 
can see wildlife such as wild wolves around this 
lake. The Ordesa Valley is a valley in Aragon in 
northeast Spain. You can go rock climbing there. 
La Barceloneta is a beach in Barcelona. You can go 
sunbathing and do water sports there. The Ebro 
is a river which flows though the northeast of the 
country. You can sail a boat on it. The Cave of 
Altamira is in Cantabria in the north. You can see 
cave paintings from thousands of years ago there. 

Background Information

Australia (the Commonwealth of Australia) 
is a continent and a country in the southern 
hemisphere. The capital city is Canberra. It has 
got a population of over 24 million people. 
It has got a wide range of ecosystems and 
wildlife. 
The Galàpagos Islands are an archipelago of 
volcanic islands around the Equator in the Pacific 
Ocean, 926 km west of Ecuador, to whom they 
belong. They are a national park and a biological 
marine reserve. The population is around 25,000 
and the people speak Spanish. 
Egypt is a country in North Africa with a long 
and influential history. The capital city is Cairo 
and the population is 96 million people. The 
language is Arabic and the currency is the 
Egyptian pound.
Turkey is a country in western Asia and 
southeastern Europe. 80 million people live 
there and the capital city is Ankara. The people 
speak Turkish.
Colombia is a large country in the northern part 
of South America. The capital city is Bogota and 
the population is around 49 million people. It is 
home to some of the Amazon Rainforest. 
Greece (the Hellenic Republic) is a country in 
southeastern Europe with over 3,000 islands. 
The capital city is Athens and the population is 
around 11 million people.



2 Which of the geographical features in Ex. 1 are in your country? Where are 
they and what can you do there? Tell the class.

Go hot-air ballooning over a 
steep 4) valley in Cappadocia, 
Turkey, and admire the ‘fairy 
chimneys’.

Explore the Ca~no Cristales 
(Crystal Channel) 5) river in 
Colombia and watch the water 
turn all the different colours of 
the rainbow!

Go on a boat ride in the 
exciting underground 
6) cave of Diros in 
southern Greece.

11
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To talk about shapes 
of buildings we use:
• triangular (▲) 
• circular/round (●) 
• rectangular ( ) 
• square (■)

Note!

Architects love to experiment with different shapes when 
they design buildings. Here are two buildings that are definitely 

more than just four walls and a roof!

• experiment   
• trunk  • tusk  
• inspiration

3  Which building is the most impressive to you? Why? Tell the class.

12

ReadingReading1a1a 1a1a

Reading

1  01  Look at the buildings in the pictures. What do they look like? What shapes 
can you see in each? What is each building used for? Listen and read to find out.

2 Read the text again and answer the questions. Then explain the words in bold.

 Which building:

 1 is the tallest? 

 2 has a place for people to eat? 

 3 looks like a machine? 

 4 has a place for people to shop? 

Video

The elephant is the national 
animal of Thailand so it’s no 
surprise to find one in 
Bangkok. The strange thing 
about this elephant, though, 
is its size – it’s 102m tall! Two 
towers make up this 
elephant-shaped building’s 
legs while the other tower is 
its trunk. It also has ears, 
tusks and huge circular 
windows for eyes. Inside, 

there are 32 floors with  
offices, a shopping mall 

and apartments. It’s a jumbo 
sized building!
On the other side of Bangkok 
stands an 83m tall humanoid 
robot. The Robot Building is a 
skyscraper with 20 floors. Most of 
the building is a bank while the 
robot’s eyes are a dining and 
meeting room. The building’s 
architect got his inspiration 
from one of his son’s toys. What 
a great example of a building to 
show the friendly face of 
technology!
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Background Information

Bangkok is the capital and largest city in 
Thailand. It is the political, commercial, 
industrial and cultural centre. Over 8 million 
people live there. The city’s vibrant street life 
and cultural landmarks have given it an exotic 
appeal.

 1  To listen and read for gist

  • Ask Ss to look at the buildings in the pictures 
and elicit what they look like and what shapes 
Ss can see. Read out the Note! box to provide Ss 
with the relevant vocabulary (circular, square, 
rectangular). Then elicit Ss’ guesses as to what 
they are used for.

  •  Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find 
out.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The building on the left looks like a robot. The 

building on the right looks like an elephant. 
  In the robot building, I can see two circular windows 

and lots of rectangular windows. There are also 
circular screws on the side of the building. In the 
elephant building I can see a circular window, lots 
of square windows, a rectangular ‘ear’ and a 
rectangular ‘tusk’. 

  People use the elephant building as offices and it 
has a shopping mall and apartments. The robot 
building is a bank with a dining and meeting room. 

 2  To read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the questions.
  • Then give Ss time to read the text again and 

answer the questions.
  • Check Ss’ answers and then elicit explanations 

for the words in bold.

Suggested Answer Key
  design: to create the plan of sth
  definitely: certainly
  surprise: shock
  make up: to form the whole of sth
  circular: round in shape
  stand: to have an upright position
  bank: a financial institution
  inspiration: source of an idea

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments.

 3   To express an opinion

  Read out the question. Give Ss time to consider 
their answers and then elicit answers from Ss 
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The elephant building is the most impressive to me 

because I think it was far more difficult to build. 
Also, I’m impressed by the extra features it has, 
such as the tusks, which really make it look like an 
elephant. 

1a
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 4  To present vocabulary for types of 
buildings

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and then read the 
definitions (1-6).

  • Give Ss time to match the buildings to their 
definitions and then check Ss’ answers around 
the class.

Answer Key
  2 A bank is a place where you can keep your 

money.
  3 A lighthouse is a tall building near the coast 

that has a light to guide ships at sea.
  4 A skyscraper is a tall building with lots of offices 

or flats in a city.
  5 A factory is a place with machines used to make 

goods.
  6 An aquarium is a building where you can see 

tropical fish.

 5  To form adjectives from nouns and verbs

  • Ask Ss to read the theory box and then give 
them time to complete the task.

  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.
  • Ask Ss to start a Word Formation section in their 

notebook and list words as follows.

 

Person 
noun

Abstract 
noun

Verb Adjective Adverb

–
–

courage
action

–
act

courageous
active

courageously
actively

  • Ss can check in their dictionaries and add words 
formed from the same base route. Ss list them 
alphabetically. Ask Ss to revise regularly.

 6  To practise prepositional phrases

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Ask Ss to start a Prepositions section in their 

notebook and list all words that go with 
prepositions in alphabetical order. Ss can also 
write an example sentence. Ss add items as they 
go through this book. Ask Ss to revise regularly.

 7  To give a presentation on a famous 
building in one’s country

  • Ask Ss to research online and collect information 
about a famous building in their country and 
make notes under the headings.

  • Give Ss time to prepare a presentation using 
their notes.

  • Then ask various Ss to present their building to 
the class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss 
to present their buildings in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  A famous building in Italy is the Generali Tower. 

People also call it ‘Lo Storto’ which means ‘The 
Twisted One’. It’s a skyscraper in Milan which is 
the headquarters of an insurance company. This 
building is 185m tall and it’s got 44 floors. The 
building has an unusual strange twisted shape, 
which makes it unique.

  Design your own building
  • Ask Ss to work in small groups and design a 

building following the examples in the text.
  • Tell Ss to include all the points listed.
  • Give Ss time to complete the task and ask Ss to 

present their building to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Our building is in the centre of London. It is a tall 

skyscraper with the shape of a dog sitting up. It 
is made from steel and glass and the top part of 
the building looks like a dog’s face with pointed 
ears. Inside, there are offices and shops. It is the 
headquarters of an animal charity. 

1a
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Speaking & Writing

7  Collect information about a famous building in your country. 
Make notes under the headings: name – type of building – 
location – size – shape – unique features. Use your notes to 
present the building to the class.

6 Choose the correct preposition. Check in your dictionary.

 1 The Empire State Building is a skyscraper in/at New York.

 2 The Eiffel Tower in Paris is made at/of iron.

 3 Camden Market is perfect of/for people who love shopping. 

 4 Danny loves learning with/about photography.

 5 We’re staying on/at a hotel of/with great views of the city.

Prepositions

Design your own 
building. Think about: 
location, shape, 
materials, what there 
is inside. Present it to 
the class.

ReadingReading1a1a 1a1a
Vocabulary
Types of buildings

4 Match the types of buildings (A-F) to what they are 
used for (1-6). Read out the matches tothe class, as in 
the example.

 1 B  a large building where kings and queens live

 2 C  a place where you can keep your money

 3 A   a tall building near the coast that has a light to 
guide ships at sea

 4 E   a tall building with lots of offices or flats in a city

 5 D  a place with machines used to make goods

 6 F  a building where you can see tropical fish

 A palace is a large building where kings and queens live.

 F aquarium

 A lighthouse

 B palace

 C bank  D factory

 E skyscraper

Word Formation
We can use these suffixes to 
form adjectives from nouns 
and verbs:  
-ous (courage-courageous) 
-ive (act-active) 
-y (dirt-dirty)

5 Read the Word Formation box. Then, form adjectives from the words in brackets to 
complete the sentences in your notebook.

 1 The architect who is designing the new museum is very creative (create). 

 2 Be careful! It’s dangerous (danger) to stand too close to the edge.

 3 Streets in big cities are often very noisy (noise) because of traffic.
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I’d love to, Mona, but  
this Saturday I’m going 

on a day trip to Bath.

Present simple – Present continuous

1 Read the theory. Copy the sentences in your notebook and put the verbs in brackets 
in the present simple or the present continuous. Give reasons.

 1 A: Does your dad drive (your dad/drive) to work every day?
  B: Not always. This week, he is taking (take)  

the train into the city because the traffic is so bad.

 2 A: Does Mia usually study (Mia/usually/study) in the evening?
  B: Oh yes. Actually, she is doing (do) her homework right now.

 3 A: Is Jack playing (Jack/play) basketball at the park today?
  B: I think so. He often plays (often/play) there with his friends.

 4 A: Who are you waiting (you/wait) for? 
  B: John. He is always coming (always/come) late!

 5 A: I am not going (not/go) out tonight. I have to study.
  B: That’s a pity! We are having (have) dinner at Jasper’s tonight.

 6 A: Is the library (the library/be) open on Saturdays?
  B: Yes, but it is never (never/be) open on Sundays.

2 Copy the sentences in your notebook and put the verbs in brackets in the present 
simple or the present continuous. Explain how the verbs differ in meaning 
translating them into Georgian. 

 1 a I don’t think (not/think) John is coming with us. (don’t believe)
  b He is thinking (think) of going to York this weekend. (is considering)

 2 a Molly has (have) a spacious flat on the third floor. (possesses)
  b Janice is having (have) her lunch at the moment. (is eating)

 3 a Tom is smelling (smell) the fish to see if it’s fresh. (is sniffing)
  b I smell (smell) something burning! (can detect with my nose)

 4 a Sam and Eva are seeing (see) some of their friends this evening. (are meeting)
  b I see (see) what you mean. (understand)

Stative verbs describe 
a state, so they do not 
have continuous tenses 
(want, love, like, 
prefer, believe, 
imagine, know, etc) 
Amy likes watching TV. 
(NOT: Amy is liking 
watching TV.) Some 
verbs can have 
continuous tenses 
when they describe 
actions, but there is a 
difference in meaning. 
I think Italy is a 
beautiful country. (= I 
believe) I’m thinking 
about travelling to 
Italy. (= I’m 
considering)

Note!

We use the present simple for:
• habits/routines. I leave my house early every morning.
• permanent states or situations. Does he work at the bank? Yes, he does.
• programmes and timetables. The gym doesn’t open on Saturdays.
• general truths and laws of nature. In winter, it snows in the mountains.
Time expressions: every hour/day/week, etc, in the morning/afternoon, etc, at night/ 
noon/the weekend/5:00, etc, on Monday, etc.

We use the present continuous for:
• actions happening now or around the time of speaking. Is Julie going to the police 

station now? He’s exercising a lot these days.
• fixed future arrangements. I’m not visiting the aquarium tomorrow.
• currently changing and developing situations. My English is improving.
• with always, constantly, etc to express annoyance. You’re always playing your music 

too loud!
Time expressions: now, at the moment, at present, these days, nowadays, etc.

Adverbs of frequency (always (100%), usually (75%), often (50%), sometimes (25%), 
occasionally (10%), seldom/rarely (5%), never (0%)) go before the main verb, but after 
auxiliary and modal verbs. 

We’re going to the movies  
this weekend. We always go 
there on Saturday mornings. 

Do you want to come  
with us, Jane?

14
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 1  To present/practise the present simple and 
the present continuous

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Ask Ss to 
identify the tenses and uses. (’re going: fixed 
future arrangement – go: habit/routine – Do 
you want: stative verb, no continuous tense – 
’m going: fixed future arrangement.) Elicit the 
forms of each tense and other uses.

  • Go through the theory with Ss. Ask Ss to give 
more examples using these tenses.

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers and then elicit reasons.

Answer Key
  1 habit/routine, action happening around the 

time of speaking
  2 habit/routine, action happening now
  3 action happening around the time of speaking, 

habit/routine
  4 action happening now, with ‘always’ to express 

annoyance
  5 fixed future arrangements
  6 programmes and timetables

 2  To practise stative verbs with the present 
simple and the present continuous

  • Ask Ss to study the Note! box.
  • Explain that stative verbs (i.e. verbs that describe a 

state not an action) don’t usually have continuous 
forms (e.g. I love ice cream. NOT: I’m loving ice 
cream).

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

1b
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 3  To present/practise the present perfect 
and the present perfect continuous

  • Say then write on the board: I have visited 
Paris. Elicit what tense the verb is in (present 
perfect) and what the sentence expresses (an 
experience). Say, then write on the board: 
I’ve been thinking of going again for a while. 
Elicit what tense the verb is in (present perfect 
continuous) and what the sentence expresses 
(the duration of an action that started in the 
past and continues to the present). 

  • Explain that we form the present perfect in 
the affirmative with personal pronoun/noun + 
have/has + past participle; in the interrogative 
with have/has + personal pronoun/noun + past 
participle and in the negative with personal 
pronoun/noun + have/has + not + past participle.

  • Explain that we form the present perfect 
continuous in the affirmative with personal 
pronoun/noun + have/has + been + -ing form of 
the main verb; in the interrogative with have/
has + personal pronoun/noun + been + -ing 
form of the main verb; and in the negative with 
personal pronoun/noun + have/has + not + been 
+ -ing form of the main verb.

  • Ask Ss to read the table and the cartoon. Identify 
the tenses and uses (‘ve just finished/ haven’t 
finished – present perfect: action that started 
in the past and continues up to the present, 
‘ve been working – present perfect continuous: 
action that started in the past, continues up to 
the present and will continue).

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers and then elicit reasons.

Answer Key
  1 experience, to say that someone went somewhere 

and they have come back
  2 action which started in the past and continues 

up to the present, an action which started in 
the past and continues up to the present and 
will continue

  3 an action which started in the past and 
continues up to the present and will continue, 
an action which happened at an unstated time 
in the past and whose results are visible in the 
present

  4 an action which started in the past and 
continues up to the present and will continue, 
an action which happened at an unstated time 
in the past and whose results are visible in the 
present

  5 an action which started in the past and continues 
up to the present, to say that someone went 
somewhere and is still there

  Game!

  Have Ss take turns and play the game in teams 
using the time words provided. Each correct 
sentence gets a point. The team with the most 
points after a fixed time wins.

Suggested Answer Key
  I’ve wanted to go to Spain for a while now.
  I haven’t seen a play since last year. 
  I’ve just finished my homework.
  I’ve already taken the rubbish out.
  I’ve never seen the Northern Lights.
  Have you ever played ice hockey?
  I haven’t recovered from the flu yet.

 4  To practise present tenses

  • Explain the task. 
  • Give Ss time to complete it and then check their 

answers.

Background Information

New York City is the most populated city in 
the USA with a population of over 8.5 million 
people. It is a major centre for commerce, 
entertainment, technology, politics, education 
and sport. Its nickname is ‘the Big Apple’.

1b
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We use the present perfect for:
• an action which started in the past and continues up to the present. I’ve known Anna since 

we were young children. I haven’t seen Ann since Monday.
• an action which happened at an unstated time in the past and whose results are visible in 

the present. I’ve lost my smartphone, so I can’t call anyone.
• experiences. Have you ever tried rock climbing? Yes, I have.
Time expressions: for, since, just, already, never/ever, yet, etc.

We use the present perfect continuous for:
• an action which started in the past, continues up to the present and will continue.  

She’s been working here for five years.
• for an action which started in the past and has finished, but its result is visible in the 

present. So we’re finally in Colombia! I’ve been dreaming about this moment for months.
• to express anger or annoyance. I’ve been waiting here for hours!
Time expressions: for, since, how long, all day/morning/month, etc, lately, recently, etc.

have been/have gone 

COMPARE: She has been to Belgrade twice. (She has visited Belgrade, but now she is not there.)
Mary has gone to the library. (She hasn’t come back yet.)

I’ve been working on mine 
since 4:00 but I haven’t 

finished it yet.

Albert, I’ve just finished 
my Geography project.

Present perfect – Present perfect continuous

3 Read the theory. Copy the text in your notebook and put the verbs in brackets in 
the present perfect or the present perfect continuous. Give reasons.

 1 A: Have you ever visited (you/ever/visit) Lisbon?
  B: Yes, I have been (be) there twice.

 2 A: How long have you owned (you/own) this computer?
  B: About 10 years. I have been looking (look) for a new one recently.

 3 A: Paul has been travelling (travel) around Asia for months.
  B: Yes, he has just left (just/leave) Japan and  

he’s going to Thailand next.

 4 A: How long have you been saving (you/save) money for your holiday?
  B: Not long, but I have already put (already/put) aside £200.

 5 A: Has anyone seen (anyone/see) Kevin?
  B: He has gone (go) to the supermarket.

4 Copy the text in your notebook and put the verbs in brackets in the correct present 
tense.

Play in teams. Make 
sentences using: for, 
since, just, already, 
never, ever, yet.

Inbox
Sent

Com
pose

Hi Sam,
I know it 1) has been (be) ages since I last emailed you, but I 2) have been having 
(have) such a great time here in New York. Yesterday, we saw the Flatiron Building. 
It’s an amazing triangular building in Manhattan. And tomorrow, we 3) are visiting 
(visit) the Statue of Liberty. I can’t wait! Also tomorrow, we 4) are meeting (meet) my 
Uncle Alfie. He 5) works (work) here in New York. In fact, he 6) has been living/has 
lived (live) here for nearly three years. We 7) haven’t seen (not/see) all of the city yet, 
but he 8)  knows (know) some really nice places to visit. Anyway, how are you? 
9) Have you arrived (you/arrive) home yet or 10) are you still travelling (you/still/
travel) around Europe? Well, I’ve got to go. Write back soon.
Best wishes,
Mel

Send

15



Places to live

1 Copy the table in your notebook and complete it with the items from the list above. 
Then read it out to the class.

2 Use the adjectives from the list and the items from Ex. 1 to make sentences about 
life in the city and life in the countryside, as in the example.

• stressful  • exciting  • relaxing  • convenient  • boring  • healthy  • difficult 

Life in the city can be stressful because there is heavy traffic.

3  Where is the best place for you to live? Why? Tell the class.

City

Countryside

VocabularyVocabulary Everyday EnglishEveryday English1c 1d1c 1d

 Life in the countryside      Life in the city
Posi t ive

Negat ive

• quiet & calm

• beautiful scenery

• lack of public transport

• friendly people

• clean air

• not much entertainment

• lack of jobs

• fresh food

• little traffic

• not close to shops

• lots of schools & universities

• heavy traffic

• good public transport

• theatres & cinemas

• lots of shops & malls

• lots of job opportunities

• pollution

• crowds of people

• tall buildings

• lots of services & facilities

16
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 3   To express an opinion

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think the countryside is the best place for me to 

live because of the quiet and calm. I would enjoy 
the beautiful scenery and the clean air, and it 
would be nice to live around friendly people, too.

 1  To present vocabulary for places to live

  • Ask Ss to read through the vocabulary in the 
boxes and explain/elicit the meanings of any 
unknown words.

  • Then ask Ss to copy the table into their 
notebooks and complete it with the vocabulary 
in the boxes.

  • Check Ss’ answers on the board and elicit any 
further ideas from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key

  

Life in the countryside Life in the city

Positive quiet & calm, 
beautiful scenery, 
friendly people, clean 
air, fresh food, little 
traffic (quiet streets)

lots of schools 
& universities, 
good public 
transport, 
theatres & 
cinemas, lots of 
shops & malls, 
lots of job 
opportunities,  
lots of services & 
facilities

Negative lack of public 
transport, not much 
entertainment, lack 
of jobs, not close 
to shops (lack of 
facilities)

heavy traffic, 
pollution, 
crowds of 
people, tall 
buildings, 
(high crime 
rates)

 2  To practise new vocabulary and revise/
learn adjectives

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Explain/Elicit the meanings of any unknown 

adjectives.
  • Give Ss time to complete the task.
  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Life in the city can be exciting because there are 

theatres and cinemas.
  Life in the countryside can be relaxing because there 

is little traffic. 
  Life in the city can be convenient because there are 

lots of services and facilities. 
  Life in the countryside can be boring because there 

isn’t much entertainment. 
  Life in the countryside can be healthy because there 

is clean air. 
  Life in the city can be difficult because there are 

crowds of people. 

1c
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1d
 1  To listen and read for specific information 

  • Ask Ss to read the first two exchanges and elicit 
their guesses as to where the speakers decide to 
go.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.

Answer Key
  The friends decided to go to London and Bath at 

the weekend. 

 2  To act out a dialogue

  • Give Ss time to take roles and act out the 
dialogue in closed pairs.

  • Pay attention to Ss’ pronunciation and 
intonation.

 3  To practise making suggestions

  •  Read out the Note! box and tell Ss this is the 
useful language for making suggestions and it 
will help them complete the task.

  • Give Ss time to complete the sentences referring 
to the Note! box as necessary.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 4  To role play a dialogue making plans

  • Explain the situation.
  • Tell Ss that they can use the reviews and the 

accompanying vocabulary to complete the task.
  • Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in Ex. 1 

as a model.
  • Write this diagram on the board for Ss to 

follow.

 A B
Greet B & ask about 
weekend plans.

Suggest going  
on a trip.

Suggest a place & 
mention sth to see/do.

Reject idea giving 
reasons.

Agree.

Respond.

Agree and ask  
where.

Mention a negative 
point & suggest 
another place.

Suggest visiting both 
places.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask various pairs to act out their dialogues in 
front of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Hey Andy, what are you doing this weekend? 
  B: Not a lot. Why? 
  A: We could go on a day trip somewhere.
  B: That sounds good. Where do you want to go? 
  A: How about Manchester? It’s got lots of 

entertainment like the Whitworth Art Gallery 
and the National Football Museum. 

  B: Mmm, Manchester has really heavy traffic, 
though. How about visiting Buxton? There are 
great parks there with beautiful scenery which 
are very relaxing.

  A: That’s true, but Buxton is too quiet for me. 
I’d prefer somewhere more exciting. 

  B: Why don’t we go on a two-day trip? We can 
have one day in Manchester and one day in 
Buxton to relax.

  A: Now that’s a brilliant idea! 

  Intonation

   To practise 3-syllable word stress

  • Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen 
and repeat chorally and/or individually.

  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and elicit the syllable 
with the main stress.



Pronunciation   ?

 03  Listen and repeat. Copy the words in your notebook and underling the syllable with the main 
stress.

Intonation   (3-syllable word stress)

Making plans

1  02  Read the first two exchanges. Where do the friends decide to go at the 
weekend? Listen and read to find out.

 Zara Hey, Phylis, what are you doing this weekend?

 Phylis Not a lot. Why?

 Zara We could go on a day trip somewhere.

 Phylis That sounds good. Where do you want to go?

 Zara How about Bath? It’s got lots of museums and art galleries.

 Phylis Mmm, Bath doesn’t sound very exciting. How about going shopping in 
London? We haven’t been there for ages! 

 Zara That’s true, but London is always so busy and noisy. I’d prefer 
somewhere more relaxing.

 Phylis Why don’t we go on a two-day trip? We can have one day for shopping 
in London and one day in Bath to relax.

 Zara Now that’s a brilliant idea. 

2  Take roles and read out the dialogue.

3 Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets. Write in your notebook.

 1 How about going to the countryside? (go)

 2 We could take a walk in the park. (take)

 3 Let’s eat at a Chinese restaurant tonight. (eat)

 4 Do you fancy visiting York this weekend? (visit)

 5 Why don’t we do something more exciting? (do)

4  Read the online reviews. Use the information to act out a dialogue like 
the one in Ex. 1. 

Making suggestions

•  Why don’t we …?
•  We could/should + 

inf without to … .
•  How about + 

noun/-ing …?
•  Let’s + inf without 

to … .
•  Do you fancy + 

noun/-ing …?

Note!

VocabularyVocabulary Everyday EnglishEveryday English1c 1d1c 1d

Manchester, UK
★★★★★  a day ago
Lots of entertainment. Don’t 

miss the Whitworth Art Gallery and 
the National Football Museum!

★  a month ago
Too much heavy traffic. 
Where’s the fresh air?

Buxton, UK
★★★★  3 months ago
Lots of beautiful scenery. 

Great parks. Very relaxing.
★★★★  4 months ago
A bit quiet for me. Not so 
exciting.

Dave_92 Matt_ZZ

Anna_09

Liz_97
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infinitive/-ing form

What do you want to do 
tonight, Alan? I suggest going 

to the cinema.

Sorry, I can’t go tonight.  
I promised to help James 

with his project.

We use the to-infinitive:
• after the verbs advise, agree, decide, ask, expect, hope, manage, offer, promise, refuse, 

plan, seem, want, etc. Mary and Anna agreed to go to London together.
• with too/enough. It’s too far to walk to the train station from here.
• with would love, would like and would prefer. I would like to visit the museum.
• to express purpose. Hello, I’m calling to book a room for next weekend.

We use the infinitive without to after:
• modal verbs (can, may, should, etc.). We should take the train there; it’s quicker.
• the verbs let and make. They made us wait a long time. (BUT: He was made to wait).

We use the -ing form after:
• the verbs admit, appreciate, avoid, consider, continue, delay, deny, risk, suggest, 

imagine, postpone, forget, etc. She’s considering taking the bus instead of the car.
• the verbs fancy, dislike, enjoy, hate, like, love, prefer to express general preference. I 

love visiting new places.
• the expressions be busy, it’s no use, it’s (not) worth, there’s no point (in), can’t stand, 

have difficulty (in), have trouble, look forward to, etc. She’s looking forward to 
seeing the sights.

• go when talking about activities. Melissa wants to go swimming in the sea.

1 Read the theory box. Choose the correct form. Give reasons.

 1 Danny decided to book/booking the tickets online. (decide + to-inf.)

 2 We should find/to find a hotel that allows dogs. (modal verb + inf. without to)

 3 Rachel hates stand/standing in long queues. (hate + -ing form)

 4 She promised to meet/meeting me outside the museum. (promise + to-inf.)

 5 There’s no point to worry/worrying. Everything’s OK. (there’s no point + -ing form)

 6 We need to set off early avoid/to avoid the heavy traffic. (expresses purpose)

 7 I’m considering travel/travelling to Morocco this summer. (consider + -ing form)

 8 You can wait/waiting here if you want. (modal verb + inf. without to)

2 Copy the sentences in your notebook and put the verbs in brackets in the (to-)
infinitive or the -ing form.

 1 A: Do you want to come (come) to Hanoi with us?
  B: Sure! I love visiting (visit) places I’ve never been to.

 2 A: Harry offered to show (show) us around his new flat, too.
  B: Really? Maybe we could all go (go) together then. 

 3 A: Cathy’s gone shopping (shop). She won’t be long, though.
  B: OK. I can wait (wait) until she comes back.

 4 A: We should leave (leave) now. It’s getting late.
  B: OK. Let me get (get) my things first.

 5 A: Do you fancy trying (try) this local dish?
  B: No, thank you! It’s far too hot for me to eat (eat).

 6 A: Do you want to relax (relax) by the pool today?
  B: That’s boring! I’d prefer to swim (swim) in the sea.
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 1  To present/practise infinitive/-ing form

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Elicit 
what we use after want (to-inf), suggest (-ing 
form), can’t (inf without to: modal), promise 
(to-inf). Tell Ss various verbs. Ss say what we use 
after each verb (to)-inf or -ing form. Suggested 
list: agree, may, avoid, enough, like, would 
love, can’t stand, etc.

  • Go through the theory with Ss. 
  • Then give Ss time to complete the task in closed 

pairs.
  • Check Ss’ answers and elicit reasons from Ss 

around the class.

 2  To practise infinitive/-ing form

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

1e
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 3  To practise infinitive/-ing form

  • Explain the task and read out the example and 
then give Ss time to complete it.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I like visiting museums. I love trying local dishes. 

I hate going sightseeing. I dislike buying souvenirs. 
I avoid taking taxis. I’d love to take photographs 
of the Eiffel Tower. I’d prefer to relax by the pool. 
I want to go to Paris. I’m looking forward to going 
on guided tours. 

 4  To practise infinitive/-ing form

  • Read out the Note! box and then give Ss time to 
complete the task.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 5  To present/practise had better/would 
rather

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Elicit 
which form expresses strong advice (had better) 
or preference (would rather). Point out that 
both forms take an infinitive without to.

  • Go through the theory with Ss.
  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Give Ss time to complete it and then check Ss’ 

answers.

1e
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3 Use the words in the boxes to make true sentences about yourself.

4 Copy the sentences in your notebook and put the verbs in brackets in the -ing or 
the to-infinitive form. How do the pairs (a & b) differ in meaning? Translate the 
sentences into Georgian.

 1 a Remember to take (take) lots of pictures when you visit Sofia. (don’t forget)
  b I remember putting (put) the camera in my bag, but now I can’t find it. 

(recall)

 2 a She tried to use (use) the lift, but it was broken. (attempted)
  b She tried skiing (ski) for the first time and she liked it. (experienced)

 3 a Stop talking (talk), please! (finish doing sth)
  b Why don’t you stop to rest (rest) for a while? You look tired. (stop 

temporarily in order to do sth else)

had better/would rather

• enjoy  • like  • love  • hate  • dislike  • avoid  • would love   
• would prefer  • want  • look forward to

• take/photographs  • visit/museums  • try/local dishes  • go/sightseeing 
• buy/souvenirs  • go on/guided tours  • relax/by the pool  • take/taxi

Certain verbs take 
the -ing form or 
to-infinitive, but their 
meaning changes.
He forgot to book 
the tickets. (= didn’t 
remember) He will 
never forget 
visiting Venice 
when he was a 
child. (= will always 
remember)

Note!

I’d rather not go out at 
all, to be honest.

  I enjoy taking photographs.

• had better (not) – strong advice or a warning. You’d better wear a jacket. It’s 
cold outside.

• had better (not) – suggest something that needs to be done. I’d better hurry up 
or I’ll be late for work.

• would rather (not) – preference. I’d rather not go to the theatre tonight.

You’d better wear  
a scarf. It’s very cold 

outside.

5 Read the theory. Rewrite the sentences in your notebook using had better/’d better 
or would rather/’d rather, as in the example.

 1 I’d prefer to go skiing this weekend. 

 2 You should take the car to the city tomorrow. 
You had/’d better take the car to the city tomorrow.

 3 I’d prefer not to go somewhere crowded. 
I would/’d rather not go somewhere crowded.

 4 I want to go somewhere hot for my summer holiday. 
I would/’d rather go somewhere hot for my summer holiday.

 5 Make sure not to lose your passport. 
You had/’d better not lose your passport.

I’d rather go skiing this weekend.
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Reading

1  04  Look at the pictures and read the title. What do you know about these 
two places? Who lives in each? Listen and read to find out.

2 Read the texts again and decide if the statements (1-6) are R (right), W (wrong) 
or  DS (doesn’t say). Then explain the words in bold.

 1 The only way to get to Gotham City is by plane. W

 2 There is a river which flows through Gotham City. T

 3 Gotham City is a lot safer than most cities.  W

 4 Hobbiton is the smallest village in The Shire. DS

 5 Hobbits keep animals in their underground houses. W

 6 The people in Hobbiton don’t drive.  R

3   Create your own imaginary city or village. Give it a name. Draw 
pictures and prepare a presentation about it. Talk about: location – transport – 
housing – lifestyle.

There’s no place like imaginary villages, towns and cities for action and adventure!

Places of the Imagination
Video

Gotham City
The shape of a bat lights 
up the night sky. It’s a sign 
that the police need Batman. 
This is Gotham, a city on an island 
on the east coast of the USA. It’s 
home to a population of over 8 million. 
Three road bridges and several underground 
train tunnels connect it to the mainland. Planes 
also land at the airport, or visitors can catch a ferry 
into the harbour. There are a lot of tall glass skyscrapers 
across the city, some older stone buildings, and the mansion of 
billionaire Bruce Wayne. There are fourteen neighbourhoods in Gotham. The most 
famous is The Narrows, an island in the Gotham River. You can come across a lot of strange people in The 
Narrows, and the streets are dark and dangerous. In fact, Gotham is quite a dangerous city, but Bruce Wayne has a secret. At 
night, he becomes Batman and patrols the dark alleys to make sure the residents of Gotham sleep safely in their beds.

Hobbiton
Not every imaginary place needs a superhero to 
protect its citizens. Hobbiton is a very peaceful 
place. This village, from the books The Lord of the 
Rings and The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien, is in The 
Shire, a quiet area of Middle-earth with green 
fields, forests and friendly locals. Everyone in 
Hobbiton lives in underground houses with round 
doors and windows. They grow their own food and 
keep animals in their gardens.

Hobbiton looks a lot like England in the 18th century. 
There are tracks and paths instead of roads and there 
are no cars or buses. Some people ride ponies, or 
use ponies to pull wooden carts, but most of them 
travel on foot.
There are hundreds of hobbits* in Hobbiton and they 
all live very quiet lives. That is, until the wizard 
Gandalf arrives, and then their adventures begin!

*Hobbits are a race of small people that Tolkien imagined.

• bat  • mainland  
• harbour  • mansion  
• peaceful  • track  
• path  • cart  
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 1  To listen and read for gist

  • Ask Ss to read the title and look at the pictures.
  • Elicit Ss’ guesses about the places and who lives 

there.
  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.

Suggested Answer Key
  Gotham City is where Batman/Bruce Wayne lives. 

Batman is the superhero character from comics, 
TV shows and films. The city is dark and dangerous 
and full of lots of villains. 

  Hobbiton is a village in Middle-earth, the setting 
of J.R.R. Tolkein’s fantasy books ‘The Lord of the 
Rings’ and ‘The Hobbit’. The hobbits, a race of 
small people, live there. 

 2  To read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the statements.
  • Then give Ss time to read the texts again and 

mark the statements accordingly.
  • Check Ss’ answers and then elicit explanations 

for the words in bold.

Suggested Answer Key
  population: the number of people living in 

a country, city, etc 
  connect: to attach 
  land: to come down to the ground 
  secret: sth that is not known 
  patrol: to pass through an area to check that 

everything is OK
  residents: people who live in an area
  protect: to defend from attack 
  citizens: people who live in a village, town or city 
  locals: people who live in a particular area 
  adventures: exciting experiences 

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments.

 3   To create an imaginary city/village

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Stratton is a small town in the fantasy land of 

Jubilee. People there use horses and donkeys to get 
around. People live in houses made from mud and 
sticks. They aren’t poor, but they have very simple 
lives. 

1f
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 4  To present and practise topic-related 
vocabulary

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete 
the sentences with the words in the list, using 
their dictionaries as necessary.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 5  To present and practise phrasal verbs with 
come

  • Read out the Phrasal Verbs box.
  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 6  To listen for specific information (gap fill)

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to read the gapped 
text.

  • Play the recording, twice if necessary. Ss listen 
and complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

 7  To write an article about a city

  • Read out the task and the Study Skills box and 
explain that this tip will help Ss to complete the 
task successfully.

  • Give Ss time to research online and collect 
information about a city in their country and 
make notes under the headings provided. Then 
give Ss time to use their notes to write a short 
travel article about it.

  • Ask various Ss to read their articles to the class.
  • Alternatively, assign this task as HW and check 

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Porto – Portugal’s best destination!
  Are you thinking about going on a city break? 

Then look no further! Porto is the second-largest 
city in Portugal after the capital city, Lisbon. It’s 
on the coast in the northwest of the country and 
it’s got a population of around 2.4 million people. 
In Porto, you can see a football game at Estádio 
do Dragão, the home of FC Porto. Also, you can 
visit the National Museum Soares dos Reis and 
see a huge selection of Portuguese art from the 
16th to the 20th century. Porto is a dream holiday 
destination! 

  It has something for everyone. Don’t miss the 
chance to visit this amazing city! Porto is a dream 
holiday destination!

  Culture Spot (develop research skills)

  Read out the box and then give Ss time to research 
online and find out information about a place in 
their country that has appeared in a film. Ask Ss to 
present the places to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A lot of films have been set in Greece. In the film 

‘The Bourne Identity’ starring Matt Damon, the 
final scene is set in Little Venice on the Greek island 
of Mykonos. In the scene, you can see the island’s 
famous windmills. Some people have visited this 
place because they were fans of the film. Also, the 
musical ‘Mamma Mia!’ was filmed on the island of 
Skopelos and in the village of Damouchari in Pelion 
in Greece. A lot of people liked the look of these 
places in the films so much that they are now more 
popular than ever as tourist destinations. 

1f
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21See Writing 1 p. 98

Vocabulary
Features of a city

4 Copy the sentences in your notebook and complete the gaps with: friendly, busy, 
historic, sandy, open-air, local, lively, trendy.

 1 You can buy designer label clothes in the trendy shops.

 2 Relax on the sandy beach in the mornings.

 3 Try the food in the local restaurants.

 4 Tenerife is famous for its lively nightlife.

 5 Visit historic buildings for free with the London Pass.

 6 Get to know the friendly locals.

 7 Buy fresh fruit and vegetables at the open-air market.

 8 The busy streets of Manhattan are always crowded with people.

5 Read the Phrasal Verbs box, then copy the sentences in your notebook and 
complete the gaps with the correct particles.

 1 Sarah always comes up with great ideas  
for day trips.

 2 Away from the crowds, you come  
across lovely little shops.

 3 The cost of the museum tickets came to £38.

Writing (an article about a city)

7  Collect information about a city in your country. Make notes under these 
headings: name – where it is – population – what visitors can see and do. Use 
your notes to write an article about it for a travel magazine (100-120 words). 
First, do the tasks on p. 98.

Matamata in New 
Zealand is home to the 

Hobbiton movie set. 
Visitors can take tours 
of Hobbiton to see the 
famous Hobbit houses.

Culture Spot

Is there a place in 
your country that 

has appeared in a film? 
Find information and 
write a short paragraph 
about it.

SkillsSkills SkillsSkills1f 1f1f 1f

Listening

6  05  Listen to someone talking about Mexico City and complete the missing 
information (1-5) in your notebook.

Location: 1) centre of Mexico

Population: 2) 8.5 million/8 ½ million people

Nickname: The City 3) of Palaces

Sights: Angel of Independence, 4) Palace of Fine Arts

Activities: visit art galleries and 5) museums, visit traditional 

markets, watch live entertainment

Phrasal Verbs

come across = discover by chance
come to = reach (an amount)
come up with = suggest, create

Brainstorming

Before you start 
writing your article, 
think of the 
information you 
can include. List 
your ideas under 
headings.

Study skills
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1  06  Look at the advert. What does it advertise? What events are taking place? 

Listen and read to find out.

2 Think of another title for the advert.

3 Match the phrasal verbs in bold to their synonyms in the list.

• collect  • look at  • take something somewhere and leave it there  • reduce

4  Think of one more environmental thing to do during this event.

5   Imagine that it is Green Neighbourhood Saturday. Research online 
for other suggestions about what people can do to make their neighbourhood 
green. Think about: using less electricity – saving water – avoiding food with 
packaging. Make a leaflet with your ideas and display it in the classroom.

• raise awareness   
• recycled art  
• recyclable material   
• breathe

And don’t forget that going 
green isn’t just for a day, 

it’s a way of life.

Video

on 28th June 

BE PART OF

For more information, visit the council’s website.

NEIGHBOURHOOD 

22

Hambley Town Council is 
organising events all over the 
town to raise awareness about 
the environmental problems in 
our neighbourhoods. There’re 
lots to see and do, so get 
involved, and help make your 
neighbourhood green!

• Check out the exhibition of 
recycled art at the art 
gallery. Artists will be there 
to show you how to create 
your own works of art out 
of recyclable materials.

• Help plant trees for a new 
‘green space’ behind the 
town library. Let’s create a 
relaxing place where 
everyone can enjoy Mother 
Nature!

 Other ways to help

• Drop off all your old 
electrical items at the  
town hall.  

• Organise a neighbourhood 
clean-up day and pick up 
litter on your street. 

• Cut down on air pollution 
by leaving your car at home 
and walking or cycling. Let 
the neighbourhoods 
breathe easy for a day!
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Suggested Answer Key
Green Neighbourhood Saturday 

  There are lots of ways to make our neighbourhood 
green!

  • Using electricity means burning fossil fuels 
so we should all try to cut down. Turn off the 
lights when you’re not in a room and don’t 
leave your computer on all night. 

  • We often don’t think about it, but there are 
water shortages around the world, so we should 
be careful about the amount we use. Don’t use 
a hosepipe to clean your balcony or yard, turn 
off the tap when you’re brushing your teeth, 
and have showers instead of baths.

  • Most of what ends up in our bins is the 
packaging that our food comes in. But if you 
make smart choices you can cut down on the 
amount of food packaging that you put in 
the rubbish. For example, you could shop at 
farmers’ markets and choose supermarket items 
that have as little packaging as possible. 

 1  To predict the content of a text, to listen 
and read for gist

  • Ask Ss to look at the advert and elicit Ss’ guesses 
in answer to the questions.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out 
if their guesses were correct.

Suggested Answer Key
  The advert is for an environmental awareness day. 

Events include an exhibition of recycled art and 
tree planting. 

 2  To provide an alternative title

  Elicit Ss’ suggestions from around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  GET READY TO GO GREEN on 28th June 

 3  To consolidate phrasal verbs

  • Ask Ss to read the phrasal verbs in bold.
  • Give Ss time to match them to the synonyms in 

the list.
  • Check Ss’ answers. 

Answer Key
  check out – look at
  drop off – take something somewhere and leave it 

there
  pick up – collect 
  cut down on – reduce 

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments.

 4   To expand the topic

  • Read out the rubric and give Ss time to consider 
their answers. 

  • Then ask various Ss to share their answers with 
the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think there could be a bike ride to encourage 

people to get around without their cars.

 5  To make a leaflet

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to work in small 
groups and research online for suggestions 
about what people can do to make their 
neighbourhood green.

  • Then give Ss time to prepare a leaflet covering 
all the points mentioned.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW.
  • Display the leaflets around the classroom.

CLIL (Citizenship)
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 1  To draw a map of one’s ideal 
neighbourhood

  • Ask Ss to work in small groups and research 
online about great neighbourhoods and collect 
ideas about their ideal neighbourhood for each 
of the aspects listed.

  • Have Ss draw a map and tell their ideas to the 
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  My ideal neighbourhood is a place where the 

streets have wide pavements and bicycle lanes. 
There is a park with a playground for kids, too. 
People say hello to each other and they feel safe. It 
has a good public transport system, too. It’s a place 
where there are lots of other facilities. There is a 
supermarket, a post office, a cinema and a gym. 
There are some nice cafés, too. 

 2  To listen for specific information

  Play the recording. Ss listen and make notes. Then 
elicit which of the ideas in the recording were the 
same as their ideas.

Suggested Answer Key
  The recording mentions wide streets and people 

talking to each other and feeling safe. These are also 
some of the features of my ideal neighbourhood.

 3  To give a presentation on one’s ideal 
neighbourhood

  Give Ss time to prepare their presentation and then 
ask various Ss to present their ideal neighbourhoods 
to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Good morning everyone! 
  What does your neighbourhood look like? Is it in a 

busy city or in a quiet village?
  My ideal neighbourhood is a place in the city 

where people feel comfortable and safe. There are 
wide streets, beautiful buildings and a good public 
transport system. There are lots of facilities such as 
a supermarket, a post office, a cinema and a gym. 
Children play in the park while older people enjoy 
walking or reading their favourite book there in the 
mornings. Police officers patrol my neighbourhood 
so everyone feels safe. 

  Would you like to live in my ideal neighbourhood? 
I would. Thanks for listening.

 4 a)  To discuss the value of cooperation

   • Ask Ss to read the statements and discuss 
which ones they agree/disagree with in pairs.

   • Then ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I agree that working together is fun, it brings 

people together, it gives people more confidence, 
it encourages people to talk, it means everyone 
makes decisions, and it makes the work easier. I 
disagree that it leads to more mistakes or that it 
takes more time. 

  b)   To express an opinion

   Give Ss time to consider their answers and then 
ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think people should work together because more 

people means more ideas and less work because it 
is shared.



VALUES
Cooperation 

4 a) Read the statements. Which do you 
agree with? Which do you disagree 
with? Talk with your partner.

 Working together ...

 1 is fun.

 2 brings people together.

 3 leads to more mistakes.

 4 gives people more confidence.

 5 takes more time.

 6 encourages people to talk.

 7 means everyone makes decisions.

 8 makes the work easier.

 b)  Why should people work together? Tell the class.

Project Time 1 

1   What is your ideal neighbourhood like? Think about: streets – 
buildings – parks – transport – facilities. Draw a map of the area and tell the class.

2  07  Listen to two people presenting their ideal neighbourhoods and make 
notes. Were the features of their neighbourhoods the same as yours?

Presentation skills 

3 Use your ideas in Ex. 1 to present your ideal neighbourhood to the class. 

• where everyone talks to each other

• with good schools and libraries

• where people feel safe on the streets

See Song Section p. 94

My ideal
neighbourhood 

is a place …

23

CLIL (Citizenship)CLIL (Citizenship)11
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• Vocabulary

- landmarks & materials
- natural disasters
- accidents/disasters
- feelings
- weather

• Grammar

- past simple – past 
continuous

- used to – would
- subject/object 

questions 
- past perfect – past 

perfect continuous 
- clauses of result

• Speaking

- narrating an 
experience

• Writing

- a story

•  CLIL (History): 
The Achievements of 
Ancient Rome

•  Culture: The Great Fire 
of London

• Values: Achievement

What’s in this 
module?

24

Vocabulary
Landmarks & Materials

1 For items 1-10, choose the correct word in bold or fill in a verb from the list 
while reading out the completed texts. Write in your notebook. 

• designed  • lead  • store  • carved  • built

Video

The Moai, Easter Island, Polynesia

The Parthenon, Athens, Greece

The Moai are 887 1) stone/marble statues. Islanders 
2) carved them between 1250 and 1500 AD. On 
average, each Moai weighs 14 tons!

B

A

The ancient Greeks constructed this 

beautiful 3) metal/marble temple in the 

mid-5th century BCE. An architect called 

Phidias 4) designed it.
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Truth or legend?
What’s in this module?

Go through the What’s in this module? box and tell Ss 
that these are the topics, skills and activities this module 
will cover.

 1  To present/practise vocabulary for 
landmarks & materials; to read for cohesion & 
coherence

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the list 
of verbs. 

  • Give Ss time to read the texts and choose the 
correct words in bold and fill in the verbs from 
the list.

  • Check Ss’ answers. 
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.
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 2  To listen for specific information 

  • Ask Ss to read the texts again and guess which 
statements are true/false.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and check.

Answer Key
  Trajan’s Market was not the world’s first shopping 

mall. They first used the space for offices.
  The Mayans didn’t use metal tools to build the 

Temple of Kukulkan. They used wooden and stone 
tools. 

 3  To act out dialogues

  • Explain the task and ask two Ss to model the 
example.

  • Then ask Ss to act out dialogues about the 
landmarks’ materials in pairs following the 
example.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some pairs to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  B: They’re made of stone. 
  A: What is the Parthenon made of? 
  B: It’s made of marble. 
  A: What are the Yakhchãl made of?
  B: They’re made of mud bricks. 
  A: What is Trajan’s Market made of?
  B: It’s made of brick and concrete.
  A: What’s the Temple of Kukulkan made of?
  B: It’s made of stone blocks.  

Background Information

Easter Island is a Chilean island in the middle 
of the Pacific Ocean. It is famous for its 887 
monumental statues, called moai. They were 
created by the Rapa Nui people. In 1995, 
UNESCO named Easter Island a World Heritage 
Site and much of the island is protected.
Polynesia is a region in Oceania of more 
than 1,000 islands in the Pacific Ocean. The 
indigenous people who inhabit the islands are 
called Polynesians. 
Athens is the capital and the largest city in 
Greece. It is one of the world’s oldest cities and 
has got lots of ancient monuments and two 
World Heritage Sites as well as many other 
monuments. Over 3 million people live there.
Greece (the Hellenic Republic) is a country in 
Southern Europe at the southern tip of the 
Balkan Peninsula. The capital city is Athens and 
the population is around 11 million people. 
Yazd is a historical city which is the capital of 
Yazd Province in Iran. The population is around 
530,000 and it is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Iran is a country in Western Asia with a 
population of more than 81 million people. The 
capital and largest city is Tehran.
Rome is the capital city of Italy. It was founded 
in 753 BC and it is an ancient city with a rich 
history. It has a population of 4.2 million people. 
It is a popular tourist destination and it is home 
to the Colosseum, the Castel Sant’Angelo, St 
Peter’s Basilica, the Trevi Fountain and the 
Roman Forum. 
Italy is a country in southern Europe. 60 million 
people live there and the capital city is Rome. 
The people speak Italian and they have a 
president and a prime minister.
Yucatán is a state in Mexico. It has 106 
municipalities and its capital city is Mérida. 
It is located on the north part of the Yucatán 
Peninsula, south of the Gulf of Mexico.
Mexico is a country in North America. 118 
million people live there and the capital city is 
Mexico City. The people speak Spanish and they 
have a president. The country is known for its 
oil and silver production.
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C

D

E

Yakhchāl, Yazd, Iran

The ancient Persians made Yakhchāl with 

mud 5) bricks/stones. They used these 

buildings to 6) store ice. They even kept 

ice frozen in the middle of summer.

The Maya used metal tools to build this temple from large stone 9) bricks/blocks. Each side has 91 steps that 10) lead up to one large step at the top. That’s 365 steps – one for each day of the 
year!

Trajan’s Market, 
Rome, Italy

The Roman Emperor Trajan 7) built Trajan’s 
Market with brick and 8) steel/concrete 
around 100 AD. It was the world’s first 
shopping mall.

The Temple of Kukulkan, 
Yucatán, Mexico

2  08   Some of the statements in Ex. 1 are incorrect. Which are True  
and which are False? Decide in pairs. Listen to a radio quiz and check if your 
guesses were correct.

3  Act out dialogues about the landmarks’ materials, as in the example.

 A: What are the Moai of Easter Island made of?
 B: They’re made of … .
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ReadingReading2a 2a2a 2a
Listening & Reading

1  09  Listen to the music and the sounds. Look at the picture and read the 
words/phrases below. What do you think happened? Tell your partner.

• rivers of lava  • dark cloud  • room was shaking  • flashes of fire  • screams  
• buried under ash and mud

3 Read the text and, for questions 1-3, write the correct answers in your notebook. 

 1 When the volcano erupted for the first time, people
  A began to panic. B weren’t concerned about it.
  C didn’t understand what had happened.

 2 Pliny the Elder
  A didn’t survive the eruption. B lived next to Mount Vesuvius.
  C wasn’t interested in the black cloud.

 3 When the black cloud arrived
  A people remained calm. B it dropped ash on people.
  C the writer continued walking.

2  10  Listen and read to find out.

On 24th August, 79 AD, Mount Vesuvius, a volcano in Italy, erupted. 
It threw rock, ash and lava hundreds of metres into the air. Rivers of 

lava flowed down the mountain, but residents around the Bay of 
Naples did not seem to worry. Eighteen hours later, there was 

another eruption, much bigger than the first. Pliny the Younger, a 
Roman writer who was staying with his uncle, Pliny the Elder, on the 
other side of the bay, was an eyewitness to the eruption. Some years 

later, he wrote to a friend about the events of that terrible day.

• eyewitness  • erupt  
• rock  • ash  • lava  
• foot  • shake  
• lightning  • buried

Eyewitness to

It was around one o’clock in the afternoon. My uncle was working on his books when my 
mother interrupted him. She told him about a dark cloud above Mount Vesuvius. My 
uncle was curious to find out more, so he decided to take a closer look.
At that moment, he received a message from a friend whose house was at the foot of the 
mountain. In the note, she asked my uncle for urgent help. My uncle decided to leave 
immediately as he knew there were a lot of people living in the area. He never came back.
During those hours, I continued studying and then I slept. Suddenly, I woke up. The 
room was shaking! There had been tremors in the days and hours before, but this 
was something different. It was stronger and more violent. My mother and I headed 
outside and waited until morning. Then, we decided to leave. 
Behind us we could see a black cloud with flashes of fire which looked like lightning. As 
I watched, I realised that the cloud was getting closer. The cloud soon caught up with us 
and hot ash started to fall on us. It was like night. Everyone was terrified. I could hear 
the screams of men, women and children. Luckily, we managed to find shelter. On 26th 
August, the cloud disappeared and daylight returned. We were alive, but the cities of 
Pompeii and Herculaneum were completely buried under ash and mud from the 
eruption.

Video

Predicting content

Key words can help  
you predict the 
content of the text.

Study skills
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Background Information

Mount Vesuvius is an active volcano close to 
the Bay of Naples in Southern Italy. It is less 
than 200,000 years old and is more than 1,200 
metres tall. The height of the volcano changes 
every time there is an eruption.
The Bay of Naples is a bay southwest of the city 
of Naples in southern Italy. It is around 16km 
wide and stretches 32km south eastwards. It is 
surrounded by volcanic hills and is well-known 
for its scenic beauty.
Pliny the Younger was a Roman author born in 
61/62 AD in Italy to a wealthy family. He was 
later adopted by his uncle, Pliny the Elder. 
Pliny the Elder was a Roman scholar born in 
23 AD in Italy. He was the uncle of Pliny the 
Younger and adopted him. He later died as a 
result of fumes from the eruption of Mount 
Vesuvius in 79 AD.
Pompeii is an ancient Italian city close to the 
base of Mount Vesuvius. It is 23km southeast of 
Naples. The city was destroyed by the eruption 
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD and is now a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Herculaneum is an ancient Italian city close to 
the base of Mount Vesuvius. It is 8km southeast 
of Naples and was destroyed by the eruption of 
Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD and is now a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site.

 1  To listen for gist

  • Read out the Study skills box and tell Ss this tip 
will help them to complete the task successfully.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen to the music and 
the sounds. Ask Ss to look at the pictures and 
then read the words/phrases in the list.

  • Then ask Ss to guess what happened and tell 
their partner.

  • Ask some Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that a volcano erupted and buried a place 

under ash and mud. 

 2  To listen and read for comprehension

  Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text to 
find out if their guesses in Ex. 1 are correct.

 3  To read for specific information (multiple 
choice)

  • Ask Ss to read the questions and the answer 
choices and then give them time to read the 
text again and answer them.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 

words in the  box.
  •  Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.
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 4  To present vocabulary for natural disasters

  • Ask Ss to look at the photos and play the 
recording with pauses for Ss to repeat chorally 
and/or individually.

  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation and 
then elicit which disasters Ss have heard in the 
news lately.

Suggested Answer Key
  In the news recently, I’ve heard of a hurricane which 

hit Florida in the USA. I’ve also heard of a flood 
which affected the coastal areas of Bangladesh. 

 5  To present/practise topic-related vocabulary

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to look up the 
meanings of any unknown words in their 
dictionaries.

  •  Give Ss time to complete the sentences and 
then check Ss’ answers.

 6  To present and practise phrasal verbs with 
carry

  • Read out the Phrasal Verbs box.
  •  Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 7  To learn prepositional phrases

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and choose the 
correct prepositions. 

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 8  To consolidate information in a text

  •  Explain the task and ask two Ss to model the 
example.

  • Ask Ss to work in pairs and ask and answer 
questions based on the text on p. 28 following 
the example.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some pairs to ask and answer in front of the 
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Which volcano erupted? 
  B: Mount Vesuvius erupted. 
  A: How did residents react after the first eruption? 
  B: They didn’t seem to worry. 
  A: Who wrote an eyewitness account of the 

eruption?
  B: Pliny the Younger. 
  A: Why did Pliny the Elder leave?
  B: He got a message from a friend which asked 

for help. 
  A: When did the ash cloud disappear? 
  B: It disappeared on 26th August. etc

 9   To write a paragraph giving an 
eyewitness account

  • Give Ss time to consider their answers using 
their imagination and the information in the 
text.

  • Then ask Ss to write a paragraph describing the 
eruption of Mount Vesuvius including all the 
points listed.

  • Ask various Ss to read their piece of writing to 
the class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check 
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  When the volcano erupted for the first time, I 

wasn’t really worried and continued to do my 
work. When I heard the volcano erupting a second 
time, though, I realised it was serious. I saw a black 
cloud above the volcano and lava was flowing 
down its sides. I felt terrified. I told my family to 
run as fast as they could away from the mountain. 
In the end, we escaped, but some people who lived 
closer to the volcano weren’t so lucky. 
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Vocabulary
Natural disasters

4  11  Listen and repeat. Which disasters have you heard of in the news recently?

5 Use the words in the correct form to complete the sentences. Write in your 
notebook. Which disaster in Ex. 4 does each sentence match? 

• river/overflow  • wind/blow  • lava/erupt  • snow/fall

 1 The wind blew so hard that some trees fell down. (hurricane)

 2 The river overflowed and covered the entire town in water. (flood)

 3 Suddenly, snow fell down the mountain and trapped them inside the chalet. 
(avalanche)

 4 Lava erupted from the top of the volcano and flowed down its sides. (volcanic 
eruption)

6 Read the Phrasal Verbs box, then complete the sentences with the correct particle. 
Write in your notebook.

 1 Despite the difficult weather conditions, the team carried off the rescue mission. 

 2 Dr Jenkins carried out research into the causes of extreme weather.

 3 The fire carried on burning throughout the night.

Speaking & Writing

8  Ask and answer questions based on the text, as in the example.

A: When was the volcanic eruption?
B: It was on 24th August, 79 AD.

9  Imagine you were living near Mt Vesuvius when it erupted. Write a 
paragraph describing what you did, what you saw and heard, how you felt, and 
how you survived.

7 Choose the correct preposition. Check in your dictionary and write the 
sentences in your notebook.

 1 The earthquake caused a lot of damage to/on buildings. 

 2 We saved five skiers from/of the avalanche.

 3 Have you heard about/for James? He had an accident.

 4 The rescue team depends at/on dogs to find trapped victims.

Prepositions

Phrasal Verbs

carry on = continue 
doing sth
carry off = succeed in 
doing sth difficult
carry out = perform  
(a task)

avalanche1 volcanic eruption2 flood4hurricane3
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GrammarGrammar2b 2b2b 2b
Past simple – Past continuous

We use the past simple for:
• an action that happened at a definite past time (stated or implied).  

When did the volcano erupt? The volcano erupted at 1:17 pm. 
• past habits and states.  

Rachel didn’t study in Milan. She studied in Naples.
• actions that happened one after the other in the past. I left the house, walked to the 

bus stop and waited for the bus.
Time expressions: yesterday, last week/month etc, two hours/days/weeks etc. ago, How 
long ago …?, in 2017, etc.

We use the past continuous for: 
• an action in progress at a specific time in the past.  

Sally was walking home at 8 pm last night. Was Bob working at 8 pm last night? No, 
he wasn’t. Steve wasn’t watching the news when I came back home.

• two or more actions in progress at the same time in the past.  
Jake was washing the car while Robby was cleaning the windows.

• a past action in progress (past continuous) when another action interrupted it (past 
simple). Max was watching TV when the phone rang.

• background information in a story. The sun was shining and a cool wind was blowing.
Time expressions: while, when, as, all day/night/morning etc, at 10 o’clock yesterday 
morning/night, etc.

1 Read the theory. Then, read the sentences and choose the correct item. Give 
reasons. Write the sentences in your notebook.

 1 When she was young, Kate lived/was living near the sea.  

 2 At 8:15 am, an earthquake hit/was hitting the east coast of the country.  

 3 At 10 am this morning, Alan walked/was walking to school. 

 4 Kate put on a life jacket and jumped/was jumping from the sinking ship. 

 5 Jane slept/was sleeping when she suddenly felt the ground moving.

2 a) Put the verbs in brackets in the past simple or the past continuous. 
                   Write in your notebook.

I was  
watching TV.

What were you  
doing last night when 
the storm started?

Hey, everyone!
Guess what 1) happened (happen) to me yesterday evening! I 2) was studying (study) in 

my room when I 3) heard (hear) a noise in the corridor outside our flat. I 4) opened (open) 

the door and saw that smoke 5) was coming (come) out of the flat at the end of the corridor! 

Old Mrs Galton, who lives there, 6) was standing (stand) outside and she 7) was screaming 

(scream) “Fire! Fire!” I 8) grabbed (grab) our fire extinguisher, 9) ran (run) to the door and 

10) looked (look) inside. The fire was in the kitchen and the flames 11) were spreading 

(spread) quickly. Luckily, I 12) put out (put out) the fire quite easily. Now, I’m the hero of 

the block!

28
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 1  To present/practise the past simple and 
the past continuous

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Ask Ss 
to identify the tenses and their uses. (were you 
doing, was watching – past continuous: actions 
in progress at a specific time in the past; started: 
past simple – action that happened at a definite 
past time). Elicit forms in affirmative/negative/
interrogative.

  • Go through the theory with Ss.
  • Give Ss time to complete the task. 
  • Check Ss’ answers around the class. Ss justify 

their answers. 

Answer Key
  1 a past state
  2 an action that happened at a definite time 

in the past
  3 an action in progress at a specific time in the 

past
  4 an action that happened after another in the 

past
  5 a past action in progress that was interrupted 

by another action

 2 a)  To practise the past simple and the past 
continuous

   • Explain the task.
   • Give Ss time to complete it. 
   • Check Ss’ answers.
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  b)  To practise the past simple and the past 
continuous; to ask and answer questions about 
a past event

   • Explain the task and ask two Ss to model the 
example.

   • Ask Ss to work in pairs and ask and answer 
questions based on the blog entry following 
the example.

   • Monitor the activity around the class and 
then ask some pairs to ask and answer in 
front of the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  B: He was studying in his room.
  A: What did he see when opened the door? 
  B: He saw smoke coming out of the flat at the 

end of the corridor. 
  A: Who did Ben see outside the flat?
  B: He saw Mrs Galton, the woman who lives 

there.
  A: Where was the fire in Mrs Galton’s flat?
  B: It was in the kitchen but it was spreading 

quickly.
  A: How did Ben put out the fire?
  B: He used a fire extinguisher.
  A: Why is Ben the hero of the block?
  B: Because he put out the fire in Mrs Galton’s flat 

before it spread everywhere.

 3  To present/practise used to/would

  • Present used to – would. Explain that we use 
used to/would + bare infinitive for actions 
that happened in the past, but don’t happen 
anymore.

  • Ask Ss to read the theory then the cartoon. Ask 
Ss if they could replace used to with would. 
(Yes, because play expresses an action not a 
state.)

  • Give Ss time to complete the sentences and 
then check their answers.

 4  To practise used to/would

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Ask Ss to work in closed pairs and tell each other 

about their grandparents’ past habits using the 
prompts and following the example.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some pairs to tell the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  When my grandparents were young, they didn’t 

use to play computer games. Also, they didn’t use 
to stay up late on school nights, watch cartoons in 
the evening or use a smartphone. My grandparents 
used to go shopping with their parents, though, and 
they used to drink milk for breakfast. 

 5  To present/practise subject/object 
questions

  • Write/Show the examples in the theory box on 
the board. Explain that in the first example the 
question refers to the subject of the statement 
whereas in the second example it refers to the 
object of the statement. Ask Ss to compare 
the two questions. (Subject questions: verb in 
affirmative form. – Object questions: verb in 
question form.)

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Ask Ss to complete the task.
  • Allow Ss some time to do the task in closed pairs.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

  Game!

  Play the recording and read out the list of verbs. 
Elicit sentences from Ss around the class to continue 
the story. Ss can play in teams with each correct 
sentence getting a point. The team with the most 
points at the end of the game wins.

Suggested Answer Key
  Marco looked out of the window. The wind was 

blowing hard and rain was failing heavily. Then, 
suddenly, Marco heard the screeching of tires 
and then a loud ‘crash’. He immediately left his 
building and ran into the street to help. Two cars 
had crashed into each other. It didn’t look serious, 
but Marco called for an ambulance on his mobile 
phone. After a few minutes, an ambulance came. 
Thankfully, everyone was OK. 
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used to – would

We use used to/would to talk about actions that happened regularly in the past, but don’t 
happen anymore. He used to/would stay up late in the evening. Did you use to stay up 
late in the evening? Yes, I did./No, I didn’t. Would you stay up late in the evening? Yes, I 
would./No, I wouldn’t.
We use used to or the past simple for past states that are no longer true. He used to live/
lived in Naples. (NOT: He would live in Naples.)

Subject/Object questions

Subject questions ask about the subject of 
the sentence. The word order is the same 
as in statements. 
Peter called Anna. 

 
Who called Anna?

Object questions ask about the object of 
the sentence. The verb is in question form. 
Peter called Anna. 

 
Who did Peter call? 12  Listen to 

the sounds. Use 
the verbs and your 
own ideas to 
continue the story.

• look out  • blow  
• rain  • hear  • run  
• call  • come

Marco looked out 
of the window. 

End the story with: 
Thankfully, 
everyone was OK.

 b)  Ask and answer questions about Ben’s blog entry, as in the example. 
Use these question words: when, what, who, why, where, how.

A: When did the fire happen?
B: It happened yesterday evening.
A: What was Ben doing when he heard the noise? etc

Really? I didn’t  
know that.

My dad used to play 
football for the local team 

when he was younger.

5 Read the theory, write questions to which the underlined words are the answers in 
your notebook.

 1 They took Luke to hospital. 

 2 The fire destroyed the historic building. What did the fire destroy?

 3 Tom called the fire brigade. Who called the fire brigade?

 4 Sofia watched the weather forecast in the morning. What did Sofia watch in the 
morning?

 5 Harry’s house collapsed in the earthquake. Whose house collapsed in the earthquake?

 6 Paul met Elaine. Who did Paul meet?

Who did they take to hospital?

3 Read the theory, then complete the sentences with used to or would and the verb 
in brackets. Write in your notebook and say in which sentence(s) can you use 
both?

 1 My dad used to work (work) as a firefighter in Rome. 

 2 Did you use to live (you/live) in the same street as us? 

 3 Clare didn’t use to/wouldn’t wake up (not/wake up) early when she was young.

 4 This used to be (be) my grandparent’s favourite restaurant.

4 What did/didn’t your grandparents use to do when they were young? Use the 
prompts below as well as your own ideas to tell your partner. 

• play computer games  • stay up late on school nights   
• go shopping with their parents  • watch cartoons in the evening   
• drink milk for breakfast  • use a smartphone

 My grandparents used to/didn’t use to … .

29
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Six cars crashed into 

each other in 

M6 pile-up

Accidents/Disasters

1  Use the verbs to complete the newspaper headlines. Write in your 
notebook.

• rescued  • sank  • crashed  • injured  • collapsed

2 Match the headlines (A-E) in Ex. 1 to the accidents/disasters below (1-5). Which 
words helped you decide?

Feelings

3 Choose the correct word. Check in your dictionary and write the sentences in your 
notebook. Make a sentence using the other word.

 1 I was frightened/frustrated when I saw the hurricane approaching.

 2 Max was anxious/amazed by the speed of the rescue team.

 3 By the time we got to the top of the volcano, we were exhausted/worried.

 4 Oliver was shocked/angry when the volcano suddenly erupted.

 5 When he heard the explosion, Paul was terrified/relieved.

4  Imagine you witnessed a car crash. What happened? How did you feel? Tell 
the class.

Train Comes off Tracks
17 Passengers injured

The Great Fire of 
London was a major 

fire in London in 1666. 
It started in a bakery in 
Pudding Lane and over 
three days it destroyed 
around 13,200 houses.

Culture Spot

New Evidence Reveals Why 
Ship sank

In The Ocean

A
C

Building collapsed 
after Fuel Tank 

Blew up

E

20 Survivors  
rescued from 

Burning Aircraft

shipwreck

plane crash 

explosion  

train derailment car crash

D

B

1 C 2 A

3 D

4 B

5 E

Describe a disaster 
that has occurred 

in your country.
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  Culture Spot (develop research skills)

  Read out the information in the box and then 
give Ss time to research online and find out about 
a disaster in their country. Ask Ss to present the 
disaster to the class.

Background Information

The M6 (Motorway) is the longest motorway 
in the UK. It was constructed in 1958 and is 
around 373.7km long.
London is the capital city of England in the UK. 
The city of London has a population of around 
8.8 million and is the financial district of the UK 
and home to Big Ben, the Houses of Parliament 
and Buckingham Palace.
Pudding Lane is a minor road in London close to 
the London Bridge. It is famous as the location 
of the bakery where the Great Fire of London 
began in 1666.

Suggested Answer Key
  One of the worst disasters in Italy in recent years 

was the Rigopiano avalanche. It happened on 18th 
January, 2017. The avalanche happened because 
of heavy snowfall and small earthquakes. A huge 
mass of snow fell from one of the mountains above 
Rigopiano in the north of the country and hit a 
hotel there. Sadly, it killed 29 people and 11 others 
were injured. 

 1  To complete headlines 

  • Ask Ss to look at the headlines and then use the 
verbs to complete them.

  • Check Ss’ answers. Elicit the meaning of the verbs.

 2  To present vocabulary for accidents/ 
disasters

  • Explain the task. Ask a S to read out the 
accidents/disasters.

  • Give Ss time to complete it.
  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class and then 

ask various Ss to say which words helped them 
decide.

Answer Key
  1 cars, crashed
  2 train, tracks
  3 building, collapsed, fuel tank, blew up
  4 burning aircraft 
  5 ship, sank, ocean 

 3  To present/practise vocabulary for feelings

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to look up the 
meanings of any unknown words in their 
dictionaries.

  • Give Ss time to complete the task and check 
their answers.

  • Then ask various Ss around the class to make a 
sentence using the other word.

Suggested Answer Key
  1 The little girl felt frustrated as she couldn’t play 

outside because of the rain.
  2 Tom was anxious when the train was delayed.
  3 Carla was very worried when Jane was two 

hours late for dinner.
  4 He’s angry at me for using his computer.
  5 We were relieved to get home safely.

 4   To practise vocabulary for feelings; 
to describe a car crash

  Explain the task and give Ss time to consider their 
answers and then elicit answers from Ss around the 
class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I saw a car crash into another car one day on the 

way to school. There was a loud crash and I was 
terrified by the sound. I was anxious that the drivers 
were injured but they were OK. I was relieved in 
the end.
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 1 a)  To predict the content of a dialogue 

   Ask Ss to read the phrases and then guess what 
type of accident happened in the dialogue.

  b)  To complete a dialogue

   • Ask Ss to read the dialogue and copy it into 
their notebooks completing the gaps with 
the sentences A-E.

   • Remind Ss that there is one extra sentence.

  c)  To listen for confirmation

   Play the recording for Ss to listen and check 
their answers to Ex. 1b.

 2  To role play a dialogue narrating an 
experience

  • Explain the task.
  • Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in  

Ex. 1 as a model as well as the headline to 
complete the task.

  

 A B
Tell A you were 
there.

Tell A you’re OK and 
describe what you 
saw/heard.

Respond to A. Explain 
what happened.

Respond to A. 

Respond to A. 

Ask B if they’ve heard 
about an event.

Ask B if they are OK.

React to B. Say how 
they must have felt. 

Ask B if everyone is  
OK.

React to B. Tell B they 
were lucky nothing 
happened to them. 

  • Monitor the activity around the class and ask 
some pairs to act out the dialogue in front of 
the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Hey, Ken. Did you hear about the car crash in 

Henry Street? 
  B: Well, I didn’t just hear about it, I was there.
  A: Really? Are you OK? 
  B: I’m OK now, but it was awful. I was walking down 

the street when I heard a screeching noise. 
  A: Seriously? I bet you were scared. 
  B: I was terrified! A car crashed into a toyshop 

window!  
  A: How terrible! Was everyone OK?  
  B: No, the driver was badly injured.
  A: How awful! You were very lucky nothing 

happened to you.
  B: I know. it was such a terrible experience!

  Intonation

   To learn intonation when expressing 
shock/surprise

  • Play the recording and ask Ss to listen and 
underline the stressed syllables.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to 

repeat chorally and/or individually.
  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.
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 14  Copy the sentences in your notebook, then listen and underline the stressed syllables. Listen again 
and repeat.

Intonation   Expressing shock/surprise

 1 That’s awful!

 2 What a terrible crash!

 3 Oh dear!

 4 No way!

 5 How awful!

 6 Oh no!

 Penny Hi, John. 1) E

 John You won’t believe it, but I was there.

 Penny Really? Are you alright?

 John I’m OK now, but it was awful. My dad was driving me to school. We 
were waiting at the traffic lights when we heard a loud noise. 

 Penny Oh dear! 2) A

 John I was terrified! Three cars crashed into one another!

 Penny 3) C

 John Luckily, no one was hurt, but the 
crash completely destroyed the cars.

 Penny How awful! 4) B

 John I know. It was such a terrible 
experience! 

 A I bet you were frightened.

 B You were very lucky nothing 
happened to you.

 C Was everyone OK?

 D The ambulance took them to 
hospital.

 E Did you hear about the car 
crash in Hall Street?

Car Crashes 

into Toyshop 
Window

Hey … . Did you hear …?

Really? Are you …?

Seriously? I bet you … .

You’ll never guess but … ./Well, I 
didn’t just hear about it, I was … .

No, the driver was … .

I was …!

I’m OK now, but … .  
I was … when … .

2  Act out a similar dialogue. Use the news headline. Follow the diagram.

Narrating an experience

1 a) The phrases below come from a dialogue about an accident. What type of 
accident was it? It was a car accident.

• driving me to school  • traffic lights  • loud noise  • crashed into one another

 b) Complete the dialogue in your notebook. Use the sentences in the list (A-E). One 
sentence is extra.

 c)  13  Listen and check. Was your guess from Ex. 1a correct?

How terrible! Was everyone 
…?/Was anyone hurt?
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Past perfect (had + past participle)

1 Read the theory. Then do the task. Last year, a fire destroyed the town library and 
the mayor decided to rebuild it. Write what the builders had already done and 
what they hadn’t done yet when the mayor visited yesterday.

 1 build walls (✓) They had built the walls.

 2 install the windows (✗)

 3 paint the doors (✓)

 4 put up shelves (✗)

 5 tile the roof (✓)

 6 plant flowers (✗)

2  Ask and answer questions using the prompts in Ex. 1.

A: Had they built the walls?
B: Yes, they had.

3 Read the theory. Then use the phrases in brackets to make sentences, as in the 
example.

 1 The rescuers were exhausted. (looking for survivors all night)  
The rescuers were exhausted because they had been looking for survivors all night.

 2 Matt’s clothes were dirty. (work in the garden all morning)

 3 Kate was sunburnt. (stand in the sun all afternoon)

 4 Tim had a headache. (work on his computer all day)

 5 Lily was bored. (wait for the train for two hours)

I had finished mine 
by that time.

I had been working on my 
school project for two hours 

when the lights went out. affirmative I/You/He/She/It/We/They had finished.

negative I/You/He/She/It/We/They hadn’t finished.

interrogative Had I/you/he/she/it/we/they finished?

short answers Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they had. No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they hadn’t.

We use the past perfect for:
• an action that happened before another action in the past. I had gone to bed before 

the storm hit. 
• an action which finished in the past and whose result was visible in the past. He had 

missed his bus, so he was really late.
Time expressions: before, already, after, for, since, just, till/until, by, by the time, never, etc.

affirmative I/You/He/She/It/We/They had been working.

negative I/You/He/She/It/We/They hadn’t been working.

interrogative Had I/you/he/she/it/we/they been working?

short answers Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they had. No, I/you/ he/she/it/we/they hadn’t.

We use the past perfect continuous:
• to put emphasis on the duration of an action that happened before another past 

action or before a stated time in the past. Anna had been waiting for an hour before 
the bus arrived.

• for an action which lasted for some time in the past and whose result was visible in 
the past. He was out of breath because he had been running up the stairs.

Time expressions: for, since, how long, before, until, etc.

Past perfect continuous (had been + verb -ing)
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Suggested Answer Key
  2 A: Had they installed the windows? 
   B: No, they hadn’t.
  3 A: Had they painted the doors?
   B: Yes, they had. 
  4 A: Had they put up shelves? 
   B: No, they hadn’t. 
  5 A: Had they tiled the roof?
   B: Yes, they had. 
  6 A: Had they planted flowers?
   B: No, they hadn’t. 

 3  To present/practise the past perfect 
continuous

  • Present the past perfect continuous. Say, then 
write on the board: I had been waiting for an 
hour. Underline had been waiting and explain 
that this verb is in the past perfect continuous. 
Explain that we form the past perfect 
continuous with had been and the main verb 
with -ing. Explain that we form negatives by 
putting not after had and questions by putting 
had before the subject.

  • Ask Ss to find the past perfect continuous 
form in the cartoon. Elicit use (emphasise the 
duration of an action which happened before 
another past action or before a stated time 
in the past and for an action which lasted for 
some time in the past and had a visible result in 
the past). Go through the theory with Ss.

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  2 Matt’s clothes were dirty because he had been 

working in the garden all morning. 
  3 Kate was sunburnt because she had been 

standing in the sun all afternoon.  
  4 Tim had a headache because he had been 

working on his computer all day. 
  5 Lily was bored because she had been waiting 

for the train for two hours. 

 1  To present/practise/revise the past perfect

  • Present the past perfect. Say, then write on the 
board: I had seen the accident. Underline had 
seen and explain that this verb is in the past 
perfect. Point to a S and say: You had seen the 
accident. Then write it on the board. Point to a 
male S and say: He had seen the accident. Then 
write it on the board. Present the other persons 
in the same way.

  • Explain that we form the past perfect in the 
affirmative with had and the past participle of 
the main verb, we form the negative by putting 
not after had and we form questions by putting 
had before the subject.

  • Explain that we use this tense to talk about 
an action which happened in the past before 
another past action and for an action which 
happened in the past with a visible result in the 
past.

  • Explain/Elicit that past participles of regular 
verbs are usually formed by adding -ed (work 
– worked), verbs ending in -e add -d (love – 
loved), verbs ending in consonant + -y lose -y 
and add -ied (study – studied), verbs ending in a 
vowel + -y add -ed (play – played), verbs ending 
in a vowel + l, p, k, b, etc double the consonant 
and add -ed (travel – travelled).

  • Ask Ss to read the theory box and the cartoon 
and find the past perfect tense. Elicit use (action 
that happened before another action in the 
past).

  • Explain the task. Read out the example and give 
Ss time to complete it.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  2 They hadn’t installed the windows. 
  3 They had painted the doors. 
  4 They hadn’t put up shelves. 
  5 They had tiled the roof. 
  6 They hadn’t planted flowers. 

 2  To practise the past perfect

  • Ask Ss to work in closed pairs and ask and 
answer questions using the prompts in Ex. 1 
following the example.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some pairs to act out their exchanges.
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 4  To practise the past perfect and the past 
perfect continuous

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 5  To practise past tenses

  • Give Ss time to read the text and complete the 
gaps with the correct past forms of the verbs in 
brackets.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 6  To present/practise clauses of result

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Focus Ss’ 
attention on the words in bold. Explain that so 
introduces a clause of result. Explain that we 
use clauses of result to describe the result of an 
action.

  • Go through the theory with Ss. Ask Ss to provide 
more examples. 

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

 7  To practise clauses of result

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers around the class. 

Answer Key
  1 Fran was so tired that she couldn’t walk another 

step. 
  2 It was such a beautiful day that I decided to go 

hiking in the mountains. 
  3 There was such heavy rain that we were worried 

about flooding.
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4 Copy the sentences in your notebook and put the verbs in brackets in the past 

perfect or the past perfect continuous.

 1 The forest fire had been burning (burn) for hours before the firefighters arrived.

 2 Luckily, Anna had returned (return) to the hotel when the avalanche struck.

 3 The roof had already collapsed (already/collapse) by the time they called the 
emergency services.

 4 We had never seen (never/see) a volcanic eruption before.

 5 The pilot had been flying (fly) for an hour before he noticed the problem.

5 Put the verbs in brackets in the correct past tense. Write in your notebook.

Yes! The driver was  
going so fast that he 

couldn’t stop at the traffic 
lights and crashed into a 

wall.

Did you hear about the 
car crash last night?

6 Read the theory, then complete the sentences with so, such or such a/an. Write in 
your notebook.

 1 The avalanche happened so quickly that it caught everyone by surprise.

 2 There was such an awful snowstorm that we couldn’t leave the house.

 3 It was such bad weather that the roads were closed.

 4 The rescuers were so fast that they managed to save all the people.

7 Join the sentences using the words in brackets.

 1 Fran was tired. She couldn’t walk another step. (so)

 2 It was a beautiful day. I decided to go hiking in the mountains. (such)

 3 There was heavy rain. We were worried about flooding. (such)

Clauses of result

We use clauses of result to show the result of an action: 
• so + adjective/adverb + that … . The wind was so strong that it blew down several 

trees. He drove so carelessly that he almost had an accident.
• such a/an + adjective + singular countable noun + that … . It was such a powerful 

earthquake that lots of buildings collapsed.
• such + adjective + plural countable/uncountable noun + that … . There was such 

terrible weather that the school closed for a week.

Yesterday, a rescue team 1) found (find) 
Janie Daniels, an 18-year-old skier, alive and 
well. Janie 2) was skiing (ski) on Pike 
Mountain when there was an avalanche. She 
3) had been missing (miss) for over 18 
hours before a helicopter spotted her. Her 

family 4) contacted (contact) the emergency 
services when she didn’t call home at the 

end of the day. The rescue teams 5) had 
been looking (look) for Janie all through the 
night, but they 6) didn’t find (not/find) her 
until the next day. The unfortunate skier 
7) had been trying/was trying (try) to get 
away from the avalanche when she 8) hit 
(hit) a tree. She 9) broke (break) her leg and 
couldn’t contact anyone because she 
10) had lost (lose) her smartphone. Janie is 
recovering in the local hospital where she 
will stay for a few days.

18-YEAR-OLD 
SURVIVES NIGHT 
ON A MOUNTAIN
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Reading

1  15  What do you know about the Bermuda Triangle? What do you think 
happens there? Listen and read the text to find out.

2 Read again and choose the correct item. Then explain the words in bold in the text.

 1 The crew members on Flight 19 were going into battle/doing an exercise/ 
travelling abroad. 

 2 A flying boat disappeared before/at the same time as/after Flight 19. 

 3 Amelia Earhart travelled through/sailed around/flew over the Bermuda 
Triangle.  

3  Which of the theories about the Bermuda Triangle seems possible to you?

Speaking

4  Imagine you were working at the army airport in Florida from where the 
planes of Flight 19 took off. Use the information in the text to narrate your experience.

 On 5th December 1945, I was working at an army airport in Florida in the USA. That 
day … .

• military   
• go according to plan 
• compass  • direct  
• lose contact   
• go missing  • emit  
• affect 

Video

Lost Without 
a Trace

When the planes took off, the sun was 
shining and a light breeze was 
blowing. The leader of the flight was 
Charles Taylor, an experienced pilot 
who had fought in World War 2. The 
other 13 crew members were students. 
At first, everything went according to 
plan. The planes reached a remote 
destination over the ocean and were 
ready to return home, but then the 
pilots noticed that their compasses 
weren’t working. By that time, dark 
clouds had formed in the sky, so they 
couldn’t direct themselves using the 
sun. Then, the army airport lost radio 
contact with the planes. Immediately, 
they sent two flying boats to search for 
them. Soon after they departed, 
though, one plane lost contact with 
the airport, too. They never heard 
from it again. Even today, the army 
has never found any of the six planes.

The story of Flight 19 is one of many 
mysterious events which have 
happened in the Bermuda Triangle, 
an area in the Atlantic Ocean close to 
Florida. In 1918, a huge ship, the USS 
Cyclops, went missing there. In 1937, 
Amelia Earhart, the famous pilot, 
disappeared while flying over the 
area. 
Many people have tried to explain 
these events. Some think that the area 
is around Atlantis, the mythical 
underwater city. They say that 
somehow Atlantis emits energy beams 
that affect compasses! Others say that 
aliens are responsible for the missing 
ships and planes! Whatever the truth, 
the Bermuda Triangle continues to 
fascinate us. It might be one mystery 
that we will never solve.

On 5th December, 1945, a group of five military aeroplanes left Florida in the USA. 
Called ‘Flight 19’, the planes were heading east over the Atlantic Ocean to do some 

training. Unfortunately, though, they never returned …
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 4   To narrate an experience

  Explain the situation and give Ss time to consider 
their answers and then ask various Ss around the 
class to narrate the experience of Flight 19 from 
the point of view of a person working at the army 
airport in Florida at the time. Remind Ss to use the 
beginning provided.

Suggested Answer Key
  On 5th December 1945, I was working at an army 

airport in Florida in the USA. That day, a group of 
five planes had to go on a training exercise over 
the Atlantic Ocean. It was called ‘Flight 19’ and I 
had to stay in contact with the planes from the 
airport. Everything started as planned, but when 
the planes were due to head back, the pilots told 
me that their compasses weren’t working. At that 
time, the weather had worsened so they couldn’t 
use the sun to direct themselves home either. I tried 
to stay calm, but then something awful happened 
– I lost radio contact with them. We sent two flying 
boats to try to find them, but we lost contact with 
one of them, too. I still don’t know what happened 
that day. It’s a mystery that I think we will never be 
able to solve. 

Background Information

Florida is a US state. It has a population of over 
20 million and is a popular tourist destination. 
It has lots of beaches, warm weather and is 
famous for its oranges.
The USA or United States of America is 
a republic made up of 50 states. It has a 
population of over 325 million people. The 
capital is Washington D.C. 
The Bermuda Triangle is a region of the 
Atlantic Ocean in the shape of a triangle where 
ships and planes have disappeared in strange 
circumstances.
The Atlantic Ocean is the second largest ocean 
in the world. It covers approximately 20% 
of the Earth’s surface and is more than 8,000 
metres deep in some places.
Amelia Earhart was born on 24th July 1897 
in Kansas, USA. She is most famous as being 
the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic 
Ocean in August 1932. Amelia disappeared 
when trying to fly her plane around the world 
in 1937 and was never seen again.
Atlantis is a legendary island in the Atlantic 
Ocean that is thought to have been destroyed 
by an earthquake. We still aren’t sure today if 
Atlantis really existed and if it is somewhere 
beneath the surface of the ocean.

 1  To listen and read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to look at the picture and read the title.
  • Elicit what Ss know about the Bermuda Triangle 

as well as various opinions about what they 
think happened there.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen to and read the text 
to find out.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that ships and planes go missing there. I 

don’t think anyone knows what exactly happens to 
them, though. 

 2  To read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the text again, read the sentences 
and choose their answers according to what 
they read.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Then elicit explanations for the words in bold 

from Ss around the class using their dictionaries 
if necessary.

Suggested Answer Key
  training – exercise to learn sth 
  experienced – skilful and knowledgeable because 

you have done sth many times
  destination – the place you are going to 
  contact – the state of being able to communicate 

with sb
  disappeared – went somewhere where you can’t 

be found
  mythical – existing in a myth (an unreal story from 

the past) 
  fascinate – to make sb very interested in sth
  solve – to find the explanation/answer to sth 

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

 3   To express an opinion

  Elicit opinions from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that either of the theories about the 

Bermuda triangle are possible. I hope that one day, 
scientists can find out exactly what has happened 
to all the missing boats and planes. 
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 5 a)  To present vocabulary for weather 

   • Ask Ss to read the words in the list.
   • Explain/Elicit the meanings of any unknown 

words and then give them time to use them 
to complete the sentences. 

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To talk about the weather

   Elicit answers to the question from Ss around 
the class.

 6  To practise word formation (-ing/-ed 
adjectives)

  • Ask Ss to read the theory box and then give 
them time to complete the task.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 7  To listen for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the questions and answer choices.
  • Then play the recording, twice if necessary, and 

have Ss listen and choose their answers.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 8  To write a story

  • Read out the Study skills box and tell Ss the tip 
will help them to complete the task successfully.

  • Play the recording from Ex. 7 again and ask 
Ss to make notes. Then explain the task and 
give Ss time to use their notes to narrate their 
experience using the beginning provided.

  • Ask various Ss to read their narration to the 
class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check 
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  Last year, I won a radio competition and the prize 

was a trip to Namibia, a country in Africa. My 
family came with me and on our second day there 
we went on safari. It was amazing. We all felt 
excited. Our most memorable experience, though, 
was trekking through the desert from Damaraland 
to the Skeleton Coast. We started well and took 
some amazing photos, but as we were approaching 
the coast we ran into a sandstorm! Luckily, we 
found a shipwreck, and from there we could see 
the ocean. It was a scary experience and one that 
I’ll never forget. 
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Vocabulary
Weather

5 a) Copy the sentences in your notebook and fill the gaps with:  
blowing, thick, gentle, heatwave, pouring, heavy, freeze, shining.

 1 Take your umbrella. It’s pouring down outside!

 2 It’s very cold; I think it will freeze during the night.

 3 The wind was blowing so hard that I lost my hat.

 4 Be careful not to get sunburn during the heatwave.

 5 The sun is shining and it’s a beautiful day.

 6 The forecast says we’ll have heavy showers all day.

 7 The clothes I washed dried quickly in the gentle breeze.

 8 We couldn’t see anything in the thick fog.

 b) What was the weather like in your area last weekend? Tell 
the class. It was pouring rain where I live last weekend.

6 Read the Word Formation box, choose the correct item and write in your 
notebook.

 1 What’s wrong? You look worrying/worried about something.

 2 The earthquake was very frightening/frightened!

 3 Sally was disappointing/disappointed when she missed the school trip.

 4 Are you exciting/excited about your holiday?

 5 Yesterday was such a tiring/tired day!

Listening

7  16  Listen to a radio interview and for questions 1-4 choose the correct 
answer (A, B or C).

 1 Namibia has got
  A the most wildlife in Africa. B the biggest desert in Africa.
  C the oldest desert in the world.

 2 When Cassie started the trek in Damaraland, she was
  A with her brother. B with her family.
  C alone.

 3 The sandstorm hit as they were
  A approaching the Skeleton Coast. B trekking along a dry river.
  C walking over mountains.

 4 Where did they see the Eduard Bohlen?
  A in the sea B in the desert
  C on the coast

Writing (a story)

8  16  Listen to the recording from Ex. 7 again and make notes. Imagine 
you are Cassie Dyer. Write about your experience in Namibia (100-120 
words). Start like this: Last year, I won a radio competition and the prize was 
a trip to Namibia, a country in Africa. First, do the tasks on p. 99

SkillsSkills2f 2f2f 2f

Setting the scene

Start a story by 
setting the scene. 
Describe the place 
(where), the time 
(when), the 
weather, the 
characters (who), 
their activities and 
their feelings.  

Word Formation
We can use -ing/-ed to 
form adjectives: 
• -ing adjectives 

describe what 
something/someone  
is like. The story was 
exciting. (What was  
it like? Exciting.)

• -ed adjectives describe 
someone’s feelings. 
Sam was terrified. 
(How did he feel? 
Terrified.)

See Writing 2 p. 99

Study skills
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1 C  The Roman Empire was huge. At its greatest, it 
covered over one million square miles. Ruling such a large 

area meant that its armies needed to get around quickly. 
So, the Romans built high-quality roads. They realised 
that the shortest route between two points is a straight line 

so, wherever possible, they built their roads like this. By 200 
AD, the Romans had built over 50,000 miles of road and 

many of these still exist today. 

2 A  We can still experience the glory of ancient Rome 
today when we visit the city and see its monuments. Although 
some are damaged, these buildings have survived two 
millennia mostly because they were built with Roman 
concrete. The ancient Romans first started using 
this material over 2,100 years ago. The 
concrete they used back then was a 
mixture of lime and volcanic ash. 
One of its advantages was that it 
set very quickly, so they even 
used it to build underwater.

Reading & Listening 

1 Read through the text and find at least one achievement of the ancient Romans.

2 a)  17  Read again and match the headings to the paragraphs. 
There is one heading that you do not need to use. Listen to check.

 A How to build an Eternal City

 B Rome wasn’t built in a day

 C All roads lead to Rome

 b) Explain the words in bold. You can use your dictionary.

The ancient Romans called Rome the ‘Eternal City’. They thought that the Roman Empire and its achievements would last forever. 
In the late 4th century, the empire fell, but today we can still admire the amazing achievements of this powerful civilisation. 

Video

• achievement  
• eternal  • cover  
• route  • glory  
• millennium  
• concrete   
• lime  • set  

CLIL (History)2 2!nhgRi t o2 CLIL (History) 2

Speaking & Writing

3  What impressed you from the text? Why?

We invented the 
rules of 

Geometry!

Collect information 
about achievements of 
ancient Greece. Write 
a text for the school 

magazine.

36
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  Collect information about achievements of ancient 
Greece. Write a text for the school magazine.

  • Give Ss time to research online and collect 
information about ancient Greece and the 
achievements of this time.

  • Then ask Ss to use the information to write a 
text for the school magazine.

  • Ask various Ss to read their texts to the class.
  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and have Ss 

present their texts in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
The Achievements of Ancient Greece

  Ancient Greece was a civilisation which lasted 
from around the 12th century BCE to 600 AD. The 
ancient Greeks achieved a lot in politics, culture, 
science and sport. 

  In the first place, democracy started there. This 
is a political idea which states that everyone can 
vote, and the state must accept the decision of the 
majority of voters. Democracy is the political system 
which most countries in the world follow today. 

  The ancient Greeks also developed philosophy. 
They thought deeply about life and its meaning 
– and these ideas are still important today. Also, 
the ancient Greeks wrote books and plays which 
people still read today. Greek words are used in a 
lot of languages.

  In addition, the ancient Greeks invented geometry 
and a lot of mathematical principles. The principles 
and theories of the famous ancient Greek 
mathematicians Pythagoras, Euclid and Archimedes 
are still used today. The ancient Greeks also 
developed astronomy and made the first 3D models 
of the planets. They made huge advancements in 
medicine, too. Hippocrates is known to this day as 
the ‘father of medicine’. 

  Furthermore, they gave us the Olympics. They 
thought that sports could bring people together 
in peace, and this is the reason we continue to 
organise the Olympics today. 

  These are just some of the achievements of ancient 
Greece that changed the world.

 1  To introduce the topic

  Ask Ss to read through the text and then elicit an 
achievement of the ancient Romans from various Ss 
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The Roman Empire was huge and stretched across 

Europe. That is why the Romans built high-quality 
roads which allowed their armies to get around 
quickly. Also, they used Roman concrete to build 
monuments, many of which still exist today. 

 2 a)  To read and listen for key information 
(matching headings)

   • Ask Ss to read the text again and match the 
headings to the paragraphs. Remind Ss that 
one heading is extra.

   • Then play the recording and Ss listen and 
check their answers.

   • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

   • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

  b)  To consolidate new vocabulary 

   • Ask Ss to explain the words in bold using 
their dictionaries as necessary.

   • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  last – to continue existing 
  admire – to think highly of sth
  huge – large  
  realised – understood 
  experience – to have a personal encounter 
  survived – continued to exist 

 3   To consolidate information in a 
text and express an opinion

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I’m impressed that the buildings which the ancient 

Romans built are still standing today. The ancient 
Romans knew a lot about architecture, and they 
invented Roman concrete, which even let them 
build underwater. 
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 1  To create a poster

  • Give Ss time to research online for information 
about six achievements of the 20th century and 
prepare a poster.

  • Then, tell Ss to write a few words under each 
picture, as in the examples.

Suggested Answer Key

 2  To give a presentation on a 20th-century 
achievement

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to choose one 
of their achievements from Ex. 1 and collect 
more information about it. Ss then prepare a 
presentation to give to the class. 

  • Ask various Ss to present their chosen 
achievement to the class adding slides if they 
wish.

Suggested Answer Key
  Good morning/afternoon everyone. Every century 

has its firsts, doesn’t it? Well, one of the greatest 
achievements of the 20th century was when Amelia 
Earhart became the first woman to fly solo across the 
Atlantic Ocean. Before the flight, Earhart was a well-
known pilot, but no one thought it was possible for 
her to fly on her own across the Atlantic. She set off 
on her journey from Harbour Grace in Newfoundland 
in Canada. She had been flying for 14 hours and 
56 minutes when she landed in a field in Northern 
Ireland. It was an amazing achievement and 
Earhart became a celebrity around the world. Her 
achievement was especially important in the fight for 
women’s rights, especially in the USA. Are there any 
questions? Thank you for listening.

 3  To explain quotations and discuss the 
value of achievement

  • Give Ss time to read the quotations and discuss 
them in small groups. 

  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The first quote means that having a good idea is 

not enough – you also need to put in a lot of effort 
to achieve something. 

  The second quote means that you have to take 
risks to achieve something big. 

 4   To express an opinion on the value 
of achievement

  • Explain the meanings of any unknown words in 
the list and then give Ss time to consider their 
answers and discuss in pairs.

  • Elicit answers from various Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I believe that to achieve great things you need 

to have a lot of different qualities. 
  B: I agree. You need to have the courage to risk 

wasting a lot of time and effort if you fail. 
  A: Yes. Also, you need patience, because your 

achievement might need a lot of time. 
  B: That’s true and you also need determination to 

continue on your path despite problems. 
  A: Also, you need intelligence so that you can find 

the quickest and easiest path towards your goal. 

Achievements of the 20th Century

In 1927, Henry Ford 
invented the Model 
T. It was the first car 
that ordinary people 
could afford. 

In 1928, Alexander 
Fleming discovered 
penicillin. It fights 
bacterial infections 
and has saved millions 
of people’s lives.

 In 1990, Tim Berners-Lee 
introduced the World 
Wide Web to the public. 
It allowed people to 
connect to the Internet.

 In 1932, Amelia 
Earhart became 
the first woman to 
fly solo across the 
Atlantic Ocean. 

 In 1994, Nelson 
Mandela helped end 
apartheid in South 
Africa and the country 
had its first elections 
in which black people 
could vote. 

 In 1994, the UK and 
French governments 
opened the Channel 
Tunnel. It connected 
England and France 
through a tunnel 
under the sea. 
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VALUES
Achievement

3  Read the quotations.  
What do you think they mean? 

4  What qualities does 
it take to achieve great things? 
Discuss. Use the ideas below as 
well as your own.

• courage  • skill  • patience  • passion  • optimism  • self-confidence  • honesty  
• determination  • intelligence 

See Song Section p. 94
37

Project Time 2 

1   Collect information about six achievements of the 20th century. 
Create a poster. Find pictures and write a few words about each achievement, as in 
the examples.

Presentation Skills

2 Choose one of the achievements from Ex. 1 and present it to the class. Talk about: 
who – where – when – what happened – what they achieved. You can prepare a 
presentation with slides.

In 1903, 
Orville and Wilbur Wright 

made the first flight ever
in an aircraft.

In 1969, 
Neil Armstrong became 
the first person to walk 

on the Moon.

CLIL (History)22 CLIL (History)

“Genius is 1% inspiration, 99% perspiration.”
                      Thomas Edison

“Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever 
achieve greatly.” 

Robert F. Kennedy
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• Vocabulary

- environmental 
problems

- environmental jobs & 
qualities

- endangered species
- types of holidays

• Grammar

- will – be going to – 
present simple – 
present continuous

- future continuous
- conditionals (0-3)
- wishes

• Speaking

- discussing future 
plans

• Writing

- a blog entry about 
your summer plans

•  CLIL (Science): 
Plant Life

•  Culture: The Peace 
River Refuge and 
Ranch, Florida, USA

•  Values: Learning from 
nature

What’s in this 
module?

38

Vocabulary
Environmental problems

1 Which of these problems (A-F) can you see in the pictures (1-5)? 
 Which are caused by nature? by humans?

 

Video

temperatures rise
rivers and lakes dry up 

rainforests disappear the seas become polluted

extreme weather becomes 
more common ice caps melt

A B

C D

E F
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What if...?
What’s in this module?

Go through the What’s in this module? box and tell Ss 
that these are the topics, skills and activities this module 
will cover.

 1  To present/practise vocabulary for 
environmental problems

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the list 
of problems. 

  •  Give Ss time to match the problems to the 
pictures and then elicit which problems are 
caused by nature and which by humans from Ss 
around the class.

Answer Key
  1 D 2 C 3 B 4 E 5 F 

Suggested Answer Key
  I believe all of these problems are caused by 

humans, as they are related to global warming.
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 2  To talk about environmental problems 

  • Ask Ss to read the list of ideas and read out the 
example.

  • Then elicit sentences from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  If extreme weather becomes more common, there 

will be more hurricanes and heatwaves.
  If rainforests continue to disappear, wildlife will 

have nowhere to live.
  If ice caps continue to melt, sea levels will rise and 

coastal towns will disappear.
  If temperatures continue to rise, crops will fail, and 

animals and people will starve.
  If the seas continue to become polluted, sea creatures 

will die.

  •  Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.
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2 What will happen if these problems continue? Use the ideas to make sentences.
 If rivers and lakes continue to dry up, there will be no clean drinking water.

 •  there will be more hurricanes and heatwaves

•  wildlife will have nowhere to live

 •  sea levels will rise and coastal towns will disappear

•  crops will fail, and animals and people will starve

•  sea creatures will die

•  no clean drinking water

1

2

3

4

5
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1  18  Read the title of the text. Which of these activities do you think a ‘Dolphin 
Doc for a Day’ can participate in? Listen and read to find out.

• look after sick dolphins  • feed dolphins  • give tours of the centre   
• sell dolphin souvenirs  • swim with dolphins  • teach tricks to dolphins

2 Read the text again and decide if the statements (1-5) are R (right), W (wrong) or  
DS (doesn’t say). Then explain the words in bold.

 1 The ‘Dolphin Doc for a Day’ programme is free.  DS

 2 A lot of thought goes into preparing the dolphins’ food.  R

 3 The dolphins behave differently around mealtimes.  R

 4 Visitors aren’t allowed to touch the dolphins.  W

 5 Dolphins Plus has other sea creatures.  DS

3  What would you enjoy most about this programme? Why?

• behaviour  • data  
• safety procedures  
• require   
• animal nutritionist  
• pet

Our experts here don’t just look after dolphins; they 
also carry out valuable research into these fascinating 
creatures. So, the first thing you do when you arrive at 
Dolphins Plus is learn about dolphin behaviour and how 
scientists collect data. We’ll also tell you about our 
safety procedures. Generally, dolphins are friendly 
animals, but you must behave carefully around them, 
too. After all this, you’ll get to put your new skills into 
practice with the latest member of our family – a baby 
dolphin! 
Feeding the dolphins requires a lot of work. We need to 
make sure that they get the right vitamins and minerals 
to stay healthy. Our animal nutritionists make tasty 

meals for the dolphins. They’ll show you some of the 
dolphins’ favourite recipes and then you’ll get the 
chance to feed them. The dolphins love the food we 
prepare for them, so they always get excited around 
feeding time!
Volunteering at Dolphins Plus isn’t all hard work, though. 
The best part of your day will probably be swimming 
with the dolphins. They’re such friendly creatures that 
you can even pet them. At Dolphins Plus, you’ll take 
away unforgettable memories and you’ll be able to 
share the things you’ve learnt with your family and 
friends! We can’t wait to show you around. So, what are 
you waiting for? Sign up today! 

http://Ads_online.com search

Video

Fancy working with one of the most intelligent animals on the planet? Well that’s exactly what you can do on the 
‘Dolphin Doc for a Day’ programme at Dolphins Plus, a sea life centre in Florida, USA.

P
ho

to
s
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 3   To express an opinion

  Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I would most enjoy swimming with the dolphins. 

I think it would be amazing to get up close with 
these friendly and cheerful creatures. 

Background Information

Florida is a US state. It has a population of over 
20 million and is a popular tourist destination. 
It has lots of beaches, warm weather and is 
famous for its oranges.
The USA or United States of America is 
a republic made up of 50 states. It has a 
population of over 325 million people. The 
capital is Washington, D.C. 

 1  To listen and read for gist 

  • Ask Ss to read the title of the text and elicit 
their guesses as to which of the activities in the 
list a ‘Dolphin Doc for a Day’ can participate in.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text to 
find out.

Answer Key
  A ‘Dolphin Doc for a Day’ can feed dolphins and 

swim with dolphins. 

 2  To read for specific information (R/W/DS)

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and then give them 
time to decide whether they are right, wrong or 
doesn’t say. Ss should justify their answers.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Then elicit explanations for the words in bold 

from Ss around the class using their dictionaries 
if necessary.

Suggested Answer Key
  intelligent – clever
  look after – take care of 
  collect – to gather
  behave – to act 
  nutritionists – experts on how food affects our 

health
  memories – moments or events you remember
  share – to show or tell to others  

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

3a
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 4  To present vocabulary for environmental 
jobs & qualities

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the 
descriptions.

  • Allow them some time to match the descriptions 
to the jobs.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 5 a)  To expand the topic; to talk about 
environmental jobs & qualities

   • Explain the task and explain/elicit the 
meanings of any unknown words.

   • Read out the example and then elicit answers 
from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Landscape gardeners work outdoors. They usually 

work full-time. They don’t wear a uniform, but 
they wear special clothing such as gloves and 
boots. They earn an average salary. 

  Zookeepers work outdoors. They usually work 
shifts. They wear a uniform and earn an average 
salary. 

  Dog trainers work outdoors and indoors. They 
usually work part-time. They don’t wear a uniform 
or special clothing, and earn a low salary. 

  Recycling sorters work indoors. They usually work 
shifts. They wear a uniform and earn a high salary. 

  b)  To expand the topic and practise 
vocabulary for job qualities

   Elicit two other jobs from the text and then 
elicit what qualities best describe them.

Suggested Answer Key
  A dolphin doc is caring because they look after 

dolphins, and careful because they can’t make 
mistakes in their research.

  An animal nutritionist is caring because they work 
with animals and careful because they can’t make 
mistakes with animals’ diets.

 6  To form people nouns from verbs and 
nouns

  • Read out the Word Formation box.
  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 7  To learn prepositional phrases

  Ask Ss to read the sentences and choose the correct 
prepositions. Check Ss’ answers.

 8  To talk about jobs and qualities

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to work in pairs and 
write down as many jobs as they can think of in 
one minute.

  • Then have Ss take turns to describe one of 
the jobs and what it involves, including what 
qualities someone must have to do it, without 
saying the job so their partner can guess.

  • Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: In this job, you protect citizens and find criminals. 

You need to be brave.
  B: It’s a policeman! In this job, you prepare meals 

for people. You need to be creative and hard-
working. 

  A: It’s a chef! etc

 9  To write a message 

  •  Explain the task and give Ss time to write their 
messages including all the points mentioned.

  • Ask various Ss to read their piece of writing to 
the class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check 
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  Hi Billy, 
  There’s a volunteer programme in a sea life centre 

here in Florida. I thought you might be interested. 
It’s called ‘Dolphin Doc for a Day’ and it’s at 
Dolphins Plus. You can feed dolphins and swim 
with them. Sounds like fun, right? Fancy going with 
me in early August? Let me know and I’ll book! 

  Nathan 

3a
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Vocabulary
Environmental Jobs & 
Qualities

4 Match the descriptions (1-5) 
to the jobs (A-E).

 These people need to be   …

 1 C  caring because they 
look after animals.

 2 A  brave because they face danger.

 3 E  careful because they often work with toxic materials.

 4 D  patient because they teach animals how to behave.

 5 B  creative because they design attractive outdoor areas.

5 a) Look at the pictures in Ex. 4. Who works: outdoors/indoors? part-time/full-time/ 
shifts/9-5? wears a uniform/special clothing? earns a(n) high/average/low salary?

 Forest firefighters work outdoors. They usually work shifts. They wear special 
clothing and earn an average salary.

 b) Find two other jobs in the text in Ex. 1. Which of the qualities in Ex. 4 best 
describe them? dolphin doc, animal nutritionist

6 Read the Word Formation box, then copy the sentences in your notebook and 
complete them with the correct noun.

 1 Margaret Hamilton is a comuter programmer (PROGRAM). 

 2 George Clooney is an award-winning actor (ACT).

 3 Leonardo da Vinci was a famous artist (ART).

Speaking & Writing

8  In a minute write down as many jobs as possible. Choose one job and talk 
about what duties the job involves and what qualities it requires. Your partner 
guesses what the job is. 

9 You have just read the text about Dolphins Plus. Send a message to your friend 
(50-60 words) inviting him/her to go with you to the programme. Include 
information about the programme, when you can go and what you can do there.

7 Choose the correct preposition. Check in your dictionary and write the sentences in 
your notebook

 1 He is waiting in/for the gates to open.

 2 She loves sharing her stories for/with us.

 3 Danny always arrives at/on work early.

 4 Sarah has been working here for in/at least three years.

 5 I can’t wait to put my skills into/onto practice in my new job. 

Prepositions

Word Formation
We use these suffixes to 
form people nouns from 
verbs and nouns:  
-er (drive-driver) 
-or (sail-sailor) 
-ist (reception-receptionist)

 E recycling sorter

 A forest firefighter

 B landscape gardener

Learn English 
words with the 
prepositions 
they go with.

Study skills

 D dog trainer

 C zookeeper
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1 Read the theory. Then, copy the sentences in your notebook and use will or be 
going to and the verbs in the brackets to complete the gaps. 

 1 A: What are Mary’s plans for Sunday?
  B: She is going to help (help) clean up the beach.

 2 A: What does Ben want to do when he finishes school?
  B: I think he will get (get) a job as a zookeeper.

 3 A: We’re going to a science museum this weekend.
  B: I’m sure you will have (have) a great time.

 4 A: How long will you be at the animal shelter?
  B: I promise I will be (be) back before dinner.

 5 A: Is John coming with us?
  B: No, he’s really busy so he is going to work (work) late tonight.

2 Read Sam’s notes, then copy the sentences in your notebook and complete them 
with the verbs in brackets in the present simple or the present continuous.

 1 This Friday, Sam is flying (fly) to Rome. His plane leaves (leave) at 9:30.

 2 Jerry and Bob are going (go) to the theatre this Friday evening. They are meeting 
(meet) outside the theatre at 8:30.

 3 Kate and Laura are visiting (visit) London this Saturday. The bus arrives (arrive) 
there at 9:20.

will – be going to – Present simple –  
Present continuous

We use will for: 
• on-the-spot decisions. It’s cold. I’ll close the window.
• predictions based on what we think with the verbs think, believe, hope, expect and 

the expressions be sure, be afraid. I think you’ll have a great time at the aquarium.
• promises, warnings, hopes and offers. I promise I won’t be late.

We use be going to for:
• future plans and intentions. Tom’s going to study Biology at university this September.
• predictions based on what we see or know. Be careful! You’re going to fall off the 

ladder.

We use the present simple for timetables and schedules. The train leaves at 9:00 am.

We use the present continuous for fixed arrangements in the near future. Tom is catching 
a plane to Italy tomorrow morning.

Time expressions: tomorrow, next week/month/year, in a week/month/year, soon, 
tonight, etc.

Don’t worry.  
My brother is driving 

me back home. He’s on 
his way.

Kate & Laura – 
shopping/London – 
Saturday/bus – 9:20

Sam –  

Rome/Friday/plane 

– 9:30

Jerry & Bob – 

theatre/Friday evening/outside 
theatre – 8:30

It looks like it’s going  
to rain. I’ll ask Dad to 

give you a lift home.
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 1  To present/practise will, be going to, the 
present simple and the present continuous

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Ask Ss 
to identify the tenses (‘s going to rain – going 
to: prediction based on what we see, ‘ll ask – 
will: on-the-spot decision, is driving – present 
continuous: fixed arrangement for near future). 
Elicit that these tenses refer to future actions. 

  • Go through the theory box with Ss. Ss provide 
more examples.

  • Give Ss time to complete the task. 
  • Check Ss’ answers. 

 2  To practise the present simple and the 
present continuous with future meaning

  • Explain the task.
  • Give Ss time to complete it, then check Ss’ 

answers.

Background Information

Rome is the capital city of Italy. It was founded 
in 753 BC and it is an ancient city with a rich 
history. It has a population of 4.2 million 
people. It is a popular tourist destination and 
it is home to the Colosseum, the Castel Sant’ 
Angelo, St Peter’s Basilica, the Trevi Fountain 
and the Roman Forum.
London is the capital city of the United 
Kingdom. It is one of the oldest cities in the 
world and has a population of approximately 
8.8 million people. It is known as one of the 
most important business, cultural and financial 
centres in the world.

3b
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 3  To practise future tenses

  Give Ss time to complete the sentences and then 
check their answers.

 4  To present/practise the future continuous

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Focus Ss’ 
attention on the tense in bold. Elicit when it is 
used (action that will be in progress at a definite 
time in the future).

  • Explain/Elicit that we form the future continuous 
with personal pronoun + will/won’t + be + verb + 
-ing.

  • Go through the theory box with Ss.
  • Give Ss time to complete the task and then 

check their answers.

 5  To practise the future continuous

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Ask Ss to use the ideas as well as ideas of their 

own to ask and answer questions in pairs using 
the future continuous.

  • Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Will you be playing football at 4 pm tomorrow?
  B: No, I won’t./Yes, I will. 
  A: Will you be cooking dinner at 4 pm tomorrow?
  B: No, I won’t./Yes, I will. 
  A: Will you be chatting online at 4 pm tomorrow?
  B: No, I won’t./Yes, I will. 
  A: Will you be doing the shopping at 4 pm 

tomorrow?
  B: No, I won’t./Yes, I will. 

 6  To practise future tenses

  • Ask Ss to work in pairs and complete the task. 
  •  Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that students will attend online schools in 

the future. I think that people will drive flying cars 
in the future. I think that people will live much 
longer in the future. 

  Tomorrow, I’m going to visit my grandparents. 
Next week, I’m going to visit London. This year, I’m 
going to take up violin.

  I’m watching a DVD with my brother this evening. 
I’m meeting my friend for a coffee tomorrow. I’m 
cooking dinner for my parents on Friday. 

  This time next Saturday, I’ll be playing football in 
the park. 

  Game!

  • Read out the Game! box.
  • Explain the game to Ss: in pairs they make 

predictions about each other. Each correct 
prediction gets a point. The S with the most 
points at the end of a fixed time limit wins.

Suggested Answer Key
  You will be sleeping at 11 pm tonight.
  You will be playing football at 5 pm tomorrow 

afternoon. etc

Background Information

Hawaii is the 50th state of the United States of 
America. It is made up of a group of volcanic 
islands in the Central Pacific Ocean. It has a 
population of about 1.43 million people and its 
capital city is Honolulu. 
Spain is officially known as the Kingdom of 
Spain. It is located in southwestern Europe 
with a population of over 46 million people. 
It occupies most of the Iberian Peninsula with 
Castilian Spanish, Basque, Catalan, and Galician 
recognised as the official languages.
Madrid is the capital city of Spain. The city has 
a population of over 3.2 million people. It is 
home to the Spanish monarch and the political, 
economic and cultural centre of the country. 

3b
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Future continuous

3 Copy the sentences in your notebook. Use will, be going to, the present continuous 
or the present simple of the verbs in brackets to complete the gaps.

 1 A: I think technology will solve (solve) a lot of problems in the future.
  B: Maybe, but I believe it will create (create) lots of new ones, too.

 2 A: Are you going to go/Are you going (you/go) shopping this afternoon?
  B: Yes. John is picking/is going to pick (pick) me up at 4:00. We talked earlier.

 3 A: What are your plans after you finish school?
  B: We are going to spend (spend) a week in Hawaii.

 4 A: Do you want to listen to the weather report?
  B: There’s no need. Look at the sky! It is going to be (be) a lovely day.

 5 A: What time does the animal shelter open (animal shelter/open) tomorrow?
  B: At 9 o’clock, but I am going to arrive (arrive) there earlier. I want to make a 

good impression on my first day!

4 Read the theory. Then, copy the sentences in your notebook and put the verbs in 
brackets in the future continuous. 

 1 At 4 pm tomorrow, Sam will be training (train) our new dog.

 2 We won’t be working (not/work) at the recycling centre at 5 pm tomorrow.

 3 I will be driving (drive) to the animal shelter this time tomorrow.

 4 Mike will be making (make) a presentation at the science fair two hours from 
now.

 5 You will be travelling (travel) to Madrid at this time next week.

 6 Matt and Steve won’t be visiting (not/visit) the aquarium at 7 pm tomorrow.

5 What will your partner be doing at 4 pm tomorrow? Ask questions to find out. Use 
these ideas as well as your own.

• do homework  • play football  • cook dinner  • chat online  • do the shopping  

A: Will you be doing your homework at 4 pm tomorrow?
B: No, I won’t./Yes, I will.

6  Tell your partner: three things you think will happen in the future, three 
future plans or intentions, three fixed arrangements for the near future, one thing 
you will be doing this time next Saturday.

affirmative I/You/He etc will/’ll be working.

negative I/You/He etc will not/won’t be working.

interrogative Will I/you/he etc be working?

short answers Yes, I/you/he etc will. No, I/you/he etc won’t.

We use the future continuous for:
• an action which will be in progress at a definite time in the future. 

Harry will be flying to Spain this time tomorrow.
• an action which will definitely happen in the future, as a result of routine or an 

arrangement. I’ll be doing research into dolphins this summer.
Time expressions: this time tomorrow, at one o’clock tomorrow, three hours from now, 
later, etc.

I’ll be sunbathing  
on a sandy beach in 

Malta.

Finally – the last day  
of school! What will you be 

doing this time next  
week?

Make predictions 
about your 
partner.

You will be going 
to school at 8 am 
tomorrow 
morning.

GrammarGrammar3b 3b3b 3b
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Endangered species

1  19  Listen to a radio show. Why is each animal 
(1-5) endangered? Choose from the list.

• habitat loss  • illegal hunting  • climate change  
• pollution  • illegal pet trade  

2  Ask and answer, as in the example.  

A: Why is the mountain gorilla endangered?
B:  The mountain gorilla is endangered because of 

habitat loss.

3 Choose the correct preposition. Check in your 
dictionary and write the sentences in your notebook.

 1 Orangutans are under/at threat because of 
deforestation.

 2 Polar bears are at/in danger from melting ice caps.

 3 Hedgehogs are under/at risk due to warm winters.

 4 The best place to see these species is in/into the 
wild.

44

where it lives

how to protect it

why it is endangered

Collect
information  
about the

tree-kangaroo.
Find out about:

Present the
tree-kangaroo to the class

These plastic  
bags look just like my 

favourite food, 
jellyfish!

Get me a lawyer!  
You can’t stick me in a 

cage to sell!

 3 loggerhead sea turtle

 1 mountain gorilla

 2 ringed seal

 4 macaw 

 5 lemurI need this fur  
coat much more 

than you do!

There won’t be 
anywhere for me  

to live soon!

We need ice  

caves to protect 

our babies.
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  Collect information about the tree-kangaroo

  •  Give Ss time to research online and find out 
about the tree-kangaroo and include all the 
points mentioned.

  • Then ask various Ss to present the tree-
kangaroo to the class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss 
to give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  Look at this picture. Do you know what animal this 

is? It’s the tree-kangaroo.
  Tree-kangaroos live in the tropical rainforests 

of New Guinea, a large island in Oceania, and in 
Queensland, a state in the northeast of Australia. 
There are various types of tree-kangaroos, but 
nearly all of them are endangered. Native tribes 
hunt them for food, and people destroy their 
habitat for logging or to grow crops like coffee 
and rice. The best way to protect these animals is to 
have stricter laws which prevent habitat loss. Also, 
we can educate the local population about the 
importance of protecting these beautiful animals. 

  Are there any questions? … Thank you for listening.

 1  To present vocabulary for endangered 
species; to listen for specific information  

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the 
reasons in the list.

  •  Play the recording. Ss listen and match the 
animals to the reasons they are endangered.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  The mountain gorilla is endangered because of 

habitat loss.
  The ringed seal is endangered because of climate 

change.
  The loggerhead sea turtle is endangered because 

of pollution. 
  The macaw is endangered because of the illegal 

pet trade. 
  The lemur is endangered because of illegal hunting.

 2  To talk about endangered species; to 
consolidate new vocabulary

  • Explain the task and ask two Ss to model the 
example.

  • Ask Ss to ask and answer about the endangered 
species in Ex. 1, following the example.

  • Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Why is the ringed seal endangered? 
  B: The ringed seal is endangered because of 

climate change.
  A: Why is the loggerhead sea turtle endangered?
  B: The loggerhead sea turtle is endangered 

because of pollution. 
  A: Why is the macaw endangered?
  B: The macaw is endangered because of the illegal 

pet trade.
  A: Why is the lemur endangered?
  B: The lemur is endangered because of illegal 

hunting.

 3  To practise prepositional phrases

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to look up the 
meanings of any unknown words in their 
dictionaries.

  • Give Ss time to complete the task and then 
check their answers.

3c
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3d
 1  To complete a dialogue

  • Ask Ss to read the dialogue and then complete 
the gaps with the sentences A-E.

  • Remind Ss that there is one extra sentence.

 2  To listen for confirmation

  Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their 
answers to Ex. 1. Then elicit answers to the questions.

Answer Key
  Emma is going to volunteer in a nature reserve in 

Thailand. 
  Logan is going to help out in his dad’s shop. 

 3  To act out a dialogue

  • Give Ss time to take roles and read out the 
dialogue in closed pairs.

  • Monitor the activity around the class. Pay 
attention to Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 4  To role play a dialogue discussing future 
plans

  • Explain the task and tell Ss to use the advert to 
help them complete the task.

  • Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in 
Ex. 1 as a model.

  • Ss complete the task in closed pairs.
  • Write this diagram on the board for Ss to 

follow.

  

  •  Monitor the activity around the class and ask 
some pairs to act out the dialogue in front of 
the class.

 A B
Ask B about his/her 
plans for summer.

Respond and ask B 
where they will stay.

Respond and ask B 
what they will do 
there.

Express interest.

Ask B how long they 
will be there.

Tell B what you will 
do for the summer 
and that you hope 
to do volunteer work 
next year. Suggest you 
do it together.

Tell A about summer 
plans. 

Tell A details about 
where you will stay.

Tell A one of the 
things you will do 
there. 

Agree with interest. 
Tell A one more thing 
you will do there.

Tell A how long. Ask 
A what they will do 
for summer.

Agree.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: What are your plans for the summer, Alan?
  B: I’m going to volunteer in Costa Rica. 
  A: Really? Where are you going to stay?  
  B: I’ll be part of a volunteer team in a nature 

reserve there. It’s called the Sloth Sanctuary.  
  A: Wow! What are you going to do there? 
  B: We’ll be taking care of sloths there. We’ll 

prepare food for them. 
  A: Sounds interesting.
  B: Yes, it does. We’ll also collect data on sloth 

behaviour.
  A: How long will you be there?
  B: I’ll be there for the whole of July. I can’t wait! 

What are you doing this summer? 
  A: I’ll be helping my mum in her bakery. I hope I 

can do some volunteer work next year, though. 
Maybe we can volunteer together. 

  B: Why not!

  Pronunciation

   To learn the pronunciation of words with 
silent letters

  • Play the recording and ask Ss to listen and 
underline the silent letters.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to 

repeat chorally and/or individually.
  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

Background Information

Thailand is officially known as the Kingdom 
of Thailand. It is located in Southeast Asia and 
has a population of approximately 69.2 million 
people.  The capital of Thailand is Bangkok. It is 
a popular holiday destination. 
The Republic of Costa Rica is located in central 
America, bordered by Nicaragua to the north 
and Panama to the southeast. Its capital city is 
San Jose. It has a population of over 4.9 million 
people. It is well-known for its UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites: La Amistad National Park, Cocos 
Island National Park and Area de Conservación 
Guanacaste. 
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 21  Copy the words in your 
notebook. Then listen and underline the 
silent letter(s). Listen again and repeat.

 1 interesting

 2 autumn 

 3 safety

 4 whole

 5 foreign

 6 Wednesday

Discussing future plans

1 Read the dialogue. Copy it in your notebook and complete the gaps with the 
sentences (A-E). There is one sentence you do not need. 

2  20  Listen and check your 
answers. What are Emma’s 
and Logan’s plans for the 
summer?

3  Take roles and read 
the dialogue in Ex. 1 aloud. 

4  Act out a similar 
dialogue. Use the dialogue in 
Ex. 1 as a model and the 
information in the advert.

 Logan What are your plans for the summer, Emma?

 Emma I’m going to volunteer in Thailand. 

 Logan Really? 1) B

 Emma I’ll be part of a volunteer team in a nature reserve in the 
north of the country. 

 Logan Wow! 2) D

 Emma We’ll be taking care of orphan elephants there. We’ll walk 
them for a few hours every morning and we’ll bathe them 
regularly, too.

 Logan 3) E

 Emma Yes, it does. We’ll also give them food and water, and show 
tourists around the reserve.

 Logan 4) A

 Emma I’ll be there for the whole of August. I can’t wait! What are 
you doing this summer?

 Logan I’ll be helping out in my 
dad’s shop. I hope I can do 
some volunteer work next 
year, though. Maybe we 
can volunteer together.

 Emma Why not!

 A How long will you be there?
 B Where are you going to stay?
 C How will you get there?
 D What are you going to do there?
 E Sounds interesting.

Pronunciation silent letters

45

The Sloth Sanctuary invites you to join our volunteer team this July!
Help protect the sloths in the rainforests of Costa Rica!
Work involves preparing food for the sloths and collecting data on sloth behaviour.

Register online at www.sloth-sanctuary.com.
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Conditionals (Types 0-3)

1 Read the theory, then copy the sentences in your notebook and put the verbs in 
brackets in the correct tense. Identify the type of conditional. Add commas where 
necessary.

 1 If I were you I would volunteer (volunteer) abroad. 2

 2 When plants don’t get (not/get) enough water, they die. 0

 3 I will stay (stay) in a resort when I go to Africa. 1

 4 Sam wouldn’t have been late if he had got up (get up) earlier. 3

 5 The desert gets cold when the sun goes (go) down. 0

 6 Polar bears won’t have (not/have) their natural habitat if the  
ice caps melt. 1

 7 If I had seen them cut down the tree, I would have stopped (stop) them. 3

 8 I would build an animal shelter if I won (win) £10,000. 2

2 Copy the sentences in your notebook and complete the gaps with unless or if.

 1 Unless we stop cutting down trees, pandas will lose their habitat.

 2 The charity will help more animals if we donate more money.

 3 If we all use public transport, there’ll be less traffic.

 4 I would have helped if I had known there was a problem.

 5 Unless the government does something, global warming will continue.

3  Use the prompts to ask and answer questions, as in the example.

Type 0
We use if/when + present simple, present simple for general truths and laws of nature.  
If we heat ice, it melts.

Type 1
We use if/when + present simple, will/can/may/might + infinitive without to for situations that 
are possible in the present/future. If you buy an electric car, you will save a lot of petrol money.

Type 2
We use if + past simple, would + infinitive without to for situations that are not real in the 
present/future, and advice. If we recycled more, we would have cleaner neighbourhoods.

Type 3
We use if + past perfect, would have + past participle for situations that were not real in 
the past. If you had taken the bus, you wouldn’t have been late for school.

Notes: 
• We don’t use a comma when the if-clause follows the main clause.  

We will save many endangered species if we stop global warming.
• unless = if not Unless we stop illegal hunting, black rhinos will become extinct.  

(If we don’t stop illegal hunting.)

 1 have a week off?
  A: What would you do if you had 

a week off?
  B: If I had a week off, I’d go on 

safari.

 2 find a lost pet in the street?

 3 be the mayor of your city?

 4 see someone cutting down trees?

That’s great! They  
do excellent work. If I had some 
free time, I’d volunteer there. 

When we move into  
our new house, I’ll adopt an 
animal from the local animal 

shelter.

46
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Background Information

Africa is the second largest and second most-
populous continent in the world. It has a 
population of over 1.2 billion people. It is home 
to the Nile, the world’s longest river and to the 
Sahara, the world’s largest desert.

 1  To present/practise conditionals (Types 0-3)

  • Read the cartoon aloud. Elicit the types of 
conditionals (move, ‘ll adopt: type 1; had, ’d 
volunteer: type 2).

  • Explain/Elicit that we form type 0 conditionals 
with if/when + present simple ➞ present simple. 
Elicit use.

  • Explain/Elicit that we form type 1 conditionals 
with if/when + present simple ➞ will/can/may/ 
might + infinitive without to. Elicit use.

  • Explain/Elicit that we form type 2 conditionals 
with if + past simple ➞ would + infinitive without 
to. Elicit use.

  • Explain that we form type 3 conditionals with if 
+ past perfect  ➞ would have + past participle.

  • Go through the table and explain any points Ss 
are unsure of. 

  • Ss can make sentences for each type of 
conditional.

  • Give Ss time to complete the sentences with the 
correct forms of the verbs in brackets, adding 
commas where necessary and identifying the 
type of conditional.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 2  To practise conditionals with unless/if

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 3  To practise conditionals

  • Explain the task and ask two Ss to model the 
example.

  •  Give Ss time to complete the task in closed 
pairs.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some pairs to ask and answer in front of the 
class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: What would you do if you found a lost pet in 

the street?
  B: If I found a lost pet in the street, I’d try to find 

its owner. 
  A: What would you do if you were the mayor of 

your city?
  B: If I was the mayor of my city, I’d build more 

parks. 
  A: What would you do if you saw someone cutting 

down trees?
  B: If I saw someone cutting down trees, I’d call the 

police immediately. 

3e
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 4   To practise conditionals

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
  1 When I have free time, I play computer games.
  2 If it rains tomorrow, I won’t go to football 

practice. 
  3 If I felt cold, I would put on a jumper. 
  4 If I had woken up earlier today, I would have 

arrived at school on time. 

 5  To present/practise wishes

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Elicit/ 
Explain that we use I wish/If only to express a 
wish or regret. Read the first speech bubble. 
Elicit that it refers to the present. Ask Ss to 
identify the tense (past simple). Repeat with the 
second speech bubble.

  • Explain that we use I wish/If only + past simple 
to talk about sth we wish was true in the 
present and I wish/If only + past perfect to talk 
about sth we regret/wish was different in the 
past.

  • Go through the theory box with Ss.
  • Then give Ss time to complete the sentences.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 6  To practise wishes

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Give Ss time to complete the task.
  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

 7   To practise wishes

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Ask Ss to complete the task in open pairs.

Suggested Answer Key
  I wish people drove more carefully.
  I wish I wasn’t so short. 
  I wish I had studied more for my History test. 
  I wish I hadn’t eaten so much for lunch. 

  Game!

  • Read out the Game! box.
  • Explain the game to Ss: in pairs, one S says 

sth they wish for. The other S then forms a 
conditional sentence from this. Every correct 
sentence gets a point. The S with the most 
points at the end of 10 sentences wins.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I wish I played the guitar.
  B: If you played the guitar, you would be able to 

join a band. 
  A: I wish I lived in Brazil.
  B: If you lived in Brazil, you would have nice 

weather every day. etc
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Wishes

4  Complete the sentences with your own ideas in your  notebook. Tell your 
partner.

 1 When I have free time, I … .

 2 If it rains tomorrow, I … .

 3 If I felt cold, I … .

 4 If I had woken up earlier today, I … .

• I wish/If only + past simple to express what we 
would like to be different in the present. I wish I 
had enough money to buy an electric car. (but I 
don’t)

• I wish/If only + past perfect to express regret 
about something that happened or didn’t happen 
in the past. If only I had left earlier. (but I didn’t)

5 Read the theory. Then, copy the sentences in your 
notebook and put the verbs in brackets  
in the correct tense. 

 1 If only the town had (have) a recycling centre.

 2 I wish I had gone (go) to Africa with my friends last summer. 

 3 If only I had joined (join) last weekend’s clean-up day.

 4 I wish I hadn’t lost (not/lose) my phone yesterday.

 5 If only people used (use) public transport more.

 6 I wish factories didn’t pollute (not/pollute) the air.

6 Write in your notebook what each person wishes using wish or If only, as in the 
example.

 1 He doesn’t know how to ride a bike.
  

 2 It’s a pity I missed the bus.
  I wish/If only I hadn’t missed the bus.

 3 Tom never learnt how to swim.
  Tom wishes/If only he/Tom had learnt to swim.

 4 It’s raining.
  I wish/If only it wasn’t raining.

 5 Sally didn’t volunteer at the animal shelter.
  Sally wishes/If only she/Sally had volunteered at the animal shelter.

7  What do you wish for? What do you regret? Tell your partner, 
as in the example.

 I wish I owned a game console. I wish I hadn’t stayed up so late last night.

He wishes/If only he knew how to ride a bike.

Say something you wish for. Your partner forms a conditional sentence.

A: I wish I were a bird.
B: If you were a bird, you would be able to fly in the sky!

If only the town built 
more animal shelters.

I wish there  
weren’t so many stray 

cats on the streets.
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Phrasal Verbs

look after = to take 
care of

look out = to be 
careful

look into = to 
examine, to 
investigate

Maasai Simba Camp
Amboseli National Park, 
Kenya

Experience the wonders 

of Africa!
Package includes:
•  accommodation in a 

guest cottage
• three meals a day

•  safari trip to Amboseli 

National Park
•  daily visits to a Maasai 

village

Book now! 

6 nights:

£1,200
per person

• include  • accommodation  • return  • savannah  • ancestors   
• stay tuned

SkillsSkills SkillsSkills3f 3f3f 3f

Reading

1  22  Read the advert quickly. What is it about?  
What can someone do there? Listen to and read the blog post to find out.

2 Read the text and for questions 1-3 write the correct answers in your notebook.  
Then, explain the words in bold in the text.

 1 The main purpose of the blog entry is to 
  A share news about future plans.  B give information about the Maasai. 
  C ask for advice about a holiday destination.

 2 The camp where Dan will stay is
  A on top of a mountain.  B only open in the summer.  
  C in the middle of the savannah.

 3 While in Kenya, Dan plans to
  A start a new blog.  B continue writing his blog. 
  C avoid using the Internet.

3  What do you think will be special on Dan’s holiday?

4 Read the Phrasal Verbs box, then copy the sentences in your notebook and 
complete them with the correct particle.

 1 Look out! You’re going to fall! 

 2 The government has promised to look into the problem of endangered species.

 3 Tammy often looks after her baby brother.

Dan’s
daily
Blog

Hello bloggers! I’ve got some great news! My parents have just booked 
our summer holiday. Next week, we’re travelling to Kenya in East 
Africa for a week! I wish we could stay for longer, but my dad has to 
return to work. Anyway, I think it’ll be an amazing experience! 
Our flight arrives in Nairobi on Monday morning, and then we’re going 
to take a two-hour bus ride to Maasai Simba Camp in the south. The 
camp is at the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro and there are breathtaking 
views of the savannah around it. We’re staying there for our entire trip 
and each day we’re going to visit a Maasai village nearby. The Maasai 
have the same traditional lifestyle that their ancestors did hundreds of 
years ago, so it’ll be fascinating to spend time with them and look into 
their lifestyle. But that’s not all! A group of Maasai warriors are going to 
guide us on a safari in Amboseli National Park. The camp has Wi-Fi so 
stay tuned for updates when I get there!

http://Dan’s_Daily_Blog.comBlogDd
Video
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Background Information

The Republic of Kenya is a country located in 
east Africa on the equator. It has a population 
of over 50.5 million people. The capital city is 
Nairobi. The country is famous for its national 
parks and wildlife reserves where visitors can 
go on safaris. 
Maasai Simba Camp is a historical site which 
was used by Maasai warriors for training. It is 
located on a private ranch on the outskirts of 
Amboseli National Park.
Mount Kilimanjaro is located in Tanzania, east 
Africa. It is a dormant volcano with three cones: 
Kibo, Mawenzi and Shira. It rises 5,895 metres 
above sea level. It is a major tourist attraction 
and a lot of people try to climb it every year. 
The Maasai people are a tribe of people living 
in southern Kenya and northern Tanzania. It is 
estimated that there are about 1 million Maasai 
people. They live traditional lives and are well-
known for their long and preserved culture. 
Amboseli National Park is located in Kenya at 
the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro. The park is well-
known for being a great place to see elephants 
and other wildlife up-close. At the park, visitors 
also have the chance to meet the Maasai 
people.

 1  To listen and read for gist

  • Ask Ss to read the advert.
  • Elicit what it is about and what people can do 

at the camp.
  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text to 

find out.

Suggested Answer Key
  The advert is about the Maasai Simba Camp in 

Kenya. You can visit a Maasai village and go on a 
safari in Amboseli National Park. 

 2  To read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the text again, the questions 
and answer choices and choose their answers 
according to what they read.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Then elicit explanations for the words in bold 

from Ss around the class using their dictionaries 
if necessary.

Suggested Answer Key
  foot: base
  entire: the whole of sth
  ancestors: the people related to sb who lived 

a long time ago
  fascinating: very interesting

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

 3   To express an opinion

  Elicit opinions from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Seeing amazing scenery, experiencing nature and 

learning about a traditional tribe will be some of 
the special parts of Dan’s holiday. 

 4  To present and practise phrasal verbs with 
look

  • Read out the Phrasal Verbs box.
  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

3f
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  5  To present vocabulary for types of 
holidays

  •  Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat 
chorally and/or individually.

  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 6  To talk about types of holidays; to express 
preference

  •  Ask two Ss to model the example dialogue. 
Then go through the list of words/phrases and 
explain/elicit the meanings of any unknown 
words.

  • Ask Ss to discuss the types of holidays in pairs 
and express preference.

  •  Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some pairs to share their answers with the 
class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I’m keen on cruises. I think they’re relaxing and 

a great way to explore new places. What about 
you?  

  B: I’d rather go on a sightseeing holiday. I think 
they’re interesting because you can visit art 
galleries and museums. etc

 7 a)  To predict the content of a dialogue

   • Read out the Study skills box and tell Ss this 
tip will help them to complete this type of 
listening task successfully.

   • Ask Ss to read the questions and answer 
choices.

   • Elicit what the dialogue will be about.

Suggested Answer Key
  The dialogue will be about a boy named James 

who will work somewhere during the summer. 

  b)  To listen for specific information

   • Play the recording, twice if necessary, and 
have Ss listen and choose their answers.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

 8  To write a blog entry about your summer 
plans

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to write a blog 
entry about their summer plans including all 
the points listed.

  • Ask various Ss to read their blog entries to the 
class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check 
Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  Hi everyone!
  This summer, I’m going to work at my uncle’s 

restaurant in Bristol. I’m going to stay with my 
uncle and aunt and work there four evenings a 
week. I’m leaving tomorrow and I can’t wait to get 
started. 

  My sister Lisa is coming, too, and my uncle said 
there will be enough work for both of us. Our 
duties will be to take customers’ orders and serve 
them their food. We’ll also have to clear the tables 
after the customers have left. Our uncle promised 
to pay us a fair wage, so I hope I’ll earn enough 
money to buy a new games console!

  What are your plans for the summer? 

  Culture Spot (develop research skills)

  Read out the information in the box and then give 
Ss time to research online and find out about a 
place where people can spend their holidays and 
look after wildlife in or near their country. Ask Ss 
to present them to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  In Greece, on the island of Zakynthos, people can 

volunteer to help look after the loggerhead turtles 
whose nesting grounds are on the beaches on the 
southwest coast of the island. Volunteers from two 
organisations – Earth Sea and Sky, and Archelon, 
patrol the beaches, counting and marking nests 
and keeping night-time vigils as the turtles come in 
to lay their eggs.

Background Information

Mexico is a country in North America. Over 130 
million people live there and the capital city is 
Mexico City. The people speak Spanish and they 
have a president. The country is known for its 
oil and silver production. 
New York City is located in northwestern USA. 
It has a population of over 8 million people. It 
is one of the most visited cities in the world and 
home to the famous Statue of Liberty, Empire 
State Building and Times Square. 
The Peace River Refuge and Ranch is an animal 
sanctuary founded in 1998 in Florida. It is made 
up of volunteers who help rescue wild animals 
throughout the United States. These volunteers 
also play an important role in providing these 
animals with care. 

3f
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SkillsSkills SkillsSkills3f 3f3f 3f
Vocabulary
Types of holidays

5  23  Listen and repeat.

 A cruise  B safari  C beach holiday

See Writing 3 p. 100

Speaking

6  Which type of holiday in Ex. 5 do you like most? Why? Use the ideas to 
discuss.

• cheap  • exciting  • relaxing  • interesting  • sunbathe on golden sands   
• close to nature  • experience local culture  • great way to meet people   
• visit art galleries and museums  • help animals at risk  • explore new places

 A: Volunteer holidays really appeal to me. I think they’re interesting and a good 
way to help animals at risk. What about you?

 B: I guess you are right. They are also cheap. But I prefer adventure holidays. They’re 
exciting and a great way to meet people.

Listening

7 a) You are going to hear a conversation between two friends. Read the statements 
and possible answers. What will the dialogue be about? 

 1 James will spend his summer
  A helping animals in trouble. B sightseeing in Mexico.
  C relaxing on the beach.

 2 What will be the most difficult part of James’s job? 
  A cleaning the beaches B working at night
  C stopping tourists from entering beaches

 3 Alice says that she
  A wants to go with James. B might not go on holiday.
  C doesn’t want to go to New York.

 b)  24  Now, listen and for questions 1-3, choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

Writing (a blog entry about your summer plans)

8 Write a blog entry about your summer plans (100-120 words). Write: where/when 
you are planning to go – who you are going with – what you will do there. First, 
do the tasks on p. 100.

The Peace River Refuge 
and Ranch in Florida 
has a wide variety of 

animals. You can go on 
holiday there and help 
care for the animals. 

Culture Spot

 H adventure 
holiday

 F city break
 G sightseeing 

holiday
 D volunteer 

holiday
 E camping 

holiday

Predict content

Before you listen to 
the recording, read 
the rubric, then the 
statements and 
possible answers. 
Focus on the key 
words and predict 
who the speakers 
are and what topic 
they are discussing. 
This will help you 
complete the task.

Study skills

Is there a place in 
your country or 

near your country where 
people can spend their 
holidays and look after 
wildlife? Find out where 
it is and what people 
can do there.
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Listening & Reading

1  25  What are the different parts of a plant? What are 
their functions? What is the process that makes the plants 
grow called? Listen, read and check.

2 Replace the words in bold in the sentences (1-4) 
with words from the text. Write in your notebook. 
Then explain the words in bold in the text.

Video

Speaking

3 Use the picture to describe the different parts of 
a plant and what they do to the rest of the class.

 1 Water enters the 
plant through 
them.

 2 It makes leaves 
green.

 3 Plants absorb it 
to make food.

 4 They are often 
colourful to 
attract insects.

• minerals  • soil  • role  • upright  
• substance  • convert  • admire

Plant Life
Plants play an important role in our world. 

They feed insects, birds and animals and even provide medicines for 

humans. But what are the different parts which make up a plant?

ROOTS
A plant’s roots are underground and they hold it in the ground so that it 

doesn’t blow away. Roots have very small hairs that take in water and 

minerals from the soil. Then, the roots transport these up to the stem.

STEM
The stem is the central part of the plant and it has a similar role to the 

roots. It holds the plant steady and upright, and carries water and 

minerals to every part of the plant, including the leaves.

LEAVES
The leaves contain a special substance called chlorophyll. Chlorophyll 

gives leaves their green colour and it absorbs sunlight. Then, the plant 

uses the sunlight’s energy to convert carbon dioxide from the air, and 

water from the roots, into food. This is called photosynthesis. 

FLOWERS 

The flower is the top part of a plant – the part we usually admire. It is 

made of several petals. They are usually brightly coloured to attract 

insects likes bees. The flower makes seeds which insects and the wind 

help to spread. Then, the seeds grow into new plants.

Collect information about the 
process of photosynthesis

 6CO2 + 6H2O ➞ C6H12O6 + 6O2
 (carbon dioxide)  (water)  (glucose)  (oxygen)

Sunlight

Carbon Dioxide

Chloroplasts Water

Oxygen

Leaf

Flower

Fruit

Stem

Seeds

Roots
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  Collect information about the process of 
photosynthesis 

  • Ss, in groups, research online and collect 
information about photosynthesis. Ask Ss to 
present the information to the class.

  •  Alternatively, assign the task as HW and have Ss 
present their information in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  Photosynthesis is the process by which plants make 

their own food. Photosynthesis takes place in the 
leaves of plants. The leaves are made up of very 
small cells. Inside these cells, are tiny structures 
called chloroplasts. Each chloroplast contains a 
green chemical called chlorophyll which gives 
leaves their green colour. Chlorophyll absorbs the 
sun’s energy. This energy is used to split water 
molecules into hydrogen and oxygen. Oxygen is 
released from the leaves into the atmosphere. 
Hydrogen and carbon dioxide are used to form 
glucose or food for plants. Some of the glucose 
is used to provide energy for the growth and 
development of plants while the rest is stored in 
leaves, roots or fruit for later use.

 1  To introduce the topic; to listen and read 
for specific information 

  • Read out the questions in the rubric and elicit 
Ss’ guesses in answer to them.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen, read and check.

Suggested Answer Key
  The different parts of a plant include the roots, the 

stem, the leaves and the flowers. The roots hold 
the plant in the ground and supply it with water 
and minerals. The stem holds the plant upright 
and carries water and minerals to every part of the 
plant. The leaves contain chlorophyll which helps 
the plant make food. The flowers attract insects 
so that the plant’s seeds can spread. The process 
that makes plants grow through food production is 
photosynthesis.

 2  To read for key information 

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and pay attention 
to the words in bold. Then ask Ss to read the 
text again and replace the words in bold with 
words from the text.

  • Check Ss’ answers and then give Ss time to 
explain the words in bold in the text using their 
dictionaries if necessary. 

Answer Key
  1 (the) roots 3 sunlight
  2 Chlorophyll 4 Flowers/Petals 

Suggested Answer Key
  underground: under the surface 
  central: middle part
  steady: stable, not moving
  contain: have got
  attract: to pull towards sth 

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

 3  To consolidate information in a text 

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss to describe the different parts of a plant 
using the picture to help them.

Suggested Answer Key
  A plant consists of a number of different parts. 

In the first place, the roots hold the plant in the 
ground and supply it with water and minerals. 
Secondly, the stem holds the plant upright and 
carries water and minerals to every part of the 
plant. Another part of a plant is the leaves. These 
contain chlorophyll which helps the plant make 
food. Also, the flowers attract insects so that the 
plant’s seeds can spread. 

CLIL (Science)
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 1  To create an advert

  • Give Ss time to research online for information 
about a nature reserve in their country and 
make notes under the headings provided.

  • Then give Ss time to use their information to 
create an advert.

Suggested Answer Key

 2  To give a presentation on a nature reserve

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to use their research 
from Ex.1 to prepare a presentation to give to 
the class. 

  • Ask various Ss to present their nature reserve to 
the class adding slides if they wish.

Suggested Answer Key
  Good morning/afternoon everyone and welcome 

to Spain. I’m sure there are a lot of places which 
you’d like to visit during your time here, but I 
highly recommend that you visit Doñana National 
Park. 

  This nature reserve is in Andalusia in southern Spain 
and it’s a beautiful place of unspoilt nature. There, 
you can see a huge variety of landscapes from 
marshes to sand dunes, and you can spot a wide 
range of wildlife. Doñana National Park is great for 
bird-watching with countless European and African 
birds, while there are also deer, badgers and, 
of course, the famous Iberian lynx, which is one 
of Europe’s few big cats! There are also herds of 
beautiful Andalusian horses. In addition, you can 
visit Doñana Biological Station and find out about 
how the ecology of the area is protected. 

  All in all, a trip to Doñana National Park is an 
unforgettable experience. You’ll learn a lot about 
ecology and experience nature at its most beautiful! 
Are there any questions? Thank you for listening.

 3  To present the value of learning from 
nature

  • Ask Ss to read the two lists of sentences. Explain/ 
Elicit the meanings of any unknown words and 
then give Ss time to match the sentences.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 4   To discuss the value of learning 
from nature

  • Give Ss time to read the quotation and discuss it 
in small groups. 

  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I think nature teaches us that we shouldn’t rush. 

We should take everything at a slow and steady 
pace and we will get everything done.

  B: Yes, I agree. I also think that nature shows 
us that our pace of life should be slower and 
simpler so we can enjoy it more.

Background Information

Scotland is located in the United Kingdom. It 
occupies the northern third of Great Britain and 
shares its border with England. It is home to 800 
small islands and is well-known for its landscapes. 
It has a population of approximately 5.4 million 
people.
Loch Lomond is the largest freshwater lake in 
Scotland. It measures about 39 kilometres long. 
It is part of the Loch Lomond and The Trossachs 
National Park. 

 

Visit one of Spain’s most beautiful nature reserves: 

Doñana National Park
 Doñana National Park is in Andalusia in southern 
Spain. It’s a huge area with a range of landscapes 
from marshes to sand dunes. You can see a wide 
range of wildlife here including birds, deer, 
badgers, the Iberian lynx and herds of Andalusian 
horses. Visitors can also visit Doñana Biological 
Station and find out about how the ecology of 
the area is protected. It’s a trip to remember! 
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VALUES
Learning from nature

3 Match the sentences (1-4) to what they teach us (a-d).

 1 b   Leaves are green in the summer, turn yellow in the autumn, then fall off in the 
winter, but they grow again in the spring. 

 2 d    Everything in nature has a role to play, whatever its size: bees, flowers, forests, 
elephants, etc.

 3 a    Nature can be unpredictable and destructive. There are storms, volcanic 
eruptions and earthquakes.

 4 c   Nature is not complicated, but it is still beautiful.

  We can’t have control over everything.

  What seems like an end can be a new beginning.

  We should keep things simple.

  Even the smallest things can be important.

4   Read the quotation.  
What does nature teach us about our own lives? Discuss. 

a

b

c

d

51

Project Time 3 

1  Collect information about a nature reserve in your country that tourists can visit. 
Use the headings: name – where it is – what you can see/do there. Create an advert.

Presentation Skills

2 Imagine a group of exchange students are visiting your school. Use your research 
in Ex. 1 to prepare and give a presentation about a nature reserve in your country 
which you think they should visit.

This beautiful lake and its surroundings are famous for their diverse wildlife. From woods 
full of bluebells to the rare golden eagle, Loch Lomond is a nature lover’s paradise!

SearchPark Authority  |  Planning  |  Contact us
Loch

Lomond Discover the Park     Things to do     Looking after the Park        Explore by Map

History  |  Bookmarks  |  Tools

“Nature does not hurry,   yet everything is accomplished.”
Lao Tzu

See Song Section p. 95
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• Vocabulary

- festivals & events
- recyclable materials
- types of music
- theatre
- festival activities
- types of novels

• Grammar

- the passive
- a/an – the – one/ones
- relative clauses
- comparative – 

superlative

• Speaking

- booking tickets for  
a performance

• Writing

- an article about a 
festival

•  CLIL (Literature): 
The Lord of the Rings  
& The Hound of the 
Baskervilles

•  Culture: Reading 
Festival

•  Values: Heroism

What’s in this 
module?

52

Video

Vocabulary
Festivals & Events

1 Look at the tickets. Which of these festivals 
are for: TV viewers? art lovers? comic book 
readers? music lovers? food fans?

2 Look at the tickets and fill in the gaps with: 

• organised  • held  • prepared  
• transformed  • won

          Write in your notebook.

The world’s most 
famous music festival  
is 2) held every year 
near Pilton, England.

Watch as sand is 1) transformed into 
life-sized sculptures by professional sand 
sculptors in Surfers Paradise, Australia.
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Arts & Festivals
What’s in this module?

Go through the What’s in this module? box and tell Ss 
that these are the topics, skills and activities this module 
will cover.

 1  To present/practise vocabulary relating to 
festivals & events

  • Ask Ss to look at the tickets. 
  • Explain/Elicit the meanings of any unknown 

words and then elicit which type of person 
would like to go to which festival event from Ss 
around the class.

Answer Key
  TV viewers: Sherlocked 
  art lovers: Sand Sculpting Championships 
  comic book readers: Comic-Con International
  music lovers: Glastonbury Festival 
  food fans: QIFF – Qatar International Food Festival 

 2  To read for cohesion & coherence 

  • Explain the meanings of any unknown words in 
the list and then give Ss time to read the tickets 
and complete the gaps.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.
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 3  To talk about festivals & events

  • Ask two Ss to model the example and then ask 
Ss to ask and answer in pairs using the festivals 
& events in the tickets, following the example.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some pairs to ask and answer in front of the 
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Where is Glastonbury Festival held?
  B: It’s held near Pilton, England. 
  A: When does it take place?
  B: It takes place from 23rd to 27th June. 
  A: What can visitors do there?
  B: Visitors can listen to live music there. 

  A: Where is Comic-Con International held?
  B: It’s held in San Diego, USA. 
  A: When does it take place?
  B: It takes place from 19th to 22nd July. 
  A: What can visitors do there?
  B: Visitors can win prizes for the best display of 

costumes. 

  A: Where is QIFF held?
  B: It’s held in locations around Doha, Qatar. 
  A: When does it take place?
  B: It takes place from 28th March to 8th April.  
  A: What can visitors do there?
  B: Visitors can see famous chefs prepare 

traditional Qatari and international dishes. 

  A: Where is Sherlocked held?
  B: It’s held in Birmingham, England. 
  A: When does it take place?
  B: It takes place from 27th to 29th May.  
  A: What can visitors do there?
  B: Visitors can meet actors and see genuine props 

from the TV show Sherlock. 

 4   To express a preference

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then 
elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I’d like to visit Glastonbury Festival because I love 

listening to live music. 

Background Information
Australia is an island country in the Southern Hemisphere 
between the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean. It 
is over 7.6 million square kilometres in size and has a 
population of over 24 million. Its capital city is Canberra, 
but the largest city is Sydney with a population of over 4 
million. 
Surfers Paradise is a resort town located on the eastern 
coast of Australia in the state of Queensland. It has a 
population of around 20,000 people and it’s famous for 
its beautiful sandy beaches.
The Australian Sand Sculpting Championships are a 
yearly event held in Surfers Paradise in February, where 
sand sculptors from around the world compete. Visitors 
can watch the contestants work and attend sand 
sculpting workshops.
England is one of the four countries that make up the 
United Kingdom (UK). London is the capital city of 
England and the UK. The population of England is 
around 54 million people. 
Pilton is a village in the county of Somerset in England, 
UK. It has a population of around 1,000 people. 
Glastonbury Festival is a three-day music festival that 
began in 1971. It’s held at Worthy Farm near Pilton, 
England, and over 130,000 guests attend each year.
California is a state in the United States of America (USA). 
It has the highest population of all the states with over 
39 million people. It became a state in 1850. The capital 
city is Sacramento, but the largest city is Los Angeles.
San Diego is a large port city on the Pacific coast in 
California, USA, close to the Mexico border. It has a 
population of around 1.5 million people, making it the 
second most populated city in California. It has a mild 
climate and is known for its beautiful beaches, which 
make it a popular tourist destination.
Comic-Con International is an annual convention 
celebrating not just comic books but also science fiction 
films, video games, TV series and other related forms of 
art. It’s held for four days in July and more than 130,000 
people attend each year. 
Qatar is a small country in the Middle East. It’s a 
peninsula in the Persian Gulf and shares a border with 
Saudi Arabia. It has a population of around 2.6 million 
people. The country is a monarchy and the royal family is 
the House of Thani.
Doha is the capital city of Qatar and has a population 
of 1.3 million people. It is located on the eastern coast 
of the country. Doha is also one of the most important 
centres of business, finance and education in the world. 
It is also a popular tourist destination.
The Qatar International Food Festival (QIFF) is held every 
year in Doha, Qatar. Visitors can enjoy cooking classes, 
watch street performers and sample a variety of dishes 
from all over the world. 
Birmingham is located in the Midlands of England. It has 
a population of around 1 million people, making it the 
second most populated city in the UK.
Sherlocked is a convention held in Birmingham, UK, every 
year where fans of the television series Sherlock can get 
together and meet people involved in the production of 
the show, from producers and writers to actors.
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Traditional Qatari 
and international 
dishes are 
4) prepared by 
famous chefs at 
locations  
around the capital 
city, Doha.

53

3  Ask and answer questions, as in the example.   

A: Where is the Sand Sculpting Championships held?
B: It’s held in Surfers Paradise, Australia.
A: When does it take place?
B: It takes place from 9th to 25th February.
A: What can visitors do there? etc

4  Which festival/event would you most like to visit? Why? Tell the class.

 I’d like to visit Comic-Con International because … .

The best in sci-fi, 
comics and gaming!
Prizes to be 3) won for 
the best display of 
costumes.

The only convention that is 
5) organised especially for fans 
of the hit TV series Sherlock. 
Meet actors and see genuine 
props from the show!
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ReadingReading4a 4a4a 4a
Reading

1 Which of the art forms below do you like doing? Why? Choose from the adjectives. 

2 Look at the picture. What is strange about these works of art? Read to find out.

From a distance, it seems like something very strange is 
going on in the town square. Usually, this area is full of 
activity, but today around a thousand people are standing 
still without making a noise. 1) _____ a closer look, though, 
and you’ll realise that they’re not actual people – they’re 
statues made out of rubbish!
This is Trash People – 1,000 human-sized figures made out of 
aluminium cans, plastic bottles and electronic waste. This 
artwork was designed by HA Schult, a German artist, and first 
appeared in Germany in 1996. 2) _____ then, it has travelled 
around the world, appearing in Rome, Barcelona, New York, the 
Pyramids of Giza and even the Arctic! Schult’s artwork sends a 

powerful message. He wants to 
3) _____ awareness about the 

effect our wasteful habits 
have on the environment.

Trash People is not the only piece of ‘rubbish art’ that Schult 
has created. In 2010, he designed the Save the Beach Hotel. 
It was built entirely from 12 tons of rubbish that was found on 
various beaches in Europe. With this work, Schult wanted to 
bring people’s attention to the huge amount of waste which 
4) _____ up in our seas and coastline. It was exhibited in 
2010 in Rome and in 2011 in Madrid, and included five 
rooms and a reception. And yes, it was possible to book a 
room and stay in it overnight! 
Many of Schult’s other works focus 5) _____ the environment 
and they are on display in museums and art galleries around 
the world. His works are very interesting and amusing, but 
they also give us a warning about the future of the planet. 
Somehow, we have to reduce the 
amount of rubbish we produce, and 
we need to start today!

• relaxing  • interesting  • creative  • entertaining  • educational  • challenging  

painting sculpture
photography

computer art pottery 
filmmaking

Video

• cruel  • case  
• distance  • go on  
• wasteful  • coastline  
• overnight  • warning

54

Usually, it’s quite cruel to describe an artwork as ‘complete rubbish’, but in some cases it’s 100% true!
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Reading

1 Which of the art forms below do you like doing? Why? Choose from the adjectives. 

54(T)

 1  To learn vocabulary for art forms; to 
express likes 

  • Read out the art forms and the adjectives and 
explain/elicit the meanings of any unknown 
words.

  • Ask various Ss to tell the class which ones they 
like by using the adjectives in the list.

Suggested Answer Key
  I like photography. I find it very relaxing to take 

photographs of nature. Also, it’s very challenging 
because you have to be ready to capture something 
special when it happens! 

 2  To read for gist

  • Ask Ss to look at the works of art in the picture 
and elicit what is strange about them.

  • Give Ss time to read the text and find out.

Answer Key
  These works of art are different because they are 

made with rubbish. 

4a
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Reading

1 Which of the art forms below do you like doing? Why? Choose from the adjectives. 
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 3  To read for cohesion & coherence, to listen 
for confirmation and consolidate new vocabulary 
(multiple choice cloze)

  • Read out the Study skills box and tell Ss this tip 
will help them to complete the task successfully. 

  • Ask Ss to read the text again and choose the most 
appropriate word for each gap from the options.

  • Play the recording for Ss to listen and check 
their answers.

  • Then elicit the meaning of the words in bold 
from Ss around the class, using their dictionaries 
if necessary.

Suggested Answer Key
  activity: action, movement 
  actual: real 
  figures: representations of humans
  powerful: strong 
  habits: the things we do regularly 
  entirely: completely
  exhibited: displayed 
  amusing: fun 

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  •  Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

 4   To express an opinion

  Elicit a variety of answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that Trash People is a very effective way to 

teach people about the environment. It’s quite a 
strange work of art, so it grabs people’s attention 
and makes them think about what its message is.

 

 6  To present/practise phrasal verbs with turn 

  • Ask Ss to read the Phrasal Verbs box and then 
give them time to complete the sentences.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 7  To consolidate information in a text; 
to express a preference 

  Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I would like to see the Save the Beach Hotel 

because I think it would be incredible to see a hotel 
made entirely out of rubbish. I think the artist is 
trying to tell us that we should all try harder to 
protect our seas and coastlines.

 8  To write an article

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to research 
online and find out about another strange form 
of art to write an article about it including all 
the points mentioned.

  • Ask various Ss to read their articles to the class.
  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check 

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  John Dahlsen is an Australian artist who 

has collected rubbish from the beaches 
in Australia and used it to make art. He 
has made amazing sculptures out of 
rubber, plastic bottles, flip-flops, foam 
and driftwood. One of these was called 
Thong Totems and it won the Wynne Prize from the 
Art Gallery of New South Wales, as well as many 
other awards.  It looked like a huge bottle but it was 
made completely out of flip-flops. You can see it on 
the coast near Bondi Beach in Sydney, Australia.

4a

Background Information
Germany is a country in western-central Europe. The 
capital city is Berlin and the population is over 82 million 
people. It is the country with the biggest population in 
the European Union.
Rome is the capital city of Italy. It was founded in 753 
BCE and it is an ancient city with a rich history. It has a 
population of 4.2 million people. It is a popular tourist 
destination and it is home to the Colosseum, the Castel 
Sant’Angelo, St Peter’s Basilica, the Trevi Fountain and 
the Roman Forum. 
Barcelona is the capital city of the region of Catalonia in 
Spain. It has got a population of over 1.6 million people 
and it is home to the Sagrada Família, Casa Milá, Park 
Güell and Casa Batlló. It is a popular tourist destination.
New York is the most populated city in the USA with a 
population of 8.5 million people. It is a major centre for 
commerce, entertainment, technology, politics, education 
and sport. Its nickname is ‘the Big Apple’.
Giza, Egypt, is a large city on the west bank of the River 
Nile and it is home to impressive monuments and statues 
from the ancient world. The Great Sphinx, the Great 
Pyramid and many other temples and pyramids are here. 
Millions of tourists visit it every year.
The Arctic is a polar region at the most northerly part of 
the Earth. It consists of parts of Alaska, Canada, Finland, 
Greenland, Iceland, Norway, Russia and Sweden as well 
as the Arctic Ocean.
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6 Read the Phrasal Verbs box, then copy the sentences in your notebook and 
complete them with the correct particle.

 1 Hundreds of people turned out to watch the fireworks display.

 2 We turned our old table into some very nice bookshelves.

 3 I offered to take Jake to the concert, but he turned me down.

Speaking & Writing

7  Which of the two artworks from the text in Ex. 2 would you like to see? 
Why? What is the artist trying to tell us with this art? 

8  Collect information about another strange form of art and write a short 
article for the school magazine (80-100 words). Write about: the designer – what 
he/she has made – why it is strange – where and when it has been displayed.

 1 plastic bottles  2 aluminium cans  3 newspapers  4 crisp packets

 5 glass jars  6 takeaway food boxes  7 plastic bottle caps  8 juice cartons 

Phrasal Verbs

turn down = to refuse
turn out = to attend 

an event and take 
part in it

turn into = to change 
(sth) into sth else

ReadingReading4a 4a4a 4a
Reading

1 Which of the art forms below do you like doing? Why? Choose from the adjectives. 

Vocabulary
Recyclable materials

5 a)  27  Look at the pictures. Which of these items can be recycled? Listen and 
check.         Recyclable: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7         Non-recyclable: 4, 6, 8

3  26  Read again and choose the word (A, B or C) that best fits each gap (1-5). 
Write in your notebook. Listen and check. Then, explain the words in bold.

 1 A Make B Do C Take

 2 A For B Since C By

 3 A raise B get C grow

 4 A finishes B ends C closes

 5 A on B in C at

4  Do you think Trash People is an effective way to teach people about the 
environment? Why?

Completing a cloze 
text

Read the text once 
to get the general 
idea. Read again 
paying attention to 
the words before 
and after the gap. 
They will help you 
do the task. Read the 
completed text to 
see if it makes sense.

Study skills
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The passive

1 Read the theory. Then, copy the the sentences in your notebook and 
complete the gaps with: is, can, was, will, have or had. Give reasons.

 1 John’s new book was released last Monday.

 2 The gallery is visited by over 100,000 people each year.

 3 All their songs have been written by the lead guitarist so far. 

 4 These comic books can be read by both teens and adults.

 5 The paintings will be returned to the museum next month.

 6 The lights had been installed before the director arrived.

2 Copy the text in your notebook and complete the gaps with the verbs 
in brackets in the correct passive form. 

We form the passive with the verb to be and the past participle of the main verb.

active passive

Present simple Tourists visit the museum. The museum is visited by tourists.

Present 
continuous

Tourists are visiting the 
museum.

The museum is being visited by 
tourists.

Past simple Tourists visited the museum. The museum was visited by tourists.

Past 
continuous

Tourists were visiting the 
museum.

The museum was being visited by 
tourists.

Future simple Tourists will visit the museum. The museum will be visited by tourists.

Present perfect Tourists have visited the museum. The museum has been visited by tourists.

Past perfect Tourists had visited the museum. The museum had been visited by tourists.

Modal verbs Tourists should visit the museum. The museum should be visited by tourists.

We use the passive when:
• the action is more important than the person who does it. The paintings are displayed 

in the main hall. (It’s not important who put them on display.)
• the person who does the action is unknown, unimportant or obvious. The festival is 

held every summer. (= by the organisers, it is obvious)

Changing the active to the passive
• The object of the active sentence becomes the subject in the passive sentence.
• The active verb changes into a passive form (to be + past participle of main verb).
• The subject of the active sentence becomes the agent.
• The agent is introduced with by (person) or with (instrument, material, ingredient) or 

it is omitted because it is unimportant or easily understood.

 subject verb object
 Active Leonardo Da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa.

 Passive The Mona Lisa was painted by Leonardo Da Vinci.
 subject verb agent

Big Rig Jig is a work of art that needs to 1) be seen (see) to be believed! It 
2)  is made (make) out of two 18-wheel trucks. The two trucks 3)  are connected 
(connect) to each other in an ‘S’ shape. This 4-storey tall artwork 4) was sculpted 
(sculpt) by Mike Ross for a festival in Nevada in 2007. It 5) was considered (consider) 
one of the highlights of the event. Since then, Big Rig Jig 6) has been installed (install) 
in a busy street in Las Vegas where thousands of people admire it each day.

I know, and all of them 
have been painted by 

local artists.

Look at this!  
Paintings of our town are 

being exhibited at the  
art gallery.
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 1  To present/practise the passive

  • Ask two Ss to read out the cartoon. Focus Ss’ 
attention on the verb forms in bold. Elicit/ 
Explain that these forms are in the passive. Elicit 
form (to be + past participle of the main verb).

  • Explain/Elicit that we use the passive to talk 
about an action when we don’t know who 
performed it, when it is obvious who performed 
it from the context or when the action is more 
important than the person who performed it.

  • Go through the table with Ss. Ask them to form 
the active forms of the verbs in bold in the 
cartoon (are exhibiting, have painted). Then, 
elicit why in the first speech bubble we don’t use 
agent (by) (omitted because it is unimportant or 
easily understood). 

  • Give Ss time to complete the task. 
  • Check Ss’ answers. 

 2  To practise the passive

  • Explain the task.
  • Give Ss time to complete it, then check Ss’ answers.

Background Information

Leonardo Da Vinci was an Italian Renaissance 
painter, sculptor, architect, musician, 
mathematician, engineer, inventor, anatomist 
and more, but he is best known as a painter. 
He lived from 1452-1519 and his most famous 
works include the Mona Lisa, The Last Supper 
and Vitruvian Man. 
The Mona Lisa is a painting by Leonardo Da 
Vinci. It was painted between 1503 and 1506 and 
it is believed to be of a noblewoman called Lisa 
Gheradini. It is in the Louvre Museum in Paris 
and it is said to be the most famous painting in 
the world. 
Mike Ross is an artist from the USA. He is 
well-known for creating large scale public art 
projects. His most famous works are Big Rig Jig 
and Jet Kiss.
Nevada is a state in the USA and it shares 
borders with Oregon, Idaho, California, Arizona 
and Utah. It has a population of around 3 million 
people and the capital city is Carson City. 
Las Vegas is the largest city in Nevada, USA, with 
a population of over 600,000 people. It is located 
in the Mojave Desert and has a very hot, dry 
climate. It is a popular tourist destination.

4b
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  Game!

  Split the class into teams and have Ss from each 
team take turns to form sentences in the passive 
using the verbs in the list. Each correct sentence 
gets a point. The team with the most points after a 
fixed time wins.

Suggested Answer Key
  Team A S1: Great Expectations was written by 

Charles Dickens.
  T: Correct! One point.
  Team B S1: Men were sent to the moon by NASA 

in 1969.
  T: Correct!
  Team A S2: The Mona Lisa was created by Leonardo 

da Vinci. etc

 3  To practise the passive with by/with

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete 
the task.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 4  To practise the passive

  • Explain that to change an active sentence to a 
passive sentence the object of the active verb 
becomes the subject of the passive verb and the 
active form changes to a passive form while the 
subject becomes the agent.

  • Give Ss time to complete the task and then 
check their answers.

Answer Key
  1 The festival has been held since 1970. (omit 

agent: unimportant and unknown)
  2 The first festival was headlined by a band called 

T. Rex.
  3 Most of the stages are built every year. (omit 

agent: unimportant and unknown)
  4 Free tickets are given to local people. (omit agent: 

unimportant and unknown)
  5 Festival highlights can be seen on TV or online. 

(omit agent: obvious)
  6 Tickets should be booked well in advance. (omit 

agent: obvious)

 5  To present/practise a/an – the – one/ones

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Elicit 
when we use a/an (first time we mention sth), 
the (before names of cinemas), the one (refers 
to sth mentioned before to avoid repetition).

  • Go through the theory with Ss.
  • Explain any points Ss are unclear of.
  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Background Information

Starry Night is a painting by Vincent van Gogh. 
It was painted in 1889 and it is an example of 
post-impressionist art. It is in the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York City and it is said to be 
one of the most famous paintings in the world.
Vincent van Gogh was a Dutch painter. He lived 
from 1853 to 1890 and his most famous works 
include Starry Night and Sunflowers.
T. Rex were a rock band from England that 
formed in 1967. The band was extremely 
popular in the 1970s until the death of lead 
singer and guitarist Mark Bolan in 1977. Their 
music was very influential to many musicians.

4b
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a/an – the – one/ones

• We use the with the names of: rivers (the Seine), seas (the Red Sea), oceans (the 
Pacific), mountain ranges (the Alps), deserts (the Sahara), groups of islands (the 
Dodecanese), museums/art galleries (the Louvre), unique places (the Acropolis), 
cinemas/theatres (the Plaza), musical instruments (the guitar), dances (the flamenco) 
and families (the Beckhams). 

• We don’t use the with the names of: countries (Italy), cities (Madrid), parks (Hyde 
Park), mountains (Mount Everest), individual islands (Cyprus), lakes (Lake Victoria), 
continents (Africa), streets (Oxford Street), months (February), celebrations (New 
Year’s Day) and meals (dinner).

• We use one in the singular and ones in the plural to avoid repeating a noun when it is 
clear what we mean. Do you like the white shirt or the one with the floral patterns?

3 Copy in your notebook and complete the gaps with by or with. 

 1 Starry Night was painted by Vincent van Gogh.

 2 My boots were covered with mud after the festival.

 3 The new concert hall is decorated with modern art.

 4 The exhibition was attended by thousands of people.

4 Rewrite the active sentences in the passive in your notebook. In which sentences 
can we omit the agent? Why?

In teams form 
sentences in the 
passive. Use: write, 
send, create, sing, 
paint, invent, 
speak, buy, design 
in various tenses.

Awesome! The last 
one was excellent.

5 Read the theory, then copy the sentences in your notebook and complete the gaps 
with a, an, the, one or ones where necessary.

 1 This hotel is more comfortable than the one we stayed at in – Oak Street. 

 2 The Smiths saw the new James Bond film at the Ritz Cinema.

 3 George is a tour guide who shows people around the National Museum.

 4 The attractions here are as interesting as the ones we visited in – Rome. 

 5 Izzy’s favourite dance is the tango from – Argentina.

 6 Tom visited the Eiffel Tower when he was in – Paris. 

 7 There is an arts festival on the Aran Islands every – September.

There’s a new  
Star Wars film on at  

the Odeon.

 Glastonbury Festival
 1 They have held the festival since 1970. 
 2 A band called T. Rex headlined the first festival.
 3 They have to build most of the stages every year.
 4 They give free tickets to local people.
 5 You can see festival highlights on TV or online.
 6 You should book tickets well in advance.

Note!

We use a/an:
•  when we mention 

sth for the first time.  
I went to a festival.

•  for jobs. He’s an actor.
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5 Copy the sentences in your notebook. Complete the gaps  
          with words from Ex. 4.

 1 The curtain came down at the end of the play.

 2 Our seats are in row D.

 3 The Queen watched the play from the royal box. 

 4 The actors walked out onto the stage.

 5 There weren’t enough seats so people were standing in the aisle.

 7 aisle

 3 balcony

 6 stalls

 2 box

 5 row

 1 curtain

 4 stage

Types of music

1  28  Listen to the five musical extracts. Which types of music below can you hear?

• heavy metal  • classical  • hip hop  • rap  • reggae  • pop  • blues  • R&B  • indie  
• folk  • jazz

2  Which is your favourite/least favourite type of music? Why? Tell your 
partner using the adjectives below.

• fast  • slow  • exciting  • boring  • relaxing  • happy  • sad 

I like … because it’s … .
I don’t like … because it’s … .

3 Complete the gaps with the words in the list. Write in your notebook.

• pop  • singer  • bass  • concert  • lead  • opera  • live  • drum

 1 Tina wants to be a(n) pop star when she grows up.

 2 We are going to see La Boheme at the opera house next week.

 3 Adam Levine is the lead singer of Maroon 5.

 4 John is learning to play the bass guitar.

 5 My cousin is a backing singer in a rock band.

 6 I love going to concerts and listening to live music.

 7 James got a brand new drum kit for his birthday.

 8 They are building a new concert hall in my town.

Theatre

4  29  Label the places in a theatre (1-7) with the words in the list. Listen and 
check, then repeat.

• stage  • row  • aisle  • box  • curtain  • balcony  • stalls
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 1  To present vocabulary for types of music   

  • Ask Ss to read the types of music in the list.
  • Play the recording. Ss listen and identify the 

types of music they hear.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  Extract 1: jazz
  Extract 2: heavy metal  
  Extract 3: classical  
  Extract 4: pop  
  Extract 5: hip-hop 

 2   To talk about music taste

  • Explain the task and read out the list of 
adjectives. Explain/Elicit the meanings of any 
unknown words.

  • Ask Ss to talk in pairs about their favourite/least 
favourite type of music following the example.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask some Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I like pop music because it’s happy. I don’t like 

classical music because it’s boring. 

 3  To present/practise collocations relating to 
music

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to look up the 
meanings of any unknown words in their 
dictionaries.

  • Give Ss time to complete the task and then 
check their answers.

 4  To present vocabulary relating to the 
theatre

  • Ask Ss to look at the diagram of the theatre.
  • Read out the words in the list and give Ss time 

to use them to complete the labels.
  • Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their 

answers.
  • Then play the recording again with pauses for 

Ss to repeat chorally and/or individually.

 5  To practise vocabulary relating to the 
theatre

  Give Ss time to complete the sentences using the 
words from Ex. 4 and then check their answers.

4c
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 1  To present situational language for 

booking tickets for a performance

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and guess who says 
each one.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and check their 
answers.

Answer Key
  Ticket clerk: How can I help you? Is that for the 2:30 

pm performance or the 7:30 pm? They’re £45 each, 
so that’s £90, please. Enjoy the show!

  Customer: What about the one at 2:30 pm, then? 
Can I have the ones next to the aisle, please?

 2  To read for specific information 

  Give Ss time to read the dialogue again and then 
elicit answers to the questions.

Answer Key
  Alice is going to watch ‘The Phantom of the Opera’. 

She’s got tickets for the 2:30 pm performance with 
seats in the middle next to the aisle. 

 3  To act out a dialogue

  • Give Ss time to take roles and read out the 
dialogue in closed pairs.

  • Monitor the activity around the class. Pay attention 
to Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 4  To role play a dialogue booking tickets for 
a performance

  • Explain the task and tell Ss to use the poster to 
help them complete the task.

  • Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

  

  • Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in 
Ex. 1 as a model.

  • Ss complete the task in closed pairs.

 A B
Ask B if they need help.

Ask which performance 
B would like to see.

Tell B that the later 
show is sold out.

Tell B what seats are 
available.

Confirm. 

Tell B the price of the 
tickets and ask how 
they would like to pay.

Explain to B when/ 
where they can pick up 
the tickets.

Ask A about tickets 
to a performance.

Ask A for tickets to 
the later show.

Ask A about tickets 
to the earlier show.

Tell A what seats 
you would like.

Ask A what the 
ticket price is.

Confirm and pay.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and ask some 
pairs to act out the dialogue in front of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Good morning. How can I help you?
  B: I’d like two tickets for this Saturday for ‘School 

of Rock’, please.
  A: Is that for the 2:30 pm performance or the 

7:30 pm?
  B: The later show, please.
  A: I’m sorry, but it’s sold out. 
  B: I see. What about the one at 2:30 pm, then?
  A: Let me check. Yes, there are just four seats left; 

two at the front and two in the middle next to 
the aisle. 

  B: Can I have the ones at the front, please? 
  A: Certainly. 
  B: How much are the tickets? 
  A: They’re £50 each, so that’s £100, please. 

Will you be paying in cash or by card?
  B: By card, please.
  A: OK, show this receipt to collect your tickets at 

the box office half an hour before the show 
starts. Enjoy the show!

  Pronunciation

   To learn the pronunciation of \i…\, \I\

  • Play the recording and ask Ss to listen and 
arrange the words under the sounds they hear.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to 

repeat chorally and/or individually.
  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.
  • Then elicit more words with these sounds.

Suggested Answer Key
  cream, seem; itch, stitch

Background Information

The Phantom of the Opera is a musical play 
based on the novel by the same name written 
by Gaston Leroux in 1910. The musical was 
written by Andrew Lloyd Webber and it was 
first performed in 1986. It has won a lot of 
awards and to this day it is one of the most 
popular musicals in the world.
School of Rock: The Musical is a musical play by 
Andrew Lloyd Webber based on the 2003 film 
School of Rock. It was first performed in 2015. It 
has been nominated for many awards and won 
the Outstanding Achievement in Music award 
at the Laurence Olivier Awards in 2017.
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 31  Listen and repeat. Then, in your notebook, arrange the words under the headings \i…\ and \I\. 

Booking tickets for a performance

1  30  The sentences below are from a dialogue between a ticket clerk and a 
customer. Who says each sentence? Listen and read to check.

• How can I help you?  • Is that for the 2:30 pm performance or the 7:30 pm?  
• What about the one at 2:30 pm, then?  • Can I have the ones next to the aisle, please?  
• They’re £45 each, so that’s £90, please.  • Enjoy the show!

2 Read the dialogue again. What is 
Alice going to watch? Which 
performance and seats does she 
get tickets for? 

3 Take roles and read the dialogue 
aloud.

4  Imagine you want to 
attend the performance in the 
poster. Act out a dialogue similar 
to the one in Ex. 1.

\i…\ \I\
seat ✓

ticket ✓

\i…\ \I\
enjoy ✓

critic ✓

\i…\ \I\
feel ✓

team ✓

Pronunciation \i…\, \I\

 Clerk Good morning. How can I help you?

 Alice I’d like two tickets for this Friday for The Phantom of the Opera, 
please.

 Clerk Is that for the 2:30 pm performance or the 7:30 pm?

 Alice The later show, please.

 Clerk I’m sorry, but it’s sold out. 

 Alice I see. What about the one at 2:30 pm, then?

 Clerk Let me check. Yes, there are just four seats left; two at the back 
and two in the middle next to the aisle, row M. 

 Alice Can I have the ones next to the aisle, please? 

 Clerk Certainly. 

 Alice How much are the tickets? 

 Clerk They’re £45 each, so that’s £90, please. Will you be paying in cash 
or by card?

 Alice Cash, please.

 Clerk Ok, show this receipt to collect your tickets at the box office half 
an hour before the show starts. Enjoy the show!

Tickets: £50 - Contact box office for availability

PERFORMANCES AT 2:30 PM & 7:30 PM

SATURDAY
20th NOVEMBER

LAST NIGHT

EMPIRE THEATRE
presents:
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1 Read the theory. Then, copy the sentences in your notebook and complete the 
gaps with  the correct relative pronoun/adverb. Which of the relative clauses are 
defining? non-defining? Add commas where necessary. Where can we omit the 
relative pronoun/adverb?

 1 That’s the band which/that (can be omitted) we saw at the festival. defining

 2 Oliver’s uncle, who lives in Canada, is a famous writer. non-defining

 3 He’s the artist whose painting I bought at the art gallery. defining

 4 That’s the museum where the sculptures are going to be exhibited. defining

 5 Concert tickets, which cost £20, go on sale this morning. non-defining

 6 This statue, which is from the 15th century, is the museum’s most famous exhibit. 
non-defining

 7 This is Dan whose sister we met at the concert last week. defining

2 Join the sentences using the relative pronouns/adverbs in brackets. Add commas 
where necessary. Write in your notebook.

 1 This is Anya. Her father is an artist. (whose)

 2 I haven’t read that book. You were talking about it. (which)

 3 Glastonbury Festival is a popular event. It is held every year. (that)

 4 Beth has a statue in her garden. She is my neighbour. (who)

 5 That’s the concert hall. Beyoncé performed there. (where)

 6 Henry works at an art gallery. He lives in London. (who)

 7 Boryeong Mud Festival attracts over a million visitors. It is held in South Korea. 
(which)

3  Complete the sentences about yourself. 

 1 I don’t like books which/that  ____________________________________________

 2 I’d never go to a place where  ____________________________________________

 3 I like actors who/that  ___________________________________________________

 4 I can’t stand music which/that  ___________________________________________

Relative clauses

Really? They were 
playing at a concert 

that my brother went 
to last weekend!

That’s the boy  
whose father is the lead 

singer in the rock band The 
Stone Walls. We use relative clauses to identify/describe the person/place/thing in the main clause. 

Relative clauses are introduced by relative pronouns/adverbs:

• who/that for people. That’s the singer who/that appeared in the talent contest.
• which/that for objects/animals/ideas. Is that the ticket (which/that) you bought for 

the festival?
• where for places. The gallery (where) Emma is exhibiting her art is near the library.
• whose to show possession. The artist whose work is on display has won lots of awards. 

Defining relative clauses give information that is essential to the meaning of the main 
clause. We do not put defining relative clauses in commas. That’s the statue which/that 
Michelangelo sculpted.
Non-defining relative clauses give extra information that is not essential to the meaning 
of the main clause. We put non-defining relative clauses in commas. The festival, which is 
held every year in the central square, starts on Friday. (NOT: that is held)

Who’s who? 

Use a relative 
pronoun/adverb to 
give a definition. 
Your partner 
guesses the 
answer.

A: This is the 
person who 
painted the 
Mona Lisa.

B: It’s Leonardo da 
Vinci!
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  7 Boryeong Mud Festival, which attracts over 
a million visitors, is held in South Korea. / 
Boryeong Mud Festival, which is held in South 
Korea, attracts over a million visitors.

  3   To practise relative clauses with 
personal examples

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Ask various Ss to share their answers with the 

class.

Suggested Answer Key
  1 I don’t like books which/that are very boring. 
  2 I’d never go to a place where there isn’t Internet 

access.  
  3 I like actors who/that are funny. 
  4 I can’t stand music which/that doesn’t have lyrics. 

  Game!

  Have Ss play the game in pairs. Ss take turns to 
form sentences with relative clauses. Each correct 
answer gets a point. The S with the most points 
after a fixed time wins.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: This is a recyclable material which we often 

drink soda from.
  B: Aluminium can!  
  A: This is the country where HA Schult is from.
  B: It’s Germany!
  A: This is a film about a famous ship which stars 

Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet.
  B: It’s Titanic! etc

Background Information

Michelangelo was an Italian sculptor, painter 
and architect. He lived from 1475 to 1564 and 
his art is considered to be among the most 
famous in the world. His most popular works 
include the statue David and the paintings on 
the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in Rome. 
Boryeong Mud Festival is an annual festival 
held in the town of Boryeong, South Korea, 
where visitors can enjoy a variety of activities 
in the mineral-rich mud, which is believed to be 
very good for the skin. 
South Korea is an Asian country in the Korean 
Peninsula which is located in between the 
Yellow Sea and the Sea of Japan. It shares a 
border with North Korea. It has a population of 
approximately 51 million and the capital city is 
Seoul.

 1  To present/practise relative clauses

  • Go through the grammar theory aloud and 
explain how we form relative clauses.

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Elicit what 
whose, that show/refer to: whose (possession), 
that (for things). Elicit which relative pronoun 
could replace that (which).

  • Explain that we do not use a relative pronoun 
with another pronoun (I, you, he, etc) and 
that who/which/that can be omitted when it is 
the object of the relative clause; that is, when 
there is a noun or subject pronoun between 
the relative pronoun and the verb. Explain that 
who/which/that cannot be omitted if it is the 
subject of the relative clause; that is, when there 
isn’t a noun or a subject pronoun between the 
relative pronoun and the verb. 

  • Explain that a defining relative clause gives 
necessary information and is essential to the 
meaning of the main sentence. We do not put 
the clause in commas. e.g. The man who fixed 
my car was very tall. (Which man is tall? The one 
who fixed my car.)

  • Explain that a non-defining relative clause gives 
extra information and is not essential to the 
meaning of the main sentence. The clause is put 
in commas. We cannot use that instead of who/
which. e.g. Ben, who is my neighbour, is noisy. 
(Ben is noisy – the meaning of the sentence 
is clear; who is my neighbour – gives extra 
information.)

  • Ask Ss to read the cartoon and identify the  types 
of clauses (defining – not omitted, defining – not 
omitted).

  • Give Ss time to complete the sentences with the 
correct relative pronoun/adverb, adding commas 
where necessary and identifying the defining/ 
non-defining clauses.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 2  To practise relative clauses

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 This is Anya whose father is an artist. 
  2 I haven’t read that book (which) you were talking 

about. 
  3 Glastonbury Festival is a popular event that is 

held every year. 
  4 Beth, who is my neighbour, has a statue in her 

garden. / Beth, who has a statue in her garden, 
is my neighbour.

  5 That’s the concert hall where Beyoncé performed.
  6 Henry, who works at an art gallery, lives in 

London. / Henry, who lives in London, works at 
an art gallery.

4e
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 4  To present/practise comparative – 

superlative forms

  • Ask two Ss to read out the cartoon. Ask Ss to 
identify which of the adjectives in bold are in 
the comparative (more realistic) and which are 
in the superlative (the best, least favourite). 
Elicit how we form the comparative/superlative 
forms of adjectives and when we use them.

  • Go through the theory with Ss. Explain that 
we use the comparative form to compare two 
people, things, places, etc. We usually use than 
with comparative adjectives (e.g. Janet is taller 
than Paul.). We use the superlative form to 
compare one person/thing, etc with the entire 
group (e.g. David is the tallest boy in the class.).

  • Explain that with one-syllable and two-syllable 
adjectives, we form the comparative by adding 
-er and the superlative by adding -est (e.g. tall – 
taller – tallest).

  • Explain that with adjectives of more than two 
syllables, we form the comparative with more 
and the superlative with the most (e.g. expensive 
– more expensive – the most expensive).

  • Explain that with some two-syllable adjectives, 
such as clever, narrow, gentle, friendly, etc, we 
form the comparative and superlative either 
with - er/-est or with more/most (e.g. friendly – 
friendlier – friendliest or friendly – more friendly 
– most friendly).

  • Explain that with one-syllable adjectives ending 
in -e, we add -r in the comparative and -st in the 
superlative form (e.g. simple – simpler – simplest).

  • Explain that with one-syllable adjectives ending 
in a vowel + a consonant, we double the last 
consonant and add -er/-est (e.g. fat – fatter – 
fattest).

  • Explain that with two-syllable adjectives ending 
in -ly or -y, we change the -y to -i and add -er/-
est (e.g. happy – happier – happiest).

  • NOTE: We use (not) as + adjective + as to show 
that two people, things, etc are (not) the same 
(e.g. The black bag is not as expensive as the 
brown one.).

  • Go through the types of comparisons. Ask Ss to 
make sentences using the structures.

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 5  To practise comparatives with too/enough

  • Read out the Note! box and the examples. 
Explain that we use too + adjective to show that 
there is more than enough of a quality, we use 
enough + adjective to show there is the right 
amount of a quality and we use not + adjective 
+ enough to show that there is less than enough 
of a quality.

  • Then give Ss time to complete the task.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Background Information

Scotland is a country in the UK. It is located in 
the north of Great Britain and has a population 
of around 5.4 million people. Its capital city is 
Edinburgh, but the largest city is Glasgow with 
a population of over 600,000 people. 
Edinburgh is the capital city of Scotland and 
it is located in the southeastern part of the 
country at the Firth of Forth which is an estuary 
between the North Sea and the River Forth. It 
has a population of around 495,000 people. 
The Edinburgh Festival, or the Edinburgh 
Fringe Festival, is a popular theatre festival that 
takes place in Edinburgh every year. It was first 
established in 1947 and has become the largest 
fringe festival in the world with thousands of 
performances and over 1 million visitors.

4e
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4 Read the theory. Then, put the adjectives in brackets into the correct form. Write in 
your notebook.

5 Choose the correct item. Give reasons.

 1 This year’s festival was much/less better than last year’s. 

 2 The service was fast enough/too.

 3 Tom’s sandcastle was more/much impressive than Ben’s.

 4 Sally is enough/too young to go to the music festival.

 5 Carrie was a little/less excited about the band than I was.

 6 The tickets were enough/too expensive for us to buy.

 7 The theatre was big enough/too to host 200 people.

 8 This exhibition isn’t as interesting so/as the one we visited last year.

Comparative – Superlative

I prefer books which  
are more realistic. Fantasy 
is my least favourite type 

of book.

Have you read Elf Wars?  
It’s the best book I’ve ever 

read! • We use the comparative form of an adjective to compare two people or things.
• We use the superlative form of an adjective to compare one person or thing with two 

or more other people or things.

adjective comparative superlative
tall taller (than) the tallest (of/in)

big bigger (than) the biggest (of/in)

busy busier (than) the busiest (of/in)

popular more popular (than) the most popular (of/in)

Irregular forms: good – better – the best, bad – worse – the worst, much/many – more – the 
most, little – less – the least

Types of comparisons
• as + adjective + as: for two people or things that are the same. This painting is as 

expensive as the other one we liked.
• not as/so + adjective + as: for two things that aren’t the same. Emma is not as artistic as 

Lucy.
• less + adjective + than: to express the difference between two people or things. This 

year’s book fair was less crowded than last year’s. 
• the least + adjective + of/in: to compare one person or thing with two or more people or 

things of the same group. It was the least interesting exhibition of all the ones I’ve seen.
• much/a lot/a little/a bit + comparative: to express the degree of difference between two 

people or things. The band’s new songs are a lot better than their old ones.

too – enough

•  too + adjective: for 
something that is more 
than we want/need. The 
tickets were too 
expensive, so we didn’t 
buy them.

•  adjective + enough: for 
something that is as 
much as we want/need. 
Was the food hot 
enough for you?

Note!

Hi, Finn,
Greetings from Scotland! We’re here for 1) the biggest (big) arts festival in the UK – the Edinburgh 

Festival! We’re staying at a hotel in the city centre. My brother and I are in one room and my parents are 
in another. Our room isn’t as 2) large (large) as theirs, but it’s got a 3) better (good) view of the city - 
Edinburgh is one of 4) the most beautiful (beautiful) cities I’ve ever visited! The streets are much 5) more 
crowded (crowded) than usual, though, so it’s difficult to get around. Yesterday, we saw a comedy show 
with Scotland’s 6) most popular (popular) comedian. He was really funny. Also, I’ve tried haggis – the 
traditional Scottish dish. It was a lot 7) tastier (tasty) than I expected! 
Bye for now,
Dylan

Send
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Reading

1  32  Read the first sentence in each paragraph. Think of three things you 
would like to know about Dragon Con. Write questions, then listen and read to 
check whether the text answers them.

2 Read the text again and decide if the statements are R (right), W (wrong) or  
DS (doesn’t say). Correct the wrong statements.

 1 A comic book fan got the idea for Dragon Con. DS

 2 Dragon Con takes place in different cities each year.  W

 3 Fewer people attend Dragon Con now than in the late 80s. W

 4 You can meet people who create video games at Dragon Con. R

 5 There are prizes for the best costumes in the cosplay parade. DS

3 Match the words in bold in the text to their synonyms below.

• opportunity  • clever  • independently  • meeting  • effects  • visited

4  Would you like to attend this festival? Why (not)? In three minutes, write a 
few sentences. Read them to your partner.

Video

Culture Spot

Find information 
about a  music 

festival in your country. 
Present it to the class.

Reading Festival lasts 
three days and is held 

every August. It started 
in 1961 as the National 

Jazz Festival, but is 
now known for rock, 

metal and indie music.

In the USA, in the 1970s, it became popular for large groups of people to gather for a few 
days each year and celebrate their love of a particular hobby. These conventions were 
especially popular with video gamers, comic book fans and fans of sci-fi novels and films. 
Then, in 1987, a group of friends came up with a bright idea. They wondered why each of 
these three groups needed to gather separately. After all, it was common to find people 
who were interested in all three hobbies! So, Dragon Con was born – one huge gathering 
for everyone!
Dragon Con is one of the largest multi-genre conventions in the world. This five-day festival 

is held every September in Atlanta, USA. When it began in 1987, just 1,200 fans 
attended, but now it attracts more than 80,000 people and it’s getting more popular 
every year. Get a selfie with Darth Vader, chat to Super Mario or discover how 
Batman is drawn. It’s a place where fans can meet all their favourite actors, artists, 
writers and video game designers face-to-face.
But Dragon Con isn’t just about meeting people. There are lots of exciting competitions 
and workshops, and the highlight of the festival is the cosplay parade down Peachtree 
Street. This parade gives fans a chance to dress up as their comic book, sci-fi, 
fantasy or video game heroes. Some cosplayers spend all year preparing their 
costumes, and the results, like the convention, are out of this world!

‘Cosplay’ comes from the words ‘costume’ and ‘play’.

Prior knowledge

Think of what you 
know about the 
topic. This will help 
you understand the 
text better.

Study skills

• gamer  • multi-genre  
• convention  • workshop 
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comic books. Also, I’d be interested in buying rare 
editions of my favourite comic books. I’d love to 
watch the cosplay parade too! I think it would be 
really entertaining. 

  Culture Spot (develop research skills)

  Read out the information in the box and then 
give Ss time to research online and find out about 
a music festival in their country. Ask Ss to present 
them to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  In Poland, a popular music festival is the National 

Festival of Polish Song. This festival started in 
1963 and it still continues today. It takes place 
for two days in June and attracts thousands of 
visitors. During the festival, there are performances 
by famous Polish musicians and there are also 
competitions for up-and-coming Polish musical 
acts. 

Background Information

Atlanta is the capital city of the state of Georgia 
in the USA. It has a population of around 
472,000 people. It’s located in a hilly, forested 
region in the north part of the state. It’s an 
important city in the world economy and it is a 
popular tourist destination.
Darth Vader is a character in the Star Wars films 
created by George Lucas. He is the evil villain 
in the first three films of the series. The fourth, 
fifth and sixth films explore his origin story and 
how he became evil. 
Super Mario is a character in a popular video 
game series by the same name. Mario is a 
plumber who goes on adventures with his 
brother Luigi in order to save Princess Peach 
from the evil Bowser.  
Batman is a popular superhero in comic books, 
video games, TV series and films. The character 
was created in 1939 by artist Bob Kane and 
writer Bill Finger. The character’s real name 
is Bruce Wayne and he doesn’t have any 
superpowers. Batman uses his strength and 
gadgets to fight crime.

 1  To listen and read for gist

  • Read out the Study skills box and point out 
that this tip will help Ss with tasks like this.

  • Ask Ss to read the first sentence in each 
paragraph and then think of questions about 
Dragon Con. Write three of them on the board.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text to 
see if their questions are answered.

Suggested Answer Key
  1 When did the first Dragon Con take place?  

(in 1987)
  2 Where does Dragon Con take place?  

(in Atlanta, USA)
  3 Why is it called Dragon Con? (not answered) 

 2  To read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the text again and decide whether 
the statements are right, wrong or doesn’t say.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 

words in the  box.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

Answer Key
  2 Dragon Con takes place in Atlanta, USA, each 

year.
  3 More people attend Dragon Con now than in 

the late 80s.

 3  To consolidate new vocabulary

  • Ask Ss to look at the words in bold in the text 
and the words in the list and match them using 
their dictionaries to help them if necessary.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  bright – clever 
  separately – independently 
  gathering – meeting 
  attended – visited
  chance – opportunity 
  results – effects 

 4   To express a preference

  • Give Ss time to consider their answers and write 
a few sentences and then read them to their 
partner.

  • Ask various Ss around the class to share their 
answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I would definitely like to attend Dragon Con. I’m 

a big comic book fan so it would be wonderful 
to meet the artists and writers of my favourite 

4f
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 5  To present/practise vocabulary for festival 
activities

  • Read out the list of words and then give Ss time 
to use them to complete the phrases. 

  • Check Ss’ answers and then elicit which activities 
people can do at Dragon Con.

Answer Key
  At Dragon Con, you can take part in competitions, 

dress up in costumes, watch a parade and attend 
workshops.

 6  To present/practise prepositional phrases

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and choose the 
correct prepositions. 

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

 7  To form nouns from verbs

  • Read out the box and give Ss time to complete 
the sentences.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 8  To listen for key information (multiple 
matching)

  • Ask Ss to read the lists and then play the 
recording, twice if necessary, and have Ss listen 
and choose their answers.

  • Check Ss’ answers with pauses if necessary.

 9  To write an article about a festival

  • Read out the Study skills box and have Ss 
use this tip to help them complete the task 
successfully.

  •  Explain the task and give Ss time to write an 
article about a festival in their country including 
all the points listed.

  • Ask various Ss to read their articles to the class.
  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check 

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
The Perfect Festival for Chocolate-Lovers

  The Bruges Chocolate Festival, or Choco-Laté, is a 
very popular food festival in Bruges, a large city in 
the northwest of Belgium. 

  The festival takes place every April in locations 
around the city and it lasts for four days. This festival 
attracts chocolate lovers from around the world. 

  During the festival, you can taste hundreds of 
different types of chocolate and you can also 
watch chocolate makers make their products in 
workshops. You can even get the chance to create 
your own chocolate flavours! 

  The Bruges Chocolate Festival is definitely an event 
that you won’t want to miss!

4f
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Word Formation

Forming nouns from verbs

We use these suffixes to 
form nouns from verbs: 
-ance (annoy-annoyance)
-ition (compose-

composition)
-ment (entertain-

entertainment)

SkillsSkills4f 4f4f 4f

See Writing 4 p. 101

Vocabulary
Festival activities

5 Copy the phrases (1-6) in your notebook. Complete the gaps with watch, take part, 
attend, dress up, dance, eat. Which of these can you do at Dragon Con?

 1 take part in competitions 

 2 dress up in costumes 

 3 watch a parade, a fireworks display 

 4 dance to live music

 5 eat street food, traditional dishes

 6 attend a (theatre) performance, 
workshops

7 Read the Word Formation box, then complete the sentences with a word formed 
from the word in bold. Write in your notebook.

 1 Max’s performance was the highlight of the play. (PERFORM)

 2 We could see the enjoyment on the children’s faces. (ENJOY)

 3 Lily won the competition for best costume. (COMPETE)

Listening

8  33  Listen to Emily and Peter talking about a festival they attended with their 
families. Which feature of the festival (a-h) did each person like the most?

6 Choose the correct preposition. Check in your dictionary.

 1 This year’s Dragon Con lasted with/for five days.

 2 There is a display of comic book art on/in the ground floor.

 3 The film had its world premiere at/by the festival.

 4 Comic books are on/at sale in the main hall.

 5 A local drama club was involved on/in organising the event.

Prepositions

1

2

3

4

5

6

Emily  

Peter  

Becky  

Darren  

Thomas   

Sue   

  competitions

  fireworks display

  parade

  workshops

  music

  ballet performances

  food

  magic show(s)

b

c

d

e

f

a

g

h

Writing (an article about a festival)

9  Think of a festival in your country. Collect information and write an article 
about it for the school English magazine. Write: name – when/where it happens – 
how long it lasts – what people can see and do (100-120 words). First, do the tasks 
on p. 101.

Writing titles

A catchy title 
attracts the 
reader’s 
attention. Titles 
need to be short, 
simple and 
direct. You can 
use interesting 
adjectives, 
numbers or the 
imperative.

Study skills
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Frodo Baggins is a Hobbit who is not afraid to put his life 
at risk in this fantasy classic. He’s got an important 
mission – to destroy a magic ring and stop Sauron, the 
Dark Lord of Mordor, from ruling the world. Frodo goes 

on a journey to Mount Doom 
with his best friend Sam who 
always tells the truth and stays 
with Frodo despite constant 
danger. Will they reach 

Mount Doom and 
destroy the ring or 
will the wicked 
wizard Saruman 

stop these 
peace-
loving 
Hobbits?

The Hound of 
the Baskervilles  

by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

The genius detective Sherlock Holmes tries to find 
out the truth about a ghostly hound in this well-
known mystery novel. When he goes to investigate 
the strange death of Sir Charles Baskerville, he 
hears about the legend of a huge dog that haunts 
the Baskerville family. He and his trusty friend, Dr 
Watson, must solve the mystery before the hound 
can strike again!

2  34  Look at the pictures and read the titles of the books below. What type of 
novel is each? Listen and read to find out.

3  Which of the characters in the descriptions in Ex. 2 are: heroes? villains? 
supporting characters? Which of these character qualities best describe them? Give 
reasons.

• honest  • intelligent  • curious  • loyal  • brave  • evil

4  Which of the novels in Ex. 2 would you like to read? Why? Tell your partner.

Video

Vocabulary
Types of novels

1 Look at the types of novels. Which type do you enjoy reading the most?  
Tell the class. 

The Lord of the Rings 
by J.R.R. Tolkien

• at risk  • mission  
• wicked  
• peace-loving  
• ghostly  • hound  
• investigate  
• legend  • haunt 

 2 science fiction  3 horror  5 mystery & suspense  6 fantasy 4 action & adventure1 classic
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 4   To express a preference 

  • Give Ss time to consider their answers and then 
tell their partner giving reasons.

  • Ask various Ss to share their answers with the 
class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I would most like to read ‘The Hound of the 

Baskervilles’. Firstly, I’ve seen some films based on 
Sherlock Holmes stories, but I’ve never read any of 
the novels, so that would be interesting. Also, I like 
mystery and suspense novels, so I think this novel 
would be very enjoyable for me.  

Background Information

Jane Eyre is a novel by Charlotte Brontë. It 
was published in 1847. It tells the story of a 
governess who falls in love with her employer, 
Mr Rochester.
The Time Machine is a novel by H.G. Wells. It 
was published in 1895. It tells the story of an 
inventor who travels back and forth through 
time with his invention, the time machine. 
Frankenstein is a novel by Mary Shelley. It is 
also known as The Modern Prometheus. It was 
published in 1818. It’s about a man named 
Victor Frankenstein who creates a monster with 
his scientific experiments.  
Treasure Island is a novel by Robert Louis 
Stevenson. It was published in 1883. It’s about 
a group of pirates who want to find a secret 
treasure. 
Murder on the Orient Express is a novel 
written by Agatha Christie. It was published 
in 1934. It tells the story of a detective called 
Hercule Poirot who wants to solve the murder 
of Samuel Ratchett, a fellow passenger on his 
train journey.
J.R.R. Tolkien was an English writer and 
professor. He lived from 1892 to 1973. His most 
famous books were The Hobbit and The Lord of 
the Rings. 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was a British writer. 
He lived from 1859 to 1930. He is most famous 
for his short stories and novels about Sherlock 
Holmes.

 1  To introduce vocabulary for types of 
novels  

  • Read out the types of novels and elicit which 
ones Ss enjoy reading the most from various Ss 
around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I enjoy reading science fiction novels. I think they’re 

really interesting. 

 2  To listen and read for gist 

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the titles 
of the books. Elicit what type of novel they 
think each one is.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find out.

Answer Key
  The Lord of the Rings is a fantasy novel. 
  The Hound of the Baskervilles is a mystery and 

suspense novel. 

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

 3   To develop critical thinking skills, 
to understand types of characters in a story 

  • Read out the adjectives in the list and explain/ 
elicit the meanings of any unknown words.

  • Give Ss time to consider their answers and then 
ask various Ss to describe the characters using 
the adjectives.

Suggested Answer Key
  Frodo Baggins is a hero. He is brave because he 

isn’t afraid to put his life at risk. 
  Sauron is a villain. He is evil because he wants to 

rule the world. 
  Sam is a supporting character. He is honest because 

he always tells the truth. Also, he is loyal because he 
stays with Frodo despite danger. 

  Saruman is a villain. He is evil because he wants to 
stop the peace-loving Hobbits. 

  Sherlock Holmes is a hero. He is intelligent and can 
solve crimes. Also, he is curious because he wants 
to solve the mystery of the hound that haunts the 
Baskerville family.  

   Dr Watson is a supporting character. He is loyal 
to Sherlock; he is his trusted friend and he never 
leaves him alone.  

CLIL (Literature)
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 1  To research and write about film characters

  • Give Ss time to research online for information 
about the film characters in the pictures.

  • Then give Ss time to use the information to 
complete the task.

See Suggested Answer Section

 2  To give a presentation on a film character

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to use their research 
from Ex. 1 to prepare a presentation to give to 
the class. 

  • Ask various Ss to present their film characters to 
the class.

See Suggested Answer Section

 3   To create a film character

  •  Give Ss time to consider their answers and 
create a film character taking all the points 
listed into consideration.

  •  Ask various Ss to present their film characters to 
the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Good afternoon. When you hear the word ‘comedy’, 

what comes to mind? Laughter, yes! Well, the 
character I created is one that would make all of us 
laugh. What’s his name? Oscar Loco!

  Oscar Loco is a character in a comedy film. He’s tall 
with long fair hair and a moustache. He’s really 
nice and innocent, but he’s also very clumsy. He’s 
always getting himself into awkward situations, but 
everything ends up all right in the end! 

  I think my character would be very popular and 
people would enjoy his comedy film. Having a laugh 
can cheer anyone up. After all, as the old saying 
goes, “Laughter is the best medicine!” Do you have 
any questions for me? … Thank you very much.

 4 a)  To present the value of heroism

   • Give Ss time to read the quotation and 
discuss it in small groups. 

   • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that the quotation means that a real 

hero is someone who has devoted their life to 
an important cause, such as the environment or 
human rights. It’s difficult to devote so much of 
your time and energy to improving the world, but 
that’s what makes heroes so special. 

  b)   To discuss the value of heroism 

   Ask Ss to discuss the question in pairs and then ask 
various Ss to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  We can be heroes in daily life by doing small things 

to help the people around us. I don’t think that you 
have to do amazing things to change the world. 
Instead, I think that if you help your friends and 
family, or even strangers around you, you can make 
a difference in the world and become a hero. 

Background Information
Harry Potter is the main character in the Harry Potter 
series of seven novels written by J.K. Rowling. Harry 
discovers that he’s a wizard and goes to a special school 
to learn how to use magic. Over his years at the school 
he fights the evil wizard Voldemort with the help of his 
friends. A series of eight films star Daniel Radcliffe as 
Harry Potter.
The White Witch is one of the villains in the Chronicles 
of Narnia novels written by C.S. Lewis between 1949 
and 1954. In the novels, she froze the land of Narnia for 
100 years in snow and ice. She ruled the land of Narnia 
as an evil queen until the heroes come to defeat her. 
The character has also appeared in film and television 
adaptations of the novels.
James Bond is a character from a series of novels by 
Ian Fleming. He was created in 1953 and appeared in 
12 novels and two short stories. He is a British Secret 
Service Agent and he has appeared in a total of 26 films 
as well as television, radio comic strips and video game 
formats.
Katniss Everdeen is the main character in the Hunger 
Games series of three novels written by Suzanne Collins. 
When Katniss’s sister is chosen to fight in the Hunger 
Games, she offers to take her sister’s place. Throughout 
the series, Katniss becomes a symbol of the resistance 
of the poor against the rich. A series of four films star 
Jennifer Lawrence as Katniss Everdeen.
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VALUES
Heroism

4 a) Read the quotation. What 
does it mean? Discuss.

 b)  How can we be heroes in daily life? Talk with your partner. Tell the class.

See Song Section p. 95

“A hero is someone who has given his or her life 
to something bigger than oneself.”  

Joseph Campbell

 3 The White Witch

 1 Harry Potter

 2 James Bond

 4 Katniss Everdeen

Character Actor
Appearance/ 

Personal qualities
Name of film(s) Types of film(s)

Presentation Skills

2 Present one of the characters from Ex. 1 to the rest of the class. What do you think 
makes him/her so memorable? Give reasons.

3  Create your own film character. Think about: type of film – name – 
appearance – personal qualities. Present your character to the class.

Project Time 4 

1  Collect information about the film characters below. Copy the table into   
your notebook and complete it. 
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What’s in this 
module?

66

• Vocabulary

- exercise
- sports, facilities & 

equipment
- injuries & accidents
- health problems & 

treatments
- teen problems

• Grammar

- modals & past modals
- the causative
- reflexive pronouns
- plural nouns 

• Speaking

- talking to the doctor

• Writing

- an email giving advice

•  CLIL (PSHE): 
Food for Life

•  Culture: The Super Bowl

•  Values: Health

What’s in this 
module?

Vocabulary
Exercise

1  35  Complete the texts with the words in the list. Listen and check.

• use  • stretch  • get  • strengthen  • burn

Capoeira is an Afro-Brazilian martial 
art which combines dance moves and 
fighting techniques. It’s a fun workout 
and a great way to 2)  strengthen 
your body while learning self-defence.

You won’t learn any fighting 
techniques, but taking part in a 
Fight Klub class is a great way to 
1)  get fit. Basically, this fitness 
craze involves punching and 
kicking a punch bag to the beat 
of the music. So, you can hit with 
the hits! 

A

B

Video
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Health is wealth
What’s in this module?

Go through the What’s in this module? box and tell Ss 
that these are the topics, skills and activities this module 
will cover.

 1  To present/practise vocabulary relating to 
exercise

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the 
gapped texts. 

  • Read out the list of words and explain/elicit the 
meanings of any unknown words. Then give Ss 
time to use them to complete the gaps in the 
texts.

  • Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.
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 2  To read for specific information  

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to read the 
texts again and complete the task.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

 3   To express a preference

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Give Ss time to consider their answers and then 

elicit various answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I’d like to try Capoeira because I want to learn  

self-defence and get fit at the same time.

 4   To create a workout

  Ask Ss to work in pairs and create a workout 
considering all the points mentioned. Then ask 
various pairs to present their workout to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The name of the workout is Box It. Basically, it 

involves moving heavy square boxes of different 
weights from place to place. The only equipment 
you need is a box and you can do it indoors or 
outdoors. The workout involves different challenges 
which force you to use different parts of your body. 
For example, you could lift a box up a flight of 
stairs to strengthen your leg muscles, or you could 
lift a box from the floor to a table continuously to 
strengthen your arms. 
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2 Which of the workouts (A-E) would be suitable for someone who wants:

 1 D  to get better at balancing?

 2 B  to learn how to protect themselves?

 3 E  to build muscles in a certain part of their body?

 4 C  to exercise with their pet?

 5 A  to exercise with music?

3  Which of the workouts in Ex. 1 would you like to try/not like to try?  
Give reasons.

 I’d like to try kangoo jumping because it looks like fun. 

4   In pairs, create your own workout. Think about: name – equipment 
– place – how to do it – health benefits. Present your workout to the class.

It’s yoga, but with your dog! It’s 
doga! Both owners and their dogs 
bend and 3) stretch in this relaxing 
workout. It’s great for injured dogs 
that can’t go for walks, and it helps 
owners to bond with their four-
legged friends!

C

E

You might get a few strange looks, but 
running backwards is well worth it. 
Backwards running is a very challenging 
activity which forces you to 4) use 30% more 
energy than running forwards, and it 
improves your balance, too. 

Kangoo Jumps look more like 
a toy than a piece of exercise 
equipment, but bouncing 
around on these shoes with 
springs is a great way to 
5)  burn calories and tone 
muscles in your legs.

D
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ReadingReading5a 5a5a 5a

3 Read the article again and decide if the sentences below are R (right), W (wrong) 
or DS (doesn’t say). 

 1 Kieran Brown has attended games at the City of Manchester Stadium. DS

 2 You must be a member of a team to compete in e-sports competitions.  W

 3 It’s possible to watch e-sports competitions while they happen online. R

 4 Most professional gamers practise playing one game.  DS

 5 E-sports has already been added as an official sport for the 2040 Olympics. W

4 Match the highlighted words to their synonyms in the list. 

• like  • amazing  • skilled  • developing  • big

5 Match the highlighted words to their opposites in the list.

• poor  • unskilled  • dislike  • tiny  • shrinking

Video

Kieran Brown is one of Manchester City’s most talented young 
players – but you’ll never see him on the pitch at the City of 
Manchester Stadium. In fact, Kieran doesn’t even train with 
the team! Instead, he practises at home on his own – often in 
his pyjamas! How is this possible? Well, Kieran represents the 
team in e-sports competitions. 
E-sports is professional video gaming and today it’s the 
world’s fastest-growing sport. Gamers compete individually 
or as part of a team, and there are e-sports tournaments for a 
variety of games – from platform games to real-time strategy 
games. Thousands of fans turn up to these events to follow 
the action on large screens, and games are also live-streamed 
on e-sports websites. It’s a huge business and the best players 

can make a good living from prize money and sponsorship 
deals. But is e-sports really a sport?
Well, it certainly isn’t easy. Just because you enjoy playing 
video games doesn’t mean that you can become a successful 
gamer. For example, most professional gamers have very fast 
reflexes – when they’re playing, they often make up to 300 
movements a minute! They also need excellent decision-
making skills and a good knowledge of strategy. To improve 
their skills, professional gamers often train 14 hours a day! 
The future looks bright for e-sports and one day some gamers 
predict that it will become an official Olympic sport! So, in the 2040 
Olympics, you might not need to run fast, jump high or throw far to 
win a gold medal – you could just need two very skilful thumbs!

• live-streamed  
• sponsorship deal  
• reflex

Should e-sports 

be part of the 

Olympic Games? 

Why/Why not?

Reading

1  In pairs, make a list of as many sports as you can think of in two minutes. 
Which are: individual sports? team sports? Compare with another pair. 

2  36  Look at the picture and read the title of the article. What do you think the 
article is about? Listen and read to find out.
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 5  To consolidate new vocabulary through 
antonyms

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to read the words in 
the list. Then give Ss time to match them to the 
highlighted words in the text.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  talented – unskilled
  growing – shrinking
  huge – tiny
  enjoy – dislike
  excellent – poor

  Should e-sports be part of the Olympic Games? 
Why/Why not?

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss to share their opinions with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think e-sports should be part of the Olympic 

Games because they require mental skills and good 
reflexes and lots of young people play them these 
days. / I think e-sports should not be part of the 
Olympic Games because there is no real physical 
skill involved except in the thumbs and it doesn’t 
really fit with the philosophy of the Games.

 

Background Information

Manchester City (Football Club) is a football 
team based in the city of Manchester in the 
northwest of England, founded in 1880. It is in 
the Premier League and its home ground is the 
City of Manchester Stadium. The home colours 
are light blue and white.

 

 1  To generate vocabulary relating to sports 

  • Ask Ss to work in pairs and think of as many 
sports as they can in two minutes. Ask Ss to list 
them under the headings provided.

  • Ask Ss to compare with another pair and then 
elicit answers from Ss around the class and 
write them on the board.

Suggested Answer Key
  individual sports: table tennis, archery, snooker, 

tennis, fencing, badminton 
  team sports: hockey, football, basketball, rugby, 

volleyball, ice hockey 

 2  To read for gist

  • Ask Ss to look at the picture, read the title and 
guess what the article is about.

  • Then play the recording and have Ss listen and 
read to find out.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that the article is about the growing 

popularity of e-sports. 

 3  To read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the statements and then read 
the text again. Allow Ss some time to decide 
whether the statements are right, wrong or 
doesn’t say.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 

words in the  box.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

 4  To consolidate new vocabulary through 
synonyms

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to read the words in 
the list. Then give Ss time to match them to the 
highlighted words in the text.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  talented – skilled
  growing – developing
  huge – big
  enjoy – like
  excellent – amazing

5a
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 6  To present vocabulary for sports & facilities

  • Ask Ss to read the sports 1-6 and match them to 
the places where they are played in the pictures 
(A-F).

  •  Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.

 7  To present vocabulary for sports 
equipment

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Read out the words in the list and give Ss time 

to match them to the sports in Ex. 6. Tell Ss they 
can use their dictionaries to help them.

  • Then give Ss time to use the words in sentences 
following the example.

  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  You need a puck, gloves, a stick, headgear and a 

net to play ice hockey.
  You need gloves and headgear to box. 
  You need a ball and a hoop to play basketball.
  You need balls and clubs to play golf.
  You need a ball, goggles, headgear and a net to 

play water polo.

 8  To present/practise prepositional phrases

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and choose the 
correct prepositions. 

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.
  • Then elicit answers to the questions from Ss 

around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  1 Yes, I am. / No, I’m not.
  2 I enjoy taking part in football games.
  3 I’m interested in trying ice hockey in the future.
  4 The key to getting in shape is to stay active.
  5 Professional athletes are at risk of pulling or 

straining a muscle.

 9  To present/practise phrasal verbs with put 

  • Ask Ss to read the Phrasal Verbs box and then 
give them time to complete the sentences.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 10  To present the national sport of your 
country

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to research 
online and find out about the national sport in 
their country and then make notes under the 
headings.

  • Give Ss time to use their notes to present the 
national sport of their country to the class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss 
to give their presentations in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  name of sport: archery
  place: field, on horseback
  equipment: bow, arrows, target
  rules: you get points for hitting the target, more 

points for hitting the centre
  why it’s popular: goes back 1000s of years
  In my country, Bhutan, the national sport is 

archery. Most people do archery outdoors in fields. 
You need a bow, arrows and targets to do archery. 
In Bhutan, many people do archery on horseback. 
The rules of archery vary, but usually you get points 
by hitting the target and you get more points for 
hitting the centre. Archery is popular in Bhutan 
because it has deep roots that go back thousands 
of years. 

  Culture Spot (develop research skills)

  Read out the information in the box and then 
give Ss time to research online and find out about 
a popular sports event in their country. Ask Ss to 
present it to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A popular sports event in my country is El Clásico. 

It’s when the country’s two biggest football teams, 
Real Madrid and Barcelona, play against each 
other. This can happen on a number of occasions 
each year, since they can meet each other in 
league and cup competitions. It’s very difficult to 
get tickets for these games and millions of people 
around the world watch them on TV.

Background Information

Lady Gaga is an American pop singer and actor. 
Her real name is Stefani Germanotta and she 
was born 28th March 1986. Her most famous 
songs include Just Dance and Poker Face. 
Justin Timberlake is an American pop singer 
and actor. He was born 31st January 1981. His 
most famous songs include Bye Bye Bye which 
he performed with the boy band NSYNC and 
Mirrors.

 

5a
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Phrasal Verbs

put off = arrange for 
sth to take place at 
a later time

put on = gain (weight); 
get dressed in 
(jeans, a shirt, etc)

put up with = accept 
sth bad without 
complaining

ReadingReading5a 5a5a 5a
Vocabulary
Sports, Facilities & Equipment

6  37  Match the sports (1-6) to the  
places (A-F) where they are played.  
Listen and check.

7 Which of the following do you need to play the sports in Ex. 6? Use your 
dictionaries. Make sentences, as in the example.

• ball(s)  • puck  • goggles  • gloves  • clubs  • net  • stick  • racquet  • bat  • hoop  
• boots  • headgear

 You need a ball and boots to play football.

9 Read the Phrasal Verbs box, then copy the sentences in your notebook and 
complete the gaps with the correct particles. 

 1 I can’t put up with your rude behaviour any longer – you’re off the team! 

 2 Sam has put on a lot of weight over the summer.

 3 The match was put off until Saturday because of the snow.

 4 Mark put on his football jersey and walked out onto the pitch.

Speaking & Writing

10  What is the national sport of your country? Collect information about it under 
the following headings: name of sport – place – equipment – rules – why it’s 
popular. Present it to the class.

 1 E  ice hockey

 2 D  boxing

3 A  football

4 B  basketball

5 F   golf

6 C   water polo

8 Choose the correct preposition. Then, answer the questions.

 1 Are you keen on/at sports? 

 2 Which sport do you enjoy taking part in/to the most?

 3 Which sport are you interested with/in trying in the future? 

 4 In your opinion, what is the key for/to getting in shape?

 5 What injuries are professional athletes under/at risk of?

Prepositions

Culture Spot

What is a popular 
sports event in 

your country? Collect 
information about it. 
Present it to the class.

The Super Bowl is the 
final match in the 
American football 

season. Around 120 
million people watch 
the event on TV, and 
there is a half-time 
show with popular 

music acts like Lady 
Gaga and Justin 

Timberlake.

 B court A pitch/field

 D ring  E rink  F course C pool
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GrammarGrammar5b 5b5b 5b
Modals

We could play 
football here at 

the weekend.

Permission (can/could/may) 
Can I use your tennis racket? (Is it OK? – informal)
Could/May we use the tennis court, please? (Would you mind if …? – formal/polite) 
You can/may use the football pitch on Saturday. (You have permission.)

Requests (can/could/would you …?)
Can/Could/Would you help me move the table tennis table? (Are you willing to do 
something?)

Possibility (could/may/might) 
Emma could/may/might start yoga this summer. (It’s a possibility.)

Obligation (must/have to)
You must/have to wear a helmet when you ride a motorbike. (People are obliged to. It’s a 
rule/the law.)

Prohibition (mustn’t/can’t) 
You mustn’t/can’t ride your bike on the pavement. (It’s prohibited. You are not allowed.)

Necessity/Lack of necessity (have to/need to – don’t have to/don’t need to/needn’t) 
You have to/need to present your membership card to enter the gym. (It’s necessary.)
You don’t have to/don’t need to/needn’t exercise every single day. (It’s not necessary.)

Advice/Recommendation (should/ought to)  
You should/ought to eat more fruit and vegetables. (I advise you to.)

Offers (shall/can)
Shall/Can I give you a lift to the golf course? (Do you want me to …?)

Ability/Lack of ability (can/be able to – can’t/not be able to)
He can/is able to run very fast. (He has the ability.) 
He can’t/isn’t able to swim. (He doesn’t have the ability.)

1 Read the theory. Then, choose the correct item. 

 1 A: Must/Shall I help you carry those boxes?
  B: It’s OK. You ought to/could take care of your back!

 2 A: Do you know where John is?
  B: I’m not sure, but he can/might be at the gym. He goes there twice a 

week. 

 3 A: Can/Shall we play video games now, Dad?
  B: You know the rule, boys! You have to/ought to do your homework first.

 4 A: You shall/should exercise more, Alan. Why don’t you start cycling?
  B: Thanks for the advice, but I needn’t/can’t ride a bike. I never learnt how!

 5 A: Can/May you tell me where the yoga class is, please?
  B: Sure, come with me.

 6 A: Dad, could/might you give me some money? I’m going to my first 
Capoeira class later. 

  B: You mustn’t/don’t have to pay for those classes. They’re completely free.

 7 A: Let’s play tennis at the sports centre tomorrow. You don’t need to/
mustn’t be a member to play there.

  B: I know, but we can/ought to book a court before we go.

 8 A: Would/Should you give me a lift to the swimming pool?
  B: Why needn’t/can’t you walk there? It’s just down the road!

No, we can’t because  
that sign says ball games 

are not allowed. 

Find signs. 
Explain what 
they mean.

DO NOT

ENTER

You mustn’t 
enter.
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5b
 1  To present modals

  • Read out the theory and explain the meanings 
of the words (permission = to be allowed to 
do sth, request = sth that is asked for, ability 
= having the skills to do something, possibility 
= sth that may happen, obligation = to have a 
duty to do something, prohibition = to not be 
allowed to do something, necessity = sth that is 
required, advice/recommendation = guidance, 
offer = sth put forward for consideration, 
ability/lack of ability = being able/unable to do 
sth). Ask Ss to give examples using the modal 
verbs.

  • Ask Ss to read the table and the cartoon. Elicit 
what could (possibility), can’t (prohibition) 
express. Give Ss time to complete the task. 

  • Check Ss’ answers. 

  Find signs. Explain what they mean.

  Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to find signs 
and present them and their meanings in the next 
lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

  

You must/have to 
stop here.

You mustn’t/can’t 
walk here.
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 2  To present/practise past modals

  • Go through the theory with Ss. Choose two Ss 
to read out the cartoon. Elicit that the modals 
in bold refer to the past. Focus Ss’ attention on 
how we use could/was able to.

  • Explain the task.
  • Give Ss time to complete it and then check Ss’ 

answers.

 3  To practise modals

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Then elicit which of the sentences refer to the 

past.

Answer Key
  Sentences 3, 5 and 6 refer to the past.

 4   To practise modals

  Give Ss time to complete the task and then elicit 
answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  2 When I was five I could ride a bike, but I couldn’t 

read. 
  3 At my school, we must wear a uniform. We 

mustn’t eat in classrooms. 
  4 I should exercise regularly to improve my health. 

I shouldn’t eat a lot of fast food. 

5b
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Really? I didn’t need/ 
have to go to basketball 

practice because the 
coach was sick.

We had to train for 
three hours at football 

practice yesterday.

Obligation (had to)
We had to collect all the balls after tennis practice. (We were obliged to.)

Necessity/Lack of necessity (had to/needed to – didn’t have to/didn’t need to)
She had to/needed to come to every practice to get on the team. (It was necessary.)
Joe didn’t have to/didn’t need to bring his own golf clubs to the golf course. (It wasn’t 
necessary.)

Ability/Lack of ability (could/was able to – couldn’t/wasn’t able to)
Fiona could/couldn’t swim well when she was five. (general ability in the past – 
repeatedly)
I was/wasn’t able to finish the marathon yesterday. (specific ability in the past – in a 
particular situation – I managed to.)

2 Read the theory. Then, copy the sentences in your notebook and complete the 
gaps with the correct past modal from the list below.

• was able to  • could  • had to  • didn’t have to

 1 A: Did you cancel your yoga class this evening?
  B: No, I didn’t have to. Emma volunteered to teach it for me. 

 2 A: I heard that Jack had an injury during the basketball game.
  B: Yes, but it wasn’t serious. He was able to finish the game. 

 3 A: Did you play any sports when you were young, Grandpa? 
  B: Yes, I did athletics. I could run very fast when I was younger! 

 4 A: My car broke down after football practice yesterday evening.  
I had to walk home in the rain. 

  B: I’m sorry to hear that. Why didn’t you call me? 

3 Complete the sentences with may, should, needn’t, had to, couldn’t or was able to 
to match the meaning in brackets. Write in your notebook. Which of the sentences 
refer to the past?

 1 You should see the dentist about that toothache. (I advise you to.)

 2 Sam says he may become a vegetarian. (It’s possible.)

 3 The goalkeeper was able to save the shot. (He managed to.)

 4 You needn’t bring your ball – I’ll bring my new one. (It isn’t necessary.)

 5 We had to buy a uniform for the karate class. (We were obliged to.)

 6 Lisa couldn’t play sports well when she was young. (She didn’t have the ability to.)

4  Tell your partner something you …

 1 had to/didn’t have to do yesterday.

 2 could/couldn’t do when you were five.

 3 must/mustn’t do at your school.

 4 should/shouldn’t do to improve your health. 

1 I had to do the washing-up yesterday. I didn’t have to walk to school.

Past modals
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Injuries & Accidents

1  38  Listen and repeat.

2 Have you ever had any of the injuries/accidents in the pictures in Ex. 1? What 
happened? Tell your partner.

A: Have you ever cut your finger?
B: Yes, I have.
A: What happened?
B: I cut it while I was chopping vegetables.

Health problems & Treatments

3 Check the health problems in the list in your dictionary. Then, read the people’s 
symptoms. Which health problem is each suffering from? 

• an earache  • a cold/the flu  • a fever/temperature  • a headache   
• a stomach ache  • a sore throat  • a toothache

 1 Ann: “I’m sneezing a lot and I have a runny nose.”

 2 Ben: “It hurts when I chew food.”

 3 Pat: “I ate too much and now I feel sick.”

 4 Sue: “I feel a pain behind my eyes.”

 5 Jess: “The inside of my ear hurts.”

 6 Max: “It hurts when I swallow.”

 7 Amy: “I feel really cold and I’m shivering.”

4  Use the prompts and/or your own ideas to give advice to the people in 
Ex. 3. Act out dialogues, as in the example. 

• see a dentist/doctor  • take a(n) aspirin/painkiller  • drink some tea/lots of water  
• stay in bed  • get some rest  • use ear drops  • eat some honey

A: I’m sneezing a lot and I have a runny nose.
B: I think you’ve got a cold.
A: What should I do about it?
B: If I were you, I’d stay in bed.

So, what’s 

the problem?

cut my finger
twist my ankle

break my leg

sprain my wrist
hit my head get a bruise

get a black eye
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 4  To act out dialogues describing health 
problems and giving advice

  • Ask two Ss to model the example dialogue.
  • Then give Ss time to work in pairs and give 

advice to the people in Ex. 3 using the prompts.
  • Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: It hurts when I chew food.
  B: I think you’ve got a toothache.
  A: What should I do about it?
  B: If I were you, I’d see a dentist. 

  A: I ate too much and now I feel sick.
  B: I think you’ve got a stomach ache.
  A: What should I do about it?
  B: If I were you, I’d drink some tea.

  A: I feel a pain behind my eyes. 
  B: I think you’ve got a headache.
  A: What should I do about it?
  B: If I were you, I’d take an aspirin.

  A: The inside of my ear hurts.
  B: I think you’ve got an earache.
  A: What should I do about it?
  B: If I were you, I’d use ear drops and take 

a painkiller.

  A: It hurts when I swallow.
  B: I think you’ve got a sore throat.
  A: What should I do about it?
  B: If I were you, I’d eat some honey and take 

a painkiller.

  A: I feel really cold and I’m shivering.
  B: I think you’ve got a fever.
  A: What should I do about it?
  B: If I were you, I’d stay in bed and drink lots 

of water. 

 1  To present vocabulary for injuries & 
accidents   

  • Ask Ss to read the types of injuries and accidents 
in the cartoon.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat chorally 
and/or individually.

  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 2  To talk about injuries & accidents

  • Explain the task and ask two Ss to model the 
example.

  • Give Ss time to talk about any of the injuries & 
accidents in Ex. 1 they have had.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and then 
ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Have you ever had a black eye?
  B: Yes, I have.
  A: What happened?
  B: I got it when a cricket ball hit me. 

  A: Have you ever sprained your wrist?
  B: Yes, I have.
  A: What happened?
  B: I sprained it while I was playing volleyball.

  A: Have you ever broken your leg?
  B: Yes, I have.
  A: What happened?
  B: I broke it while I was mountain climbing. 

  A: Have you ever hit your head?
  B: Yes, I have.
  A: What happened?
  B: I hit it when I was getting out of a car. 

  A: Have you ever had a bruise? 
  B: Yes, I have.
  A: What happened?
  B: I got it when I bumped into a pole last week. 

  A: Have you ever twisted your ankle?
  B: Yes, I have.
  A: What happened?
  B: I twisted it while I was playing basketball.

 3  To present/practise vocabulary for health 
problems & treatments

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to look up the 
meanings of the health problems in their 
dictionaries.

  • Give Ss time to complete the task and then 
check their answers.

Answer Key
  1 a cold/the flu 5 an earache
  2 a toothache 6 a sore throat
  3 a stomach ache 7 a fever/temperature
  4 a headache

5c
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5d
 1  To present situational language for talking 

to a doctor

  Ask Ss to read the sentences in pairs and say who 
says each one.

 2  To listen and read for specific information 

  Play the recording. Ss listen and check their answers 
to Ex. 1.

 3  To act out a dialogue

  • Give Ss time to take roles and read out the 
dialogue in closed pairs.

  • Pay attention to Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 4  To role play a dialogue talking to a doctor

  • Explain the task and the situation.
  • Write this diagram on the board for Ss to follow.

  

  • Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in Ex. 
2 as a model.

  • Monitor the activity around the class and ask 
some pairs to act out the dialogue in front of 
the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Come in Sally, and sit down. What seems to be 

the problem?
  B: It’s my wrist, Doctor. I sprained it during my 

Fight Klub class yesterday. It hurts when I move 
it.

  A: OK, let’s take a look. Well, there’s some swelling, 
but it’s not broken.

  B: Are you sure it’s not serious? It’s really sore. 
  A: Yes, it’s nothing to worry about. It’s just a sprain. 

I’ll put a bandage on it.
  B: Do you think I’ll be able to go to Fight Klub 

again this Friday? There’s a competition. 
  A: No, I’m afraid not, Sally. You need to rest it for 

at least two weeks. If you’re still in pain then, 
come back and I’ll take another look. 

  B: OK, I will. Thanks, Doctor.

 A B
Greet B and ask what 
the problem is.

Tell B what symptoms 
he/she has.

Reassure A and say 
what the medical 
problem is.

Explain to B that he/ 
she can’t play the sport 
for a length of time. 

Tell A about the 
problem and how it 
happened.

Ask A if it is serious 
and name a symptom 
you are worried 
about.

Ask A if you will 
be able to join a 
competition.

Confirm and thank A.

 5  To practise forming negative adjectives

  • Read out the theory box and explain any points 
that Ss are unsure of and/or give more examples 
if necessary.

  • Then explain the task and give Ss time to 
complete it.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class

  Pronunciation

   To learn rhyming words and their 
pronunciation

  • Ask Ss to read the lists and say which word 
doesn’t rhyme with the word in bold.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and check their 
answers.

  • Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to 
repeat chorally and/or individually.

  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.
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Word Formation

Forming negative adjectives

We use im-, un-, in- or il- 
prefixes to show that sth 
has the opposite quality: 
helpful – unhelpful,  
polite – impolite (before 
adjectives that start with m 
or p), appropriate – 
inappropriate (before 
adjectives that start with a, 
o, e or a consonant), logical 
– illogical (before adjectives 
that start with l). 

 40  Read and say which word doesn’t rhyme with the word in bold. Listen and check. Then repeat.

1 bruise: cruise – whose – disguise – shoes

2 flu: nephew – flew – sew – queue 

3 sprain: pain – complain – lane – mountain

4 sore: pour – more – war – sour

Talking to the doctor

1 The sentences below are from a dialogue between a doctor and a patient. Read 
out the dialogue in pairs saying what - a doctor or a patient. 

 1 What seems to be the problem? D

 2 It hurts when I stand on it. P

 3 OK, let’s take a look. D

 4 It’s really sore. P

 5 I’ll put a bandage on it. D

 6 You need to rest it. D

2  39  Listen, read and check.

3 Take roles and read the dialogue in Ex. 2 aloud.

4  Imagine you sprained your wrist during your Fight Klub class. Act out a 
dialogue similar to the one in Ex. 2.

5 Read the Word Formation box, then complete the sentences with negative 
adjectives formed from the adjectives in bold. Write in your notebook.

 1 It’s very unhealthy to eat fast food every day. (HEALTHY)

 2 Alfie is very shy; he always feels insecure around new people. (SECURE)

 3 It was impossible for Dan to sleep on the night before the exam. (POSSIBLE)

 4 It is illegal to drive without insurance. (LEGAL)

Pronunciation Rhyming words

 Doctor Come in Sally, and sit down. What seems to be the problem?

 Sally It’s my ankle, Doctor. I tripped while running in the yard at school 
yesterday. It hurts when I stand on it.

 Doctor OK, let’s take a look. Well, there’s some swelling, but it’s not broken.

 Sally Are you sure it’s not serious? It’s really sore. 

 Doctor Yes, it’s nothing to worry about. You’ve just twisted your ankle. I’ll 
put a bandage on it.

 Sally Do you think I’ll be able to play football this Saturday? My team’s in 
the cup final. 

 Doctor No, I’m afraid not, Sally. You need to rest it for at least two weeks. If 
you’re still in pain then, come back and I’ll take another look. 

 Sally OK, I will. Thanks, Doctor.
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Don’t be so sure that  
will happen! First, you have 

to win the race! 

active causative

Present simple She repairs the bicycle. She has the bicycle repaired.

Present 
continuous She is repairing the bicycle. She is having the bicycle repaired.

Past simple She repaired the bicycle. She had the bicycle repaired.
Past 
continuous She was repairing the bicycle. She was having the bicycle repaired.

Future simple She will repair the bicycle. She will have the bicycle repaired.

Present perfect She has repaired the bicycle. She has had the bicycle repaired.

Present perfect 
continuous

She has been repairing the 
bicycle.

She has been having the bicycle 
repaired.

Past perfect She had repaired the bicycle. She had had the bicycle repaired.

Past perfect 
continuous

She had been repairing the 
bicycle.

She had been having the bicycle 
repaired.

‘be going to’ She is going to repair the bicycle.
She is going to have the bicycle 
repaired.

Modal verbs She should repair the bicycle. She should have the bicycle repaired.

We use the causative to say:
• that we have arranged for someone to do something for us. Tom had his teeth checked 

by the dentist. (Tom didn’t check his teeth himself. The dentist checked his teeth for him.) 
• that something unfortunate happened to somebody. Lisa had her purse stolen while 

she was on the train.

We can use the verb get instead of the verb have in informal conversation. 
I got my car repaired at a local garage.

Imagine you are a 
famous person. 
Describe your daily 
routine. Use the 
causative.

I was having my 
hair cut. I want to look 

good when I have my 
photo taken with the 

gold medal!

Why are 
you late, 

Alan? 

The causative (have + object + past participle of main verb)

I have my 

breakfast se
rved

at 8:30.

1 Read the theory. Then, use the words in brackets to complete the sentences. Use 
the causative form. Write in your notebook.

 1 John had his eyes tested (his eyes/test) at the optician’s last week. 

 2 Our school is having a new sports hall built (a new sports hall/build) at the moment.

 3 The zoo should have more bins installed (should/more bins/install). There’s litter 
everywhere.

 4 The married couple were having their photo taken (their photo/take) when it 
started raining.

 5 Luckily, the restaurant had had its oven fixed (its oven/fix) by the time the first 
guests arrived. 

 6 Ann booked an appointment at the dentist’s, so she is having her tooth removed 
(her tooth/remove) tomorrow.

2 Rewrite the sentences using the causative. Write in your notebook.

 1 A specialist doctor checked Frank’s leg.  
Frank had his leg checked by a specialist doctor.

 2 A chef will prepare a healthy meal for the team this evening.  
The team will have a healthy meal prepared by a chef this evening. 

 3 Someone mows the football club pitch every Monday.  
The football club has its pitch mowed every Monday.

 4 We should fix the goalposts.  
We should have the goalposts fixed.

 5 The cyclist’s bicycle was stolen from outside a café.  
The cyclist had his/her bicycle stolen from outside a café.
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 1  To present/practise the causative

  • Go through the grammar theory with Ss. 
Ask two Ss to read out the cartoon. Ask Ss to 
identify the tenses of the verbs in bold (past 
continuous, future simple). Elicit who does the 
action (not the person who says the action but 
sb else for him). Elicit/Explain that this grammar 
structure is the causative. 

  • Explain that we use the causative to talk about 
actions that we do not do ourselves but we 
have them done for us by somebody else, or for 
something unfortunate that has happened to 
somebody. Explain that we form the causative 
with have + object (person) + past participle of 
the main verb.

  • Explain the task.
  • Give Ss time to complete the sentences with the 

correct causative form.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 2  To practise the causative

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

  Game!

   To practise the causative

  Split the class into teams and have Ss from each 
team take turns to form a causative sentences 
according to the scenario. Each correct sentence 
gets a point. The team with the most points after a 
fixed time wins.

Suggested Answer Key
    Team A S1: I have my hair done by the top stylists.
    T: Correct! One point for Team A.
   Team B S1:  I have my house cleaned every day. etc

5e
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 3  To present/practise reflexive pronouns

  • Ask two Ss to read the cartoon aloud. Elicit that 
the words in bold are reflexive pronouns.

  • Go through the theory box and the Note! box 
with Ss. 

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 4  To present/practise plural nouns

  • Go through the theory box with Ss and explain 
any points that Ss are unsure of.

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

5e
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John hurt himself, so he 
can’t go jogging today.

We do not use 
reflexive pronouns 
with the verbs meet, 
relax, concentrate 
and feel. You should 
try to relax. (NOT: 
You should try to 
relax yourself.)

Note!

That’s a pity! I  
guess I’ll go jogging 

by myself then.

Don’t worry. I’ll 
join you if you like. 

4 Read the theory. Then, choose the correct item.

 1 Do you know where my jeans is/are?

 2 Let’s take a taxi. Five kilometres is/are too far to walk.

 3 The scissors is/are in the top drawer.

 4 £65 is/are a lot of money for a concert ticket.

 5 What time is/are the news on TV?

 6 Billiards is/are Logan’s favourite sport.

• Some nouns have the same singular and plural forms: fish ➝ fish, sheep ➝ sheep, etc.
• Some nouns are in a plural form (ending in -s), but take a singular verb: athletics, 

billiards, darts, news, an amount of money (£87), a distance (five kilometres), etc. 
Athletics is my favourite sport. The news was very shocking. £1,000 is a lot of money. 

• Some nouns always appear in the plural form and take a plural verb: congratulations, 
belongings, stairs, clothes, etc. Be careful. The stairs are wet.

• With objects which consist of two parts (trousers, shorts, shoes, gloves, glasses, scissors, 
etc) we can use a plural verb or add a pair of and use a singular verb. There are gloves 
on the table. OR There is a pair of gloves on the table.  

• Some nouns can have both countable and uncountable forms, but with a different 
meaning. paper – papers, hair – hairs, chocolate – chocolates, glass – glasses. The glass 
from the broken window is on the floor. (material – no plural) There are glasses of 
water on the table. (containers – singular and plural) Paper comes from trees. (material 
– no plural). Take these papers to the manager. (documents – singular and plural)

Plural nouns

3 Read the theory and complete the gaps with a reflexive pronoun where necessary. 
Write in your notebook. 

 1 Harry is teaching himself how to play the guitar.

 2 Katie played golf yesterday by herself. 

 3 Jake likes to relax – after a hard workout at the gym. 

 4 Sally and Mark prepared the salad themselves.

 5 Enjoy yourself at the football match, Alan!

 6 Ben’s in hospital. He hurt himself while playing rugby.

 7 I didn’t help Beth with her homework. She did it all by herself.

 8 Can you help me? I can’t carry everything by myself.

Reflexive pronouns

singular myself yourself himself/herself/itself

plural ourselves yourselves themselves

We use reflexive pronouns:
• with the verbs burn, cut, hurt, look at, teach, etc when the subject and the object of 

the verb are the same. Sally hurt herself while playing hockey. (Sally hurt Sally.)
• with or without by to show that someone did something on their own or without any 

help. Chris installed the exercise machine (by) himself.
• in the phrases: enjoy yourself, behave yourself, help yourself, be yourself, do it 

yourself. Help yourself to some fruit!
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Reading

1 Read the text quickly. Which paragraph talks about: peer pressure? bullying? What 
is the text about?

2  41  Listen to or read the webpage again and for questions 1-4 choose the 
correct answer (A, B or C).

3 Match the words in bold in the text to the words/phrases in the list.

• important  • actual  • become anxious  • piece of advice  
• recognisable  • answer

4  What is the purpose of the webpage? Do you think it will 
help teens who read it? How?

Video

 1 The writer thinks that
  A some exam stress is normal.
  B stress doesn’t lead to health 

problems.
  C teens shouldn’t worry at all about 

exams.

 2 The webpage advises teens to
  A have a small number of close friends.
  B choose friends who put schoolwork 

first.
  C avoid copying the bad behaviour of 

others.

 3 Teens who are addicted to social 
media should 

  A get rid of their phone.
  B spend less time online.
  C turn off their Wi-Fi connection. 

 4 According to the writer, the 
victims of bullying

  A are often bullies themselves.
  B shouldn’t tell adults about 

their problem.
  C often have qualities which 

make them seem different.

Let’s be honest – it’s tough being a teenager. But don’t worry – here are a few tips to help 
you survive your teenage years.

1  Keep calm and pass exams
A little bit of exam stress is a good thing. After 
all, it would be worrying if you didn’t care at 
all about your exams! But too much stress is 
very bad for your health. A good tip is to make 
a study plan with regular breaks. Then, you 
can make progress and still have some time 
to relax. 

2  But everyone else is doing it …
“Forget about your homework! Let’s go to the 
mall!” If this sounds familiar, then maybe 
you’ve experienced peer pressure. Generally, 
teens try to fit in, but you should never do 
things which you know are bad – even if 
everyone else is! Be yourself – not one of the 
group. After all, that’s who your real friends 
want you to be!

3   Where’s my phone?! Where’s my 
phone?!

Do you panic when you can’t find your 
smartphone or when the Wi-Fi goes down? 
Then, maybe you’re addicted to social media. 
A lot of teens waste huge amounts of time on 
social media – and their schoolwork and real 
relationships suffer. The solution isn’t to throw 
out your smartphone, though. Instead, take 
control of your addiction by limiting the amount 
of time you spend on your devices.

4  No one deserves to be picked on
Often bullies pick on people who are ‘different’ 
– maybe because of their weight, race or 
interests. The thing is, we’re all different in 
some way, so we should look out for each 
other. If you’re a victim or if you know 
someone who is, it’s vital to tell a teacher or 
parent today.

with Jane Smith, PhD.

A teen SURVIVAL Guide

• tough   
• make progress  
• peer pressure  
• panic  • addicted  
• social media  • suffer  
• limit  • race  • victim

About 

    Teen
 

Psychology
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 1  To read for gist

  Ask Ss to read the text quickly and then elicit 
answers to the questions from Ss around the class.

Answer Key
  Paragraph 2 talks about peer pressure. Paragraph 4 

talks about bullying.
  I think the text is about how to overcome certain 

problems such as exam stress, peer pressure, social 
media addiction and bullying. 

 2  To listen and read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the questions and the answer 
choices.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read the text 
and choose their answers to the questions.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 

words in the  box.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

 3  To consolidate new vocabulary

  • Ask Ss to look at the words in bold in the text 
and the words in the list and match them using 
their dictionaries to help them if necessary.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  tip – piece of advice
  familiar – recognisable
  real – actual 
  panic – become anxious 
  solution – answer
  vital – important

 4   To identify author’s purpose and 
express an opinion

  • Give Ss time to consider their answers, write 
a few sentences and then read them to their 
partner.

  • Ask various Ss around the class to share their 
answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The purpose of the webpage is to give advice to 

teens who are experiencing certain problems. I 
think it will help teens who read it because it offers 
practical solutions. 

 

5f
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 5  To present/practise vocabulary for teen 
problems

  • Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat 
chorally and/or individually.

  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 6  To practise giving advice for teen problems

  • Ask two Ss to model the example dialogue and 
read the Note! box.

  • Then ask Ss to read the prompts and act out 
similar dialogues using the prompts, the useful 
language in the Note! box and their own ideas 
giving advice to the problems in Ex. 5.

  • Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I’m stressed about starting at a new school.
  B: You could join an after-school club to make 

new friends. 

  A: I’m always arguing with my family/friends. 
  B: How about talking to them and telling them 

how you feel?  

  A: I’m getting bullied. 
  B: You should stand up to people who make you 

feel bad. 

  A: I’m addicted to social media. 
  B: Why don’t you put your smartphone away for 

a few hours each day?

 7  To listen for specific information (multiple 
choice)

  • Ask Ss to read the questions and answer choices. 
Then play the recording, twice if necessary, and 
have Ss listen and choose their answers.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 8  To write an email giving advice

  • Read out the Note! box and tell Ss these opening/ 
closing remarks will help them to complete the 
task successfully.

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to write an 
email giving advice including all the points 
listed.

  • Ask various Ss to read their emails to the class.
  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and check 

Ss’ answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  Hi Fiona, 
  I’m sorry to hear that you’re suffering from exam 

stress. I understand how you feel because I’ve been 
stressed about exams too, but I have some advice 
for you that I think will help.  

  First, I think you should make a study timetable 
which includes regular breaks. By doing this, you 
will make progress, but still have some free time. 

  Also, I think you should study with your friends 
from time to time. This will make studying more 
fun, and you’ll be able to help each other with 
things you don’t understand. 

  I hope that my advice helps. Let me know how 
everything turns out.

  Best wishes,
  Frank 

5f
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See Writing 5 p. 102

Vocabulary
Teen problems

5  42  Listen and repeat.

6  Use the prompts below or your own ideas to give advice to people 
suffering from the teen problems in Ex. 5. Act out dialogues, as in the example.

• join an after-school club  • stand up to people who make you feel bad 
• talk to them and tell them how you feel  
• put your smartphone away for a few hours each day  • make a study timetable

A: I’m stressed about exams.
B: If I were you, I’d make a study timetable.

Listening

7  43  You will hear a dialogue between Susie and Amy discussing a problem 
which Susie has. Listen and choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

 1 Susie is describing a problem that she’s having with her
  A sister. B friends. C parents.

 2 Susie says that it’s difficult for her to 
  A concentrate in class. B finish her homework. C get home from the mall.

 3 When Susie tries to leave her friends, they
  A ask her to stay.  B make jokes about her. C pretend they don’t care. 

 4 How does Susie describe her personality? 
  A shy B sociable C brave

 5 Amy advises Susie to 
  A play a sport. B join an art club. C exercise at a gym.

Writing (an email giving advice)

8 You have received an email from your English-speaking friend who has exam 
stress. Reply to their email giving them advice (100-120 words). In your email: 

• sympathise with their problem. (I’m sorry to hear that …)  
• give them two pieces of advice.  
• express hope that they can solve their problem. (I hope that …)

 First, do the tasks on p. 102.

Giving advice

•  You should/could/ 
can … .

• Why don’t you …?
• How about …?
• If I were you, I’d … .

Note!

Opening remarks
•  I’m really sorry to … .
•  I just got your email 

and I think I can 
help.

Closing remarks
•  I hope my advice 

helps.
•  Tell me how things 

are going.

Note!

 1 get stressed 
  about exams

2  start at a
  new school

3   argue with
  family/friends

 4 get bullied
 5 be addicted to

  social media
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1  44  Read the title of the text and its introduction. Is the text: discussing pros 

and cons? giving advice? making an announcement? advertising something? Listen 
and read to find out. The text is giving advice.

Video

• role  • well-being   
• carbs  
• carbohydrates  
• glucose  • fuel  
• nutrient  • protein   
• repair  • source  
• mineral • function  
• calcium  • joint   
• digestive system 

• Feeling tired and weak? Then get some carbs! 
Our bodies turn carbohydrates into glucose, a 
type of sugar, and this is the fuel that gives us 
energy. You can find carbs in foods such as 
bread, pasta and potatoes, but we shouldn’t eat 
too many. The glucose that we don’t use turns 
into fat - and this can lead to weight problems. 

• Vitamins and minerals help our bodies 
work properly. There is a huge variety of 
them, and they have different functions. 
For example, vitamin A is good for 
eyesight while calcium strengthens our 
bones. Fruit contains vitamins, while we can find minerals in green vegetables. 
Our bodies cannot store some vitamins and minerals (such as vitamin C, 
certain B vitamins and zinc), so it’s important to include them in our daily diet. 

The food you eat plays a huge 
role in your well-being. 

Read on to find out which 
foods you need to stay healthy.

“ “

• The average adult is 57-60% water, so it’s easy to see why water 
is so important for our health. All of our organs need water, and 
it’s also vital for our joints and digestive system. We’re constantly 
losing water through sweat, urine and even breathing, so it’s 
important to drink water throughout the day. And always drink 
water instead of soft drinks, which contain a lot of sugar.

• Another important nutrient is protein. Our 
bodies mainly use protein to build and 
repair bones and muscles – so it’s especially 
important for growing children and 
athletes. A great source of protein is meat, 
but vegetarians can find protein in beans, 
nuts and grains. 

2 Read the text again, then rewrite the sentences in your notebook replacing the 
words in bold in sentences 1-4 with the words in the list. 

• glucose  • protein  • vitamins and minerals  • water 

 1 This is the body’s main source of energy. glucose

 2 The body can store some of these, but not others.  vitamins and minerals

 3 We are always losing this throughout the day.  water

 4 This is necessary to grow bones and muscles.  protein

3  What did you learn from the text? How can this information help 
teenagers? Tell the class.

4 Two important nutrients not mentioned in the text are fibre and fat. Do some 
research on these nutrients and prepare a presentation about them. Use the 
following headings: their function in the body – which foods they are in – how 
much of them you should eat and how often.
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Suggested Answer Key
  Fibre
  Function in the body: helps the digestive system 

process food
  Which foods it is in: wholegrains, fruit, vegetables, 

beans
  How much you should eat and how often: an 

average amount every day

  Fat
  Function in the body: provides energy, helps the 

body absorb other nutrients
  Which foods it is in: oil, nuts, salmon, animal 

products
  How much you should eat and how often: a very 

small amount every day but avoid trans fats and 
saturated fat

  Good morning, everyone. My name is Sandra Quirk. 
What comes to mind when you hear the word 
‘fibre’? How about ‘fat’? Food and nutrition, yes! 
Today I’m going to talk to you about how important 
it is to have both fibre and fat in your diet.

   Firstly, fibre is very important for your digestive 
system. It helps the body process food. You 
can find fibre in fruits like apples and bananas, 
vegetables like spinach and broccoli, as well as 
cereals, nuts and beans. You should try to eat some 
fibre daily so that you don’t have any digestive 
problems. Secondly, fat is also important for good 
health. It provides energy, helps your body absorb 
other nutrients and helps it maintain a healthy 
temperature. You can find fat in nuts, fish such 
as salmon, oils such as vegetable oil as well as in 
animal products. You should eat a very small 
amount of fat every day, although you should 
avoid saturated fat and trans fats which can cause 
heart disease and high cholesterol. 

  To sum up, both fat and fibre help your body do what 
it needs to do every day, so you need to make sure 
you eat enough of them every day. After all, health 
is important to all of us, isn’t it? Now, are there any 
questions for me? … Thank you for listening.

 1  To identify the purpose of a text; to listen 
and read for gist

  • Ask Ss to read the title and the introduction of 
the text and elicit the purpose of the text from 
the options presented.

  • Play the recording. Ss listen and read to find 
out.

 2  To read for detailed understanding 

  • Ss read the text and the sentences again. Ask 
Ss to replace the words in bold in the sentences 
with the words in the list.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 

words in the  box.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

 3   To develop critical thinking skills; 
to consolidate information in a text and express 
an opinion

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I learnt about the importance of following a 

balanced diet that contains all the nutrients my 
body needs. 

  I think this information can help teenagers because 
they are at a stage in life when they are growing, 
and this means it’s especially important to eat 
healthily. 

 4  To prepare a presentation on fibre and fat 

  • Explain the task and tell Ss they may work 
alone or in pairs or small groups and give them 
time to research online and collect information 
about fibre and fat under the headings. Then 
give Ss time to use their information to prepare 
a presentation.

  • Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the 
class.

  • Alternatively, assign the task as HW and ask Ss 
to give their presentations in the next lesson.

CLIL (PSHE)
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 1 a)  To practise vocabulary for being healthy

   • Give Ss time to read the words in the list and 
look up the meanings of any unknown words.

   • Then give Ss time to read the quiz and 
complete the gaps.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To do a quiz

   • Give Ss time to read the quiz again and say 
which statements are true for them. 

   • Ask various Ss around the class to tell the 
rest of the class how healthy they are.

   (Ss’ own answers)

 2  To create a leaflet of dos and don’ts for 
having a healthy lifestyle

  • Ask Ss to work in small groups and give them 
time to research online and find out more 
information about having a healthy lifestyle 
and prepare a leaflet of dos and don’ts.

  • Tell Ss to add drawings or photos to illustrate 
their leaflet and then ask various groups to 
present their leaflet to the class.

Suggested Answer Key

said: “Being healthy and fit isn’t a fad or a trend. 
Instead, it’s a lifestyle.” So let’s talk about how we 
can really live more healthily day by day.

  Firstly, we should aim to eat at least five portions of 
fruit and vegetables every day so that we consume 
the nutrients our bodies need. Equally important is 
regular exercise. Experts say we should try and do 
some form of exercise for half an hour daily. We 
also need to drink plenty of water. Mental health is 
important too so we should avoid getting stressed 
about unimportant matters. So, eating at least five 
portions of fruit and vegetables every day, drinking 
plenty of water and exercising help us have a 
healthy lifestyle.

  And what about the don’ts of staying healthy? 
Do try to avoid eating anything processed like 
processed meat. Scientists connect them with 
dangerous diseases such as cancer. Also, don’t eat if 
you’re not hungry or you may put on weight! Next, 
don’t keep late hours! Our bodies need at least 
8 hours’ sleep a night. And finally, don’t forget to 
visit your dentist and doctor regularly for check-ups. 
After all prevention is better than cure! It seems 
that we should avoid eating anything processed, or 
eating when we are not hungry. Going to bed late 
or not having regular medical check-ups don’t help 
us maintain a healthy lifestyle, either.

  As we can see, there are a number of things we can 
do to stay healthy, as well as things to avoid! It’s up 
to each one of us to take care of ourselves, isn’t it? 
Are there any questions? Thank you all very much.

 4  To present the value of health

  • Give Ss time to read the quotation and discuss it 
in small groups. 

  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think the quotation means that there is a connection 

between mental health and physical health. If you can 
avoid stress and have a positive outlook, then you can 
see positive effects on your physical health. 

 5   To discuss the importance of 
regular exercise for health

  Ask Ss to discuss the question in pairs using the 
prompts and their own ideas and then ask various 
Ss to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  It’s important to do regular exercise because 

it improves your sleep. If you tire yourself out 
through exercise, then it will be easier for you to 
fall asleep. Also, regular exercise can help maintain 
a healthy weight. Exercise helps burn calories, so 
you can lose fat. etc

 3  To give a presentation on healthy lifestyle

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to use the quiz from 
Ex. 1 and their research from Ex. 2 to prepare a 
presentation to give to the class. 

  • Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the 
class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Good afternoon. Today it’s World Health Day 

and that reminds me of what someone once 

  DO
  • eat at least five portions of 

fruit and vegetables each 
day

  • meditate to relax the mind 
and combat stress

  • spend some time outdoors 
every day

  • have good posture and sit up 
straight

  DON’T
  • eat too much processed food 
  • eat if you are not hungry
  • eat a lot of sweets
  • have negative thoughts 

The Dos and Don’ts of a Healthy lifestyle
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4 Explain the quotation.

5   Why is it important to do regular exercise? Use the prompts below 
and your own ideas to discuss with your partner.

• helps reduce stress  • improves concentration  • boosts energy  • improves sleep  
• helps maintain a healthy weight  • improves confidence

 It’s important to exercise because it helps reduce stress.

Project Time 5 

1 a) Complete the sentences in the quiz with: maintain, brush, go, avoid, do, follow, 
drink, get. Write in your notebook. 

 b) Do the quiz. How healthy are you? Compare with your partner.

2   Collect more information and create a leaflet with some other Dos 
and Don’ts for having a healthy lifestyle. Use photos or drawings to illustrate your 
leaflet. Present it to the class. 

Presentation skills

3 You are celebrating World Health Day at your school. Use the information in Ex. 1 
and your ideas from Ex. 2 to prepare a presentation explaining how we can have a 
healthy lifestyle. 

See Song Section p. 96

“A healthy mind in a healthy body.”
Juvenal

How well did you do? Give yourself one mark for every statement you ticked.

0 – 4: Oh dear! You need to make some changes to your lifestyle today.

5 – 6: OK, but you’ll feel healthier if you do more.

7 – 8: Excellent! You’ll go far with your healthy lifestyle.

Find out         healthy you are!
Say which statements are true for you.

 1 I follow a balanced diet. 

 2 I go for regular medical check-ups.  

 3 I do some form of exercise five days a week  
for at least ½ hour. 

 4 I maintain a healthy weight.  

 5 I avoid getting stressed about unimportant matters.  

 6 I get at least eight hours of sleep each night.  

 7 I drink plenty of water.  

 8 I brush my teeth twice a day.  
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HIGH TECH WORLD

HIGH TECH WORLD
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• Vocabulary

- modern technology
- places in an airport
- using social media
- means of 

communication
- education

• Grammar

- reported speech
- reported questions & 

commands
- question tags
- clauses of concession

• Speaking

- giving instructions

• Writing

- a for-and-against 
essay

•  CLIL (History): 
Louis Braille: Reading 
with your fingers

•  Culture: Robot Academy

•  Values: Innovation

What’s in this 
module?

80

THE MAIL’S LANDED! DRONE 2) DELIVERS 
PARCELS TO HAPPY CUSTOMERS

Video

Vocabulary
Modern technology

1 Complete the headlines (1-5). Use: delivers, bends, 
interacts, transports, welcomes.

         Write in your notebook. 

x

MAIL
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NO ONE AT THE WHEEL! 
DRIVERLESS BUS 1) TRANSPORTS PASSENGERS AROUND CITY

x
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In the news
What’s in this module?

Go through the What’s in this module? box and tell Ss 
that these are the topics, skills and activities this module 
will cover.

 1  To present/practise vocabulary relating to 
modern technology

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the 
headlines. 

  • Read out the list of words and explain/elicit the 
meanings of any unknown words. Then give Ss 
time to use them to complete the gaps in the 
headlines.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.
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 2  To listen for gist

  • Explain the task and play the recording. 
  • Ss listen and say which example of modern 

technology it is about.
  •  Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

 3  To give a summary of an event

  Explain the task and ask various Ss to give a 
summary of the event to the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A driverless bus crashed into a taxi in Hereford city 

centre yesterday. Some people say this accident 
showed that the technology is not ready yet, but 
the city council said that the taxi was badly parked 
and that the buses are 100% safe.

 4   To express an opinion

  Give Ss time to consider their answers to the 
questions and then ask various Ss around the class 
to share their answers with the rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that in general technology makes our lives 

better in lots of ways. For a start, there are a lot 
of amazing medical breakthroughs that save lives. 
Also, we can communicate more easily and travel 
faster thanks to technology. I think the Internet 
has improved our lives in some ways, but it has also 
made our lives worse in other ways. The Internet 
helps us by giving us access to lots of information, 
but it also helps criminals to commit crimes more 
easily and has created new types of crimes. In 
addition, lots of people are addicted to using the 
Internet for certain things such as social media and 
online gambling.
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2  45  Listen to a news report. Which of the examples of 
modern technology in Ex. 1 is it about?   A driverless bus.

3 Tell the class a summary of the event in Ex. 2.

4  How does technology make our lives better? Do you 
think that any recent technology has made our lives worse?

81
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ROBOT RECEPTIONIST 3) WELCOMES GUESTS TO DEPARTMENT STORE

HIGH TECH WORLD
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ATHLETE 4) INTERACTS WITH VIRTUAL 
WORLD USING VIRTUAL REALITY 
GYM EQUIPMENT

HIGH TECH WORLD
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xx

FLEXIBLE SMARTPHONE 5) BENDS
AROUND YOUR WRIST LIKE A WATCH
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2 Read the interview and decide if the sentences are R (right), W (wrong) or  
DS (doesn’t say). 

 1 EMIEW3 was created in 2016. DS

 2 EMIEW3 is easy to spot because of its colours.  R

 3 EMIEW3 can only know information which was installed in it.  W

 4 Most people were comfortable communicating with EMIEW3. R

 5 Koki thinks that EMIEW3 is now a completely finished robot. W

3  Would you prefer to ask for help in an airport from a robot or a human 
worker? Give reasons for your answer.

• interview  
• development  
• real-life environment  
• assist  • monitor  
• access  • minor  
• valuable  
• permanent 

Reading

1  46  Read the definition and look at the 
picture. What do you think this robot can do? 
Listen and read the interview to find out.

AI (artificial intelligence) \eI” øI\ (n) the ability of a machine to think, learn and solve 
problems like a human

Video

Why did you install EMIEW3 in the airport?

Basically, it was part of EMIEW3’s development. We wanted to take EMIEW3 
out of the laboratory and into a real-life environment. So, EMIEW3 got a job 
welcoming and assisting passengers in the airport, and we monitored its 
performance. 

What does EMIEW3 look like?
It’s not very big - it’s only 90 cms tall and weighs just 15 kgs - but it’s very 
noticeable because of its red and white body. It can move around on wheels 
at speeds of up to 6 km/h, but it can avoid obstacles, so it doesn’t bump into 
people. 

What can EMIEW3 do?
EMIEW3 is a very clever robot. It can understand and speak both Japanese 
and English, and it can access huge amounts of information to answer 
people’s questions. What’s amazing about this robot, though, is that it can 
ask people questions so that it can learn more information itself! 

For how long did the project last?
EMIEW3 was at the airport for two weeks, and while there were a few minor 
problems, overall, it performed very well. Most passengers loved chatting to it 
– whether they needed help or not – and if they had questions, EMIEW3 usually 
knew the answer. It was a very valuable member of staff!

What does the future hold for EMIEW3?
Well, right now we’re still improving EMIEW3 so that it can be 100% ready 
to be a permanent worker in airports, train stations, malls, and other public 
places where visitors need help. We’re getting close, so don’t be surprised to 
meet EMIEW3 on your travels soon!

Airports can be stressful places, so it’s always nice to 
meet a friendly face who can point you in the right 
direction. Last December, at Haneda Airport in Tokyo, 
Japan that friendly face was a robot called EMIEW3! Here, 
we interview Koki Hiruna, one of its inventors.

Hello!

a Warm Welcome 
from

EMIEW3
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 1  To predict the content of a text and listen 
and read for gist 

  • Ask Ss to look at the picture and read the 
definition and guess what the robot can do.

  • Then play the recording and have Ss listen and 
read to find out.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think that the robot welcomes people and 

answers their questions.

 2  To read for specific information

  • Ask Ss to read the statements and then read 
the text to decide which statements are right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 

words in the  box.
  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

 3   To express a preference

  • Read out the question.
  • Give Ss time to consider their answers and then 

elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I would prefer to ask for help in an airport from a 

human because I think talking to a robot would be 
strange.

 

Background Information

Tokyo is the capital city of Japan. It is in the 
south of the country and has a population of 
over 13 million people. It is a global economic 
power and has a good reputation for nightlife, 
shopping, transportation and cleanliness as 
well as helpfulness of locals.
Japan is an island country which is located off 
the east coast of Asia. It is made up of thousands 
of islands with the main ones being Hokkaido, 
Honshu, Kyushu and Shikoku. It has a population 
of over 127 million people. The country is a very 
popular tourist destination with millions of 
visitors each year. 

 

6a
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 4  To present vocabulary for places in an airport

  • Ask Ss to look at the pictures.
  • Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat 

chorally and/or individually.
  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 5  To practise vocabulary for places in an 
airport

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Read out the phrases in the list and explain/ 

elicit any unknown words.
  • Give Ss time to make sentences using the phrases 

following the example.
  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  You can get your passport/ID checked at passport 

control.
  You can drop off your luggage at a check-in desk.
  You can buy gifts without paying tax at a duty-free 

shop.
  You can collect your luggage at baggage reclaim.
  You can ask questions at an information desk.

 6  To present/practise prepositional phrases

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and choose the 
correct prepositions. 

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

 7  To present/practise phrasal verbs with take 

  • Ask Ss to read the Phrasal Verbs box and then 
give them time to complete the sentences.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 8  To talk about robots in the workplace

  • Explain the task and ask Ss to talk in pairs about 
what jobs robots can do and any problems they 
can think of regarding robots in the workplace.

  • Then ask various Ss to share their answers with 
the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I think robots can work in hospitals. They can 

greet people and sometimes they can help 
surgeons operate.

  B: Yeah, you could be right. I think they can work 
in restaurants and other service industries, too.

  A: They can work in banks and hotels.
  B: Maybe. I think one of the negatives of having 

robots in the workplace is that they take away 
jobs from people.

  A: That’s true. Also, they make life less social 
because robots cannot interact with people in 
the same way as people do.

 9  To design and present robots

  • Ask Ss to work in small groups and think of a 
design for robots for a high-tech hotel covering 
all the points mentioned.

  • Then have various groups present their robots 
to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Our robots are called HotelM8. They are black and 

white with a human-like face and two arms. They 
move around on wheels. The first one looks like it 
is wearing a suit and a tie. It can check in guests, 
give information and answer questions. The second 
one can carry luggage on a special trolley attached 
to its front. The trolley can move up and down and 
around the back so the robot can lift the luggage 
in and out of a vehicle and a lift.  

  Culture Spot (develop research skills)

  Read out the information in the box and then give 
Ss time to research online and find out about an 
organisation that promotes technology to teenagers 
in their country. Ask Ss to present it to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The Youth for Technology Foundation is an 

organisation that works with young people in 
Colombia, Kenya, Nigeria, Uganda and the USA 
helping youth realise their potential through 
opportunities made possible with technology. They 
have four programmes divided into age groups. 
The TechTeens groups is for teenagers aged 13-19. 
They learn about technology applications for 
education and employment purposes.

Background Information

Paris is the capital city of France. It has a 
population of over 2 million people. The city 
is known for art, fashion, food and culture. It 
is home to the Eiffel Tower, the Notre-Dame 
Cathedral and the River Seine.
The United Kingdom (UK) is an island country 
located off the northwestern coast of mainland 
Europe. It is made up of the whole of Great 
Britain (England, Wales and Scotland) and the 
northern part of Ireland. The capital city of the 
UK is London. The UK has a population of over 
66 million people.
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Phrasal Verbs

take up = to begin a 
job, activity, hobby

take off = to remove; 
to leave the ground

take after = to look/ 
act like a member  
of your family

ReadingReading6a 6a6a 6a
Vocabulary
Places in an airport 

4  47  Listen and repeat.

5 What can you do at the places in Ex. 4? Use the prompts below to make 
sentences, as in the example.

• get your passport/ID checked  • collect your luggage  • drop off your luggage   
• board a plane  • buy gifts without paying tax  • ask questions

 You can board a plane at a departure gate.

Speaking

8  What other jobs do you think robots can do? Do you think there are any 
negatives to using robots in the workplace? Discuss with your partner. Tell the class.

Writing

9  Design your own robots for a high-tech hotel. What will your robots look 
like? What will they do? Think about: checking in guests – answering questions – 
carrying luggage, etc. Give your robots a name and present them to the class.

6 Choose the correct preposition. 

 1 Most people travel long distances by/in plane nowadays. 

 2 Our boarding passes were checked before we got on/at the plane. 

 3 The restaurant was near the hotel, so we went there on/by foot. 

 4 Can you show me the way to/for the information desk?

 5 The robot moves around on/in wheels.

Prepositions

Culture Spot

Robot Academy is an 
organisation which aims 
to get British teenagers 
interested in the world 

of robotics. It runs 
robotics courses around 
the UK and gives teens 

the chance to build their 
own machines!

 3 check-in desk  4 duty-free shop  5 baggage reclaim  6 information desk 

 1 departure gate  2 passport control

7 Read the Phrasal Verbs box, then complete the sentences with the correct 
particle. Write in your notebook. 

 1 Steve takes after his dad – they both love gadgets!

 2 Ann is thinking of buying a camera and taking up photography.

 3 Our plane to Paris takes off at 9:45 am.

Are there any 
organisations in 

your country which 
promote technology to 
teenagers? Write a short 
paragraph about it.
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84

I met her five minutes  
ago. She said that she 

was going to the library.

Do you know where 
Lisa is?

Direct speech is the exact words someone said. We put direct speech in quotation marks. 
Alice said, “I want a new smartphone.”
Reported speech is the exact meaning of what someone said, but not their exact words. 
We don’t use quotation marks in reported speech. Alice said (that) she wanted a new 
smartphone.
Verb tenses change in reported speech when the introductory verb (say, tell, ask, etc) is in 
a past tense.

present simple ➝ past simple
“I like gadgets,” she said. ➝ She said (that) she liked gadgets.

present continuous ➝ past continuous
“I’m surfing the Net,” he said. ➝ He said (that) he was surfing the Net.

past simple ➝ past perfect
“I bought a new tablet,” she said. ➝ She said (that) she had bought a new tablet.

past continuous  ➝ past perfect continuous
“I was chatting online at 8 o’clock,” he said. ➝ He said (that) he had been chatting online 

at 8 o’clock.
will ➝ would

“I will write a comment,” she said. ➝ She said (that) she would write a comment.

present perfect ➝ past perfect 
“I’ve never used a virtual reality headset before,” he said. ➝ He said (that) he had never 

used a virtual reality headset before.
present perfect continuous ➝ past perfect continuous

“I’ve been studying all day,” she said. ➝ She said (that) she had been studying all day.

Note: the past perfect does not change in the reported speech.

Personal/Possessive pronouns and possessive adjectives change according to the 
meaning. “I’m going shopping with my best friend”, Tom said. ➝ Tom said (that) he was 
going shopping with his best friend.

Time words and other expressions: now ➝ then, today/tonight ➝ that day/night, 
yesterday ➝ the day before, this week ➝ that week, last week/night ➝ the week/night 
before, the previous week/night, tomorrow ➝ the next/following day, next week ➝ the 
week after, here ➝ there, come ➝ go, this, these ➝ that, those, etc.

say – tell
We can use the verbs say or tell both in direct and reported speech. 
• say without an object pronoun (me, her, etc)/ proper noun (Alan, Mary, etc) (+ that) 

Amy said (that) her tablet wasn’t working.
•  say + to + object pronoun/proper noun (+ that) Amy said to us (that) her tablet wasn’t 

working.
•  tell + object pronoun/proper noun (+ that) Amy told us (that) her tablet wasn’t working.

We do not change the 
verb tenses in 
reported speech when 
the introductory verb 
is in a present or 
future tense.

Note!

1 Read the theory. Then, complete the reported statements with said or told. Write 
in your notebook. 

 1 Max said to us that he was an experienced gamer. 

 2 I told Jake that I needed a new external hard drive. 

 3 Our teacher said to us that we could work in groups. 

 4 Janet said she had downloaded a new exercise app.

 5 The shop assistant told them that the laptop was on sale.
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 1  To present reported speech

  • Say then write on the board: “I’m very tired,” 
John said. Explain that direct speech is the exact 
words someone says and they are written in 
quotation marks. Say then write on the board: 
John said (that) he was very tired. Explain that 
reported speech is the exact meaning of what 
someone says but not the exact words and we 
do not use quotation marks. Explain that we 
can use the word that to introduce the reported 
speech or we can omit it. 

  • Explain that when we report statements, we 
use say or tell. We use say in direct and reported 
speech without to when it is not followed by 
the person being spoken to (e.g. Tom said ‘’I 
need help.” ➝ Tom said [that] he needed help.) 
and with to when it is followed by the person 
being spoken to as well (e.g. Tom said to me, “I 
need help.” ➝ Tom said to me [that] he needed 
help.).

  • Explain that the pronouns, possessive adjectives 
and tenses change according to the meaning 
(“I’m hungry,” she said. ➝ She said [that] she 
was hungry.).

  • Explain that certain words and time expressions 
change, too (e.g. tonight ➝ that night, today 
➝ that day, last night ➝ the night before/the 
previous night, yesterday ➝ the day before, 
this, that ➝ these, those, etc). 

  • Ask Ss to read the table and the cartoon. Ask 
Ss to say the reported sentence in bold in direct 
speech. (“I’m going to the library,” she said.).

  • Give Ss time to complete the task. 
  • Check Ss’ answers. 

6b
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 2  To practise possessive pronouns and 
adjectives in reported speech

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Give Ss time to complete it then check Ss’ answers.

 3  To practise reported speech

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Give Ss time to complete the task.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  2 Jack said (that) I/we didn’t know his new 

password.
  3 Kevin said (that) he would come to the science 

fair the next/following day.
  4 They said (that) they hadn’t played those 

computer games yet.
  5 Tom said to me (that) he had downloaded that 

app the night before/the previous night.
  6 She said (that) she had never been there before.

 4  To practise reported speech with modals

  • Read out the Note! box and then give Ss time to 
complete the task.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Answer Key
  1 John said (that) they might go to the exhibition 

the next/following day.
  2 Ann said to us (that) we must/had to be there 

by 10.
  3 She said (that) she could wait there for Mr Smith.
  4 Tom said (that) they might come back later.
  5 Pam said to Jim (that) he should see Jane that 

day.

 5  To practise reported speech

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to rewrite the 
dialogue in reported speech in their notebooks.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class by asking 
various Ss to read out each sentence of the 
dialogue in reported speech.

Answer Key
  She said that she was thinking of buying an exercise 

bike.
  Paul told her that she could get a better price on 

the Net. He said that he had bought a really good 
smartphone online for just £50 the week before/ 
the previous week.

  Sally said that she hadn’t thought of shopping online.
  Paul said that she might find something really 

cheap. He said that he had been shopping online 
for a long time and he loved it.

  Sally said that she would check some online shops 
that night.

 6  To act out a dialogue

  • Have students work in groups of three. Two Ss 
act out a dialogue similar to the one in Ex. 5. 
Then the third student in the group reports the 
dialogue to another group.

  • Ask Ss to swap roles until every student in the 
group has reported a dialogue.

  • Monitor the activity around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I’m going to the mall this weekend. I’m thinking 

of buying a new smartphone.
  B: You can get a better price on the Net. I bought a 

really good smartphone for just £150 last week.
  A: I hadn’t thought of shopping online.
  B: You may find something really cheap. I’ve been 

shopping online for a long time, I love it.
  A: Ok. I’ll check some online shops tonight.

  C: Jane said that she was going to go to the mall 
that weekend. She said that she was thinking of 
buying a new smartphone.

   Liam told her that she could get a better price 
on the Net. He said that he had bought a really 
good smartphone online for just £150 the week 
before.

   Jane said that she hadn’t thought of shopping 
online.

   Liam said that she might find something really 
cheap. He said that he had been shopping 
online for a long time and he loved it.

   Jane said that she would check some online 
shops that night.

6b
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 Sally I’m going to go to the mall this weekend. I’m 
thinking of buying an exercise bike.

 Paul You can get a better price on the Net. I bought a 
really good smartphone online for just £50 last week.

 Sally I hadn’t thought of shopping online.

 Paul You may find something really cheap. I’ve been 
shopping online for a long time. I love it!

 Sally OK. I’ll check some online shops tonight.

GrammarGrammar6b 6b6b 6b
2 Copy the sentences in your notebook and complete the gaps with the correct 

personal possessive pronoun or possessive adjective, as in the example. 

 1 “I want you to turn down your music,” Lisa said to me.  
Lisa said that she wanted me to turn down my music.

 2 “We can’t find your files,” they said to us.  
They said that they couldn’t find our files. 

 3 “We have the same screensaver on our phones,” Luke said to Tyler.  
Luke said to Tyler that they had the same screensaver on their phones.”

 4 “I’m checking my emails now,” Sally said. 
Sally said she was checking her emails then.

 5 “We visited your website yesterday,” we said to Tim.  
We said to Tim that we had visited his website the day before. 

3 Rewrite the sentences in reported speech, as in the example. Write in your 
notebook.

 1 “My dad is flying to the USA tonight,” Kate said.  
Kate said (that) her dad was flying to the USA that night.

 2 “You don’t know my new password,” Jack said.

 3 “I’ll come to the science fair tomorrow,” Kevin said. 

 4 “We haven’t played these computer games yet,” they said. 

 5 “I downloaded this app last night,” Tom said to me. 

 6 “I had never been there before,” she said. 

4 Rewrite the sentences in reported speech. Mind the modals. Write in your notebook.

 1 “We may go to the exhibition tomorrow,” John said.

 2 “You must be here by 10,” Ann said to us.

 3 “I could wait here for Mr Smith,” she said.

 4 “They may come back later,” Tom said.

 5 “You should see Jane today,” Pam said to Jim.

5 Rewrite the dialogue in reported speech in your notebook.

 Sally said (that) she was going to go to the mall that weekend. etc

6  Act out a similar dialogue in pairs. Then a third student 
reports your dialogue to another group.

Modal verbs:  
can ➝ could 
must ➝ must/had to 
shall ➝ would/should 
(in reported questions) 
may ➝ might 
(possibility) 
may/could (permission) 
remain the same. 
could, would, should, 
ought to, needn’t 
remain the same. 

“I can go to the 
science fair,” said 
Dave. ➝ Dave said 
(that) he could go to 
the science fair.

Note!
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Using social media

1 Match the social media icons (1-8) to their functions (A-H).

2 Copy the sentences in your notebook and complete the gaps with enter, update, 
accept, download, hack, post. Check in your dictionary.

 1 You can download the messaging app to your phone.

 2 It’s illegal to hack into someone else’s email account.

 3 Never accept a friend request from someone you don’t know.

 4 You should update your profile – it still says you’re a college student! 

 5 You need to enter your username and password to access your account. 

 6 Trolls are people who post nasty comments online.

Means of communication

3 a) Match the columns to make phrases. Write in your notebook. 

 b)  How do you prefer to communicate with your friends and family? 
Discuss with your partner using the phrases in Ex. 3a. 

 I prefer to send text messages to my friends. 

send  

make  

chat  

go on  

use  

speak  

1

2

3

4

5

6

social media

face-to-face

online

emails/letters/text messages

phone calls

sign language

a

b

c

d

e

f

1 2 3 4

6 7 85

 A upload a file/photo 

 B add a photo to a post

 C send a friend request 

 D like a post/photo 

 E tweet/retweet a post 

 F view a profile 

 G send an instant message 

 H share a link
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 1  To present vocabulary for using social 
media

  • Ask Ss to look at the social media icons (1-8) and 
then read the functions (A-H) and match them 
to each other.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 G 3 F 5 C 7 H
  2 D 4 B 6 E 8 A

 2  To present/practise topic-related 
vocabulary 

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it. 
Allow Ss to use their dictionaries as necessary.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

 3 a)  To present/practise vocabulary for 
means of communication

   • Explain the task and ask Ss to match the words/ 
phrases in the columns to make phrases.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To practise vocabulary for means 
of communication; to talk about means of 
communication

   • Ask Ss to discuss which means of 
communication they use in pairs following 
the example.

   • Ask various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I prefer to go on social media to chat to my friends.
  I prefer to speak face-to-face with my family.

6c
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 1 a)  To read for gist

   Ask Ss to read the dialogue and elicit an answer 
to the question.

Answer Key
  Steve’s mum wants a social media account to get in 

touch with some old school friends.

  b)  To listen and read for cohesion & 
coherence (missing sentences)

   • Ask Ss to read the sentences and then read 
the dialogue again and complete the gaps.

   • Play the recording. Ss listen and check their 
answers.

 2  To act out a dialogue

  • Give Ss time to take roles and read out the 
dialogue in closed pairs.

  • Pay attention to Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

 3 a)  To present topic-related vocabulary

   • Explain the task and ask Ss to match the words/ 
phrases in the columns to make phrases.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To role play a dialogue giving 
instructions

   • Explain the task and the situation.
   • Remind Ss that they can use the dialogue in 

Ex. 1 as a model.
   • Ask Ss to work in closed pairs.
   • Write this diagram on the board for Ss to 

follow.

   A B
Ask B if they have some  
free time.

Tell B what you want to 
do. Ask B if they can help 
you.

Confirm you have done 
this. Ask for next instruction.

Tell B what app 
says to do next.

Ask B what to do next.

Thank B for help.

Respond and ask 
A what they  
need.

Respond and give 
first instruction.

Give second 
instruction.

Explain to A what 
this means.

Tell A how to do 
the next step.

End conversation.

   • Monitor the activity around the class and 
ask some pairs to act out the dialogue in 
front of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: Holly, do you have a minute?
  B: Of course, Auntie. What do you need?
  A: I want to send a photo to my friend’s phone. 

Can you help me?
  B: OK, that’s easy. First of all, go to your apps. 

Then click on the gallery icon.
  A: Alright, I’ve done that. What’s next?
  B: Now, you need to select the photo you want to 

send.
  A: OK, got it. It says to choose how to share the 

photo.
  B: Yes, exactly. Once you do that you’re ready to 

send it.
  A: How do I do that?
  B: Just type in your friend’s number. It’s as easy as 

that.
  A: Thanks for your help, Holly!
  B: No problem, Auntie.

  Pronunciation

   To learn the pronunciation of \I\, \aI\

  • Model the sounds.
  • Play the recording. Ss listen and arrange the 

words under the correct sound.
  • Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to 

repeat chorally and/or individually.
  • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.
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 49  Listen and arrange the words unter the headings  \I\ and \aI\. Write in your notebook.

Giving instructions

1 a) Read the dialogue. Why does Steve’s mum want a social media account?

Pronunciation \I\, \aI\

\I\ \aI\
icon ✓

public ✓

\I\ \aI\
website ✓

physics ✓

\I\ \aI\
reply ✓

busy ✓

 b)  An older relative of yours wants to send a picture to their friend’s 
phone. Use the phrases from Ex. 3a to act out a dialogue similar to the one in Ex. 1. 

go  

click on  

select  

choose  
type in  

1

2

3

4

5

the photo you want to send

to your apps

the gallery icon

your friends’ number

how to share the photo

a

b

c

d

e

 Mum Steve, do you have a minute?

 Steve Of course, Mum. 1) C

 Mum I want to get in touch with some old school friends. Can 
you help me create a social media account?

 Steve OK, that’s easy. First of all, go to the website of the 
social networking service that you want to join. 2) E

 Mum Alright, I’ve done that. 3) A

 Steve Now, you need to enter the information it asks for and 
choose a username. 

 Mum OK, got it. It says that I need to create a password, too.

 Steve Yes, exactly. Once you do that you’re ready to search for 
your school friends and send them friend requests. 

 Mum 4) D

 Steve Just click on the ‘find a friend’ button and type in their 
names. 5) F

 Mum Thanks for your help, Steve!

 Steve No problem, Mum.

 A What‘s next?

 B Is that all? 

 C What do you need?

 D How do I do that?

 E Then, click on ‘sign up 
for a new account’. 

 F It’s as easy as that!

 b)  48  Complete the dialogue with the 
sentences (A-F) in the list. One sentence is extra. 
Write in your notebook. Listen and check. 

2  Take roles and read the dialogue aloud. 

3 a) Join the columns to complete the phrases.
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1 Read the theory. Rewrite the questions in reported speech. Write in your notebook.

 1 “Did you charge the tablet?” Zack asked him. 
Zack asked him if/whether he charged the tablet.

 2 “Have you seen my holiday photos?” asked Olivia. 
Olivia asked if/whether I/we had seen her holiday photos.

 3 “Can I use your laptop tonight?” Dylan asked me. 
Dylan asked me if/whether he could use my laptop that night.

 4 “Where’s my digital camera?” Finn asked me. 
Finn asked me where his digital camera was.

 5 “When will the file finish downloading?” Emma wondered.  
Emma wondered when the file would finish downloading.

 6 “Does this smartphone have a big memory?” I asked him. 
I asked him if/whether that smartphone had a big memory.

2 A famous inventor named Jane Slade was interviewed by a teen magazine. Write 
in your notebook what the interviewer asked her, as in the example. 

 1  “When did you design your first invention?” he asked.  
The interviewer asked Jane when she had designed her first invention.

 2  “Are you working on something new?” he asked. 
The interviewer asked Jane if she was working on something new. 

 3  “Can you predict the future of technology?” he asked. 
The interviewer asked Jane if she could predict the future of technology. 

 4  “Which invention are you most proud of?” he asked. 
The interviewer asked Jane which invention she was most proud of. 

 5  “Do you allow your children to use social media?” he asked. 
The interviewer asked Jane if she allowed her children to use social media. 

 6  “Will you release a new product this year?” he asked. 
The interviewer asked Jane whether she would release a new product that year.

Reported questions
Who’s that boy you 

were talking to?
Reported questions are usually introduced with the verbs ask, inquire, wonder or the 
expression want to know.
• In reported questions, the verb tenses, pronouns and time words/phrases change as in 

statements. 
• When the direct question begins with a question word (who, where, how old, how 

long, why, when, what, etc), the reported question is introduced with the same 
question word. 

• When the direct question begins with an auxiliary verb (be, do, have) or modal verb 
(can, may, etc), the reported question is introduced with if or whether.

REPORTED QUESTIONS
Direct speech Reported speech

“Who used my smartphone?” he asked. He asked who had used his smartphone.

“Have you bought a new laptop?” she 
asked me. 

She asked me if/whether I had bought a 
new laptop.My new neighbour.  

I asked him if he wanted 
to go with us to football 
practice, but he said he 

had a guitar lesson in 
the afternoon.
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 1  To present/practise reported questions

  • Explain that we usually introduce reported 
questions with ask, inquire, wonder or the 
expression want to know and we do not use 
a question mark. The verb is in the affirmative 
and the tenses, pronouns and time expressions 
change as in reported statements. 

  •  Explain that when the direct question begins 
with a question word (e.g. who, where, what, 
why, when, etc) then we use the same question 
word in the reported question, but when the 
direct question begins with an auxiliary verb 
(be, do, have, etc) or a modal verb (can, may, 
etc) then we use if/whether in the reported 
question.

  • Ask Ss to read the theory, then the cartoon. 
Ask Ss to say the reported question in bold in 
direct speech (“Do you want to come with us to 
football practice?” I asked him.)

  • Then give Ss time to rewrite the direct questions 
as reported questions.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 2  To practise reported questions

  • Explain the task and read out the example.
  • Give Ss time to complete the task.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

6e
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 3  To present/practise reported commands

  • Explain that we usually use the verb tell + sb + 
(not) to-infinitive in reported commands.

  • Go through the theory box with Ss. Focus Ss’ 
attention on how we form reported affirmative/ 
negative commands.

  • Ask Ss to read the cartoon and say the reported 
question in bold in direct speech (Be home 
early,” my mum said to me.)

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 He told me to click on the download icon.
  2 Mary told them to turn down their music.
  3 Mum told me not to leave my tablet on the sofa.
  4 He told her to change the batteries in that 

remote control.
  5 Frank told Alice not to delete that file.
  6 She told me to call her on her mobile the next/

following day.

 4 a)  To present/practise question tags

   • Ask Ss to find a question tag in the cartoon 
on p. 99 (..., won’t you?).

   • Explain/Elicit that we use question tags at 
the end of sentences to ask for/confirm 
information. We form them with the 
auxiliary/modal verb from the sentence and 
an appropriate subject pronoun.

   • Explain that when the sentence is positive 
the question tag is negative and when the 
statement is negative the question tag is 
positive. 

   • Explain that when we know the answer to 
the question we use a falling intonation in 
the question tag and when we don’t know 
the answer to the question we use a rising 
intonation in the question tag. 

   • Go through the theory box and the Note! 
box and explain any points that Ss are 
unsure of.

   • Then explain the task and give Ss time to 
complete it.

   • Check Ss’ answers.

  b)  To understand rising/falling intonation 
in question tags

   • Play the recording. Ss listen and indicate 
the intonation of each sentence with the 
corresponding arrow.

   • Check Ss’ answers.
   • Play the recording again with pauses for Ss 

to repeat chorally and/or individually.
   • Check Ss’ pronunciation and intonation.

6e
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Reported commands You’ll come to the 

cinema, won’t you?

I can’t. My mum  
told me to be home 

early.

To report commands with tell we use the to-infinitive.

REPORTED COMMANDS
Direct  speech Reported speech

“Turn off the computer,” he said to me. He told me to turn off the computer. 

“Don’t open junk emails,” she said to him. She told him not to open junk emails.

Question tags are short questions at the end of statements used to confirm something or 
to find out if something is true or not. We form them with the auxiliary or modal verb of 
the main sentence and the appropriate subject pronoun. 
• A positive statement takes a negative question tag. It’s a great app, isn’t it?
• A negative statement takes a positive question tag. You don’t have a website, do you?
When the verb is in the present simple we form the question tag with do/does (Tom likes 
video games, doesn’t he?). When the verb is in the past simple, we use did (You bought a 
new TV, didn’t you?).

Intonation: When we are sure of the answer (confirming), the intonation falls in the 
question tag. It’s a fantastic game, isn’t it? (➘)
When we aren’t sure of the answer (questioning), the intonation rises in the question 
tag. You sent a message to Finn, didn’t you? (➚)

Question tags
Some verbs/phrases 
form question tags 
differently. 
•  I am ➝ aren’t I?  

I’m on the 9 o’clock 
flight, aren’t I?

•  Let’s ➝ shall we? 
Let’s go to the mall, 
shall we?

•  I have (got) 
(possession) ➝ 
haven’t I? I’ve got a 
great username, 
haven’t I?

•  I have 
(idiomatically) ➝ He 
had a bath this 
morning, didn’t he? 

•  This/That is ➝ isn’t 
it? This/That is a 
good website, isn’t 
it?

•  Don’t ➝ will you? 
Don’t use my laptop 
again, will you?

•  Someone/Anyone/ 
Everyone/No one ➝ 
don’t/didn’t they? 
Someone took my 
digital camera, 
didn’t they?

Note!

3 Read the theory. Report the following commands. Write in your notebook.

 1 “Click on the download icon,” he told me.

 2 “Turn down your music!” Mary told them.

 3 “Don’t leave your tablet on the sofa!” Mum told me. 

 4 “Change the batteries in this remote control,” he told her. 

 5 “Don’t delete this file,” Frank told Alice. 

 6 “Call me on my mobile tomorrow,” she told me.

4 a) Complete the sentences with appropriate question tags. Write in 
your notebook. 

 1 Dan works in a mobile phone shop, doesn’t he?

 2 The app hasn’t downloaded yet, has it?

 3 Let’s video chat tonight, shall we?

 4 I’m on the e-sports team, aren’t I?

 5 Paul is working late tonight, isn’t he?

 6 They bought a new laptop last week, didn’t they?

 7 This isn’t a very reliable site, is it?

 8 Don’t share your personal information online, will you?

 b)  50  Listen and indicate the sentences in  Ex. 4a with the arrows according 
to whether the intonation rises or falls. Then listen again and repeat.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Reading & Speaking

1  51  What are the advantages and disadvantages of having a robot teacher? 
Listen and read the forum thread. Are any of your ideas mentioned in it?

Video

TeenTechForum
Thread: Robot teachers

REPLIES

• shortage  • replace   
• give feedback  
• emotional response

Imagine you had  
a robot teacher. 
What would 
classroom life 
be like? Tell the 
class.

2 Read the forum thread again and, for questions 1-3, choose the 
correct answer (A, B or C). Give reasons.

 1 Saya is able to
  A teach one subject only. B change the way it looks. 
  C display some emotions.

 2 Luke says that robot teachers would
  A make lessons more exciting. B make lots of mistakes.
  C have a limited knowledge. 

 3 Bella believes that robot teachers wouldn’t
  A be able to help students. B be interesting.
  C care about students.

3 Match the words in bold in the forum thread to their opposites 
below. Check in your dictionary.

• normal  • cold  • useless  • boring

Reply by Bella_49 05 January 08:32 
I’m not so sure about this. Robot teachers might use their database to answer 
questions, comment on students’ papers and give feedback. But robot teachers 
can’t understand what a student is thinking or feeling or give an emotional 
response. So, I don’t think that they will ever replace human teachers. Plus, I’d 
much prefer a human teacher.

Reply by Luke_64 04 January 20:07 
Definitely! Think about it; teens these days are really keen on technology, so 
having a robot teacher would be more interesting for them. Also, a robot 
teacher would be programmed with lots of information so they would be able to 
answer any questions within seconds. I think that having a robot teacher would 
really bring the classroom to life! 

Posted by Annie_Star04 04 January 17:27
Hi, everybody. I’ve just seen a video online about a robot teacher in Japan. Its 
name is Saya and it looks like a female human teacher. It can teach a variety of 
subjects and it’s programmed to show happiness, sadness, anger, fear, 
surprise and disgust. The video explained that these types of robots could be 
useful where there are teacher shortages. It sounds really weird to me. What 
do you think? Can robots replace human teachers in the classroom?
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 1  To predict the content of a text and listen 
and read for gist

  • Ask Ss to say a few advantages/disadvantages 
of having a robot teacher. Write one or two 
ideas on the board.

  •  Play the recording and ask Ss to listen and read 
the text.

  •  Elicit which of their ideas were mentioned.

Suggested Answer Key
  A robot teacher would be able to answer any 

question.
  A robot teacher wouldn’t be able to understand 

students’ emotions.

 2  To read for specific information (multiple 
choice)

  • Ask Ss to read the questions and the answer 
choices.

  • Then Ss read the text again and choose their 
answers to the questions accordingly.

  • Check Ss’ answers.
  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 

words in the  box.
  •  Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 

at the end.

 3  To consolidate new vocabulary through 
antonyms

  • Ask Ss to look at the words in bold in the text 
and the words in the list and match them as 
opposites using their dictionaries to help them 
if necessary.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  useful – useless
  weird – normal
  interesting - boring
  emotional – cold

  Imagine you had a robot teacher. What would 
classroom life be like? Tell the class.

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss around the class to share their answers 
with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  I think classroom life would be very dull and we 

would have very boring lessons. We would stick to 
the lesson plan and we would not have much fun.
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 4  To present/practise vocabulary relating to 
education 

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers and then elicit answers to the 

questions from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  1 Yes, I usually pay attention in class.
  2 I have English lessons on Wednesdays.
  3 I never fail exams.
  4 I do my homework in my bedroom.
  5 No, I have never enrolled on an online course.
  6 Yes, I usually get good marks.

 5  To practise forming adjectives from nouns 
using suffixes

  • Read out the theory and then give Ss time to 
complete the task.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 6  To listen for specific information (multiple 
matching)

  • Ask Ss to read the sentences and play the 
recording.

  • Ss listen and match the statements to the 
speakers.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 7  To present/practise clauses of concession

  • Read out the Note! box and explain any points 
Ss are unsure of.

  • Then explain the task and give Ss time to 
complete it.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 Despite having money, the school can’t afford a 

robot.
  2 Robots can express some emotions, but they don’t 

have feelings.
  3 Although robots are programmed to deliver 

lessons, they can’t develop creative ideas.

 8  To write a for-and-against essay

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to write a for-
and-against essay discussing the pros and cons 
of having a robot teacher.

  • Ask various Ss to read their essays to the class.
  • Alternatively, assign either this task or the 

writing skills task on p. 115 as HW and check Ss’ 
answers in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key
  As technology is advancing, we might have robot 

teachers someday. But is this good?
  Firstly, robot teachers could appeal to teens who 

are interested in technology. As a result, they 
would love the opportunity to learn from a robot. 
Also, robots would use an endless database to 
provide more information and answer questions 
on any subject.

  However, robot teachers would not build close 
relationships with students. Consequently, students 
would not get the encouragement they need. Also, 
as robots cannot understand thoughts or feelings, 
students would not get any emotional support.

  In conclusion, I believe that robot teachers are 
a good idea but that they cannot replace human 
teachers. Students would benefit from being 
taught by a combination of both.
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See Writing 6 p. 103

Vocabulary
Education

4 Use the verbs in the list in the correct tense to complete the sentences.  
Write in your notebook. Then, answer the questions about you.

• fail  • enrol  • get  • pay  • have  • do

 1 Do you usually pay attention in class?

 2 On which days of the week do you have English lessons?

 3 How often do you fail exams?

 4 Where do you do your homework?

 5 Have you ever enrolled on an online course?

 6 Do you usually get good marks?

5 Read the Word Formation box, then complete the sentences with a word 
derived from the word in bold. Write in your notebook.

 1 The trip to the science museum was very educational. (EDUCATION)

 2 I was speechless when I was welcomed by the robot. (SPEECH)

 3 Ted’s a careful student who almost never makes mistakes. (CARE)

Listening

6  52  You will hear four people talking about robots in the workplace. For 
speakers 1-4, choose from the list (A-E) what each person says. There is one 
extra letter which you do not need to use.

 A Robots do not get sick.

 B Humans will lose their jobs.

 C Humans make too many mistakes.

 D Robots could do dangerous jobs.

 E It will be bad for our health.

7 Rewrite the sentences in your notebook using the words in bold.

 1 The school has got money. They can’t afford a robot. (DESPITE)

 2 Robots can express some emotions. They don’t have feelings. (BUT)

 3 Robots are programmed to deliver lessons. They can’t develop creative ideas. 
(ALTHOUGH)

Writing (a for-and-against essay)

8 Your teacher has asked you to write an essay discussing the pros and cons of 
having a robot teacher. Write your essay (100-120 words). First, do the writing 
task on p. 103.

Clauses of concession are 
used to express contrast. 
•  but/however Robots 

are useful, but they can 
be expensive./Robots 
are useful. However, 
they can be expensive.

•  although/even though 
+ clause Although/Even 
though he owns a 
smartphone, Phil 
doesn’t use social 
media.

•  in spite of/despite + 
noun/-ing form In spite 
of/Despite the bad 
weather, lots of people 
went to the science fair.

Note!

Word Formation

We use these suffixes to 
form adjectives from nouns: 
-ful (beauty-beautiful) 
-less (rest-restless) 
-al (industry-industrial)

Speaker 1 D
Speaker 2 C
Speaker 3 E
Speaker 4 B
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Listening & Reading

1  What do you know about the Braille writing system? What else would you 
like to know? Write three questions. Read through to see if you can answer them. 

2  53  Read the text again and complete the gaps (1-8) with the correct word. 
Write in your notebook. Each gap needs one word only. Compare with your 
partner. Listen and check.

Speaking & Writing

3 Read the text again and complete the chart in your notebook. Use the completed 
chart to present the life of Louis Braille to the class.

92

4  How has Braille improved the lives of blind people?

5  Which of your senses is the least and most important to you? Why?

1809 Age 3 Age 10 1821 1829 1852 1854

It’s Braille Day. 
Design a poster.

Louis Braille was born in 1809 in Coupvray 
near Paris 1)  in France. His father made 
leather products and young Louis often 
joined him in his workshop. But, when he 
was three, Louis hit 2)  himself in the eye 
with a tool. Both of his eyes became infected 
and soon he was completely blind. 
Despite his disability, Louis was a very 
independent child. He did well at school and 
joined the Royal Institute for Blind Youth in 
Paris when he was 10. But Louis was very 
frustrated that he couldn’t read and learn 
3)  on his own. At school, teachers mainly 
taught blind students 4) by talking to them. 
Then, in 1821, a soldier named Charles 
Barbier visited Louis’ school and presented 
his invention called ‘night writing’. It was a 

writing system with raised dots so that 
soldiers could communicate in the dark 
without speaking. The army didn’t want to 
use it, but Louis, 5) who was just 12, realised 
that he could use something similar 6)  for 
the blind.
So, Louis worked on creating a writing 
system with rectangular ‘cells,’ each with up 
to six raised dots. Each cell represented a 
letter or a sound. In 1829, Louis published 
the first book in ‘Braille’, and for the rest 
7)  of his life he tried to improve his 
invention. Braille wasn’t popular during 
Louis’ life, but, two years 8) after his death 
in 1852, the Royal Institute for Blind Youth 
started using it. Today, Braille is the way 
blind people read and write worldwide. 

• infected  
• disability  
• independent  
• frustrated   
• raised dots  
• represent  

Open cloze texts

Read the text once 
to get the general 
idea. Read again 
paying careful 
attention to the 
words before/after 
each gap. Read the 
completed text 
again to see if it 
makes sense.

Study skills

Braille

Video
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he became completely blind. When he was 10, 
he became a student at the Royal Institute for 
Blind Youth in Paris. In 1821, a soldier named 
Charles Barbier visited the school and presented 
his invention called ‘night writing’. Louis used this 
idea to create ‘Braille’, his writing system for the 
blind. He published the first book in Braille in 1829. 
Louis Braille died in 1852, but during his life, Braille 
wasn’t popular. In 1854, though, two years after his 
death, the Royal Institute for Blind Youth started 
using his invention. 

 4   To develop critical thinking skills, 
to consolidate information in a text 

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  Braille has improved the lives of blind people 

because now they can read and write anything 
they want.

 5   To develop critical thinking skills 
and express an opinion

  Give Ss time to consider their answers and then ask 
various Ss to tell the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The least important sense to me is my sense of 

smell. I think losing it would have the least impact 
on my life. Sight is the most important sense to me 
because everything I do involves me being able to 
see. I can’t imagine a life where I couldn’t see my 
family or friends or watch TV or play video games.

  It’s Braille Day. Design a poster. 

  Assign the task as HW and ask Ss to design a poster 
for Braille Day and present it in the next lesson.

Suggested Answer Key

Background Information

France is located in western Europe. It has a 
population of over 65 million people. It is one of the 
world’s top tourist destinations and is famous for its 
rich culture and history. The capital city is Paris. 

 1  To draw on prior knowledge, to generate 
interest in the topic and to read for specific 
information 

  • Ask Ss what, if anything, they know about 
Braille. Then elicit various questions about 
it from Ss around the class and write three of 
them on the board.

  • Give Ss time to read the text and see if the 
questions were answered.

Suggested Answer Key
  I know that Louis Braille was a French man who 

invented the Braille writing system. Blind people 
use this writing system to read and write. 

  1 – Was Louis Braille blind? (Yes, he was.)   
  2 –  Did he earn a lot of money from his 

invention? (No, he didn’t.) 
  3 –  Did he have any children? (Not answered in 

text. Answer: No)

 2  To listen for cohesion & coherence (missing 
words) 

  • Read out the Study skills box and explain 
that this tip will help Ss to complete the task 
successfully.

  • Ask Ss to read the text again and think of 
appropriate words to complete the gaps 1-8.

  • Ask Ss to compare their answers with their 
partner.

  • Then, play the recording for Ss to listen and 
check their answers.

  • Give Ss time to look up the meanings of the 
words in the  box.

  • Play the video for Ss and elicit their comments 
at the end.

 3  To consolidate information in a text, to 
present the life of Louis Braille

  • Give Ss time to read the text again and complete 
the chart in their notebooks.

  • Then ask various Ss around the class to use the 
completed chart to present Louis Braille to the 
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key

  

1809 Age 3 Age 10 1821
born has 

accident
joins Royal 
Institute for 
Blind Youth

Charles 
Barbier visits 
Louis’ school

1829 1852 1854
publishes 
first book 
in Braille

dies Royal Institute for Blind 
Youth starts using Braille

  Louis Braille was born in 1809. When he was 3, 
he had an accident in his father’s workshop and 

CLIL (History)

A celebration 
of Louis Braille 
the inventor!
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 1  To rank inventions in order of importance

  • Give Ss time to consider the importance of the 
inventions in the pictures and decide with their 
partner which one is the most least important 
and rank them in order.

  • Ask various pairs to compare their list with the 
rest of the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  We think that the Internet was the most important 

invention of the 20th century. We think that the 
mobile phone was the least important. 

  A5 The mobile phone D3 The personal 
  B1 The Internet  computer
  C4 The colour TV E2 The radio

 2   To develop critical thinking skills

  • Give Ss time to consider their answers and then 
ask various Ss to share their answers with the class.

  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  The mobile phone allowed people to communicate 

while on the go. The Internet allowed people to 
access and share information around the world 
and work from home. It has also revolutionised 
communication. The colour TV allowed people to 
access entertainment in their homes and see live 
events in faraway places. The personal computer 
allowed people to work faster and made their jobs 
easier. The radio allowed people to learn about 
current events soon after they happened. 

 3  To create a poster about a 20th century 
invention

  • Ask Ss to research online and find out information 
about another 20th century invention and 
complete the table. Then give Ss time to use their 
information to make a poster.

  • Ask various Ss to present their posters to the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  name of invention: Rocket engine
  inventor: Robert Goddard
  date invented: 1926
  people’s comments: “It is difficult to say what is 

impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of 
today and the reality of tomorrow.” Robert Goddard 

  description/how it helped people: The rocket engine 
has changed the world because humans can now 
travel into space and explore the cosmos. It was 
invented by Robert Goddard in 1926. He said that 
it was difficult to say what was impossible, for the 
dream of yesterday was the hope of today and the 
reality of tomorrow.

 4  To give a presentation on a 20th century 
invention

  • Explain the task give Ss time to prepare a 
presentation on one of the inventions in Ex. 1 
to give to the class. 

  • Ask various Ss to give their presentations to the 
class.

See Suggested Answer Section

 5 a)  To present the value of innovation

   • Give Ss time to read the quotation and 
discuss it in small groups. 

   • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I think the quotation means that people who 

are innovators show the way forward for 
everyone else.

  B: That’s right and the people who do not use 
innovation just follow the others.

  b)   To discuss the qualities of 
successful inventors

   Ask Ss to discuss the question in pairs using 
the prompts and their own ideas and then ask 
various Ss to share their answers with the class.

Suggested Answer Key
  A: I think successful inventors need to think outside 

the box and ask questions about the world around 
them. This will result in fresh, innovative ideas.

  B: True. I believe successful inventors should also see 
problems as challenges and not be afraid to fail. 
They must be determined to succeed.

  A: I agree. This means they won’t give up until 
they achieve something.

Background Information
Martin Cooper was born on the 26th December, 1928 
in Chicago, USA. He was an American engineer who 
made the first mobile phone in 1973. 
The US Department of Defence is a department of 
the federal government of the United States. They 
are responsible for coordinating and supervising 
all agencies and functions of the government that 
are involved with national security and the Armed 
Forces. The Advanced Research Projects Agency of this 
department were responsible for creating ARPANET, 
a time-sharing network of computers, which later 
evolved into the Internet.
Peter Goldmark was born on the 2nd December 1906 
in Budapest. He was an engineer who developed the 
first coloured television in 1940. He died on the 7th 
of December 1977, in the USA.
Steve Jobs was born on 24th February, 1955 in San 
Francisco, USA. He was an entrepreneur, businessman, 
and inventor and the co-founder of Apple Inc. In 
1976, Steve and his friend Steve Wozniak created the 
first personal computer. He died on 5th October 2011 
in California, USA.
Steve Wozniak was born on 11th August 1950 
in California, USA. He is an American electronics 
engineer. He, along with Steve Jobs, created the first 
personal computer. 
Guglielmo Marconi was born on 25th April, 1874 in 
Bologna Italy. He was an Italian physicist and inventor. 
In 1901, he broadcast the first transatlantic radio signal. 
He died on 20th July, 1937 in Rome Italy.
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VALUES
Innovation

5 a)  What does the quotation  
mean? Discuss with your partner.

 b)  What qualities do successful inventors need to have? Use the prompts below 
and your own ideas to discuss with your partner. 

• have ability to think outside the box  • ask questions about the world around them
• see problems as challenges  • are not afraid to fail  • have determination to succeed

2  How did these inventions change the way people live? 

3  Collect information about another 20th century invention. Complete the table 
below in your notebook. Prepare a poster.

Presentation skills

4 Choose one of the inventions in Ex. 1 and present it to the class. Explain how it 
changed people’s lives.

See Song Section p. 96

“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.”
Steve Jobs

name of invention/ 
inventor

date invented people’s comments
description/how it 

helped people

The mobile phone 
Martin Cooper, 1973

Project Time 6 

1 Look at five 20th century inventions. List them in your notebook in order of 
importance1 (most important) – 5 (least important). Then compare your list with the 
rest of the class.

The radio
Guglielmo Marconi, 1901

The colour TV
Peter Goldmark, 1940

The Internet
The US Department 

of Defence, 1969

A

B

The personal computer
Steve Jobs & Steve 

Wozniak, 1976

C D

E



Module 1

My Life, My World
I wake up in the morning and I jump out of bed.

Take a shower, eat my breakfast, and to school I head.
Meet my friends on the road, and we laugh all the way.

We’re all looking forward to another great day.

This is my life, this is my world.
It’s a great place to be.

So put your hand in mine.
Put your hand in mine

And come and share it with me.
This is my life, this is my world.

This is my life.

My best friend’s good at English, but I’m better at Maths.
We’re all good at something but take different paths.
The teacher’s there to help us and she does her best.

But it’s up to us to study hard and do the rest.

School is over so back home I run.
I’m ready for an evening of some family fun.

We gather round the table to talk and eat our dinner.
And when to bed I finally go, I know my life’s a winner.

Video

 1 Copy the song in your notebook and 
complete the gap with one word. 

2  55  Listen and check, then sing 
along.

Module 2

 “The more you know 
about the past, the 
better prepared you 
are for the future.”  

 Theodore Roosevelt

Looking back in history,
Looking back into the past,

We see people who were trying
To create something to 1) last.

People with different talents,
Working together every 2) day.

Making the world a better place,
In each and every way.

Looking back in history. 
Look back to find the way.

History has taught us things
That we can use 3) today!

History’s alive and kicking,
It never goes 4) away.

Those who were living yesterday
Are with us still today.

History Lessons

3  Discuss the quote.

184

Video

1  54  Look at the title. 
What words/phrases do you 
think you are going to hear? 
Listen, read and check.

2 What tenses does the song use? 
Why?

3   Is your life 
like the singer’s? How is it the 
same/different? Discuss in 
pairs. Tell the class.

(Ss’ own answers)

(See Answer Section)

(See Answer Section)

(Ss’ own answers)

(See Answer Section)



1  57   Fill in the missing words. Listen and 
check. Then, sing along.

2  57  Close your eyes and listen to the song again. 
What images come to your mind? 

3  What does the singer mean with, “Life’s one big 
performance, and there’s no time to waste”? Discuss.

Video

1 Look at the title of the song. 
What could it mean? Read 
through and check.

2  56  Choose the correct 
word then listen and check. 
Then sing along.

3   Write one 
more verse for the 
song.

This planet is all we have,
It’s here for us to 1) share/bear.

I wish people weren’t so blind –
If only they took more 2) dare/care!

If the ice caps start to melt,
If animals lose their 3) domes/homes,

If sea creatures have to starve,
Will there be anywhere left to 4) go/show?

What if we lose it all?
What if?

What if it disappears?
If we don’t protect our planet,

It will be too late for 5) tears/cheers!

If rainforests disappear,
If temperatures start to 6) surprise/rise,

If rivers and lakes dry up,
Who’ll be left to dry your 7) cries/eyes?

Module 3

Video
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Module 4

Get ready for the show,
Get ready for it 1) all!

The audience are on their feet,
And you’re the name they 2) call!

Get up and make your music,
Sing your song right out 3) loud,

Give it everything you’ve got
Stand out from the 4) crowd!

Now’s your time to shine,
You’re the only one on 5) stage.

Life’s one big performance,
And there’s no time to waste!

Make it entertaining,
Till they’re dancing in the aisle!

Life’s one big performance,
Give it all you’ve got and 6) smile!

(See Answer Section)

(See Answer Section)

(Ss’ own answers)

(See Answer Section)
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Video

Video

Module 5

1 Read through the song. What should 
someone say when things get tough? 
Complete the gap in your notebook.

2  58  Listen and check, then sing along. 

3  Give the song a title. 

4  Suggest four ways to reduce  
stress in your life. Complete the  
message to stress.

1  59  Read the title and the 
first verse of the song. What do 
you think the message of the 
song is? Listen and read to check.

2  Do you agree with the 
message of the song? Why (not)?

Dear Stress,
Today I’m saying ‘goodbye’. 
I’m going to … .

When the weight of the world is getting you down,
When things are way too tough.

When there’s way too much pressure in your life,
You should take a break and say 1) enough!

When everyone wants to argue,
Stay cool and just think twice,

When the world seems not to listen,
Just follow this good advice:

Keep calm and carry on,
There’s no point in getting stressed.

Keep calm and carry on,
Deep inside you know it’s best!

 Alternatively, in groups, write 
another song suggesting ways 
to reduce stress in your life.

186

500 friends on a contacts listAll their posts I’ve never missed.But I’ve never seen them face to face.With a smiley face or frown,I can see they’re up or down.But I’ve never seen them face to face.
I just want to talk to youI just want to walk with youI just want to see your faceI just want to, I just want to!

Every person that I meet, As I’m walking down the street,Do they even know where they are?Be it Mums or Dads or teensThey’re all staring at their screens.Do they even know where they are?
So hear me when I say,Let’s make a change today,I just want to see your face.Lift your eyes from your phone.Just ignore that ringtone.I just want to see your face.Module 6

(See Answer Section)

(See Answer Section)

(See Answer Section)

(See Answer Section)

(See Answer Section)



Our World11 Our World

Writing
An article about a city (p. 98)

A story (p. 99)

A blog entry about your summer plans (p. 100)

An article about a festival (p. 101)

An email giving advice (p. 102)

A for-and-against essay (p. 103)
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We can use a variety of adjectives to make our 
description more interesting to the reader. 

Rubric analysis

1 Read the task. Underline the key words and 
answer the questions.

An international travel magazine wants its readers to 
send in articles about the capital city of their country. 
Write your article for the magazine describing what 
visitors can see and do there (100-120 words).

 1 What are you going to write?

 2 Who is going to read it?

 3 What is it going to be about? 

 4 How many words should you write?

Model analysis

2 Read the model. Match the descriptions (1-3) 
with the paragraphs (A-C). 

 1 B  what to see/do

 2 C  comments/feelings/recommendation

 3 A  name/location/population

188

Europe’s Greenest City
Copenhagen

A  Do you fancy a city break this year? Then visit Copenhagen, 
the capital of Denmark. Copenhagen is situated on the east 
coast and has a population of around 1.3 million people. 
B  There are lots of things to see in Copenhagen. The city is 
full of historical buildings such as Christiansborg Palace, and 
sightseers should take a snap of The Little Mermaid, 
Copenhagen’s famous statue. Culture vultures can visit the 
city’s impressive museums, such as the National Museum, and 
shopaholics can browse around the luxury shops in Strøget, a 
popular pedestrian area. Also, it’s easy to find a quiet park in 
Copenhagen. King’s Garden, for example, is the ideal place for 
a relaxing stroll. 
C  Copenhagen is a beautiful city that has something to offer 
every type of tourist. If you like culture and open spaces, then 
Copenhagen is the place for you!

6 Read the task in Ex. 1 again, then use your 
notes in Ex. 5 to write your article for the 
travel magazine. Use phrases from the Useful 
Language box. Follow the plan in Ex. 5.

Useful Language

3 Find and copy in your notebook the adjectives 
the writer has used in the model in Ex. 2 to 
describe the following: buildings, statue, 
museums, shops, park, city. 

4 Replace the adjectives with the ones in the list.

• delicious  • enjoyable  • reasonable  • busy  
• unique  • cosy

After a(n) 1)  nice day of sightseeing, relax in a(n) 
2)  nice café in Skindergade, a(n) 3)  nice shopping 
street in the centre. You can drink hot chocolate and try 
pandekager, a(n) 4)  good thin pancake! Afterwards, 
you can pick up 5)  nice hand-made souvenirs at 
6) good prices in the souvenir shops nearby.

Plan
Introduction
(Para 1) name, location, population
Main body
(Para 2) what to see/do 
Conclusion
(Para 3) comments/feelings and recommendation

Your turn

5 Brainstorming: Make notes under the headings 
in the plan about the capital city of your 
country. Write in your notebook.

Name/Location/Population
•   … is situated/located in the centre/middle of … . 
•  … in the north/south/east/west of … . 
•  … on the south/east/etc coast of … . 
•  … has a population of (over/about) … thousand/million.
What to see/do 
•  For … fans/lovers, there is/are … ./If you like … the 

place to head for is … . 
•  Sightseers (really) must/should/ought to … etc. 
•  … is a city that is full of (historical buildings, art 

galleries, restaurants, etc). 
•  … has (theme parks, gardens, parks, etc). 
•  Don’t miss (a visit to) the … .  •  The highlight is … .
Recommendation
•  … has something for everyone.  
•  If you like/love …, then … is the place for you! 
•  … is the perfect/idea choice for … . 

Writing Tip Using adjectives 
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 5  To brainstorm before a writing task

  Ask Ss to make notes under the headings in the 
plan about the capital city of their country.

Suggested Answer Key
name, location, population: Prague, Czech Republic, 
north-west, 2.1 million
what to see/do: Prague Castle, Charles Bridge, 
National Theatre, National Museum, Pařížská, 
Letná Park
comments/feelings and recommendation: beautiful 
city, full of history and culture

 6  To write an article

  Give Ss time to write their article using the task in 
Ex. 1, their ideas from Ex. 5 and phrases from the 
Useful Language box.

Suggested Answer Key
Prague – city of 100 spires

Prague, the capital of the Czech Republic, is perfect 
for a city break. It is in the north-west and around 
2.1 million people live there.
There are a lot of things to see and do in Prague. 
The city is full of historical buildings, such as Prague 
Castle, and sightseers must take a snap of Charles 
Bridge, Prague’s famous bridge. Culture vultures 
can visit the National Theatre or the National 
Museum, and shopaholics can browse the designer 
shops in Pařížská. Also, Letná Park is the ideal place 
for a relaxing stroll.
Prague is a beautiful city that has something for 
everyone. It is the perfect choice for those who like 
history and culture!

 1  To analyse a rubric

  
  • Give Ss time to read the task and answer the 

questions.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 an article 
  2 the readers of an international travel magazine 
  3 the capital city of my country
  4 100-120 words 

 2  To analyse a model

  • Ask Ss to read the model and then match the 
descriptions to the paragraphs.

  • Check Ss’ answers on the board.

 3  To identify adjectives

  • Read out the Writing Tip and explain that this 
tip will help Ss to complete the writing task 
successfully.

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
buildings – historical 
statue – famous 
museums – impressive 
shops – luxury 
park – quiet
city – beautiful

 4  To practise using adjectives

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to read the 
paragraph and complete the task.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 enjoyable 4 delicious
  2 cosy 5 unique
  3 busy 6 reasonable

An article about a city
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A story
 1  To analyse a rubric

  
  • Give Ss time to read the task and answer the 

questions.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 a story – readers of an international magazine
  2 it’s a first-person narrative because it says  

“I’m  still not sure ...”
  3 a bus and a phone call
  4 100-120 words 

 2  To analyse a model

  • Read out the Writing Tip and explain that 
this will help Ss to complete the writing task 
successfully.

  • Ask Ss to read the model and then elicit how 
the writer has set the scene.

Answer Key
The writer has set the scene by describing who 
the characters are, where they are, what they are 
doing as well as the weather.

 3  To describe feelings

  • Read out the Writing Tip and explain that 
this will help Ss to complete the writing task 
successfully.

  • Give Ss time to read the sentences and complete 
them with the missing adjectives used to describe 
feelings.

  • Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

 4  To set the scene for a story

  • Ask Ss to look at the first picture and consider 
how they would set the scene for a story.

  • Then give Ss time to write the first paragraph 
setting the scene for a story.

Suggested Answer Key
My parents and I felt very excited as we set off on 
our hike up the volcano. It was a beautiful morning 
in Hawaii and the sun was shining.

 5  To write a story

  Give Ss time to write their story using the pictures 
and their answer from Ex. 4 and following the plan.

Suggested Answer Key
My parents and I felt very excited as we set off on 
our hike up the volcano. It was a beautiful morning 
in Hawaii and the sun was shining.
Eventually, we got near the top. Just then, we 
heard a deep rumble from under the ground. Thick 
smoke started pouring out of the crater and we 
saw red-hot lava starting to flow over the side.
We ran as fast as we could back down the volcano. 
It was very hot and we felt terrified.
Luckily, we made it back down to the road and a 
bus picked us up just in time. We felt extremely 
relieved as we drove away. 
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Rubric analysis

1 Read the task. Underline the key words and 
answer the questions.

An international teen magazine wants its readers 
to send in stories which end with the following 
sentence: ‘Even now, I’m still not sure what I saw in 
the forest that day.’ In your story you need to 
mention: ■ a bus  ■ a phone call. Write your story 
for the competition (100-120 words).

 1 What are you going to write? Who for?

 2 Is it going to be a first-person or a third-
person narrative?

 3 What two things do you need to include?

 4 How many words are you going to write?

Model analysis

2 Read the story. How has the writer set the scene?

My parents and I felt very excited as we got on the bus. 
It was a beautiful morning in Seattle; the sun was 
shining and a warm breeze was blowing – the perfect 
weather for a hike!
Eventually, we arrived at a beautiful forest with snow-
capped mountains all around us. After hiking for an 
hour, my parents stopped for a break, and I continued 
on my own. 
Then, a little later, I heard a strange growling noise. I 
turned around and saw a huge hairy creature standing 
like a man. I felt extremely scared. Then, suddenly, my 
smartphone started ringing. It was my dad. When I 
looked up again, the creature had left. 
I felt very confused and didn’t tell my parents what had 
happened. Even now, I’m still not sure what I saw in the 
forest that day.

3 Complete the sentences. Use: relieved, 
exhausted, excited, scared, furious. 

 1 The children felt very excited as they entered 
the amusement park. 

 2 Anna was exhausted by the time she reached 
the top of the mountain.

 3 They felt relieved when they saw the rescue 
team approaching. 

 4  Alan was furious with his sister for forgetting 
to bring a map. 

 5 Steve felt very scared as he opened the door 
of the old abandoned house.

Plan
(Para 1) set the scene 
(Para 2) events in the order they happened
(Para 3) the main event 
(Para 4) what happened in the end & feelings 

Your turn

4 Look at picture 1. It sets the scene for a story. 
Write the first paragraph of the story.

5 Now, look at three more pictures that continue 
the story. Use the pictures and your answer 
from Ex. 4 to write a story for an international 
teen magazine which ends with this sentence: 
‘We felt extremely relieved as we drove away’. 
(100-120 words). Follow the plan.

1 2

43

In the first paragraph, we set the scene by describing: 
who (the characters), when (the time), where (the place), 
and what (the activity the character(s) are doing). We 
can also describe the weather. We can use the past 
continuous tense to set the scene.

Describe the characters’ feelings in your story. This makes 
the story more interesting to the reader.

Writing Tip Feelings 

Writing Tip Setting the scene 
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Rubric analysis

1 Read the task. Underline the key words and 
choose the correct answer. 

You have just finished school for the summer. Write 
an entry in your blog about your summer plans. 
Include: ■ where/when you are planning to go  
■ who you are going with  ■ what you will do 
there (100-120 words).

 1 You are going to write an email/a blog entry.

 2 It is going to be for a newspaper/a blog.

 3 It is going to be about summer/winter plans.

 4 You are going to mainly use past/future 
tenses.

Model analysis

2 Read the blog entry. How has the writer 
started/ended their entry? Replace the 
underlined sentences with sentences from the 
Useful Language box.

3 Read the blog entry again and complete the 
spidergram.

Useful Language

4 Use the relatives to join the sentences. 

 1 I’m going there with Frank. He’s my 
classmate. (who) 

 2 We’re staying in a hotel. It has lots of 
facilities. (which) 

 3 I’m flying there in August. The weather is 
very warm there then. (when)

 4 There is a large city nearby. We can go 
sightseeing there. (where)

Plan
(Para 1) greet readers & announce news
(Para 2) give information about plans (where/ 

when/who with)
(Para 3) describe activities
(Para 4) request comments

Your turn

5 Brainstorming: Copy the spidergram in Ex. 3 
into your notebook and complete it with ideas 
about your summer plans.

6 Use your notes in Ex. 5 to write an entry in 
your blog. Use phrases from the Useful 
Language box. Follow the plan. 

Hi readers! Thanks for your comments on my last 
entry. Today, I’ve got some exciting news about my 
summer plans! 
Last Friday, when I had just come home from 
school, I applied to join a volunteer programme in 
a nature reserve in northwest Australia. Well, 
yesterday, they accepted me! I’ll arrive there on 
the 5th July, and the programme lasts for two 
weeks. My friend Jackie, whose mum is from 
Australia, is coming too! 
During the programme, we’re going to stay in tents 
on the nature reserve, where we’re going to plant 
trees and build fences. Also, we’re going to take 
care of koalas and kangaroos. I can’t wait to get 
started! 
What about you? Does anyone else have any 
exciting plans for the summer? Please leave a 
comment below!

give information 
about plans (where/ 

when/who with)

blog entry

greet readers –
announce news

describe activities 

request comments 

To join short sentences and make our writing easier to 
read we can use relatives: which, who, whose, where, 
when. I’m going to volunteer at a shelter. I’ll take care of 
abandoned animals there. ➝ I’m going to volunteer at a 
shelter where I’ll take care of abandoned animals. 

Lucy’s Blog

Comment

Writing Tip Using relatives  

Starting a blog entry
•  Hi everyone/readers! 
• Thanks for your comments/thoughts on my last entry. 
Announcing news  
•  I’ve got some exciting/great news about … . 
•  You’ll never guess what happened. 
Commenting about plans 
•  I can’t wait to get started.  
•  I’m really looking forward to it. 
Requesting comments 
•  Does anyone else have any …?  
•  What’s everyone else doing … ? 
•  Please leave a comment below. 
•  I’d be interested to know … .
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 4  To practise using relatives

  • Read out the Writing Tip and explain that this will 
help Ss to complete the writing task successfully.

  • Give Ss time to rewrite the sentences using the 
words in brackets.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 I’m going there with Frank who’s/who is my 

classmate.
  2 We’re staying in a hotel which has lots of facilities.
  3 I’m flying there in August when the weather is 

very warm there.
  4 There is a large city nearby where we can go 

sightseeing.

 5  To prepare for a writing task

  • Give Ss time to complete the spidergram with ideas 
about their summer plans in their notebooks.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

 6  To write a blog entry

  • Give Ss time to write their blog entries using 
their notes in Ex. 5 and phrases from the Useful 
Language box as well as the plan to help them.

Suggested Answer Key
Hi everyone!
Thanks for your thoughts on my last entry. I’ve got 
some exciting news about what I’m going to be 
doing over the summer.
I’m going to volunteer at an animal shelter in my 
town with my friend, Jane. We are going to help 
out there for two months.
We are going to feed and bathe the animals. We 
are going to walk the dogs and we are going to 
clean the shelter. I’m really looking forward to it!
What about you? What’s everyone else doing this 
summer? I’d be interested to know, so please leave 
a comment below!

greet readers, 
announce news – 

Hi everyone! I’ve got 
some exciting news!

give information 
about plans (where/ 

when/who with) 
– I’m going to 

volunteer at an 
animal shelter in my 
town with my friend, 
Jane. We are going 

to help out there for 
two months.

describe activities – We are going to feed and 
bathe the animals. We are going to walk the 
dogs and we are going to clean the shelter.

request 
comments 
– What’s 

everyone else 
doing this 
summer?

blog entry

 1  To analyse a rubric

 
  • Give Ss time to choose the correct answers.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

 2  To analyse a model

  • Ask Ss to read the model and then answer the 
questions in the rubric.

  • Then give Ss time to replace the underlined 
sentences with alternatives from the Useful 
Language box.

  • Check Ss’ answers around the class.

Suggested Answer Key
The writer has started their blog entry by thanking 
readers for their comments on their last entry and 
by announcing their news. The blogger has ended 
their blog entry by asking about the readers’ plans 
and asking for comments.

Hi readers! – Hi everyone!
I’ve got some exciting news – I’ve got some great news
I can’t wait to get started! – I’m really looking 
forward to it.
Does anyone else have any exciting plans ...? – 
What’s everyone else doing ...?

 3  To complete a spidergram

  • Explain the task and give Ss time to complete it.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key

greet readers, 
announce news – 

Hi readers! I’ve got 
some exciting news...!

give information 
about plans 

(where/when/who 
with) – I’ve applied 
to join a volunteer 

programme in a 
nature reserve 
in northwest 

Australia. Well, 
yesterday, they 
accepted me!

describe activities – ... we’re going to 
stay in tents, ... we’re going to plant 

trees and build fences. Also, we’re going 
to take care of koalas and kangaroos.

request 
comments – 
Does anyone 

else have 
any exciting 
plans for the 

summer?

blog entry

A blog entry about your summer plans
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An article about a festival
 1  To analyse a rubric

  
  • Give Ss time to answer the questions.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 an article
  2 the readers of an international teen magazine 
  3 a festival in my country 
  4 the name, when/where it takes place, how long 

it lasts, what people can see and do there

 2  To analyse a model and complete a 
spidergram

  • Ask Ss to read the model and then copy the 
spidergram into their notebooks.

  • Allow Ss time to complete the spidergram with 
information from the article.

  • Check Ss’ answers on the board.

Suggested Answer Key

 3  To give an article a title

  • Read out the Writing Tip and explain that this will 
help Ss to complete the writing task successfully.

  • Ask Ss to read the titles and choose the two 
most appropriate ones. 

  • Elicit Ss’ answers with reasons.

Suggested Answer Key
A and D are the most appropriate because they are 
short and catchy and grab the reader’s attention. 
They are catchy because A is alliterative and D 
rhymes.

 4  To identify starting/ending techniques

  • Read out the Writing Tip and explain that this will 
help Ss to complete the writing task successfully.

  • Elicit the starting/ending techniques the writer 
has used in the model in Ex. 2.

Answer Key
The writer has started and ended by addressing the 
reader directly and asking a rhetorical question.

 5  To brainstorm before a writing task

  Ask Ss to copy the spidergram from Ex. 2 into their 
notebooks and complete it with information about 
a festival in their country.

Suggested Answer Key

 6  To write an article

  Give Ss time to write their article using the task in 
Ex. 1, their ideas from Ex. 5 and phrases from the 
Useful Language box.

Suggested Answer Key
Fun at Las Fallas

Have you heard of Las Fallas? It’s an annual event 
that celebrates the final days of winter and the 
arrival of spring. It takes place in Valencia, Spain, 
every 15th March and lasts for four days. 
There is lots to see and do at this event. People 
make giant papier-mâché figures of famous people 
and parade them through the streets. You can 
also watch parades of people wearing traditional 
costumes. You can watch or join in with dancing, 
singing and playing music in the streets. On the 
last night, there is a huge bonfire and an amazing 
fireworks display.
Las Fallas is a fun-filled event. Don’t miss it! 

feelings/ 
recommendation 

– fun event, 
worth a visit

name – Robin 
Hood Festival

time/length – 
early August, 

for a week

place – 
Sherwood Forest, 
Nottinghamshire

what to see/do – medieval 
village, people dress up as 

characters, see outdoor plays, 
have archery lessons, enjoy 

live music performances, stalls 
with food and crafts

feelings/ 
recommendation 
– fun event, don’t 

miss it

name – Las 
Fallas

time/length – 
15th March, 

4 days

place – Valencia, 
Spain

what to see/do – giant papier-
mâché figures, people wear 
costumes, watch parades, 

dancing, singing, light a bonfire, 
watch a fireworks display

festival

festival
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Useful Language

Rubric analysis

1 Read the task. Underline the key words and 
answer the questions.

An international teen magazine wants its readers to 
send in articles describing a festival in their country. 
Write your article for the magazine. Include: ■ name  
■  when/where it takes place  ■  how long it lasts  
■ what people can see and do (100-120 words).

 1 What are you going to write?

 2 Who is going to read it?

 3 What are you going to describe?

 4 What do you need to include?

Model analysis

2 Read the model and complete the spidergram 
in your notebook.

Everyone has heard of Robin Hood, but do you know 
about the Robin Hood Festival? This annual event 
celebrates England’s famous heroic outlaw, and it takes 
place in Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire, 
England. It is held in early August and 
lasts for a week. 
There is so much to see and do at this 
festival. The festival grounds look like a 
medieval village, and everywhere 
you turn you can see people 
dressed up as characters from the 
Robin Hood folk tales. You can also 
see outdoor plays, have archery 
lessons or enjoy live performances of 
medieval music. And there are stalls selling 
medieval food and crafts. 
All in all, the Robin Hood Festival is a fun 
event which is well worth a visit. After 
all, where else can you step back in time 
to the Middle Ages?

Plan
Introduction
(Para 1) name of festival, place, time, length
Main body
(Para 2) what to see/do 
Conclusion
(Para 3) feelings/recommendation 

Your turn

5 Brainstorming: Think of an annual festival in your 
country. Copy the spidergram into Ex. 2 in your 
notebook and complete it about the festival. 

6 Use your notes in Ex. 5 to write your article. 
Use phrases from the Useful Language box 
and give it a title. Follow the plan.

To make our introduction and conclusion more 
interesting we can use the following techniques:
• address the reader directly (If you like cultural 

festivals, you’ll love …)
• ask a rhetorical question (Who says history festivals 

can’t be fun?)
• use a quotation (As Siddharth Katragadda said “The 

greatness of a culture can be found in its festivals.”)

4 What techniques has the writer used to start/ 
end the article in Ex. 2?

time/length
what to see/do

festival

place

name
feelings/

recommendation

3 Which two of the titles below could be 
suitable for the article in Ex. 2? Give reasons.

 A FUN IN THE FOREST

 B ENGLAND’S FAVOURITE FOLK TALE

 C A FESTIVAL ABOUT ROBIN HOOD

 D ALL’S GOOD IN SHERWOOD!

Writing Tip Techniques to start/end 
an article 

Place/Time/Length
•  … is a(n) annual/yearly festival/event/celebration.  
• It takes place at/in …  • It is held at/in …
What to see/do  
•  Everywhere you turn you can see …  
•  Visitors/You can see/enjoy/browse around … 
•  Visitors/You can join/take part in …  
• Another highlight is … 
Feelings/Recommendation 
•  It’s a thrilling/unforgettable/fun-filled day out/festival/ 

event. 
•  … is well worth a visit.  • … is a must.  • Don’t miss it!

A catchy title attracts the reader’s attention. Titles should 
be short, simple, direct and relevant to the text. You can 
use interesting adjectives, rhyme, puns or the imperative.

Writing Tip Writing titles 
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Rubric analysis

1 Read the task. Underline the key words and 
answer the questions. 

This is part of an email from your English-speaking 
friend. 
I’ve just moved house so I have to start at a new 
school. I’m really stressed about it. What if I can’t 
make any new friends? Can you give me some 
advice?

Write an email to your friend giving them advice 
(100-120 words).

 1 What are you going to write?

 2 Who is the person you are writing to?

 3 What is the purpose of your writing?

 4 How many words are you going to write?

Model analysis

2 Read the model and complete the table.

Plan
Hi (friend’s first name),
(Para 1) sympathy for friend’s problem; offer to 

help
(Para 2) first piece of advice & expected result
(Para 3) second piece of advice & expected result 
(Para 4) express hope that things will be OK; 

closing remarks
Sign off
(your first name)

Your turn

4 Read the task. Match the pieces of advice  
(1 and 2) to the expected results (a and b).

This is part of an email from your English-speaking 
friend. 
I spend a lot of time on social media. I guess I’m 
addicted – but I don’t know what to do. Do you 
have any advice?

Write an email to your friend giving them advice 
(100-120 words).

 1 b  limit the time you spend online

 2 a  take up a sport or a hobby 

  will have less time to go online

  reduce your addiction 

5 Use the ideas in Ex. 4 to write your email. 
Follow the plan. Use phrases from the Useful 
Language box.

a

b

Hi Tom,
I’m really sorry to hear that you’re anxious about 
starting at your new school. Don’t worry so much. 
If I were you, I’d join an after-school club, such as a 
sports club. This way, you’ll meet students outside the 
classroom, and it’ll be easier to get to know them.
Another idea is to walk to school or take the school bus 
instead of asking your parents to drive you there. Then, 

you’ll meet other students on the way to school and 
you’ll have the chance to talk to them. 

I hope my advice helps. Let me know what 
happens.

John

Useful Language

advice: expected result:

advice: expected result:

Problem:

3 Replace the opening/closing remarks in the 
model in Ex. 2 with phrases from the Useful 
Language box.

Opening remarks
•  I’m really sorry to hear that …  • It’s a pity that you’re …
•  I understand how you feel.  • Don’t worry so much.
•  I know what you’re going through. 
•  I think I can help.  • I’ve got some advice for you.
Giving advice
•  If I were you, I’d …  • You could/should/shouldn’t …  
• Why don’t you …?  • Another idea is to … 
• The other tip I have is to …
Expected results
•  This will mean that …  • This/That way, …  • Then, …  
• If you do this, you’ll …
Closing remarks 
•  I hope my advice helps.  • I hope everything turns out OK. 
• Keep me posted.  
• I’ll be keeping my fingers crossed for you. 
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 5  To write an email giving advice 

  Give Ss time to write their email using their answers 
from Ex. 4 and phrases from the Useful Language 
box as well as the plan to help them.

Suggested Answer Key
Hi Liam,
I‘m really sorry to hear that you’re addicted to 
social media. I know what you’re going through 
and I’ve got some advice for you.
Why don’t you limit the time you spend online 
each day using social media? This way, you can 
reduce your addiction.
The other tip I have is to take up a sport or a hobby, 
such as basketball or a martial art. If you do this, 
then you’ll have less time to go online, and can 
spend that time doing healthier activities instead.
I hope everything turns out OK. Keep me posted.
James

 1  To analyse a rubric

  • Ask Ss to read the rubric and underline the key 
words.

  • Then have Ss answer the questions.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 an email
  2 my English-speaking friend 
  3 to give advice
  4 100-120 words 

 2  To analyse a model and complete a table

  • Ask Ss to read the model and then copy and 
complete the table in their notebooks.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

Problem: anxious about starting at a new school

advice: join an after-
school club

expected result: easier 
to get to know students 
outside the classroom

advice: walk or take 
the bus to school

expected result: meet 
other students on the way

 3  To substitute phrases for suitable 
alternatives

  • Give Ss time to read the Useful Language box 
and select suitable alternatives for the opening/ 
closing remarks in the model.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Suggested Answer Key
I’m really sorry to hear that you’re anxious about 
starting at your new school. Don’t worry so much. – 
It’s a pity that you’re anxious about starting at your 
new school. I know what you’re going through and 
I think I can help.
I hope my advice helps. Let me know what happens. 
– I hope everything turns out OK. Keep me posted.

 4  To prepare for a writing task

  • Ask Ss to read the pieces of advice and the 
expected results and match them.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

An email giving advice
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 1  To analyse a rubric

  
  • Give Ss time to complete the sentences.
  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
  1 an essay
  2 teacher 
  3 the pros and cons of students using the 

Internet for educational purposes
  4 100-120 words 

 2  To analyse a model and complete a table

  • Ask Ss to read the model and then copy and 
complete the table in their notebooks.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key

  

Arguments for Examples/Results

1   learn more about 
topics interested in

students can learn 
independently

2   help students with 
their homework

lots of websites where 
students can find useful 
information

Arguments against Examples/Results

1   students could copy 
pieces of writing

teachers give credit for 
something students 
didn’t do

2   students get 
distracted online

play games when 
they should be doing 
homework

 3  To substitute linking words/phrases

  • Ask Ss to read the model again and find suitable 
alternatives for the linking words/phrases in 
bold from the Useful Language box.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
Firstly – In the first place
In this way – By doing this
Also – Secondly
For instance – For example
However – On the other hand
As a result – This way
Furthermore – Also
For example – For instance
All in all – In conclusion
I believe – To me

 4  To analyse a rubric

  • Ask Ss to read the rubric and underline the key 
words.

  • Check Ss’ answers.

 5  To prepare for a writing task

  • Ask Ss to read the arguments and the examples/ 
results and match them.

  • Ask various Ss to share their answers with the 
class.

 6  To write an essay

  Give Ss time to write their essays using the ideas in 
Ex. 5 and phrases from the Useful Language box as 
well as the plan to help them.

Suggested Answer Key
In the near future we may have robot teachers in 
schools. But will this be a good thing?
In the first place, robot teachers will have lots of 
knowledge. This way, they can teach lots of different 
subjects. Secondly, teens like learning through 
technology. As a result, students will be more 
interested in their lessons.
On the other hand, robot teachers can’t sympathise 
with students. As a result, struggling students may 
not get the support they need. Furthermore, robot 
teachers can’t control students. For example, they 
will not be able to deal with misbehaving students.
In conclusion, there are some advantages to having 
robot teachers. However, I believe students will not 
benefit through this technology, as they will lack 
the presence of a human teacher.

A for-and-against essay
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A  Nowadays, a lot of students have access to the Internet 
and use it for schoolwork. But are there negatives to using the 
Internet for educational reasons? 
B  1) Firstly, students can use the Internet to learn more 
about topics they find interesting in class. 2) In this way, 
students can learn independently. 3) Also, it can help students 
with their homework. 4) For instance, there are a lot of 
websites where students can find useful information. 
C  5) However, students could copy pieces of writing from 
the Internet. 6) As a result, teachers might give students 
credit for work they didn’t do. 7) Furthermore, students often 
get distracted while online. 8) For example, they play games 
when they should be doing schoolwork. 
D  9) All in all, there are some drawbacks to using the Internet 
for schoolwork. However, 10) I believe it is a very valuable tool 
that opens up the world to students.

Model analysis

2 Read the essay and complete the table. 

Rubric analysis

1 Read the task. Underline the key words and 
complete the sentences. 

You’ve had a class discussion about the Internet. 
Now, your teacher has asked you to write an essay 
presenting the pros and cons of students using the 
Internet for educational purposes. Write your essay 
(100-120 words).

 1 You are going to write  ___________________  .

 2 It is for your  ______________________________  .

 3 It is going to be about  ____________________  .

 4 You should write  _________________________  .

3 Replace the linking words/phrases in bold in 
the model in Ex. 2 with ones from the Useful 
Language box.
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Your turn

4 Read the task and underline the key words.
You’ve had a class discussion about robots. Now, 
your teacher has asked you to write an essay 
presenting the pros and cons of having a robot 
teacher. Write your essay (100-120 words).

5 Brainstorming: Match the arguments (1-4) to 
the examples/results (a-d). Which arguments 
are for/against robot teachers? 

 1 d   can’t control students

 2 b   have lots of knowledge 

 3 c  can’t sympathise with students 

 4 a   teens like learning through technology

  students will be more interested in lessons 

  can teach lots of different subjects 

  struggling students not get support 

  not able to deal with misbehaving students 

6 Use your answers from Ex. 5 to write your 
essay. Use linking words/phrases from the 
Useful Language box. Follow the plan.

a

b

c

d

Arguments for  Examples/Results

1 learn more 
about topics 
interested in

2

Arguments 
against

Examples/ 
Results

1 teachers give 
credit for 
something 
students didn’t do 

2

Plan
Introduction
(Para 1) present the topic 
Main body
(Para 2) arguments for + examples/results 
(Para 3) arguments against + examples/results 
Conclusion
(Para 4) summary of arguments; opinion 

Useful Language

Linking words/phrases 
•  Listing points: Firstly, … ./In the first place, … ./ 

To begin/start with, … ./Also, … ./Secondly, … ./ 
Furthermore, … .  

•  Introducing examples/results: For example, … ./For 
instance, … ./As a result, … ./In this way, … ./This way,  
… ./By doing this, … .

•  Showing contrast: On the other hand, … ./However, …. . 
•  Concluding: All in all, … ./In conclusion, … .
•  Giving opinion: I think … . To me … .
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Unit 1
beach \bi…tS\ (n) plaJi = an area of 

sand by the sea
cave \keIv\ (n) gamoqvabuli = a big 

natural hole in the rocks or the 
ground

desert \”dez´t\ (n) udabno = a dry 
area of land with a lot of sand

explore \Ik”splO…\ (v) Seswavla, 
gamokvleva = to go around a 
place to discover what is there

lake \leIk\ (n) tba = a big pond, a 
large area of water surrounded 
by land

river \”rIv´\ (n) mdinare = a long 
continuous flow of water

steep \sti…p\ (adj) cicabo = sharp
valley \”vœli\ (n) dablobi, veli = 

an area of low land between hills 
or mountains

Unit 1a
antenna \œn”ten´\ (n) antena =  

a receiver
bank \bœNk\ (n) banki = a place where 

you keep your money
circular \”s‰…kjUl´\ (adj) wriuli = 

round
definitely \”defIn´tli\ (adv) aSkarad = 

certainly
design \dI”zaIn\ (v) daproeqteba = 

to draw
experiment \Ik”sperIment\ (v) 

eqsperimenti = to try
inspiration \ÆInsp´”reIS´n\ (n) 

STagoneba = an idea
lightning rod \”laItnIN ÆrÅd\ (n) 

mexamridi = a wire or bar that 
protects buildings from lightning

make up \ÆmeIk “øp\ (phr v) Seqmna, 
Sedgena = to be part of, to 
consist of

stand \stœnd\ (v) dgoma, aRmarTva = 
to rise

surprise \s´”praIz\ (n) 
moulodneloba = astonishment

trunk \trøNk\ (n) xorTumi = the long 
nose of an elephant

tusk \tøsk\ (n) eSvi = a long tooth of 
an elephant

Unit 1c
boring \”bO…rIN\ (adj) mosawyeni = 

uninteresting
city \”sIti\ (n) didi qalaqi = a large 

town

convenient \k´n”vi…ni´nt\ (adj) 
mosaxerxebeli = suitable for 
sb’s needs

countryside \”køntrisaId\ (n) sofeli 
= a rural area

crowd of people (phr) brbo, 
adamianTa jgufi = a large 
number of people in the same 
place

difficult \”dIfIk´lt\ (adj) rTuli = 
hard to do

entertainment \Æent´”teInm´nt\ (n) 
gasarTobi = amusement

exciting \Ik”saItIN\ (adj) 
amaRelvebeli = thrilling

facility \f´”sIl´ti\ (n) aq: saSualebebi 
= convenience

healthy \”helTi\ (adj) jansaRi = in 
good physical condition

heavy traffic (phr) gadatvirTuli 
sagzao moZraoba = the problem 
of having too many cars on the 
road, which causes delays

lack \lœk\ (n) nakleboba, deficiti 
= need, deficiency

mall \mO…l\ (n) savaWro centri = a 
shopping centre

pollution \p´”lu…S´n\ (n) dabinZureba 
= environmental damage

public transport \ÆpøblIk “trœnspO…t\ (n) 
sazogadoebrivi transporti 
= buses, trains and other vehicles 
that take many people from one 
place to another

relaxing \rI”lœksIN\ (adj) 
damamSvidebeli, mSvidi = 
calming

scenery \”si…n´ri\ (n) garemo = 
surroundings, landscape

stressful \”stresf´l\ (adj) stresuli = 
causing anxiety, nerve-racking

Unit 1f
adventure \´d”ventS´\ (n) 

Tavgadasavali = an event full 
of excitement, action and danger

citizen \”sItIz´n\ (n) moqalaqe = a 
member of a state

come across \”køm ´krÅs\ (phr v) 
waawyde = to discover by chance

come to \”køm tu\ (phr v) miRweva = 
to reach (an amount)

come up with \Ækøm “øp wID\ (phr v) 
SeTavazeba = to suggest, create

connect \k´”nekt\ (v) dakavSireba = 
to join

imagination \IÆmœdZI”neIS´n\ (n) 
fantazia, warmosaxva = fantasy

land \lœnd\ (v) (TviTmfrinavis) 
daSveba = to get back to the 
ground after flying

local \”l´Uk´l\ (n) adgilobrivi = 
a native, a person who lives in a 
particular place

patrol \p´”tr´Ul\ (v) patrulireba = 
to move around an area to make 
sure there is no trouble

population \ÆpÅpj´”leIS´n\ (n) 
mosaxleoba = all the people 
that live in a country or place

protect \pr´”tekt\ (v) dacva = to keep 
safe from harm

resident \”rezId´nt\ (n) mcxovrebi, 
binadari = an inhabitant

secret \”si…kr´t\ (n) saidumlo = sth 
kept hidden

1 CLIL
check out \ÆtSek “aUt\ (phr v) ixileT = 

to look at
cut down \Ækøt “daUn\ (phr v) 

SeamcireT = to reduce
drop off \ÆdrÅp “Åf\ (phr v) datoveT = 

to take somewhere and leave
lifestyle \”laIfstaIl\ (n) cxovrebis 

stili = way of life
litter \”lIt´\ (n) nagavi = rubbish
pick up \ÆpIk “øp\ (phr v) moagroveT, 

akrifeT = to collect
plant \plA…nt\ (v) dargva = to put a 

tree in the ground so that it can 
grow

raise awareness (phr) informireba 
= to do sth which informs people 
about a certain issue

work of art \Æw‰…k ´v “A…t\ (n) 
xelovnebis nimuSi = sth made 
by an artist

Unit 2
ancient \”eInS´nt\ (adj) Zveli = 

belonging to times long ago
build \bIld\ (v) aSeneba = to construct
carve \kA…v\ (v) gamoTla = to shape a 

material to make a work of art
concrete \”kÅNkri…t\ (n) betoni = a 

hard material used for building 
made of cement

design \dI”zaIn\ (v) proeqtis Seqmna 
= to draw

landmark \”lœndmA…k\ (n) 
istoriuli adgili = a 
historical sight

lead \li…d\ (v) gaZRola = to show the 
way
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marble \”mA…b´l\ (n) marmarilo = a 
kind of hard patterned rock 

steel \sti…l\ (n) foladi = a strong 
metal used for making things 

store \stO…\ (v) Senaxva = to keep in a 
place for future use

weigh \weI\ (v) wona = to measure 
how heavy sth is

Unit 2a
ash \œS\ (n) ferfli = the soft grey 

powder that is left after sth is 
burnt

avalanche \”œv´lA…ntS\ (n) zvavi = 
a large amount of snow or rock 
falling down a mountainside

buried \”berid\ (adj) Camarxuli = 
covered

carry off \Ækœri “Åf\ (phr v) Tavis 
garTmeva = to succeed in doing 
sth difficult

carry on \Ækœri “Ån\ (phr v) 
gagrZeleba = to continue doing 
sth

carry out \Ækœri “aUt\ (phr v) 
ganxorcieleba = to perform a 
task

erupt \I”røpt\ (v) amofrqveva = (of a 
volcano) to explode

eyewitness \”aIwItn´s\ (n) 
TviTmxilveli = sb who saw an 
event happen and can describe it

flood \flød\ (n) wyaldidoba, 
warRvna = a large amount of 
overflowing water

foot \fUt\ (n) Ziri = base
hurricane \”hørIk´n\ (n) qariSxali = 

a violent storm
lava \”lA…v´\ (n) lava = melted rock 

which comes out of the earth 
when a volcano erupts

lightning \”laItnIN\ (n) elva = a flash 
of light in the sky usually when it 
is raining

rock \rÅk\ (n) lodi = a big stone
shake \SeIk\ (v) ryeva = to tremble
urgent \”‰…dZ´nt\ (adj) gadaudebeli 

= needing immediate attention
volcanic eruption \vÅlÆkœnIk I”røpS´n\ 

(n) vulkanis amofrqveva = 
lava and gases bursting out of a 
volcano

Unit 2c
amazed \´”meIzd\ (adj) 

gancvifrebuli = surprised
angry \”œNgri\ (adj) gabrazebuli = 

irritated
anxious \”œNkS´s\ (adj) aRelvebuli 

= nervous
blow up \Æbl´U “øp\ (v) afeTqeba = to 

explode
car crash \”kA… krœS\ (n) manqanis 

avaria = a car accident
casualty \”kœZu´lti\ (n) msxverpli = 

a victim
collapse \k´”lœps\ (v) Camoqceva, 

dangreva = to fall apart
crash \krœS\ (v) dajaxeba = to collide 

with sth
exhausted \Ig”zO…stId\ (adj) 

qancgawyvetili = very tired
explosion \Ik”spl´UZ´n\ (n) afeTqeba 

= a sudden violent burst of a 
bomb

frightened \”fraItnd\ (adj) 
SeSinebuli = very scared

frustrated \frø”streItId\ (adj) 
guldawyvetili = annoyed, 
discouraged

injure \”IndZ´\ (v) daSaveba = to hurt
plane crash \”pleIn krœS\ (n) 

aviakatastrofa = the act of an 
aeroplane hitting the ground

relieved \rI”li…vd\ (adj) gulze 
moSveba = relaxed and happy 
because sth bad didn’t happen

rescue \”reskju…\ (v) gadarCena = to 
save

reveal \rI”vi…l\ (v) gamoaSkaraveba = 
to make sth known

shipwreck \”SIprek\ (n) gemis 
CaZirva, daRupva = the sinking 
of a ship

shocked \SÅkt\ (adj) Sokirebuli = 
appalled, startled

sink \sINk\ (v) CaZirva = to go down 
below the surface of the sea

terrified \”ter´faId\ (adj) 
SeZrwunebuli = afraid

train derailment \”treIn di…ÆreIlm´nt\ 
(n) matareblis relsebidan 
gadavardna = the accident in 
which a train goes off the rails

worried \”wørid\ (adj) 
ganerviulebuli, Sewuxebuli 
= troubled

Unit 2f
affect \´”fekt\ (v) zegavlena = to 

influence
blow \bl´U\ (v) berva, qrolva = (of 

the wind ) to move
breeze \bri…z\ (n ) sio = a gentle wind
compass \”kømp´s\ (n) kompasi = an 

instrument that shows direction
destination \ÆdestI”neIS´n\ (n) 

daniSnulebis adgili = a place 

to which sb is going
direct \dI”rekt\ (v) mimarTulebis 

aReba, orientireba = to guide
disappear \ÆdIs´”pI´\ (v) gaqroba = 

to become impossible to find, to 
vanish

emit \I”mIt\ (v) gamocema, 
gadmofrqveva = to give off

experienced \Ik”spI´ri´nst\ (adj) 
gamocdili = knowledgeable

fascinate \”fœsIneIt\ (v) gaoceba, 
interesis aRZvra = to keep the 
interest of sb

gentle \”dZentl\ (adj) mSvidi = calm
go missing (phr) dakargva = to 

disappear
go according to plan (phr) gegmis 

mixedviT mimdinareoba = to 
proceed as expected

heatwave \”hi…tweIv\ (n) sicxe, 
papanaqeba = a very hot period of 
weather

lose contact with (phr) kavSiris 
dakargva = to fail to keep in 
communication with

military \”mIlIt´ri\ (adj) samxedro = 
relating to the army

mythical \”mITIk´l\ (adj) miTuri = 
fictitious, not real

pour down \ÆpO… “daUn\ (phr v) 
Tavsxma = to rain heavily

provide \pr´”vaId\ (v) 
uzrunvelyofa = to give

shine \SaIn\ (v) naTeba, kaSkaSi = to 
glow

solve \sÅlv\ (v) amoxsna = to answer
thick fog \ÆTIk “fÅg\ (n) sqeli nisli, 

janRi = heavy mist
training \”treInIN\ (n) wvrTna = 

practice

2 CLIL
achievement \´”tSi…vm´nt\ (n) 

miRweva, monapovari = an 
accomplishment

admire \´d”maI´\ (v) aRfrTovaneba 
= to think highly of

concrete \”kÅNkri…t\ (n) duRabi = a 
hard material used for building 
made of cement

cover \”køv´\ (v) dafarva = to 
spread over a surface

eternal \I”t‰…n´l\ (adj) maradiuli = 
living forever

experience \Ik”spI´ri´ns\ (v) 
gamocdileba = to be in a 
situation

glory \”glO…ri\ (n) dideba = 
magnificence
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huge \hju…dZ\ (adj) uzarmazari = 
enormous

last \lA…st\ (v) gaZleba, SemorCena = 
to continue

lime \laIm\ (n) kiri = a white 
building material containing 
calcium

millennium \mI”leni´m\ (n) 
aTaswleuli = one thousand 
years

realise \”rI´laIz\ (v) gacnobiereba 
= to become aware of, to 
understand

route \ru…t\ (n) gza = the road you 
follow to get from one place to 
another

set \set\ (v) gamyareba = to harden
survive \s´”vaIv\ (v) gadarCena = to 

continue to live

Unit 3
coastal \”k´Ustl\ (adj) sanapiro = by 

the sea
common \”kÅm´n\ (adj) 

Cveulebrivi = usual
creature \”kri…tS´\ (n) arseba = an 

animal
crops \krÅps\ (pl n) mosavali = plants 

grown for food
dry up \ÆdraI “øp\ (phr v) amoSroba = 

(of rivers and lakes) to lose their 
water

ice cap \”aIs kœp\ (n) myinvaruli 
qudi = a huge area of ice found 
in the North and South Poles

melt \melt\ (v) dnoba = (of a solid) to 
become liquid because of heat

polluted \p´”lu…tId\ (adj) 
dabinZurebuli = dirty, 
contaminated

rainforest \”reInfÅrIst\ (n) 
tropikuli tye = a tropical 
forest where it rains a lot

rise \raIz\ (v) zrda = to increase
starve \stA…v\ (v) SimSiliT sikvdili 

= to die from hunger
wildlife \”waIldlaIf\ (n) veluri 

buneba = animals and plants 
growing in natural conditions

Unit 3a
behave \bI”heIv\ (v) moqceva = to 

treat
collect \k´”lekt\ (v) Segroveba = to 

gather
data \”deIt´\ (n) monacemebi, 

informacia = information
dog trainer \”dÅg treIn´\ (n) 

ZaRlebis mwvrTneli = a 

person whose job is to teach dogs 
how to behave

intelligent \In”telIdZ´nt\ (adj) 
gonieri = clever

landscape gardener \”lœndskeIp  
ÆgA…dn´\ (n) baRebis dizaineri = 
a person whose job is to design 
gardens and outdoor areas

look after \”lUk A…ft´\ (phr v) movla = 
to take care of

marine biologist \m´Æri…n baI”Ål´dZIst\ 
(n) okeanologi = sb who 
studies sealife

memory \”mem´ri\ (n) mogoneba = 
sth you remember

nutritionist \nju”trIS´nIst\ (n) 
dietologi = a specialist in 
healthy eating

pet \pet\ (v) aq: mofereba = to caress
recycling sorter \ri…”saIklIN ÆsO…t´\ (n) 

gadasamuSavebeli masalebis 
damfasoebeli = a person whose 
job is to classify reusable material 
like plastic bottles, glass, etc

require \rI”kwaI´\ (v) moTxovna = to 
demand

safety procedures (phr) 
usafrTxoebis zomebi = a 
safety system

share \Se´\ (v) gaziareba = to tell 
other people about an idea, 
experience, etc

forest firefighter \”fÅrIst ÆfaI´faIt´\ 
(n) tyis mexanZre = a person 
whose job is to put out fires in an 
uncultivated area

zookeeper \”zu…ki…p´\ (n) zooparkis 
cxovelebis momvleli = a 
person whose job is to take care 
of animals in a zoo

Unit 3c
climate change \”klaIm´t ÆtSeIndZ\ (n) 

klimatis cvlileba = altering 
weather conditions

deforestation \di…ÆfÅrI”steIS´n\ (n) 
tyis ganadgureba, gaCexa = the 
cutting down of trees

endangered species \InÆdeIndZ´d  
“spi…Si…z\ (n) gadaSenebis piras 
myofi saxeobebi = animals or 
plants that may soon become 
extinct

fur \f‰…\ (n) bewvi = thick hair on the 
body of some animals

habitat loss \”hœbItœt lÅs\ (n) 
bunebrivi garemos/habitatis 
ganadgureba = the destruction 
of the natural environment

illegal hunting (phr) brakonieroba 
= chasing and killing animals 
against the law

illegal pet trade (phr) cxovelebiT 
kanonsawinaaRmdego vaWroba 
= buying and selling animals 
against the law

pollution \p´”lu…S´n\ (n) dabinZureba 
= harm caused to the 
environment by chemicals

protect \pr´”tekt\ (v) dacva = to keep 
sb or sth safe from harm

stick \stIk\ (v) Casma, Caketva = to put

Unit 3f
accommodation \´ÆkÅm´”deIS´n\ 

(n) dasabinavebeli adgili = a 
place to stay

ancestor \”œns´st´\ (n) winapari = a 
member of my family who lived a 
long time ago

book \bUk\ (v) dajavSna = to reserve
breathtaking \”breTÆteIkIN\ (adj) 

Tvalwarmtaci = spectacular, 
outstanding

entire \In”taI´\ (adj) mTeli = whole
fascinating \”fœsIneItIN\ (adj) Zalian 

saintereso = very interesting
foot \fUt\ (n) Ziri = base
include \In”klu…d\ (v) Seicavdes = to 

put in as part of a set
look after \”lUk A…ft´\ (phr v) movla = 

to take care of
look into \”lUk Int´\ (phr v) 

gamokvleva, Seswavla = to 
examine, to investigate

look out \ÆlUk “aUt\ (phr v) frTxilad 
= to be careful

return \rI”t‰…n\ (v) dabruneba = to 
go back

savannah \s´”vœn´\ (n) savana = 
tropical or subtropical grassland

stay tuned (phr) yuradRebis 
miqceva = to keep paying 
attention

warrior /”wÅri´/ (n) meomari = a 
soldier, a fighter

3 CLIL
admire \´d”maI´\ (v) aRfrTovaneba 

= to marvel at sb or sth
attract \´”trœkt\ (v) mizidva = to get 

the attention or interest of sb
central \”sentr´l\ (adj) centraluri 

= main, in the middle
contain \k´n”teIn\ (v) Seicavdes = to 

include sth as a part of a whole
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convert \k´n”v‰…t\ (v) gardaqmna = to 
change sth in order to use it for a 
different purpose

mineral \”mIn´r´l\ (n) minerali = 
a substance coming from earth, 
nutrient

role \r´Ul\ (n) mizani = duty, purpose
root \ru…t\ (n) fesvi = the 

underground part of a plant that 
transfers water

soil \sOIl\ (n) niadagi = the top layer of 
earth

steady \”stedi\ (adj) stabiluri = 
stable

substance \”søbst´ns\ (n) nivTiereba 
= a particular type of solid, liquid 
or gas

upright \”øpraIt\ (adj) vertikaluri 
= vertical

Unit 4
capital city \ÆkœpItl “sIti\ (n) 

dedaqalaqi = metropolis
convention \k´n”venS´n\ (n) yriloba 

= a large meeting of people who 
have a similar interest in sth

especially \I”speS´li\ (adv) 
gansakuTrebiT = in particular

hold \h´Uld\ (v) mowyoba = to organise 
an event

life-sized \”laIf saIzd\ (adj) 
naturaluri zomis = having 
the same size as in real life

organise \”O…g´naIz\ (v) mowyoba = to 
arrange for sth to happen

prepare \prI”pe´\ (v) momzadeba = to 
cook; to make

transform \trœns”fO…m\ (v) 
gadakeTeba, transformireba 
= to change

win \wIn\ (v) mogeba = to come first in 
a competition

Unit 4a
activity \œk”tIv´ti\ (n) aqtivoba = 

action
actual \”œktSu´l\ (adj) realuri = 

real
amusing \´”mju…zIN\ (adj) 

TavSesaqcevi = entertaining, 
funny

case \keIs\ (n) SemTxveva = instance
coastline \”k´UstlaIn\ (n) sanapiro 

zoli = a line that forms when 
the land meets the sea

cruel \”kru…´l\ (adj) boroti = unkind
distance \”dIst´ns\ (n) manZili = the 

space between two places
entirely \In”taI´li\ (adv) mTlianad = 

completely
exhibit \Ig”zIbIt\ (v) gamofena = to 

show to the public
figure \”fIg´\ (n) figura = a physical 

structure
go on \Æg´U “Ån\ (phr v) moxdes = to 

happen
habit \”hœbIt\ (n) Cveva = sth you do 

as a routine
overnight \Æ´Uv´”naIt\ (adv) RamiT = 

during the night
powerful \”paU´f´l\ (adj) Zlieri = 

very effective, strong
warning \”wO…nIN\ (n) gafrTxileba 

= notice, caution
wasteful \”weIstf´l\ (adj) 

uzrunveli = careless

Unit 4c
aisle \aIl\ (n) gasasvleli = a long, 

narrow gap between rows of 
seats

backing singer \”bœkIN ÆsIN´\ (n) beq-
vokalisti = a supporting singer

concert hall \”kÅns´t hO…l\ (n) 
sakoncerto darbazi = a 
building where concerts are held

curtain \”k‰…t´n\ (n) farda = a piece 
of cloth that hangs in front of a 
stage until the performance starts

lead singer \”li…d ÆsIN´\ (n) solisti = 
the main singer

row \raU\ (n) rigi = a line of seats in 
a theatre, cinema, etc

royal box \ÆrOI´l “bÅks\ (n) samefo 
loJa = the special seats in a 
theatre for the king and queen 

stage \steIdZ\ (n) scena = a raised 
platform where actors perform

the stalls \D´ “stO…lz\ (pl n) parteri = 
the seats in the main part of the 
theatre on the ground floor

Unit 4f
attend \´”tend\ (v) daswreba = to be 

present
bright \braIt\ (adj) Wkviani = clever
chance \tSA…ns\ (n) SesaZlebloba = 

an opportunity
convention \k´n”venS´n\ (n) 

Tavyriloba = a large meeting 
of people who have a similar 
interest in sth

gamer \”geIm´\ (n) kompiuteruli 
TamaSebis moTamaSe = sb who 
plays computer games

gathering \”gœD´rIN\ (n) Sekreba = a 
meeting

multi-genre \Æmølti “ZÅnr´\ (adj) 
mravalJanrobrivi = including 
many types

results \rI”zølts\ (pl n) Sedegebi = the 
final product

separately \”sep´r´tli\ (adv) 
calke, individualurad = 
independently, not together

workshop \”w‰…kSÅp\ (n) seminari = 
a short seminar

4 CLIL
at risk (phr) safrTxeSi = in danger
ghostly \”g´Ustli\ (adj) sazareli, 

usiamovno = spooky, eerie
haunt \hO…nd\ (v) moCvenebebiT 

dasaxleba = (of a ghost) to 
often appear in a place

hound \haUnd\ (n) monadire ZaRli = 
a kind of dog

investigate \In”vestIgeIt\ (v) 
gamoZieba = to look into a crime 
or problem

legend \”ledZ´nd\ (n) legenda = a 
story from the distant past, a 
myth

mission \”mIS´n\ (n) misia = a special 
assignment

peace-loving \”pi…s ÆløvIN\ (adj) 
mSvidobismoyvare = peaceful

wicked \”wIkId\ (adj) avi = evil

Unit 5
backwards /”bœkw´dz/ (adv) ukan-

ukan = in reverse
balance /”bœl´ns/ (n) 

wonasworobis SenarCuneba = 
the ability to remain steady when 
we are standing up

bend /bend/ (v) moxra = to form a 
curve

bond /bÅnd/ (v) sulieri da 
emociuri kavSiris damyareba 
= to develop a close emotional 
connection with sb

bounce around /baUns ´”raUnd/ 
(v) xtunva = to jump up and 
down

burn calories (phr) kaloriebis 
dawva = to lose weight by 
exercising

challenging /”tSœlIndZIN/ (adj) 
gamomwvevi = demanding

combine /k´m”baIn/ (v) 
kombinireba, Sexameba = to 
have two or more features or 
characteristics

craze /kreIz/ (n) moduri aqtivoba = 
a popular activity, a trend
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exercise equipment (phr) savarjiSo 
aRWurviloba = gear needed for 
exercising

fighting /faItIN/ (n) brZola = a 
battle

force /fO…s/ (v) iZuleba = to make sb 
do sth even if they don’t want to

get fit (phr) formaSi yofna = to 
exercise in order to be in good 
physical condition

improve /Im”pru…v/ (v) 
gaumjobeseba = to make sth 
better

injured /”IndZ´d/ (adj) daSavebuli 
= hurt

involve /In”vÅlv/ (v) CarTva 
(raimeSi) = to be part of an 
activity or situation

kick /kIk/ (v) fexis dartyma = to hit 
with the foot

martial art /ÆmA…S´l “A…t/ (n) 
sabrZolo xelovneba = any 
fighting method that comes from 
the Far East, like karate and kung 
fu

move /mu…v/ (n) moZraoba = a 
movement

muscles /”møs´lz/ (n) kunTebi = 
contracting tissue that produces 
movement

punch /pøntS/ (v) muStis Cartyma = 
to hit hard with the fist

self-defence /Æself dI”fens/ (n) 
Tavdacva = the act of protecting 
myself when attacked

spring /sprIN/ (n) zambara = a piece of 
bent metal that can be supressed 
and then released

strengthen /”streNT´n/ (v) 
gaZliereba = to make stronger

stretch /stretS/ (v) gaWimva = to put 
your arms, legs, or body out 
straight and tighten your muscles

technique /tek”ni…k/ (n) teqnika = a 
method

tone muscles (phr) kunTebis 
tonusSi moyvana = to 
strengthen muscles by exercising

wacky /”wœki/ (adj) giJuri, 
sasacilo = crazy, funny

workout /”w‰…kaUt/ (n) varjiSebis 
cikli = a set of physical 
exercises

Unit 5a
compete /k´m”pi…t/ (v) Seejibro = 

to take part in a competition
enjoy /In”dZOI/ (v) isiamovno, 

moiwono = to take pleasure in 

sth
excellent /”eks´l´nt/ (adj) 

brwyinvale = superb
growing /gr´UIN/ (adj) mzardi = 

increasing over time
huge /hju…dZ/ (adj) uzarmazari = 

gigantic, enormous
individually /ÆInd´”vIdZu´li/ (adv) 

individualurad = separately, 
not together in a group

live-streamed (phr) pirdapiri 
translacia = broadcast  on the 
Internet at the time it happens

pitch /pItS/ (n) fexburTis moedani 
= a large grassy field designed to 
play football

predict /prI”dIkt/ (v) 
iwinaswarmetyvelo = to expect 
sth will happen in the future

put off /ÆpUt “Åf/ (phr v) gadadeba 
(droSi) = to arrange for sth to 
take place at a later time

put on /ÆpUt “Ån/ (phr v) Cacma; wonis 
momateba = to gain (weight); get 
dressed in (jeans, a shirt, etc)

put up with /ÆpUt “øp wID/ (phr v) 
Segueba = to accept sth bad 
without complaining

reflex /”ri…fleks/ (n) dasveneba = an 
automatic quick reaction of the 
body to an unexpected situation

skilful /”skIlf´l/ (adj) 
daxelovnebuli = being good 
at sth especially after practice

sponsorship deal (phr) sportsmenis 
dafinanseba kompaniis 
reklamirebis sanacvlod = an 
agreement between a company 
and an athlete that the company 
will support the athlete by giving 
him money in exchange for 
advertising

talented /”tœl´ntId/ (adj) niWieri = 
gifted; having a natural ability to 
do sth

tournament /”tU´n´m´nt/ (n) 
turniri = a sports competition

train /treIn/ (v) wvrTna = to practise
turn up \Æt‰…n “øp/ (phr v) (sadme) 

gamoCena = to appear in a place

Unit 5c
a cold /k´Uld/ (n) gaciveba = an 

infection that gives you a runny 
nose

accident /”œksId´nt/ (n) ubeduri 
SemTxveva = a situation in which 
sb is injured or sth is damaged

chew /tSu…/ (v) ReWva = to crush food 

with the teeth
earache /”I´reIk/ (n) yuris tkivili 

= a pain in the ear
fever/temperature /”fi…

v´\”tempr´tS´/ (n) cxeleba = a 
condition in which the body has a 
high temperature

get a black eye (phr) Tvalis 
Calurjeba = to get an injury 
around the eye after a hit that 
leaves a purple mark

get a bruise (phr) kanis 
dalurjeba, sisxlCaqcevebi = 
to get an injury which appears as 
a purple mark on the body

get some rest (phr) dasveneba = to 
relax

headache /”hedeIk/ (n) Tavis 
tkivili = a pain in the head

injury /”IndZ´ri/ (n) daSaveba, 
travma = damage to a person’s 
body caused by an accident

shiver /”SIv´/ (v) caxcaxi = to shake 
slightly

sneeze /sni…z/ (v) cemineba = to let 
air come out of the nose usually 
because of a cold

sore throat /ÆsO… “Tr´Ut/ (n) yelis 
tkivili = a pain in the throat

sprain my wrist (phr) majis daWimva 
= to injure the joint connecting 
the hand with the arm by turning 
it

stomach ache /”støm´k eIk/ (n) 
muclis tkivili = a pain in the 
stomach

swallow /”swÅl´U/ (v) ylapva = to 
take sth into the body through 
the mouth

the flu /D´ flu…/ (n) gripi = an illness 
which causes fever

toothache /”tu…TeIk/ (n) kbilis 
tkivili = a pain in the tooth

twist my ankle (phr) koWis 
amobruneba = to hurt the joint 
connecting the foot with the leg 
by turning it

Unit 5f
addicted (to) /´”dIktId t´/ (adj) 

(raimeze) damokidebuli = 
unable to stop doing sth

break /breIk/ (n) dasveneba = a stop 
for a rest

limit /”lImIt/ (v) Semcireba = to 
reduce

make progress (phr) progresis 
qona, winsvla = to get better 
at sth
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familiar /f´”mIli´/ (adj) nacnobi = 
possible to recognise because it is 
well-known to me

experience /Ik”spI´ri´ns/ (v) 
SegrZneba = to feel

panic /”pœnIk/ (v) panika = to feel 
great fear about sth

peer pressure /”pI´ ÆpreS´/ (n) 
TanatolTa gavlena, maTi 
ayola = the feeling that you 
have to do the same thing with 
other members of a group in 
order to be liked

pick on /pIk Ån/ (phr v) vinmes 
usamarTlod dadanaSauleba  
= to behave in a cruel way 
towards sb

race /reIs/ (n) rasa = people 
who share the same origin, 
appearance, nationality, religion 
or language

real /”rI´l/ (adj) namdvili = true
social media /Æs´US´l “mi…di´/ (n) 

socialuri media = websites 
where people share information, 
upload pictures, videos and 
communicate with other people

solution /s´”lu…S´n/ (n) problemis 
gadaWra = an answer to a 
problem

suffer /”søf´/ (v) tanjva, raime 
cudis gadatana = to experience 
sth bad, unpleasant

survive /s´”vaIv/ (v) gadarCena = to 
continue to exist

tough /tøf/ (adj) rTuli = difficult, 
hard

victim /”vIktIm/ (n) msxverpli = sb 
who suffers harm, injury, loss, etc

waste time (phr) drois flangva = 
to spend time doing unimportant 
things

5 CLIL
calcium /”kœlsi´m/ (n) kalciumi = 

a nutrient found in milk, cheese, 
etc which is good for the teeth 
and bones

carb /ÆkA…b/ (n) naxSirwyali = 
(informal) a carbohydrate

carbohydrate /ÆkA…b´U”haIdreIt/ 
(n) naxSirwyali = a substance 
found in bread, rice, sugar, etc 
that gives energy to the body

digestive system /daI”dZestIv “sIstIm/ 
(n) saWmlis momnelebeli 
sistema = the organs in the body 
that break down food

fuel /”fju…´l/ (n) sawvavi = a 
substance that gives energy

function /”føNkS´n/ (n) funqcia = 
the purpose or use of sth

glucose /”glu…k´Us/ (n) glukoza = 
natural sugar found in plants and 
fruit

joint /dZOInt/ (n) saxsari = the part 
of the body where two bones are 
connected

mineral /”mIn´r´l/ (n) minerali = a 
chemical substance that the body 
needs to stay healthy

nutrient /”nju…tri´n/ (n) sakvebi 
nivTiereba = a substance 
needed in order to live

play a role in sth (phr) garkveuli 
rolis TamaSi = to help towards 
achieving a successful result

protein /”pr´Uti…n/ (n) cila = an 
organic compound essential for 
the body to grow and be healthy

repair /rI”pe´/ (v) SekeTeba = to fix 
sth

role /r´Ul/ (n) roli, funqcia = a 
part

source /sO…s/ (n) wyaro = the place 
where you can get sth

well-being /Æwel “bi…IN/ (n) 
janmrTeloba = health

Unit 6
bend /bend/ (v) moxra = to curve
customer /”køst´m´/ (n) klienti 

= sb who buys goods or services 
from a shop or business

deliver /dI”lIv´/ (v) miwodeba = to 
take sth to sb’s house

driverless /”draIv´l´s/ (adj) 
umZRolo = without a driver

flexible /”fleks´b´l/ (adj) moqnili = 
bendy, elastic

guest /gest/ (n) stumari = a visitor
gym equipment (phr) savarjiSo 

aRWurviloba = gear needed for 
exercising in a gym

interact /ÆInt´r”œkt/ (v) komunikacia 
= to communicate

land /lœnd/ (v) miwaze daSveba = (of 
a plane, drone, etc) to touch the 
ground

passenger /”pœs´ndZ´/ (n) mgzavri 
= a person travelling on a bus, 
train, etc

transport /”trœnspO…t/ (v) 
transporti = to carry people 
or goods

virtual reality /Æv‰…tSu´l ri”œlIti/ 
(n) virtualuri realoba = a 
computer-produced environment 
that represents real life

welcome /”welk´m/ (v) misalmeba, 
daxvedra = to smile and say 
hello to people when they arrive

Unit 6a
access /”œkses/ (v) wvdoma = to 

enter
assist /´”sIst/ (v) daxmareba = to 

help
development /dI”vel´pm´nt/ (n) 

ganviTareba = the process of 
becoming better, advancement

friendly /”frendli/ (adj) megobruli 
= pleasant and kind to others

interview /”Int´vju…/ (v) interviu, 
gasaubreba = to ask sb questions

inventor /In”vent´/ (n) 
gamomgonebeli = sb who 
creates sth new

laboratory /l´”bÅr´tri/ (n) 
laboratoria = a place or 
building where experiments are 
carried out

minor /”maIn´/ (adj) mciredi = 
small, not important

permanent /”p‰…m´n´nt/ (adj) 
permanentuli, mudmivi = 
lasting for a long time or forever

point /pOInt/ (v) miTiTeba = to show
real-life environment (phr) realuri 

cxovrebiseuli garemo = a 
place as it is in real life

stressful /”stresf´l/ (adj) stresuli 
= making you feel tense and 
anxious

valuable /”vœlju´b´l/ (adj) 
mniSvnelovani = of great 
importance

Unit 6c
accept a friend request (phr) 

damegobrebis moTxovnaze 
Tanxmobis micema = to agree to 
add a person  as a friend on social 
media

chat online (phr) onlain reJimSi 
saubari = to talk with others on 
the Internet

download /ÆdaUn”l´Ud/ (v) 
CamotvirTva = to copy 
programs or data into a 
computer’s memory

face-to-face /feIs t´ feIs/ (adv) 
pirispir = in person, directly
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hack into /hœk Int´/ (v) sxvis 
kompiuterul monacemebSi 
aralegalurad SeRweva = to 
enter a person’s computer system 
illegally

post a comment (phr) komentaris 
dadeba = to publish a message 
on social media sites

update profile (phr) profilis 
ganaxleba = to make my 
personal information on social 
media more current

Unit 6f
disgust /dIs”gøst/ (n) zizRi = a 

strong dislike
emotional response (phr) emociuri 

reaqcia = a reaction to a 
person’s feelings

give feedback (phr) reagireba, 
Sefaseba = to tell sb if and how 
much they have improved

interesting /”Intr´stIN/ (adj) 

saintereso = attracting our 
attention

keen (on) /”ki…n Ån/ (adj) uaRresad 
dainteresebuli = enthusiastic

replace /rI”pleIs/ (v) Canacvleba = 
to put one thing or person in the 
place of another

shortage /”SO…tIdZ/ (n) nakleboba, 
deficiti = a lack of sth

useful /”ju…sf´l/ (adj) gamosadegi = 
practical

weird /wI´d/ (adj) ucnauri = 
strange

6 CLIL
disability /ÆdIs´”bIl´ti/ (n) 

SezRuduli (fizikuri an 
gonebrivi) SesaZlebloba = a 
physical or mental inability

frustrated /”frøstreItId/ (adj) 
guldawyvetili = annoyed, 
discouraged

independent /ÆIndI”pend´nt/ (adj) 

damoukidebeli = autonomous, 
self-supported

infected /In”fektId/ (adj) 
inficirebuli = full of bacteria

raised dot (phr) reliefuri 
wertili = a small round mark 
used for punctuation or used for 
a writing system for blind people

represent /ÆreprI”zent/ (v) 
warmoadgendes = to stand as a 
symbol for sth

workshop /”w‰…kSÅp/ (n) 
saxelosno = a room where 
people make things using tools 
and machines

worldwide /Æw‰…ld”waId/ (adv) 
msoflio masStabiT = all over 
the world
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independent. His films are all quite memorable 
as he is a brave and adventurous character who 
always gets out of difficult spots and saves the day!

  All in all, James Bond is one of the best characters 
in film and I think anyone would really enjoy the 
James Bond films. After all, who doesn’t enjoy a 
film full of action, adventure and excitement? 

  Now, It’s time for a quiz. Team A: Who created 
James Bond? (Ian Fleming). Team B: When did 
Fleming create James Bond? (1952). Team A: Can 
you name some actors who played James Bond? 
(Sean Connery, David Niven, Daniel Graig etc). 
Team B: Who appeared in Skyfall as James Bond? 
(Daniel Graig). Team A: What is James Bond code 
number? (007). etc. Are there any questions? … 
Thank you for listening.

Project 6
 4 Suggested Answer Key
  Good morning, everyone. When you think about 

an invention of the 20th century that changed the 
lives of people, what comes to mind? … Perhaps 
the colour TV? … Maybe the mobile phone? Well, I 
think of the Internet.

  The start of the Internet can be traced back to the 
year 1969, when the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency of the Department of Defence in the USA 
created ARPANET, a time-sharing network of 
computers. This paved the way for what we now 
know as the Internet. At the time though, not a 
lot of people realised or could understand how the 
Internet would change the way people lived. In fact, 
Clifford Stoll, an American astronomer, said that the 
Internet wouldn’t change anything. He, of course, 
was totally wrong because the Internet has changed 
the way people live in so many ways. For one, it has 
allowed people to access and share information 
around the world at the click of a button. It has also 
revolutionised communication to the point where 
distance is not an issue and working from home or 
even in another country is possible. There are also 
many more educational opportunities because of it.

  The Internet, without a doubt, has changed our 
lives greatly and has brought the world a lot closer 
together. As the American author Dave Berry 
once said, “The Internet is the most important 
single development in the history of human 
communication ...”, and I couldn’t agree more with 
him as it has shaped the very way we live. Are there 
any questions? … Thank you for listening.

Song 1
 2 Suggested Answer Key
  The song uses present tenses because it is about 

daily routine and everyday activities.

Project 4
 1 Suggested Answer Key

Character Actor Appearance/Personal qualities

Harry 
Potter 

Daniel 
Radcliffe

untidy black hair, green eyes, 
round glasses, daring

James 
Bond 

Daniel 
Craig

tall, short hair, wears suits, 
clever 

The White 
Witch

Tilda 
Swinton

blonde hair, wears long 
white dress, clever

Katniss 
Everdeen

Jennifer 
Lawrence

straight black hair, grey eyes, 
olive skin,daring

Name of film(s) Type of film(s)

eight Harry Potter films – from 
Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 
Stone (2001) to Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows – Part 2 (2011)

fantasy

twenty-six James Bond films – four 
with Daniel Craig – Casino Royale 
(2006), Quantum of Solace (2008), 
Skyfall (2012) and Spectre (2015) 

spy, 
adventure

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, 
the Witch and the Wardrobe (2005), 
The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince 
Caspian (2008) and The Chronicles 
of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn 
Treader (2010)

fantasy

four Hunger Games films – from The 
Hunger Games (2012) to The Hunger 
Games: Mockingjay – Part 2 (2015)

science fiction, 
adventure 

 2 Suggested Answer Key
  Good morning, everyone! Listen to this extract. 

Which film character does it remind you of? 
… That’s right, the name’s Bond, James Bond. 
Ian Fleming created this character in 1952. He 
has appeared in 12 novels and two short story 
collections.

  James Bond is one of cinema’s most popular 
characters, too. In fact, he has appeared in lots 
of films! They are spy and adventure films with a 
lot of action! There have been a lot of actors who 
played James Bond: Sean Connery, David Niven, 
George Lazenby, Roger Moore, Timothy Dalton, 
Pierce Brosnan and Daniel Craig. Daniel Craig has 
appeared in four James Bond films: Casino Royal in 
2006, Quantum of Solace in 2008, Skyfall in 2012 
and Spectre in 2015. 

  Commander James Bond  RN – code 007 – is a tall, 
handsome secret agent with short hair. He usually 
wears a suit. He’s clever and able to create several 
plans to achieve his goals. He can speak a lot of 
languages and is quite athletic. He’s very skilful at 
martial arts and appears to be sensible, calm and 

Suggested Answer Section
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 3 Suggested Answer Key
  A: My life is the same as the singer’s because I get 

up and get ready for school every morning. I 
also walk to school with my friends.

  B: My life is a bit different from the singer’s 
because I take the bus to school, but in the 
evening, I have dinner with my family like the 
singer does.

  A: Yeah, me too.

Song 2
 3 Suggested Answer Key
  A: I think the quote means that the past can teach 

us a lot.
  B: I agree. I think we can learn from our past 

mistakes so we don’t make them again in the 
future.

Song 3
 1 Suggested Answer Key
  The title of the song is a question about the future 

and what may happen if we don’t look after our 
world.

 3 Suggested Answer Key
  We must act now – it’s the only way.
  If we don’t do something soon,
  Our children will have nowhere to stay,
  They may have to live on the Moon!

Song 4
 3 Suggested Answer Key
  I think the singer means that we only get one life 

and so we should make the most of it.

Song 5
 1 Suggested Answer Key
  When things get tough, someone should say that 

there’s no point in getting stressed and they should 
keep calm and carry on.

 3 Suggested Answer Key
  Think twice!

 4 Suggested Answer Key
  get enough sleep, eat healthily, take regular 

exercise and not worry about little things.

  Make sure you get enough sleep.
  This way you won’t feel stressed.
  And have healthy food to eat.
  Then you can feel your best.

  Get out and about and keep fit.
  This way you can keep stress away.
  Don’t worry, not even a bit.
  Just relax and enjoy your day.

  Say goodbye to stress.
  You just don’t need it.
  Keep calm and relax.
  You’ll be glad you did.

Song 6
 1 Suggested Answer Key
  I think the message of the song is about online 

friends versus real-life friends.

 2 Suggested Answer Key
  I agree with the message of the song. I think we need 

to disconnect from our phones and spend more time 
in the real world talking to people face-to-face. 
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Module 1

1f – Exercise 6 (p. 21)
We love Mexico City

You can find Mexico City in the centre of Mexico. It’s the 
country’s biggest city with around 8½ million people. Its 
nickname is ‘The City of Palaces’.
Mexico City is a great place to go sightseeing. You can 
visit the famous Angel of Independence in the centre or 
see sculptures and paintings at the Palace of Fine Arts.
Mexico City has plenty of activities to keep you 
entertained during your visit. There are countless art 
galleries and museums, you can pick up some fantastic 
bargains and souvenirs in the traditional markets 
downtown. Also, there are a lot of theatres and concert 
halls to enjoy live entertainment and after that you can 
stay up to enjoy the lively nightlife.
You can find something to do in Mexico City at any time 
of the day or night. That’s why people also call it ‘The 
City That Never Sleeps’!

Project 1 – Exercise 2 (p. 23)
Speaker 1: What does your ideal neighbourhood look 
like? Are there nice houses with gardens and quiet 
streets? My ideal neighbourhood is a place in the city 
where I can really feel comfortable and safe. It’s a place 
with wide streets and pavements where I can walk 
safely. And there are lots of car parks so that people 
can find parking easily. Also, police officers patrol the 
streets and make people feel safe. Older people can 
spend their mornings in the park while younger ones 
can jog there. Children can walk or cycle to school. 
There are shops for people to do their shopping and 
great restaurants to enjoy dinner. How does my ideal 
neighbourhood sound to you? Would you enjoy living 
there? I would.
Speaker 2: What does your ideal neighbourhood look 
like? Is it in a busy city or in a quiet village? My ideal 
neighbourhood is a quiet place in a village. There are 
small cottages with beautiful gardens. There are lots of 
trees and flowers along the streets. It is a place where 
neighbours know each other and talk to each other 
on the street. Children play happily in the streets or 
at the school playground or go swimming in the lake. 
There’s a main street with nice little shops, a small café 
and a pizza house. The nearest city is 15 minutes’ drive. 
So, what do you think? Would you live in my ideal 
neighbourhood?

Module 2

Exercise 2 (p. 26)
Radio Presenter: … and now for today’s quiz on Truth or 
Legend, we have Janine Potter from Manchester on the 
line. Good morning Janine. Are you ready? You have 

five statements and all you have to do is say whether 
they are true or false. 
Janine: Yes, I’m ready!
Radio Presenter: OK, Janine. First statement: the Moai of 
Easter Island were carved over a thousand years ago.
Janine: I don’t think that’s true. They’re not as old as 
that. That’s false.
Radio Presenter: Congratulations! You’re right. They 
carved them between 1250 and 1500 AD. Let’s move on 
to the next question. The designer of the Parthenon, 
the ancient Greek temple, was Phidias. True or False?
Janine: It’s true! Phidias was the designer and Callicrates 
and Ictinos were the architects.
Radio Presenter: Well done. Now, Janine, the ancient 
Persians made buildings in which they kept ice frozen 
even in the middle of summer. 
Janine: Er … true.
Radio Presenter: Well done, Janine. They stored ice and 
sometimes food in these buildings as well. Next question. 
We know that Emperor Trajan built his market around 
100 AD, but is Trajan’s Market the world’s very first 
shopping mall?
Janine: That sounds to me like it’s false.
Radio Presenter: Correct! They first used the space for 
offices. Janine, you need just one more correct answer 
to win. Here we go. The Maya built their amazing 
temples with metal tools. True or False?
Janine: Without being sure, I’ll say that’s false.
Radio Presenter: You’re right again! They used stone 
and wooden tools. You really know your history! You 
got five out of five right and that means you win this 
week’s star prize …

2f – Exercises 7 & 8 (p. 35)
Dave: … and now we welcome back the winner of last 
year’s Radio Dorset competition, fourteen-year-old 
Cassie Dyer. Hello, Cassie.
Cassie: Hi, Dave. It’s nice to be back.
Dave: Back in the studio or back in the country, Cassie? 
Because you’ve been abroad haven’t you? In case you 
didn’t know, listeners, Cassie’s prize last year was a trip 
to Namibia in Africa. Namibia is home to the world’s 
oldest desert and some pretty interesting wildlife. Isn’t 
that right, Cassie?
Cassie: It certainly is. We saw elephants, rhinos and 
zebras on safari, but the most amazing part for me was 
trekking through the desert to the Skeleton Coast.
Dave: That sounds like it was hard work!
Cassie: It was. It was probably the hardest thing I’ve 
ever done, which is why I’m so proud that I did it.
Dave: Can you tell us more?
Cassie: Sure. The trek started in Damaraland. We didn’t 
have a guide – it was just me, Mum, Dad and my sixteen-
year-old brother, Luke. We left at noon. It was so hot 
and the sun was so bright, but we were all excited to 
start our journey.

Audioscripts
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Audioscripts

their young, but this ice is slowly vanishing. Another 
example I can give you is the lemur. Poachers hunt them 
for their fur which people use to make various items 
of clothing. And finally, there’s the mountain gorilla 
which is in danger because of habitat loss – specifically 
deforestation. People destroy forestland for farming 
or to sell wood and don’t think about the fact that it’s 
many animals’ natural habitat. 
Presenter: And the truly awful thing is that all of this is 
because of humans. 
Dr Wheatley: Yes, unfortunately, that’s true. 

3f – Exercise 7b (p. 49)
Alice: Hi James! What are your plans for the summer?
James: Oh, hello Alice! I’m going to Mexico. Have you 
ever been there?
Alice: Yes, I’ve visited La Paz and Puebla. I had a 
fantastic time. 
James: I went to Puebla a couple of years ago on a 
sightseeing holiday and it was great. This time, though, 
I’ll be in Cuyutlan, Colima. I’m going to be a volunteer 
at a conservation centre there.
Alice: Really? That sounds fantastic. 
James: Yes, I’ll be taking care of sea turtles there.
Alice: What exactly will you be doing?
James: Well, I’ll be picking up rubbish from the beaches 
and making sure the eggs are safe in their nests. But the 
hardest part will be protecting the eggs from tourists.
Alice: What do you mean?
James: Well, even though they close off beaches where 
there are eggs, tourists still turn up and try to swim 
there. It’s our job to make sure they don’t.
Alice: It sounds like you’re going to be really busy. Will 
you have any free time?
James: Of course! We will be working 5 hours a day, 
sometimes at night, but there will be time for us to 
relax and swim during the day. What are you doing this 
summer?
Alice: Well, if Dad can get some time off work, we’ll go on 
holiday. We are thinking of going to New York for a city 
break. I’ll be really disappointed if we can’t go. I wish you 
could come with us.
James: Sorry. I’ll be busy saving an endangered species!

Module 4

4a – Exercise 5a (p. 55)
 A: Hello, and welcome to the show. Now, a lot of 

people are uncertain about what they can and 
cannot put in their recycling bin so we’ve asked 
John Banner from the Environmental Agency here 
today to tell us. Welcome, Mr. Banner.

 B: Thank you. It’s nice to be here.
 A: So, can you tell us exactly which items we can and 

can’t put in our recycling bins? 

Dave: I bet you were. The scenery must be incredible 
there!
Cassie: Yes, but the conditions were very difficult. 
It was boiling hot in the day and really cold at night. 
We soon became very tired and our feet were sore, 
but the photos we took were fantastic! For example, 
for the first few days, we were trekking across orange 
sand. Then, we reached a dry river and after that the 
mountains.
Dave: And then the Skeleton Coast?
Cassie: Yes, we were almost there but as we got closer, 
the wind began to blow harder and harder. It was a 
sandstorm! We had to cover our heads and faces, so we 
couldn’t see anything. But we kept on walking for hours 
and hours. When the wind finally stopped blowing, we 
had no idea where we were. Getting lost in a desert 
is very dangerous, and we didn’t have much food or 
water left.
Dave: What happened?
Cassie: Well, we all tried hard not to panic, but out 
there in the desert it’s difficult to control your emotions. 
Then, suddenly, my mum saw a shape in the distance. 
We walked towards it – it was a shipwreck!
Dave: In the desert?
Cassie: Yes! I know, it’s strange, right? But it’s very 
famous. The story goes that in 1909 a ship called the 
Eduard Bohlen sank near the Skeleton Coast. Over the 
years the wreck has moved and now it’s 400 metres from 
the sea. Sure enough, when we got closer, we could see 
the ocean sparkling under the sun. It was beautiful, and 
we all felt very relieved to see it!
Dave: What an adventure!
Cassie: It really was. And I wish everyone luck in this 
year’s competition.
Dave: Yes, this year’s top prize is a trip to Peru, listeners! 
And all you have to do to enter is … 

Module 3

3c – Exercise 1 (p. 44)
Presenter: Tonight on Wild on One, we’ve got Dr Simon 
Wheatley, who is here to talk to us about endangered 
species. Dr Wheatley, can I start by asking why some 
species actually become endangered? 
Dr Wheatley: Sure. There are several reasons why certain 
species become endangered. Take the loggerhead 
sea turtle, for example. This sea creature is a victim of 
pollution. In the first place, it mistakes plastic bags in 
the sea for jellyfish, and can then choke on them. Also, 
rubbish on beaches can prevent it from laying its eggs. 
Macaws, on the other hand, are endangered because 
of the illegal pet trade. People want these attractive 
birds as pets, so they pay money for people to capture 
them. Another reason why animals become endangered 
is climate change. For instance, melting ice caps put 
ringed seals at risk. They need ice caves to protect 
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 B: Of course. I’d be happy to. 
 A: We all know about plastic bottles, newspapers and 

glass jars, but what about the other things?
 B: Yes, well, first of all, you’re right. Plastic bottles, 

aluminium cans and glass jars can be recycled, but 
they must be clean and empty. 

 A: OK. Good point. 
 B: Plastic bottle caps can be recycled, but you 

should take them off the bottles and put them in 
separately.

 A: Right. I didn’t know that.
 B: Also, anything with food in it won’t be able to be 

recycled. So that means things like crisp packets 
and takeaway food boxes. Crisp packets can’t be 
recycled because they have bits of food in them 
and they are the wrong kind of plastic or they are 
metallic foil.

 A: I see. Why can’t takeaway food boxes be recycled?
 B: Well, they often have food or grease on them and 

this means they are no good for recycling because 
they contaminate everything else.

 A: Oh dear. 
 B: Another common item that people put in the 

recycling that they shouldn’t is juice cartons.
 A: Really? Why can’t we recycle juice cartons?
 B: Juice cartons can’t be recycled because they almost 

always have a plastic or a metal foil lining which 
can’t be separated in the recycling process.

 A: I see. Well thank you very much. I’ve learnt a lot. 
We’ll be right back after this short break …

4f – Exercise 8 (p. 63)
Emily: Hey Peter, what are you doing on your laptop? 
Peter: Oh, hi Emily. I’m looking at the photos I took at the 
festival we attended. Look, here’s one of the fireworks 
display on the final evening.  
Emily: Oh yes, that was definitely my favourite part. I 
didn’t want it to end.  
Peter: Well, I didn’t want the festival to end either, but 
for a different reason! I wanted to carry on trying all 
those traditional dishes. They were delicious! 
Emily: Not everyone liked the food, though. I didn’t see 
Becky try anything.
Peter: Well, that’s because she was in the art workshops 
each day. She said she learnt a lot from them.  
Emily: What about your brother, Darren? Did he have a 
nice time at the festival, too? 
Peter: Well, he had mixed feelings. He really loved the 
parade on the first day, but he was a bit disappointed 
by the live bands. 
Emily: I see. I guess jazz music isn’t everyone’s cup of 
tea. The ballet performances were good, though. At 
least that’s what Thomas told me. He loved them, 
though I didn’t get to see them myself.
Peter: That’s a pity. Did you see the magic shows, 
though? 

Emily: No, I didn’t – but my sister Sue loved it. Hopefully, 
I’ll get the chance to see it next year.
Peter: Yeh, there were too many things to see and do 
in just two days. I regret missing the competitions, for 
example. But, like you said, maybe next year!

Module 5

5f – Exercise 7 (p. 77)
Amy: Hey, Susie. What’s wrong? You haven’t been 
arguing with your mum and dad again, have you?
Susie: No, it’s not that, Amy. I haven’t argued with them 
or my sister for a long time. It’s my friends at school. All 
they want to do is hang out at the mall, and they want 
me to do the same. 
Amy: Oh, that sounds like peer pressure. 
Susie: Yes, I know. The problem is my schoolwork is 
suffering. It’s not an issue when I’m in class, of course, 
but I spend so much time at the mall in the afternoon 
that I don’t have enough time to do all my homework 
at home in the evening. 
Amy: But why don’t you just say no to them? 
Susie: I’ve tried that, Amy. But whenever I try to leave 
and go home to do my homework, they laugh at me 
and call me ‘teacher’s pet’. So, I end up staying.
Amy: Come on, Susie. You should know that friends like 
that aren’t your real friends. 
Susie: You’re right – but it’s not easy for me to find new 
friends. As you know, I’m not very sociable – in fact I’m 
quite shy. I’m worried that I’ll end up with no friends at 
all! 
Amy: OK, I understand, but you need to be brave, Susie. 
There’s no other way. You need to leave them and find 
other friends somehow. 
Susie: But how? 
Amy: Well, why don’t you join a sports club? That’s 
usually a good way to meet new people. 
Susie: No, I already go to the gym three times a week, 
so I don’t need any more exercise. I know! There’s an 
after-school art club that I could join. They meet twice 
a week. 
Amy: That sounds great. I’m sure you’ll meet some nice 
people there!

Module 6

Exercise 2 (p. 81)
Yesterday afternoon, a minor crash brought traffic to a 
standstill in Hereford city centre. The incident involved 
a public bus colliding into a parked taxi on the corner 
of Kent Street and Oak Road. Who was to blame? 
Well, as taxi driver Nathan Hayes found out, it was 
complicated! “I was ready to give the bus driver a piece 
of my mind, but when I reached the bus, I couldn’t find 
anyone behind the wheel!” The bus in question is one 
of five self-driving buses which Hereford City Council 

Audioscripts
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are testing out in the streets of the city this week. Some 
local journalists have claimed that the event proves 
that the technology isn’t ready yet, but Mayor Philippa 
Sutton said that citizens have nothing to worry about. 
“The taxi was badly parked”, said Sutton. “We still feel 
that these buses are 100% safe and will greatly improve 
the city’s public transport system.” 

6f – Exercise 6 (p. 91)
Speaker 1: I realise that people have some worries 
about robots entering the workplace, but think about 
robot firefighters, lifeguards and miners. If robots could 
do these sorts of jobs, then humans wouldn’t need to 
put themselves at risk while they work. For me, that’s a 
major advantage.
Speaker 2: I think they’ll be a great addition to the 
workplace. I know that after I’ve been working for six 
or seven hours, tiredness sets in. Then, I start to work 
less hard and make more mistakes. Robots, though, 
don’t need to sleep or even take breaks during the day. 
This means they can work far harder than humans do. 
Speaker 3: In my opinion, there are some negatives 
to having robots in the workplace. For example, a lot 
of people get vital exercise from doing their jobs, but 
if robots do their jobs then they won’t have to lift a 
finger! The more robots we have in the workplace, the 
more humans will end up in office jobs where they sit at 
a desk for 8 hours a day. Jobs like those can lead major 
health problems.    
Speaker 4: I work in a factory and, to be honest, the 
work I do is not very complicated. So, I know that one 
day, probably quite soon, a robot will be invented 
which can do my job. And it’ll be able to do it better 
and faster than me, too. So, the company won’t need 
me or anybody else here at the factory, and I’m not sure 
how I feel about that.

Audioscripts
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Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self Assessment Forms

CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form Module 1

Go through Module 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • understand words related to geographical features 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand information in texts supported by visuals
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • listen and describe buildings 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • use words/phrases related to countryside/city to compare places
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • make plans
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • read for specific information-understand short texts related to cities
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • listen & understand monologues related to cities 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to neighbourhoods  
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • present ideal neighbourhoods
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • research places 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • write a short description of a building
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • write a leaflet suggesting ways to make neighbourhoods green
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • write an article about a city
   ......................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form Module 2

Go through Module 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • understand words/phrases related to materials & landmarks
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to natural disasters
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • discuss past habits/routines
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • use words related to accidents/disasters
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand information related to accidents in newspaper headlines
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • narrate an experience 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • express shock/surprise 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to disasters 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • use words/phrases related to weather 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • listen to and understand dialogues describing experiences 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to ancient civilisations
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • research information about ancient civilisations & achievements 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • present an achievement 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • write a paragraph describing an imaginary experience you had
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • write a story
   ......................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form Module 3

Go through Module 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • understand words/phrases related to the environment
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to jobs
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts about jobs
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • discuss future plans
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • make predictions 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to animals
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • identify silent letters in pronunciation
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • make hypotheses/wishes
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • express regret
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts about holiday plans & activities
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • express preference
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to holidays
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand dialogues about future plans
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to plans
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • describe plans 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • research & present nature reserves
   ......................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • write a text message inviting a friend to do something together
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • write a blog entry about summer plans
   ......................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form Module 4

Go through Module 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • understand words related to festivals & events
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand information on tickets 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to art
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to (recyclable) materials & products
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to music & theatre
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • book tickets for a performance
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • pronounce /i…/, /I/
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to festivals
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand dialogues describing festival activities
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to types of books
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • research & present film characters
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • talk about the value of respect
   ......................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • write a short article about a form of art
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • write an article about a festival
   ......................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form Module 5

Go through Module 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • understand words/phrases related to sports, sports facilities/equipment & exercise
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to sports
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • ask for – give/refuse permission
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • make requests
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • express prohibition
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • make offers
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • explain signs
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to injuries & accidents
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to health problems & treatments
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • talk to the doctor
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • identify rhyming words
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to teen problems
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to teen problems
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand dialogues related to problems
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • give advice 
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to food & healthy eating
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • present healthy lifestyles
   ......................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • write a short text about a national sport
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • write an email giving advice
   ......................................................................................................................................................
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CODE

**** Excellent *** Very Good ** OK * Not Very Good

Student’s Self Assessment Form Module 6

Go through Module 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

 • understand words/phrases related to technology
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand information in newspaper headlines with visual support
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts about robots
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to airports
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • design & present a robot
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • report dialogues
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to social media & means of communication
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • give instructions
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • pronounce /I/, /aI/
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand texts related to technology
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand words/phrases related to education
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • understand monologues related to technology
   ......................................................................................................................................................

 • research & present an invention
   ......................................................................................................................................................

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself.
 • write a for-and-against essay
   ......................................................................................................................................................
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Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can: Module 1

very well OK not very well

understand words related to geographical features

understand information in texts supported by visuals

listen and describe buildings

use words/phrases related to countryside/city to compare 
places

make plans

read for specific information-understand short texts 
related to cities

listen & understand monologues related to cities 

understand texts related to neighbourhoods

present ideal neighbourhoods

research places

write a short description of a building

write a leaflet suggesting ways to make neighbourhoods 
green

write an article about a city

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can: Module 2

very well OK not very well

understand words/phrases related to materials & 
landmarks

understand texts related to natural disasters

discuss past habits/routines

use words related to accidents/disasters

understand information related to accidents in newspaper 
headlines

narrate an experience 

express shock/surprise 

understand texts related to disasters 

use words/phrases related to weather

listen to and understand dialogues describing experiences

understand texts related to ancient civilisations

research information about ancient civilisations & 
achievements

present an achievement

write a paragraph describing an imaginary experience you 
had

write a story
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can: Module 3

very well OK not very well

understand words/phrases related to the environment

understand words/phrases related to jobs

understand texts about jobs

discuss future plans

make predictions 

understand words/phrases related to animals

identify silent letters in pronunciation

make hypotheses/wishes

express regret

understand texts about holiday plans & activities

express preference

understand words/phrases related to holidays

understand dialogues about future plans

understand texts related to plans

describe plans 

research & present nature reserves

write a text inviting a friend to do something together

write a blog entry about summer plans

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can: Module 4

very well OK not very well

understand words related to festivals & events

understand information on tickets 

understand texts related to art

understand words/phrases related to (recyclable) materials & 
products

understand words/phrases related to music & theatre

book tickets for a performance

pronounce /i…/, /I/

understand texts related to festivals

understand dialogues describing festival activities

understand words/phrases related to types of books

research & present film characters

write a short article about a form of art

write an article about a festival
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Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can: Module 5

very well OK not very well

 understand words/phrases related to sports, sports facilities/
equipment & exercise

understand texts related to sports

ask for – give/refuse permission

make requests

express prohibition

make offers

explain signs

understand words/phrases related to injuries & accidents

understand words/phrases related to health problems & 
treatments

talk to the doctor

identify rhyming words

understand texts related to teen problems

understand words/phrases related to teen problems

understand dialogues related to problems

give advice 

understand texts related to food & healthy eating

present healthy lifestyles

write a short text about a national sport

write an email giving advice

Progress Report Card

.............................................................. (name) can: Module 6

very well OK not very well

understand words/phrases related to technology

understand information in newspaper headlines with visual 
support

understand texts about robots

understand words/phrases related to airports

design & present a robot

report dialogues

understand words/phrases related to social media & means 
of communication

give instructions

pronounce /I/, /aI/

understand texts related to technology

understand words/phrases related to education

understand monologues related to technology

research & present an invention

write a for-and-against essay
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Daily routines – Prepositions of time – 
Question words

1 ★ Complete the text with words from the list. Then choose the correct item.

• go  • chats  • gets  • takes  • do (x2)  • watches  • has

Lisa is 15 years old and lives in Brighton, England. She usually 1) gets up 
2) at/on 7:30 and gets dressed. On weekdays, she catches the bus to 
school, but today is Saturday. 3) On/At Saturday mornings, she helps her 
mum 4) do the chores and then they 5) go to supermarket. She usually 6) has 
lunch with her family and then goes to her bedroom to 7) do her homework. 
Sometimes, she 8) takes a short break and 9) chats with her friends online. 
Once a month they also go to the cinema. 10) In/At the evening, she 
11) watches videos before she goes to bed 12) on/at 11 o’clock. 

2 ★★ Read the text in Ex. 1 again and form questions for the answers below. 

 1  How old is Lisa? 
She is 15 years old.

 2  Where does she/Lisa live? 
She lives in Brighton, England.

 3  When does she/Lisa catch the bus to school? 
On weekdays.

 4  What does she/Lisa do on Saturday mornings? 
She helps her mum with the chores and shopping. 

 5  How often/When does she/Lisa go to the cinema? 
Once a month.

Pronouns – Possessive case

3 ★ Choose the correct item. 

 1 A: Hey, Josh. Is that your/yours dog?
  B: No, mine/my dog is smaller and its/it’s ears are black, not brown.

 2 A: Are you Katys’/Katy’s sister? You look just like her/she!
  B: I know, but I’m actually hers/her cousin.

 3 A: Where are the children’s/childrens’ coats? It’s time to go home.
  B: I don’t know where theirs/their coats are, but ours/our are right here.

 4 A: Look at Paul and Jenny’s/Paul’s and Jenny’s new car!
  B: I think Paul got a good deal because of his/him job at the garage.

 5 A: Ray! Lisa! Are these bikes your/yours?
  B: No, Mrs Collins. I think they’re Claire’s and Simon’s/Claire and Simon’s.
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Free-time activities – both/neither/either

4 a) ★ What do Jack and Penny do at the weekends? Complete the words with the 
missing vowels.

Jack Penny

r e a d  b o o ks

pl a y  v i d e o  g a m e s

l i st e n  to  m u s i c

s u rf the N e t

g o to the c i n e m a 

g o  sh o pp i ng

✗

✓

✓

✓

✗

✗

✓

✗

✓

✓

✗

✓

 b) ★★ Use the table in Ex. 4a to complete the sentences. Use both, neither, either. 

 1 Both Jack and Penny surf the Net.

 2 Neither Jack nor Penny go to the cinema.

 3 At the weekends, they either listen to music or surf the Net.

 4 At the weekends, Penny neither plays video games nor goes to the cinema.

 5 Jack enjoys both playing video games and surfing the Net.

Animals – some/any/no/every & compounds

5 ★★ Write the correct animals. Then complete the dialogue with some, any, no, 
every and their compounds.

 Mike Are you doing 1) anything to celebrate your birthday, Jane?

 Jane Well, I want to visit West Oak Zoo with my family. There are 2) some 

amazing animals there, like 3) tigers                 

and 4) crocodiles .

 Mike Are they your favourite animals?

 Jane No, actually my favourite animal is the 5) reindeer,  

but you don’t often see them in zoos.

 Mike Never mind. They’ve got 6) something even better at West Oak – a  

7) dolphin show!

 Jane Really? Is it on 8) every day of the week?

 Mike I think so. Check the zoo’s website. There’s no point phoning them. They’re 

closed now and 9) nobody/no one will answer.

 Jane Did you take 10) any pictures of the show, by the way?

 Mike Yes, lots! But then I dropped my phone and a cheeky 11) monkey  

ran off with it. A zookeeper tried to get it back for me, but she  

couldn’t find it 12) anywhere !

 Jane Oh no! I’d better make sure I look after mine, then!
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Shops & Services

6 ★ Read the clues (1-8) and label the map with the shops and services in the list 
below. 

• library  • post office  • bank  • florist’s  • butcher’s  • newsagent’s  • baker’s  
• supermarket

 1 florist’s

 2 newsagent’s

 3 baker’s

 4 butcher’s

 5 bank

 6 post office

 7 supermarket

 8 library

 1 You can buy flowers from this place.

 2 This place sells newspapers and magazines. 

 3 You can buy bread from here.

 4 This place sells meat.

 5 You can withdraw money from here.

 6 You can send parcels from here.

 7 This place sells different kinds of food.

 8 You can borrow books from this place.

Prepositions of place/movement

7 ★ Look at the map in Ex. 6. Complete the directions to Paul’s house with the 
correct prepositions of place/movement. 

• over  • opposite  • out of  • into  • along  • between

You are in the museum. To get to Paul’s house, come 1) out of the museum onto Holly 

Street. When you get there, turn left and walk 2) along  Holly Street. Go past Oak 

Street and 3) over the bridge. Turn right 4) into Lily Drive. Paul’s house is on the left, 

5) between the florist’s and the newsagent’s and directly 6) opposite the baker’s.

Paul’s house

Palmer Park
Museum



StarterStarter

7

Food/Drinks

8 ★ Underline the odd word out.

 1 fruit and vegetables: pear – carrot – nut

 2 meat: spinach – turkey – steak

 3 drinks: hot chocolate – cabbage – orange juice

 4 desserts: ice cream – apple pie – cornflakes

Countable/Uncountable nouns – Quantifiers – 
Plurals

9 ★ Write C for countable and U for uncountable. Then write the plurals of the 
countable nouns. Which can be used with: a packet of, a jar of, a cup of, a slice of, 
a bowl of, a carton of? 

This is Martina. She is 1) tall/long and 2) slim/plump. 

She has 3) long straight brown (brown, straight, long) 

hair and 4) small oval brown (brown, small, oval) eyes. 

She likes wearing hats and 5) scarves/shorts in the 

winter. She sometimes wears 6) big square black (black, 

big, square) glasses and often carries a 7) large 

rectangular leather (rectangular, leather, large) bag. 

She loves fashion, and she writes a popular blog about 

how to find 8) cheap new Italian (new, Italian, cheap) 

clothes in the UK.

10 ★ Complete with: some, any, much, many, a little, a few.

 1 The film will start in a few minutes.

 2 How many Harry Potter books are there?

 3 I need some new pens for school. None of mine work.

 4 I only want a little sugar in my tea, please.

 5 How much milk shall I buy?

 6 Is there any paper in the printer?

Physical appearance – Clothes & Accessories – 
Order of Adjectives

11 ★★ Choose the correct item. Then put the adjectives in the correct order.

 1 a carton of milk U

 2 a packet of biscuit C

 3 a jar of olive U

 4 a cup of coffee U

 5 a bowl of soup U

 6 a slice of pizza U
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Vocabulary
Geographical features/Types of 
buildings

1 ★ Unscramble and write the names of these 
geographical features. Then match them to the 
pictures (A-F).

 1 D  ecbah  beach

 2 C  serted  desert

 3 B  vace  cave

 4 A  lvealy  valley

 5 F  revri  river

 6 E  kale  lake

2 ★★ Fill in the gaps with the geographical 
features from Ex. 1.

 1 We climbed up the steep sides of the valley 
to take a photo.

 2 Go on a boat tour down the River Thames 
and enjoy the sights of London.

 3 You can go fishing on the lake or skiing on 
the mountains that surround it.

 4 Watergate Bay in Cornwall, UK, has a beach  
with two miles of golden sand. 

 5 Sistema Sak Actun is the longest 
underground cave in Mexico.

 6 The desert is usually very hot in the day, but 
it can get very cold at night.

3 ★★ Complete the crossword.

 Down 
 1 A place that has a light for ships at sea. 

 2 A building with displays of different fish.

 3 A place where you can keep your money.

 5 A building where kings and queens live. 

 Across
 4 A large building where workers make 

things.

 6 A tall building for offices or flats in a city.

4 ★★★ Complete the brochure. Use: skyscraper, 
views, designed, inspiration, floors. Then 
choose the correct word.  

A

C

E

D

F

B

Burj Khalifa, 1) designed by Adrian 
Smith, is the tallest 2) skyscraper in 
the world. It is 3) in/at Dubai in 
the United Arab Emirates. With its 
antenna on top, it is 2,722 feet tall 
and has an amazing 160 4) floors. 
The 5) inspiration for the building 
came from a flower, but this 
flower is made 6) of/in 4,000 tons 
of steel! Inside, it’s like a small city 
with flats, restaurants, offices and 
eight hotels. Burj Khalifa,  
7) of/with amazing 8) views of 
the city, is perfect 9) for/of a 
luxury holiday, but only if you 
aren’t afraid of heights!

2
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Present simple – Present 
continuous

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 Are you flying/Do you fly to LA tomorrow?

 2 Melissa is leaving/leaves early today.

 3 The shops here aren’t closing/don’t close till 
7 pm on Fridays.

 4 Does he go/Is he going to the gym every 
day?

 5 Where’s Paul? Is he eating/Does he eat?

 6 Emma always complains/is always 
complaining about other people!

2 ★★ Put the words in the correct order.

 1 Sundays/on/library/open/is/The/never/. The 
library is never open on Sundays.

 2 Zach/to/with/his/often/the/park/friends/ 
Does/go/? Does Zach often go to the park 
with his friends?

 3 clean/always/teeth/in/your/the/You/ 
morning/should/. You should always clean 
your teeth in the morning.

 4 our/visiting/We/this/not/grandparents/are/ 
weekend/. We are not visiting our 
grandparents this weekend.

 5 travelling/Tom/Is/about/Spain/summer/this/ 
thinking/to/? Is Tom thinking about 
travelling to Spain this summer?

3 ★★★ Fill in the gaps with the present simple 
or the present continuous of the verbs in bold.

 1 have
  a) We usually have our school football 

matches on Sundays. 
  b) Mary is having dinner at the moment so 

she can’t speak to you. 

 2 think
  a) I think Italy is a beautiful country.
  b) I am/’m thinking of buying a new car.

 3 see
  a) I am/’m seeing Sally next weekend. 
  b) I see what you mean. 

 4 look
  a) This building looks very modern.
  b) He is looking at our photos.

Present perfect – Present 
perfect continuous

4 ★ Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
perfect or the present perfect continuous.

 1 Have you been studying (study) for a long 
time? You look tired. 

 2 You have been trying (try) to fix that laptop  
for hours. Why don’t you call a technician?

 3 Jenny is not here. She has gone (go) to the 
library. 

 4 I have been waiting (wait) for you for more  
than an hour!

 5 I haven’t flown (not/fly) in an aeroplane 
before.

5 ★★ Put the verbs in the present perfect or the 
present perfect continuous, then choose the 
correct time expression.

 1 Vicky has been working (work)  
on this project since/recently/for May.

 2  Has Martin ever/never/just travelled  
(Martin/travel) abroad?

 3 Laura has been waiting (wait) here since/
for/yet 5 o’clock.

 4 I have already/yet/never booked (book) my 
holiday for next year.

 5 Amy has been packing  (pack) her luggage 
yet/since/all morning.

6 ★★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
present tense.

 1 A: Where’s Tom? I haven’t seen (not/see) 
him since yesterday morning.

  B: He has just finished (just/finish) painting 
his living room. It took two days. 

 2 A:  Do you want (you/want) to come shopping 
with me?

  B: Thank you, but I am/’m seeing (see) Paul 
at noon.

 3 A:  Has Ann been living (Ann/live) in Britain 
for a long time? 

  B: No, she hasn’t been (not/be) here for long. 
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Places to live

1 ★ Read the comments. Write CT (for city) or  
CS (for countryside). 

 1 “It’s always so busy, with crowds of  
people.” CT

 2 “I can go for long walks in the fresh air.” CS

 3 “There’s lots of art galleries and  
museums to visit.”  CT

 4 “It’s so quiet I can even hear the birds  
in the trees.”  CS

 5 “There’s so much pollution from all  
the cars.”  CT

2 ★★ Use adjectives from column A and nouns 
from column B to complete the sentences (1-6).

3 ★★★ Choose the correct word and write the 
missing words in Ruby’s blog.

A

beautiful  

friendly  

clean  

heavy  

tall  

good  

1

2

3

4

5

6

B

traffic

buildings

scenery

public transport

air

people

a

b

c

d

e

f

 1 Becky meets lots of friendly people when 
she travels through Spain.

 2 We’ve been enjoying breathing the clean 
air of the countryside.

 3 I’m late because the streets are full of heavy 
traffic.

 4 I must take a photo of the beautiful 
scenery! It’s amazing.

 5 The good public transport  means it’s easy 
to get around town.

 6 What’s it like working on the top  
floor of one of these tall buildings?

 Ruby’s blog

Hi everyone,
This my first blog post from my new 
home, Castle Combe, a village in the 
English countryside! There’s very little  
1)  traffic on the streets so it’s really 
quiet. Some people think its 
2)  exciting/boring here, but I think 
it’s perfect for a 3) stressful/relaxing 
life. I’ve just got back from a 
4) healthy/friendly walk in the nearby 
woods, and later I’m preparing dinner 
with vegetables from my own garden! 
The local kids say they like the village 
but there aren’t enough job  
5) opportunities. Also, the 6)  lack of 
public transport and other 7) services 
like hospitals and libraries can make 
life 8)  difficult/convenient. At the 
moment, though, I’m enjoying every 
minute of my new life in this fantastic 
village!
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Making plans

1 ★ Match the exchanges.

What are you doing on Saturday?  

Let’s eat at that new Italian restaurant.  

We haven’t been there for ages.  

Where do you want to go?  

1

2

3

4

How about Buxton?

That’s true.

Not a lot. Why?

That’s a great idea!

a

b

c

d

 Tony Hey Joe! 1) What are you doing on Saturday?

 Joe Not a lot. Why?

 Tony 2) Why don’t we go on a day trip? 
We could visit my cousin in the countryside.

 Joe Mmm, 3) I’d prefer somewhere/something more exciting. 
Why don’t we go shopping in London? We haven’t been there for ages.

 Tony 4) That sounds good./That’s a great idea! 
Then we could go to that new Italian restaurant next to the Thames.

 Joe 5) That’s a great idea!/That sounds good.

2 ★★ Choose the correct response.

 1 A: We could go for a walk in the park.
  B: a Not a lot.
   b I’d prefer something more exciting.

 2 A: Where do you want to go on the day trip?
  B: a How about Manchester?
   b  Why don’t we go on a day trip?

 3 A: We should visit the new museum this weekend.
  B: a How about next week?
   b That sounds good.

 4 A: Do you fancy visiting the aquarium?
  B: a It’s worth it.
   b Why not? It sounds exciting.

3 ★★★ Complete the dialogue with sentences from Exs 1 & 2.

11
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(to-)infinitive/-ing form

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 Fiona wants to go skating/to skate this 
Saturday.

 2 Ben isn’t tall enough playing/to play 
basketball.

 3 We should setting/set off early if we want to 
be in Oxford by noon.

 4 Liam always remembers travelling/to travel 
to the USA.

2 ★★ Put the verbs in bracket into the correct 
(to-)infinitive or the -ing form.

4 ★★ Complete the dialogues with expressions 
from the list. Use would rather or would rather 
not.

• eat anything else  • stay in her hotel room 
• go to London  • buy any at this shop

 1 A: Do you want to go to London or 
Brighton this weekend?

  B: I would/’d rather go to London.

 2 A: Do you want to get some souvenirs?
  B: I would/’d rather not buy any at this 

shop. They’re too expensive.

 3 A: Would you like some more? This local 
dish is delicious.

  B: I would/’d rather not eat anything else.  
I’ve had too much already.

 4 A: Does Lucy want to come surfing with us 
later?

  B: She would/’d rather stay in her hotel 
room.She’s not feeling well.

5 ★★★ Read the email. Find and correct eight 
mistakes.

 Miles What kind of music do you like  
1) listening (listen) to?

 David Well, I love jazz.

 Miles Me too! Hey, there’s a jazz band 
playing this weekend which I’d love  
2) to see (see). I suggest 3) going (go) 
together.

 David That’s a brilliant idea! Will you be able 
4) to get (get) tickets?

 Miles I don’t think I’ll have any difficulty in  
5) finding (find) two tickets.

 David Let me 6) know (know) how much 
money I owe you when you get them.

 Miles OK. I can’t wait for the weekend now!

had better/would rather

3 ★ Complete the sentences using had better 
(not) and an appropriate expression from the 
list.

• go to bed early  • take the car to work 
• book a table  • forget my camera

 1 The traffic’s really bad today. You had/’d 
better not take the car to work.

 2 That restaurant’s very popular with tourists. 
We had/’d better book a table.

 3 There are loads of beautiful sights. I had/’d 
better not forget my camera.

 4 You’ve got a long flight tomorrow. You  
had/’d better go to bed early .

From: Emily
To: Kate
Subject: Holidays in New York

Hey Kate!
How’re things? Guess what? My family and I 
are going on holiday to New York! We’ve 
decided staying there for ten days and we’re 
travelling there by plane. 
We hope visiting all the famous sights like 
the Statue of Liberty and Times Square. We 
are really looking forward to visit the art 
galleries and museums, and maybe see a 
musical. We mustn’t forgetting to buy 
souvenirs for everyone at home!
We could see the sights by ourselves, but 
we’d rather go on a guided tour. There’s no 
point in use buses or taking taxis. They’re too 
tiring and expensive. 
OK, I’d rather hurry up now or I’ll miss my 
piano lesson. I promise sending you a 
postcard when I get there.
Talk soon,
Emily

to send

to stay

to visit

visiting
seeing

forget

using

better



Along the beach in Margate, New Jersey, stands Lucy the 
Elephant. Don’t look for her in a zoo, though. She 
doesn’t fit in any cage. She’s too big for that! Lucy 
stands 65 feet high and weighs an impressive 90 tons. 
In fact, Lucy is a 6-storey building that is over 135 years 
old. Over the years, Lucy has been a restaurant and an 
office, but nowadays, she’s a popular tourist attraction. 
You can climb up into her and follow the staircase to 
the top for a spectacular view. Find out everything 
about this historic landmark on the guided 
tour and don’t forget to visit the gift shop 
afterwards. A Lucy the Elephant souvenir 
is a must!

GrammarGrammar Reading 1fReading1e 1f1e
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Merino sheep are famous worldwide for their soft wool. Goulburn, Australia, is home to the Big 
Merino. This 50-foot steel and concrete statue even has a nickname: Rambo (because a male 

sheep is called a ram). Built in 1985, this 3-storey structure weighs 100 tons. Learn about two 
centuries of Australia’s history with wool at the exhibition inside the statue. Climb all the way to the 
top and look out of the eyes for a great view of the town. Afterwards, check out the gift shop on the 

ground floor for some great presents like woollen sweaters, gloves and scarves. 

Larger than life!
You’re travelling on a coach when, suddenly, you spot something amazing out 

the window. Are you dreaming? Not really! 

1 ★ Read the texts and decide if the sentences 1-4 are R (right), W (wrong) or 
DS (doesn’t say).

 1 The Big Merino is heavier than Lucy the Elephant. R

 2 There is a great view of the city from Lucy the Elephant. DS

 3 Big Merino is older than Lucy the Elephant. W

 4 Lucy the Elephant is neither a restaurant nor an office. R

2 ★★ Read the texts and choose the attraction which matches each sentence. Write 
L (for Lucy the Elephant) or B (for Big Merino).

 1 In the past, people could eat here. L

 2 This attraction has another name.  B

 3 There is a display inside this attraction.  B

 4 Someone can show you around and tell you all about this place. L

3 ★★★ Read the texts and for statements 1-4, choose the best answer (A, B or C). 

 1 Lucy the Elephant has a height of 
  A 50 feet. B 65 feet. C 90 feet.

 2 Inside Lucy the Elephant, there is a(n)
  A zoo. B exhibition. C gift shop.

 3 The Big Merino teaches us about 
  A the history of wool. B  the landmark. C Australia.

 4 Visitors to the Big Merino can buy 
  A statues of sheep. B wool. C warm clothes.
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Progress CheckProgress Check Progress CheckProgress Check11
Vocabulary

1 Choose the correct word.

 1 Beth finds crowded places very stressful/ 
peaceful.

 2 It takes a long time to cross the road because 
there is trendy/heavy traffic.

 3 Jake loves swimming at the sandy lake/ 
beach in front of the hotel.

 4 Tom went to the mall/bank to take out some 
money.

 5 The big rectangular/courageous windows let 
a lot of light in.

5 x 2 = 10

2 Fill in: have, miss, explore, head, spend.

 1 Let’s spend the day at the beach.

 2 Don’t miss a tour of the Tower of London!

 3 They are planning to explore the city on 
foot.

 4 The two cities have crowded streets.

 5 First, visit the tower and then go for a boat 
trip around the island.

5 x 2 = 10

Grammar

3 Put the verbs in the brackets into the correct 
present tense.

 1  Has Max seen (Max/see) the view from the 
top yet? 

 2 You’re red in the face! Have you been 
running (you/run)?

 3 She is always talking (always/talk) on the 
phone. It’s so annoying!

 4 We are going (go) on a day trip to Blackpool 
tomorrow. 

 5 Tom is thinking (think) about moving to a 
new flat. 

5 x 2 = 10

4 Choose the correct item. 

 1 Anna has gone/has been shopping, but she’ll 
be back soon.

 2 I haven’t been abroad for/since two years.

 3 Jack hasn’t packed his luggage already/yet.

 4 I’m thinking/think of going to the bank 
today.

 5 She has been packing recently/all morning.

5 x 2 = 10

5 Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form, 
-ing or (to-)infinitive.

 1 There’s no point cooking (cook) tonight. 
We’re not hungry.

 2 We’ve decided to hire (hire) a car. 

 3 The tickets are too expensive for us to buy 
(buy). 

 4 You should take (take) more photos when 
you go on holiday.

 5 They don’t let visitors eat (eat) in the 
museum.

5 x 2 = 10

6 Choose the correct item.

 1 Are you interested on/in/at modern 
architecture?

 2 The tower is made for/with/of steel.

 3 We came across/to/over this restaurant 
while we were walking around the city.

 4 The cost of the tickets came to/up/across 
£45.

 5 No trip there is complete without/from/of 
visiting the tower.

5 x 1 = 5

x

y
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Progress CheckProgress Check Progress CheckProgress Check11

5 x 2 = 10

Listening

7  1.9  Listen and fill in the gaps.

Everyday English

9 Match the exchanges.

 1 e   We haven’t been there for ages!

 2 a  What are you doing on Saturday?

 3 d   What about London?

 4 b  Where do you want to go?

 5 c  Let’s go to the countryside.

  Not a lot.

  We could go to the seaside.

  I’d prefer somewhere more exciting.

  It’s got such a lot of heavy traffic.

  That’s true.

5 x 2 = 10

Writing

10 You have just moved from the countryside to 
the city. Write a blog entry describing your 
new neighbourhood. Write: its name – where 
it is – what activities you do there (100-120 
words). Use the blog entry in Ex. 8 as a model.

15 points

TOTAL: 100 points

a

b

c

d

eReading

8 Read the blog entry and decide if the 
statements (1-5) are R (right), W (wrong) or  
DS (doesn’t say). 

Now I can …
Vocabulary

•  talk about geographical features 

•  talk about shapes & types of buildings 

• talk about places to live 

• talk about features of a city 

Reading 

•  read for specific information  
(multiple matching) 

• read for detail (R/W/DS) 

Speaking

make plans 

Listening 

listen for specific information (gap fill) 

Writing 

write an article about a city 
15

 1 It’s the first time Poppy has written 
a blog entry. W

 2 Poppy thinks that Haarzuilens is a quiet 
place. R

 3 Not many cars pass through Haarzuilens. R

 4 The castle is in the centre of the  
village. W

 5 Poppy has taken photos from  
the top of the castle. DS

5 x 2 = 10

Good     Very Good Excellent 

Hi readers,
Sorry I haven’t written for so long, but I’ve moved 
to the countryside. Let me tell you all about it.
I’ve moved to Haarzuilens in Utrecht. It’s a village 
in the middle of Holland. There aren’t many people 
here. In fact, it has a population of just 224! They 
say that it is one of the most peaceful villages in 
Holland. I can believe it! There isn’t a lot to do, but 
it has some beautiful scenery. I love going for long 
walks in the woods near my house. It makes such 
a change to be able to breathe fresh air! Also, 
there’s no heavy traffic here. In fact, the only 
sounds come from the cows and sheep in the 
fields. There’s a castle nearby that’s the biggest in 
the country. There are some great views of the 
countryside from the top. 
I really like living here. Why don’t you leave a 
comment below and say what the place you live in 
is like? Bye for now!

http:// www.poppysblog.com

Poppy’s Blog Poppy’s 
Blog

Competences

The Leaning Tower of Pisa
• Located on the 1) west coast of Italy
•  Height of about 2) 57 metres with 3) 294 steps
•  Get information about when it’s open on city’s 

4) website
•  Children under 5) 8 not allowed

See Suggested Answer Section
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Vocabulary
Landmarks & Materials

1 ★ Find six materials in the word search. 

2 ★★ Use the words in Ex. 2 to label the pictures. 

3 ★★★ Complete the text. Use: designed, leads, 
carved, built, stores.

Tate Modern is an art gallery near the River Thames in 

London. It is in an old power station 1) built out of  

brick and steel. The man who 2) designed the power 

station also created the UK’s famous red telephone box. 

The art gallery 3) stores the very best in modern  

art with famous paintings and sculptures 4) carved  

by the biggest names in the art world. Don’t miss the 

impressive bridge that 5) leads up to the gallery! 

Natural Disasters

4 ★ Circle the four natural disasters. 

5 ★★ Use the words in Ex. 4 to complete the 
sentences.

 1 The skiers were lucky to escape the 
avalanche .

 2 The flood covered half the country in water.

 3 Heavy winds and rain hit the town during 
the hurricane.

 4 The volcanic eruption covered the city with 
lava and ash.

6 ★★★ Choose the correct word. Then, write the 
natural disasters.

 1 brick  2 metal

 3 marble  4 concrete

 5 steel  6 stone

B S K V M T L R S

H T B L A A C T M

C O N C R E T E E

M N A M B R I C K

M E T A L H A M B

L T S T E E L A A

WINDFLOODDAMAGEHURRICANETOWN 
VOLCANICERUPTIONRIVERAVALANCHE

  Did you hear 1) for/about the 2) avalanche 
on the news last night? Snow 3) fell/ 
collapsed down the mountain, destroying 
an empty hotel. 

  Well, I had a terrible experience last week on 
holiday in the USA, too. It was raining and 
the wind was 4) blowing/erupting, but it got 
stronger and stronger. 

  That was the 5) hurricane I saw on the news. 
It was horrible.

  We all waited inside for it to end. The river 
6) spread/overflowed onto the streets and 
the 7) flood even covered the cars!

  That sounds scary! 

  It was! We were all 8) shocked/frustrated. 
There was a lot of damage 9) on/to the 
buildings. The rescue team saved 20 people 
10) from/of the water, but luckily no one 
was injured. We were so 11) relieved/angry!

A

B

A

B

A

B
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Past simple – Past continuous – 
used to/would – Subject/
Object questions

1 ★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple.

2 ★★ At 6 o’clock yesterday evening, there was 
an earthquake. The Foleys were at home. Use 
the prompts to write questions and answers 
about what they were doing. 

3 ★★ Complete the gaps with the 
correct form of used to and the verbs 
in brackets. In which sentences can 
you use would instead of used to?

4 ★★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past 
simple or the past continuous.

5 ★★★ Make questions to which the sentences 
below are the answers.

 1 A:  Who was in the car with Jess?/Who was 
driving home with Jess?/Who was driving 
Jess home?

  B: Her brother Steve.

 2 A: Who did Steve try to contact?
  B: The emergency services.

 3 A: Who did they join on the street?
  B: The other people.

 4 A:  What were Jess and Steve’s parents doing 
when they got home?

  B: They were sleeping.

 1 Mr Foley/watch TV – cook dinner
  A: Was Mr Foley watching TV?
  B: No, he wasn’t. He was cooking dinner.

 2 Janet and Peter/do homework – play video 
games

  A:  Were Janet and Peter doing their homework?
  B:  No, they weren’t. They were playing 

video games.

 3 Mrs Foley/walk the dog – work on her laptop
  A: Was Mrs Foley walking the dog?
  B:  No, she wasn’t. She was working on her 

laptop.

 4 Granddad Foley/do a jigsaw – read a newspaper
  A: Was Granddad Foley doing a jigsaw?
  B:  No, he wasn’t. He was reading a newspaper.

 5 Grandma Foley/cook – sleep
  A: Was Grandma Foley cooking?
  B: No, she wasn’t. She was sleeping.

Jess and her brother Steve 1) were driving (drive) 

home when the ground 2) started (start) shaking. 

Steve 3) stopped (stop) the car because people 

4) were running (run) onto the road. He 5) told (tell) his 

sister to stay calm and he 6) tried (try) to contact the 

emergency services on his mobile phone, but it 

7) wasn’t working (not/work). He 8) didn’t have (not/

have) a signal from the car! Terrified, they 9) got (get) 

out of the car and 10) joined (join) the other people on 

the street. The earthquake 11) didn’t last (not/last) 

long, but everyone was really frightened. Amazingly, 

their parents 12) were sleeping (sleep) when Jess and 

Steve finally got home safe!

They:
1) didn’t use to have (not/have) the Internet.
2) used to go (go) fishing and hunting.
3) didn’t use to watch (not/watch) TV.
4) used to grow (grow) their own vegetables.
5) didn’t use to eat (not/eat) junk food.
6) used to play (play) board games.

How did people live 
in ancient Egypt?The Lost City of Atlantis

Many thousands of years ago, Atlantis was the world’s 
greatest civilisation – a city on an island full of beautiful 
buildings. But the people of Atlantis 1) became (become) 
too proud. The gods 2) saw (see) this and 3) decided  

(decide) to punish them. One day, there 4) was (be) a huge 
earthquake and the whole island 5) sank (sink) into the sea 
and it 6) disappeared (disappear). Almost everyone now 

thinks that Atlantis 7) didn’t exist (not/exist), 
but some people still search for its ruins at the 
bottom of the sea.

Sentences than can use would: 2, 4, 6
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Vocabulary Everyday EnglishVocabulary Everyday English2c 2d2c 2d
Accidents/Disasters – Feelings

1 ★ Label the pictures. 

3 ★★ Cross out the words that do not go with 
the verbs in bold.

 1 rescued: survivors – crew – tracks

 2 crashed: volcano – plane – car

 3 sank: ship – river – boat

 4 injured: passenger – driver – building

 5 collapsed: crew – building – house

4 ★★★ Complete the gaps with words from the 
list. What are the people talking about? 
Choose from the accidents in Ex.1.

• injured  • collapsed  • rescued  • sank  
• crashed

 1 The pilot tried to keep it in the air, but it hit 
a tree as he was trying to land and it 
crashed. (plane crash)

 2 We heard that it was a cow on the tracks 
that caused the accident. Luckily, no one 
was seriously injured. (train derailment)

 3 There was no one in the building when it 
collapsed. The news said that it was caused 
by a gas leak. (explosion)

 4 Water was coming in and in just twenty 
minutes the ship sank beneath the waves. 
(shipwreck)

 5 The emergency services got special awards 
after they rescued two families from their 
cars. (car crash)

2 ★★ Choose the correct feeling A, B or C to 
complete the sentences.

 1 Laura was ___ when she found out no one 
was injured.

  A angry B relieved C worried

 2 The rescue team were ___ when they couldn’t 
reach the survivors.

  A frightened B frustrated  C amazed

 3 We were so ___ when we got home that we 
went straight to bed.

  A shocked B terrified C exhausted

 4 Their mum was really ___ when they got 
home late.

  A relieved B angry C worried

 5 Tom was ___ when the flight he missed 
crashed in the sea.

  A shocked B anxious C frightened

 6 The skiers were ___ when they saw the 
avalanche.

  A terrified  B exhausted C relieved

 3 shipwreck

 4 plane  crash

 5 train  derailment

 1 car  crash

 2 explosion



Vocabulary Everyday EnglishVocabulary Everyday English2c 2d2c 2d

 Tony Hey, Molly. Did you 1) hear about the train derailment?

 Molly I didn’t just hear about it, I was there!

 Tony No way! Are you OK?

 Molly I’m alright now, but it was 2) awful at the time. I was travelling with my 
parents to London when we heard a loud noise.

 Tony Oh dear! I 3) bet you were frightened.

 Molly Frightened? I was 4) terrified! Everything on the train moved to one side.  
I thought we were upside down! 

 Tony Was everyone OK?

 Molly A few passengers were injured, but not badly.

 Tony How terrible! You were very lucky nothing 5) happened to you.

 Molly You’re right! It was such a terrible 6) experience.

Narrating an experience

1 ★ Complete the dialogue with the words below.

• awful  • terrified  • happened  • bet  • hear  • experience

2 ★★ Look at the pictures (A-D). Then read the headline and put them in the correct 
order (1-4).
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B 4
A 1

C 3 D 2

 Tom Hey, did you hear about the 1) explosion/collapsed building in the town 
centre?

 Amy Hear about it! I was there!

 Tom Really? Are you alright?

 Amy I’m OK now, but it was awful at the time. I was 
2) shopping/walking along the street when I heard a 3) loud noise.

 Tom I bet you were frightened.

 Amy Terrified! The building 4) collapsed right in front of my eyes.

 Tom Was anyone hurt?

 Amy A woman was 5) injured, but not seriously. 

 Tom What a terrible 6) experience!

 Amy I know!

3 ★★★ Look at the pictures in Ex. 2 to complete the dialogue.

BUILDING COLLAPSES AFTER EXPLOSION -
WOMAN INJURED



GrammarGrammar Reading 2fReading2e 2f2e
Past perfect – Past perfect 
continuous

1 ★ Choose the correct tense.

 1 A: Lacey looked so tired when they rescued 
her.

  B: That’s because she had shouted/had been 
shouting for help for hours.

 2 A: How long had you hidden/had you been 
hiding before the hurricane ended?

  B: It was about ten hours.

 3 A: Why didn’t you come to the meeting?
  B: I had forgotten/had been forgetting all 

about it.

 4 A: Was it his first time in the rescue team?
  B: Yes, but he had trained/had been training 

for over a year.

2 ★★ Join the sentences using the word(s) in 
brackets and the past perfect.

 1 Olivia and Emma arrived home. It started 
raining. (by the time)  ______________________ 
 _____________________________________________

 2 Luckily, Sam left his house. The earthquake 
hit. (already/when)  ________________________ 
 _____________________________________________

 3 We saw all the damage to the house. The 
storm finished. (after)  _____________________ 
 _____________________________________________

 4 I got out of the collapsed building. The 
rescue team arrived. (before)  ______________ 
 _____________________________________________

3 ★★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past 
simple, past perfect or the past perfect continuous.
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MOUNTAIN SURVIVAL
Tom Woodhouse 1) had been missing (miss) for three 
days before a rescue team 2) found (find) him. 16-year-
old Tom 3) had been hiking (hike) up Mount Traynor 
when a bad storm 4) hit (hit). Unfortunately, Tom 
5) hadn’t checked (not/check) the weather report 
before he 6) set (set) out. His parents 7) reported 
(report) him missing when he 8) hadn’t returned (not/
return) by nightfall. Rescue teams 9) had been searching 
(search) the mountain for days when they 10) heard 
(hear) him shouting from a cave. Tom was tired and 
hungry but otherwise fine.

A 2 B 4

D 3
E 1

C 5

Clauses of result

4 ★ Match to make sentences.

 1 d  The wind was so

 2 c  It was such a

 3 b  I felt such

 4 e  The explosion was so

 5 a  There were such

  terrible storms that we stayed in every day.

  great fear that I couldn’t move.

  powerful earthquake that the house shook.

  strong that I couldn’t walk.

  loud that my ears hurt.

5 ★★ Complete the sentences with (not) so/such 
and the words below. 

• hard  • worried  • a scary film  • heavy snow  
• tired

 1 There was such heavy snow that we couldn’t 
go out.

 2 It was raining so hard that the streets 
flooded.

 3 I was so tired that I fell asleep on my school 
desk.

 4 It was such a scary film that I couldn’t fall 
asleep afterwards.

 5 Tom was late home and his mum was so 
worried that she phoned the police.

6 ★★★ Match the sentences in Ex. 5 to the 
pictures.

a

b

c

d

e

See Answer Section



On 7th November 1872, the cargo ship the ‘Mary Celeste’ left New York in the USA. It was 
heading for its destination of Genoa, Italy. On board were its captain, Benjamin Spooner 

Briggs, his wife, their two-year-old daughter, and a crew of seven men. What happened next 
to the ‘Mary Celeste’ and the ten people that were sailing on her?

S trong winds had been blowing for several days, but, on 5th December, the sun was 
shining again when another ship, the Dei Gratia, spotted the Mary Celeste. The 
captain, David Morehouse, had sailed from New York a few days after the Mary 

Celeste. The Mary Celeste should have been far ahead of them, so he knew that something 
was very wrong.
Captain Morehouse prepared to board the ship. They sailed towards the Mary Celeste in a small 
boat. As they got closer, they could hear nothing. ‘Is anyone here?’ they called out, but there was 
no answer. Captain Briggs, his family and crew were nowhere. They had all disappeared. 
A lifeboat was missing, but the cargo was still there together with the crew’s personal 
belongings. The ship had plenty of food and water, and showed no signs of damage. The 
last entry in the captain’s log had been ten days before, but it gave no clues about what 
happened. So why had the people on the Mary Celeste abandoned the ship? 
There are a lot of theories about that voyage. Some theories have suggested sea monsters or 
pirates, but they seem unlikely. What is true is that the mystery of the Mary Celeste continues 
to fascinate us. It might be one mystery that we will never solve.

GrammarGrammar Reading 2fReading2e 2f2e
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1 ★ Read the text and decide if the sentences 1-4 are R (right), W (wrong) or 
DS (doesn’t say).

 1 Captain Briggs had a two-year-old son.  W

 2 The Dei Gratia was an American ship. DS

 3 Captain Morehouse first noticed the Mary Celeste. DS

 4 No one knows what happened to the Mary Celeste. R

2 ★★ Read the text and choose the correct item.

 1 The Mary Celeste was on its way to New York/Genoa/the USA.

 2 The Dei Gratia sailed before/at the same time as/after the Mary Celeste.

 3 The crew of the Mary Celeste had left lots to eat/taken their belongings/left a 
message in the captain’s log.

3 ★★★ Read the text and, for statements 1-4, choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

 1 How many people were sailing on the Mary Celeste?
  A seven  B nine C ten

 2 Who was the captain of the Dei Gratia? 
  A Captain Morehouse B Captain Briggs C It didn’t have one.

 3 What was missing from the Mary Celeste? 
  A a lifeboat B the cargo C the crew’s personal belongings

 4 When was the last entry in the captain’s log?
  A on 5th December B on 7th November  C on 25th November
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Vocabulary

1 Choose the correct word.

 1 Firefighters put out the forest/avalanche fire.

 2 I was exhausted/relieved that no one got hurt.

 3 Tom saw a traffic/plane accident on his way 
to school.

 4 We couldn’t see anything through the 
gentle/thick fog.

 5 The hurricane/avalanche blew the roof off 
the library.

5 x 1 = 5

2 Fill in: carved, spread, poured, erupted, rescued.

 1 It poured down all weekend!

 2 The flames quickly spread through the 
building.

 3 People on the island carved the statues over 
500 years ago.

 4 They rescued them from the avalanche.

 5 Lava erupted from the volcano.

5 x 2 = 10 

3 Choose the correct item.

 1 The rescue team saved lots of people of/ 
from the hurricane floods.

 2 I’ve heard from/about the earthquake in Peru.

 3 He depends on/to his dad for his college fees.

 4 What are you working at/on?

 5 The city was buried in/under ash and mud.

5 x 1 = 5 

Grammar

4 Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple 
or the past continuous.

 1 When the earthquake hit, Penny was 
chatting (chat) online.

 2 I got up, put on a coat and left (leave).

 3 The sun was shining (shine) while I was 
walking home.

 4 The wind was blowing (blow) all morning 
yesterday.

 5 Harry went (go) skiing last Sunday.

5 x 2 = 10

5 Put the verbs in brackets into the past perfect 
or the past perfect continuous.

 1 Before he arrived at the resort, Liam had 
been learning (learn) how to ski for a few 
months. 

 2 Kelly had already eaten (already/eat) dinner 
by the time I got home.

 3 I hadn’t been waiting (not/wait) for the bus 
for a long time before it arrived. 

 4 We had arrived (arrive) at work before it 
started to rain. 

 5 Everything was white when I woke up – snow 
had been falling throughout the night. (fall)

5 x 2=10 

6 Choose the correct item. 

 1 Anya used/would to read mystery books.

 2 Oliver was so/such angry that he went red in 
the face.

 3 Did they use/used to go sailing?

 4 There was so/such a lot to see that we went 
back to the museum the next day.

 5 Tom wouldn’t/didn’t use to live near me. 

 6 The rain was so/such loud that we couldn’t 
sleep all night. 

 7 Jane would/used ride her bike in the park 
when she was 6.

 8 It was so/such a bad storm that the schools 
closed.

 9 As a child, would/used you watch cartoons?

 10 The fire was so/such big that we couldn’t get 
near it to put it out.

10 x 1= 10 

Listening

7  1.20  Listen to an interview with someone 
who says he saw the Loch Ness Monster and 
complete the gaps.

 1 Tom Smith was in Scotland on holiday.

 2 When Tom went to the lake, it wasn’t raining.

 3 The monster looked like a dinosaur.

 4 Tom didn’t get a photo because he 
dropped/had dropped his phone.

 5 Tom felt very disappointed.

5 x 2 = 10



It was a summer afternoon in 1996. Peter and 

Belinda Garfoot were on a driving holiday on the 

southeast coast of Australia when they stopped at 

the side of a quiet road to take a break. Then, Peter 

saw something strange in the car’s mirror – a huge 

creature, around 2 metres tall, with long arms and a 

hairy body, was walking upright across the road. 

They both turned around and watched for around 

10 seconds before it disappeared into the forest. 

They were sure they had seen the Yowie.

The Yowie is a huge ape-like creature that some 

people think lives in the Australian countryside. 

The Aborigines, the original people of Australia, 

have been telling stories about the Yowie for 

hundreds of years and, every so often, there is a 

new sighting of this strange creature. Most 

scientists, though, say there is no evidence which 

proves that the Yowie exists. The Garfoots, for 

example, didn’t manage to take photos or a video 

of the creature they saw. 
So, who knows what we should believe? Was the 

creature they saw actually a person dressed up in 

an ape costume? Was it just a large dog or fox 

which was walking strangely? Whatever the truth, 

the mystery of the Yowie carries on in Australia to 

this day.

Progress CheckProgress Check Progress CheckProgress Check22
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Reading

8 Read the text and for questions 1-3 choose the 
correct answer (A, B or C).

Competences

Now I can …
Vocabulary
•  talk about landmarks & materials 
•  talk about natural disasters and accidents 
•  describe feelings 
• talk about the weather 

Reading 
•  read for detailed information (multiple choice 

questions) 
•  identify the main idea (match headings to 

paragraphs) 

Speaking
narrate an experience 

Listening 
listen for specific information (multiple choice) 

Writing 
write a story 

Good     Very Good Excellent 

Everyday English

9 Match the exchanges.

 1 e  Are you alright?

 2 a  I bet you were frightened!

 3 d  Was everyone OK?

 4 c   You were very lucky nothing happened 
to you.

 5 b  Suddenly, I heard a loud noise.

  I was terrified!

  Oh dear!

  I know.

  Luckily no one was hurt.

  I’m OK now.

5 x 2 = 10

Writing

10  1.20  Listen to the recording from Ex. 7 
again and make notes. Then write a story 
about the man who saw the Loch Ness 
Monster (100-120 words). 

15 marks

TOTAL: 100 marks

a

b

c

d

e

 1 The Garfoots saw a creature
  A behind their car. B next to their car. 
  C in front of their car.

 2 The Aborigines  
  A don’t believe that the Yowie exists. 
  B have a long history with the Yowie. 
  C are the only ones who have  

seen the Yowie.

 3 The Garfoots 
  A took photographs of the creature.
  B have video evidence of the creature. 
  C don’t have any proof that they saw  

the Yowie. 
3 x 5 = 15

I have big feet

See Suggested Answer Section
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Skills practice A Skills practice ASkills practice A Skills practice A

Reading

1 ★ Which building do statements 1-5 refer to? Read the emails and write A (The Shard) 
or B (Blackpool Tower).

 1 This is bigger than every other UK building. A

 2 There is somewhere to see fish here. B

 3 This building tries to protect the environment. B

 4 There’s a place to stay at night in this building. A

 5 From the top, visitors get a view of the sea here. B

2 ★★ Read the emails and complete the sentences.

 1 Will says that London has very busy streets.

 2 Tourists who stand on the glass platform need to be brave.

 3 Tom is sending Will photos.

3 ★★★ Read the emails and choose the correct answer, A, B or C.

 1 Will is writing his email
  A on a red bus. B from his hotel room.  
  C at the top of a building.
 2 Will says that the Shard 
  A has a lot of lights. B is shaped like a triangle. 
  C is made of steel and glass.
 3 Will says that Tom
  A likes new buildings. B enjoys visiting London. 
  C prefers seaside holidays.
 4 Tom is on holiday with
  A his parents. B his best friend. C his schoolmates.

 5 Tom says that the ballroom
  A is not very big. B has a place to eat. C is open in the evenings.

Co
m

po
se
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Hi Will,
The Shard sounds awesome! I’m with Mum and Dad 
in Blackpool, a seaside resort in the north of England. 
There’s a tower here like the Eiffel Tower in Paris, 
but Blackpool’s is smaller. It’s 158 metres tall, and at 

the top, there’s a glass platform you can stand on if 
you’re very brave! On a clear day, you can see as far 
as the Lake District and over the sea to the Isle of 
Man. The tower is made from brick and steel and 
uses 25,000 eco-friendly lights. Go inside and 
there’s an aquarium, a circus, a restaurant and a 
huge ballroom to dance the night away. Check 

out the attachment with some photos.
See you soon!
Tom

Hey Tom,
Guess where I am? I’m looking down over 300 

metres at the red buses and crowded streets of 

London! I’m at the top of the Shard, the tallest 

skyscraper in the UK. From below, it looks like a 

triangular piece of glass shining above the 

streets. Inside, it has offices, shops, restaurants, 

a viewing gallery and even a hotel. I can see lots 

of other London landmarks such as the Gherkin, 

Big Ben and the London Eye from here. I know you 

love modern architecture, so when you visit 

London, make sure you visit the Shard. So where 

are you this summer?
Take care,
Will
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Skills practice A Skills practice ASkills practice A Skills practice A
Listening

4 ★  3.17  Listen to an advert about a guided 
tour and fill in the gaps (1-5).

8 ★★ Use the fact file to write a paragraph 
about Paris.

Writing

7 ★ Complete the text message with words 
from the list.

• clean  • heavy  • quiet  • beautiful  • pollution 

5 ★★  3.18  Listen to Kiera talking about an 
accident and decide if the sentences (1-5)  
are R (right), W (wrong) or DS (doesn’t say).

 1 There were lots of people on the train. R

 2 Kiera phoned work to say she was late. DS  

 3 Kiera sat down next to the aisle. W

 4 Kiera was not hurt in the accident. R

 5 Kiera didn’t go into work that day. W

6 ★★★  3.19  Listen to two friends talking 
about a holiday they went on with their 
friends and match the people (1-5) to what 
they enjoyed the most (a-h). 

• Live tour guide or listen to tour in 1) nine 

languages

• See attractions of Edinburgh including the castle 

and the National 2) Museum of Scotland

• Tour starts at Waverley 3) Bridge

• 3 tours every hour and each one lasts about  

4) 60 minutes

• £15 for adults and £7.50 for children. 
Also available – 5) family tickets

All aboard for the best 
of Edinburgh!

Name: Paris
Location: North of France
Population: 2.2 million
Attractions: The Eiffel Tower, the Louvre 
Museum, trendy shops, lively nightlife, theatres 
& cinemas

9 ★★★ An English magazine has asked its 
readers to send stories entitled A morning to 
remember. Use the ideas in Ex. 5 or your own 
ideas to write your story (100-120 words).

Kate 

Andy 

Suri  

Mario  

Ellie  

1

2

3

4

5

trendy shops

public transport

art galleries and museums

open-air markets

crowded streets

lively nightlife

friendly locals

local food

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Hi Olivia,
How about going on a day trip to  
the countryside this weekend? It’s 
1) quiet and it’s got 2) beautiful 
scenery. We can enjoy some 3) clean 
air away from all the 4) pollution and 
5) heavy traffic. What do you think?

The City of Lights

City Sightseeing Bus

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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GrammarWhat if ...? GrammarWhat if ...?3 3b3 3b

Jack is a police officer. He’s done the job for 
1) at/in least three years. He’s quite happy 
in his job because he 2) earns a good 
salary. He mostly works 3) outdoors, 
going on street patrols with a colleague. 
He works morning 4) shifts and arrives 
at work 5) on/at 8 am. He hates 
being late, so he always gets up 
early at 6:30 am. After he has a 
shower and breakfast, he puts on his 
6) uniform and cycles to the police 
station. It can be dangerous out on 
the streets, and Jack needs to be 
7) creative/brave. Sometimes, 
though, he just has to show his 
8) caring/careful side and help a little 
old lady to cross the road!

Vocabulary
Environmental problems – 
Environmental jobs & qualities

1 ★ Look at the pictures. Complete the 
newspaper headlines. 

2 ★★ Match the environmental problems (A-F) 
from Ex.1 to their effects (1-6).

 1  B  Sea creatures will die.

 2  D  We will not have any clean water.

 3  F   Crops will fail, and animals and people 
will starve.

 4  E   There will be more hurricanes and 
heatwaves.

 5  A   Sea levels will rise and coastal towns 
will disappear.

 6  C  Wildlife will have nowhere to live.

3 ★★ What job do these people do?

 1 “I look after animals.” 
zookeeper

 2 “I face danger almost every day.” 
forest firefighter

 3 “I teach animals how to behave.” 
dog trainer

 4 “I design creative outdoor areas.” 
landscape gardener

 5 “I often work with toxic materials.”  
recycling sorter

4 ★★★ Complete the gaps with the words in 
the list, then choose the correct items.

• shifts  • uniform  • earns  • outdoors 

THOUSANDS OF 
FISH DEAD DUE TO  
P O L L U T E D   SEAS

ALL OUR RAINFORESTS 
WILL D I S S A P E A R IF WE 
DON’T STOP LOGGING

GLOBAL WARMING 
CAUSES ICE CAPS 
TO ME L T

A

B

C

F

RIVERS AND LAKES 
D R Y UP

T E M P E R A T U R E S  RISE BY 1ºC 
GLOBALLY

EXTREME 
W E A T H E R 
BECOMES MORE 
COMMON

D

E
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GrammarWhat if ...? GrammarWhat if ...?3 3b3 3bwill – be going to –  
Present simple/continuous – 
Future continuous

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 A: I’m hungry.
  B: I’ll make/’m going to make us some 

sandwiches.

 2 A: Is Robin going to volunteer/Will Robin 
volunteer at the sanctuary this weekend?

  B: Yes, and I’m sure he is going to have/will 
have a great experience.

 3 A: Can you give me a call later this evening?
  B: OK, I’m not going to/won’t forget.

 4 A: Tom’s changed his mind – he isn’t going 
to/won’t study ecology next year.

  B: I hope he isn’t going to/won’t regret it.

 5 A: Look! That man’s going to/will dive into 
the lake!

  B: Yes, he will/is going to clean the bottom 
of it.

2 ★★ Use the prompts to form complete 
sentences using will, be going to, the present 
simple or the present continuous.

 1 A: What are Mary’s plans for the summer?
  B: She/volunteer/at/an animal charity
    She’s going to volunteer at an animal charity.

 2 A: Do you think Grace is happy in her new 
job?

  B: No/and/I/be/sure/she/not stay/there/long.
    No, and I’m sure she won’t stay there       

     long. 

 3 A: Tim’s flight is at 6:30.
  B: I/call/him/before/then
    I’ll call him before then.

 4 A: Look! The forest fire is spreading!
  B: Yes/it/reach/those houses/soon
    Yes, it’s going to reach those houses soon.

 5 A: Hurry up/or/you/be/late/your/Biology 
lesson

    Hurry up or you’ll be late for your Biology    
       lesson.

  B: I’m coming!

 6 A: Let’s go out tonight.
  B: Sorry/I/meet/John/for dinner/after work
    Sorry, I’m meeting/going to meet John for  

      dinner after work.

 7 A: What time/the performance/start?
  B: At 8:00.
    What time does the performance start?

3 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the future 
continuous. 

 1  Will you be playing (you/play) online  
games this time tomorrow afternoon?

 2 He will be attending (attend) the  
Technology of the Future exhibition on 
Saturday morning.

 3 This time next week, we will be flying  
(fly) to Madrid.

 4 At 9 am tomorrow morning, they will be

                  having (have) a business meeting.

 5 She won’t be studying (not/study)  
for her exams this time tomorrow morning.

4 ★★★ Write questions and answers about 
what Betty will/won’t be doing next week in 
your notebook.  See Answer Section

 1 work/at the animal shelter/on Monday 
afternoon/4 pm? (cook dinner) 
Will Betty be working at the animal shelter 
on Monday afternoon at 4 pm? No, she 
won’t. She’ll be cooking dinner.

 2 take part in/the beach clean-up/Wednesday 
morning/10 am? (attend a lecture)

 3 do/her homework/on Friday evening/8 pm? 
(watch TV)

5 ★★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the 
correct future tense. 

  Hi, Nancy! 1) Will you be going (you/go)  
shopping this Saturday at the mall as usual? 

  Yes, I 2) am meeting (meet)  
Mary there at 11 o’clock. Why?

  I need a small favour. Ann and I 3) will be 
flying (fly) to Madrid this  
time next Monday and we need a city travel 
guide from the mall bookshop.

  No problem. I 4) will buy (buy) you  
one. How 5) are you going to get (you/get) to  
the airport? 

  Ann’s afraid there 6) will be (be)  
traffic, so we 7) are going to go (go) by train.

  Yes, it’s a public holiday then, so the roads  
8)  are going to be (be) busy. What time  
9) does your flight depart (your flight/depart)?

  At 11:30. I 10) will send (send)  
you a text before I board!

A

B

A

B

A

B

A
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Vocabulary Everyday EnglishVocabulary Everyday English3c 3d3c 3d
3 ★★ Complete the slogans with words from 

the list.

• pollution  • climate  • trade  • illegal  • habitat

 1 hedgehog  2 polar bear

 3 loggerhead sea turtle  4 orangutan

2 ★★ Do the crossword.

Many of the animals that live in 
the Earth’s oceans are now 

1) endangered and in need of our help.
Loggerhead sea turtles are under 2) threat because 
of water 3) pollution. They can get caught in plastic 
4) bags that they find in the sea. Other animals at 
5) risk are seals and whales. They are hunted illegally. 
Sealskin is made into designer clothing, while whales 
are killed for their meat, oil and blubber. Polar bears 
face a different problem. As temperatures rise, 
the ice 6) caps they live on are melting. We 
have to act now to protect 7) species that are in 
danger, before it is too late!

4 ★★★ Fill in: species, risk, threat, caps, habitat, 
endangered, bags, pollution, trade. Two words 
are extra.

Sea life in trouble!Sea life in trouble!

Endangered species

1 ★ Label the pictures. Use: polar bear, 
loggerhead sea turtle, hedgehog, orangutan. 

1         fight habitat 
loss!

This was once an animal. 

i l l eg a l 
HUNTING 

NOW! 

Protect our planet 
from pollution

DON’T DRIVE! 
CYCLE!

Save animals’ homes:

2

Don’t support the 
illegal pet 
trade .

3
He belongs in the wild

Fight climate 
change 

GO
GREEN!

4 5
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Discussing future plans

1 ★ Match the exchanges.

What are your plans for July?  

What are you going to do there?  

Where are you going to stay?  

How long are you going to stay?  

1

2

3

4

For the whole summer.

With a local family in the west of the country.

I’m going to volunteer in Ireland.

I’ll be helping out in a sea life centre.

a

b

c

d

2 ★★ Choose the correct response.

 1 A: Let’s join the volunteer team.
  B: a Really? b Why not?

 2 A: How will you get to the animal shelter?
  B: a By bus. b In July.

 3 A: You’ll be working in Costa Rica next month.
  B: a I can’t wait! b I hope I can!

 4 A: That seems interesting.
  B: a Wow! b Yes, it does!

3 ★★★ Complete the dialogue with sentences from Exs 1 & 2.

 Mark Do you have any plans for July?

 Enid 1) I’m going to volunteer in Ireland.

 Mark What work are you going to do?

 Enid 2) I’ll be helping out in a sea life centre.

 Mark That sounds fantastic! 3) Where are you going to stay?

 Enid In a hostel on the west coast.

 Mark How long are you going to be there? 

 Enid 4) For the whole summer.

 Mark I’m sure you’ll have a great time.

 Enid 5) I can’t wait!
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Conditionals (Types 0-3)

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 If you don’t water plants, they die/would 
die.

 2 When we harm our planet, we will harm/ 
harm ourselves.

 3 Unless his work improves/improved, he 
won’t pass his exams.

 4 If I have/had a garden, I’d adopt a stray dog.

 5 We would have a brighter future if we 
stopped/would stop global warming.

 6 If Harriet ever visits Thailand, she will  go/ 
would go as a volunteer.

 7 If we had had/had the time, we would have 
visited the aquarium.

 8 If Sue had come with us on safari, she would 
love/would have loved it!

 9 Unless/If we stop cutting down trees, our 
rainforests will disappear.

 10 I would rescue a lost puppy if I had seen/ saw 
one on the street.

2 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
tense. Identify the type of conditional.

 1 If it rains, the grass _________ (get) wet. 0

 2 You would take better wildlife photos if 
you upgraded (upgrade) your camera. 2.

 3 If I had seen Maurice, I would have told (tell) 
him about next week’s clean-up day. 3. 

 4 Some birds fly (fly) south when the weather 
turns cold. 0.

 5 If Mary had taken a taxi, she would have

                 arrived (arrive) here on time. 3. 

 6 If I found (find) a sick animal, I would take it 
to the vet. 2.

 7 We will save (save) money on electricity if we 
install solar panels. 1.

 8 We won’t go unless he comes (come) with us. 
1. 

 9 If they don’t leave now, they won’t be (not/
be) here on time. 1.

 10 She wouldn’t have left (not/leave) if we had 
asked her to stay. 3.

gets

Compose Inbox Trash

Hi Kathy, 
Thanks for the email. Sorry you were worried. I wish I wrote to 
you sooner to tell you I’m fine. In fact, I’m having a great time 
– I’m just too busy to write very often!
This is the only wild animal hospital in the area, so if one will 
be sick or injured, people bring it here. The hospital treats 
more animals every year, and the head vet said that if I 
haven’t volunteered, they would have been in real trouble. 
There are three vets, but only one nurse, so I help her by 
cleaning cages and feeding animals. I wish I can help treat 
the animals, but you need special training. I’m thinking of 
doing a course next summer after my exams. If I do, the vets 
say I come back here as a nurse! 
Why don’t you come here after your summer camp ends? 
They always need more volunteers. We have such a great 
time if you did! Let me know!
Love,
Nichole

Wishes

3 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1  I bought a new phone and then the price 
dropped. If only I had waited/waited!

 2  A friend borrowed my tablet and then broke 
it. If only I didn’t lend/hadn’t lent it to him!

 3 It’s raining. I wish I had/had had an umbrella.

 4 I had a late night and now I’m tired. I wish I 
had gone/went to bed early.

 5 Our city doesn’t have many green spaces. If 
only there were/had been more parks!

 6 The town is dirty. I wish people didn’t throw/
hadn’t thrown rubbish on the streets.

4 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets in the correct 
form.

 1 I wish I hadn’t stayed (not/stay)  
up late last night.

 2 If only he was (be) more  
polite! Apart from that, he’s a good kid.

 3 I wish you had come (come)  
with me to the rescue centre yesterday.

 4 If only people didn’t waste  
(not/waste) so much water!

 5 I wish we had known (know)  
about the environmental day earlier.

5 ★★★ Read the email and correct six mistakes.     
                                                     See Answer Section

Send

Search
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1 ★ Read the email and decide if the sentences 1-4 are R (right), W (wrong) or 
DS (doesn’t say).

 1 The Everglades is the biggest national park in the USA.  

 2 Melissa is going on an African safari. 

 3 At SeaWorld, they take care of endangered species. 

 4 Visitors to SeaWorld can see whales. 

2 ★★ Complete the advert with information from the email.

Hi Archie,
How are you? I’m going on the perfect holiday next month with my family! We’re going to Florida in the south of the USA and we’re visiting the Everglades and SeaWorld. I’m so excited!
The Everglades is the second largest national park in the US with a huge variety of animals and birds including snakes, alligators and pelicans. A lot of the Everglades is a swamp, but – guess what? – you can actually go on safari there! At the Everglades Safari Park, you can see all the amazing wildlife from an airboat. I can’t wait! It’s not the same as an African safari, but it’s definitely worth it.
After that, we’re driving to Orlando because we’re going to SeaWorld. It’s an aquarium, but it’s also a theme park with rides and attractions. Did you know that they also look after endangered species? They have a rescue team for wildlife in need. They’ve saved over 31,000 sea creatures in the last 50 years including whales, dolphins and sea turtles. I wish I worked there!
How about you? Are you going on holiday anywhere this summer? Write back and tell me your news. Got to go now! I’ll be late for my piano lesson if I don’t hurry up.Bye for now
Melissa

Visit our 2) aquarium with its fascinating collection of sea creatures.
Enjoy the thrilling 3) rides and attractions in our theme park.

Learn more about our rescue work saving whales, 4) dolphins and sea turtles.

And while you’re in sunny Florida, why not take a trip to Everglades Safari Park? It’s a magic 
place for nature lovers with all kinds of 5) birds and animals.

3 ★★★ Read the email again and, for statements 1-3, choose the correct answer  
(A, B or C).

 1 The main purpose of the email is to
  A invite someone on a trip. B ask advice about where to go.
  C share news about future plans.

 2 Melissa says that she 
  A will see wildlife from a boat. B will visit two national parks.
  C has been on an African safari.

 3 SeaWorld 
  A helps animals under threat. B has over 31,000 sea creatures.
  C employs 50 rescue workers.

The experience of a lifetime awaits you!

Come to SeaWorld in the 1) south of the USA!
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Vocabulary

1 Choose the correct word.

 1 Kate is going on a city/cruise/safari break to 
York.  

 2 A recycling sorter usually works shifts/ 
uniforms/ancestors.

 3 Let’s go on a(n) sightseeing/adventure/ 
beach holiday and see some attractions. 

 4 Jane is very brave/patient/creative. She 
doesn’t mind waiting for people. 

 5 Global warming causes extreme/natural/ 
entire weather.

5 x 2 = 10 

2 Fill in: earn, pet, shares, stay, starve, requires, 
explore, melt, disappear, fail.

 1 When rainforests disappear, animals lose 
their habitats. 

 2 Steven doesn’t earn a high salary. 

 3 The crops will fail if they don’t get water. 
Then, people and animals will starve.

 4 He prefers to explore new places on holiday.

 5 When ice caps melt, sea levels rise.

 6 Dolphins let people pet them. 

 7 Feeding the animals at the zoo requires a 
lot of work.

 8 He always shares the things he has learnt 
with his friends.

 9 We’ll keep you updated, so stay tuned.

10 x 1 = 10 

3 Choose the correct item.

 1 Loggerhead turtles are in/under threat.

 2 Who are you waiting for/on?

 3 Kate will be looking out/after sea turtles 
this summer.

 4 Look into/out! You’re going to break the 
eggs.

 5 What time does he arrive in/at the animal 
shelter?

5 x 1 = 5

Grammar

4 Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense. 

 1 I promise I will watch (watch) the wildlife 
documentary with you.

 2 Paul is going to work (work) in his dad’s pet 
shop this summer.

 3 The safari park opens (open) at 10 am 
tomorrow.

 4 I think you will enjoy (enjoy) volunteering.

 5 Jessica is volunteering (volunteer) at the 
animal shelter tonight.

5 x 2 = 10

5 Read Emily’s ‘To Do’ list and complete the 
sentences with the future continuous. 

 1 At 9 o’clock, Emily will be walking the dog.

 2 Emily will be buying a present for Daisy at 
half past ten.

 3 At one thirty, Emily will be eating lunch with 
Emma.

 4 At 5:15, Emily will be driving Max to the airport.

 5 Emily will be studying for a Maths test at seven.

5 x 1 = 5 

6 Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense.

 1 Unless we stop polluting, more sea creatures 
will die (die). 

 2 When you water (water) plants, they grow.

 3 I’d go camping if I were (be) you.

 4 I wish they had (have) a recycling centre here.

 5 I wish I hadn’t argued (not/argue) with Fran 
last night.

5 x 2 = 10 

 9 am 

10:30 am

1:30 pm 

5:15 pm

7 pm

To Do

– walk the dog

– buy present for Daisy

– eat lunch with Emma

– drive Max to the airport

– study for Maths test
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Competences

Now I can …
Vocabulary
•  talk about environmental problems 
•  talk about environmental jobs & qualities 
• talk about endangered species 
• describe types of holidays 

Reading 
•  read for specific information (R/W/DS statements) 

•  read for gist & detail (multiple choice questions)  

Speaking
discuss future plans 

Listening 
listen for specific information (multiple choice) 

Writing 
•  write a message inviting my friend to join me on a 

programme 
• write a blog entry about my summer plans 

Good     Very Good Excellent 

33

Listening

7  1.29  Listen and decide if the statements (1-5) 
are R (right), W (wrong) or DS (doesn’t say).

 1 Polly has been on a hiking holiday before. DS

 2 Polly and her parents will be near the sea. R

 3 Polly’s looking forward to seeing the  
wildlife. R

 4 Jack will perform in the festival. DS

 5 Polly plans to attend the festival. W

5 x 2 = 10

Reading

8 Read the email and decide if the statements 
(1-5) are R (right), W (wrong) or DS (doesn’t say).

Everyday English

9 Match the sentences to make exchanges.

 1 d  Sounds interesting!

 2 e  What are your plans for the summer?

 3 a  How long will you be there?

 4 c  Maybe we can volunteer together.

 5 b  What are you going to do there?

5 x 2 = 10

Writing

10 You are planning on volunteering at your local 
animal shelter next month. Write an email to 
your English friend telling him/her what you 
are going to do there (100-120 words). 

15 marks

TOTAL: 100 marks

  For the whole of 
July.

  I’ll be taking care 
of turtles there.

  Why not!

  Yes, it does. 

  I’m going to 
volunteer abroad.

a

b

c

d

e

 1 Will already knows the results of his exams. DS

 2 Will lives in Scotland.  W

 3 Will hasn’t seen the Loch Ness Monster. R  

 4 Will won’t work at the shelter in the 
evenings.  R

 5 The people he’ll work with will be 
strangers.  W

5 x 3 = 15

Hi, Josh,
How are things? Sorry I haven’t written for 
ages, but I’ve been busy with exams. Now 
that I’ve finished them, I want to tell you 
about my plans for the summer.
First of all, I’m going to travel to Scotland. I’ll be 
staying at Dundreggan Conservation Estate for a 
week. I’m volunteering to help plant trees there. 

And guess what? It’s near Loch Ness, so maybe I’ll spot the monster!
After that, I’m going back home for a short rest and then it’s more 
volunteering. I’ll be helping out at the local dog shelter in the 
mornings. They need people to walk and feed the dogs. I know 
some of the people who work there, 
so I’m sure I’ll have a great time.
Anyway, I’ve got to go now. I’m taking 
my brother to the aquarium. Write 
back and tell me what you’re doing 
this summer.
See you soon,
Will

emailnew tab

send

See Suggested Answer Section
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3 ★★ Fill in the correct form of the verbs: 
design, exhibit, hold, organise, prepare, send, 
take, transform. 

Every February, the quiet town of Kawhia is 1) transformed into 
the food festival capital of New Zealand. People from all over 
the country and abroad come to 2) take a closer look at Maori 
culture and try traditional Maori dishes. The festival is 
3)  organised by the local community, and arts and crafts are 
4) exhibited which were 5) designed and made by Maoris. But 
the most important part of the festival is the kai. 
This means ‘food’ in Maori, and this food is 
6) prepared in a special way – it’s cooked in a 
pit under the ground! The results are 
delicious! The festival is 7) held on the 
beach, in the place where the Maori 
believe they first arrived in New 
Zealand.
The Kawhia Kai 8) sends a 
powerful message to everybody 
– Maori traditions are alive and well in 
New Zealand!

 1 plastic bottle caps  2 newspapers 

 3 aluminum  
cans

 4 glass  jars

 5 juice  
cartons

 6 crisp  
packet

4 ★★★ Fill in: awareness, comic book, costumes, 
computer, cruel, display, distance, overnight, 
TV viewers, warning, wasteful. Three words are 
extra.

Vocabulary
Festivals & Events – Recyclable 
materials

1 ★ Choose the correct word. 

 1 It’s an exhibition of plates and other 
painting/pottery.

 2 Over 10,000 people turned down/out at the 
opening ceremony.

 3 The life-sized wooden sculptures/props in 
the town square were amazing! 

 4 The best photo wins/holds a prize of £500.

 5 Laura turned her mum’s old clothes into/ 
down a fantastic costume.

 6 TV viewers/fans are looking forward to the 
new series.

2 ★ Label the pictures. 

Kawhia Kai

Hi guys!
Last weekend, I was in San Diego, which changes 
1) overnight from a modern city into the biggest pop 
culture festival in the world, ComicCon. 2) Comic book 
readers come here from all over the world dressed in 
the 3)  costumes of their favourite characters – I was 
dressed as the 4) cruel Joker! You could turn the corner 
and, without 5)  warning, see an actor from your 
favourite sci-fi series! There was a 6) display of actual 
props from films, like Captain America’s shield! I went to 
a 7) computer art workshop, and saw how it’s made. 
The festival also has a heart – for example, it raised 
8) awareness of hurricane victims – as well as collecting 
money for them. I had a great time! I really want to go 
again next year!

Rob’s Blog
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The passive 

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 The festival is held/is being held/was being 
held every year in July.

 2 The play is/was/has written by Shakespeare 
in the 16th century.

 3 The outdoor performance will cancel/ 
cancelled/be cancelled if the weather is bad, 
but the actors usually don’t stop for a bit of 
rain!

 4 The panel with the actors from The 
Defenders was being moved/has been 
moved/is moved to 7 o’clock. 

 5 An episode of the TV show was filmed/had 
been filmed/is being filmed in my village 
right now!

2 ★★ Complete the sentences in the passive.

 1 Mrs Thomas doesn’t organise the festival 
every year.

  The festival isn’t organised by Mrs Thomas 
every year.

 2 Tom didn’t invite Jenny to the concert.
  Jenny wasn’t invited to the concert by Tom.

 3 They will award a prize for the best dish. 
  A prize will be awarded for the best dish. 

 4 She was booking the tickets when I called.
  The tickets were being booked (by her) when 

I called. 

 5 They haven’t released the new film yet.
  The new film hasn’t been released yet.

3 ★★★ Read the text and correct the eight 
mistakes. 

a/an – the – one/ones 

4 ★ Fill in the or –.

5 ★★ Fill in a, an, the, one or ones where 
necessary.

 1 A: I met an old friend at the festival.
  B: Really? Is he the one in the picture playing 

the piano?   

 2 A: Did you visit any art galleries in – Paris?
  B: Yes. We didn’t visit the Louvre, but we 

visited the Musée Rodin.

 3 A: Shall we book tickets for the 7:30 
performance of Romeo and Juliet on – 
New Year’s Day?

  B: I think the ones for the performance at 
2:30 will be cheaper.

6 ★★★ Read the email and fill in a/an, the or 
one/ones where necessary. 

The Globe Theatre was being built in 1599 and it was 

the venue for many of William Shakespeare’s plays. 

Unfortunately, while the play Henry VIII was performing 

in 1613, a fire started. The theatre burnt down and had 

to rebuild. Then, in 1644, it destroyed again. The Globe 

had almost been forgetting when, in 1989, its 

foundations discovered on the South Bank of the River 

Thames. The actor Sam Wanamaker began rebuilding 

it in 1993, and it finally opened in 1997. Since then, 

millions of people have been visited it and lots of plays 

have performed there.

Hi Olly,
I’m having so much fun at 
1) the Edinburgh Festival here 
in 2) – Scotland! It’s very busy. 
I’m glad I booked my room early 
because a lot of hotels don’t 
have any free 3) ones.
There are so many 
performances here that it’s 
difficult to choose which 4) one 
to see. The 5) one I saw last night was 6) a one-man 
comedy show. 7) The comedian was so funny! Today, 
I’m going to 8) an art exhibition. The artist is from our 
home town, 9) – Manchester! I’ll send you 10) an 
email about it later. 
Bye for now,
Emma

 1 the Atlantic Ocean

 2 – Heathrow Airport

 3 – Oxford Street

 4 the River Thames

 5 – Sicily

 6 – France

 7 the Sahara

 8 the Smiths

See Answer Section



Types of music – Theatre

1 ★ Match the types of music (1-6) to the 
descriptions (a-f).

 1 c  classical

 2 e  folk

 3 a  heavy metal

 4 d  pop

 5 f  rap

 6 b  reggae
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 b) ★★ Use words in Ex. 3a to complete the 

sentences.

 1 Jessica needs some new strings for her bass 
guitar.

 2 My parents bought my brother a drum kit 
for his birthday and I can’t stand the noise!

 3 Dan Reynolds is the lead singer of the band 
Imagine Dragons, but there are three other 
members.

 4 There was some great live music at the 
festival.

4 ★★★ Fill in the correct word. Then match 
each sentence to the correct picture (A-F).

 1 Seats in the balcony are usually cheaper 
than those on the main floor.

 2 At the end of the show, all the actors came 
out onto the stage.

 3 I always feel excited when the  
curtain goes up at the beginning of a play. 

 4 If your seat is in rows 5 to 12, you’ll have 
the best view of the performance.

 5 Please don’t put your bag in the  
aisle. Somebody might trip over it.

 6 Our seats were in the front row of the  
stalls. It was amazing to be so close to the 
actors!

  very loud rock music with lots of electric 
guitar

  a kind of music that started in Jamaica

  the kind of music written by Mozart and 
Beethoven

  modern music for teens that is easy to listen 
and dance to

  traditional music from a particular country 
or area

  a kind of music with spoken words instead of 
singing

2 ★ Fill in: exciting, boring, relaxing, happy, sad.

 1 The style of music is the same in all his songs. 
They are boring.

 2 I like energetic, lively music with a catchy 
rhythm. It’s exciting.

 3 This CD has got sounds from nature to calm 
you down. It is so relaxing.

 4 This song is so sad! It always makes me cry.

 5 If I feel miserable, I listen to some happy 
music to cheer me up.

3 a) ★★ Match the words in the two columns.

a

b

c

d

e

f

A 6 B 2

D 1

E 3

C 4

E 5

lead  

concert  

live  

bass  

opera  

drum  

1

2

3

4

5

6

kit

singer

house

music

hall

guitar

a

b

c

d

e

f
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Booking tickets for a performance

1 ★ Choose the correct response.

 1 A: I’d like two tickets for the 7:00 performance.
  B: a I’m sorry, but it’s sold out. b Enjoy the show!

 2 A: How much are the tickets?
  B: a Cash, please. b They’re £35 each.

 3 A: Can I have the seats next to the aisle, please?
  B: a Certainly. b There are just four seats left.

2 ★★ Reorder the exchanges.

 1 a Is that for the 3 pm performance or the 8 pm? 3

  b I’d like three tickets for Mamma Mia! this Saturday, please. 2

  c How can I help you? 1

 2 a What about the one at 2 pm, then? 2

  b Let me check. 3

  c I’m afraid the late show is sold out. 1

 3 a Can I have the ones in the stalls, please? 2

  b There are three seats in the stalls, or three in the boxes. 1

  c Of course. 3

 4 a Can I pay by card? 3

  b How much are the tickets? 1

  c They’re £42 each, so that’s £126, please. 2

3 ★★★ Complete the dialogue. Two sentences are extra.

• Are there any tickets for Thursday?  • By card, please.  • How can I help you?  
• How much are they?  • The view is better from there.  • I’m sorry, but it’s sold out. 
• Let me check. 

  Good morning. 1) How can I help you?

  I’d like two tickets for this Wednesday for The Lion King, please.

  Is that for the afternoon performance or the evening one?

  The later show, please.

  2) I’m sorry, but it’s sold out.

  I see. What about the afternoon one, then?

  3) Let me check. Yes, there are just six seats left at 2 o’clock; two in the stalls in 
row C, and four in the boxes.

  Can I have the ones in row C, please?

  Certainly.

  4) How much are they?

  They’re £33 each, so that’s £66, please. Will you be paying in cash or by card?

  5) By card, please.

  OK. Show this receipt to collect your tickets at the box office before the 
performance starts. Enjoy the show!

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A
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Relative clauses

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 They are the people who/which organised 
the concert.

 2 The play who/that we saw last weekend has 
got a five-star review in The Times!

 3 This guitar, which/that I got for my eighth 
birthday, was my first musical instrument.

 4 Adam, who/whose sister is a presenter on 
TV, is a friend of mine.

 5 The cinema where/which we saw Infinity 
War was the first cinema I ever visited.

 6 Do you remember Daniel, which/whose 
video camera I borrowed to record our 
school project?

2 ★★ Fill in: who, which, where, whose or that.

 1 Leonardo da Vinci, who was Italian, painted 
the Mona Lisa.

 2 Doctor Strange is a film about a superhero 
that/which stars Benedict Cumberbatch.

 3 Antonia Kidman, whose sister is actress 
Nicole Kidman, is a TV presenter.

 4 The island where they filmed Mamma Mia! is 
in Greece.

 5 Shakespeare’s Globe, which looks like a 
theatre from the 16th century, is in London.

 6 Adam Levine, who is the lead singer for the 
band Maroon 5, can also play the guitar.

3 ★★★ Join the sentences using the relative 
pronoun/adverb in brackets. Decide if the 
sentences are D (defining) or ND (non-defining).

 1 This is the local theatre. I performed  
my first play here. (where) D

 2 San Diego is in the USA. It’s the home  
of a huge comic convention. (which) ND

 3 Robin lives on my street. He’s a  
professional gamer. (who) ND

 4 Bella’s cousin lives in New York. She  
wants to move to America. (whose) ND

 5 This is the costume. I made it for the  
cosplay convention. (which) D

Comparative – Superlative

4 ★ Fill in: much, more, most, than (x2), as, less. 

 1 The fireworks were less impressive than last 
year; they only lasted for three minutes 
instead of ten.

 2 The Sydney Opera House is the most famous 
opera house in the world.

 3 I honestly find books more interesting than 
computer games.

 4 Have you noticed that the town is much 
more crowded than usual?  
I wonder what’s going on.

 5 The tickets are not as expensive as last 
year’s ones.

5 ★★ Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the words in brackets.

 1 Edinburgh Festival is the biggest (big) arts 
festival in the UK.

 2 The shops are always busier (busy) on 
Saturdays than they are on weekdays.

 3 Vlogging is more popular (popular) 
nowadays than it was three years ago.

 4 I thought Marley and Me was the most 
fascinating (fascinating) film.

 5 It’s usually quicker (quick) to walk to the 
theatre than drive because of all the traffic.

 6 This Japanese restaurant is the best (good) 
in the whole city. 

6 ★★★ Complete the second sentence using the 
word in bold so that it means the same as the 
first one. Use up to three words. 

 1 We didn’t have enough money for concert 
tickets. EXPENSIVE

  The concert tickets were too expensive for  
us to buy.

 2 I’ve never seen such a boring rock band 
before.  THE

  That was the most boring rock band I’ve 
ever seen.

 3 Adam is better at art than Liam. NOT
  Liam is not as good at art as Adam.

 4 Learning how to sculpt isn’t as easy as I 
thought. HARDER

  Learning how to sculpt is harder than I 
thought.

38
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1 ★ Read the text and decide if sentences 1-4 are R (right), W (wrong) or DS (doesn’t 
say).

 1 The people of the Seychelles have got their own language.  R

 2 The parade is the most popular event at Festival Kreol. DS

 3 Traditional food is the only thing on sale at the Creole market. W

 4 Bal Asosye is a type of Creole dance. W

2 ★★ Read the text and complete the sentences.

 1 The Seychelles are in the Indian Ocean.

 2 People first settled there over 250 years ago.

 3 Festival Kreol takes place on the island of Mahé.

3 ★★★ Read the text and, for statements 1-4, choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

 1 According to the writer, the Seychelles are 
  A the only place Creole people live. B a great place for a holiday.
  C the last place with Creole traditions.

 2 Seychellois Creole culture is
  A a mixture of different traditions. B the Mahé way of life.
  C another name for the culture of the Indian Ocean.

 3 You can buy traditional Creole dishes
  A during the parade. B at the beach. C at Bal Asosye.

 4 Bal Asosye
  A takes a whole day to prepare.
  B finishes at 8 o’clock in the morning.
  C lasts all night.

The Seychelles are a group of islands in the Indian Ocean, home to stunning beaches, 
amazing coral reefs and fascinating wildlife. They’re the ideal location for the perfect 
vacation – and the only place to experience Seychellois Creole culture.
This culture is a blend of the traditions, customs and history (not to mention the 
delicious cuisine) of the French, African, Indian and Chinese people who settled 
in the Seychelles over 250 years ago. This unique mix is celebrated at the 
Festival Kreol, which takes place on the island of Mahé every year in October.
Theatrical performances in the local language, Seychellois Creole, are put on, 
as well as shows of live Creole music. There is a colourful parade through the 
streets where participants wear beautiful costumes, with headdresses of feathers 
and garlands of flowers. There’s a market down on the beach, where people buy 
traditional arts and crafts and visit the food stalls to try the famous Creole 
cooking.
The highlight of Festival Kreol, Bal Asosye, is on the last day. It’s a big party that 
starts at 8 o’clock in the evening and finishes the next morning! Local people 
dance traditional dances to Creole music and, at midnight, a spicy soup is served 
to keep people awake for more dancing! It’s a great way to end a great festival and 
visitors go home tired but with a better understanding of Seychellois Creole life.

Creole Culture
Celebrating
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Vocabulary

1 Choose the correct word.

 1 He found a seat in the back aisle/row.

 2 Don’t throw away the plastic/glass jars – 
they’re recyclable.

 3 This song’s venues/lyrics are so well-written.

 4 Ann is the lead/bass singer in the band.

 5 I don’t like action/horror films because 
they’re too scary.

5 x 1 = 5 

2 Fill in: hold, take, dress, attend, focus.

 1 Anyone can take part in the parade.

 2 The exhibition will focus on modern art.

 3 They hold the festival at the end of July.

 4 We expect thousands to attend the festival.

 5 Gary’s going to dress up as Harry Potter.

5 x 1 = 5 

3 Choose the correct item.

 1 Tickets for the concert aren’t at/on sale yet. 

 2 1,000 people turned out/in for the parade. 

 3 We met a famous musician at/by the festival. 

 4 Bob turned into/down the invitation to the 
party. 

 5 The festival only lasts with/for two days. 

5 x 1 = 5 

Grammar

4 Complete the sentences with the correct 
passive form of the verbs in brackets.

 1 The exhibition will be opened (open) by a 
famous artist next month.

 2 The Mona Lisa was painted (paint) in the 
early 16th century.

 3 The Edinburgh Festival is held (hold) every 
August.

 4 Information about the festival can be found 
(can/find) online now.

 5 Tickets for the concert must be bought 
(must/buy) by Friday at the latest.

5 x 2 = 10

5 Choose the correct item.

 1 Guernica was painted by/with Pablo Picasso.

 2 The music was too/enough loud for my 
parents.

 3 Would you like this seat or that one/ones at 
the back?

 4 Everyone agreed it was an/a memorable 
festival.

 5 This artwork was made by/with recycled 
plastic.

5 x 1 = 5 

6 Fill in: which/that, who/that, where, whose. 
Add commas where necessary. Where can we 
omit the relative?

 1 This is Martha whose mother is a musician in 
a jazz band.

 2 Did you meet the artist who/that created 
Trash People?

 3 That’s the exhibition which/that (can be 
omitted) I went to last week.

 4 The concert, which/that was attended by 
thousands of people, was shown on TV.

 5 Which is the band whose lead singer is also a 
painter?

5 x 2 = 10 

7 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the adjectives in brackets.

 1 That was the worst (bad) concert I’ve ever 
attended!

 2 Was this year’s parade better (good) than 
last year’s?

 3 I loved it. It’s the the most entertaining 
(entertaining) film in cinemas this summer.

 4 Fran doesn’t find museums as enjoyable 
(enjoyable) as galleries.

 5 Sadly, the event was less popular (popular) 
than we had hoped.

5 x 2 = 10
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Competences

Now I can …
Vocabulary
•  talk about festivals & festival activities 
•  talk about types of music & novels 
• talk about recyclable materials 
• talk about the theatre 

Reading 
•  understand the lexico-structural patterns in a text 

(missing words) 
•  read for detail (R/W/DS statements) 

Speaking
book tickets for a performance 

Listening 
 listen for detail (multiple matching) 

Writing 
•  write about a form of art 
• write an article about a festival 

Good      Very Good Excellent 
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Listening

8  2.10  Listen to George and Carla talking in a 
music shop. Which type of music (a-g) does 
each person like most?

 1 A part  B action  C place

 2 A ago  B before  C since

 3 A with  B for C by

 4 A up B off C on

 5 A throw B threw C thrown

5 x 2 = 10

5 x 2 = 10

Writing

11 Think of a celebration in your country. Write an 
article about it for a travel magazine. Write: 
name – when/where it happens – how long it 
lasts – what activities people do (100-120 words).

20 marks

TOTAL: 100 marks

Everyday English

10 Match the sentences to make exchanges.

 1 d   Is that for the 6 pm performance or the 
9 pm?

 2 e  How can I help you?

 3 a  How much are they?

 4 c  Sorry, but that performance is sold out.

 5 b   Can I have the seats at the back, please?

  They’re £8 each.

  Certainly, sir.

  What about the 
one at 9 o’clock?

  The later show, 
please.

  I’d like to book 
some tickets, please.

a

b

c

d

e

If  you love cats, then head to Ypres in Belgium for Kattenstoet. 
This cat festival takes 1) … every three years on the second 

Sunday in May and celebrates the cats of Ypres. It started a long 
time 2) … when the town was famous for producing wool. The town’s 
wool was protected from hungry mice 3) … the cats. Nowadays, 
there is a parade with huge cats made from papier mâché. A prize is 
given for the best design. Some people dress 4) … in medieval 
costumes and there are dancers and stilt walkers. At the end, stuffed 
toy cats are 5) … to the crowd and later on there is a fireworks 
display. It’s the perfect end to a ‘purr’fect day!

Reading

9 Complete the article with the correct words  
(A, B or C). 

1

2

3

4

5

Carla  

Mark  

George  

Lisa  

Kevin  

  folk

  classical

  pop

  jazz

  heavy metal

  rap

  blues

5 x 2 = 10

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

A Feline Festival
See Suggested Answer Section
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Reading

1 ★ Read the text and choose the word (A, B or C) that best fits each gap (1-5).

2 ★★ Read the text and decide if the sentences (1-5) are R (right), W (wrong) or 
DS (doesn’t say).

 1 The WWF used to have a different logo. DS

 2 Humans are responsible for the low number of pandas. R

 3 Grangeon’s pandas are mostly made of paper. R

 4 Grangeon didn’t allow people to photograph the pandas. W

 5 At the moment, the panda population is falling.  W

3 ★★★ Read the text and for questions 1-4, choose the correct answer.

 1 The first panda sculptures were made in France/entirely by Grangeon/by a 
number of people. 

 2 The first exhibition included life-size sculptures/took place on top of a tower/ 
was partly organised by the WWF. 

 3 In the first exhibition, all of the sculptures were standing/looked the same/had 
different features. 

 4 After each exhibition, the pandas went on sale/were destroyed/travelled to a 
new destination.

 1 A think B find C believe 

 2 A From B For C Since 

 3 A in  B at C on

 4 A it B those C them

 5 A made B took C brought

Panda Parade
There’s a reason why the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) chose a panda for its 
logo – with their big eyes and round faces, we 1) _______ them extremely cute! 
Unfortunately, though, this hasn’t helped pandas in their fight for survival. 2) _______ 
years, we have been destroying their natural habitats, so now they are an endangered 
species. 
This problem was made very clear in an exhibition called 1,600 Pandas World Tour. 
In 2008, the French artist Paulo Grangeon went to a village in Thailand and, along 
with some volunteers, created 1,600 papier-mâché panda sculptures – one for each 
of the pandas alive 3) _______ the wild at that time. Papier-mâché is an art material 
which comes from layers of paper – and Grangeon made sure to use recycled paper 
and environmentally-friendly paint. Then, with the WWF, he organised an exhibition 
of these mini-pandas in Paris close to the Eiffel Tower. 

The first exhibition was a huge success. Since they were handmade, each of the 
pandas had a unique expression and pose, and people loved taking pictures of 
4) _______ . Then, for the next eight years, Grangeon exhibited his pandas in 

locations around the world – usually next to famous landmarks. For each location, 
Grangeon used new panda sculptures from Thailand, and afterwards they were sold 
to the public to raise money for the WWF. 
Everywhere it was displayed, people thought that the exhibition was entertaining but 
also very shocking. Grangeon’s artwork 5)  _______ it uncomfortably easy to see 
how few pandas there are left in the world. Slowly, the number is rising, but it’s up 
to us all to help the panda and the other endangered animals on our planet.
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Listening

4 ★   3.20  Listen to Robert talking to Lisa 
about holidays. Match the people (1-5) to their 
favourite type of holiday (a-h). 

8 ★★ You have finished school for the summer. 
Write a blog entry (100-120 words) about your 
plan to attend the volunteer programme in 
Ex. 5. Include: where/when you are planning to 
go – who you are going with – what you will 
do there. 

9 ★★★  3.22  Listen to the recording in Ex. 6 
again and complete the table about the 
festival the speakers are talking about. Now, 
use you notes to write an article (100-120 
words) about the festival for a travel 
magazine.

Writing

7 ★ Complete the extract from an email with 
the words in the list. Three words are extra.

• organise  • go  • join  • leave  • have  • apply  
• take  • come  

5 ★★  3.21  Listen to an advert and fill in the 
gaps (1-5).

6 ★★★  3.22  Listen to Sarah talking to David 
about a festival that she is going to attended. 
For questions 1-5, choose the correct answer 
(A, B or C). 

 1 David will compete in a sports event on 
  A Friday. B Saturday. C Sunday.

 2 They are planning to attend a(n) 
  A music festival.  B food festival.
  C environmental festival. 

 3 Sarah found out about the festival from
  A her parents. B her cousin.
  C a website.  

 4 Which workshop will David NOT attend? 
  A gardening B basket making
  C eco-living skills 

 5 How will they travel to the festival?
  A by car B by bus C by train

Name:

Where:

When:

What to see/do:

Lisa  

Sarah  

Harry  

Jane  

Mary  

1

2

3

4

5

cruise

sightseeing

safari

adventure holiday

city break

volunteer holiday

beach holiday

camping holiday

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Send

Search

I’ve just read about a volunteer programme in a 
nature reserve in Wales. I’m definitely going to 
1) apply for it and I thought you might want to 2) join  
me there! It’s in the first two weeks of August, and 
volunteers 3)  go on clean-up days and 4)  take  
tourists on guided walks. Just say yes and I’ll 
5) organise everything! 
Debby

Location: Chester Zoo, Cheshire, England 
Dates: 12th-24th 1) July
Age of applicants: 14 - 2) 18
Duties: •  help to prepare animals’ 3) food
 •  write reports on animal’s heath
 •  give 4) (educational) talks to 

visitors
How to apply:  Email:  

5) jobs @chesterzoo.com

Teen Volunteer Programme

Compose Inbox Trash

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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Vocabulary
Exercise

1 ★ Choose the correct word. 

 1 Why don’t you join a gym to get/exercise 
fit?

 2 Yoga helps to kick/strengthen your body.

 3 Using Kangoo Jumps can definitely bend/
improve balance.

 4 Dancing actually uses/builds a lot of energy.

2 ★★ Choose the correct word.

3 ★★★ Complete the advert. Use: arts, calories, 
challenging, growing, reflexes, relaxing, 
self-defence, talented.

Sports & Equipment

4 ★ Complete the sentences with the words in 
the list. 

• rink  • course  • court  • pitch  • pool  • ring 

 1 We often go swimming at the local pool.

 2 Is this a 9-hole or an 18-hole golf course?

 3 Let’s meet at the basketball court after 
school.

 4 The ice rink is open all year round.

 5 This is her first boxing fight in a ring.

 6 We can’t play on the football pitch today 
because they’re repainting the lines.

5 ★★ Do the crossword.

6 ★★★ Complete with the correct words. What 
is each person’s favourite sport? Choose from 
the list. 

• basketball  • rugby  • ice hockey  • water polo 

 1 We kick and throw an oval ball across a 
pitch. rugby

 2 Both teams try to throw a round ball 
through a hoop at the end of the court. 
basketball

 3 There’s a an ice rink just outside my town. I 
go there with my dad. He’s got his own stick 
and skates. ice hockey

 4 I practise every day at the pool with my 
team. We wear goggles and special 
swimming hats. water polo

h
o
o
p

e a d g
o
g
g
l
evo

o
tab
s t i c k

b
lg s

s

e a r
a
c l u

p

c
k

b
q
u
e
t

1 2 3

5

4

7

6

9

8

Hi Daisy,
Are you interested 1) at/in/with sports? I’m not usually keen 
2)  with/at/on exercise, but I love taking part 3)  in/to/at 
Zumba classes! I started last September. I stayed with my 
grandparents for the whole summer and I put 4) up/on/in a 
bit of weight – my grandma is a great cook! I actually needed 
to buy some new clothes, but I kept putting it 5) off/up/on 
because I hate shopping! I’m glad I did, because I 
discovered Fight Club instead and it’s great. It’s a workout 
that’s a lot of fun. Personally, I think the key 6)  of/for/to 
getting in shape is having fun! Also, unlike most sports, 
you’re not 7)  under/to/at risk of injury because you can 
work at your own pace. You should come with me and try it 
some time!
Anna Send

Are you tired of 1) relaxing workouts like yoga, 
and want to try something more 

2) challenging? Are you a fan of martial 3) arts? 
Then come to the Dean Street Dojo. From judo  
to karate to the fastest 4) growing one in the  
UK, capoeira – we teach them all. Learning 
5) self-defence is very important for every young 
person. Your 6) reflexes will get quicker, your 
body will get stronger and you’ll burn loads of 
7) calories. And if you are 8) talented, we will 
enter you in competitions and help you train.

Dean Street DojoDean Street Dojo
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Modals – Past modals 

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 You mustn’t/don’t have to lift heavy 
weights if you’re alone. It’s dangerous.

 2 Lucy should/might join our yoga class 
– she’s not sure yet.

 3 If you want my advice, you should/may see 
a doctor.

 4 We must/can put all the equipment away 
after the lesson. It’s the coach’s only rule.

 5 He ought to/shall take up a sport – he’s 
putting on weight. 

 6 We should/can take bottles of water into 
the gym, but food is forbidden.

 7 Can/Would I use the pool now?

 8 You mustn’t/needn’t book a tennis court. 
The sports centre isn’t busy on Thursday 
afternoons.

2 ★★ Look at the signs and choose the correct 
items.

CHILDREN UNDER 12 CAN/
MUST BE 

ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT.

CLASS PARTICIPANTS 

NEEDN’T/CAN’T BRING 

THEIR OWN YOGA 

MATS: THE TEACHER 

CAN PROVIDE THEM.

C

3 ★★ Fill in: mustn’t, might, can, could, had to, 
wasn’t able to, have to, didn’t have to.

 1 Sue could run very fast when she was young.

 2 You can do both indoor and outdoor sports 
at the summer camp.

 3 They had to call off the match yesterday 
because it was raining.

 4 Debbie might start jogging, but she has to 
check with her doctor first.

 5 Mandy didn’t have to buy a taekwondo kit; 
her brother gave her his old one.

 6 I have to strengthen my stomach muscles. 
The doctor says it will help my backache.

 7 Craig wasn’t able to watch the game; his 
Internet connection wasn’t working.

 8 We mustn’t go in that room. Look – there’s a 
sign.

4 ★★★ Rewrite the sentences using the 
appropriate modal verb. 

 1 It’s possible that George won’t come to 
football practice. 
George might not come to football practice.

 2 Would you mind if I borrowed your football 
boots? 
Can/Could/May I borrow your football boots?

 3 I advise you to warm up before you start 
training. 
You should warm up before you start 
training.

 4 Peter managed to finish the race in under 
four minutes. 
Peter was able to finish the race in under 
four minutes.

 5 You have permission to use the pool 
between 9 am and 6 pm. 
You can/may use the pool between 9 am 
and 6 pm.

 6 You are not allowed to touch the ball with 
your hands. 
You mustn’t touch the ball with your hands.

 7 It wasn’t necessary for us to buy special 
equipment. 
We didn’t have/need to buy special 
equipment.

 8 It’s the law that you wear a seat belt when 
you’re in a moving car. 
You have to/must wear a seat belt when 
you’re in a moving car.

E

D

CUSTOMERS MAY/
HAVE TO BE OVER 

16 TO USE THE 
MACHINES.

A You should/might 
bring some water 

with you at Kangoo 
Jumps classes.

B

You 
MUSTN’T/DON’T 
HAVE TO wear 

outdoor shoes in the 
sports hall.
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3 ★★★ Fill in: headache, drops, honey, rest, 
sprained, cold, water, painkiller, hurt, sore.

Injuries & Accidents/ Health 
problems & Treatments

1 ★ Choose the correct word.

Hi Ben!
I saw on social media that you’ve 1) sprained your wrist. 
How did it happen? I hope it’s not too painful. Make sure 
you get some 2) rest and take a 3) painkiller if it hurts too 
much.
I don’t feel well either. I’ve had a 4) sore throat for three 
days. I ate some 5) honey, but it still hurts! Also, I’ve got a 
terrible 6) headache behind my eyes and a runny nose, 
and I feel dizzy. This morning, I actually went to the 
doctor. She told me the pain in my throat and my head is 
from a 7)  cold, so all I can do for that is drink lots of 
8) water and stay in bed. She also said that I’ve got an ear 
infection! I had no idea, because my ears don’t 9) hurt at 
all. Apparently, the inside of my ear is swollen and red, 
and that’s why I feel dizzy. The doctor gave me some ear 
10) drops. I have to put them in my ears three times a day 
for a week.
Let’s hope we both feel better soon!
Take care,
Lisa

 I’ve got a temperature and my 
body aches all over. I think I’ve 
got the 2) flu.

2 ★★ Complete the text messages with the 
correct health problem.

  I’m not coming to football 
practice today. I ate too much 
and now I’ve got a  
1) stomach  ache.

This 3) earache is so painful! I 
didn’t sleep all night because of 
the pain in my ear!

  I’ve got a terrible  
4) toothache and I can’t eat 
anything except soup!

 I didn’t answer when you called because I’ve 
got a really 5) sore  throat and it hurts when I 
speak.

Rob

Ellen
Jess

Paul

Julia

 1 cut/twist an ankle

 2 get/sprain a 
black eye 

 3 twist/break a leg 

 4 hit/cut a finger
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Talking to the doctor

1 ★ Match the exchanges.
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Are you sure it’s not serious?  

Can I still go jogging?  

You need to stay in bed.  

What seems to be the problem?  

1

2

3

4

No, I’m afraid not.

I think I’ve sprained my wrist.

Yes, it’s nothing to worry about.

OK, I will.

a

b

c

d

2 ★★ Choose the correct response.

 1 A: It hurts all the time.
  B: a OK, let’s take a look.
   b  If you’re still in pain, come back.

 2 A: Well, it’s definitely not broken.
  B: a It’s my ankle, Doctor.
   b But it hurts when I stand on it.

 3 A: You need to use these ear drops three times a day.
  B: a OK, I will.
   b It’s really sore. 

 4 A: Do you think I’ll be better by Friday?
  B: a It’s nothing to worry about.
   b I’m afraid not.

3 ★★★ Use sentences from Exs 1 & 2 to complete the dialogue.

  Come in and sit down, Max. 1) What seems to be the problem?

  I feel awful, Doctor. I’m hot, but I’m shivering, I’ve got a sore throat and a 
headache. In fact, everything aches!

  2) OK, let’s take a look. Well, you’ve got a 40ºC fever, Max, but there’s no infection.

  Are you sure it’s not serious?

  3) Yes, it’s nothing to worry about. You’ve just got the flu. There’s not much you 
can do except stay in bed, drink lots of water and wait for it to get better.

  4)  Do you think I’ll be better by Friday? My friends and I have got tickets  
to Glastonbury Festival.

  No, I’m afraid not, Max. People usually take between one and two weeks to 
recover from the flu. Just rest as much as you can.

  5) OK, I will. Thanks, Doctor. 

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

Aa-choo!!
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The causative

1 ★ Choose the correct word.

 1 Will you have your football kit mending/ 
mended, or will you buy a new one? 

 2 Tony is having his car washed/washing 
right now.

 3 Mr Lyons couldn’t meet us in his office 
because he was having it painted/painted it.

 4 They are going to have their hair cut/cut 
their hair at the hairdresser’s.

2 ★★ Complete the exchanges using the 
causative.

 1 A: Hi, Jessica. I see you (have) had your hair 
cut (your hair/cut).

  B: No, I just had it styled (it/style) by a 
professional this morning.

 2 A: Mrs Lewis has her house cleaned (her 
house/clean) every week.

  B: When I have my own house, I will have it 
cleaned (it/clean) too – I hate housework!

 3 A: How does it look, Dr Barnes?
  B: I’m afraid this tooth is going to cause 

you a lot of problems, Ray. You must 
have it removed (it/remove).

 4 A: Do you think you will have your car 
serviced (your car/service) this week?

  B: Actually, I have already had it checked 
(already/it/check) but it needs a few 
repairs.

3 ★★★ Read the situations and write sentences 
using the causative, as in the example.

 1 They have fixed Emma’s bike. What has 
Emma done? 
Emma has had her bike fixed.

 2 They make her dinner every evening. What 
does she do? 
She has her dinner made every evening.

 3 He had been repairing Jenny’s fridge. What 
had Jenny been doing? 
Jenny had been having her fridge repaired.

 4 She is going to organise Tim’s party. What is 
Tim going to do? 
Tim is going to have his party organised.

Reflexive pronouns – Plural 
nouns

4 ★ Complete with is or are.

 1 Your football shorts are very dirty.

 2 The good news is we won the game.

 3 The players’ belongings are locked in the 
changing rooms during the match.

 4 £120 a month is too much money for a gym 
membership.

5 ★★ Fill in the correct reflexive pronoun. 

 1 Please help yourself to a piece of cake, Amy.

 2 James painted his bedroom by himself.

 3 Ouch! I cut myself on your pencil sharpener.

 4 The students organised the concert all by 
themselves.

6 ★★★ Complete the dialogue using the 
causative and choose the correct item. 

  Hi, Carrie! What’s in the bag?

  It’s my aikido uniform. I 1) have just had it 
cleaned (just/it/clean) at Mrs Hollins’ shop.

  Why didn’t you wash it 2) itself/yourself?

  I tried. But I got the trousers 3) stain/stained 
with tomato sauce. The stain didn’t come 
out in the wash.

  Well, at least your uniform’s clean now.

  That’s the problem – it’s not. Mrs Hollins 
tried, but she says I was wrong to try to wash 
4)  them/it by 5)  myself/herself. She says I 
should always 6)  have my uniform cleaned 
(my uniform/clean) by a professional.

  Can you buy a new pair?

  I guess, but I think the cost is about £40.

  Hmmm … £40 7)  is/are a lot of money. … 
Hey, I know! My cousin used to do aikido, 
and I’m going to see her tomorrow. I bet the 
pair of trousers she has 8) fit/fits you!

  Oh, thanks, Ben – that would be great!

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B
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Inbox Outbox Trash

Search

Dear Sally, 
I’m sorry that you’re worried about your weight, but strict diets are not the right way to lose weight for girls our age. Instead, try to eat a balanced diet with a wide range of healthy foods like fresh fish, fruit and vegetables. Make sure you have your breakfast, lunch and dinner and, of course, cut down on sweets. 

Instead of eating, you could deal with stress by sleeping eight hours a day and getting some exercise. Try to do at least 30 minutes a day. You could join a gym, a dance class, or go jogging with your friends – even walking fast is good! It helps maintain a healthy weight, as well as making you sleep better and feel happier!
Finally, talk to your mum. It’s natural to argue with your parents sometimes, but if it’s happening a lot and it’s making you upset, you should discuss it. She probably feels bad, too, and wants to sort things out.Well, I hope I’ve been some help. Let me know how everything turns out!Good luck,

Beth
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2 ★★ Read the text and decide if the sentences 1-4 are R (right), W (wrong) or 
DS (doesn’t say). 

 1 Beth recommends a strict diet for teenage girls. W

 2 She thinks eating fewer meals will help Sally lose weight. W

 3 She believes exercise will help Sally to feel less stressed. R

 4 She thinks that the arguments are Sally’s mum’s fault. DS

3 ★★★ Read the text and, for statements 1-4, choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

Sally is finding it hard to  

She eats unhealthily when she  

She thinks she should  

1

2

3

feels sad.

start a diet.

maintain her weight.

a

b

c

1 ★ Read the emails and match the phrases.

 1 Sally is miserable because she
  A has weight problems.
  B is getting bad grades at school.
  C fights with her parents a lot.

 2 Beth says a balanced diet includes 
  A no sweets at all.
  B lots of small meals throughout 

the day.
  C different types of food.

 3 Beth recommends exercise to
  A improve Sally’s mood.
  B stop Sally feeling tired all the time.
  C help Sally make new friends.

 4 Beth thinks Sally should
  A apologise to her mum.
  B talk to her mum about the 

arguments.
  C feel bad about upsetting her mum.

Dear Beth,
Thanks for your email. You asked me how I am, 

and the answer is, honestly, I’m not feeling very 

good. I’m struggling with my weight. I’m 

stressed about school work and I keep arguing 

with my mum, and when I feel miserable, I don’t 

eat healthily. I need a strict diet to lose weight 

fast. Do you know of any good ones?

Sally

Inbox
Compose Trash

Send

Search
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Vocabulary

1 Choose the correct word.

 1 Most golf pitches/courses/courts have 18 
holes.

 2 Ann wears a helmet/hoop/stick when she 
cycles.

 3 There’s an ice rink/ring/pool in my town.

 4 I’ve got a sore/hurt/runny throat, doctor.

 5 Social/Peer/Addiction pressure is a common 
problem. 

5 x 1 = 5 

2 Fill in: stretch, argue, take, twist, burn. 

 1 You can burn a lot of calories running.

 2 Don’t forget to stretch your muscles.

 3 How did you twist your ankle? 

 4 Take a painkiller for your backache. 

 5 I never argue with my parents. 

5 x 1 = 5 

3 Choose the correct item.

 1 Has Julia put on/up weight recently?

 2 They put out/off the game until Friday. 

 3 The key for/to being a good player is fitness!

 4 I’m interested in/of trying some water 
sports. 

 5 Rugby players are at/with risk of injuries. 

5 x 1 = 5

Grammar

4 Complete the sentences with: herself, himself, 
themselves, ourselves, yourself.

 1 We helped ourselves to some fruit from the 
bowl.

 2 Sam prepared the meal all by himself.

 3 I hope that the children behaved themselves 
at the stadium.

 4 Did you enjoy yourself at the school sports 
day?

 5 Sarah taught the aerobics class herself.

5 x 2 = 10

5 Rewrite the sentences in the causative.

 1 A doctor is taking Grace’s temperature. 
Grace is having her temperature taken by a 
doctor.

 2 The football club will ask someone to cut 
the grass. 
The football club will have the grass cut.

 3 My dentist cleaned my teeth. 
I had my teeth cleaned by my dentist.

 4 The volleyball team is going to ask someone 
to create a website. 
The volleyball team is going to have a 
website created.

 5 Someone checks Ted’s car once a year.  
Ted has his car checked once a year.

5 x 2 = 10

6 Choose the correct modal verb.

 1 The sports centre could/shall be busy today. 

 2 You mustn’t/needn’t dive into the pool. It’s 
against the rules. 

 3 Fran had to/could fill out a form to join the 
gym. 

 4 Can/Might I help you with those bags? 

 5 Steve wasn’t able to/needn’t lift the weight 
because his upper arm was injured. 

 6 May/Would we watch the match now, 
please? 

 7 You needn’t/shouldn’t replace the ball that 
you lost. We have plenty.

 8 You ought to/are able to exercise more if 
you want to lose weight. 

8 x 1 = 8

7 Complete the sentences with is or are. 

 1 Do you know where my glasses are?

 2 The scissors are on the kitchen table.

 3 Athletics is my dad’s favourite sport.

 4 Dark chocolate is quite good for you.

 5 Is there any news about the accident yet? 

5 x 1 = 5
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Competences

Now I can …
Vocabulary
•  talk about exercise, sports, facilities and  

equipment 
•  talk about injuries, accidents, health problems and 

treatments 
• talk about teen problems 

Reading 
•  identify R/W/DS statements 
•  answer multiple choice questions 

Speaking
talk to the doctor 

Listening 
answer multiple choice questions 

Writing 
write an email giving advice 

Good     Very Good Excellent 
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Everyday English

10 Match the exchanges.

 1 b  If you’re still in pain, come back.

 2 a  Can I play basketball on Sunday? 

 3 d  What seems to be the problem?

 4 e  Are you sure it’s not serious? 

 5 c  It hurts when I move it.

  No, you need to rest it for a week.

  OK, I will. 

  OK, let’s take a look. 

  It’s my leg, Doctor.

  Yes, it’s nothing to worry about.

5 x 2 = 10 

Writing

11 Your English friend is stressed about starting at 
a new school. Write an email giving them 
advice (100-120 words). In your email: 
sympathise with their problem, give them two 
pieces of advice, express hope that they can 
solve their problem.

18 marks

Total: 100 marks

a

b

c

d

e

Listening

8  2.21  You will hear a dialogue about a teen 
problem. Choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

 1 Pam is moving to a house in
  A the countryside.  B a city.
  C a different country. 

 2 How does Tyler describe Pam’s character?
  A shy B confident C talkative 

 3 On Saturday, Pam will
  A host a party. B start packing.
  C move into her new home. 

3 x 4 = 12

Reading

9 Read the email and choose the correct answers 
(A, B or C).

 1 Finn says that  
  A he used to be addicted to social media. 
  B social media addiction is a rare problem. 
  C his sister is no longer a social media addict. 

 2 Finn suggests that Sadie should
  A limit the time she spends online. 
  B avoid contacting her online friends.  
  C stop using social media completely. 

 3 Sadie has recently 
  A given up an activity. 
  B started a hobby. 
  C bought a new smartphone.

3 x 4 = 12

Hi Sadie,
Thanks for your email. It seems like you’re addicted to 
social media. I’ve never experienced it, but I think it’s a 
common problem these days. In fact, my sister had the 
same problem recently, but she got over it and so can you! 
If I were you, I wouldn’t delete all your social media 
accounts. Instead, why don’t you go online for just one 
or two hours a day? That way, you can slowly get over 
your addiction, but still keep in touch with your online 
friends. 
Also, you should take up a hobby. Didn’t you quit dance 
classes last week? Then, you have lots of free time to do 
something different. It doesn’t matter what it is – you 
just need to keep your mind off your smartphone!
Let me know how things turn out, 
Finn

See Suggested Answer Section
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3 ★★ Match the words in the columns.

4 ★★ Match what the speakers (a-f) say to the 
places (1-6) in Ex. 3.

 a 5  “I’d like to buy this perfume, please.”

 b 3  “Your bag weighs 25 kilos.”

 c 4  “Here comes your bag!”

 d 2  “What is the purpose of your visit?”

 e 1  “Have you got your boarding pass 
ready?”

5 ★★ Fill in: after, by, on (x2), up.

 1 It’s a heavy suitcase, but it rolls on wheels, 
so it doesn’t tire me.

 2 I’m thinking of taking up a new hobby 
– robotics!

 3 Have you ever travelled by plane before?

 4 I take after my mother – we both dislike 
flying.

 5 Is the airport close enough to get there on  
foot?

6 ★★★ Fill in: duty, gift, drop, check, control, 
board, gate. Then choose the correct word. 

When it welcomes you to the hotel, you think it’s 
human at first.

a

Imagine a vehicle that transports you around the 
city on its own. Amazing! 

e

It bends so you can wear it around your wrist. You 
think it’s going to break, but it doesn’t!

b

It delivers medicine to patients in remote areas, so 
it’s already saving lives!

d

I couldn’t believe it! It speaks English, and it accesses any 
information about flights and airport services to answer 
your questions straight away!

c

I always feel a little nervous when it takes off, but 
once it’s in the sky, I love every minute on board!

f

I’d like to use some of those machines where 
everyone interacts with the virtual world while 
they are exercising.

g

1) Drop off your luggage at check-in. They’ll give you 

your 2) baggage/boarding pass there, too. After that, 

you have to go through passport 3) control so they 

can 4) check your passport. There’s usually some time 

to spare before you 5) board your plane, so you can 

visit the 6) duty-free shop and buy a last-minute 

7) gift. But make sure you arrive at your departure 

8) gate on time or you might not get 9) at/on the 

plane! If you get lost, just ask the way 10) to/for the 

nearest information desk. They’ll be able to help.

Vocabulary
Modern technology – Places in an 
airport

1 ★ Complete the people’s comments on devices 
with: accesses, takes off, delivers, transports, 
bends, interacts, welcomes.

2 ★★ Match the comments (a-g) from Ex. 1 to 
what the people are talking about (1-7).

 1 e  driverless bus

 2 f  aeroplane

 3 b  flexible smartphone

 4 d  drone

 5 c  airport robot

 6 a  robot receptionist

 7 g  virtual reality gym equipment

departure  

passport  

check in  

baggage  

duty-free  

1

2

3

4

5

desk

reclaim

shop

gate

control

a

b

c

d

e
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Reported speech 

1 ★ Complete the gaps with said or told.

2 ★★ Turn the reported conversation into direct 
speech by filling in the gaps.

Yesterday, my friend Rachel 1) said to me that she 

was planning to buy a new smartphone and needed 

my help. She 2) said that she couldn’t afford to 

spend a lot of money. She wanted one with a good 

camera and so her brother had 3) told her to buy 

one with plenty of storage space to save her 

pictures. I 4) told her that I knew a good shop in 

town and 5) said that we should go there together 

to take a look.

Beth told Adam she was 

thinking of buying a new PC 

to play games on. She said 

she had won some prize money 

in a competition the previous week. 

Adam asked her what kind of PC she wanted to 

buy. Beth told him she couldn’t decide between a 

desktop and a laptop. Adam told her she shouldn’t 

buy a desktop. Beth asked him why not. Adam 

said the reason was it wasn’t portable. 

Beth asked Adam if he would help her 

choose a laptop. Dan agreed and 

told her that he had seen one online 

she might like.

3 ★★★ Rewrite the sentences in reported 
speech.

 1 “I’ve already seen this film,” Clara told me.
   Clara told me (that) she had already seen 

that film.

 2 “I’m attending a workshop about writing 
blogs this weekend,” said Peter.

   Peter said (that) he was attending a 
workshop about writing blogs that 
weekend.

 3 “Percy has bought a virtual reality headset,” 
said Max.

   Max said (that) Percy had bought a virtual 
reality headset.

 4 “Someone may come to repair the 
computer today,” my mother told me.

   My mother told me (that) someone might 
come to repair the computer that day.

 5 “I’ve been replying to emails all morning,” 
said Sue.

   Sue said (that) she had been replying to 
emails all morning.

 6 “I really must upgrade my mobile phone,” 
Colin told Sam.

   Colin told Sam (that) he really must/had to 
upgrade his mobile phone.

 7 “The children were playing video games at 
7 o’clock,” Mary told her husband.

   Mary told her husband (that) the children 
had been playing video games at 7 o’clock.

 8 “You can’t go to the cinema tomorrow if 
you haven’t done your homework,” Dad 
told us.

   Dad told us (that) we couldn’t go to the 
cinema the next/following day if we hadn’t 
done our homework.

??????

 Beth I 1) ’m thinking of buying a new PC to 
play games on. I 2) won some prize 
money in a competition 3) last week.

 Adam What kind of PC 4) do you want to buy?

 Beth I 5) can’t decide between a desktop and 
a laptop.

 Adam You 6) shouldn’t buy a desktop!

 Beth Why not?

 Adam Because it 7) isn’t portable.

 Beth 8) Will you help me choose a laptop?

 Adam Of course. I 9) have seen one online you 
might like. 
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Using social media

1 ★ Circle the correct verb.

3 ★★★ Choose the correct word.

2 ★★ Fill in: update, post, download, accept, 
enter, hack.

 2  phone call  3   email

 4  text message  5   chat online

 4 like / send 
a friend 
request

 5 upload / 
share a link

 6 send / add 
an instant 
message

5 ★★ Complete the sentences. Use: sign, online, 
face-to-face, social, letter, phone.

 1 I write a letter to my grandma once a month.

 2 How often do you go on social media?

 3 Mick prefers speaking to me face-to-face so 
he’s coming over.

 4 She has been chatting online all evening!

 5 The news is broadcast in sign language for 
people with hearing difficulties.

 6 Please excuse me for a moment, I need to 
make a(n) phone call.

6 ★★★ Fill in the correct verb each time, then 
do the quiz.

If you answered ‘Yes’ to all 5 questions, 
you could have a problem. Talk to someone!

Means of 
communication

4 ★ Label the icons. Use:  
phone call, chat online,  
email, sign language,  
text message.

 1 upload / 
send a file

 2 view / like  
a post 

 3 share / add 
a photo to a 
post

Have you got a social media problem?
1 Some days I don’t speak to anyone face-to-face.

                                      Yes    No 
2 I send more than 250 text messages per day.

                                     Yes    No 
3 I don’t make phone calls anymore.            Yes    No 
4 I go on social media before I do anything else in the 

morning.                                                    Yes    No 
5 I chat more with friends online than  

with my family.                                          Yes    No 

Be safe & responsible online!
• When you 1) send/use/view a new profile on social 

media, always remember that there are at least 270 
million fake ones out there! 

• Don’t 2) accept/share/like a friend request if you aren’t 
sure the person who 3) shared/added/sent it is real!

• Before you 4) speak/tweet/retweet a post someone 
5) tweeted/viewed/chatted to you, make sure it’s true. 

• When you 6) upload/access/post your emails, don’t 
click on any links until you’re sure who they came 
from.
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DO DON’T

• 1) update your profile 
regularly

• 2) enter correct 
usernames and 
passwords 

• ignore people who 
3) post nasty 
comments online 

• 4) hack into people’s 
emails – it’s a crime

• 5) accept friend 
requests from 
strangers

• 6) download too 
many apps to your 
phone – it can slow it 
down

 1  sign language
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Giving instructions

1 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 Maria wants to create/join a social media account.

 2 Select/Click on the ‘save’ button so you don’t lose your work.

 3 Joe forgot to sign/type in his username and password.

 4 You have to find/choose the video you want to share.

2 ★★ Choose the correct response.

 1 A: OK, so what do I have to do now?
  B: a Click on the icon. b It’s as easy as that.

 2 A: Do you have a minute?
  B: a That was easy. b Of course. 

 3 A: So how do I add a profile picture?
  B: a Next, choose a picture.  b First of all, select a good photo.

3 ★★★ Complete the dialogue. Use the 
sentences in the list. Two sentences are extra.

• press that to connect to their Wi-Fi 
• go to your apps next 
• just need to press ‘Connect’ 
• just type in your room number and surname
• connect my phone to the hotel Wi-Fi
• go to ‘Settings’ and then ‘Wi-Fi’
• choose a password
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 Granddad Morning, Tommy! Can you help me with something?

 Tommy Of course, Granddad. What do you need?

 Granddad I want to 1) connect my phone to the hotel Wi-Fi so I can go online.

 Tommy Oh, that’s easy. First of all, 2) go to ‘Settings’ and then ‘Wi-Fi’.

 Granddad Alright, I’ve done that. What’s next?

 Tommy Now, look for the hotel in the list of available networks. You need to 
3) press that to connect to their Wi-Fi.

 Granddad OK, got it. It says I need to enter a password.

 Tommy 4) Just type in your room number and surname.

 Granddad OK, I’ve entered them. Is that all?

 Tommy Almost – you 5) just need to press ‘Connect’ and you’re in!

 Granddad Wow! I’m connected! That was easy. Thanks, Tommy!

 Tommy No problem, Granddad!
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Reported questions – 
Reported commands – 
Question tags

1 ★ Fill in the gaps in the sentences with: could, 
not, if, wondered, wanted.

 1 She asked me if I knew the Wi-Fi code.

 2 Oliver wanted to know how much my new 
smartphone cost.

 3 He asked me not to leave his mobile phone 
near water.

 4 Brenda wondered whether the company 
would connect her telephone line.

 5 Sean asked if he could change the channel 
on the TV.

2 ★★ Write the questions and commands in 
reported speech in your notebook.

 1 “Why haven’t you updated your profile?” 
Kate asked Ted.

 2 “Don’t spend so much time playing video 
games,” Mike’s mum told him.

 3 “Can you help me install this program?” Sue 
asked John.

 4 “Be careful who you make friends with 
online,” the teacher told us.

 5 “Did you pass your IT exam?” my brother 
asked me.

3 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 You haven’t bought a new laptop, have/ 
hasn’t you?

 2 Marvin likes blogging, didn’t/doesn’t he?

 3 We can’t bring our mobile phones into the 
exam, do/can we?

 4 You didn’t forget to bring your phone 
charger, did/didn’t you?

 5 Sharon’s going on a computer course this 
weekend, isn’t/doesn’t she?

 6 Everyone knows how to send a text 
message, do/don’t they?

 7 These digital cameras are very expensive, 
aren’t/don’t they?

 8 Don’t forget to phone me, do/will you?

 9 I’m late, isn’t/aren’t I?

 10 Someone uses this laptop, don’t/doesn’t 
they?
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4 ★★ Complete the question tags.

 1 Tony hasn’t been spending all his money on 
video games again, has he?

 2 You usually have a shower in the evenings, 
don’t you?

 3 Bob and Pat were talking on the phone for 
a long time, weren’t they?

 4 I’m lucky to have such a nice PC, aren’t I?

 5 Let’s try not using our mobile phones for a 
week, shall we?

 6 Everyone must be on time for the meeting, 
mustn’t they? 

 7 You haven’t got a phone charger to lend 
me, have you?

 8 No one called for me while I was out, did 
they?

5 ★★★ Put the dialogue between Amy and Tim 
in the correct order. Then write the 
conversation in reported speech in your 
notebook.

 a 10   Tim: Great. Where is it? We’ll upload it 
right now.

 b 2   Tim: Sure! Have you chosen your social 
media platform? 

 c 5   Amy: I’ll write them down, so that won’t 
be a problem. What’s next?

 d 8   Tim: Well, that’s the most basic profile. 
Now you can add personal information 
like your birthday and a profile picture.

 e 7   Amy: Is that all?

 f 9   Amy: I’ve got a nice photo for my 
profile.

 g 4   Tim: OK. First type in a username and 
password that you won’t forget. 

 h 3   Amy: Yes – that one on the screen.

 i 1   Amy: Can you help me create a social 
media account?

 j 6   Tim: Now click on ‘Create my account’.

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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1 ★ Read the article and decide if the sentences 1-4 are R (right), W (wrong) or 
DS (doesn’t say).

 1 FOMO is only a teenage problem.  W

 2 FOMO often stops teens from getting enough rest. R

 3 Some of the London students had no problem switching off. W

 4 The writer believes that there is no cure for FOMO. W

2 ★★ Complete the blog with words from the text.

3 ★★★ For questions 1-3, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

 1 What’s the purpose of the article? 
  A to entertain its readers B to compare social media sites
  C to encourage people to change their habits

 2 The writer mentions Ruby Karp to show that 
  A teenagers worry about FOMO. B young people can get work published.
  C America has the biggest problem with FOMO.

 3 How does the writer feel about FOMO?
  A It’s not really dangerous. B It needs dealing with.
  C It’s impossible to stop.

TeensWeekly
FOMO

From our technology editor, Jim Haynes

Picture this scene: five teenagers are hanging out together but no one is talking. 
Five pairs of eyes are glued to their mobile phone screens – some are texting, 
some are scrolling through their newsfeed, some are uploading pictures. This 
addiction to social media has a name – FOMO, or fear of missing out. 

FOMO is the anxiety that you are missing out on something happening online. 
Teenagers in particular suffer from this anxiety and spend hours checking their 
social media apps to see what they’re missing. They often stay awake half the 
night doing it and miss out on needed sleep. Even worse, it’s an addiction that 
cuts them off from the real world! 

Many teens are aware of the problem. Nine students in one London school 
accepted the challenge of giving up social media and switched off their phones 
for a week. One boy said it was like losing an arm or a leg! Others managed a bit 
better but everyone felt a bit of FOMO. In the US, 16-year-old Ruby Karp has even 
written a book, Earth Hates Me, published in 2017, which includes advice on how 
to break free from FOMO.

The message is simple. Don’t let social media and electronic devices control 
your life.

BLOG

Hi readers! Guess what? A group of us at school decided to accept the 1) challenge and go 
without social media for a week. Everybody 2) switched off their phones and tablets so they 
couldn’t follow anything happening 3) online. It was really hard and I realised I was suffering 
from 4) FOMO. Now, once a week, I take a night off from all my electronic 5) devices. It really 
helps!

Post a comment
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Vocabulary

1 Choose the correct word.

 1 We waited to board our plane at the 
departure desk/gate. 

 2 I sent a friend request/post to Bob. 

 3 Tom collected his bags at baggage reclaim/ 
exchange. 

 4 Ann communicates in sign media/language. 

 5 He posted a profile/comment under the video.

5 x 1 = 5 

2 Fill in: interact, download, view, bend, share.

 1 This phone can bend – so its screen can never 
break. 

 2 This device lets you interact with virtual 
environments. 

 3 Who did you share the link with? 

 4 Click to view the user’s profile. 

 5 It took five minutes to download the file. 

5 x 1 = 5

3 Choose the correct item.

 1 Peter usually travels to work in/by train.

 2 Alice is thinking of taking up/on robotics.

 3 Let’s go to the electronics shop by/on foot.

 4 I don’t know the way for/to the exhibition hall.

 5 Jane takes off/after her mum; they have the 
same nose. 

5 x 1 = 5

Grammar

4 Choose the correct item.

 1 It’s an impressive laptop, but/despite it’s 
very expensive.

 2 Even though/However it was late, Sam was 
still online.

 3 I’d like to travel abroad although/in spite of 
I’m scared of flying. 

 4 In spite of/Even though its cheap price, the 
tablet works perfectly. 

 5 This phone looks great. Despite/However, it 
doesn’t have a lot of functions.

5 x 1 = 5

5 Choose the correct reported speech (a or b) for 
the direct speech.

 1 “This website is great,” said Paul.
  a Paul said that that website was great.
  b Paul said that this website is great.

 2 “Did you go to Qatar on holiday?” asked Ellie.
  a Ellie asked if I go to Qatar on holiday.
  b Ellie asked if I had been to Qatar on 

holiday.

 3 “Can I use your charger for my phone?” 
asked Alex.

  a Alex asked me if he could use my charger 
for his phone.

  b Alex asked me if I had used his charger 
for my phone.

 4 “Turn off your smartphone,” said Jack’s mum.
  a Jack’s mum told him to turn off his 

smartphone.
  b Jack’s mum said to him to turn off his 

smartphone.

 5 “Will you see Tom?” asked Helen.
  a Helen asked Tom to see her.
  b Helen asked if I would see Tom.

5 x 2 = 10 

6 Rewrite the sentences into reported speech.

 1 “I like your new tablet,” said Alex to me. 
Alex said to me that he liked my new tablet.

 2 “How long does the battery last?” asked Dana. 
Dana asked how long the battery lasted.

 3 Kevin asked, “Can I borrow your phone?” 
Kevin asked if/whether he could borrow my 
phone.

 4 “I was playing chess at 8 pm,” said Jake. 
Jake said he had been playing chess at 8 pm.

 5 “We must go now,” Fern said. 
Fern said that they must/had to go then.

5 x 2 = 10

7 Complete the sentences with the correct 
question tag.

 1 “You bought a new laptop, didn’t you?”

 2 “I’m picking up Jane, aren’t I?”

 3 “Everyone has an email account, don’t they?”

 4 “Tom’s seen the film, hasn’t he?”

 5 “Let’s send a message to Alfie, shall we?”

5 x 2 = 10
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Competences

Now I can …
Vocabulary
•  talk about modern technology 
• describe places in an airport 
•  talk about social media and means of 

communication 
•  talk about education 

Reading 
•  identify R/W/DS statements 
•  answer multiple choice questions 

Speaking
give instructions 

Listening 
match speakers to statements 

Writing 
write a for-and-against essay 

Good     Very Good Excellent 
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Everyday English

10 Match the exchanges.

 1 e  What’s next?

 2 d  Now, I click on ‘send’, right?

 3 a  Do you have a minute? 

 4 c  The next step is to attach the file. 

 5 b  Can you help me send an email? 

  Of course. What do you need?

  OK, that’s easy.

  How do I do that?  

  Yes, exactly. 

  Now, you need to write the address.

5 x 2 = 10 

Writing

11 Write an essay discussing the pros and cons of 
teens having social media accounts (100-120 
words). 

17 marks

Total: 100 marks

a

b

c

d

e

Listening

8  3.10  You are going to listen to four people 
talking about their devices. For questions 1-4, 
choose from the list (A-E) what each person 
says. There is one extra letter.

 A It was good value for money.

 B It was a present from a relative.

 C I use a range of devices to  
go online. 

 D I plan to replace my old 
devices. 

 E It’s good for my health.

4 x 2 = 8

Reading

9 Read the forum thread and decide if the 
sentences (1-5) are R (right), W (wrong) or  
DS (doesn’t say). 

Speaker 1 C
Speaker 2 B
Speaker 3 E
Speaker 4 A

 1 Polly is against teens having social  
media accounts.  DS

 2 Dan uses social media to contact a  
relative.  R

 3 Dan has more than one account. DS

 4 Peter no longer has an account. R

 5 Peter regrets giving up social media. W

5 x 3 = 15

Polly_Thomson2005
17:54   14 March 2018

I’ve been reading about teens and social media. Is it a 
good idea for teens to have social media accounts? 
What do you think?

Dan_Daltry14
18:01   14 March 2018

Of course it is! Having a social media account is a 
great way for teens to stay in contact with friends 
and family members – especially ones who they 
don’t often see. It’s the main way I keep in touch 
with my cousin in France. We share links and 
comment on each other’s posts all the time. 

PeterHarrison_008
00:17   15 March 2018

Social media can be very negative for teens. I used 
to have a social media account, but I deleted it 
recently. I was wasting too much time commenting 
and liking posts, and not enough time on my 
schoolwork. I saw this happening a lot with my 
friends, too. I’m glad I’ve given it up.

Replies

See Suggested Answer Section
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“Don’t forget your bag,” Wendy Peterson said. I was 

preparing to go for a jog with the country’s most 

dedicated ‘plogger’ and writer of the ‘UK Plogging’ 

blog. As we started our run, Wendy explained the 

activity to me. 
Plogging is a fitness craze which was created by the 

Swedish environmentalist Erik Ahlström in 2016. 

The term is a mix of ‘jogging’ and the Swedish word 

plocka upp, which means ‘pick up’. Ahlström 

organised the first group plogs in Stockholm and 

now, thanks to social media, plogging is popular 

around the globe. 
Just two minutes into our jog, we spotted our first 

piece of litter – a plastic water bottle on the edge of 

the road. So, without stopping, Wendy skillfully bent 

down to pick it up and threw into her bag. She told 

me that it gave her a much better workout. In fact, 

because you need to bend so much, a half-hour 

plog burns 288 calories compared to 235 for a 

normal jog! Also, of course, ploggers help the 

environment – and often in places like forests where 

paid rubbish collectors don’t usually work. 

After 30 minutes, I embarrassingly gave up. By that 

time, both of our bags were half full – Wendy’s with 

recyclable litter and mine with non-recyclables. 

Wendy told me that she usually plogged in large 

groups. “That way, people can collect 

different recyclables.” 
Afterwards, I felt very proud of 

myself. I had got some much-needed 

exercise and I had also helped the 

environment. Now, I plan to sign up to 

a plogging group in my area. It’s a 

feeling I want to experience again!

Justin Harris discovers a new fitness craze with an environmental twist!

Reading

1 ★★ Read the text and replace the words in bold with words/phrases from the text.

 1 Eric Ahlström came up with the idea for it.  plogging

 2 It ended up as litter on the road.   a plastic water bottle

 3 They don’t often work in wooded areas.   paid rubbish collectors

 4 When they stopped, they hadn’t filled them completely.   their bags

 5 The writer wants to go plogging there.   in his area

2 ★ Read the text and decide if the sentences (1-5) are R (right), W (wrong) or 
DS (doesn’t say).

 1 Wendy has met Erik Ahlström in person. DS

 2 Social media has helped spread plogging outside Sweden. R

 3 Plogging burns twice as many calories as normal jogging. W

 4 Wendy was disappointed when the writer wanted to stop.  DS

 5 The writer and Wendy carried one bag each. R

3 ★★★ Read again and for questions 1-5, choose the correct ending in bold.

 1 Wendy Peterson doesn’t live in the UK/writes about plogging online/doesn’t 
take plogging seriously.

 2 When Wendy saw the water bottle, she stopped jogging/collected it/asked for a 
bag from the writer.

 3 They stopped plogging after an hour/when their bags were full/because the 
writer was tired. 

 4 Wendy prefers to plog alone/with a partner/with many others.
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Listening

4 ★  3.23  Listen to an announcement in 
an airport and fill in the gaps (1-5).

Writing

7 ★ Put the sentences of Tara’s email into the 
correct order.

 A 4   I know you had that problem with your 
sister, so I’m turning to you for help. 

 B 1   I was wondering if you could give me 
some advice about a problem I’m having. 

 C 5  Any ideas?

 D 2   These days, I just can’t stop arguing with 
my brother.

 E 3   We’re always speaking rudely to each 
other – and it’s my fault, too.

8 ★★ Write an email (100-120 words) giving 
advice to Tara, who wrote the email in Ex. 7. 
Use the prompts below or your own ideas. 

• have a discussion with brother 
• give each other space 
• don’t get involved in everything he’s doing

9 ★★★  3.25  Listen to the recording in Ex. 6 
again and match arguments to the examples/ 
results. Which are arguments for/against? 
Then, use your answers to write an essay 
(100-120 words) presenting the pros and cons 
of joining a gym. 

 1 b  crowds of people

 2 d  expensive memberships 

 3 a  variety of equipment

 4 c  fitness instructors

  machines for jogging, cycling and building 
muscle

  wait a long time to use machines

  learn how to exercise safely

  not everyone can afford it

a

b

c

d

5 ★★  3.24  You will hear four people talking 
about teen problems. For speakers 1-4, choose 
from the list (A-E) what each person says. One 
letter is extra.

 A This problem is wasting a lot of my time. 

 B People say that I shouldn’t feel the way I do. 

 C I didn’t use to have a problem with a family 
member.  

 D I’ve asked someone for 
advice about my problem. 

 E I feel relieved that I 
won’t have to experience 
something alone. 

6 ★★★  3.25  Listen to Lilly talking to Ken 
about joining a gym. For questions 1-5, choose 
the correct answer, A, B or C.

 1 When did Ken join the gym?
  A a year ago B a month ago
  C two weeks ago 

 2 Ken says that the gym is the least busy in the
  A mornings. B afternoons.
  C evenings.   

 3 Ken’s gym is located in  
  A the suburbs. B the city centre.
  C his neighbourhood.   

 4 Which machines does Ken prefer using? 
  A cycling machines B running machines
  C muscle-building machines

 5 Ken’s cousin got injured while exercising
  A at home.  B at a gym.
  C with a fitness instructor. 

Flight: EA114 to Dublin

Reason for delay:  1) storm 

New departure time: 2) 7 pm

New departure gate:  3) G14

All passengers can claim:  a bottle of water; a(n)  
4) sandwich

Duty-free shops:  open until 5) departure  
time
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Speaker 1 B

Speaker 2 E

Speaker 3 C

Speaker 4 A

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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Personal subject pronouns

Singular Plural

I/you/he/she/it we/you/they

We use personal subject pronouns before verbs instead 
of nouns or names as the subject of the verb. 
Jane is a student. She is from the USA.

I ➝ always with a capital letter
you ➝ in the singular and plural
he ➝ for a man or a boy
she ➝ for a woman or a girl
it ➝ for an animal or a thing
we ➝ for people
they ➝ for people, animals or things

Personal object pronouns

Singular Plural

me/you/him/her/it us/you/them

We use personal object pronouns after prepositions or 
verbs as the object of the verb.  
John is a singer. Look at him!

Personal subject & object pronouns

2 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 That’s Pat. She/Her is in my class. 

 2 Can you help we/us, please? My brother 
and I are lost.

 3 That’s John. He plays tennis with me/I on 
Saturdays.

 4 We’re going to the cinema. Do her/you and 
Claire want to come?

 5 Where are Tom and Eva? I can’t see them/ 
they. 

Possessive adjectives

Singular Plural

my/your/his/her/its our/your/their

We use possessive adjectives to show that something 
belongs to someone or to show the relationship between 
two or more people. Is this your bag? / Michael is my dad.

Possessive pronouns

Singular Plural

mine/yours/his/hers/– ours/yours/theirs

We use possessive pronouns to show that something 
belongs to someone. That house is ours.
Note: There is no possessive pronoun for the personal 
pronoun it.

3 ★★ Complete the exchanges with the correct 
possessive adjective/pronoun.

 1 A:  Do you know where Mary’s dress is?
  B: I think that red one over there is hers.

 2 A: Is that your notebook over there, Kate?
  B: No, that’s Jane’s. My notebook is blue.

 3 A: Our team won our match!
  B: Ours didn’t. We lost.

 4 A: Is this your dad’s car?
  B: No, his car is in the garage.

 5 A: Where are Owen’s and Kate’s bags?
  B: The bags on the table are theirs.

 6 A: Do your cousins live on this street?
  B: Yes. That’s their house on the corner.

 7 A: Why is the cat making that noise?
  B: It wants its dinner.

 8 A: Ben, Emma, is this your poster?
  B: No, Mr Collins, this one over here is ours.

at

the time: at 12:00, at 7 o’clock
holidays/festivities: at Christmas, at New Year, 
at the weekend
in the expressions: at noon/night/midnight,  
at the moment

on
days: on Tuesday
dates: on 6th April
specific periods of time/days: on Monday morning

in

months: in June
years: in 2004
centuries: in the 11th century
seasons: in (the) winter/spring/summer/autumn
part of the day: in the morning/afternoon/evening

Starter
Prepositions of time (at, on, in)

1 ★ Complete the sentences using in, on, at.

 1 I’m meeting my friends in the evening.

 2 What do you do at the weekend?

 3 We have a meeting on Wednesday at 10 
o’clock.

 4 I love it when it snows in the winter.

 5 Harry always gets up early on Christmas 
morning.

 6 They are flying to Italy on 27th April.
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Possessive case

To show possession:
• we add ’s to names and singular nouns. 
 This is Tom’s cap.
• we add ’ to plural nouns ending in -s. 
 This is the boys’ room.
• we add ’s to irregular plural nouns. 
 These are the children’s toys.

To talk about things, we use the preposition of. 
Compare the examples: Jane’s brother is tall. BUT The 
door of the car is black. 

Note: We add ’s only to the last noun when the same 
thing belongs to two or more people. John and Amy’s 
house. We add ’s to each noun to show that each person 
has his/her own thing. Laura’s and Ian’s bikes are blue.
• We use who’s (who is) to ask about a person. Who’s 

Jack? Tom’s cousin.
• We use whose to ask about possession. 
 Whose brother is Michael? He’s Tom’s brother.

4 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1  Is this schoolbag Ryans’/Ryan’s?

 2 I think Penny is still in the girls’/girl’s 
changing room.

 3 I’m going to Anna’s/Annas’ house after school.

 4 My aunt plays on the women’s/womens’ 
football team.

 5 This is my mum and dad’s/mum’s and dad’s 
car.

5 ★★ Add ‘s, of or ‘ to the words in brackets to 
complete the sentences.

 1  My sisters’ names are Lucy and Helen. 
(sisters/names)

 2 The Smiths’ car is brand new. (Smiths/car)

 3 Do you know where Tom’s and Leo’s bikes 
are? (Tom/and/Leo/bikes)

 4 The colour of the front door is red. (colour/
front door)

 5 Is Emily and Alice’s room upstairs? (Emily/
and/Alice/room)

 6 Can you tell me where the men’s bathroom 
(men/bathroom) is, please?

Question words

Who is she? She’s my best friend. (people)
What is his address? 26 Eton Road. (specific information)
When is his birthday? 3rd September. (time)
Where does he come from? Italy. (place)
Whose is this jacket? Tom’s. (possession) 
Which is your bike: the blue or the green one? (choice 
between two or a limited number) 
BUT What is your favourite colour? Red. (of all)
How does he go to school? By car. (manner)
How old is he? 15. (age)

We use falling intonation in wh- questions.
 

What’s his favourite colour?

6 ★ Complete with: where, when (x2), how, 
how old, what (x2), who, whose, which.

 1 A: How old is Beth?
  B: She’s 15 years old.

 2 A: Who is that man talking to your dad?
  B: He’s my uncle Tom.

 3 A: When do you finish work?
  B: I leave the office at five o’clock.

 4 A: Which dress do you think I should buy; 
the red or the blue one?

  B: The blue one matches your eyes.

 5 A: How do you get to work every day?
  B: I catch the 8:15 bus.

 6 A: Whose scarf is this?
  B: I think it’s Susan’s.

 7 A: Where are you going?
  B: I’m going to the supermarket.

 8 A: What time does the train leave?
  B: It leaves at 8:55 am.

 9 A: What is her address?
  B: 12 Apple Street.

 10 A: When is your birthday?
  B: 2nd August.

7 ★★ Fill in the correct question word.

 1  “Who is that?“ “My brother, Ben.”

 2 “Whose bag is this?“ “Laura’s.”

 3 “Where do you go to school?“  
“King’s Road Secondary School.”

 4 “When are you going on holiday?“  
“In July.”
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Partitives

We can use both uncountable nouns and plural 
countable nouns after partitives (phrases of quantity) 
such as: a jar/bowl/bottle/piece/loaf/cup/bar/glass/ 
carton/slice/packet, etc + of a jar of jam, a bottle of 
milk, a piece of cake, a loaf of bread, a cup of tea, a 
bar of chocolate, a glass of water, a carton of milk, a 
slice of bread, a packet of biscuits

Countable Uncountable
biscuit, apple, banana, 
potato, egg

sugar, tea, cheese, soup, 
flour

10 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 How much/many/little milk have we got?

 2 There isn’t few/any/no honey in the jar.

 3 Would you like much/a few/some bread?

 4 There are very few/many/little oranges left. 
We need to buy more.

 5 We’ve got much/lots of/a lot butter in the 
fridge.

 6 I don’t want a lot/much/many milk in my tea.

 7 We need to buy any/some/few carrots.

 8 There are no/any/a few eggs in the fridge. 
Let’s go and buy some.

• Countable nouns are nouns we can count. one apple, 
two apples, etc

• Uncountable nouns are nouns we cannot count. 
(some) milk NOT: a milk

• We use some in the affirmative with either countable 
nouns in the plural or uncountable nouns. There are 
some apples and some milk on the table. 

• Uncountable nouns usually have only singular forms. 
These nouns include:  
food: rice, butter, flour, pepper, sugar, salt, etc 
liquid: orange juice, milk, coffee, water, etc

• We use some in interrogative sentences to make 
offers and requests. “Would you like some tea?” 
(offer) “Can I have some water, please?” (request)

• We use any in the negative and interrogative with 
countable nouns in the plural or with uncountable 
nouns. “Are there any bananas in the bowl?” “No, 
there aren’t any bananas.” “Is there any cheese 
left?” “No, there isn’t any cheese left.”

• We use no with countable nouns in the plural or with 
uncountable nouns to make the sentence negative. 
There are no bottles on the shelf. (= not any) There is 
no milk in the fridge. (= not any)

• We use a lot of/lots of in affirmative sentences with 
either countable nouns in the plural or uncountable 
nouns. We omit of when a lot/lots is NOT followed by 
a noun. We need a lot of apples for the pie. There’s 
still lots of orange juice in this carton. “Is there any 
sugar left?” “Yes, there’s a lot. / Yes, there’s lots.”

• We use much or many in the negative and 
interrogative. We use much with uncountable nouns 
and many with countable nouns in the plural. I don’t 
drink much tea. Is there much honey in the jar? I 
haven’t got many tomatoes. Have you got many 
potatoes?

• We use how much and how many in questions. We 
use how much with uncountable nouns and how 
many with countable nouns in the plural.

 How much water do you drink every day?
 How many carrots do we need?
• We use a few/few with plural countable nouns. 

We’ve got a few eggs. We can make an omelette. 
(not many, but enough) We have few eggs. We can’t 
make an omelette. (a small number, but not enough)

• We use a little/little with uncountable nouns. We’ve 
got a little flour. Let’s make a cake. (not much, but 
enough) We’ve got little flour. We can’t make a cake. 
(a small amount, but not enough)

• We can use very with few and little for emphasis. 
There are very few biscuits in the packet. (hardly any, 
almost none) We’ve got very little coffee. (hardly 
any, almost none)

9 ★ Write C for countable or U for uncountable.

 1 bowl C

 2 honey U

 3 juice U

 4 leaf C

 5 bottle C

 6 butter U

 7 cucumber C

 8 knife C

Countable/Uncountable nouns – 
Quantifiers

8 ★ Put the words in the correct column.

• sugar  • tea  • biscuit  • cheese  • apple  
• banana  • soup  • potato  • flour  • egg
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11 ★ Complete the shopping list with the correct 
partitive in the correct form: jar, carton, 
packet, bar, bottle, loaf, slice.

Fred, can you do the shopping for me, please?
Here’s what we need:

 • one 1) carton of milk

 • one 2) jar of jam

 • two 3) bars of chocolate

 • one 4) loaf of bread

 • four 5) packets of crisps

 • ten 6) slices of cheese

 • two 7) bottles of water

• Most nouns take -s to form the plural. ball ➝ balls
• Nouns ending in -s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x, and -o take -es 

to form the plural. bus ➝ buses, glass ➝ glasses, 
brush ➝ brushes, match ➝ matches, box ➝ boxes, 
tomato ➝ tomatoes

• Nouns ending in -o that come from other languages 
or are the short form of a word take only -s.

 piano ➝ pianos, video ➝ videos, radio ➝ radios
• Nouns ending in a vowel + y take -s in the plural. 

boy ➝ boys
• Nouns ending in a consonant + y drop the -y and 

take -ies in the plural. lady ➝ ladies
• Some nouns ending in -f or -fe drop the -f or the  

-fe and take -ves in the plural. 
 leaf ➝ leaves, knife ➝ knives
• Some nouns have the same singular & plural forms. 

aircraft ➝ aircraft, deer ➝ deer, fish ➝ fish, sheep 
➝ sheep

Irregular plurals: woman ➝ women, man ➝ men, 
person ➝ people, child ➝ children, foot ➝ feet,  
tooth ➝ teeth, mouse ➝ mice

Plurals

13 ★★ Fill in: sandwich, library, fish, foot, half, 
woman in their plural forms.

 1 I bought new shoes and now my feet hurt.

 2 Do you want two tuna sandwiches or one?

 3 There are 15 women in the yoga class.

 4 All the libraries in our town close early on 
Saturdays.

 5  First, cut the carrot into two halves.

 6 Tony has got three pet fish.

12 ★ Write the plurals.

 1 fox – foxes

 2 sheep – sheep

 3 child – children

 4 baby – babies

 5 toy – toys

 6 patch – patches

 7 wish – wishes

 8 bag – bags

 9 wife – wives

 10 video – videos

 11 dress – dresses

 12 scarf – scarves

14 ★★ Join the sentences using both…and, 
neither…nor, either…or.

 1 Kate is beautiful. She is also intelligent. Kate 
is both beautiful and intelligent.

 2 Tom doesn’t live in Europe. Claire doesn’t 
live in Europe. Neither Tom nor Claire live in 
Europe.

 3 I like Maths. I also like Science. I like both 
Maths and Science.

 4 You can buy it now. Alternatively, you can 
wait for the sales. You can either buy it now 
or (you can) wait for the sales.

 5 My sister doesn’t like shopping. I don’t 
like shopping. Neither my sister nor I like 
shopping.

 6 Charlie can have my old phone. 
Alternatively, Sue can have it. Either Charlie 
or Sue can have my old phone.

both – neither – either

We use both … and … to refer to two people, things, 
etc together.  Mary likes tennis. Jane likes tennis. ➝ 
Both Mary and Jane like tennis.” (this AND that)
We use neither … nor … to join two negative 
alternatives. My dad isn’t tall. My mum isn’t tall. ➝ 
Neither my dad nor my mum are tall. (NOT this and 
NOT that)
We use either … or … to emphasise a choice between 
two people, things, etc. We can eat now. Alternatively, 
we can eat after the show. ➝ We can either eat now or 
after the show.” (this OR that)
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15 ★★ Complete with some, any, every, no 
compounds.

Affirmative Negative Interrogative Affirmative/Negative/Interrogative

Determiners some no/not any any every

Pronouns

someone/ 
somebody

no one/not anyone
nobody/not anybody

anyone/ 
anybody

everyone/everybody people

something nothing/not anything anything everything things

Adverbs somewhere nowhere/not anywhere anywhere everywhere places

We use some and its compounds (someone, somebody, something, somewhere) in:
• affirmative sentences. Jane is going somewhere nice this weekend.
• interrogative sentences to make a request or an offer. Can somebody help me, please? (request) 
 Would you like something from the supermarket? (offer)

We use any and its compounds (anyone, anybody, anything, anywhere) in negative or interrogative sentences. 
She didn’t go anywhere last night. Is there anything to eat? 

We use no (= not any) and its compounds (no one, nobody, nothing, nowhere) in affirmative sentences with a negative 
meaning. There is nothing in the fridge. Nobody answered the phone.

We use every and its compounds (everyone, everybody, everything, everywhere) in affirmative, negative and interrogative 
sentences. I gave everything to Susan. I looked everywhere for your scarf, but couldn’t find it. Is everyone here?

some/any/no/every & compounds

Prepositions of place (in, on, behind, 
between, in front of, near, opposite, 
next to)

16 ★★ Fill in the correct preposition of place.

This is Kate’s living room. There are two armchairs, 
one 1) next to the other. There is a coffee table 2) in 
front of them. The two armchairs are 3) opposite a big 
sofa. There are windows 4) behind the sofa. There is 
another sofa 5) near the two armchairs with cushions 
6) on it. It is 7) opposite the fireplace. The coffee table 
is 8) between the sofa and the fireplace. There is a 
carpet 9) on the floor. There aren’t any pictures 10) on 
the walls. There are some shelves 11) behind the 
two armchairs with ornaments 12) on them. There is 
also a television 13) next to the fireplace, 14) behind 
a lamp. There are many beautiful things 15) in Kate’s 
living room and it has a great view of the garden.

Hi Mark!
Are you doing 1) anything next Saturday evening? There’s 
a special event at the youth centre and 2) everyone/ 
everybody in my class is going. Do you want to come with 
us?
We’re all taking 3) something to eat or drink, and 
4) someone/somebody from the centre is hiring a DJ to 
play music, so I hope there’s 5) somewhere we can dance, 
like a dance floor! Plus, the youth leaders are planning a 
surprise, and 6) no one/nobody knows what it is! I can’t 
wait to find out!
Let me know if you can come,
Carl

inbox outbox

in on

behind

between

in front of

near

opposite next to
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Prepositions of movement  
(across, along, over, through, towards, 
out of, into, onto)

17 ★ Choose the correct preposition.

 1 John is pushing his 
bike towards/along 
the street.

 2 Kim is crawling 
through/over the 
tunnel.

 4 Linda is getting 
into/out of the taxi.

 3 They are walking 
across/through 
the street.

 6 They are walking 
along/over the 
bridge.

 5 They are stepping 
over/onto the 
platform.

Adjectives/Order of adjectives

Adjectives tell us what something or someone is like. 
They are the same in the singular and the plural. They 
come before a noun (a tall building) or after the verb to 
be (The building is tall.). When there are two or more 
adjectives before a noun, they appear as follows:

Opinion a beautiful

Size big

Age new

Shape ▲ triangular, ● round, ■ square, ● oval

Colour grey

Origin French

Material steel 

Noun tower

We do not usually use more than three adjectives when 
we describe a noun.

18 ★ Put the adjectives in the correct order.

 1 Emily is wearing her silk/long/new dress. 
long, new, silk

 2 How much is this red/round/little alarm clock? 
little, round, red

 3 They live in a big/Victorian/lovely house on 
Green Road. 
lovely, big, Victorian

 4 Look at this African/beautiful/wooden bowl. 
beautiful, African, wooden

 5 Felix has got a pair of black/new/leather shoes. 
new, black, leather

19 ★★ Look at the pictures. Use two adjectives 
from the list to describe each one.

• old  • expensive  • rectangular  • wooden  
• brown  • silk  • leather  • straw

 1 It’s a brown, leather briefcase.

 2  It’s an expensive, silk scarf.

 3  It’s an old, straw hat.

 4  It’s a rectangular, wooden picture frame.

1 2

3 4

briefcase scarf

hat
picture frame

along over

through towards

out of into onto

across
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20 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 Does/Do your mum work at the hospital?

 2 It’s Sunday! I doesn’t/don’t go to school 
today.

 3 My brother work/works as a teacher at a 
primary school.

 4 We plays/play basketball in the park on 
Saturdays.

 5 Do cats and dogs likes/like milk?

 6 The first train leaves/leave at 6 am.

 7 John doesn’t learn/learns French at school.

 8 Do/Does you know Anna?

 9 They lives/live on our street.

 10 Claire enjoy/enjoys Maths and Science.

Module 1
Present simple

Affirmative Negative

Long form Short form

I/you walk I/you do not walk I/you don’t walk

he/she/it walks
he/she/it does not 
walk

he/she/it doesn’t 
walk

we/you/they 
walk

we/you/they do 
not walk

we/you/they don’t 
walk

Interrogative Short answers

Do I/you walk?
Does he/she/it 
walk?
Do we/you/ 
they walk?

Yes, I/you do./No, I/you don’t.
Yes, he/she/it does./No, he/she/it 
doesn’t.
Yes, we/you/they do./No, we/you/they 
don’t.

• We form the affirmative in the third person singular 
with the subject (pronoun or name/noun) + the 
main verb + -s/-es. She watches TV in the evenings.

 We form all the other persons in the affirmative 
with the subject + the main verb. I walk to school.

• We form the negative of the present simple in the 
third person singular with the subject + does not/ 
doesn’t + the main verb (without -s/-es). She doesn’t 
walk to school.

 We form all the other persons in the negative with 
the subject + do not/don’t + main verb. I don’t walk 
to school.

• We form the third person singular in the 
interrogative with does + subject + main verb 
(without -s/-es). Does she walk to school?

 We form all the other persons in the interrogative 
with do + subject + main verb. Do you walk to school?

Spelling (3rd person singular)
• We form the third person singular (he/she/it) by 

adding -s to the end of most verbs. I work – he works
• We add -es to verbs that end in -ss, -sh, -ch, -x or 

-o. I kiss – he kisses, I wash – he washes, I watch – he 
watches, I mix – he mixes, I go – he goes

• Verbs ending in a consonant + -y drop the -y and 
take -ies. I study – he studies, I try – he tries

• Verbs ending in a vowel + -y take -s. I play – he plays

We use the present simple to talk about:
• habits/routines. Tom wakes up every day at 8 o’clock.
• permanent states or situations. I work in a bank. 
• programmes and timetables. We have Maths at 2:30 

pm on Tuesdays. 
• general truths and laws of nature. The grass gets 

wet when it rains. 
• sports commentaries, reviews and narrations. Smith 

puts the ball into the corner of the net!

Time expressions: every hour/day/week/month/summer/ 
year etc, usually, always, every morning/afternoon etc, 
in the morning/afternoon etc, at noon, at night, etc.

Adverbs of frequency

We use adverbs of frequency to show how often 
something happens. I usually drink orange juice in the 
morning. (How often? Usually.)

Some of these are:
always (100%)
usually (75%)
often (50%)
sometimes (25%)
occasionally (10%)
seldom/rarely (5%)
never (0%)

They usually come before the main verb, but after 
auxiliary verbs (have, do, be) and modal verbs (can, will, 
must, etc). We might never see each other again.

21 ★ Tick (✓) the appropriate gap to show the 
correct position of the adverb of frequency.

 1 Paula ✓ goes ____ to the shopping centre on 
Saturdays. (usually)

 2 Don’t worry. We ____ can ✓ get another taxi. 
(always)

 3 Martha ✓ plays ____ tennis with Harry at the 
weekend. (sometimes)

 4 The train ____ is ✓ late when the weather is 
bad. (often)

 5 Jane and ____ Paul ✓ go to the gym on foot. 
(usually)

 6 My dad ✓ forgets ____ things. (never)
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Affirmative

Long form Short form

I am playing
you are playing
he/she/it is playing
we/you/they are playing

I’m playing
you’re playing
he/she/it’s playing
we/you/they’re playing

Negative

Long form Short form

I am not playing
you are not playing
he/she/it is not playing
we/you/they are not playing

I’m not playing
you aren’t playing
he/she/it isn’t playing
we/you/they aren’t playing

Interrogative Short answers

Am I playing ...?
Are you playing ...?

Is he/she/it playing ...?

Are we/you/they 
playing ...?

Yes, I am./ No, I’m not.
Yes, you are./
No, you aren’t.
Yes, he/she/it is./ 
No, he/she/it isn’t.
Yes, we/you/they are./ 
No, we/you/they aren’t.

We form the present continuous with the verb to be 
and the main verb + -ing.

Spelling
• Most verbs add -ing. wear – wearing
• Verbs ending in -e drop the -e and add -ing.
 make – making
• Verbs ending in one stressed vowel between two 

consonants double the last consonant and add -ing. 
run – running

• Verbs ending in a consonant + vowel + -l double 
the -l and add -ing. travel – travelling

• Verbs ending in -ie drop the -ie and add -y +  
-ing. lie – lying

We use the present continuous to talk about:
• actions happening now/around the time of speaking. 

Amy is walking to the park.
• fixed future arrangements. 
 I’m flying to Spain tomorrow.
• currently changing and developing situations. 
 It is starting to rain now.
• with always, constantly, etc to express annoyance at 

actions happening too often. 
 They are always arguing.

Time expressions: now, at the moment, at present, 
tonight, these days, etc.

Present continuous 22 ★ Complete the sentences using the verbs in 
the list in the present continuous.

• you/chat  • watch  • come  • study  • not/cook  
• you/go  • they/play  • not/listen  • get   
• not/stay

 1 My sister is/’s studying for her exams these 
days.

 2 I am/’m watching TV at the moment.

 3 Naomi, are you going to the gym?

 4 Cassandra is not/isn’t cooking fish for dinner.

 5 Are you chatting with Tom online, Megan?

 6 He is/’s always coming to class late.

 7 We are not/aren’t staying at a hotel this 
summer. We’re going camping.

 8 Where are the children? Are they playing 
outside in the garden?

 9 Mike is/’s getting better at playing the 
guitar.

 10 I am/’m not listening to music. I’m doing my 
homework.

23 ★★ Complete the email with 
the correct form of the verbs 
in brackets.

Hi Frank!
1) Are you coming (you/come) to my party this 

Saturday? My family and I 2) are getting (get) 

everything ready right now. My mum 3) ’s making 

(make) the cake and my dad 4) ’s preparing 

(prepare) a playlist! I 5) ’m helping (help) my sister 

decorate the house. My brother 6) isn’t helping  (not/

help) at the moment because he 7) ’s studying 

(study) for his Maths test tomorrow. 

Hope you can come! 

Let me know.
Adam

It’s my 

birthday!!!

71
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Present perfect

Affirmative Negative

I/You have eaten.
He/She/It has eaten.
We/You/They have eaten.

I/You haven’t eaten.
He/She/It hasn’t eaten.
We/You/They haven’t eaten.

Interrogative Short answers
Have I/you eaten?

Has he/she/it eaten?

Have we/you/they eaten?

Yes, I/you have./ 
No, I/you haven’t.
Yes, he/she/it has./ 
No, he/she/it hasn’t.
Yes, we/you/they have./ 
No, we/you/they haven’t.

We form the present perfect with subject + have/has + 
past participle.

We use the present perfect for:
• an action which started in the past and continues up 

to the present. He has lived in Birmingham all his life.
• an action which happened at an unstated time in 

the past, and whose result is visible in the present. 
In this case, we often use for and since. They have 
known each other for years.

• experiences. I have never been to Austria before.

Note: 
• We use have been to say that someone went 

somewhere but has come back. She has been to 
Rome twice. (She has visited Rome, but now she is 
not there.)

• We use have gone to say that someone went 
somewhere and is still there. Mary has gone to the 
library. (She hasn’t come back yet.)

24 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
simple or the present continuous.

 1 a You see (see) lots of cool exhibits in the 
museum. (have the ability)

  b They are seeing (see) the dentist 
tomorrow. (have an appointment)

 2 a My sister has (have) a cat. (own)
  b My brother is having (have) a party next 

Friday. (hold)

 3 a The cook is tasting (taste) the food to see 
if it needs salt. (try)

  b This meal tastes (taste) amazing! (the 
flavour of it is)

 4 a These flowers smell (smell) great. (have 
the aroma)

  b Why are you smelling (you/smell) the 
milk? (sniff)

25 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
simple or the present continuous.

 1 A: Where is she going  (she/go)?
  B:  To the shops. She usually goes (go) 

shopping on Saturdays. 

 2 A: My brother lives (live) in France.
  B: Wow! I am/’m thinking (think) of going 

there this summer.

 3 A: Is Mark visiting (Mark/visit) his parents 
next month?

  B: Yes, he travels (travel) to see them every 
month.

 4 A: Are Rebecca and Claire coming (Rebecca 
and Claire/come) to the cinema on 
Saturday?

  B: No, they aren’t coming (not/ come), I’m 
afraid.

26 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
perfect.

 1 A: I have not/haven’t spoken (not/spoke) to 
Jack for two days.

  B: He has/’s gone (go) to Italy. He’s coming 
back next week.

 2 A: Beth and Susie have lived (live) together 
since they started university. 

  B: Yes, and they have/’ve known (know) 
each other since they were 10 years old.

 3 A: Have you read (you/read) Stardust? 
  B: No, I haven’t, but I have/’ve seen (see) the 

film. 

 4 A: Where have you been (you/be)?
  B: We have/’ve just come (just/come) back 

from the library.

Stative verbs

Stative verbs describe a state rather than an action and 
so do not normally have continuous tenses (want, love, 
like, prefer, enjoy, believe, think, imagine, know, feel, 
etc). I think coffee tastes great.
(NOT: I’m thinking coffee tastes great.)
Some verbs can be used in continuous tenses when they 
describe actions and not states, but there is a difference 
in meaning. I think France is a beautiful country. (= I 
believe) I’m thinking about travelling to France. (= I’m 
considering)
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Time words/phrases used with the present perfect:

They have been friends for five years. (= period of time)
He has lived here since 2011. (= starting point of an action)
I’ve just cooked dinner. (= a short time ago)
I’ve already fed the dog. (= before now)
I’ve never eaten Mexican food before. (= at no time)
Have you ever tried snowboarding? (= at any time)
Have you spoken to them yet? (= so far)

for – since – just – already – never – 
ever – yet

27 ★ Complete with have/has been or have/has 
gone.

 1 We have been to the UK twice.

 2 Harriet has gone to the supermarket. She’s 
coming back in an hour.

 3 He has been abroad three times this year.

 4 They have gone to the café. I don’t know 
when they’re coming back.

 5 I have been to the cinema three times this 
month.

28 ★★ Put the verbs into the present perfect. 
Then put the words in order to form sentences. 

 1 USA/just/to/move/the/Alice 
Alice has just moved to the USA.

 2 to/travel/Peru/He/never 
He has never travelled to Peru.

 3 sleep/tent/I/a/in/twice 
I have slept in a tent twice.

 4 visit/We/that/city 
We have visited that city.

 5 just/She/leave/house/the 
She has just left the house.

 6 live/They/since/in/Sweden/2012 
They have lived in Sweden since 2012.

 7 gym/go/to/She/the 
She has gone to the gym.

 8 Jess/yoga/years/teach/five/for 
Jess has taught yoga for five years.

29 ★ Complete the sentences. Use: yet, for, since, 
just, never, ever, already.

 1 I haven’t seen that film yet.

 2 Dad’s just made dinner for everyone and it 
smells great!

 3 She’s never been to Italy; but she’d love to 
go.

 4 The Robinsons have lived here since 2013.

 5 Has Gary ever tried skiing?

 6 Penelope and I have been friends for four 
years.

 7 He has already posted the invitations; he did 
it yesterday morning.

Present perfect continuous

Affirmative Negative

I/You have been working 
since 9 o’clock.
He/She/It has been 
working since 9 o’clock.
We/You/They have been 
working since 9 o’clock.

I/You haven’t been 
working since 9 o’clock.
He/She/It hasn’t been 
working since 9 o’clock.
We/You/They haven’t been 
working since 9 o’clock.

Interrogative Short answers

Have I/you been working 
since 9 o’clock?
Has he/she/it been working 
since 9 o’clock?
Have we/you/they been 
working since 9 o’clock?

Yes, I/you have./ 
No, I/you haven’t.
Yes, he/she/it has./ 
No, he/she/it hasn’t.
Yes, we/you/they have./ 
No, we/you/they haven’t.

We form the present perfect continuous with subject + 
have/has been + main verb + -ing.

We use the present perfect continuous:
• to emphasise the duration of an action that started 

in the past, continues up to the present and will 
continue. Lucy and Dan have been talking for an 
hour.

• for an action which started in the past and may still be 
going on or may have finished, but the result/effect of 
the action is visible in the present. We are so tired. We 
have been travelling since 8 o’clock this morning.

• to express anger, irritation, annoyance or criticism. 
You’re late. I’ve been waiting here for three hours!

Note: For verbs which we do not use in continuous 
forms (know, hate, want, etc), we use the present 
perfect instead. They’ve known each other for 13 years.

Time expressions: for, since, how long, all day/morning, 
etc, lately, recently, etc.
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30 ★★ Complete the sentences with the 
appropriate verb from the list in the present 
perfect continuous.

• study  • you/sleep  • wait  • they/play  • use  
• exercise • not/watch  • talk

 1 She is tired. She has been studying for her 
Maths test all night.

 2 Judith has been exercising in the gym all 
afternoon.

 3 I have been waiting for the bus for over an 
hour. 

 4 Have you been sleeping on the sofa all 
morning, Ian?

 5 They have been talking to each other for 
over two hours.

 6 We haven’t been watching TV, Mum. We are 
still doing homework.

 7 Dad! Ben has been using my smartphone 
again. Tell him not to!

 8 Have they been playing computer games all 
morning?

31 ★★ Put the verbs into the present perfect 
simple or the present perfect continuous.

 1 Amelia has been talking (talk) about going 
to Paris for months, but she hasn’t booked 
(not/book) a holiday there yet.

 2 They have been trying (try) to find a parking 
space for 20 minutes, but they still haven’t 
found (not/find) one.

 3 Elliot has finished (finish) all his homework 
and has been playing (play) computer games 
since 1 o’clock.

 4 I have been studying (study) all afternoon 
and I haven’t had (not/have) a break yet.

 5 Dan has already done (already/do) his chores 
and has been reading (read) a book for two 
hours now.

 6 Emma has been learning (learn) how to play 
the piano for a year, and has just taken (just/
take) her first exam.

 7 Have you seen (you/see) my passport? I have 
been looking (look) for it for half an hour!

(to-)infinitive/-ing form

We use the to-infinitive:
• after the verbs advise, agree, decide, ask, expect, 

hope, manage, offer, promise, refuse, plan, seem, 
want, etc. I plan to visit New York next month.

• with too/enough. I’ve had enough food to eat.
• with would love, would like and would prefer.  

I would love to see the Taj Mahal.
• to express purpose. She came to collect the tickets.

We use the infinitive without to after:
• modal verbs (can, could, should, may, might, must, 

etc). She can’t come to the phone right now.
• the verbs let and make. Let’s go to the cinema.

We use the -ing form after:
• the verbs admit, appreciate, avoid, consider, continue, 

delay, deny, risk, suggest, imagine, postpone, forget, 
etc. She suggested staying at a hotel for the night.

• the verbs fancy, dislike, enjoy, hate, like, love, prefer 
to express general preference. I enjoy swimming.

• the expressions be busy, it’s no use, it’s (not) worth, 
there’s no point, can’t stand, have difficulty (in), 
have trouble, look forward to, etc. There’s no point 
arguing like this all the time.

• go when talking about activities. I go cycling every 
Friday.

32 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 I promise helping/to help you with your 
homework. 

 2 I prefer dancing/to dance to singing.

 3 He’d like to try/try a new sport.

 4 He can’t stand listening/to listen to jazz 
music.

 5 Sue’s got enough eggs making/to make a 
cake.

 6 We’ve decided booking/to book a cruise this 
summer.

 7 Let’s walk/to walk to town – it’s a lovely 
day.

 8 Can you imagine having/to have your own 
business?

 9 They go to swim/swimming at the weekends.

 10 Your suitcase is too big taking/to take on 
the plane with you. 

 11 Everyone has difficulty to concentrate/ 
concentrating when they’re tired.

 12 Do you fancy coming/to come to the cinema 
with us tonight?
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34 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
form.

33 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
form.

 1 I’d like to visit (visit) the Maldives.

 2 We’re looking forward to flying (fly) to 
Brazil on Friday.

 3 You shouldn’t spend (spend) hours staring 
at a screen.

 4 I’ve decided to learn (learn) Spanish.

 5 You can’t avoid speaking (speak) to Ellen 
forever!

 6 Shopping is OK, but I prefer going (go) to 
the cinema.

 7 You should offer to cook (cook) dinner 
sometimes.

 8 I can’t stand waiting (wait) in a queue for 
hours!

 9 I might invite (invite) him to my party. I’m 
not sure yet.

 10 You’ve got enough food to last (last) you a 
week! You only need a few sandwiches.

 11 I appreciate Donna offering (offer) to help 
me.

 12 I go jogging (jog) after school every day.

Module 2
Past simple (Regular/Irregular verbs)

Affirmative Negative

I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they 
visited/fell

I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they 
didn’t visit/fall

Interrogative Short answers

Did I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ 
they visit/fall?

Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ 
they did./
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ 
they didn’t. 

• We form the past simple affirmative of regular verbs 
by adding -ed to the main verb. I work – I worked

 (For irregular verbs see the list of irregular verbs at 
the back of the book.)

• We form the negative with the subject (personal 
pronoun, noun or name) + did not/didn’t + main 
verb. I didn’t work yesterday.

• We form the interrogative with did + subject 
(personal pronoun, noun or name) + main verb. Did 
you work yesterday?

Spelling
• Verbs ending in -e add -d. I advise – I advised
• Verbs ending in a consonant + -y, drop the -y and 

add -ied. I try – I tried, I cry – I cried
• Verbs ending in a vowel + -y, add -ed. I play – I played
• Verbs ending in a stressed vowel between two 

consonants, double the last consonant and add -ed.
 I stop – I stopped
• Verbs ending in a consonant + vowel + -l, double 

the -l and add -ed. I travel – I travelled

We use the past simple for:
• an action that happened at a definite time (stated 

or implied) in the past. We went on holiday to Spain 
last year.

• past habits and states. My dad drove me to school 
when I was younger.

• actions that happened one after the other in the 
past. It was so windy that a tree fell onto our car 
and broke the front window.

Time expressions: yesterday, last week/month, etc, two 
hours/days/weeks, etc ago, how long ago, in 2005, etc.

You know her from such films as Batman vs. Superman (2016) and Wonder Woman (2017). She’s Gal Gadot, and she’s a very famous actress. When she’s not saving the world, she lives a normal life. She goes 1) swimming (swim) and she loves 2) cooking (cook) as well. She also enjoys 3) spending (spend) time with her family. In the future, she plans 4) to go (go) back to university because she would love 5) to study (study) Art History. But right now, she just hopes she can 6) give (give) her children the best life possible!
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35 ★★ Complete the sentences with the verbs 
from the list in the past simple.

• not/know  • not/enjoy  • grab  • give  • go  
• see  • advise

 1 Frank quickly grabbed Susie’s bag and gave 
it to her.

 2 We didn’t know about the bad weather till 
we saw the forecast.

 3 We went to the opera last night and it was 
amazing.

 4 The doctor advised her to stay in bed.

 5 I didn’t enjoy the film at all. It was very 
boring.

36 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past 
simple and answer the questions.

 1 A:  Did you pass (you/pass) your exam?
  B: Yes, I did.

 2 A:  Did Amy call (Amy/call) you last night?
  B: No, she didn’t.

 3 A:  Did your family travel (your family/
travel) abroad last year?

  B: Yes, we did.

 4 A:  Did Paul get (Paul/get) a new phone for 
his birthday?

  B: Yes, he did.

 5 A:  Did Sam and Lucy win (Sam and Lucy/
win) the Science competition?

  B: No, they didn’t.

37 ★★★ Complete the text with the correct form 
of the verbs in brackets.

Past continuous

Affirmative Negative

I was eating at 6 pm.
You were eating at 6 pm.
He/She/It was eating at 
6 pm.
We/You/They were 
eating at 6 pm.

I wasn’t eating at 6 pm.
You weren’t eating at 6 pm.
He/She/It wasn’t eating at 
6 pm.
We/You/They weren’t 
eating at 6 pm.

Interrogative Short answers

Was I eating at 6 pm?
Were you eating at 
6 pm?
Was he/she/it eating at 
6 pm?
Were we/you/they eating 
at 6 pm?

Yes, I was./No, I wasn’t.
Yes, you were./No, you 
weren’t.
Yes, he/she/it was./ 
No, he/she/it wasn’t.
Yes, we/you/they were./ 
No, we/you/they weren’t.

We form the past continuous with was/were + verb +  
-ing.

We use the past continuous:
• for actions in progress at a specific time in the past. 

At ten o’clock last night it was snowing heavily.
• for two or more actions in progress at the same 

time in the past. The rain was falling while we were 
driving home.

• for a past action in progress (past continuous) when 
another action interrupted it (past simple). I was 
reading a book when the telephone rang.

• to give background information in a story. The sun 
was shining and the birds were singing as I was 
getting ready for school.

Time expressions: while, when, as, all day/night/ 
morning, etc, at 10 o’clock yesterday morning, etc.

38 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past 
continuous.

 1 Were you waiting (you/wait) for the bus 
when it started to rain?

 2 When Emily arrived, we were having (have) 
dinner.

 3 Tom was painting (paint) his bedroom all 
day yesterday.

 4 While Suzie was listening (listen) to music, 
Darren was playing (play) computer games.

 5 They weren’t watching (not/watch) a film at 
9 o’clock last night.

 6 The sun was shining (shine) and a light wind 
was blowing (blow).

ComposeInbox Trash

Send

Search

Sorry I 1) didn’t call (not/call) earlier but something 
terrible 2) happened (happen). My mum 3) wanted (want) 
to go shopping so I 4) went (go) with her. While we 
5) were (be) at the supermarket we 6) heard (hear) a loud 
noise. ‘7) Did you hear (you/hear) that?’ my mum asked. 
Before I could reply, we 8) saw (see) people running 
outside. A man 9) screamed (scream) ‘Fire!’ and some 
windows 10) broke (break). Luckily, we 11) didn’t have 
(not/have) any problem getting out of the supermarket. 
I 12) felt (feel) so relieved when we finally 13) got (get) 
back home.
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39 ★★ Use the prompts to ask and answer 
questions, as in the example.

40 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
form of the past simple or the past continuous.

 1 Pam/visit/an aquarium/at 
6:00/yesterday afternoon – 
visit an exhibition

  A:  Was Pam visiting an 
aquarium at 6:00 
yesterday afternoon? 

  B:  No, she wasn’t. She was 
visiting an exhibition.

 2 The Andersons/drive/to the 
station/yesterday morning – 
ride bikes in the park

   A:  Were the Andersons 
driving to the station yesterday morning? 

  B:  No, they weren’t. They were riding their 
bikes in the park.

 3 Sam/wash/the dishes/ 
yesterday afternoon – clean 
the bathroom

   A:  Was Sam washing the 
dishes yesterday afternoon?

  B:  No, he wasn’t. He was cleaning the 
bathroom.

Subject/Object questions

Subject questions ask about the subject of the 
sentence; that is, when we want to find out who or 
what did something. These questions usually begin 
with the words who, what or which. The word order is 
the same as in statements.

Peter called Anna. 

   
Who called Anna?

Object questions ask about the object of the sentence. 
These questions usually begin with the words who, 
what or which. The verb is in question form.

Peter called Anna. 

    
Who did Peter call?

41 ★★ Write sentences about what Jenny used 
to/didn’t use to do when she was younger, as 
in the example. When can we use would?

 1 walk to school  ✓ 
Jenny used to walk to school. (can use would)

 2 live at 24 Kensington Road  ✓ 
Jenny used to live at 24 Kensington Road.

 3 play the violin  ✗ 
Jenny didn’t use to play the violin.

 4 meet her friends after school  ✓ 
Jenny used to meet her friends after school. 
(can use would)

 5 love going to the cinema  ✓ 
Jenny used to love going to the cinema.

 6 surf the Internet  ✗ 
Jenny didn’t use to surf the Internet.

used to – would

Affirmative
I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They used to 
play tennis.

Negative
I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They didn’t use 
to play tennis.

Interrogative
Did I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they use to 
play tennis?

Short Answers
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they did./ 
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ they didn’t.

We use used to/would to talk about repeated actions in 
the past that no longer happen. He used to/would stay 
up late in the evening.
We use used to to talk about past states. He used to 
live/lived in Naples. (NOT: He would live in Naples.) BUT 
He moved to Milan last May. (NOT: used to move/would 
move) – the action happened at a definite time in the 
past. 

Co
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Hi Claudia,
I 1) was listening (listen) to the news while I 2) was 
driving (drive) to work this morning and I 3) heard 
(hear) about the flood in your village. What 4) were 
you doing (you/do) at 3 o’clock yesterday afternoon 
when the rain started? I know you 5) weren’t working 
(not/work) in the city because Wednesday is your 
day off. According to the news report, the rain 6) was 
falling (fall) all afternoon, and last night most of the 
houses in the village 7) had (have) water in the 
downstairs rooms. What about yours? They 8) didn’t 
say (not/say) anything about your street on the news 
this morning. 9) Did the water get (the water/get) 
inside your home?
If you need to, you can come and stay with me. I 
10) finished (finish) decorating my spare room last 
week so everything is ready for you! Let me know how 
you’re doing.
Take care,
Nick

Send
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42 ★★ Form questions with the words in 
brackets and underline the answer in the 
statement, as in the example.

 1 The red bike belongs to Tom. (which) 
Which bike belongs to Tom?

 2 Jane opened the front door. (who)
  Who opened the front door?

 3 Paul and Claire bought a new car. (what)
  What did Paul and Claire buy?

 4 Laura lost Michael’s keys. (who)
  Who lost Michael’s keys?

 5 We made some sandwiches. (what)
  What did we make?

 6 He drove his sister home. (who)
  Who did he drive home?

 7 My team won the cup. (which)
  Which team won the cup?

 8 Riley booked a river cruise. (who)
  Who booked a river cruise?

 9 They chose the black puppy. (which)
  Which puppy did they choose?

 10 Fay started a travel blog. (what)
  What did Fay start?

Past perfect

Affirmative I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They had left.

Negative I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They hadn’t left.

Interrogative Had I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they left?

Short Answers
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they had./
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they hadn’t.

We form the past perfect simple with had + past 
participle.

We use the past perfect for:
• an action that happened before another past action 

or before a stated time in the past. We had driven 
to a safe place before the storm hit.

• an action which finished in the past and whose 
result was visible in the past. She was pleased she 
had finished her work early that morning.

Time expressions: before, already, after, for, since, just, 
till/until, by, by the time, never, etc.

43 ★★ Use the prompts to say what happened to 
each person, as in the example.

 1 She/not walk – break leg 
She couldn’t walk because she had broken 
her leg.

 2 Ben/not move foot – twist ankle 
Ben couldn’t move his foot because he had 
twisted his ankle.

 3 Cynthia/not do homework – forget books 
Cynthia couldn’t do her homework because 
she had forgotten her books.

 4 David and Tanya/not open the door – lose 
key 
David and Tanya couldn’t open the door 
because they had lost the key.

 5 He/not stand up – hurt back 
He couldn’t stand up because he had hurt 
his back.

 6 She/not drive car – it/break down 
She couldn’t drive the car because it had 
broken down.

 7 We/not bake cake – not buy ingredients 
We couldn’t bake a cake because we hadn’t 
bought the ingredients.

 8 They/not take dog for walk – lose lead 
They couldn’t take the dog for a walk 
because they had lost the lead.

Past perfect continuous

Affirmative
I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They had been 
working.

Negative
I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They hadn’t 
been working.

Interrogative
Had I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they been 
working?

Short Answers
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they had./
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/they hadn’t.

We form the past perfect continuous with had + been + 
verb + -ing.

We use the past perfect continuous:
• to put emphasis on the duration of an action which 

happened before another past action or before a 
stated time in the past. It had been snowing for 
some time before we decided to leave.

• for an action which lasted for some time in the past 
and whose result was visible in the past. Everything 
was wet. It had been raining for many hours.

Time expressions: for, since, how long, before, until, etc.
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44 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past 
perfect continuous.

 1 Matthew had been running (run) in the 
park for an hour before it started to rain. 

 2 I had been reading (read) my book all 
evening. 

 3 They had been driving (drive) for over three 
hours and still hadn’t seen anyone.

 4 The plane had been flying (fly) for ten 
minutes when the pilot realised something 
was wrong.

 5 We hadn’t been walking (not/walk) for very 
long when the snow began to fall.

 6 How long had you been waiting (you/wait) 
at the bus stop when the accident happened?

45 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 They had been evacuating/had evacuated 
the town hours before the tsunami hit.

 2 The firefighters had tried/had been trying 
to put out the wildfire all afternoon, but 
without success.

 3 The rescuers had been working/had worked 
all day and all night to find survivors when 
they decided to rest.

 4 He had already been rescuing/had already 
rescued two people from the burning building 
before the emergency services arrived.

46 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past 
perfect or the past perfect continuous.

 1 They had all left (all/leave) by the time he 
arrived at the party.

 2 We had been waiting (wait) for the train for 
three hours when it arrived.

 3 Kim had never tried (never/try) Mexican 
food before.

 4 How long had you been studying (study) 
French before you visited France?

 5 Frank had been looking (look) for his keys for 
hours before he found them under the table.

 6 Sue had already read (already/read) that 
book before Jessica gave her it as a present.

 7 I had been working (work) in that company 
for five years when I got a promotion.

 8 She had already booked (already/book) the 
tickets for the concert when I called her.

47 ★ Complete with so, such, such a/an.

 1 There was such a loud noise coming from 
the room next door that I couldn’t study.

 2 They ran so fast that they caught the bus.

 3 It was such a hot day that a wildfire started 
in the forest.

 4 They did such great work for us that we 
were all thankful.

 5 I was so happy when the rescue boat arrived 
that I couldn’t stop smiling.

 6 It was such an amazing book that I didn’t 
want to stop reading it.

Clauses of result

Clauses of result are used to express the result of an 
action. They are introduced with:  
• so + adjective/adverb … that We had to drive so 

slowly through the fog that we arrived late.
• such a/an + adjective + singular countable noun … 

that The thunder made such a loud noise that it 
woke the cat.

• such + adjective + plural countable/uncountable 
noun … that The firemen were such brave men that 
everyone thanked them for saving us.

-ing/-ed adjectives

• -ing adjectives describe what something is/was like. 
The story was amusing. (What was the story like? 
Amusing.)

• -ed adjectives describe how someone feels/felt. We 
were terrified. (How did we feel? Terrified.)

48 ★ Complete the sentences with the adjectives.

 excited/exciting
 1 I was so excited when Dad told me we were 

going to the festival on Saturday!
 2 It was so exciting to finally meet my 

favourite singer at the festival!

 bored/boring
 3 I’m bored with this show!
 4 It was a boring film.

 surprised/surprising
 5 The ending of the play was surprising. 
 6 Ann was surprised to see me.
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Module 3
will

Form: will + main verb

Affirmative Negative

I/You/He/She/It/We/You
They will/’ll travel.

I/You/He/She/It/We/You/ 
They will not/won’t travel.

Interrogative Short answers

Will I/you/he/she/it/
we/you/they travel?

Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ 
they will./
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ 
they won’t.

We use will for:
• on-the-spot decisions. It’s cold in here. I’ll close the 

window.
• predictions about what we think, believe or imagine 

with the verbs think, believe, hope, know, expect 
and the expressions be sure, be afraid. 

 I hope there won’t be any more floods this year.
• promises, warnings, hopes and offers. We will come 

and see you next month.

Time expressions: tomorrow, next week/month/year, in 
a few days/weeks/months/years, etc.

49 ★ Fill in will or won’t.

 1 I promise I will call you when I get home.

 2 I’m cold. I will turn the heating on.

 3 Finish your homework. You won’t go out 
with your friends until it’s done.

 4 Will we all speak the same language in the 
future?

 5 I’ve got a terrible headache. I won’t go to 
school today.

50 ★★ Put the verb in brackets into the correct 
form of will.

 1 The lights aren’t working. Will you call (you/
call) the electrician?

 2 In the future, I hope there won’t be (not/be) 
any more wars.

 3 Don’t worry! I know you will/’ll pass (pass) 
the exam.

 4 I’m afraid Laura won’t come (not/come) if 
Amy is here. They’ve had an argument.

be going to

Form: be + going to + main verb

Affirmative Negative

I am/’m going to try.
He/She/It is/’s going to 
try.
We/You/They are/’re 
going to try.

I am not/’m not going to try.
He/She/It is not/isn’t going 
to try.
We/You/They are not/aren’t 
going to try.

Interrogative Short answers

Am I going to try?
Is he/she/it going to try?

Are we/you/they going 
to try?

Yes, I am./No, I’m not.
Yes, he/she/it is./No, he/she/ 
it isn’t.
Yes, we/you/they are./
No, we/you/they aren’t.

We use be going to for:
• future plans and intentions. I’m going to fly to 

Panama next month.
• future predictions based on what we see or know. 

The weatherman says it’s going to rain later.

Time expressions: in a little while, tomorrow, the day 
after tomorrow, in two/three, etc days’ time, next week/ 
month/year, tonight, soon, this evening, in a week/ 
month/year, etc.

51 ★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
form of be going to.

 1 A: Look at the clouds! It is/’s going to rain 
(rain).

  B: Never mind. We’re not going out.

 2 A: Are you going to stay (you/stay) with 
your cousins next summer?

  B: No, I’m not. I am/’m going to go (go) on 
a road trip with my dad.

 3 A: Is Anna going to volunteer (Anna/ 
volunteer) at the animal shelter next year?

  B: Yes, she is. She is/’s going to look after 
(look after) the dogs.

 4 A: We are/’re not going to book (not/book) 
a winter holiday this year. 

  B: Why not? Are you going to visit (you/
visit) your relatives instead?

 5 A: Look at those workmen carrying that 
heavy pipe.

  B: Oh my goodness! They are going to drop  
(drop) it!

 6 A: Is Ben going to work (Ben/work) for his 
uncle when he finishes school?

  B: No, he isn’t. He is/’s going to study  (study) 
Marketing.
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52 ★★ Complete the gaps with will or  
be going to in the correct form.

 1 A:  Look at that dark sky!
  B:  Yes, there is/’s going to be a storm!

 2 A: It’s getting a little warm in here.
  B: I will/’ll open a window.

 3 A: What would you like to have for lunch?
  B: I think I will/’ll have a salad and some 

pasta.

 4 A: What do you want to do after the exams 
finish?

  B: I’ve already made plans. I am/’m going to 
travel abroad.

 5 A: What are you planning to do this 
weekend?

  B: Well, Julie and I are going to go to the 
Cotswolds.

 6 A: I’m so worried about my driving test.
  B: I’m sure you will/’ll be fine!

Present simple – Present continuous 
(future meaning)

Present simple (future meaning)
We use the present simple with a future meaning for 
timetables and programmes. The train leaves at 9:00.

Present continuous (future meaning)
We use the present continuous for fixed arrangements 
in the near future. Tom is catching the train to Italy at 
9:00 tomorrow morning.

53 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 The train to Birmingham is leaving/leaves at 
2:30 pm from platform 2.

 2 We are watching/will watch a film at 7:30 at 
the cinema. Do you want to join us?

 3 Just look at all that snow! It is going to be/ 
will be really cold. 

 4 I hope they aren’t going to get/won’t get 
lost in the fog.

 5 I will apply/am going to apply for the post I 
read about online yesterday.

 6 He will come/is coming to the concert this 
weekend.

54 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into future 
continuous.

 1 Mum will be cooking (cook) dinner at 5:30.

 2 In a month’s time, Claire and I will be lying 
(lie) on a beach in the sun.

 3 Will Dan be waiting (Dan/wait) for you 
when you get off the plane?

 4 She will not/won’t be attending (not/attend) 
the lecture at 11 o’clock tomorrow. She’s 
got a meeting.

 5 We will/’ll be arriving (arrive) at the airport 
this time tomorrow.

 6 This time tomorrow Jenny will be skiing (ski) 
in the mountains.

 7 Don’t call John tomorrow. He will/’ll be 
working (work) all day.

 8 Will you be watching (you/watch) the news 
at 8 o’clock tonight? 

 9 I will/’ll be exercising (exercise) at the gym 
three hours from now.

 10 At 4 o’clock tomorrow, I will/’ll be getting 
(get) ready to go to the festival.

 11 They will not/won’t be coming (not/come) at 
7 o’clock. They have to wait for the babysitter.

 12 Will she be doing (she/do) her presentation 
at noon tomorrow?

Future Continuous

Form: will be + verb + -ing

Affirmative Negative

I/You/He/She/It/We/You
They will/’ll be working.

I/You/He/She/It/We/You/They 
will not/won’t be working.

Interrogative Short answers

Will I/you/he/she/it/
we/you/they be working?

Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ 
they will./
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/you/ 
they won’t.

We use the future continuous for:
• an action which will be in progress at a definite time 

in the future. Next Monday I’ll be working in my 
new office.

• an action which will definitely happen in the future 
as a result of a routine or an arrangement. I’ll be 
going to the market in the morning – do you want 
anything?

Time expressions: this time tomorrow, at one o’clock 
tomorrow, three hours from now, later, etc.
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Calling all Year 12 students!
What does the future hold 

for you?
This time next year, you 1) will be leaving (leave) 

school – but have you thought about your plans? 2) Are 

you going to apply (you/apply) to university? 3) Are 

you going to travel (you/travel) the world? The future 

seems far away, but it’s getting closer every day!

Five years from now, 4) will you be sitting (you/sit) in 

front of a screen in a boring office, or 5) will you be 

doing (you/do) your dream job? We’re sure that each 

and every one of you 6) will succeed (succeed) – but 

only if you have the tools to follow your dreams.

That’s why, on Monday, we 7) are giving (give) everyone 

in Year 12 a chance to join our Students of Success 

Workshop. The workshop 8) begins (begin) at 9 am in 

the Main Hall and lasts all day. We know it 9) will teach 

(teach) you the skills you need to succeed!

So what are you waiting for?
Invest in your future – invest in yourself!

55 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
future form.

56 ★ Write zero conditionals.

 1 you mix blue and red (you/get purple) 
If/When you mix blue and red, you get 
purple.

 2 it not rain (grass/not grow) 
If/When it doesn’t rain, grass doesn’t grow.

 3 you heat ice (it/melt) 
If/When you heat ice, it melts.

 4 people not eat (they/get hungry) 
If/When people don’t eat, they get hungry.

 5 water freeze (it/become ice) 
If/When water freezes, it becomes ice.

Zero conditional (type 0)

Form: if/when + present simple ➝ present simple
If you touch fire, you get a burn.

Use: We use the zero conditional for general truths and 
laws of nature. We also use it to give instructions and 
advice.

Note: We separate the two clauses with a comma when 
the if-clause is before the main clause.
If it gets too cold, water freezes.
BUT Water freezes if it gets too cold.

First conditional (type 1)

Form: if/when + present simple ➝ will/can/may/might + 
infinitive without to
If he doesn’t arrive soon, he’ll miss the train.

Use: We use the first conditional to talk about a possible 
or probable situation in the present or future. We also 
use it to make promises and offers.

Note: unless = if not I won’t go to the park unless it 
stops raining. (If it doesn’t stop raining, I won’t go to 
the park).

Second conditional (type 2)

Form: if + past simple ➝ would + infinitive without to
If I had more time, I would stay for a while.

Use: We use the second conditional to talk about an 
imaginary situation, contrary to facts, in the present. 
We also use it to give advice.
If I were you, I would wear the red dress tonight.

Third conditional (type 3)

Form: if + past perfect ➝ would have + past participle
If I had taken a taxi, I wouldn’t have missed my flight.

Use: We use the third conditional to talk about an 
imaginary situation, contrary to facts, in the past. 

Conditionals (0-3)

WHAT 
WILL I DO?
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57 ★ Use the prompts to make first conditionals, 
as in the example.

 1 we/turn off the lights – we/save electricity
  If we turn off the lights, we will save 

electricity.
 2 train/not arrive soon – I/be late
  If the train doesn’t arrive soon, I will be late.

 3 the weather/be bad tomorrow – we/not have 
a barbecue

  If the weather is bad tomorrow, we won’t 
have a barbecue.

 4 I/miss your phone call – I/call you back
  If I miss your phone call, I will call you back.

 5 Luke/have time – he/clean the kitchen
  If Luke has time, he will clean the kitchen.

58 ★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
tense to form second or third conditionals.

 1 If I didn’t have a headache, I would go (go) 
swimming.

 2 If he hadn’t left (not/leave) his phone at 
home, he would have called us.

 3 They would have paid if they had had (have) 
enough money.

 4 If we had a big house, we would invite 
(invite) lots of people to the party.

 5 If she had studied more, she would have 
known (know) the answer.

59 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
tense.

 1 We would have visited (visit) more nature 
reserves if we had had time.

 2 If we hadn’t cut down so many trees, we 
wouldn’t have lost (not/lose) so many 
species.

 3 When you destroy plant life, animals 
disappear (disappear) as well.

 4 Sue won’t leave (not/leave) her job unless 
she can find a better one.

 5 If it starts raining, I won’t go (not/go) home.

 6 If I were you, I would join (join) the 
environmental organisation.

Form Example Use

I wish/If only + 
past simple

I wish I had a 
bigger house.

to express what we 
would like to be 
different in the present

I wish/If only + 
past perfect

I wish I 
hadn’t eaten 
so much.

to express regret 
about something that 
happened or didn’t 
happen in the past

Notes: If only is used exactly the same way as wish, but 
it is more emphatic.
We can use were instead of was after wish and if only 
in all persons. I wish I were taller.

Wishes

60 ★★ Rewrite the sentences, as in the example.

 1 I don’t have a new smartphone. 
I wish/If only I had a new smartphone.

 2 I shouldn’t have gone to bed so late. 
I wish/If only I hadn’t gone to bed so late.

 3 I want to be better at sport. 
I wish/If only I were better at sport.

 4 Michelle wants to go abroad this summer, 
but she can’t. 
Michelle wishes she could go abroad this 
summer./If only Michelle could go abroad 
this summer.

 5 We didn’t study for our exams. 
We wish/If only we had studied for our 
exams.

 6 My parents didn’t let me go to the concert. 
I wish/If only my parents had let me go to 
the concert.

 7 I don’t have time to play computer games. 
I wish/If only I had time to play computer 
games.

 8 I lost my brother’s MP3 player. 
I wish/If only I hadn’t lost my brother’s MP3 
player.

 9 My stomach hurts.  
I wish/If only my stomach didn’t hurt.

 10 I was rude to my friend. 
I wish/If only I hadn’t been rude to my 
friend.

 11 Luke broke his tablet. 
Luke wishes he hadn’t broken his tablet/If 
only Luke hadn’t broken his tablet.

 12 They don’t have a car. 
They wish/If only they had a car.
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Module 4
The passive

61 ★ Rewrite the sentences in the passive voice, 
as in the example. 

 1 Thousands of people visited the festival. 
The festival was visited by thousands of 
people.

 2 Lots of celebrities will attend the performance. 
The performance will be attended by lots of 
celebrities.

 3 Ben has taken all the rubbish to the 
recycling centre. All the rubbish had been 
taken to the recycling centre by Ben.

 4 Patrick is driving the girls to the festival. 
The girls are being driven to the festival by 
Patrick.

 5 They have released the tiger cubs into the 
wild. The tiger cubs have been released into 
the wild.

 6 Corina was organising a trip to France. A trip 
to France was being organised by Corina.

62 ★ Complete with by or with.

 1 The fireworks were seen by everyone.

 2 The cakes had been made with coconut.

 3 The house was being decorated by Marie.

 4 The posters were printed with special ink.

63 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 
passive tense.

Robbery on Penny Lane!
Yesterday afternoon, over a hundred pieces of expensive 

jewellery 1) were stolen (steal) from Mort’s Jewellery 

Shop on Penny Lane. Three men burst into the shop 

at around 3:15 and forced Mr Mort to hand over gold 

necklaces and diamond rings. They escaped in a dark 

blue van and 2) were last seen (last/see) driving through 

the town at high speed.
Although the identity of the three criminals 3) is not 

known (not/know), the police are sure that they 4) will 

be caught (catch) very soon. Pictures from the shop’s 

CCTV camera 5) have already been published (already/

publish) in local newspapers and, at the moment, 

witnesses 6) are being questioned (question) by the 

police.
A new alarm system 7) is being installed (install) at 

Mort’s Jewellery Store later today. “I’m not taking any 

chances,” Mr Mort told The Daily News. “Security at the 

shop must 8) be improved (improve).”

Active Passive

Present simple
Sue types the 
letters.

The letters are 
typed by Sue.

Present 
continuous

Sue is typing the 
letters.

The letters are being 
typed by Sue.

Past simple
Sue typed the 
letters.

The letters were 
typed by Sue.

Past 
continuous

Sue was typing 
the letters.

The letters were 
being typed by Sue.

Future simple
Sue will type the 
letters.

The letters will be 
typed by Sue.

Present 
perfect

Sue has typed 
the letters.

The letters have 
been typed by Sue.

Past perfect
Sue had typed 
the letters.

The letters had been 
typed by Sue.

Modal verbs
Sue must type 
the letters.

The letters must be 
typed by Sue.

Infinitive
Sue needs to 
type the letters.

The letters need to 
be typed by Sue.

Form: to be + past participle of main verb
We use the passive when:
• the person who did the action is unknown, 

unimportant or obvious. The windows were cleaned 
yesterday.

• the action is more important than the person who 
did it. The lions will be studied by a biologist.

subject verb object

Active
Leonardo da 

Vinci 
painted

the Mona 
Lisa.

Passive
The Mona 

Lisa
was painted 

by
Leonardo da 

Vinci.

Changing from active to passive
• The object of the active verb becomes the subject in 

the passive sentence.
• The active verb changes into a passive form. (to be 

+ past participle)
• The subject of the active verb becomes the agent.
• The agent is introduced with by + person, with + 

object/instrument or it is omitted.

by + person who does the action (the agent) The emails 
are written by Megan.
with + instrument/material/ingredient The picture was 
taken with a camera.
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64 ★ Complete with a, an, the, one or –. 

 1 We went to a great party last night.

 2 I’ve always wanted to sail around the Pacific 
Ocean or go hiking in the Alps.

 3 My parents flew to – Sicily last month.

 4 Emily has a lot of photos from her trip to – 
Europe. 

 5 Which is your car? The blue or the red one?

 6 Beatrice bought a new dress at the clothes 
shop earlier.

 7 They waited for over an hour for the music 
to start.

 8 We’re going on holiday to – Rome next 
month.

 9 Wow! The Statue of Liberty is amazing!

 10 – Hogmanay is the Scottish celebration of 
the New Year.

65 ★ Complete the gaps with who, which/that or 
whose. 

 1 Susan is the girl whose parents work at the 
theatre.

 2 There’s the band which/that is missing a 
guitarist.

 3 Leo, whose brother plays the piano, is 
joining us later.

 4 My dad, who was born in France, can speak 
English very well.

 5 Our car, which is only two years old, broke 
down yesterday.

66 ★★ Join the sentences. Use the words in 
brackets. Put commas where necessary.

 1 This is my uncle Dan. He is working at the 
library. (who) This is my uncle Dan, who is 
working at the library.

 2 This is my new smartphone. I bought it 
yesterday. (which) This is my new smartphone, 
which I bought yesterday.

 3 Paris is a beautiful city. People can see and 
do a lot of things there. (where) Paris is a 
beautiful city where people can see and do 
a lot of things.

 4 Mr Burns is a famous author. His son is in 
my class. (whose) Mr Burns, whose son is in 
my class, is a famous author.

a/an – the – one/ones

• We use a/an with singular countable nouns when 
we talk about them in general. He asked for a cup 
of tea.

• We use the with countable or uncountable nouns 
when we talk about something specific; that is, 
when the noun is mentioned for a second time or is 
already known. I have a book in my bag. The book is 
very heavy.

• We also use the with the names of: rivers (the Seine), 
seas (the Red Sea), oceans (the Atlantic Ocean), 
mountain ranges (the Alps), deserts (the Sahara), 
groups of islands (the Channel Islands), museums/ 
art galleries (the Louvre), unique landmarks (the 
Eiffel Tower), cinemas/theatres (the Plaza), musical 
instruments (the guitar) and dances (the waltz). 

• We don’t use the with the names of: countries 
(Italy), cities (Paris), parks (Hyde Park), mountains 
(Mount Everest), individual islands (Cyprus), 
lakes (Lake Victoria), continents (Africa), streets 
(Henry Street), months (February) and celebrations 
(Halloween). 

• We use one in the singular and ones in the plural 
to avoid repeating a noun, when it is clear what we 
mean. There are some biscuits on the table. Do you 
want one?

Relative pronouns/Relative clauses

Relative pronouns introduce relative clauses.

People: who/that This is Mike who you met at Alicia’s 
party last month.
Things/Animals: which/that We had ice cream, which is 
my favourite dessert.
Places: where I know a restaurant where they serve 
amazing food.
Possession (people, things and animals): whose There’s 
the boy whose dad is a doctor.

A defining relative clause gives necessary information 
that is essential to the meaning of the main sentence. 
The relative pronouns cannot be omitted and we do not 
put the clause in commas.
The festival that we went to was amazing!

A non-defining relative clause gives extra information 
that is not essential to the meaning of the main sentence. 
We put it in commas. We do not use that. Michelle, who I 
work with, is going to the theatre tomorrow.
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Comparative – Superlative

adjective comparative superlative

short adjectives

tall
fast
big

short

taller
faster
bigger
shorter

the tallest
the fastest
the biggest
the shortest

-y adjectives easy easier the easiest

longer adjectives
dangerous
inexpensive

more dangerous
more inexpensive

the most dangerous
the most inexpensive

irregular adjectives

good
bad

many/much
little

better
worse
more
less

the best
the worst
the most
the least

• We use the comparative form to compare two people, animals, places, things or objects. This festival is more famous 
than that one.

• We use the superlative form to compare one person, animal, place, thing or object with two or more people, animals, 
places, things or objects. St Patrick’s Day is the biggest celebration in Ireland.

Form
• With one-syllable or two-syllable adjectives, we form the comparative by adding -er and the superlative by adding  

-est. small – smaller – the smallest
• With two-syllable adjectives or adjectives of more than two syllables, we form the comparative with more and the 

superlative with the most. intelligent – more intelligent – the most intelligent
• Some adjectives of two syllables, like clever, narrow, gentle, friendly, etc, form the comparative and superlative with  

-(i)er/-(i)est or with more/the most. friendly – friendlier – the friendliest or friendly – more friendly – the most friendly

Spelling
• To adjectives of one syllable ending in -e, we add -r in the comparative and -st in the superlative. 
 wide – wider – the widest
• To adjectives of one syllable ending in a vowel + consonant, we double the final consonant and add -er/-est. 
 big – bigger – the biggest
• To adjectives of one or two syllables ending in -ly or -y, we change y to i and add -er/-est. 
 funny – funnier – the funniest

Types of comparisons
• adjective + -er + than + noun The museum is older than the library. It’s noisier here than in the village. The museum 

is bigger than the gallery.
• the + adjective + -est + noun + of/in The Pacific Ocean is the deepest ocean of all. Which is the noisiest city in the 

world? The mall is the biggest building in the city.
• as ... as: for two people, animals, things that are the same. Saving tigers is just as important as saving lions.
• not so/as ... as: for two people, animals, things that aren’t the same. This picture is not as beautiful as that one.
• more/less + adjective + than + noun to express the difference between two people or things. 
 This show is more interesting than the earlier show.
• the + least + adjective + noun + of/in to compare one person or thing with two or more people or things of the same 

group. This is the least expensive hotel in Canada.
• much/a lot/a little/a bit + comparative to express the degree of difference between two people or things. 
 It’s a bit more crowded in here than outside.

too – enough
• too + adjective: for something that is more than we want or need. The band is too loud.
• adjective + enough: for something that is as much as we want or need. I think these shoes are big enough for me.
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Permission (can/could/may)
Can I borrow your phone? (Is it OK if …? – informal)
Could I use your computer? (Am I allowed to ...? – 
formal/polite)
You can enter the room. (You have permission to.)

Requests (Can/Could/Would you ...?)
Can you help me? (Are you willing to?)

Possibility (could/may/might)
It could/may/might rain later. (It’s a possibility.)

Obligation (must/have to)
We must do our homework. (We are obliged to. We 
say so.) 
I have to wear a uniform at school. (I’m obliged to. 
It’s the rule. The headteacher says so.)

Prohibition (mustn’t) 
You mustn’t run in the corridors. (It’s prohibited. 
You are not allowed to.)

Necessity/Lack of necessity (have to/need to)
You have to/need to exercise for at least half an hour. 
(It’s necessary.)
You don’t have to/need to go to the gym every day. 
(It’s not necessary.)

Advice/Recommendation (should/ought to)
You should eat more fruit. (I advise you to.)

Offers (shall/can)
Shall/Can I take your coat? (Do you want me to ...?)

Ability (can/be able to)
He can/is able to run very fast. (He has the ability to – 
general ability)

69 ★ Complete with too, enough, as or so.

 1 Nick’s jacket is too small; he needs to get 
another one.

 2 Their new singer isn’t as/so good as their old 
one.

 3 The car is big enough for five people.

 4 The sequel is as exciting as the first film.

 5 The rain is too heavy. We’ll have to cancel 
the concert.

 6 John’s not so tall as his brother.

Glastonbury Festival is one of 1) largest (large) and also 

one of 2) the most famous (famous) music festivals in 

the world. It’s an international festival with musicians and 

bands from around the world, such as Radiohead, the Foo 

Fighters and many more. But if you think Glastonbury is a 

little bit 3) more crowded (crowded) than other festivals, 

then why not go to Reading Festival? It is 4) smaller 

(small) than Glastonbury and may not be as 5) popular 

(popular) as 6) the biggest (big) festival in the UK, but 

it is a lot 7) cheaper (cheap). Whatever your choice, this 

year is looking like it’s going to be 8) the best (good) year 

yet for festival-goers all round.

Module 5
Modals

67 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 Ben is younger/the youngest in our family.

 2 Sue is shorter/more short than her sisters.

 3 Those red shoes are the most expensive/ 
more expensive than the black ones. 

 4 My dad is more intelligent/the most 
intelligent person I know.

 5 Their house is bigger/the biggest in the 
neighbourhood.

 6 Mrs Evans is better/the best teacher I’ve 
ever had!

 7 Tony finds Maths more easy/easier than 
languages.

 8 Mr Franks gives us the least/less homework 
of all the teachers.

 9 Is Canada the larger/largest country in the 
world?

 10 I think rugby is more/most dangerous than 
football.

68 ★★ Complete the gaps with the comparative 
or the superlative form of the adjectives in 
brackets.
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72 ★ Complete the sentences. Use the past 
modals in the list. Which sentences are about 
general ability in the past? specific ability in 
the past?

• wasn’t able to  • could  • was able to  
• couldn’t

 1 My granddad ________________ run really fast 
when he was younger. He won a lot of races.

 2 I had a bad headache last Tuesday, so I 
________________ go on the school trip.

 3 Joe practises aikido every day, which is why 
he ________________ win the competition last 
month.

 4 Susan ________________ speak French when 
she was a child. She learnt the language as a 
teenager.

73 ★ Complete the sentences with had to/ didn’t 
have to.

 1 James and Tim had to stop playing outside 
because it was getting dark.

 2 Ray had to take medicine three times a day 
until his toothache got better.

 3 We didn’t have to cook dinner last Friday 
because Mum ordered pizza.

 4 Alice had to visit the hospital when she cut 
her hand because she needed stitches.

 5 I didn’t have to wash the car last weekend 
because Dad took it to the car wash.

 6 Thanks, but you didn’t have to pick me up 
in the car yesterday. I don’t mind taking the 
bus.

Past modals

Obligation (had to)
We had to train hard for the match on Saturday. 
(We were obliged to.)

Necessity/Lack of necessity (had to/didn’t have to)
She had to relax and stay in bed all day. She had a 
terrible headache. (It was necessary.)
Joe didn’t have to see the doctor. (It wasn’t necessary.)

Ability (could/was able to)
Fiona could dance well when she was young. (general 
ability in the past)
Even though there was a lot of traffic, Tom was able to 
get to school on time. (specific ability in the past)

70 ★ Choose the correct modal.

 1 A: Which dress do you think is better, the 
red or the blue one?

  B:  I think you could/need to/should wear 
the red one.

 2 A: What else do I need to/ought to/must 
know about using this equipment?

  B: The most important thing is the 
emergency stop button here.

 3 A: This bag of sports equipment is really 
heavy.

  B: Could/Shall/May I help you with it?

 4 A: Remember, you needn’t/mustn’t/ 
shouldn’t run near the pool. 

  B: I know. I read the rules on a sign in the 
changing rooms.

 5 A: Ken is a great cricket player.
  B: Yes, he has to/can/could hit the ball 

really far.

 6 A: Hey, Kate, I’m not sure but our match 
must/should/might be cancelled later.

  B: Really? Why is that?

71 ★★ Use the modal verbs to rewrite the 
sentences.

• can  • mustn’t (x2)  • need  • have to  • might  
• should  • shall

 1 You aren’t allowed to enter this area. 
You mustn’t enter this area.

 2 I’m obliged to pay a membership fee. 
I have to pay a membership fee.

 3 Are you willing to you pass me the ball? 
Can you pass me the ball?

 4 It’s necessary for you to put all the 
equipment you used back. 
You need to put all the equipment you used 
back.

 5 There’s a possibility that they will win the 
game. 
They might win the game.

 6 It’s a good idea to drink a lot of water when 
you exercise.

  You should drink a lot of water when you 
exercise.

 7 It’s prohibited to eat in the library. 
You mustn’t eat in the library.

 8 Do you want me to help you with the chores? 
Shall I help you with the chores?

See Answer Section
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Active Passive

Present simple She cleans the 
house.

She has the house 
cleaned.

Present 
continuous

She is cleaning 
the house.

She is having the 
house cleaned.

Past simple
She cleaned the 
house.

She had the house 
cleaned.

Past 
continuous

She was cleaning 
the house.

She was having the 
house cleaned.

Future simple
She will clean 
the house.

She will have the 
house cleaned.

Present perfect
She has cleaned 
the house.

She has had the 
house cleaned.

Present perfect 
continuous

She has been 
cleaning the 
house.

She has been 
having the house 
cleaned.

Past perfect
She had cleaned 
the house.

She had had the 
house cleaned.

Past perfect 
continuous

She had been 
cleaning the 
house.

She had been 
having the house 
cleaned.

be going to
She is going to 
clean the house.

She is going to have 
the house cleaned.

Modal verbs
She should clean 
the house.

She should have 
the house cleaned.

Form: have + object (thing) + past participle of main verb
We use the causative:
• when someone else does something for someone.  

I had my car fixed by John. 
• instead of the passive to refer to misfortunes. She had 

her windows smashed yesterday by a falling tree.

The Causative

Singular myself/yourself/himself/herself/itself

Plural ourselves/yourselves/themselves
We use reflexive pronouns:
• with the verbs: burn, cut, hurt, look at, etc when 

the subject and the object of the verb are the same. 
I burnt myself while cooking earlier.

• in the phrases: enjoy yourself, behave yourself, help 
yourself, be yourself, do it yourself. Don’t forget to 
help yourself to some biscuits!

• with or without by to mean on your own or without 
help. I painted the room (by) myself.

Note: We do not use reflexive pronouns with the verbs 
meet, relax, concentrate and get up. You should try to 
relax. (NOT: You should try to relax yourself.)

Reflexive pronouns

74 ★ Choose the correct item. 

 1 She has/had her hair cut every six weeks.

 2 They have/will have their house painted 
tomorrow.

 3 John has/has been having his lawn mowed 
since 10 o’clock this morning. 

 4 Fiona is having/had her nails done right now.

75 ★★ Rewrite the sentences using the causative. 

 1 A gardener planted some trees in Carla’s 
garden. 
 _____________________________________________

 2 Did the doctor look at your arm yesterday? 
 _____________________________________________

 3 Someone was repairing Mark and Jo’s roof 
after the fire. 
 _____________________________________________

 4 Victor has been fixing Tom’s bike all morning. 
 _____________________________________________

76 ★★ Complete the sentences with the correct 
reflexive pronoun. 

 1 Alex blamed himself for getting injured 
before the game.

 2 Catherine hurt herself while she was skiing.

 3 Dinner’s ready, everyone! Help yourselves.

 4 I was looking at myself in the mirror when I 
noticed the scratch.

 5 There wasn’t anyone to help, so we did it by 
ourselves. 

Singular/plural nouns

• Certain nouns are in a plural form, but take a 
singular verb, e.g. athletics, billiards, darts, news. 
Billiards is my favourite sport.

• Some nouns always appear in plural form, and take 
a plural verb, e.g. congratulations, jeans, scissors, 
shorts, stairs, trousers. My jeans are on the bed.

• Some nouns can have both singular and plural 
forms, but they have a different meaning. Compare: 
Your glass is on the table. Where are my glasses? I 
can’t read the paper.

• Collective nouns refer to a group of nouns. These 
are: audience, class, group, team, staff, family, 
government, crowd, company, etc. They take a verb 
in the singular or plural depending on whether we 
see the group as a whole or as individuals. Compare: 
The team is playing well. (all the players in the team) 
The team are wearing blue jerseys. (each player in 
the team)

See Answer Section
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77 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 The staff is/are working hard to finish their 
projects.

 2 John, your shorts is/are in the wardrobe if 
you need them.

 3 The news is/are on the TV. Can you turn up 
the volume?

 4 I think the crowd is/are a lot bigger this year.

 5 The audience is/are so loud tonight.

 6 Be careful! The stairs is/are dangerous.

Module 6
say – tell

We introduce a sentence in reported speech with said  
or told. 
• say (without an object pronoun) (+ that)
 She said (that) she liked ice cream.
• say + to + object pronoun (+ that)
 Tom said to me (that) he didn’t want to come.
• tell + object pronoun (+ that)
 They told us (that) they had arrived.

78 ★★ Complete the gaps with say or tell in the 
correct tense.

 1 A: Frank said to me that he had been to 
Tanzania before.

  B:  I think he tells everyone that!

 2 A: Angela told Heather she wasn’t feeling 
too well yesterday.

  B: Really? When I asked her, she said that 
she was fine.

 3 A: Vicky said that she wanted to come to 
the cinema with us later.

  B: OK. Tell her I’ll pick her up at 7 o’clock.

 4 A: The pilot just told us that we are flying 
over the Alps.

  B: I should tell the kids; maybe they want to 
look out the window.

 5 A: She said to Alan and Olivia that she was 
going to the pool.

  B: OK. Send Eva a message and tell her to 
come as well.

 6 A: Carlos said that he’s really good at tennis.
  B: Great! I said to Emma yesterday that we 

needed one more player.

Reported speech – Reported 
statements

Direct speech is the exact words someone said. We use 
quotation marks (“...”). 
Reported speech is the exact meaning of what 
someone said, but not his/her exact words. We don’t 
use quotation marks.

Direct Speech Reported Speech

Present simple: “I like 
gadgets,“ he said.

Past simple: He said (that) he 
liked gadgets.

Present continuous: “I’m 
surfing the Net,“ he said.

Past continuous: He said 
(that) he was surfing the Net.

Past simple: “I got a 
new computer,“ he said.

Past perfect: He said (that) 
he had got a new computer.

Past continuous: “I was 
chatting with my friends 
at 8 o’clock yesterday 
evening,“ he said.

Past perfect continuous: 
He said (that) he had been 
chatting with his friends at  
8 o’clock the evening before.

Future simple: “I will 
buy a smartphone 
tomorrow,“ he said.

Conditional: He said (that) he 
would buy a smartphone the 
next day.

Present perfect: “I’ve 
never used a USB 
before,“ he said.

Past perfect: He said (that) 
he had never used a USB 
before.

Present perfect 
continuous: “I’ve been 
playing video games all 
day,“ he said. 

Past perfect continuous: 
He said (that) he had been 
playing video games all day.

Note: In reported speech, personal/possessive pronouns 
and possessive adjectives change according to the 
meaning. 
“I’m going shopping with my best friend,” he said. 
➝ He said that he was going shopping with his best 
friend.

Time words: now ➝ then, today/tonight ➝ that day/ 
night, yesterday ➝ the day before, tomorrow ➝ the 
next/following day, this week ➝ that week, next week 
➝ the week after, here ➝ there, come ➝ go, this, these 
➝ that, those, last week/month, etc ➝ the week/month 
etc before/the previous week/month, etc 
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Reported questions & commands

Reported Questions

Direct speech Reported speech

“Did you buy a new 
laptop?” she asked.

She asked if/whether I had 
bought a new laptop.

“Who invented the 
radio?” he asked.

He asked who had 
invented the radio.

Reported Commands

Direct speech Reported speech

“Switch off the 
computer,” he said to me.

He told me to switch off 
the computer.

Reported questions are usually introduced with the 
verbs ask, wonder and the expression want to know.
Note:
• In reported questions, the verb tenses, pronouns 

and time words/phrases change as in statements. 
• When the direct question begins with a question 

word (who, where, how old, how long, why, when, 
what, etc), then the reported question is introduced 
with the same word.

• When the direct question begins with an auxiliary 
verb (be, do, have) or modal verb (can, may, etc), the 
reported question is introduced with if or whether.

To report commands, we use the introductory verb 
tell + sb + (not) to-infinitive. 

81 ★ Rewrite the following questions/commands 
in reported speech.

 1 “Did you have interactive whiteboards at 
your old school?” he asked me. He asked me 
if/whether I had had interactive whiteboards 
at my old school.

 2 “Please turn off all electronic devices,” 
she said to us. She told us to turn off all 
electronic devices.

 3 “Eat your breakfast,” Mum said to me.
  Mum told me to eat my breakfast.

 4 “Where is the on/off button on the tablet?” 
Lucy asked me. Lucy asked me where the on/
off button on the tablet was.

 5 “Have you bought the latest laptop from PC 
Empire?” she asked him.

  She asked him if/whether he had bought the 
latest laptop from PC Empire.

 6 “Turn down the music,” Chris said to Ann.
  Chris told Ann to turn down the music.

 7 “Which folder does this file go in?” he asked 
Mary. He asked Mary which folder the file 
went in.

 8 “Do your Maths homework,” Dad said to Pete.
  Dad told Pete to do his Maths homework.

“I work with a team of two other pilots and 

four cabin crew. I fly the plane all around the 

world, taking people to where they want to 

go. I have been working for the same airline 

for seven years. Last week, we flew to Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil, and then to Buenos Aires, 

Argentina. We’ve been in Argentina for six 

days. Tomorrow, we will fly to 

Cape Town, South Africa.”

79 ★ Robert met a lot of people at a technology 
exhibition. Read their comments, and report 
what they said, as in the example.

 1 Pete: “I like learning about new inventions.” 
Pete told him that he liked learning about 
new inventions.

 2 Ann: “I’ve met lots of interesting people.” 
 _____________________________________________

 3 Frank: “I want to know more about 
smartphones.” 
 _____________________________________________

 4 Lucy: “I will visit again tomorrow.” 
 _____________________________________________

 5 George: “I’ve been trying out new gadgets 
all day.” 
 _____________________________________________

 6 Mary: “I learnt how to use a 3D printer.” 
 _____________________________________________

80 ★★ Read what James said about his job and 
then report what he said, as in the example.

James is a pilot. He said that 
he worked with …

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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Question tags are short questions at the end of 
statements used to confirm something or find out 
if something is true or not. We form them with the 
auxiliary or modal verb of the main sentence and the 
appropriate subject pronoun.
• A positive statement takes a negative tag question. 

He’s bought a new laptop, hasn’t he?
• A negative statement takes a positive tag question. 

Our aeroplane hasn’t left yet, has it?
Note: Some verbs/phrases form their question tag 
differently:
I am ➝ aren’t I? I am going the wrong way, aren’t I?  
Let’s ➝ shall we? Let’s get to the airport early, shall we?
I have got (= I possess) ➝ haven’t I? I have got a new 
teacher at school this year, haven’t I?
I have (other meanings) ➝ don’t I? I have had so much 
fun but I have to leave, don’t I? (= I enjoyed myself.)
Everyone/Someone/Anyone/No one ➝ they? Everyone 
is coming to the party, aren’t they?
This/That is ➝ isn’t it? That’s our car, isn’t it?

Note: When the verb is in the present simple we form 
the question tag with do/does. You don’t know where 
my wallet is, do you?  When the verb is in the past 
simple, we use did. Nobody came to the party last 
night, did they?
INTONATION: 
➘ (asking for confirmation) When we are sure.
There is another way to the airport, isn’t there? 
➚ (asking for information) When we aren’t sure.
Excuse me, this is the way to the station, isn’t it? 

Question

82 ★★ Complete the sentences with the correct 
question tag.

 1 I must give them my passport, mustn’t I?

 2 This is the right building, isn’t it?

 3 We have to change the password on our 
PCs, don’t we?

 4 Let’s go shopping at the weekend, shall we?

 5 I have to install this application on my 
tablet, don’t I?

 6 I’m going to be late again, aren’t I?

 7 Everyone is going to the festival, aren’t 
they?

 8 They haven’t finished eating, have they?

Clauses of concession are used to express contrast and 
are introduced with the following:
but I used to live in Madrid, but now I live in Barcelona.
although/even though + clause Even though the water 
was cold, we still went swimming.
in spite of/despite + noun/-ing form Despite having 
enough money, he still didn’t buy the car.
however We really wanted to go to the festival. 
However, the tickets were too expensive.
on the other hand It’s a shame you didn’t come for a 
walk with us. On the other hand, at least you didn’t get 
caught in the rain!

Clauses of concession

83 ★★ Rewrite the sentences using the word in 
brackets, as in the example.

 1 Her phone is quite old. It has got a camera 
and a good battery. (although) 
Although her phone is quite old, it has got 
a camera and a good battery.

 2 Kieran lives in Oxford. He works in London. 
(but) 
Kieran lives in Oxford, but he works in 
London.

 3 His tablet wasn’t working. He had been 
charging it all afternoon. (even though) 
Even though he had been charging it all 
afternoon, his tablet wasn’t working.

 4 This laptop has a good screen. This one has 
a better battery. (on the other hand) 
This laptop has a good screen. On the other 
hand, this one has a better battery.

 5 I like the new smartphone. It is too expensive 
for me to buy. (however) 
I like the new smartphone. However, it is 
too expensive for me to buy.

 6 She still took her new camera outside. There 
was heavy rain. (despite) 
Despite the heavy rain, she still took her 
new camera outside.
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Present an ideal neighbourhoodPresent an ideal neighbourhood11 Present an achievementPresent an achievement22
Beginnings – Endings

1 ★ Read the beginnings. Which starts with: a rhetorical question? setting the scene? 
a poem? Which one seems irrelevant to the topic?

 1 Have you ever thought about what your ideal neighbourhood would look like?  
I do it all the time! – a rhetorical question

 2 Picture yourself on a quiet street filled with houses with large gardens. There are 
lots of trees on both sides of the road and each person greets you as you pass by. 
This is my idea of the perfect neighbourhood. – setting the scene

 3 My house is big and white, 
It’s at the end of my street. 
Everyone who comes inside, 
Is a friend I love to meet!

2 ★ Read the endings. Which contains: a rhetorical question? humour? a statement? 
Which one seems irrelevant to the topic?

 1 You can learn a lot by moving to a different neighbourhood.

 2 Wouldn’t you like to live in my ideal neighbourhood? I know I would!

 3 They say you should love your neighbour, and if I lived in my ideal neighbourhood, 
this is definitely what I would do!

Organising ideas

3 ★ List the notes under the headings.

• gym  • wide streets  • bus  • houses with gardens  • village in a forest  • sea breeze  
• ambulance  • hospital  • big city  • blocks of flats  • underground train  
• skyscraper  • supermarket  • museum  • post office  • cinema  • play in the park  
• police officers  • country lanes  • small town next to the sea  • tram   
• department stores  • hiking in the forest  • firefighters  • full of life   
• swimming at the beach  • art gallery  • quiet roads  • fresh air

You can start/end your 
presentation with a 

rhetorical question (a 
question that expects 
no answer), to grab the 

audience’s attention.

4 ★ Use your answers in Exs 1-3 to prepare your presentation.

location village in a forest, big city, small town next to the sea

streets wide streets, country lanes, quiet roads

buildings houses with gardens, blocks of flats, skyscraper

transport bus, underground train, tram

shops supermarket, post office, department stores

services & facilities gym, museum, cinema, art gallery

outdoor activities play in the park, hiking in the forest, swimming at the 
beach

environment sea breeze, full of life, fresh air 

safety ambulance, hospital, police officers, firefighters
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See Answer Section

–  a poem (this one is irrelevant, as it’s about the 
speaker’s present home, not ideal 
neighbourhood)

See Answer Section
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Present an ideal neighbourhoodPresent an ideal neighbourhood11 Present an achievementPresent an achievement22
Evaluating historical sources

1 ★ Read the extracts. Which is from: an encyclopaedia? a personal letter?  
a newspaper article?

2 ★ Which of the extracts in Ex. 1 contain accurate information? Check the 
underlined facts online with other sources.

Giving reasons

3 ★ Read the extracts below. Which two contain reasons justifying the speaker’s 
opinion?

 1 Amelia Earhart should be considered the most important woman of the 20th 
century.

 2 Amelia Earhart was a strong, powerful woman who set record after record. She 
believed that what is important in life is to set goals and she managed to achieve 
hers against all odds.

 3 Earhart was a woman who changed the lives of women in the 20th century in a 
lot of different ways. 

 4 Earhart became a powerful symbol for women’s rights. She set high standards for 
women to follow and inspired generations of women, becoming an excellent role 
model.

4 Use your answers in Exs 1-3 to prepare your presentation about Amelia Earhart. 

When you research 
information online, make 

sure you use valid 
sources (encyclopaedias, 
diaries, documentaries, 

etc.). Crosscheck 
information. Some 

documents include the 
writer’s opinion, so make 
sure you only select the 

facts. This way, your 
presentation will be 

accurate and objective.

When you include  
your opinion in your 

presentation, always 
give reasons to  

justify it. 

In a wonderful display of 

courage and ability, Amelia 

Earhart flew solo across the 

Atlantic Ocean yesterday. 

She set off from Harbour 

Grace in Newfoundland, 

Canada and arrived in 

Culmore, Northern Ireland, 

in just 20 hours and 40 

minutes.

I don’t think that Amelia should try to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. It’s my opinion that the aeroplane she wants to use is too small. It’s far too dangerous for her to attempt this challenge.

She made a solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean in 1932. She became the first female pilot to do so and she completed the flight in just under 15 hours.

2

1

3

a personal letter

a newspaper article

an encyclopaedia

See Answer Section

See Answer Section

See Answer Section



Present a nature reservePresent a nature reserve33 Present a �lm characterPresent a �lm character44
Using your senses

1 ★ Read the sentences. Which of the senses does each involve?

• sight  • taste  • hearing  • touch • smell

 1 You can feel the warm sunshine on your skin.  touch

 2 The sweet scent of wildflowers fills the air.  smell

 3 You can pick the tasty blackberries that grow in the forest.  taste

 4 The gentle sound of birds singing is all around you.  hearing

 5 You can enjoy great views of beautiful landscapes.  sight

Using adjectives

2 ★ Replace the adjectives in bold with the adjectives in the list.

• amazing  • clear  • unique  • bright

 1 One of the reasons people like to visit Khao Yai National Park, Thailand, is to see 
the waterfalls that flow into nice blue pools of water.  clear

 2 Lake Malawi, Tanzania, is home to a range of good wildlife, from rare birds to 
endangered crocodiles.  unique

 3 The Loire Valley in France is especially beautiful when the leaves change colour in 
autumn, from green to nice orange and red.  bright

 4 What impresses visitors the most about Iguazu Falls, Brazil, is the good view.  
amazing

3 ★ Read the extract. Use the adjectives to replace the words in bold.  
Then, find phrases that involve the senses. 

• unforgettable  • warm  • sweet-smelling  • huge

When you describe a 
place, you can involve 
your senses. This will 

make your description 
more interesting to 

the audience.

Use a variety of 
adjectives in your 

description. This brings 
it to life for the 

audience.

On an average day, the first thing you’ll notice is the feeling of the 

1) good sun on your skin and the scent of 2) nice wildflowers 

filling the air. You can also see a 3) good variety of wildlife there. 

It will be a(n) 4) good experience that you will always look back 

on with happy memories.
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4 ★ Use ideas from Exs 1-3 to prepare your presentation.

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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Present a nature reservePresent a nature reserve33 Present a �lm characterPresent a �lm character44

You can start your 
presentation by giving a 
series of statements 
about the character or 
asking questions about 
the character.

Starting a presentation

1 ★ Read the beginnings below. How does each speaker start his/her presentation? 

 1 Who is always well-dressed and always behaves like a gentleman? Whose accent 
is typically British, though he speaks at least seven languages? Who has travelled 
the world and has a licence to kill? Whose code name is 007? Who is this spy...? 
Yes, he is the famous James Bond.  

 2 He is always well-dressed and he is a gentleman. His accent is typically British, but 
he speaks at least seven languages. He has travelled the world and he has a licence 
to kill. His code name is 007. He is of course the famous spy, James Bond.

Selecting slides

2 ★ Look at the slides and answer the questions:

 1 Which slide is more effective? Why? 

 2 Which slide is more appropriate? Why?

3 ★  Collect information about James Bond under the headings: Character –  
Actors – Appearance/Personal qualities – Name of film(s) – Types of film(s).

4 ★ Use the ideas in Exs 1-3 to prepare your presentation. Use slides.

A B

A B

Secret Agent The name’s 
Bond.

James Bond.

 Daniel Craig

• Casino Royale 
(2006)

• Quantum of 
Solace (2008)

• Skyfall (2012)

• Spectre (2015)

Daniel Craig, one of the 
UK’s most famous actors, 
has played James Bond 
successfully in these films: 
Casino Royale (2006), 
Quantum of Solace (2008), 
Skyfall (2012) and Spectre 
(2015).

See Answer Section

See Answer Section

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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Present a healthy lifestylePresent a healthy lifestyle55 Present an inventionPresent an invention66
Selecting quotations/proverbs

1 ★ Which of the following beginnings uses a quotation/proverb related to a healthy 
lifestyle?

 1 Every year on World Health Day, I think of the proverb that goes: “Give a man a fish 
and you feed him for a day; teach him to fish and you feed him for life”- Anne 
Isabella Thackeray Ritchie.

 2 Every year on World Health Day, I think of this proverb: “He who has health has 
hope; and he who has hope has everything” - Thomas Carlyle.– uses a proverb related 
to a healthy lifestyle

Linking ideas
2 ★ Choose the correct linking words.

Recapping main ideas

3 ★ Read the extract. Underline the phrases that recap the main points of the 
presentation.

Use short catchy 
quotations/proverbs 
that are relevant to 

the topic to start/end 
your presentation. 

While you develop your 
presentation, recap 

main points. This helps 
the audience follow 
your presentation.

Link your ideas with 
appropriate linking 

words, e.g. first, then, 
next, also, this means 

that, because, as a 
result, etc. This helps 
the audience follow 
your presentation.

Recapping ideas 

•  So we’ve already 
discussed … . Let’s 
move on to … .

•  Having seen a few 
tips on …, let’s talk 
about … .

•  But apart from the 
…, there is/are also 
… .

Note!

Now that we’ve talked about what you should do 

to stay healthy, I’m going to mention a few things 

you shouldn’t do. I’ve already mentioned that you 

should be eating lots of fruit and vegetables, but 

what foods shouldn’t you eat? First, it’s best to 

avoid sweets, because they are full of sugar. Also, 

as I told you earlier, exercising regularly is 

important, so don’t spend all your free time 

sitting on a chair playing video games or chatting 

online.

Here are some things you should avoid in order to 
stay healthy. 1) First/As a result, you shouldn’t 

eat too much processed food or too many 
sweets. These foods have large amounts of sugar, 

fat or salt. 2) However/Also, you shouldn’t eat 
when you are not hungry to avoid putting on 
extra weight. 3) Finally/Then, mental health is 

important, too. 4) Furthermore/This means that 
you should try to have mostly positive thoughts 

5) as/so this can prevent stress.

4 ★ Use your ideas from Exs 1-3 to prepare your presentation about how to lead a 
healthy lifestyle. See Answer Section
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Using a hook statement

1 ★ Read the two beginnings from presentations about an invention. Which one 
uses a hook statement? What technique is used in the other beginning?

 1 Do you like gadgets? Do you like technology? Can you think of something that 
has changed our world? How would you feel if today we didn’t have TVs? asks a 
series of questions

 2 Do you have a 40’ inch wide-screen TV at home? Would you like to have one?  
Today, everybody dreams of a nice big TV in their living rooms, but a few years 
ago there was no such thing. uses a hook statement

Using presentation software & speaker notes

2 ★ Look at slide 1 and read the texts (A and B). Which of the two texts (A or B) is 
speaker notes and which is the actual wording of the presentation? Why?  B is 
speaker notes and A is the actual wording of the presentation. B only has key 
words/phrases, connected to the contents of slide 1.

You can start your 
presentation with a 
hook statement, e.g.  
a question, a story, a 
statement, etc, that 
leads the audience 
directly to the topic of 
your presentation. 
Remember, people will 
listen to or pay 
attention only to what 
they care about.

Prepare your slides 
using a presentation 
software program. 
Make notes. Write key 
words or phrases, not 
your entire 
presentation on each 
slide. Be confident and 
well-prepared. Don’t 
just read your notes 
aloud. You can quickly 
look at them to 
remember what you 
want to say next.

3 ★ Look at the following text. What information would you choose to show on a 
slide? What would you write in the speaker notes?

   “In 1972, the first e-mail program was developed by Ray Tomlinson, from ARPA.  
A few months later, the NCP (Network Control Protocol) was introduced in order for 
computers to communicate with each other. At the end of the year, ARPA changed 
its name to DARPA, the same thing, only with Defense at the beginning.”

4 ★ Use ideas from Exs 1-3 to prepare your digital presentation on an invention. Use 
appropriate slides.

A The start of the Internet can be traced back to 
the year 1969, when the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency of the Department of Defence 
in the USA created ARPANET, a time-sharing 
network of computers. This paved the way to 
what we now know as the Internet.

- 1969

- Advanced Research Projects 
Agency of the Department of 
Defense, USA

- ARPANET

1

B - start of the Internet – 1969
 -  agency created ARPANET: time-sharing 

computer network
 - paved the way to Internet

See Answer Section

See Answer Section
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where/Statue of 
Liberty/be?  
– New York

Play the game in pairs or small groups. Use rubbers as markers. Roll the dice to move across the board. Use the 
prompt to form a question, then answer it in full. If you get both question and answer right, move forward two 
spaces. If you get only one part right, move forward one space. If you get both wrong, stay where you are.

why/you/be/ 
angry? – Jerry/ 
always/take/my 

things

how long/he/surf/ 
Net? – 10 o’clock/ 

this morning

what/picture/show?  

– name the geographical 

feature

Ann/be/here?  
– no/she/go/ 
supermarket

what/building/be?  
– name type of 

building

you/see/Robot Building/yet?  – yes/last week

your tooth/still/ 
hurt? 

– yes/I/need/ see/
dentist

1

her French/ 
improve? – yes

you/ever/be/Italy?  

– yes/twice

Claire/study/

for exams/these 

days? – yes

you/visit/the 

museum/yet? – no/

go/tomorrow

move 
ahead
spaces3

move 
ahead
spaces4

move 
back
space1

move 
back

spaces2

move 
back

spaces2

move 
back
space1

where/Ann/be?  

– not see/her/ 

two days

you/want/go/ 

cinema/today? – I/

would/rather/

watch/DVD

what/building/be?  
– name type of 

building

how long/you/ 
wait/bus? –  
10 minutes

she/remember/ 

travel/USA? – no/ 

she/be/too young/ 

remember

where/Parthenon/ 
be? – Greece

you/ever/try/ 
windsurfing?  

– no/too scared what/picture/ 
show? – name 

geographical feature

what time/Bob/ 
leave home/every 

morning?  
– 7 o’clock

what/building/be? – 

name type of building

2 3

10
11 13 14

20

21 22

16

7 6

23

24

2528

4

5

19

27

15

8

12

1718

26

9

See Answer Section
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Play the game in pairs or small groups. Use rubbers as markers. Roll the dice to move across the board.  
Answer correctly or go back one space.

Name two 
natural 

disasters.

Say the past 
simple of 

two irregular 
verbs. 

Say the 
past simple 

of two 
regular 
verbs. Name two 

cities. 

Say two things 

you did last 
summer. 

Name two 
materials. 

Name two 
things that 

fall. 

Say two  
things you used 

to do when you 

were younger. 

Name two 
kinds of 
weather. 

Name two 
things that 

people make 

with stone. 

Say two things 

you did last 

week. 

Move 
ahead 

4 spaces

Name two 

things that 

‘erupt’.

Name two 

adjectives 

describing 

feelings.

Say  

two things 

you did five 

hours ago.

Say two 

sentences 

using phrasal 

verbs with 

‘carry’.

Name two 

things that 

crash.

Name two 

landmarks.

Name  

two things that 

collapse.

3
Go back 

spaces 

2
Move 
ahead

 spaces

Miss a
turn

Go back to 
the start 

1 2 3 4

5

678

13

10

11

12

14

15

22

23

26 252728

29

30

31

24

9

Name two 

kinds of 

accidents. 

Say two 

sentences 

with ‘since’, 

using the 

past perfect 

continuous. 

Name two 

things that 

sink.

Say two things 

you were doing 

at 10 o’clock 

yesterday 

morning.

Name two 

negative 

adjectives. 

Say two things 

you had done 

before 8 o’clock 

yesterday 

evening.

Name two 

positive 

adjectives.16

17
19 20 21

Roll
again

Say two 

things 

you have 

never done 

before.

18

Name or saytwo things!
See Answer Section
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Play the game in pairs or small groups. Find your question by rolling the dice twice. The first roll gives you the 
number on the top. The second roll gives you the number on the left. Answer the question correctly and the 
square is yours. The other player/group can ask you any open question on the board if you land on ‘Ask any 
question’. The one with most squares after five minutes wins the game! 

John is visiting/
going 

to visit (visit) 
Rome this 
summer.

Sue hopes she 
will pass (pass) 
her exams next 

week.

You are tired 
if you don’t/
won’t sleep 

well.

If I win the 
lottery, I will 

travel (travel) 
around the 

world.

I wish I hadn’t 
eaten (not/eat) 
all that pizza. I 

feel sick!

Be careful! You 
are going to cut  
(cut) yourself 

with that knife.

He will be 
playing (play) 

football in 
three hours 
from now.

If you eat too 
much junk food, 

you will gain 
(gain) weight.

Her favourite 
TV show starts   
(start) at 8:30.

If you had 
stayed at home, 

you wouldn’t 
have got (not/

get) wet.

If we hadn’t 
taken (not/

take) the bus, 
we wouldn’t 

have arrived on 
time.

This time 
tomorrow, 

Mum will be 
cooking (cook) 
dinner for us.

He has been 
working at the 
sanctuary for 

in/at least two 
years.

If only I was/
were (be) tall  

enough to  
get on the 
basketball 

team.

Unless you 
leave now, you 
will/won’t miss 

the flight.

She looks 
after/into sick 

animals.

Name the 
type of 
holiday.

If only I had 
studied 
(study) 
harder. I 

wouldn’t have 
failed the 

test.

Look into/
out! There’s a 
car coming.

I promise I will 
pick (pick) you 
up from the 

airport.

I’m sure Tina 
will help (help) 

me with my 
assignment.

Sue arrives 
at/on 

school late 
every day.

Name the 
environmental 

problem.

I wish it didn’t 
rain (not/

rain) so much 
where I live.

1

1 2 3 4 5 6

2

3

4

5

6

Name the 
animal.

Name the type 
of holiday.

Name the 
environmental 

problem.

Name the 
animal.

Name the 
environmental 

problem.

Name the 
animal.

Name the 
type of 
holiday.

Ask any 
question

Ask any 
question

Ask any 
question

Ask any 
question

Ask any 
question

ice caps melt safari

lemur

camping holiday
rainforests 
disappear

macaw

rivers and lakes 
dry up

loggerhead 
sea turtle cruise
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Play the game in small groups. Choose a card. Each card has a main word (in bold) and three related words 
under it. One student from group A tries to describe the main word without saying it or any of the related 
words under it. If group A guesses the word, they get the card. If they don’t guess it after 20 seconds, or if the 
student says the word or any of the related words, group B gets the card. The group with the most cards after 
five minutes wins the game!

Don’t           it!
Bottle

plastic

glass

cap

Festival

street food
parade

competitions

Concert

music
pop star
dance

Costume

parade
dress up
carnival

Opera

stage
singer

audience

Guitar

music

string

play

Ticket

concert
movie

theatre

Watermelon

fruit
red

summer

Jazz

music

saxophone

trumpet

Actor

film
TV

star

Painting

brush
paints
painter

Theatre

play

stage

curtain

Film

director
camera
actor

Sculpture

art

sculptor

clay

Newspaper

news
article

headlines

Fireworks 
display

festival

New Year

sky

SA:   OK, so this is an event… a special occasion, which sometimes goes on all day, and sometimes goes 
on for two or three days. Lots of people go there. It’s usually outdoors, with lots of music. There are 
things to eat and drink and everyone has a lot of fun.

SB: A festival!
SA:  Correct! etc
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Give advice for the problems in the squares or name what you see in the picture. Choose any 
square when it’s your turn and if you get it right, the square is yours. Get four squares in a 
horizontal, vertical or diagonal row to win the game!

Name the 
equipment.

Name the 
equipment.

Name the 
equipment.

Name the 
equipment.

Name the 
equipment.

Name the 
place.

I have a cold.
You should stay 

in bed.

Name the 
equipment.

Name the 
sport.

Name the 
place.I want a 

relaxing 
workout.

Why don’t you 
try yoga?

Name the 
injury.

Name the 
sport. I feel tired and 

weak.
You should eat 
more carbs/ 

carbohydrates.

Name the 
place.

I argue with my 
friends.

Why don’t you 
talk to them 
and tell them 
how you feel?

I want to try a 
martial art.

You should try 
capoeira.

I’m stressed 
about exams.
Why don’t you 
make a study 
timetable?

I have a 
headache.

You should take 
an aspirin/a 
painkiller.

I need to build 
up my muscles.
You should eat 
more protein.

Name the 
place. I have a 

stomachache.
Why don’t you 

drink some tea?

I have an 
earache.

You should use 
ear drops.

I’m addicted to 
social media.

Why don’t 
you put your 
smartphone 

away for a few 
hours every day?

Name the 
place.

Name the 
place.

Name the 
equipment. I have a 

toothache.
You should see 

a dentist.

Name the 
injury.

Name the 
equipment.

I have a sore 
throat.

You should eat 
some honey.

Name the 
equipment.

I’m a victim of 
bullying.

Why don’t you 
stand up to 
people who 

make you feel 
bad?

Name the 
sport.

Name the 
equipment. I’m starting at 

a new school.
You should join 
an after-school 

club.

pool
boot football

golfblack
eye

ring ring

net
bat

course

club pitch/field

puck rink gloves

racquet water polo

sticka broken leg

goggles

court
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Play the game in pairs or small groups. Use rubbers as markers. Roll the dice to move across the 
board. Answer correctly or go back one space.

Tom takes  
after/up  

his father – they  
have the same 

eyes.

It’s important for 
Jenny to get/do 
good marks at 

school.

I think I might take 
up/off cycling!

You can 
download/share 

a link.

Why don’t you 
fail/enrol on an 
online course?

He told me that 
he would/will 
send me the 

file.

He asked if I had/
have seen his 

glasses.

Elizabeth said/told me she was chatting online with 
friends.

Emily said she 
had never seen/ 
would never see 
a driverless bus 

before.

1 2 3 4

9

10
11 13 14

21 22

16

7 6

23 24

28

This is a(n) robot.

That’s a great 
gadget, isn’t 

it?

Let’s eat  
out tonight, shall 

we?

I’ve got the latest 
smartphone, 

haven’t I?

5

19

27

8

12

You aren’t 
having/paying 

attention to what 
I’m saying!

Sally said that  
she could/can 

come to the 
cinema with us.

1718

This is a(n) 

drone .

Tom said he had 
updated/had been 
updating his profile 

all afternoon.

26

My sister said/
told that I 

couldn’t use her 
laptop.

You can send/
like a friend 

request.

Don’t make so 
much noise, will 

you?

Say three things you 
can do with your 

smartphone.
make phone calls, 

send text messages, 
chat online

Say three places 
in an airport.

passport control, 
information desk, 

departure gate

15

move 
ahead
spaces3

move 
ahead
spaces3

move 
ahead
spaces2

move 
back

spaces2

move 
back

spaces2

move 
back
space1

20

25
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Module 1

Fill in using with, in, on, at, of, for or about.

 1 The new mall is on the other side of the city.

 2 The Parthenon is a temple which is made of  
marble.

 3 John lives in a flat with a view of his local park.

 4 A bicycle is perfect for getting around the city.

 5 Mary wants to buy a house with a garden.

 6 I like learning about a place before I visit it.

 7 Life in a big city can be stressful.

 8 George always stays at the Savoy Hotel.

Module 2

Fill in using at, under, with, from, to, about or on.

 1 The crash did a lot of damage to our new car.

 2 Jo lost contact with the rest of the group.

 3 We heard about John’s accident on the news 
last night.

 4 The firemen saved everyone from the burning 
house.

 5 Ancient Egyptians depended on the River Nile 
for water.

 6 We haven’t heard from Tom lately. I hope he’s 
OK.

 7 The skiing accident happened at the foot of the 
mountain.

 8 Our house was buried under the snow after the 
avalanche.

Module 3

Fill in using into, at, on, with or for.

 1 Clare’s dream is to go on an African safari one 
day.

 2 Tim shared his sandwich with some hungry 
birds in the park.

 3 What time does Shelley normally arrive at work?

 4 Let’s wait for the rain to stop before we go out.

 5 There are only 100 Sumatran rhinos left on the 
planet today.

 6 Matt loves spending time with his pets.

 7 She put her nursing skills into practice at the 
animal centre.

 8 You have to volunteer on the programme for at 
least a month.

Module 4

Fill in using in, on, at, for or out.

 1 The costumes for the show were really out of 
this world!

 2 Not recycling rubbish has a bad effect on the 
environment.

 3 Maureen likes reading a book while she’s lying 
on the beach.

 4 Tickets for the performance are on sale 
tomorrow.

 5 Two famous artists were involved in the design 
of the stage set.

 6 A band from our town performed at the music 
festival.

 7 There is a gift shop on the ground floor of the 
museum.

 8 This evening’s classical concert lasts for three 
hours.

Module 5

Fill in using at, to, for, in or on.

 1 Brad’s keen on martial arts – he does capoeira.

 2 The key to staying healthy is exercise and a 
balanced diet.

 3 Jason is taking part in a tennis tournament this 
weekend.

 4 My dad always goes for a walk after dinner.

 5 Sally is interested in joining the gym I go to.

 6 You spend too much time on video games!

 7 Runners are at risk of knee injuries.

 8 I don’t like training on my own – I want 
company!

Module 6

Fill in using up, on, in, by or to.

 1 The digital presentation brought the subject to 
life.

 2 Is it easy to get to the robot exhibition on foot?

 3 He carried all his luggage in a suitcase on wheels.

 4 Do you think we are going in the right direction?

 5 The robot can perform up to four tasks at once.

 6 Can you tell me the way to baggage reclaim?

 7 We didn’t get on the plane until midnight.

 8 Jack prefers travelling by train.
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Module 1

Choose the correct particle(s).

 1 You can come across/around some strange 
animals in Australia.

 2 Oliver came into/out of a lot of money when 
his rich uncle died.

 3 Which part of England does Sarah come by/
from?

 4 Max came down with/up with a clever design 
for the new building.

 5 A meal for two in this fancy restaurant can come 
at/to £80.

 6 The roof of the old house came off/out in the 
big storm.

Module 2

Choose the correct particle.

 1 It carried on/over raining all through the night.

 2 Because of the bad weather, they carried 
under/ over the meeting till the next day.

 3 The firemen carried in/out their duties bravely.

 4 You can rely on May to carry the project 
through/ away to the end.

 5 Despite the bad weather, the pilot carried on/ 
off his landing smoothly.

 6 The smell of this flower always carries me 
forward/back to my childhood in Ireland.

Module 3

Choose the correct particle(s).

 1 I really look up to/down on people who respect 
the environment.

 2 Look up/over the word in your dictionary.

 3 Scientists are looking into/for the problem of 
global warming.

 4 Madge looks for/after sick cats at the animal 
clinic.

 5 Look out/up! That elephant is going to chase 
us!

 6 I’m looking forward to/back on volunteering at 
the sanctuary next week.

Module 4

Choose the correct particle.

 1 Not many people turned out/in for the 
photography exhibition.

 2 The road to the festival was closed so we had to 
turn away/back.

 3 After searching everywhere for my camera, it 
turned up/out in my wardrobe!

 4 Please turn off/over the TV when you go to 
bed.

 5 Mike turned off/down my offer to take him to 
the art gallery.

 6 It’s amazing that sand turns into/back glass 
when you heat it.

Module 5

Choose the correct particle(s).

 1 Our coach won’t put down to/up with rude 
behaviour on the pitch.

 2 Work out regularly if you don’t want to put in/
on weight!

 3 The marathon was put back/off until Monday 
because of the heatwave.

 4 You should put aside/across money to buy a 
bike this summer.

 5 Our school has put about/forward a suggestion 
for a new sports centre.

 6 James put on/up his swimming goggles and 
dived into the pool.

Module 6

Choose the correct particle.

 1 Jean takes with/after her mother – they are 
both good teachers.

 2 They watched the plane take up/off and 
disappear into the clouds.

 3 I’m thinking of taking up/in a new hobby.

 4 The reporter took over/down notes of 
everything that was said.

 5 The airport is taking on/out new employees for 
the summer.

 6 Malcolm will take over/up the company when 
his father retires.
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Module 1

Form adjectives from the words in brackets to 
complete the sentences.

 1 You have to be quite courageous (courage) to 
clean the windows of a skyscraper!

 2 It’s very noisy (noise) in the street where I live.

 3 My granddad is still very fit and active (act) at 
the age of 90!

 4 In some neighbourhoods, it’s dangerous 
(danger) to walk alone at night.

 5 Our town needs a campaign to clean up its dirty 
(dirt) streets.

 6 I’d like to do a creative (create) job like being 
an architect.

Module 2

Form adjectives from the words in brackets to 
complete the sentences.

 1 Everyone was fascinated (fascinate) to see the 
ruins of Pompeii.

 2 The guide took us on a fascinating (fascinate) 
tour of the city.

 3 The volcanic eruption was a terrifying (terrify) 
experience.

 4 The terrified (terrify) villagers ran for their lives.

 5 It’s a very exhausting (exhaust) job being part 
of a rescue team.

 6 Rescuers get exhausted (exhaust) when they 
have to work all through the night.

Module 3

Form people nouns from the words in brackets to 
complete the sentences.

 1 Harry wants to be a biologist (biology) when he 
grows up.

 2 The receptionist (reception) at the animal 
centre gave us our volunteer badges.

 3 A sailor (sail) needs to have a good knowledge 
of the sea.

 4 The gardener (garden) worked all day planting 
trees.

 5 We need an experienced diver (dive) to work in 
our dolphin pool.

 6 A famous sculptor (sculpt) designed the statue 
of the elephant outside the zoo.

Module 4

Form nouns from the words in brackets to complete 
the sentences.

 1 The actor gave a marvellous performance 
(perform) in the role of Hamlet.

 2 Stan gets great enjoyment (enjoy) from writing 
scripts for films.

 3 To her great annoyance (annoy), no one had 
recycled the newspapers.

 4 Kate’s favourite form of entertainment 
(entertain) is the theatre.

 5 Our town is organising a competition (compete) 
for the most unusual artwork.

 6 The Blue Danube is a famous musical 
composition (compose) by Johann Strauss.

Module 5

Form negative adjectives from the words in 
brackets to complete the sentences.

 1 What you said to the coach was impolite 
(polite); you should apologise.

 2 I’m unsure (sure) how to treat this injury so I 
need your advice.

 3 He ran so fast that it was impossible (possible) 
to beat him!

 4 A robot can never be illogical (logical).

 5 Young people can feel insecure (secure) and in 
need of self-confidence.

 6 This article says vitamin supplements are 
unnecessary (necessary) if you eat a balanced 
diet.

Module 6

Form adjectives from the words in brackets to 
complete the sentences.

 1 Robert was very restless (rest); he kept moving 
from place to place.

 2 My flexible smartphone was a really useful (use) 
present. I wear it all the time.

 3 Many industrial (industry) jobs are now being 
done by robots.

 4 Look at that driverless (driver) bus! There’s no 
one behind the wheel!

 5 You have to be careful (care) when sharing 
personal information online.

 6 Our school trip to the planetarium was extremely 
educational (education).

Our World11 Our World
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Vocabulary

1 ★ Fill in: disappeared, admired, collapsed, 
rescued, live, go, injured, survived.

 1 I stood and admired the beautiful scenery 
of the Lake District.

 2 I don’t think I could ever live in a quiet 
place. I like being in noisy ones. 

 3 Ten people were injured in the plane crash.

 4 All the people in the building survived the 
explosion.

 5 We should all go green. 

 6 They rescued 20 people from the shipwreck. 

 7 The emergency workers are still looking 
for survivors in the building that collapsed  
earlier this morning.

 8 It is a mystery how Amelia Earhart 
disappeared over the Pacific Ocean.

2 ★★ Fill in: factory, aquarium, population, 
residents. Then underline how each person feels. 

 1 The aquarium was full of colour, life and 
beautiful fish. What a fantastic sight! 
relieved/amazed

 2 When I heard that my city has a(n)  
population of nearly eight million people, I 
couldn’t believe it. When did it get so big? 
shocked/angry

 3 I stood with the local residents outside their 
houses, our eyes wide open as we watched 
the volcano erupt in front of us. terrified/
frustrated

 4 I make cars at a(n) factory. I work very long 
hours every day. exhausted/frightened

3 ★★ Complete the gaps with the correct form of 
the words in brackets. 

 1 The emergency workers were very 
courageous to enter the collapsed building. 
(COURAGE)

 2 The sea animals at the aquarium were very 
active. They kept moving all the time. (ACT)

 3 It was really exciting to see my favourite 
singer live on stage. (EXCITE)

4 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 The artist enjoys experimenting at/with/on 
the different colours. 

 2 Pompeii is buried under/over/in ash and 
mud.

 3 The flood caused damage at/to/on the 
homes in the area. 

 4 Did you hear from/about/off the three 
people who were rescued from the plane 
crash? 

 5 I just came across/on/in this great magazine 
about Hobbiton. 

 6 My ticket to Mexico came on/to/in £400. 

 7 You can’t get around on/by/in foot in the 
countryside because the distances are great.

 8 The emergency workers carried for/on/out 
looking for survivors throughout the night.

5 ★★ Form collocations using the words in 
the boxes. Use them to complete the sentences  
(1-8).

 1 Lucy witnessed a car crash on the road 
today. Luckily, no one was hurt. 

 2 Our world is full of amazing geographical 
features such as lakes, valleys and deserts.

 3 I hate walking down dark streets without 
lights. I find them scary.

 4 Lava is a key feature of a volcanic eruption.

 5 I really enjoy the feeling of a light breeze   
against my face.

 6 London has a lot of trendy shops where you 
can buy really beautiful clothes.

 7 During summer, I love lying on a sandy 
beach  and enjoy the sun.

 8 You can have a better career in a big city as 
there are lots of job opportunities.

• job  • sandy  • trendy  • geographical  • volcanic  
• dark  • car  • light

• eruption  • shops  • features  • opportunities  
• beach  • breeze  • crash  • streets
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Grammar

6 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
simple, present continuous, present perfect or 
present perfect continuous. Then, choose the correct 
time expression. 

 1 A: What do you usually/never do on/at 
weekends?

  B: Well, I wake up (wake up) late, eat (eat) 
breakfast and spend (spend) the day 
with my family.

 2 A: My mum has been working (work) here 
for/all 20 years. 

  B: Wow! That’s a long time. 

 3 A:  Does Jim play (Jim/play) basketball every 
day/nowadays?

  B: No, he doesn’t. He only goes (go) to 
practise on/at Mondays.

 4 A: I can’t believe the swimming pool hasn’t 
opened (not/open) since/yet. 

  B: Yeah, I know.

 5 A: I’m so excited! We are flying (fly) to 
Mexico tomorrow/yet!

  B: I can’t wait. I have been waiting (wait) 
for this for/since months.

7 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past 
simple, past continuous, past perfect or past perfect 
continuous. 

 1 A: What were you and Lucy doing (you and 
Lucy/do) at 8 o’clock last night?

  B: She was surfing (surf) the Net while I 
was vlogging (vlog).

 2 A: How was your morning walk?
  B: It was amazing! The sun was shining 

(shine), the animals were running (run) 
around the forest and the wind was 
blowing (blow) gently. 

 3 A: Were you at home when you heard 
(hear) about the floods?

  B: No, I had gone (go) to my grandparents’ 
house before the news broke.

 4 A: Michael looked (look) tired last night.
  B: Yes, he was. He had been working 

(work) on his computer all night.

8 ★★ Put the verbs into the (to-)infinitive or the  
-ing form. 

 1 I’m considering studying (study) Law in 
London next year. Do you want to come 
(come) with me?

 2 Do you fancy seeing (see) a film this evening? 
Then, we can have (have) dinner at Kate’s.

 3 She forgot to take (take) the dog for a walk 
and postponed visiting (visit) the doctor.

 4 I would love to go (go) to Thailand. Let’s 
book (book) our tickets online.

9 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 I would rather/better not go out tonight.

 2 It was so/such a strong storm last night.

 3 You had rather/better bring a hat. It’s hot.

 4 The flood happened so/such quickly that we 
didn’t have enough time to leave our home. 

 5 Did you use/used to wear glasses?

 6 We had so/such bad weather yesterday!

10 ★ Write questions in your notebooks to which 
the underlined words are the answers. 

 1 The flood damaged all the houses on our street. 

 2 Jenny called the emergency services. 

 3 Gina met Keith yesterday.

Everyday English

11 ★ Choose the correct response. 

 1 A: Are you alright?
  B: a I’m fine now. 
   b It was such a terrible experience.

 2 A: You were lucky nothing happened to you!
  B: a I know. b Oh dear!

 3 A: What are you doing this weekend?
  B: a Not a lot. Why?
   b Now that’s a brilliant idea.

 4 A: I bet you were terrified!
  B: a I was.  b How awful!

 5 A: Where do you want to go?
  B: a We haven’t been there for ages. 
   b How about Madrid?

See Answer Section
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Vocabulary

1 ★ Fill in the correct word: drinking, shifts, animal, 
low, habitat, city, endangered, computer, aluminium, 
lead.

 1 Bono is the lead singer of the band U2.

 2 Some actors earn a very low salary.

 3 A German artist used aluminium cans to 
create artwork.

 4 The loggerhead sea turtle is an example of 
an endangered species.

 5 In the future, we may not have clean drinking  
water.

 6 We went to a (n) animal nutritionist for help 
on what to feed our pet.

 7 My dad is a firefighter and he works night 
shifts.

 8 I love going on short city breaks to relax for 
a day or two. 

 9 Due to habitat loss, lots of animals find it 
hard to survive. 

 10 Lucy is studying computer art at college. She 
is very good at creating images. 

2 ★ Fill in with the correct form of the verb: rise, 
explore, melt, attend, take, earn, win, prepare. 

 1 It is a sad fact that the ice caps in Antarctica 
are melting because of the changes in 
temperature.

 2 If we don’t do something about global 
warming, temperatures will continue to rise.

 3 She doesn’t earn a high salary for her work.

 4 Have you ever prepared a Thai dish?

 5 I won first prize for best costume design.

 6 I’ve decided to take part in my school’s 
painting competition. 

 7 Will you attend the comic festival this year? I 
hear it’s going to be great. 

 8 I go on adventure holidays because I like to 
explore new places.

3 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 What time did you arrive to/at work?

 2 We have been waiting for/on the tour guide 
for 15 minutes now.

 3 She put her new skills in/into practice at 
work. 

 4 We have been looking into/by ways we can 
help reduce pollution in our city.

 5 I had to turn the offer down/into because I 
had to work that evening. 

 6 The polar bear is on/in danger of becoming 
extinct. 

 7 Please look out/over. You are really close to 
the edge of the cliff. 

 8 I can’t believe how many people turned by/ 
out to watch the parade. 

 9 I’m so excited because cheap tickets to 
London are on/at sale online right now.

4 ★★ Complete the gaps with the words formed 
from the words in brackets. 

 1 The driver of the fire engine found it hard to 
reach the fire. (DRIVE)

 2 The receptionist greeted us as soon as we 
walked into the building. (RECEPTION)

 3 My city is well known for its entertainment 
options from films and festivals to shows at 
the theatre. (ENTERTAIN)

Grammar

 5 ★ Choose the correct tense. 

 1 Let’s go to the cinema. I will book/am going 
to book the tickets now. 

 2 Hey Lisa, watch out! You’re going to trip/’ll 
be tripping over those books on the floor.  

 3 At two o’clock tomorrow afternoon, Joanne 
is going to fly/will be flying to London.

 4 We have to go. The performance starts/will 
be starting at 12 noon. 

 5 Next summer, I am going to go/will go to 
the Glastonbury festival with my friends. We 
can’t wait.

 6 I hope I will find/am finding cheap tickets to 
Scotland.
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6 ★★ Rewrite the sentences in the passive in your 
notebook.

 1 They serve dinner at 7:00.

 2 We are sending the invitations tomorrow.

 3 Lucy had informed everyone about the 
event.

 4 She made the beds first.

 5 They were giving out free samples of the 
new product.

7 ★ Fill in: a, an, the, one or ones where necessary.

 1 There is an amazing band performing in – 
Madrid next month. 

 2 The new volunteers are the ones standing 
near the entrance. 

 3 Bring a jacket on your trip. The Sahara desert 
gets cold at night. 

 4 I like them both. Which one do you like?

 5 The Andersons just came back from their 
holiday in – Asia. 

8 ★ Join the sentences. Use the relative pronoun/
adverb in brackets. Decide which sentences are D 
(defining) or ND (non-defining). Where can we omit 
the relative?

 1 There’s the opera singer. I took a photo of 
him. (that) 
There’s the opera singer that I took a photo 
of. D, can be omitted

 2 The new action film stars Tom Cruise. It is 
released tomorrow. (which) 
The new action film, which stars Tom 
Cruise, is released tomorrow. ND, cannot be 
omitted

 3 This is Maria. Her father is a drummer. 
(whose) 
This is Maria, whose father is a drummer. 
ND, cannot be omitted

 4 That’s the place. You can collect your tickets 
there. (where) 
That’s the place where you can collect your 
tickets. D, can be omitted

 5 The singer sings pop music. He has a new 
song coming out soon. (who) 
The singer, who sings pop music, has a 
new song coming out soon. ND, cannot be 
omitted

9 ★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense.

 1 I wish we had helped (help) the volunteer 
group at the beach yesterday. 

 2 If you don’t hurry, you will miss (miss) the 
start of the theatre performance. 

 3 If I were you, I would book (book) my tickets 
to London today.

 4 I would have volunteered (volunteer) with 
the shelter if you had told me they needed 
help.

 5 When people cut down forests, animals lose 
(lose) their homes.

 6 I would build a sanctuary for animals if I had 
(have) a lot of money.

10 ★★ Put the adjectives in brackets into the correct 
form. 

 1 The tickets this year are much cheaper 
(cheap) than last year. 

 2 Thomas is not as creative (creative) as his 
brother. 

 3 I’m a lot better (good) than yesterday, 
thanks. 

 4 This is one of the tastiest (tasty) dishes I’ve 
ever tried.

 5 I find comedies the most entertaining 
(entertaining) of all films.

Everyday English

11 ★ Choose the correct response. 

 1 A: What about the later show at 10 o’clock?
  B: a Let me check. b I see.

 2 A: Maybe we can volunteer together.
  B: a I hope I can do some volunteer work.
   b Why not!

 3 A: I’m going to volunteer in Africa. 
  B: a Wow! b Yes, it does. 

 4 A: Is that for the 7 pm or the 9 pm concert?
  B: a The later show, please. 
   b Sorry, but the concert is sold out.

 5 A: Will you be paying in cash or by card?
  B: a Card, please.
   b So, that’s £80, please. 

 6 A: How long will you be there?
  B: a Last summer.
   b For the whole of August.

See Answer Section
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Vocabulary

1 ★ Choose the correct item. 

 1 Text/Sign language is a way for people who 
can’t hear to communicate. 

 2 Let’s hurry up. They are boarding at the 
departure/passport gate now. 

 3 We waited for our luggage at duty-free/ 
baggage reclaim. 

 4 Allison spends at least three hours a day on 
social media/messages.

 5 You can experience a new world with 
virtual/driverless reality.

 6 In water/ice polo, players try to score goals 
in a swimming pool. 

 7 I can’t talk. I have a black/sore throat. 

2 ★★ Fill in the correct verb: sprain, cut, take, make, 
get, assist, board, pay.

 1 My mum cut her finger when she was slicing 
the carrots. 

 2 Exercising is a great way to get fit.

 3 I need to take a painkiller. I have a really 
bad headache. 

 4 Did Greg sprain his wrist while doing 
capoeira?

 5 I find it hard to pay attention to what he is 
talking about. 

 6 You can’t make progress in your studies if 
you are very stressed.

 7 Ben’s job at the airport is to assist 
passengers with their luggage. 

 8 It’s time to board our plane. 

3 ★★ Choose the correct item.

 1 Always avoid/drink/follow a balanced diet.

 2 Can you share/send/tweet that link with 
me?

 3 Let me show you how to retweet/add/ 
upload a photo online.

 4 You must always maintain/stretch/burn 
your muscles before playing a sport. 

 5 Don’t argue/suffer/worry about your exams 
too much. I’m sure you’ll do fine. 

4 ★ Fill in: stick, rink, source, minerals.

 1 Let’s go skating at the ice rink!

 2 In hockey, players use a stick.

 3 Fruit gives us important minerals.

 4 Meat is a great source of protein. 

5 ★ Choose the correct item. 

 1 John’s football match was put off/up until 
next Friday because of the rain. 

 2 Eating right is the key to/for a healthy 
body. 

 3 Tim has put on/in a lot of weight recently 
because he stopped playing sport. 

 4 We are thinking of taking on/up a new 
activity such as yoga. 

 5 I am very interested at/in joining the golf 
club. 

 6 I’m travelling by/on plane to Australia 
tonight. 

6 ★ Complete the gaps with words formed from 
the words in brackets. 

 1 I don’t like the new basketball coach. He’s 
really unhelpful. (HELPFUL)

 2 The footballer scored a(n) beautiful goal! 
(BEAUTY)

 3 I live in a(n) industrial town. (INDUSTRY)

 4 Your comments were very impolite. You 
should apologise. (POLITE) 

Grammar

7 ★ Fill in said or told. 

 1 She told her sister not to accept friend 
requests from strangers. 

 2 My teacher said to us that we should 
research for information in class. 

 3 I told my mum that I needed a new 
smartphone. 

 4 She said that she would join an after-school 
club.
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8 ★ Choose the correct item.

 1 Sally burnt her/herself while she was 
cooking some fish.

 2 The scissors is/are sharp. Don’t cut yourself.

 3 The milk’s in the fridge. Help you/yourself.

 4 My mother taught me/myself how to swim.

 5 This pair of trousers really fits/fit you well.

 6 Can you be a little quiet? The news is/are 
on.

 7 Take the wet clothes and put it/them on the 
line.

 8 I hope you enjoy/enjoy yourself the party.

9 ★★ Complete the second sentence so that it 
means the same as the first. Use no more than three 
words.

 1 “Don’t press this button,” John told Victor.
1.   John told Victor not to press that button.

 2 Jim learnt to swim when he was eight. 
  Jim couldn’t swim until he was eight.

 3 The dentist checked my dad’s teeth.
  My dad had his teeth checked.

 4 “I’ve been exercising all morning,” he said.
  He said that he had been exercising all 

morning.

 5 You’re not allowed to run next to the pool.
  You mustn’t/can’t run next to the pool.

 6 A nurse will take your temperature in a 
minute.

  You will have your temperature taken in a 
minute.

 7 “Can we go to yoga tonight?” Bob asked 
me.

  Bob asked me if we could go to yoga that 
night.

 8 It’s possible that it will rain tomorrow.
  It may/might/could rain tomorrow.

 9 It was necessary to train every day in the 
month before the final.

  I had/needed to train every day in the 
month before the final.

 10 Someone has stolen John’s bag!
  John has had his bag stolen!

10 ★ Fill in the correct question tag.

 1 She had a basketball match yesterday 
afternoon, didn’t she?

 2 Let’s join a sports club this afternoon,  
shall we?

 3 John has got a headache, doesn’t he?

 4 This is a great hockey team, isn’t it?

 5 Don’t upload pictures online, will you?

11 ★★ Rewrite the sentences. Use the words in 
brackets.

 1 Social media is a great way to connect with 
people. It can be addictive. (BUT)

   Social media is a great way to connect with 
people, but it can be addictive.

 2 He studied very hard. He didn’t pass his exams. 
(DESPITE)

   Despite studying very hard, he didn’t pass 
his exams./He didn’t pass his exams despite 
studying very hard.

 3 The team lost the game. They played very 
well. (ALTHOUGH) Although the team played 
very well, they lost the game./The team lost 
the game although they played very well.

 4 It was raining. We still played the match. 
(EVEN THOUGH) Even though it was raining, 
we still played the match./We still played the 
match even though it was raining.

Everyday English

12 ★ Choose the correct response. 

 1 A: Can I play hockey next week?
  B: a You have to rest it. 
   b No, I’m afraid not.

 2 A: Do you have a minute?
  B: a Of course! b That’s alright.

 3 A: If you’re still in pain, come back.
  B: a OK, I will. b It’s really sore.

 4 A: Are you sure it’s not serious?
  B: a Yes, its nothing to worry about. 
   b OK, let’s take a look. 

 5 A: Can you help me upload a photo? 
  B: a I’ve done that.
   b OK, that’s easy. 

 6 A: Where can I find passport control?
  B: a After you upload it.
   b After the check-in desks.
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be \bi…\
bear \be´\
beat \bi…t\
become \bI"køm\
begin \bI"gIn\
bite \baIt\
blow \bl´U\
break \breIk\
bring \brIN\
build \bIld\
burn \b‰…n\

burst \b‰…st\
buy \baI\

can \kœn\
catch \kœtS\
choose \tSu…z\
come \køm\
cost \kÅst\
cut \køt\

deal \di…l\
dig \dIg\
do \du…\
draw \drO…\
dream \dri…m\

drink \drINk\
drive \draIv\

eat \i…t\

fall \fO…l\
feed \fi…d\
feel \fi…l\
fight \faIt\
find \faInd\
fly \flaI\
forbid \f´"bId\
forget \f´"get\
forgive \f´"gIv\
freeze \fri…z\

get \get\
give \gIv\
go \g´U\
grow \gr´U\

hang \hœN\

have \hœv\
hear \hI´\
hide \haId\
hit \hIt\
hold \h´Uld\
hurt \h‰…t\

keep \ki…p\
know \n´U\

lay \leI\
lead \li…d\
learn \l‰…n\

was \wÅz\
bore \bO…\
beat \bi…t\
became \bI"keIm\
began \bI"gœn\
bit \bIt\
blew \blu…\
broke \br´Uk\
brought \brO…t\
built \bIlt\
burnt (burned)  

\b‰…nt “b‰…nd‘\
burst \b‰…st\
bought \bO…t\

could \kUd\
caught \kO…t\
chose \tS´Uz\
came \keIm\
cost \kÅst\
cut \køt\

dealt \delt\
dug \døg\
did \dId\
drew \dru…\
dreamt (dreamed)  

\dremt “dri…md‘\
drank \drœNk\
drove \dr´Uv\

ate \eIt\

fell \fel\
fed \fed\
felt \felt\
fought \fO…t\
found \faUnd\
flew \flu…\
forbade \f´"beId\
forgot \f´"gÅt\
forgave \f´"geIv\
froze \fr´Uz\

got \gÅt\
gave \geIv\
went \went\
grew \gru…\

hung (hanged) \høN 
“hœNd‘\

had \hœd\
heard \h‰…d\
hid \hId\
hit \hIt\ 
held \held\
hurt \h‰…t\

kept \kept\
knew \nju…\

laid \leId\
led \led\
learnt (learned) \l‰…nt  

“l‰…nd‘\

been \bi…n\
born(e) \bO…n\
beaten \"bi…t´n\
become \bI"køm\
begun \bI"gøn\
bitten \"bIt´n\
blown \bl´Un\
broken \"br´Uk´n\
brought \brO…t\
built \bIlt\
burnt (burned)  

\b‰…nt “b‰…nd‘\
burst \b‰…st\
bought \bO…t\

(been able to \bIn “eIb´l t´\)
caught \kO…t\
chosen \"tS´Uz´n\
come \køm\
cost \kÅst\
cut \køt\

dealt \delt\
dug \døg\
done \døn\
drawn \drO…n\
dreamt (dreamed)  

\dremt “dri…md‘\
drunk \drøNk\
driven \"drIv´n\

eaten \"i…t´n\

fallen \"fO…l´n\
fed \fed\
felt \felt\
fought \fO…t\
found \faUnd\
flown \fl´Un\
forbidden \f´"bId´n\
forgotten \f´"gÅt´n\ 
forgiven \f´"gIv´n\
frozen \"fr´Uz´n\

got \gÅt\
given \"gIv´n\
gone \gÅn\
grown \gr´Un\

hung (hanged) \høN  
“hœNd‘\

had \hœd\
heard \h‰…d\
hidden \"hId´n\
hit \hIt\
held \held\
hurt \h‰…t\

kept \kept\
known \n´Un\

laid \leId\
led \led\
learnt (learned) \l‰…nt  

“l‰…nd‘\

leave \li…v\
lend \lend\
let \let\
lie \laI\
light \laIt\
lose \lu…z\

make \meIk\
mean \mi…n\
meet \mi…t\

pay \peI\
put \pUt\

read \ri…d\
ride \raId\
ring \rIN\
rise \raIz\
run \røn\

say \seI\
see \si…\
sell \sel\
send \send\
set \set\
sew \s´U\
shake \SeIk\
shine \SaIn\
shoot \Su…t\
show \S´U\
shut \Søt\
sing \sIN\
sit \sIt\
sleep \sli…p\
smell \smel\

speak \spi…k\
spell \spel\

spend \spend\
stand \stœnd\
steal \sti…l\
stick \stIk\
sting \stIN\
swear \swe´\
sweep \swi…p\
swim \swIm\

take \teIk\
teach \ti…tS\
tear \te´\
tell \tel\
think \TINk\
throw \Tr´U\

understand \
Æønd´"stœnd\

wake \weIk\
wear \we´\
win \wIn\
write \raIt\

left \left\
lent \lent\
let \let\
lay \leI\
lit \lIt\
lost \lÅst\

made \meId\
meant \ment\
met \met\

paid \peId\
put \pUt\

read \red\
rode \r´Ud\
rang \rœN\
rose \r´Uz\
ran \rœn\

said \sed\
saw \sO…\
sold \s´Uld\
sent \sent\
set \set\
sewed \s´Ud\
shook \SUk\
shone \SÅn\
shot \SÅt\
showed \S´Ud\
shut \Søt\
sang \sœN\
sat \sœt\
slept \slept\
smelt (smelled) \smelt 

“smeld‘\
spoke \sp´Uk\
spelt (spelled) \spelt 

“speld‘\
spent \spent\
stood \stUd\
stole \st´Ul\
stuck \støk\
stung \støN\
swore \swO…\
swept \swept\
swam \swœm\

took \tUk\
taught \tO…t\
tore \tO…\
told \t´Uld\
thought \TO…t\
threw \Tru…\

understood \Æønd´"stUd\

woke \w´Uk\
wore \wO…\
won \wøn\
wrote \r´Ut\

left \left\
lent \lent\
let \let\
lain \leIn\
lit \lIt\
lost \lÅst\

made \meId\
meant \ment\
met \met\

paid \peId\
put \pUt\

read \red\
ridden \"rId´n\
rung \røN\
risen \"rIz´n\
run \røn\

said \sed\
seen \si…n\ 
sold \s´Uld\
sent \sent\
set \set\
sewn \s´Un\
shaken \"SeIk´n\
shone \SÅn\
shot \SÅt\
shown \S´Un\
shut \Søt\
sung \søN\
sat \sœt\
slept \slept\
smelt (smelled) \smelt 

“smeld‘\
spoken \"sp´Uk´n\
spelt (spelled) \spelt 

“speld‘\
spent \spent\
stood \stUd\
stolen \"st´Ul´n\
stuck \støk\
stung \støN\
sworn \swO…n\
swept \swept\
swum \swøm\

taken \"teIk´n\
taught \tO…t\
torn \tO…n\
told \t´Uld\
thought \TO…t\
thrown \Tr´Un\

understood \Æønd´"stUd\

woken \"w´Uk´n\
worn \wO…n\
won \wøn\
written \"rIt´n\
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Progress Check 1
 10 Suggested Answer Key
  Hi readers! 
  Sorry it’s been a long time since my last blog post, but 

I’ve recently moved house. I still live in Spain, but not 
in the countryside. Now, I live in a big city, Valencia, 
on the east coast of the country, below Barcelona. 

  My flat is in the Ruzafa neighbourhood, near 
the city centre. Life is very different here – the 
streets are crowded and there is always something 
going on. Ruzafa has got art galleries, shops and 
cafés. I like buying a homemade cake from one 
of the bakeries and taking a stroll around. I also 
like visiting the famous market building at the 
weekends. It’s a really cool neighbourhood and I’m 
really glad we’ve moved here. Bye for now! 

Progress Check 2
 10 Suggested Answer Key
  On 13th June, Tom Smith was on holiday in 

Scotland when he decided to visit Loch Ness.
  He had heard a lot about the monster there and 

wanted to get a picture of it. When he arrived, the 
rain had stopped and the sun was shining. 

  Then, around half an hour later, he spotted the 
monster! It had a long neck and its head was 
like a dinosaur’s. Tom tried to get a photo of the 
monster, but he was so excited that he dropped his 
phone on the ground. 

  There was no one else there, so no one believed that 
he saw the monster. But he’s sure he saw something 
in the lake that day. Was it the Loch Ness Monster? 

Progress Check 3
 10 Suggested Answer Key
  Dear Frank,
  How are things? I’m writing to let you know about 

my plans for the summer. 
  This year, my family’s not going to go on holiday. 

My dad’s just too busy at work. So, instead, I’ve 
arranged to volunteer at an animal shelter close to 
my house for the whole of next month. They need 
people to help feed the animals and take the dogs 
for walks. I think it’ll be a lot of fun and I can’t wait 
to get started. 

  What about you? Do you have any plans for the 
coming months? Write back and let me know.

  Jane 

Background Information
The Loch Ness monster comes from Scottish 
folklore. A lot of people believe it is a large 
creature that inhabits Loch Ness in Scotland.

Progress Check 4
 11 Suggested Answer Key
  The Genzano Flower Festival is a very popular 

festival in Italy. It takes place in Genzano di Roma, 
a town near Rome. It lasts for just one day and is 
held on the 9th Sunday after Easter. This is usually 
in May or June. 

  During the Genzano Flower Festival, there are lots 
of things for visitors to do and see. Locals decorate 
the streets of the town with over 500,000 flowers 
and then there is a parade which passes over them. 
In the parade, people wear masks and medieval 
costumes. Afterwards, the local children are 
allowed to play with the flowers! 

  For people interested in flowers, the Genzano 
Flower Festival is definitely worth visiting!

Background Information
Ypres is a city in northwestern Belgium located 
close to the French border. It has a population of 
around 35,000 people. 
Belgium is a country in Western Europe surrounded 
by the Netherlands, Germany, France and 
Luxemburg. It has a population of over 11 million 
people and the capital city is Brussels. There are 
three official Belgian languages: Dutch, French 
and German. 

Progress Check 5
 11 Suggested Answer Key
  Dear Maggie, 
  I’m sorry to hear you’re stressed about starting at 

a new school. I went through the same experience 
two years ago, so I think I can give you some good 
advice. 

  Firstly, why don’t you join an after-school club? 
This way, you’ll meet new people and make new 
friends. 

  Also, I think you should eat in the school cafeteria. 
If you do this, you’ll be able to sit down at a table 
with other students and get to know them.

  I really hope my advice helps. Write back and let 
me know how everything goes. 

  Talk soon,
  Bella 

Progress Check 6
 11 Suggested Answer Key
  These days, a lot of teens have social media 

accounts. There are obvious benefits to this, but 
are there any negatives, too? 

  In the first place, having a social media account is 
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I arrived at my parent’s house very late in the afternoon, 
but I was happy to be safe.

Module 3
Exercise 4 (p. 27)
 2 Will Betty be taking part in the beach clean-up on 

Wednesday morning at 10 am?
  No, she won’t. She will be attending a lecture. 
 3 Will Betty be doing her homework on Friday 

evening at 8 pm?
  No, she won’t. She will be watching TV.

Exercise 5 (p. 27)
I wish I wrote ➝ I wish I had written (1st paragraph)
If one will be sick ➝ if one is sick (2nd paragraph)
if I haven’t volunteered ➝ if I hadn’t volunteered (2nd 
paragraph) 
I wish I can ➝ I wish I could (2nd paragraph)
the vets say I come ➝ the vets say I can come (2nd 
paragraph)
We have such a great time ➝ We’d have such a great 
time (3rd paragraph) 

Module 4
Exercise 3 (p. 35)
was being built ➝ was built
was performing ➝ was being performed
had to rebuild ➝ had to be rebuilt
it destroyed ➝ it was destroyed
had almost been forgetting ➝ had almost been 
forgotten
discovered ➝ were discovered
have been visited ➝ have visited
have performed ➝ have been performed

Exercise 3 (p. 38)
 1 This is the local theatre where I performed my first 

play. 
 2 San Diego, which is in the USA, is the home of a 

huge comic convention. 
 3 Robin, who lives on my street, is a professional gamer. 
 4 Bella, whose cousin lives in New York, wants to 

move to America. 
 5 This is the costume which I made for the cosplay 

convention. 

Revision (Modules 3-4)
Exercise 6 (p. 113)
 1 Dinner is served at 7:00.
 2 The invitations are being sent tomorrow.
 3 Everyone had been informed about the event (by 

Lucy).
 4 The beds were made first.
 5 Free samples of the new product were being given 

out.

a great way for teens to stay in touch with friends 
and family members. For example, they can share 
photos and exchange comments with people who 
live far away. 

  On the other hand, teens’ schoolwork can suffer 
because of social media. For instance, many teens 
spend so much time on social media that they don’t 
have enough time to do their homework. 

  All in all, I think that teens should be allowed to 
have social media accounts, but parents should 
limit the amount of time they spend on them. 

Module 2
Exercise 2 (p. 20)
 1 Olivia and Emma had arrived home by the time 

it started raining./By the time it started raining, 
Olivia and Emma had arrived home.  

 2 Luckily, Sam had already left his house when the 
earthquake hit.

 3 We saw all the damage to the house after the 
storm had finished./After the storm had finished, 
we saw all the damage to the house.

 4 I had got out of the collapsed building before 
the rescue team arrived./Before the rescue team 
arrived, I had got out of the collapsed building. 

Revision (Modules 1-2)
Exercise 10 (p. 111)
 1 What did the flood damage?
 2 Who called the emergency services?
 3 Who did Gina meet yesterday?

Skills Practice A
Exercise 8 (p. 25)
Suggested Answer 
Paris is known as the City of Lights. It is located in the 
north of France and has a population of 2.2 million 
people. Its famous attractions include the Eiffel Tower 
and the Louvre Museum. There are also trendy shops, 
lively nightlife, theatres and cinemas. 

Exercise 9 (p. 25)
Suggested Answer 
A morning to remember
One sunny morning, I was boarding a plane at the 
airport. I was so excited because I was going to see my 
parents. 
When I found my window seat, I sat down and put 
my seat belt on. I was watching the planes land while 
people were still boarding the plane. That’s when I saw 
something strange. There was a plane approaching the 
airport faster than usual. I thought that maybe it was 
just my imagination. Then, there was a loud sound as 
the plane crashed. It was frightening. The emergency 
services arrived and helped everyone. Luckily, no one 
was injured. 
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Skills Practice B
Exercise 8 (p. 43)
Suggested Answer 
Hi everyone,
I just wanted to let you know about my plans for the 
summer, now that school’s over. You’ll never guess! I’m 
going to take part in a volunteer programme for teens!
It takes place at Chester Zoo, in Cheshire, England, 
between 12th and 24th of July. I’m going with my 
brother Dave. In fact, it was his idea in the first place.
My duties include helping to prepare the animals’ food, 
reporting on their health and giving talks to visitors 
about them. I can’t wait! 
I’ll keep you all informed while I do it, of course, and 
include lots of pictures. For now, however, just wish me 
luck!

Exercise 9 (p. 43)
Name: Green Gathering 
Where: field outside Bristol
When: 14th-18th July
What to see/do: listen to music, eat food, take part 
in eco-living skills, gardening and basket-making 
workshops

Suggested Answer 
Celebrating the Green Lifestyle
It’s time for the green to gather again! Taking place 
every year in a field outside Bristol, the Green Gathering 
has become very popular for the residents of the city 
and visitors too!
It’s so popular, in fact, that it’s taking place over four 
days this year! Between 14th-18th July, those attending 
the festival can enjoy live music as well as a huge variety 
of great environmental food. There will also be lots of 
workshops this year, so people can learn how to live in 
a greener way. These include eco-living skills, gardening 
and basket-making workshops.
So why not head for the Green Gathering in July, and 
learn how to help save the planet!

Module 6
Exercise 2 (p. 56)
 1 Kate asked Ted why he hadn’t updated his profile.
 2 Mike’s mum told him not to spend so much time 

playing video games.
 3 Sue asked John if he could help her install that 

program.
 4 The teacher told us to be careful who we made 

friends with online.
 5 My brother asked me if I had passed my IT exam.

Exercise 5 (p. 56)
Suggested Answer Key
Amy asked Tim if he could help her create a social media 
account. Tim agreed and asked her if she had chosen 
her social media platform.  Amy said she had and said 
it was the one on the screen. Tim told Amy to first type 
in a username and password that she wouldn’t forget. 

Amy said she would write them down, so that wouldn’t 
be a problem. Then she asked what was next. Tim told 
her to click on ‘Create my account’. Amy asked if that 
was all. Tim said that it was the most basic profile and 
that Amy could then add personal information like her 
birthday and a profile picture. Amy said that she had a 
nice photo for her profile. Tim asked where it was and 
said that they would upload it right then.

Skills Practice C
Exercise 8 (p. 61)
Suggested Answer
Dear Tara,
I’m sorry to hear that you’re having a problem with 
your brother. As you said, I had a similar problem with 
my sister, so I can help.
First of all, have a chat with him. Explain that you’re 
upset and that you don’t want to fight with him. 
Suggest that you give each other a little space. This way 
you will see less of each other and you won’t argue so 
much. Secondly, don’t get involved in everything he’s 
doing. We all need some independence and freedom.
I hope that this advice works with the two of you. It 
helped with me and my sister, anyway. Let me know 
how it goes.
Love, 
Ann

Exercise 9 (p. 61) 
Suggested Answer 
More and more people are joining gyms these days. 
However, is this the best way to get fit?
There are certainly advantages to gyms. Firstly, there 
is a great variety of equipment. For example, there 
are machines for jogging, cycling and building muscle. 
Secondly, gyms have fitness instructors. This is good 
because you learn how to exercise safely.
However, gyms have a negative side. First of all, gym 
membership is expensive. This means that not everyone 
can afford it. Also, gyms can be crowded. As a result, 
you might wait a long time to use a machine.
All in all, there are both positive and negative sides to 
gyms. I believe you should only join if you have enough 
money for your membership. 

Grammar Bank
Exercise 72 (p. 88)
 1 could – general ability in the past
 2 wasn’t able to – specific ability in the past
 3 was able to – specific ability in the past
 4 couldn’t – general ability in the past 

Exercise 75 (p. 89)
 1 Carla had some trees planted in her garden by a 

gardener.
 2 Did you have your arm looked at by the doctor 
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Presentation Skills 2
Exercise 2 (p. 95)
The encyclopaedia entry (3) contains accurate 
information. The opinions expressed in the letter about 
the size of the aeroplane and the danger turned out to 
be false, since Earhart was successful. The newspaper 
article gives wrong information about the length of the 
flight (just under 15 hours).

Exercise 3 (p. 95)
2 and 4 give reasons.

Exercise 4 (p. 95)
Suggested Answer
Every century has its firsts, doesn’t it? Well, one of the 
greatest achievements of the 20th century was when 
Amelia Earhart became the first woman to fly solo 
across the Atlantic Ocean in 1932. 
Before the flight, Earhart was a well-known pilot, but 
no one thought it was possible for her to fly on her own 
across the Atlantic. Most people in those days didn’t 
think a woman had the strength or ability for such a long 
flight. But Earhart didn’t listen to the critics. She set off 
on her journey from Harbour Grace in Newfoundland, 
Canada. She had been flying for 14 hours and 56 minutes 
when she landed in a field in Culmore, Northern Ireland. 
It was an amazing achievement and Earhart became 
a celebrity around the world. Her achievement was 
especially important in the fight for women’s rights, 
especially in the USA. After her incredible bravery and 
skill at flying a small plane, no one could say that women 
could not do these things anymore. 
I think it’s fair to say that Amelia Earhart gave women ‘a 
flying start’ in the 20th century! Thank you for listening.

Presentation Skills 3
Exercise 3 (p. 96)
 1 warm
 2 sweet-smelling
 3 huge
 4 unforgettable

the feeling of the warm sun on your skin (touch)
the scent of sweet-smelling wildflowers (smell)
you can also see a huge variety of wildlife (sight)

Exercise 4 (p. 96)
Suggested Answer
Hello everyone, and welcome to Spain. I’m sure there 
are a lot of places which you’d like to visit during your 
time here, but I highly recommend that you visit Doñana 
National Park. This nature reserve is in Andalusia in 
southern Spain and it’s a beautiful place of unspoilt 
nature.
In Doñana National Park, you can see a huge variety of 
landscapes, from marshes to sand dunes, and you can 
spot a wide range of wildlife. The park is also great for 
bird-watching, with countless European and African 
birds, while there are also deer, badgers and, of course, 

yesterday?
 3 Mark and Jo were having their roof repaired after 

the fire.
 4 Tom has been having his bike fixed all morning by 

Victor.

Exercise 79 (p. 91) 
 2 Ann told him (that) she had met lots of interesting 

people.
 3 Frank told him (that) he wanted to know more 

about smartphones.
 4 Lucy told him (that) she would visit again the next/

following day.
 5 George told him (that) he had been trying out new 

gadgets all day.
 6 Mary told him (that) she had learnt how to use a 

3D printer.

Exercise 80 (p. 91) 
James is a pilot. He said that he worked with two other 
pilots and four cabin crew. He said that he flew the 
plane all around the world, taking people to where 
they wanted to go. He said he had been working for 
the same airline for seven years. He said that the week 
before/the previous week, they had flown to Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil, and then to Buenos Aires, Argentina. He 
said that they had been in Argentina for six days. He 
said that the next/following day, they would fly to Cape 
Town, South Africa.

Presentation Skills 1
Exercise 2 (p. 94)
 1 a statement (this one is irrelevant, since it’s about 

moving to a different but real neighbourhood, not 
an ideal one)

 2 a rhetorical question
 3 humour 

Exercise 4 (p. 94)
Suggested Answer
Have you ever thought about what your ideal 
neighbourhood would look like? I do it all the time!
My ideal neighbourhood is in a big city. I live in a flat 
at the top of a skyscraper and there’s a gym in my 
building! There are wide streets, beautiful buildings 
and it’s easy to get around because there are buses and 
an underground train. There are lots of facilities such as 
a supermarket, a department store, a library and two 
museums. There are also many art galleries and cinemas. 
It’s full of life and even though it’s a city, people are 
friendly. Children play in the park while older people 
enjoy walking or reading their favourite book there in 
the mornings. There are cafés and restaurants where 
people meet to have a meal or just chat over a coffee. 
Police officers patrol my neighbourhood so everyone 
feels safe, and there’s a hospital nearby. 
Wouldn’t you like to live in my ideal neighbourhood? I 
know I would! Thanks for listening.
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the famous Iberian lynx, which is one of Europe’s few 
big cats! There are also herds of beautiful Andalusian 
horses. In addition, you can visit Doñana Biological 
Station and find out about how they protect the ecology 
of the area. All in all, a trip to Doñana National Park is 
an unforgettable experience. You’ll learn a lot about 
ecology and experience nature at its most beautiful! 
You don’t want to go home without seeing such a 
beautiful place, do you? Are there any questions? Thank 
you for listening.

Presentation Skills 4
Exercise 1 (p. 97)
 1 asks questions about the character
 2 gives a series of statements about the character

Exercise 2 (p. 97)
 1 Slide B is more effective as it shows Sean 

Connery playing Bond and one of Bond’s most 
unforgettable lines.

 2 Slide A is more appropriate as it has the 
information in brief, and the fonts and bullet 
points help the reader.  

Exercise 3 (p. 97)
Character: James Bond
Actors: Sean Connery, George Lazenby, Roger Moore, 
Timothy Dalton, Pierce Brosnan, Daniel Craig
Appearance/Personal qualities: tall, athletic, handsome 
with short hair, smartly dressed; sensible, calm and 
independent
Name of film(s): over 25, including Casino Royale, Quantum 
of Solace, Skyfall and Spectre 
Types of film(s): spy, adventure, action

Exercise 4 (p. 97)
Suggested Answer
He is always well-dressed and he is a gentleman. His 
accent is typically British, but he speaks at least seven 
languages. He has travelled the world and he has a 
licence to kill. His code name is 007. That’s right, the 
name’s Bond, James Bond. 
Ian Fleming created this character in 1952. He has 
appeared in 12 novels and two short story collections. 
James Bond is one of cinema’s most popular characters, 
too. In fact, he has appeared in over 25 films! They are 
spy and adventure films with a lot of action. Several 
different actors played James Bond, including Sean 
Connery, George Lazenby, Roger Moore, Timothy 
Dalton, Pierce Brosnan and Daniel Craig. Daniel Craig 
appeared in Casino Royale in 2006, Quantum of Solace 
in 2008, Skyfall in 2012 and Spectre in 2015. Commander 
James Bond – code name 007 – is a tall, handsome secret 
agent with short hair. He is smartly dressed and usually 
wears a suit. He’s clever and able to create several plans 
to achieve his goals. He can speak a lot of languages 
and is quite athletic. He’s very skilful at martial arts 
and appears to be sensible, calm and independent. 
His films are all quite memorable as he is a brave and 

adventurous character who always gets out of difficult 
spots and saves the day!
All in all, James Bond is one of the best characters in 
film, and I think anyone would really enjoy the James 
Bond films. After all, who doesn’t enjoy a film full of 
action, adventure and excitement? Are there any 
questions? Thank you for listening.

Presentation Skills 5
Exercise 4 (p. 98)
Suggested Answer
Hello, everyone, and happy World Health Day! Every 
year on World Health Day, I think of the Arabic proverb 
that goes: “He who has health has hope; and he who 
has hope has everything.” Today, I would like to tell you 
a few of the best ways you can stay healthy – and some 
things you should avoid, too! 
In the first place, it’s important to eat at least five 
portions of fruit and vegetables each day. Experts 
recommend this number so that you can consume the 
nutrients you need to stay healthy. Another good idea 
is to meditate. It’s a good idea to spend some time 
outdoors every day to get some fresh air and reconnect 
with nature. This is very good for your health and 
general well-being. It also relaxes the mind and is a 
good way to combat stress.  
Now that we’ve talked about what you should do to stay 
healthy, I’m going to mention a few things you shouldn’t 
do. First of all, I’ve already mentioned what you should 
be eating: lots of fruit and vegetables. But what foods 
shouldn’t you eat? It’s best to avoid sweets, because they 
are full of sugar. Also, you really shouldn’t spend too much 
time watching TV because it means less time for exercise 
and, as I told you earlier, exercising regularly is important. 
To conclude, eating healthily, reducing stress and 
keeping your body strong, relaxed and at an ideal 
weight are all important ways to stay healthy. And we 
all want to keep our bodies physically fit so we can be 
our best selves, don’t we? Now, are there any questions? 
… Thank you all very much.

Presentation Skills 6
Exercise 3 (p. 99) 
Slide:
1972 
• first email program 
• NCP introduced 
• ARPA → DARPA
Notes: 
1972 
• first email program (Ray Tomlinson)
•  NCP (Network Control Protocol) introduced – allows 

computers to communicate
• ARPA → DARPA (end of year – D stands for ‘defense’)

Exercise 4 (p. 99)
Suggested Answer
Good morning, everyone. When you think about an 

Answer Section
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invention of the 20th century which changed the 
lives of people, what comes to mind? … Perhaps the 
computer? … Maybe the mobile phone? Well, I think 
of the Internet, because without it you wouldn’t care 
about the other two.
The start of the Internet can be traced back to the year 
1969, when the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
of the Department of Defense in the USA created 
ARPANET, a time-sharing network of computers. This 
led to what we now know as the Internet. In 1972, Ray 
Tomlinson wrote the first email program and a few 
months later, NCP or Network Control Protocol was 
introduced. This allowed computers to communicate 
with one another.
At the time, not a lot of people realised how the 
Internet would change the way people lived. In fact, 
Clifford Stoll, an American astronomer, said the 
Internet wouldn’t change anything. He was, of course, 
totally wrong because the Internet has changed 
everything. It has allowed people to access and share 
information around the world at the click of a button. 
It has also revolutionised communication, so distance 
is not an issue and working from home or even in 
another country is possible. There are also many more 
educational opportunities because of it.
The Internet, without a doubt, has changed our lives 
greatly and has made the world a lot smaller. As the 
American author Dave Berry once said, “The Internet is 
the most important single development in the history 
of human communication.” I couldn’t agree more. Are 
there any questions? Thank you for listening.

Fun Time 
Fun Time 1 (p. 100)
 1 Where is the Statue of Liberty? It’s in New York.
 2 Is her French improving? Yes, it is.
 3 What building is it? It’s a lighthouse.
 5 Is Claire studying for exams these days? Yes, she is.
 6 Where is the Parthenon? It’s in Greece.
 7 Have you ever been to Italy? Yes, I’ve been to Italy 

twice.
 9 What does the picture show? It shows a desert.
 10 Why are you angry? Jerry is always taking my 

things.
 11 Have you visited the museum yet? No, I’m going 

tomorrow.
 13 Where is Anne? I haven’t seen her for two days.
 14 What building is it? It’s a skyscraper.
 15 Do you want to go to the cinema today? I would 

rather watch a DVD.
 16 How long has he been surfing the Net? He’s been 

surfing the Net since 10 o’clock this morning.
 17 What time does Bob leave home every morning? 

He leaves home at 7 o’clock.
 19 How long have you been waiting for the bus? I’ve 

been waiting for the bus for 10 minutes.
 20 Have you seen the Robot Building yet? Yes, I saw it 

last week.
 21 Is Ann here? No, she has gone to the supermarket.
 23 Have you ever tried windsurfing? No, I’m too 

scared.

 24 What does the picture show? It shows a river.
 25 Does she remember travelling to the USA? No, she 

was too young to remember.
 26 What building is it? It’s a palace/castle.
 28 Does your tooth still hurt? Yes, I need to see a 

dentist.

Fun Time 2 (p. 101)
Suggested Answers
 1 avalanche, hurricane
 2 I studied computers and I went on holiday to Paris.
 4 stone, metal
 5 walked, waited
 6 rain, snow
 7 Rome, Athens
 8 I used to watch cartoons and I used to go to bed at 

eight.
 9 came, stood
 11 fog, heatwave
 12 car crash, shipwreck
 13 statues, temples
 14 He was tired because he had been working since 

8:00 am./They cancelled the picnic because it had 
been raining since the morning.

 15 I went shopping and took an exam last week.
 17 frightening, disappointing
 18 ships, boats
 19 I was sitting in the kitchen and I was eating my 

breakfast at 10 o’clock yesterday morning.
 20 I had done my homework and I had eaten my 

dinner before 8 o’clock yesterday evening.
 21 amazing, exciting
 23 volcanoes, lava
 24 We carried on looking for the plane. We carried 

out a search, but without success.
 25 shocked, angry
 26 cars, planes
 27 I washed my hands and I ate a sandwich five hours 

ago.
 28 I’ve never been in a plane crash and I’ve never tried 

bungee jumping.
 30 the Eiffel Tower, the Parthenon
 31 houses, bridges



Audioscripts
Jack: I have no idea, Polly.
Polly: I’m going hiking in Wales! In August, my parents and 
I are going to walk the Pembrokeshire Coast Path. It’s a 
hiking trail by the sea.
Jack: How long will that take?

Progress Check 4 – Exercise 8
George: Hi Carla. I didn’t expect to see you here. Don’t 
you have a violin lesson at this time on Tuesdays?
Carla: Yes, I usually do, but my teacher’s sick today. So, 
I thought I’d come here and buy a CD of classical music. 
George: You really love classical music, don’t you? I’m 
here to buy a birthday present for brother Mark. I’m 
looking for a jazz CD for him.
Carla: Jazz? But isn’t Mark in a heavy metal band?
George: Yes, he is, and that’s definitely his favourite 
type of music, but I want to introduce him to other 
types of music. 
Carla: OK, I see. And will you get anything for yourself? 
You prefer rap music, don’t you?
George: That’s right, but this shop doesn’t have a good 
selection of rap albums. I might get a blues album, 
though. It’s not my favourite type of music, but my sister 
Lisa loves it, so I can give the CD to her if I don’t like it. 
Carla: Anyway, I think that everyone else in the shop is 
buying the latest album by Girls Alive. I can’t stand pop 
music, though. 
George: Some people love it, though. Take Kevin for 
example. He bought that album on the very first day it 
was out!
Carla: But I thought Kevin liked folk music.
George: You must be thinking of someone else. Kevin 
has even gone to Girls Alive concerts. He’s a huge fan!

Progress Check 5 – Exercise 8
Tyler: Hi Pam. So, have you finished all of your packing 
yet? 
Pam: No, not yet, Tyler. I can’t believe I’m moving to a 
big city. I’ve lived in the countryside since I was born, so 
it’ll be a massive change. 
Tyler: Yeh, I guess so – but at least you’re not moving to 
a new country. Anyway, when do you start at your new 
school?
Pam: Next Monday, and I’m really nervous about it. 
Tyler: Why? Didn’t you tell me that your cousin goes to 
that school? At least you’ll know someone there. 
Pam: That’s true, but he won’t be in the same class as 
me. He’s two years older. So, I guess I’ll only see him at 
breaks. To be honest, I’m really worried about making 
new friends. 
Tyler: What do you mean? You’re not a shy person – 
actually, you’re really confident – so I don’t think you’ll 
have any problem making new friends. As soon as you 
start talking to them, they’ll realise you’re a nice person. 
Pam: Thanks, Tyler, but I worry that they’ll bully me 
because I’m from the countryside. I’ve heard that city 

Progress Check 1, Exercise 7
Visitors to Italy should not miss a trip to Pisa to see its 
famous leaning tower. Pisa is a city on the west coast 
of Italy with trendy shops, friendly locals and, of course, 
historic buildings. Most people visit for the Leaning 
Tower of Pisa. The original height of the tower was 
60 metres, but now its under 57 metres. Don’t worry, 
though; it’s safe to climb the 294 steps and the view 
from the top is breathtaking. Because of all the tourists 
who want to enter the tower, you only have 30 minutes 
to go up and down, but that’s more than enough time.
The cheapest ticket costs 18 euros when you buy it at 
the tower, but you can find better deals online. The 
city’s website also lists the opening times, so check it 
out before your visit. Please note that children up to 
the age of 8 are forbidden to enter the tower and those 
between the ages of 8 and 18 must have an adult with 
them.

Progress Check 2 – Exercise 7
Interviewer: Welcome back to the show. Now, I’m with 
a local man named Tom Smith. Tom claims that he has 
seen the Loch Ness Monster. Tom, can you tell us when 
and where the sighting took place?
Tom: It was last week, on June 13th exactly. I was 
in Scotland on holiday. I’d heard so much about the 
monster that I thought I’d visit the lake to try and get a 
photo of it. 
Interviewer: What was the weather like? 
Tom: It had been raining earlier in the day, but when I 
arrived, the rain had stopped and the sun was shining. 
Then, around half an hour after my arrival, I spotted the 
monster. It was quite late at that time, so I was the only 
one there.
Interviewer: So what did it look like?
Tom: It had a long neck and what looked like the head 
of a dinosaur. It was swimming really fast across the 
lake!
Interviewer: And what did you do?
Tom: Well, I tried to get my phone out of my pocket to 
take a photo, but I was so excited that I dropped it on 
the ground. 
Interviewer: What happened then, Tom?
Tom: Well, seconds later, the monster dived under 
the water and that was the last I saw of it. I felt really 
disappointed because I hadn’t managed to take a 
picture. Now, I only have my word and a lot of people 
don’t believe me, to be honest.
Interviewer: Well, I suppose that’s understandable. Most 
people think it doesn’t exist.
Tom: That’s true, but I’m sure I saw something strange 
in the lake that day.

Progress Check 3 – Exercise 7
Polly: Morning Jack. I’ve got some good news. Guess 
what I’m doing this summer.
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teens can be really cruel. And nowadays, there’s a lot of 
online bullying, too. 
Tyler: Yes, sometimes teens are mean about people’s 
appearance and interests, but I don’t think that anyone 
will bother you. And anyway, if they do, you should just 
ignore them! 
Pam: I guess you’re right. Anyway, I’d better continue 
with my packing. 
Tyler: OK, Pam. I’ll see you before you leave, right? Your 
family’s still having a going away party on Saturday 
evening.
Pam: Yes, of course. Then, the following day we’re 
moving to Manchester. Anyway, see you then!

Progress Check 6 – Exercise 8
Speaker 1: I bought my laptop last year, and despite 
being quite expensive, it’s given me a lot of problems. 
It’s been back to the shop many times with one problem 
or another, and each time it gets fixed, it breaks 
down again. Luckily, I own a smartphone and a tablet. 
Otherwise, I wouldn’t be able to use the Internet at all! 
Speaker 2: I was probably the last person in my group 
of friends to get a smartphone. I had always wanted 
one, but my parents refused to buy me one, and I didn’t 
have any savings to buy one myself. Then, last month, 
my uncle gave me one for my birthday. Now, I can’t live 
without it – it’s the most important gadget I own!  
Speaker 3: I used to use my smartphone just to text 
and call, but recently I’ve downloaded an exercise app 
that has changed my life! It tells me how many steps 
I’ve done each day and gives me information about my 
heart rate. It really encourages me to get off the couch 
and move! It’s only been a few weeks, but I’ve already 
seen improvements. And all this without joining a gym! 
Speaker 4: I’ve had my tablet for three years now 
and I couldn’t live without it. I use it all the time, for 
online shopping and video chats, and I take it with me 
every day when I go to college. And despite it being 
quite cheap, it’s never had any problems. Actually, I’ve 
recommended the model to a lot of my friends.
Polly: It’s about 186 miles so it takes about two weeks.
Jack: Phew! That sounds tiring.
Polly: It might be, but I’ll get lots of fresh air and 
exercise. The Pembrokeshire coast has got some 
beautiful scenery and I plan to take photos of the 
wildlife there. I can’t wait! Anyway, what are you going 
to do this summer?
Jack: This summer I won’t be going anywhere but I’ll 
be really busy with the local environment group. We’re 
going to organise a music festival to raise money for 
endangered animals. It’ll be in August, though, so you’ll 
probably miss it.
Polly: That’s a pity. But I’d like to donate anyway.
Jack: OK. Thanks a lot, Polly.

Skills Practice A
Exercise 4 (p. 25)
Want to see the sights of Scotland’s capital city, but 
tired of walking everywhere? Then jump on board the 
City Sightseeing Bus. Our experienced tour guides show 
you the attractions of this historic city and a recorded 
version of the tour is available in nine different 
languages. On the tour, you see Edinburgh Castle, the 
Scottish Parliament, the National Museum of Scotland 
and many more attractions. Buses leave from Waverley 
Bridge in the city centre every 20 minutes and each tour 
lasts about 60 minutes. Tickets cost fifteen pounds for 
adults and seven pounds fifty for children. You can also 
get family tickets for 36 pounds. There are plenty of 
opportunities to get some souvenirs as you can get off 
the bus whenever you want and then get back on later. 
Don’t miss Edinburgh by bus!

Exercise 5 (p. 25)
Guess what happened to me yesterday? I was waiting on 
the platform for the morning train to work. It was about 
10 minutes late and when I got on, it was really crowded. 
There weren’t any seats free, so I stood in the aisle. The 
train set off, but I noticed that it was going faster than 
usual. I thought that the train driver was probably going 
quicker to get back on time. Anyway, as we were going 
around a bend, there was a loud noise. The train seemed 
to fall to one side. The train had come off the track! It 
was really frightening. The emergency services arrived  
and made sure everyone was OK. Luckily, no one was 
seriously injured. Some people had a few cuts and bruises, 
but I was fine. After all that, though, I didn’t get into 
work until the afternoon. Then a few hours later I had to 
catch another train back home, safely this time, though! 

Exercise 6 (p. 25)
Andy: So here we are back in rainy England, Kate. We 
had a great holiday, though, didn’t we?
Kate: It was really good. The best for me was the local 
dishes we had. Everything tasted like it had just come 
from the street market. It was so fresh, Andy.
Andy: It was good food, but I just loved talking to all 
the people there. We got on so well and they loved it 
when I tried to speak their language. 
Kate: I hear Suri is still talking about the designer 
clothes she got in the shops there. Even the crowded 
streets didn’t stop her from shopping every day.
Andy: Mario didn’t do any shopping though, did he?
Kate: No, every day he got on a bus or in a taxi and 
went to a different art gallery or museum. I don’t want 
to think about how much he spent on transport!
Andy: He really enjoys exhibitions. Just like Ellie is 
always heading out at night.
Kate: She prefers dancing after dark to getting a good 
night’s rest!
Andy: To be honest, it was such a busy holiday that I 
need a rest now I’m back!

Audioscripts
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Skills Practice B

Exercise 4 (p. 43)
Robert: Hi, Lisa. Did you have a relaxing time on holiday?
Lisa: Not really, Robert, but I expected that. I was 
volunteering in a nature reserve in the north of 
England, so it involved a lot of hard work. I didn’t even 
get a chance to do any sightseeing in the area. 
Robert: Oh yes, I forgot that you prefer that sort of 
holiday. My sister Sarah isn’t worried about relaxing 
when she goes on holiday either. She loves extreme 
sports so she’s really into adventure holidays. 
Lisa: It’s the same with my cousin Harry. He went on a 
beach holiday last summer and didn’t enjoy it at all. It 
was too boring for him – he much prefers camping and 
going on hikes in the countryside.
Robert: Maybe it has something to do with age. 
Sometimes, the older you are, the more you want a 
stress-free holiday. My grandmother, Jane, for example, 
goes on a cruise ever year, and most of the time she just 
stays on the ship and takes it easy.  
Lisa: But that’s not always the case. My Aunt Mary, who’s 
in her 60s, goes on a safari every year – and that’s not 
exactly a relaxing activity! My uncle goes with her, even 
though he would much prefer a city break somewhere. 
Robert: Well, I’d better go now. I’m going with my 
parents to the travel agency in town. I just hope we can 
agree on where to go this year!
Lisa: OK. See you later, Robert.

Exercise 5 (p. 43)
Hello, listeners. I’m Rob Fawcett, the manager of Chester 
Zoo. Today, I’m happy to announce this summer’s Teen 
Volunteer Programme. Chester Zoo, located in Cheshire, 
England, is one of the UK’s largest zoos. We’ve got over 
9,000 animals and we’re always looking for help to take 
care of them! Our teen volunteer programme runs from 
12th-24th July and is for boys and girls aged between 14 
and 18. We will choose 20 candidates for the programme 
and they will have various different duties around the 
zoo. For example, they will help us to prepare the animals’ 
food, write daily reports on each animal’s health, and give 
short educational talks to young visitors. To apply for this 
programme please email us at jobs@chesterzoo.com. If 
you have any questions about the job you can email us 
at info@chesterzoo.com or call us at 223-2345223. The 
deadline for applications is 15th June. Don’t miss out on 
this chance of a lifetime at Chester Zoo! 

Exercises 6 & 9 (p. 43)
Sarah: Hi, David. I’ve been looking for you all day.
David: Oh, hi Sarah. Didn’t I tell you? Every Friday 
during the summer, I help out at my aunt’s café. I’m 
returning from there now. Anyway, what’s up?  
Sarah: My parents and I are going to a festival on 
Sunday, and we were wondering if you’d like to come 
along. 
David: Well, I’ve got a taekwondo competition on 
Saturday morning, but I’m free apart from that. What’s 
it about? 

Sarah: It’s called the Green Gathering. It runs for four days 
from the 14th-18th July, but we can just go for one day. 
Officially, it’s an environmental theme, but there’ll be lots 
of music and food, too – so it’ll be a mix of everything. 
David: OK, I see. Have you been there before? 
Sarah: No, I haven’t, and neither have my parents. My 
cousin was the one who told us about it – she goes every 
year, and she really recommends it. But if you’re not sure 
it’s your thing, you should check out its website. It’s got 
a lot of information about the events there.
David: No, you can count me in – I’m sure it’ll be fun. 
But do you know if there’ll be any workshops there? 
Sarah: Yes, there will. In the morning, there will be an 
eco-living skills workshop, but we probably won’t be 
able to make that one. Then, in the afternoon, there 
will be gardening and basket-making workshops – one 
after the other. 
David: They both sound good. It looks like I’ll be very 
busy there! And where is it held exactly? 
Sarah: It’s in a field outside Bristol. A lot of people take 
the train to Bristol and then catch a free bus there from 
the station, but my dad offered to drive. He thinks we’ll 
get there quicker that way. 
David: Well, thanks a lot for inviting me. Can you text 
me tomorrow about the details?
Sarah: Of course. We’ll probably leave at around 10 am, 
but I’ll contact you before then. Bye, David.
David: See you later!

Skills Practice C
Exercise 4 (p. 61)
This is an important announcement for passengers for the 
EA114 flight to Dublin, Ireland. Unfortunately, because of 
the storm, we will be unable to take off at our scheduled 
time of 3:45 pm. We are told that the weather will improve 
at around 6 pm, so we will take off at 7 pm. Also, please 
note that the flight has a new departure gate. Originally, 
passengers were told to board from gate A14, but now 
please go to gate G14. We apologise for any inconvenience 
this delay has caused, and thank you for your patience. For 
your comfort, we are offering all passengers a free bottle 
of water and a sandwich from the departure gate – and we 
would like to inform you that the airport’s duty-free shops 
remain open until our departure time. If you would like 
further information or assistance, please speak to someone 
at an information desk.

Exercise 5 (p. 61)
Speaker 1
I’m quite a worrier in general, and I become especially 
anxious around exam time. My family, though, don’t 
offer me a lot of help. They just say I have nothing 
to worry about! And, in a way, I guess they’re right. I 
always study a lot and pass my exams easily – usually 
with high marks. But that doesn’t stop me feeling really 
worried every time I have an important exam. 
Speaker 2
Last month, my mum got a job in a different city, so 
next week we’re going to move house. Also, of course, 
I’ll have to start at a new school, and I feel really anxious 
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about it. The only good thing is that my sister will be 
going there, too, so I guess we can support each other. 
But I still think it’s going to be a stressful time. 
Speaker 3
When we were younger, my sister and I got along 
fine. These days, though, we argue all the time! And 
it’s never about anything serious. For example, I get 
annoyed with her when she borrows my clothes without 
asking, and she gets angry when I play music loudly. It 
doesn’t help that we have to share a bedroom – but 
there’s no way out of that. 
Speaker 4
Sometimes, I really regret buying my smartphone. These 
days, I just can’t put it down. I’m constantly liking my 
friends’ posts or leaving comments – and it means I often 
don’t manage to finish my homework or do my chores. I 
wish I could be like my sister – she uses her smartphone 
now and again, but she doesn’t let it control her. I don’t 
know what to do!

Exercises 6 & 9 (p. 61)
Lilly: Hi Ken. Where are you coming from? 
Ken: Oh, hi Lilly. I’ve been working out at the gym, so 
I’m going home for a shower now. 
Lilly: Really? I didn’t know you were a member of a gym. 
Ken: Yes, I’ve been going there for around a month 
now. I paid for a one-year membership, and I try to go 
at least twice a week.  
Lilly: I see. Well, I’ve thought about joining a gym in 
the past, but I don’t like the idea of the crowds there. 
I guess you have to wait a long time to use some 
machines when the gym is busy, right? 
Ken: Yes, it’s like that in the mornings before people 
start work, and again in the evenings after they finish. 
But I usually go in the afternoons straight after school. 
It’s much quieter then. 
Lilly: And aren’t gym memberships really expensive? A 
friend of mine paid £1,000 for a one-year membership 
recently! Not everyone can afford it.
Ken: That sounds like a gym in the city centre. I get a much 
better deal than that because my gym’s in the suburbs – I 
need to take a bus there from my neighbourhood. But I 
know what you mean – they’re not cheap. 
Lilly: So why did you join one, then?
Ken: Well, for one, gyms have a huge variety of 
equipment. There are exercise bikes and machines for 
jogging, as well as machines which can help you build 
muscle. They’re the ones I use. I want to be big and 
strong to play rugby for the school team next year! 
Lilly: OK, anything else? 
Ken: Well, it’s really useful to get advice from fitness 
instructors in a gym. They can give you a fitness plan 
and teach you how to use the equipment safely. It can 
be dangerous to work out at home. Actually, my cousin 
injured his shoulder once trying to lift weights in his 
living room!
Lilly: Hmm, you’ve changed my mind about gyms. 
Maybe I’ll look into getting a membership at your gym. 
Ken: That would be great!
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Module 1

1f – Exercise 6 (p. 21)
We love Mexico City

You can find Mexico City in the centre of Mexico. It’s the 
country’s biggest city with around 8½ million people. Its 
nickname is ‘The City of Palaces’.
Mexico City is a great place to go sightseeing. You can 
visit the famous Angel of Independence in the centre or 
see sculptures and paintings at the Palace of Fine Arts.
Mexico City has plenty of activities to keep you 
entertained during your visit. There are countless art 
galleries and museums, you can pick up some fantastic 
bargains and souvenirs in the traditional markets 
downtown. Also, there are a lot of theatres and concert 
halls to enjoy live entertainment and after that you can 
stay up to enjoy the lively nightlife.
You can find something to do in Mexico City at any time 
of the day or night. That’s why people also call it ‘The 
City That Never Sleeps’!

Project 1 – Exercise 2 (p. 23)
Speaker 1: What does your ideal neighbourhood look 
like? Are there nice houses with gardens and quiet 
streets? My ideal neighbourhood is a place in the city 
where I can really feel comfortable and safe. It’s a place 
with wide streets and pavements where I can walk 
safely. And there are lots of car parks so that people 
can find parking easily. Also, police officers patrol the 
streets and make people feel safe. Older people can 
spend their mornings in the park while younger ones 
can jog there. Children can walk or cycle to school. 
There are shops for people to do their shopping and 
great restaurants to enjoy dinner. How does my ideal 
neighbourhood sound to you? Would you enjoy living 
there? I would.
Speaker 2: What does your ideal neighbourhood look 
like? Is it in a busy city or in a quiet village? My ideal 
neighbourhood is a quiet place in a village. There are 
small cottages with beautiful gardens. There are lots of 
trees and flowers along the streets. It is a place where 
neighbours know each other and talk to each other 
on the street. Children play happily in the streets or 
at the school playground or go swimming in the lake. 
There’s a main street with nice little shops, a small café 
and a pizza house. The nearest city is 15 minutes’ drive. 
So, what do you think? Would you live in my ideal 
neighbourhood?

Module 2

Exercise 2 (p. 26)
Radio Presenter: … and now for today’s quiz on Truth or 
Legend, we have Janine Potter from Manchester on the 
line. Good morning Janine. Are you ready? You have 

five statements and all you have to do is say whether 
they are true or false. 
Janine: Yes, I’m ready!
Radio Presenter: OK, Janine. First statement: the Moai of 
Easter Island were carved over a thousand years ago.
Janine: I don’t think that’s true. They’re not as old as 
that. That’s false.
Radio Presenter: Congratulations! You’re right. They 
carved them between 1250 and 1500 AD. Let’s move on 
to the next question. The designer of the Parthenon, 
the ancient Greek temple, was Phidias. True or False?
Janine: It’s true! Phidias was the designer and Callicrates 
and Ictinos were the architects.
Radio Presenter: Well done. Now, Janine, the ancient 
Persians made buildings in which they kept ice frozen 
even in the middle of summer. 
Janine: Er … true.
Radio Presenter: Well done, Janine. They stored ice and 
sometimes food in these buildings as well. Next question. 
We know that Emperor Trajan built his market around 
100 AD, but is Trajan’s Market the world’s very first 
shopping mall?
Janine: That sounds to me like it’s false.
Radio Presenter: Correct! They first used the space for 
offices. Janine, you need just one more correct answer 
to win. Here we go. The Maya built their amazing 
temples with metal tools. True or False?
Janine: Without being sure, I’ll say that’s false.
Radio Presenter: You’re right again! They used stone 
and wooden tools. You really know your history! You 
got five out of five right and that means you win this 
week’s star prize …

2f – Exercises 7 & 8 (p. 35)
Dave: … and now we welcome back the winner of last 
year’s Radio Dorset competition, fourteen-year-old 
Cassie Dyer. Hello, Cassie.
Cassie: Hi, Dave. It’s nice to be back.
Dave: Back in the studio or back in the country, Cassie? 
Because you’ve been abroad haven’t you? In case you 
didn’t know, listeners, Cassie’s prize last year was a trip 
to Namibia in Africa. Namibia is home to the world’s 
oldest desert and some pretty interesting wildlife. Isn’t 
that right, Cassie?
Cassie: It certainly is. We saw elephants, rhinos and 
zebras on safari, but the most amazing part for me was 
trekking through the desert to the Skeleton Coast.
Dave: That sounds like it was hard work!
Cassie: It was. It was probably the hardest thing I’ve 
ever done, which is why I’m so proud that I did it.
Dave: Can you tell us more?
Cassie: Sure. The trek started in Damaraland. We didn’t 
have a guide – it was just me, Mum, Dad and my sixteen-
year-old brother, Luke. We left at noon. It was so hot 
and the sun was so bright, but we were all excited to 
start our journey.
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their young, but this ice is slowly vanishing. Another 
example I can give you is the lemur. Poachers hunt them 
for their fur which people use to make various items 
of clothing. And finally, there’s the mountain gorilla 
which is in danger because of habitat loss – specifically 
deforestation. People destroy forestland for farming 
or to sell wood and don’t think about the fact that it’s 
many animals’ natural habitat. 
Presenter: And the truly awful thing is that all of this is 
because of humans. 
Dr Wheatley: Yes, unfortunately, that’s true. 

3f – Exercise 7b (p. 49)
Alice: Hi James! What are your plans for the summer?
James: Oh, hello Alice! I’m going to Mexico. Have you 
ever been there?
Alice: Yes, I’ve visited La Paz and Puebla. I had a 
fantastic time. 
James: I went to Puebla a couple of years ago on a 
sightseeing holiday and it was great. This time, though, 
I’ll be in Cuyutlan, Colima. I’m going to be a volunteer 
at a conservation centre there.
Alice: Really? That sounds fantastic. 
James: Yes, I’ll be taking care of sea turtles there.
Alice: What exactly will you be doing?
James: Well, I’ll be picking up rubbish from the beaches 
and making sure the eggs are safe in their nests. But the 
hardest part will be protecting the eggs from tourists.
Alice: What do you mean?
James: Well, even though they close off beaches where 
there are eggs, tourists still turn up and try to swim 
there. It’s our job to make sure they don’t.
Alice: It sounds like you’re going to be really busy. Will 
you have any free time?
James: Of course! We will be working 5 hours a day, 
sometimes at night, but there will be time for us to 
relax and swim during the day. What are you doing this 
summer?
Alice: Well, if Dad can get some time off work, we’ll go on 
holiday. We are thinking of going to New York for a city 
break. I’ll be really disappointed if we can’t go. I wish you 
could come with us.
James: Sorry. I’ll be busy saving an endangered species!

Module 4

4a – Exercise 5a (p. 55)
 A: Hello, and welcome to the show. Now, a lot of 

people are uncertain about what they can and 
cannot put in their recycling bin so we’ve asked 
John Banner from the Environmental Agency here 
today to tell us. Welcome, Mr. Banner.

 B: Thank you. It’s nice to be here.
 A: So, can you tell us exactly which items we can and 

can’t put in our recycling bins? 

Dave: I bet you were. The scenery must be incredible 
there!
Cassie: Yes, but the conditions were very difficult. 
It was boiling hot in the day and really cold at night. 
We soon became very tired and our feet were sore, 
but the photos we took were fantastic! For example, 
for the first few days, we were trekking across orange 
sand. Then, we reached a dry river and after that the 
mountains.
Dave: And then the Skeleton Coast?
Cassie: Yes, we were almost there but as we got closer, 
the wind began to blow harder and harder. It was a 
sandstorm! We had to cover our heads and faces, so we 
couldn’t see anything. But we kept on walking for hours 
and hours. When the wind finally stopped blowing, we 
had no idea where we were. Getting lost in a desert 
is very dangerous, and we didn’t have much food or 
water left.
Dave: What happened?
Cassie: Well, we all tried hard not to panic, but out 
there in the desert it’s difficult to control your emotions. 
Then, suddenly, my mum saw a shape in the distance. 
We walked towards it – it was a shipwreck!
Dave: In the desert?
Cassie: Yes! I know, it’s strange, right? But it’s very 
famous. The story goes that in 1909 a ship called the 
Eduard Bohlen sank near the Skeleton Coast. Over the 
years the wreck has moved and now it’s 400 metres from 
the sea. Sure enough, when we got closer, we could see 
the ocean sparkling under the sun. It was beautiful, and 
we all felt very relieved to see it!
Dave: What an adventure!
Cassie: It really was. And I wish everyone luck in this 
year’s competition.
Dave: Yes, this year’s top prize is a trip to Peru, listeners! 
And all you have to do to enter is … 

Module 3

3c – Exercise 1 (p. 44)
Presenter: Tonight on Wild on One, we’ve got Dr Simon 
Wheatley, who is here to talk to us about endangered 
species. Dr Wheatley, can I start by asking why some 
species actually become endangered? 
Dr Wheatley: Sure. There are several reasons why certain 
species become endangered. Take the loggerhead 
sea turtle, for example. This sea creature is a victim of 
pollution. In the first place, it mistakes plastic bags in 
the sea for jellyfish, and can then choke on them. Also, 
rubbish on beaches can prevent it from laying its eggs. 
Macaws, on the other hand, are endangered because 
of the illegal pet trade. People want these attractive 
birds as pets, so they pay money for people to capture 
them. Another reason why animals become endangered 
is climate change. For instance, melting ice caps put 
ringed seals at risk. They need ice caves to protect 
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 B: Of course. I’d be happy to. 
 A: We all know about plastic bottles, newspapers and 

glass jars, but what about the other things?
 B: Yes, well, first of all, you’re right. Plastic bottles, 

aluminium cans and glass jars can be recycled, but 
they must be clean and empty. 

 A: OK. Good point. 
 B: Plastic bottle caps can be recycled, but you 

should take them off the bottles and put them in 
separately.

 A: Right. I didn’t know that.
 B: Also, anything with food in it won’t be able to be 

recycled. So that means things like crisp packets 
and takeaway food boxes. Crisp packets can’t be 
recycled because they have bits of food in them 
and they are the wrong kind of plastic or they are 
metallic foil.

 A: I see. Why can’t takeaway food boxes be recycled?
 B: Well, they often have food or grease on them and 

this means they are no good for recycling because 
they contaminate everything else.

 A: Oh dear. 
 B: Another common item that people put in the 

recycling that they shouldn’t is juice cartons.
 A: Really? Why can’t we recycle juice cartons?
 B: Juice cartons can’t be recycled because they almost 

always have a plastic or a metal foil lining which 
can’t be separated in the recycling process.

 A: I see. Well thank you very much. I’ve learnt a lot. 
We’ll be right back after this short break …

4f – Exercise 8 (p. 63)
Emily: Hey Peter, what are you doing on your laptop? 
Peter: Oh, hi Emily. I’m looking at the photos I took at the 
festival we attended. Look, here’s one of the fireworks 
display on the final evening.  
Emily: Oh yes, that was definitely my favourite part. I 
didn’t want it to end.  
Peter: Well, I didn’t want the festival to end either, but 
for a different reason! I wanted to carry on trying all 
those traditional dishes. They were delicious! 
Emily: Not everyone liked the food, though. I didn’t see 
Becky try anything.
Peter: Well, that’s because she was in the art workshops 
each day. She said she learnt a lot from them.  
Emily: What about your brother, Darren? Did he have a 
nice time at the festival, too? 
Peter: Well, he had mixed feelings. He really loved the 
parade on the first day, but he was a bit disappointed 
by the live bands. 
Emily: I see. I guess jazz music isn’t everyone’s cup of 
tea. The ballet performances were good, though. At 
least that’s what Thomas told me. He loved them, 
though I didn’t get to see them myself.
Peter: That’s a pity. Did you see the magic shows, 
though? 

Emily: No, I didn’t – but my sister Sue loved it. Hopefully, 
I’ll get the chance to see it next year.
Peter: Yeh, there were too many things to see and do 
in just two days. I regret missing the competitions, for 
example. But, like you said, maybe next year!

Module 5

5f – Exercise 7 (p. 77)
Amy: Hey, Susie. What’s wrong? You haven’t been 
arguing with your mum and dad again, have you?
Susie: No, it’s not that, Amy. I haven’t argued with them 
or my sister for a long time. It’s my friends at school. All 
they want to do is hang out at the mall, and they want 
me to do the same. 
Amy: Oh, that sounds like peer pressure. 
Susie: Yes, I know. The problem is my schoolwork is 
suffering. It’s not an issue when I’m in class, of course, 
but I spend so much time at the mall in the afternoon 
that I don’t have enough time to do all my homework 
at home in the evening. 
Amy: But why don’t you just say no to them? 
Susie: I’ve tried that, Amy. But whenever I try to leave 
and go home to do my homework, they laugh at me 
and call me ‘teacher’s pet’. So, I end up staying.
Amy: Come on, Susie. You should know that friends like 
that aren’t your real friends. 
Susie: You’re right – but it’s not easy for me to find new 
friends. As you know, I’m not very sociable – in fact I’m 
quite shy. I’m worried that I’ll end up with no friends at 
all! 
Amy: OK, I understand, but you need to be brave, Susie. 
There’s no other way. You need to leave them and find 
other friends somehow. 
Susie: But how? 
Amy: Well, why don’t you join a sports club? That’s 
usually a good way to meet new people. 
Susie: No, I already go to the gym three times a week, 
so I don’t need any more exercise. I know! There’s an 
after-school art club that I could join. They meet twice 
a week. 
Amy: That sounds great. I’m sure you’ll meet some nice 
people there!

Module 6

Exercise 2 (p. 81)
Yesterday afternoon, a minor crash brought traffic to a 
standstill in Hereford city centre. The incident involved 
a public bus colliding into a parked taxi on the corner 
of Kent Street and Oak Road. Who was to blame? 
Well, as taxi driver Nathan Hayes found out, it was 
complicated! “I was ready to give the bus driver a piece 
of my mind, but when I reached the bus, I couldn’t find 
anyone behind the wheel!” The bus in question is one 
of five self-driving buses which Hereford City Council 
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are testing out in the streets of the city this week. Some 
local journalists have claimed that the event proves 
that the technology isn’t ready yet, but Mayor Philippa 
Sutton said that citizens have nothing to worry about. 
“The taxi was badly parked”, said Sutton. “We still feel 
that these buses are 100% safe and will greatly improve 
the city’s public transport system.” 

6f – Exercise 6 (p. 91)
Speaker 1: I realise that people have some worries 
about robots entering the workplace, but think about 
robot firefighters, lifeguards and miners. If robots could 
do these sorts of jobs, then humans wouldn’t need to 
put themselves at risk while they work. For me, that’s a 
major advantage.
Speaker 2: I think they’ll be a great addition to the 
workplace. I know that after I’ve been working for six 
or seven hours, tiredness sets in. Then, I start to work 
less hard and make more mistakes. Robots, though, 
don’t need to sleep or even take breaks during the day. 
This means they can work far harder than humans do. 
Speaker 3: In my opinion, there are some negatives 
to having robots in the workplace. For example, a lot 
of people get vital exercise from doing their jobs, but 
if robots do their jobs then they won’t have to lift a 
finger! The more robots we have in the workplace, the 
more humans will end up in office jobs where they sit at 
a desk for 8 hours a day. Jobs like those can lead major 
health problems.    
Speaker 4: I work in a factory and, to be honest, the 
work I do is not very complicated. So, I know that one 
day, probably quite soon, a robot will be invented 
which can do my job. And it’ll be able to do it better 
and faster than me, too. So, the company won’t need 
me or anybody else here at the factory, and I’m not sure 
how I feel about that.
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